
Budget Workshop
General Fund, Law Enforcement

November 1, 2022 @ 4:00 p.m.

• Eight Police Officers that offer 24-hour coverage of both Long Beach and 
Ilwaco 

• 30+ Volunteer Firefighters 
• Building Inspection for both Long Beach and Ilwaco 
• Planning and Community Development
• Finance and Administration for a $14.9 million-dollar budget
• The Parks Department manages and maintains 10 parks, the Discovery Trail 

and the Boardwalk



2023 Budget
General Fund

10/27/2022 2The City receives only 17% of total property taxes collected in Long Beach.

2022
Assessed Value for Example 300,000.00$    

Combined Long Beach Taxes 9.827291 2,948.19$        
Long Beach Rate 1.708755$       512.63$           17%
General Fund % Portion 70%
General Fund $ Portion 358.84$           

General Fund Breakdown
Legislative 9.02$               48,247$           3%
Judicial 17.23$             92,146$           5%
F & A 39.92$             213,523$         11%
Legal 4.67$               25,000$           1%
Facilities 1.50$               8,000$             0%
Police Department 144.88$           775,000$         40%
Fire Department 26.12$             139,712$         7%
Emergency Management 2.60$               13,912$           1%
Building Inspection 20.22$             108,165$         6%
Planning 18.70$             100,029$         5%
Parks 73.99$             395,811$         21%

358.84$           1,919,544.91$ 

Streets 153.79$           

Grand Total General Fund & Streets 512.63$           


Tax Overview

		Assessed Value for Example		$   300,000.00

						Tax Breakdown

				Total Taxes		Price / $1,000 AV		% of Taxes

		District 34 Tax Rate = $9.827291/1000 AV

		Pacific County		$   388.92		$   1.30		13.2%

		City of Long Beach		$   512.63		$   1.71		17.4%

		City of Long Beach - Fire Truck		$   67.72		$   0.23		2.3%

		State School Levy		$   832.99		$   2.78		28.3%

		Hosp No. 3		$   142.55		$   0.48		4.8%

		Timberland Library		$   86.40		$   0.29		2.9%

		Port of Peninsula		$   68.09		$   0.23		2.3%

		Peninsula Industrial Develop District		$   115.65		$   0.39		3.9%

		101 Ocean Beach M & O		$   338.95		$   1.13		11.5%

		101 Ocean Beach Bond		$   243.21		$   0.81		8.2%

		101 Capital Project-Technology		$   151.08		$   0.50		5.1%

		Total:		$   2,948.19		$   9.827291		100.0%



																																								0















Long Beach Property Tax Breakdown 2016 - $200,000 AV Sample





Pacific County	City of Long Beach	City of Long Beach - Fire Truck	State School Levy	Hosp No. 3	Timberland Library	Port of Peninsula	Peninsula Industrial Develop District	101 Ocean Beach M 	&	 O	101 Ocean Beach Bond	101 Capital Project-Technology	388.9248	512.62649999999996	67.723799999999997	832.99079999999992	142.5489	86.399399999999986	68.089500000000001	115.64700000000001	338.94630000000001	243.21180000000001	151.07849999999999	







LB Portion Expenses

				2022

		Assessed Value for Example		$   300,000.00

		Combined Long Beach Taxes		9.827291		$   2,948.19

		Long Beach Rate		$   1.708755		$   512.63		17%

		General Fund % Portion				70%

		General Fund $ Portion				$   358.84

		General Fund Breakdown

		Legislative		$   9.02		$   48,247		3%

		Judicial		$   17.23		$   92,146		5%

		F & A		$   39.92		$   213,523		11%

		Legal		$   4.67		$   25,000		1%

		Facilities		$   1.50		$   8,000		0%

		Police Department		$   144.88		$   775,000		40%

		Fire Department		$   26.12		$   139,712		7%

		Emergency Management		$   2.60		$   13,912		1%

		Beach Patrol		$   - 0				0%

		Building Inspection		$   20.22		$   108,165		6%

		Planning		$   18.70		$   100,029		5%

		Parks		$   73.99		$   395,811		21%

				$   358.84		$   1,919,544.91

		Streets		$   153.79

		Grand Total General Fund & Streets		$   512.63





Long Beach Property Tax 



Actual Tax Dollars per department for $200,000 Assessed Value





Legislative	Judicial	F 	&	 A	Legal	Facilities	Police Department	Fire Department	Emergency Management	Building Inspection	Planning	Parks	9.0192272571033456	17.225642055890589	39.915950504676239	4.673484695929754	1.4955151026975211	144.87802557382236	26.117735917927803	2.6007007635909893	20.22020736786147	18.699400943845244	73.992659816654609	
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Long Beach Property tax breakdown 2016 





Pacific County	City of Long Beach	City of Long Beach - Fire Truck	State School Levy	Hosp No. 3	Timberland Library	Port of Peninsula	Peninsula Industrial Develop District	101 Ocean Beach M 	&	 O	101 Ocean Beach Bond	101 Capital Project-Technology	1.296416	1.708755	0.225746	2.7766359999999999	0.475163	0.28799799999999998	0.226965	0.38549	1.129821	0.81070600000000004	0.50359500000000001	Pacific County	City of Long Beach	City of Long Beach - Fire Truck	State School Levy	Hosp No. 3	Timberland Library	Port of Peninsula	Peninsula Industrial Develop District	101 Ocean Beach M 	&	 O	101 Ocean Beach Bond	101 Capital Project-Technology	388.9248	512.62649999999996	67.723799999999997	832.99079999999992	142.5489	86.399399999999986	68.089500000000001	115.64700000000001	338.94630000000001	243.21180000000001	151.07849999999999	
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City of Long Beach
CURRENT EXPENSE - 001

2023 2022 2022 2021
DESCRIPTION Budget Estimated Budget  Actual 

Revenues

BEGINNING FUND BALANCE 879,261                                 903,438                         624,907                      724,934                   
TOTAL BEGINNING FUND BALANCE 879,261                         903,438                   624,907                 724,934               

TAXES

PROPERTY TAXES (1% Increases) 472,056                                 467,950                         467,950                      502,910                   
Local Crimal Justice 15,000                                   20,000                           15,000                        29,708                      
SALES TAX 700,000                                 800,000                         600,000                      856,248                   
BUS. TAXES CABLE TV 15,000                                   30,000                           -                               20,298                      
BUS. TAX - TELEPHONE 30,000                                   30,000                           40,000                        28,566                      
BUS. TAX - PUD 120,000                                 122,000                         120,000                      141,884                   
BUS. TAXES - WATER/SEWER 298,000                                 290,000                         267,379                      333,000                   
BUS. TAX - GARBAGE 65,000                                   65,000                           65,000                        64,083                      
BUS. TAX - STORM WATER 27,312                                   27,312                           27,312                        29,236                      
GAMBLING TAX 15,000                                   20,000                           15,000                        22,575                      
TOTAL TAXES 1,757,368                      1,872,262                 1,617,641              2,028,508            

LICENSES & PERMITS
BUSINESS LICENSES 50,000                                   55,000                           45,000                        76,062                      
OTHER RECEIPTS
BUILDING PERMITS - LONG BEACH 25,000                                   49,000                           25,000                        70,197                      
BUILDING PERMIT - ILWACO 15,000                                   24,000                           15,000                        21,909                      
VARIANCES & MISC. PLANNING 3,000                                     11,170                           3,000                           16,185                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
TOTAL LICENSES & PERMITS 93,000                           139,170                   88,000                   184,353               


2023

		City of Long Beach														2021 Budget										2019 Budget

		CURRENT EXPENSE - 001



				2023		2022		2022		2021		2021		2020		2020		2019		2019		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015		2015		2014		2014		2014		2013		2013		2013		2013		2012		2012		2012		2011		2011		2010		2010		2009

		DESCRIPTION		Budget 		Estimated 		Budget  		Actual 		Budget		 Actual 		Budget COVID 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual		YTD Aug		Budget		Estimated		YTD Aug		Actual		Budget		Estimated		Budget		Actual		Actual		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual



		Revenues



		BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		879,261		903,438		624,907		724,934		539,634		486,532		486,532		419,332		378,988		252,770		142,192		143,399		229,856		202,203		182,746		224,688		173,427		162,669		ERROR:#REF!		71,761		61,379		60,695		ERROR:#REF!		106,380		77,168		37,874		52,967		52,967		244,747		573,482		718,929

		TOTAL BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		879,261		903,438		624,907		724,934		539,634		486,532		486,532		419,332		378,988		252,770		142,192		143,399		229,856		202,203		182,746		224,688		173,427		162,669		ERROR:#REF!		71,761		61,379		60,695		ERROR:#REF!		106,380		77,168		37,874		52,967		52,967		244,747		573,482		718,929



		TAXES

		PROPERTY TAXES (1% Increases)		472,056		467,950		467,950		502,910		461,090		488,975		482,175		433,380		471,078		466,414		440,703		452,970		406,598		407,672		327,750		407,400		399,639		213,012		400,970		397,000		237,059		393,489		397,000		394,750		393,000		449,535		395,596		386,750		371,602		378,893		313,166

		Local Crimal Justice 		15,000		20,000		15,000		29,708		15,000		22,379		17,687		21,784				15,468				18,556

		SALES TAX		700,000		800,000		600,000		856,248		550,000		655,314		550,000		731,409		500,000		598,127		526,625		450,000		500,115		410,000		476,415		400,000		455,570		213,094		370,000		395,000		191,030		408,896		370,500		364,500		368,500		370,112		352,629		350,000		371,467		330,000		372,293

		BUS. TAXES CABLE TV		15,000		30,000		- 0		20,298		28,000		30,214		20,000		10,155		20,000		28,056		21,870		20,000		24,085		20,000		19,777		20,000		21,573		11,854		21,000		24,000		20,014		27,992		20,000		19,415		22,000		18,119		19,312		22,000		20,094		22,000		24,755

		BUS. TAX - TELEPHONE		30,000		30,000		40,000		28,566		40,000		29,273		40,000		55,281		40,000		39,985		46,606		38,000		38,640		38,000		36,343		50,000		37,121		24,702		50,000		47,850		35,936		51,120		47,500		47,600		47,500		53,271		47,669		50,000		47,661		50,000		40,363

		BUS. TAX - PUD		120,000		122,000		120,000		141,884		120,000		134,493		120,000		127,856		120,000		126,845		130,947		115,000		118,324		115,000		111,811		118,000		117,710		66,381		115,000		115,000		92,101		114,263		110,000		110,000		95,000		116,974		108,656		98,000		105,139		98,000		69,267

		BUS. TAXES - WATER/SEWER		298,000		290,000		267,379		333,000		297,574		303,228		300,360		272,367		284,135		183,141		165,451		160,600		150,870		143,525		148,059		140,000		142,104		84,496		115,000		125,000		92,940		141,796		115,000		115,000		125,000		144,980		113,739		124,620		132,361		124,620		116,945

		BUS. TAX - GARBAGE		65,000		65,000		65,000		64,083		55,000		55,998		55,000		40,590		57,399

		BUS. TAX - STORM WATER		27,312		27,312		27,312		29,236		26,777		28,276		26,777		25,343		25,996		16,807		15,321		12,650		13,878		12,650		12,845		10,000		12,198		7,335		10,000		5,000		12		4,055		10,000		10,000		11,760		21,246		9,695		11,760		11,597		11,160		11,366

		PROPERTY TAXES - Uncollected		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0						(2,383)										(14,000)

		REET - Moved to fund 003		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0								- 0		- 0

		GAMBLING TAX		15,000		20,000		15,000		22,575		15,000		15,685		20,000		24,733		20,000		19,756		17,172		19,000		17,606		19,000		18,898		18,000		16,168		11,685		20,000		19,250		13,229		19,640		20,000		19,780		16,500		18,160		20,878		20,000		16,136		26,000		30,694

		TOTAL TAXES		1,757,368		1,872,262		1,617,641		2,028,508		1,608,441		1,763,835		1,631,999		1,742,898		1,538,608		1,494,599		1,364,695		1,286,776		1,270,116		1,165,847		1,151,897		1,163,400		1,202,083		632,559		1,101,970		1,128,100		682,319		1,161,251		1,090,000		1,081,045		1,076,877		1,192,395		1,068,175		1,063,130		1,076,057		1,026,673		978,848																		288,853		17331.174

																																																																																		3157055

		LICENSES & PERMITS

		BUSINESS LICENSES		50,000		55,000		45,000		76,062		45,000		63,878		50,000		73,055		50,000		68,947		54,409		60,000		64,490		57,000		61,756		57,000		70,693		44,959		54,500		55,000		43,248		61,465		58,400		58,400		56,800		53,183		58,456		54,000		58,526		50,000		56,538

		OTHER RECEIPTS												3,708

		BUILDING PERMITS - LONG BEACH		25,000		49,000		25,000		70,197		25,000		52,521		30,000		80,707		30,000		131,934		41,189		30,000		39,345		30,000		31,568		30,000		36,703		27,602		28,000		24,000		20,155		23,052		30,000		29,500		27,500		17,564		33,043		20,000		24,971		40,000		40,074

		BUILDING PERMIT - ILWACO		15,000		24,000		15,000		21,909		15,000		34,813		15,000		27,952		15,000		34,886		28,697		12,000		7,195		12,000		3,344		14,000		17,418		8,556		12,950		16,000		11,168		15,975		8,500		12,000		14,100		13,266		6,528		15,000		16,408		15,000		7,894

		VARIANCES & MISC. PLANNING		3,000		11,170		3,000		16,185		3,000		7,680		3,000		15,265		3,000		7,740		8,660		1,000		1,976		1,000		3,120		1,000		953		920		1,500		1,000		960		1,360		1,000		1,000		2,400		2,065		920		2,000		2,220		1,500		2,750

		USE 322.10.02		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		1,000		1,000						400		-		1,150		-

		WEAPONS PERMIT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				400		318		400		488		281		400		230		400		148		400		276		276		350		450		352		586		100		100				402		96		-		-		-

		FIRE INSPECTIONS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0														-

		TOTAL LICENSES & PERMITS		93,000		139,170		88,000		184,353		88,000		162,600		98,400		197,297		98,400		243,995		133,236		103,400		113,236		100,400		99,936		102,400		126,042		82,313		97,300		96,450		75,883		102,438		99,000		102,000		100,800		86,480		99,443		91,000		103,275		106,500		107,256																		2019		2018		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015

																																																																														DESCRIPTION				Budget 		Estimate		Budget 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Budget		Actual

		INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUE																																																																												Expenditures

		CTED GMA GRANT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		LOCAL LAW ENF. BLOCK GRANT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		ILWACO COURT CONTRACT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0		2,000		3,800		4,741		- 0		2,500		2,213		8,000		2,000

		ILWACO JAIL FEES		3,000		1,000		3,000		- 0		3,000		1,685		3,000		1,265		3,000		3,862		2,313		3,000		1,255		3,000		1,828		3,000		3,387		1,565		2,000		1,800		1,760		2,500		- 0		3,000		3,200		840		3,065		5,000		1,811		5,000		3,114

		PUD PRIVILEGE TAX		14,000		18,015		14,000		16,923		14,000		16,208		14,000		15,890		14,000		16,701		13,961		14,000		13,961		15,000		14,833		15,000		14,325		14,325		15,000		14,428		14,428		14,428		10,000		10,000		12,500		13,913		8,632		13,000		13,067		12,500		13,222

		JIS REIMBURSEMENT-COMPUTERS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0						- 0												-		2,050		-

		SOS ARCHIVING GRANT 								12,325		6,049		6,721		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0						- 0												-		-		-

		STREAMLINED SALES TAX		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		10,000		3,460		10,311		10,000		10,339		10,000		10,720		10,000		10,344		5,081		10,900		10,500		5,109		10,060		10,500		10,800		10,000		10,170		10,658		5,000		10,485				12,343

		CRIMINAL JUSTICE-HI CRM		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				1,500		1,000		- 0		- 0		1,000				1,000		1,000		1,000		658		658		1,200		1,000		929		929		1,500		1,000		2,500		702		711		2,000		-		2,500		1,930

		CRIMINAL JUSTICE-LOC-POP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				100		500						500				500		1,380		500				778		500		750		750		- 0								250

		MARIJUANA EXCISE 		1,200		1,200		1,200		2,037		1,200		1,665		- 0		1,682		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0

		CRIM JUS-POP		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		2,201		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,800		1,000		1,028				- 0		- 0				1,000		2,000		2,250		1,000		1,759		2,288		1,000		2,294		750		1,691

		CRIM JUS-DCD #1		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		500		1,560		500		1,509		1,467		500		1,426		500		343		500		685		343		- 0		- 0				- 0		500		800		100		288		616		100		-		100		302

		CRIM JUS-DCD #2		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				326								592

		DUI - CITIES		211		259		211		259		211		211		200		202		200		212		217		200		221		200		214		300		254		191		300		200		189		255		300		300		200		260		301		200		285		200		494

		LIQUOR EXCISE TAXES		9,170		10,000		9,170		11,078		9,170		9,170		6,000		7,911		6,000		7,279		6,893		3,000		6,625		3,000		3,839		1,800		2,649		1,959		12,000		13,036		- 0		939		12,000		5,134		7,000		5,134		7,017		7,000		7,606		5,500		7,379

		CITY HARDSHIP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0														212

		LIQUOR BOARD PROFITS		11,679		8,000		11,679		12,246		11,679		11,679		12,000		11,795		12,000		14,148

asmith: asmith:
Plus marijuana tax
		12,073		12,000		12,232		9,000		12,355		10,000		12,528		6,270						6,301		12,603		- 0		7,586		9,000		13,856		9,722		9,000		12,279		9,000		10,390

		TOTAL INTERGOVERNMENTAL REV.		41,891		41,105		41,891		57,499		47,940		49,970		36,700		42,905		48,200		49,371		48,235		45,200		47,272		43,200		48,311		43,100		45,860		31,170		41,900		41,714		29,466		43,040		36,800		42,869		49,300		52,504		43,010		44,800		52,090		43,550		52,866



		CHARGES FOR SERVICES

		CIVIL FILINGS, LAW LIBRARY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		9		- 0												- 0												-		-		-		-

		WARRANT COSTS		100		100		100				100		102		100		100		100		67		2		100		166		100		104		850		19		18		1,500		100		73		73		1,500		1,600		1,636		1,243		1,529		1,636		1,636		1,621		1,621

		DEF PROS ADM CS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		50								50		45		45								66				-		-		-

		COVID REIMBURSEMENT								31,738				86,700		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		4		25		11				100		10		1		1		100		100				486		193		-		8		-

		FIRE PROTECTION SERVICES		500		500		500		172		500		237		500		546		338		2,903		967		338		312		338		338		300		388				300		300				381		300		325		300		-		328		300		304		300		308

		MEDIX		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,400

		SNTNC COMPL FEE		3,409		4,090		3,409		4,090		3,409		3,409		6,000		5,428		6,000		10,653		5,907		8,000		10,229		8,000		14,661		3,500		7,360		4,877		1,800		2,400		1,685		3,358		1,800		1,850		- 0		2,337		2,319				1,949				2,117

		IT time Pay Fee		300		50		300		50		300		300		250		250		250		16		8		250				250				250		250		250																				-		-		-

		CURRENT EXPENSE		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		4		4		3								15

		TOTAL CHARGES FOR SERVICES		9,109		9,540		9,109		40,850		9,109		95,548		11,650		10,724		6,688		13,639		6,884		8,688		10,707		8,688		15,116		4,975		8,027		5,145		3,700		2,864		1,807		3,860		3,700		3,875		1,936		4,147		4,369		1,936		3,897		2,261		4,436



		FINES & FORFEITS																																																																																157.11

		MUNICIPAL COURT FINES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		(400)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0																																														4.19

		JIS/TRAUMA & LOCAL JIS ACCNT.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		200		238		238		150		45		38		- 0		150		150		260		90		131		589		589		256		256																		161.3

		TRAFFIC INFRACTION		3,650		5,500		3,650		13,671		3,650		5,566		3,650		1,414		3,650		2,915		4,230		3,650		5,654		3,650		4,620		3,650		3,991		1,807		3,500		3,250		1,635		3,423		3,500		4,000		2,500		4,668		3,967		2,500		4,884		2,000		2,997

		LEGIS ASSMNT		200		200		200		428		200		313		200		3,103		200		183		233		200		422		200		375		200		370		171				230		230		354								374

		NON-TRAFFIC INFRACTION		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		721		- 0		- 0						- 0				17				- 0		20		- 0		- 0		17		17		-																				116.43

		CRIME VICTIMS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				10		- 0				- 0		10		10		10		- 0		10		14		14		-

		OTHER INFRACTIONS		100		100		100		29		100		292		100		100		100		73		45		100		93		100		108		100		114		42		250		75		20		133		250		250		244		52		217		244		244		343		343

		PARKING INFRACTION		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				30		- 0				- 0		30		30		30		90		30		210		210		50		50

		PARKING - HANDICAP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0

		DUI FINES		250		250		250		292		250		250		250		250		250		218		83		250		17		250		512		250		158		101		400		175		123		120		400		100		400		270		72		400		63				406														6.49

		CRI CNV FEE DUI		100		100		100		9		100		238		100				100		19				100		209		100		27		100		68		68				25		16		6

		CRI CONV FE CT		100		100		100		40		100		100		100				100		79		72		100		202		100		419		100		46		25				50		42		58

		CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISD.		300		300		300		160		300		- 0		300				300		- 0				300		38		300		926		300		365		325		150		400		396		- 0		150		75		200		- 0		51		334		334		57		57														122.92

		CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISDEMEANOR		500		500		500		- 0		500		302		500				500		671		299		500		506		500		- 0		500						1,500		800				397		1,500		1,200		2,100		965		1,116		1,214		1,214		2,318		2,318

		CNTY DRUG BUY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		14		500		233		9		800		300		40		40		800		600		2,000		366		518		992		992		2,128		2,128

		CITY DRUG BUY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		20		- 0		129		500		- 0		- 0		800		300		41		91		800		600		456		353		705		456		456		719		719

		INVESTIGATIVE  FUND ASSESSMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		300		- 0				500		- 0				84		500		600		360		41		560		360		360		578		578

		OTHER CRIMINAL NON-TRAFFIC		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				150		50				- 0		150		150		100		-		139		84		84		236		236

		CRIME VICTIMS		800		800		800		800		800		100		800				800						800		96		800		48		800		429		424		1,800		200		146		159		1,800		1,800		2,200		1,207		1,522		782		782		1,443		1,443

		PUBLIC DEFENDER FEES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		700		1		- 0		-		-		944		944

		PUBLIC DEFENSE COSTS		1,000		2,200		1,000		1,435		1,000		1,359		1,000		1,642		1,000		2,799		1,378		1,000		6,039		1,000		1,860		1,000		1,320		607		1,500		1,280		466		663		1,500		1,750		200		1,878		1,517				1,260

		WARRANT/SUBP-SHF		350		350		350		- 0		350				350		350		350				- 0		350				350		772		350		275		206				500		477		799

		CRT COST RECOUP		350		350		350		- 0		350				350		350		350				- 0		350				350				350		301		301				50		49		49

		I Conv FEE CN		25		25		25		319		25		3,115
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    A lot of small revs added		25		25		25				- 0		25		29		25		4		25		74		13

		D/M Int Income Current Expense		25		25		25		- 0		25				25		25		25		40		55		25		- 0		25		- 0		25		39		26

		Court Current Expense		3,000		3,000		3,000		4,177		3,000		3,029		3,000		2,950		3,000		7,722		2,788		3,000		2,645		25		4,392		25		60		26

		D/M Income		25		25		25		770		25				25		25		25		- 0		55		25		288		25		34		25		60		35

		INTERPRETER		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0								-		-		-

		TOTAL FINES & FORFEITS		10,775		13,825		10,775		22,131		10,775		14,664		10,775		10,234		10,775		14,717		9,238		10,775		15,857		7,800		14,961		9,300		8,141		4,425		11,540		7,730		3,717		6,393		11,540		11,315		11,780		10,354		10,555		9,981		11,503		15,390		16,793



		MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES

		INVESTMENT INTEREST		100		100		100		1,098		100		981		100		534		100		238		110		100		1,495		100		112		1,000		223		- 0		3,500		2,000		768		1,189		3,500		3,850		2,500		2,592		4,183		4,000		2,975		12,000		5,327

		SALES INTEREST		150		150		150		567		150				150		1,578		150		938		424		150		294		150		195		200		196		143		275		31		31		52		275		500		750		89		192		750		504		500		1,188

		RENT REVENUE		100		100		100		- 0		100				100				100		500		886		100		776		100		- 0		100		100		100		500		- 0				- 0		500		300		4,500		- 0		275				12		3,000		4,550

		SMA Grant 2013		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										1,911						25,000		27,822		50,000		46,411		- 0		70,500		- 0						- 0		- 0		2,500		- 0		- 0		4,800		-		4,800

		FUND CONTRIBUTIONS		3,000		3,000		3,000		2,491		3,000		2,495		3,000		1,029		3,000		2,288		12,565		3,000		6,688		3,000		3,835		4,000		1,656		706		5,000		4,500		3,776		5,012		5,000		4,800		1,000		2,518		9,077		1,000		1,500		1,000		1,440

		Squirting Clam		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,092		1,300		1,222		1,300		1,322		1,271		1,300		1,210		1,300		1,329		1,500		1,193		813

		Fireworks Donations																				5,750		5,056		5,000		6,896

		PROJECT SAFE HAVEN																				28,676		26,052		49,000		367,260		393,750		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0												- 0																												399000

		MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES																						208		250		1,226		250		305		1,500		274		193		3,000		2,450		2,027		2,136		3,000		3,000		2,200		1,147		3,241		2,000		120		2,000		209																		57000

		Code Enforcement 				70,740
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    Sagmiller		2,836		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		9		- 0		- 0				15		10						15		- 0		15		9		(5)		(8)		(8)		12		12

		TOTAL MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES		4,650		75,390		56,650		5,456		17,650		51,627		44,650		7,199		4,650		39,711		48,483		58,900		385,845		423,650		33,607		58,300		50,052		1,955		82,790		8,991		6,603		8,389		12,290		12,450		13,465		6,356		16,964		12,542		5,103		23,312		97,428







		TOTAL REVENUES		1,916,793
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    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,467,204
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    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,988,198		1,707,321		1,856,032		1,610,772		1,513,739		1,843,033		1,749,585		1,363,828		1,381,475		1,440,205		757,567		1,339,200		1,285,849		799,795		1,325,371		1,253,330		1,253,554		1,254,158		1,352,236		1,242,517		1,223,729		1,251,925		1,217,685		1,257,628														193,988



		NON-REVENUES

		BINGO BOND ISSUE																																								- 0												- 0				-		-		-		-

		CRIME VICTIMS		100		100		100		100		100		110		100		100		100		224		108		100				100		301		100		185		108		- 0		- 0				131		- 0		- 0		100		65		- 0		90		90		105		105

		LOAN REPAYMENT - LODGING TAX		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0																														327.26				46.61

		LOAN REPAYMENT - STREETS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		90,000		- 0		- 0						- 0												23,854																		349.42				673

		TRANSFER FROM CE SINKING		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0						- 0		- 0		- 0				83,147		274,513		72,000												49.94				9.65		payments				loan

		TRAN WATER TO CURRENT EXP LOAN

Gene: Gene:
paid 2012, repay CE $50,256 a year, 1% interest to pay off in 5 years, no pay in 2013.																										54,744		50,256		70,000		50,256		70,000				50,256		50,256						50,256		50,256		50,256		50,256		- 0												100,512				49.07				310.85		295,256				251280		43,976

		TRAN SEWER TO CURRENT EXP LOAN

Gene: Gene:
repay current expense fund for lilft station loan.Done in 2020												23,854		23,854		23,854		23,854		23,854		- 0		23,854				23,854				23,854						23,854		23,854						23,854		23,854		23,854																				8.26				77.89		47,708				119270		(71,562)

		CONTINGENT REVENUES																																								- 0																														783.95				1118

		JIS/TRAUMA		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0				1,000		850				38		1,000		1,000		1,746		709		792		1,746		1,746		1,040		1,040								7.78

		LOCAL/JIS ACCOUNT																										- 0				- 0				- 0				35		30				4		35		35		37		37		35		37		37		86		86								791.73

		REFUNDS																										- 0				446				- 0						- 0												- 0				-		-		-		-

		OTHER RECEIPTS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		8,980		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		97		- 0		218		- 0		20		500		- 0				1,000		350		11				1,000		- 0		2,500		3,233		1,118		2,500		20		2,500		78

		TOTAL NON-REVENUES		100		100		100		100		100		32,944		23,954		23,954		23,954		24,078		205		23,954		54,962		74,210		160,768		75,710		70,185		108		76,145		75,340		11		173		76,145		75,145		78,493		78,154		85,093		278,886		73,893		3,731		1,309



		TOTAL REVENUES		2,796,154		3,054,830		2,449,073		3,063,831		2,321,649		2,657,720		1,977,690		2,463,884		2,110,263		2,132,880		1,753,169		1,681,092		2,127,851		2,025,998		1,707,342		1,681,873		1,683,817		920,343		ERROR:#REF!		1,432,950		861,185		1,386,239		ERROR:#REF!		1,435,079		1,409,819		1,468,264		1,380,576		1,555,582		1,572,690		1,794,898		1,977,866														19,821.27





		Expenditures



		CURRENT EXPENSE



		LEGISLATIVE

		SALARIES		26,400		26,400		26,400		24,000		26,400		26,400		26,400		25,950		26,400		26,200		23,700		24,000		23,400		24,000		24,000		24,000		22,500		14,500		24,000		20,700		13,900		20,700		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		21,100		24,000		23,400

		BENEFITS & TAXES		4,247		4,247		4,247		1,952		4,247		2,295		7,600		2,113		7,600		2,133		1,938		4,013		2,297		3,000		3,135		2,200		3,841		2,025		2,000		2,000		1,136		1,692		2,000		2,000		2,000		1,950		2,059		3,853		1,746		3,853		1,895

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		300		300		300		63		300		5		300		235		300		154		- 0		300		544		300		- 0		300		- 0		- 0		500		200		121		121		500		500		1,000		111		605		500		1,183		500		655

		TRAVEL		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		1,000		752		3,000		2,041		3,000		2,255		711		1,500		501		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		- 0		1,500		850		198		512		1,500		600		2,800		729		1,640		3,000		(50)		3,000		354

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		300		300		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		77		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		- 0		300		100		60		60		300		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		500		-		500		-

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		5,000		5,000		5,000		2,252		5,000		2,285		5,000		373		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Includes new computer for Council Chambers 		11,607		11,147		8,500		10,320		10,000		11,449		10,000		11,263		11,263		9,000		9,000		8,978		8,998		1,500		6,669		1,500		6,694		12,200		1,000		12,208		5,500		10,084

		ELECTIONS		10,000		10,000		10,000		7,404		10,000		9,084		10,000		10,065		10,000

		TRAINING		2,000		2,000		2,000		535		1,000		250		1,000		715		500		4,300		212		1,500				- 0		- 0		2,500

Gene: Gene:
One fourth of cost of new copier at $10K
		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0						200		- 0		- 0		1,000		-		1,000		-

		TOTAL LEGISLATIVE		51,247		51,247		51,247		36,206		48,247		41,071		53,600		41,492		53,100		46,726		37,708		40,113		37,062		39,100		38,584		40,800		37,603		27,787		37,300		32,850		24,393		32,082		29,800		33,769		32,000		33,484		40,504		33,853		36,187		38,353		36,388



		JUDICIAL

		SALARIES		32,400		32,400		32,400		28,800		28,800		28,650		28,800		26,950		26,400		26,400

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		35,136

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		34,720

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		33,655		33,600

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		13,652		12,000		26,845		25,438		12,000		12,000		25,901		38,788		12,000

Gene: Gene:
judge $1000 a month		43,221		43,221		43,029		43,085		40,843		42,767		40,843		45,642		30,000		-										over

		BENEFITS		2,946		2,946		2,946		1,813		2,946		2,398		6,115		2,037		6,115		2,056		2,341		7,626		2,698		1,000		1,329		1,000		12,540		3,836		1,000		1,000		6,900		8,327		1,000		14,200		15,150		10,461		6,586		14,639		4,411		14,639		10,173		10,000		12,000										over

		COURT CONTRACT WITH COUNTY																																																				- 0

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		1,000		1,000		1,000		478		1,000		260		1,000		250		1,000		322		2,968		50		1,231		50		537		50		- 0		- 0		100		100		65		1,379				825		2,000		605		796		2,000		1,455		2,000		1,632				13,200

		LEGAL FEES		15,000		15,000		15,000		16,116
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Comment:
    public defender conflict		12,000		1,050		12,000		10,555		12,000		17,800		17,675		12,000		12,000		12,000		12,000		16,000		13,056		9,056		16,000		14,500		8,853		12,853		25,200

Gene: Gene:
Defense att $13,200
Pros $12000		12,260		12,000		13,056		12,623		11,000		12,612		11,000		12,389				25,200

		COUNTY COURT CONTRACT		33,293		32,640		32,640		28,515		28,091		27,231		27,540		25,995		23,479		23,019		14,252		14,280		10,499		14,000		15,166		19,000		13,943		4,110		14,000		14,000		10,500		12,833

		COMMUNICATIONS		500		500		500		540		500		521		500		524		500		491		485		500		507		500		500		500		491		287		500		450		360		528		500		490		800		450		482		800		484		800		460

		TRAVEL		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,068		- 0		1,928		- 0		146		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		287		750		-		750

		MISCELLANEOUS		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		130		100		233		100		56		56		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		400		1,000		252		-		1,000		50		1,000

		EQUIPMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		2,500		2,350		2,500		6,450

		COUNTY JAIL - LONG BEACH		10,000		8,800		8,800		2,564		8,800		3,430		8,800		3,925		8,000		5,261		4,860		8,000		4,518		8,000		9,139		8,000		12,781		8,048		6,000		6,000		4,290		6,245		8,000		5,725		8,000		5,000		5,955		12,500		4,473		12,500		5,452

		COUNTY JAIL - ILWACO		5,000		8,202		3,000		327		3,000		1,948		3,000		1,195		3,000		3,854		2,573				1,033				173		4,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		1,000		203		498		- 0		1,890		5,000		1,078		3,180		5,000		1,761		5,000		3,082

		TOTAL JUDICIAL		100,238		101,588		96,386		79,253		85,236		65,588		87,855		71,531		80,594		79,303		82,458		77,276		68,198		69,250		52,876		60,650		79,712		50,832		50,600		49,050		57,073		81,452		46,700		79,011		87,671		73,931		72,994		91,032		70,363		91,032		85,279



		FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION

		SALARIES		107,001		102,566		102,566		82,377		97,112		85,385		79,082		77,384		75,858		78,016		73,458		74,377		75,956		77,743		79,384		79,957		58,811		25,950		60,514		50,331		30,733		46,126		50,331		43,750		43,750		47,587		66,052		63,200		63,220		63,200		64,142		35000 left

		BENEFITS		62,469		61,556		61,556		54,454		56,142		51,578		44,595		52,483		39,649		50,139		46,238		39,058		37,941		38,491		25,154		20,068		13,618		9,363		27,864		14,250		10,070		15,195		10,286		17,250		17,250		18,487		23,988		23,887		21,922		23,887		23,361		11000 left																38491

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		22,000
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    $5200 of laserfishe		22,000
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    $5200 of laserfishe		22,000
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    $5200 of laserfishe		20,374
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    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		22,000
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    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		20,007
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    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		22,000
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    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		11,459		16,000		8,084		16,260		6,500		16,517		6,500		10,392		6,500		11,346		5,704		5,500		4,500		2,524		4,999		5,500		5,003		5,000		6,257		6,289		4,000		6,399		4,000		5,138

		ACCOUNTING SERVICES		40,000
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    2 year audit		20,000
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    2 year audit		40,000
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    2 year audit		6,102		25,000		19,665		25,000		28,253		16,000		17,620		7,214		16,000		17,420		16,000		26,584		16,000		14,704		13,184		17,500		10,000		5,215		7,703		18,000		13,864		5,000		4,770		18,922		4,000		18,061		4,000		13,241

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		15,000
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    Includes SDS		15,000
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    Includes SDS		15,000
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    Includes SDS		11,386
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    Includes SDS		15,000
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    Includes SDS		10,232
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    Includes SDS		15,000
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    Includes SDS		1,617		5,000		4,383		6,211		2,000		16,597

David Glasson: David Glasson:
L & I 16k		2,000		4,011		2,000		155		35		5,000		1,000		415		2,450		5,000		120		18,400		10,869		5,861		18,400		1,976		18,400		11,090		JP - only 100 at this time

		COMMUNICATIONS		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,411		5,000		6,100		5,000		5,420		4,000		6,358		3,465		4,000		3,773		4,000		3,696		4,000		3,594		2,095		4,000		3,900		2,493		3,729		4,000		3,795		1,500		3,822		4,168		1,500		1,317		1,500		1,440

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		1,344		1,000		79		2,000		3,991		2,000		3,192		1,685		2,000		2,345		2,000		1,661		3,500		3,081		1,771		3,500		3,000		1,386		2,321		3,500		3,500		4,500		3,404		3,357		4,000		7,135		2,500		5,760

		TRAINING		2,500		2,500		2,500		- 0		2,500		70		2,500		1,095		2,500		2,433		3,593		1,500		3,667		1,500		2,891		500		117				500		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		300		50		1,500		-		1,500		140

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		500		500		500		918		500		510		500		912		500		1,537		1,234		500		909		500		605		500		490		41		500		750		731		838		500		200		500		395		212		500		196		500		176

		REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE																100		100		3,849		411		100		723		100		724		100		- 0		- 0		- 0		250		113		113		- 0		1,190		50		12		164				26				-

		INSURANCE		6,743		5,394		5,394		4,904		2,769		4,308		6,000		4,150		6,000		3,643		6,086		6,000		5,457		5,303		17,974		21,500		18,801		18,701		22,000		- 0				- 0		22,000		20,912		22,000		39,925		19,641		22,000		20,143		22,000		21,000

		Utilities																																														- 0		- 0		-				340

		DUES & ASSOCIATIONS		2,000		2,000		2,000		100		2,000		806		2,000		415		2,000		1,818		727		1,000		717		1,000		2,226		3,600		4,202

DavidG: DavidG:
paid early on 2015 PCOG = $1500		3,400		2,400		2,478		2,324		2,478		2,000		1,900		1,500		2,541		-		1,500		-		1,500		280

		PRINTING		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		45		43		43		- 0

		MISCELLANEOUS																								500		1,773		500		631		500		203		150		500		250		120		135		500		1,600		250		1,582		5				699				24

		CODIFICATION OF ORDINANCES		2,000		2,000		2,000		3,741		1,500		1,898		1,500		265		1,500		1,322		2,018				5,509

		EQUIPMENT		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		3,500

Gene: Gene:
one fourth of cost of new copier $10K		- 0		- 0		1,200		500				- 0		1,200		1,200		4,000		-		1,056		4,000		-		4,000		6,450																				0

		TOTAL FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION		268,713		242,017		262,017		192,111		232,523		202,638		207,177		201,041		173,107		182,394		168,602		154,536		189,303		156,637		175,933		162,226		129,121		80,394		150,978		91,254		56,167		86,129		124,316		114,284		125,200		139,951		150,105		148,486		141,094		146,986		152,242																				189303.41



		LEGAL

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		24,100

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		24,160

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		31,000		30,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		20,473		3,000		18,000		22,523		18,000		18,310		18,000		25,000		7,500		18,000		18,000		12,000		16,500		18,000		23,320		14,000		37,508		21,414		13,200		15,985		13,200		13,470

		TOTAL LEGAL		25,000		25,000		25,000		24,100		25,000		24,160		25,000		31,000		30,000		20,473		3,000		18,000		22,523		18,000		18,310		18,000		25,000		7,500		18,000		18,000		12,000		16,500		18,000		23,320		14,000		37,508		21,414		13,200		15,985		13,200		13,470



		FACILITIES

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		600		1,500		600		1,459		653		600		575				523

		UTILITIES		4,500		4,500		4,500		2,511		3,000		3,464		3,000		2,524		3,000		2,757		3,048		2,500		2,321		4,000		2,159		4,000		3,369		1,712		3,000		2,740		1,863		2,627		3,200		3,200		2,500		3,602		2,741		2,200		2,818		2,200		2,265

		OLD KITE MUSEUM																				2,500		- 0		1,000		2,714		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		- 0		400		150		131		131		500		1,165		500		1,166		43		500		537		1,000		506

		MISCELLANEOUS																						1,165		1,500		1,920		1,500		1,730		1,500		1,920		1,120		1,500		1,920		1,280		1,920		1,500		1,600		1,500		2,610		1,920		1,500		1,947		500		2,129

		CITY HALL REPAIRS		30,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		237

tc={F2A145D9-3507-498F-972C-50D7196DF9F1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Piers		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		8,103

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		297		12,500

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		160				2,500		3,234

asmith: asmith:
City Hall parking lot
		2,500		4,011		2,500				- 0		- 0		500		458		458		1,000		8,681		1,000		4,376		305		1,000		3,742		6,500		10,937

		Obies Demolition		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		8,125		- 0		8,125

		28th Street Lift Station		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0														138,856

		TOTAL FACILITIES		34,500		9,500		24,500		2,748		23,000		11,567		23,000		2,821		15,500		5,417		4,213		7,500		10,189		11,000		7,900		11,000		5,289		2,832		4,900		5,310		3,732		5,136		6,800		24,271		6,100		21,338		5,662		5,800		9,619		10,200		155,216



		ASSOCIATION WASHINGTON CITIES

		CONTRIBUTIONS		1,079		952		952		- 0		782		- 0		782		782		782				700		700		717		700		- 0		700		698		- 0		800		800		- 0		- 0		800		685		800		685		- 0		760				760

		TOTAL AWC		1,079		952		952		-		782		-		782		782		782		-		700		700		717		700		-		700		698		-		800		800		-		-		800		685		800		685		-		760		-		760



		FIRE CONTROL																																																																																		current		proposed

		SALARIES		24,831		21,956		21,956		22,538		20,204		20,396		19,053		19,136		11,343

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		13,700

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		15,736		23,940		4,560		13,500		11,218		13,500		9,685		5,956		13,500		9,000		5,996		8,999		13,500		13,500		13,500		8,757		8,721		13,500		13,340		18,400		13,877																		Chief		6000		9000

		BENEFITS		16,464		16,235		16,235		18,042		15,230		14,312		9,735		10,185		4,473		12,913		12,724		7,500		8,412		12,000		13,585		12,000		11,106		5,075		10,500		10,500		6,836		13,335		12,980		12,980		4,800		14,359		14,635		4,800		10,604		4,800		5,483																		Asst. Chief		2400		3600

		BOARD OF VOL FIREMEN		3,000		3,000		3,000		2,130		3,000		- 0		3,000		2,600																								- 0												(170)

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		15,000		15,000		15,000		10,500		15,000		10,005		18,000		14,918		15,000		25,127		13,596		12,500		13,859		12,500		24,423		12,500		25,972		15,245		10,000		12,850		11,491		13,484		10,000		9,250		10,000		7,705		12,229		8,000		24,785		8,000		35,407																		Training		4500		4500

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		150		150		150		-		150		75		150		98		150		-		-		300		105		300		192		300		-		-		300		110		110		110		500		- 0		500		-		-		500		213		500		821																		shift				6840

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		24,700

tc={C83E5CD8-6FEA-44F1-AE0C-14C1BDE8C61F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Clerk / paving / Drainage		3,500

tc={60D7EB5B-735C-43A3-8D0B-BF6218242165}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={1B78A2FF-33F0-4BD7-AFA5-938E21A3278F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		4,865

tc={EB7E9645-CA2E-4B1E-B30E-39D01DFC52F0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={0528852F-1BB1-479D-ADAD-6547B2300468}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		1,476

tc={B736CF69-FBD1-44FE-95FC-2B570ED8D794}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={CB934693-8C11-40CD-B44D-0863AFB7B9CD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		5,212		3,000		12,843		2,965		1,300		1,401		900		2,584		900		738		298		500		1,000		906		906		250		250		250		952		-		250		-		250		172																				12900		23940

		COMMUNICATIONS		8,500

tc={C6E094B8-1BCB-46D5-AD5B-9767AF8A1B2B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $7500		8,500

tc={8D053119-A5FD-4354-A45B-E91EF26B69D2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		8,500

tc={2AEF763F-5F64-426D-A3C8-36983EFF5C20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		8,465

tc={BE75E251-BE6D-46C4-A37A-7339CBBFD6DD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		7,500

tc={16A2189C-1AF5-4D72-945A-0BE755E5A774}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		10,149

tc={7D002F1B-4EDA-4406-B5D2-5593D386D975}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		7,500

tc={490948C1-27A7-4B0E-9CFD-015A4C669CD0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		4,445		7,500		4,498		5,461		12,000		29,787		11,107		13,689		14,000		8,254		7,884		9,500		9,000		6,127		8,698		5,500		7,000		5,500		8,527		6,631		5,500		5,259		5,500		5,678

		TRAVEL		2,500		2,500		2,500		1,145		2,500		300		2,500		1,446		1,500		-		1,253		1,000		650		500		177		500		221		172		500		-				-		1,500		2,950		1,500		4,438		223		1,500		1,046		1,500		557

		INSURANCE		32,330		25,864		25,864		23,512		19,128		20,665		21,000		19,899		21,000		24,955		20,330		19,500		18,228		17,714		17,974		21,000		18,701		18,701		21,000						-		21,000		20,912		21,000		39,925		19,641		21,000		20,143		21,000		19,890

		FACILITIES												20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		20,000		20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		40,000		64		20,000		25,738		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		-		20,000		20,000				20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000

		UTILITIES		7,700		7,700		7,700		5,825		7,700		7,419		7,700		6,306		6,500		6,146		6,346		6,000		4,669		6,500		5,153		6,500		6,497		4,139		6,500		6,500		4,207		6,012		6,500		6,750		6,500		6,508		6,953		6,500		7,216		4,500		4,836

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		18,000		18,000		18,000		27,327		18,000		17,180		18,000		14,131		18,000		20,575		15,587		10,000		5,805		10,000		11,519		10,000		6,350		4,790		10,000		8,450		5,069		6,083		10,000		9,865		10,000		7,871		12,764		12,000		19,119		12,000		28,308

		EMS/VOLUNTEER COMPENSATION		10,500		4,800		4,800		3,979		4,800		3,778		4,800		1,167		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-				-		-		2,000		2,000		-		-

		MISCELLANEOUS																								1,000		740		1,000		789		1,000		1,880		458		1,500		1,000		890		1,130		2,000		790		2,000		810		720		1,000		720		1,000		720

		EQUIPMENT		14,000		9,000		9,000		3,089		9,000		4,718		9,000		9,096		9,000		8,913		4,503		9,000		10,015		9,000		230		9,000		7,593		6,486		9,000		8,800		2,805		8,764		9,000		12,975		9,000		12,115		1,979		10,000		16,120		10,000		9,582

		TRAINING		14,000

tc={39A758D5-28D6-4EBA-846F-2BBA06759D08}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={F51AB3B5-13B7-4CDC-A9EB-43A522EECFDF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={26C1F331-4161-47A6-A277-F1EC4CF9085F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		4,370

tc={2930C92C-2652-485B-95C0-98424E80FF90}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={A7FFB488-3DF1-4B41-8DA9-7E12E16D2FAA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		3,255		4,000		9,266		3,500		5,222		3,734		1,500		1,951		1,500		- 0		1,500		3,631		3,381		1,500		550		550		542		2,000		2,645		2,000		2,130		40		1,500		2,540		1,500		285

		TOTAL FIRE CONTROL		191,676		150,205		150,205		135,787		139,712		133,728		147,938		137,905		120,966		174,892		102,299		125,540		125,919		116,521		121,532		122,700		120,628		72,583		114,300		87,760		44,987		88,065		114,730		121,867		108,550		133,928		104,537		106,050		141,105		108,950		145,616



		BUILDING INSPECTOR

		SALARIES		40,585		37,324		37,324		30,947		37,582		28,613		26,949		26,112		26,290		25,360		24,752		22,543		21,782		22,643		30,247		30,000		30,000		21,997		29,640		3,011		1,491		3,125		3,011		25,000		22,500		22,500		30,423		30,514		50,995		30,514		46,497		4k to planning												15over

		BENEFITS		22,724		16,235		16,235		21,597		24,873		17,730		18,273		15,697		17,607		15,183		15,004		17,558		13,284		13,000		14,936		12,000		12,654		9,331		10,670		1,762		346		2,213		1,762		11,000		12,800		12,800		15,320		15,365		22,200		15,365		45,285		5k to planning												12 over

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,117		5,000		2,693		5,000		1,372		5,000		9,781		6,742		1,100		6,061		1,100		1,418		750		1,029		523		750		750		600		714		850		800		850		1,067		875		500		1,166		500		2,004

		CODE ENFORCEMENT		20,000		1,000		20,000		32,770		20,000		55,581		42,300		33,983		2,300						2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		150		- 0		150		-		-		150		-		150

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES																		35,000

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		6,815		8,208		600		- 0		600		- 0		600				- 0		600		600		476		476		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		500		-		500

		TRAINING		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		12		1,500		1,565		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,000		600		600		1,000		690		400		400		1,500		- 0		600		95		1,606		700		595		700		90

		DUES AND ASSOCIATIONS		135		135		135		- 0		135		55		135				135		95		40		135				135		260		135		135		135		100		95		95		95

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		501		1,500		463		1,500		1,282		1,000		940		402		1,000		63		1,000		49		1,000		1,026		1,026		600		600		448		588		800		833		850		1,217		981		1,850		2,902		1,850		1,248

		STATE REMITT/BUILDING PERMITS		9,000		9,000		9,000		8,528		9,000		9,000		9,000		9,029						300		300		- 0		300		- 0		150		- 0		- 0		250		50		24		24		500		- 0		500		50		-		500		-		500

		EQUIPMENT																		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt				- 0		1,000		- 0		6,200		- 0		2,500		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		-		2,000

		MEMBERSHIPS		575		575		575		95		575		500		575		575		575		180		- 0		575				575		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		350		95		350		-		-		350		-		350		-

		TOTAL BUILDING INSPECTOR		101,019		72,269		91,269		100,555		100,165		114,635		105,233		88,062		94,407		59,919		55,448		48,311		41,190		47,053		46,911		48,135		45,443		33,612		43,610		7,558		3,880		7,634		8,922		37,728		39,100		37,729		49,205		52,429		77,858		52,429		95,123



		CIVIL DEFENSE

		EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT		13,912		13,912		13,912		13,781		13,912		4,316		13,912		25,613		12,794		15,766		18,665		14,175		14,631		12,000		11,434		12,000		22,075		7,751		12,119		10,000		8,293		11,057		11,057		8,000		10,000		8,296		8,142		9,000		9,782		9,782		13,769

		COVID COSTS 						2,000		- 0		2,000		34,257

		TOTAL CIVIL DEFENSE		13,912		13,912		15,912		13,781		15,912		38,573		13,912		25,613		12,794		15,766		18,665		14,175		14,631		12,000		11,434		12,000		22,075		7,751		12,119		10,000		8,293		11,057		11,057		8,000		10,000		8,296		8,142		9,000		9,782		9,782		13,769



		AIR POLLUTION

		OLYMPIC AIR POLLUTION CONTROL		1,185		1,185		1,185		1,729		1,185		1,713		1,665		1,665		1,138		1,357		1,314		900		878		$   900		875		$   900		870		$   630		$   900		$   866		$   866		$   866		700		675		675		931		691		657		680		657		657

		TOTAL AIR POLLUTION		1,185		1,185		1,185		1,729		1,185		1,713		1,665		1,665		1,138		1,357		1,314		900		878		900		875		900		870		630		900		866		866		866		700		675		675		931		691		657		680		657		657														ERROR:#REF!



		PLANNING

		SALARIES		53,860		49,687		45,000		47,672		37,365		44,083		41,341		40,443		40,332		38,948		35,073		35,038		28,052		26,230		35,542		63,855		60,118		39,384		67,481		26,188		17,432		33,453		26,188		26,000		26,000		26,347		43,294		48,715		41,831		48,715		17,088		40k under

		BENEFITS		28,938		26,562		23,089		26,983		22,429		24,945		25,408		23,893		22,864		22,538		20,664		22,121		13,725		9,057		17,630		18,000		18,844		8,606		18,304		7,848		4,975		8,865		7,848		12,000		12,812		7,511		11,174		11,647		9,781		11,647		17,230		10k under

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		7,000		7,000		7,000		6,727		7,000		3,054		7,000		2,439		7,000		14,118		1,559		1,000		10,506		1,000		13,216		3,000		7,205		5,976		3,000		3,850		3,029		4,345		3,000		3,000		2,650		2,549		4,741		2,500		2,923		2,500		3,748

		PRINTING		100		100		100		- 0		100		- 0		100		- 0		100		- 0		- 0		100		1,278		100		- 0		50		- 0		- 0		- 0						43		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		-				-		-

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		10,000		10,000		10,000		15,787

tc={E7009D64-C8ED-42F5-8576-B76BD2635E3E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    SMP Update 5k		15,000

tc={A6503E55-E2C8-4608-9631-E1F2DA1AF5B1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    SMP Update 5k		13,261

tc={F894BE7F-81F5-4D97-A296-549899B699C5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Comp Plan - Buffer Study		15,000

tc={2616419E-EE5C-4C1D-81C9-B26C78195139}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Comp Plan - Buffer Study		48,710		45,000

asmith: asmith:
Comp Plan Update 		15,532		5,523		12,000		1,638		12,000		11,068		12,000		3,393		3,229		24,500		6,000		4,089		4,891		15,000		4,100		15,000		7,777		6,906		15,000		15,915		15,000		70,635

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		500		44		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		45		2,000		928		2,000		973		2,000		2,065		801		2,000		1,300		453		1,059		2,000		1,000		1,800		295		765		750		2,203		750		1,115

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,312		4,000		3,340		4,000		4,434		4,000		3,991		4,143		3,000		1,332		3,000		3,870		3,000		1,873		1,607		3,000		3,000		2,202		3,129		3,000		2,750		3,000		2,974		3,320		3,000		1,902		3,000		2,529

		Project Safe Haven																				29,171		14,602		56,000		439,647		420,000		10,307				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0

		EQUIPMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				7,500

Gene: Gene:
includes one fourth of the cost of a new copier at $10K.		- 0		- 0		10,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		650		1,000		877		85		1,000		1,488		1,000		701

		LEGAL SERVICES		5,000		5,000		5,000		- 0		5,000		330		5,000		1,335		5,000		6,690		16,070		4,000		25,827		4,000		8,132		4,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		5,000		5,000		5,000		4,785		342		25,000		-		25,000

		TRAINING		3,000		3,000		3,000		3,463		2,000		- 0		2,000		745		2,000		- 0		383		2,000		636		2,000		1,279		2,000		151		- 0		2,000		500		295		834		2,000		1,650		2,000		1,003		1,207		2,000		1,040		2,000

		Shoreline Master Program		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		239		2,000		279		279								266		- 0

		MEMBERSHIP		1,000		1,000		1,000		200		1,000		- 0		1,000		2,070		1,000		1,500		1,585		400		- 0		400		341		350		306		- 0		350		350		- 0		249		350		250		350		294		-		350		-		350

		TOTAL PLANNING		114,398		107,849		99,689		105,144		94,395		89,057		102,849		124,069		129,296		132,488		99,647		137,659		523,569		481,787		102,598		117,755		94,234		59,883		135,635		49,036		32,475		57,133		65,386		56,400		69,612		54,413		71,834		109,962		77,083		110,962		113,046



		PACE

		CONTRIBUTIONS																																														- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		-		-		5,000

		TOTAL PACE																																														-		-		-				-		-		-		5,000



		EDC ANNUAL DONATION 

		TECHNICAL SERVICES AGREEMENT 		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000

		TOTAL EDC DONATION 		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000



		ALCOHOLISM

		COUNTY CONTRIBUTION		750		750		750		- 0		750		- 0		750		95		750		372		565		750		716		350		413		250		216		153		365		365		189		252		360		360		300		362		348		300		383		300		356

		TOTAL ALCOHOLISM		750		750		750		-		750		-		750		95		750		372		565		750		716		350		413		250		216		153		365		365		189		252		360		360		300		362		348		300		383		300		356



		PARKS

		SALARIES		189,263		176,000		148,989		140,394		141,629		113,414		115,534		108,956		128,857

asmith: asmith:
Might be up due to Culbertson Improvements 		31,751		34,477		29,133		29,363		28,484		36,408		42,147		45,016		14,925		44,870		28,188		20,347		29,971		28,188		33,000		25,500		25,500		35,028		35,090		76,496		69,132		72,279		22k under

		BENEFITS		98,515		93,000		80,948		66,744		80,658		60,007		64,203		64,353		79,476		18,929		16,165		13,450		13,895		9,040		16,606		10,132		11,954		6,975		11,319		12,600		8,268		12,152		9,681		15,000		10,800		10,800		13,505		13,585		30,728		26,636		27,825

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		60,000		85,000		60,000		58,321		60,000		53,179		60,000		54,554		48,000

asmith: asmith:
picnic tables, cedar fencing, drinking fountain, benches 		82,135		72,796		35,000		51,016		35,000		48,674		35,000		54,001		33,145		30,000		31,000		23,828		35,675		30,000		28,500		30,000		31,944		34,606		30,000		34,250		28,000		30,673		Holiday Decs, Sani Cans 

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		250		250		250		5,399		250		375		250		400		250		2,843		701		250		398		250		1,340		250		156		156		150		125		125		125		- 0		- 0		- 0				97						17,000

		INSURANCE		9,807		7,845		7,845		7,132		1,274		6,265		6,000		6,036		6,000		5,532		5,900		6,000		5,290		5,141		9,516		12,000		9,900		9,900		12,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		12,000		10,755		12,000		20,821		10,101		12,000		10,359		12,000		11,000

		UTILITIES		30,000		30,000		30,000		30,500		22,000		24,912		11,000		10,680		11,000		12,433		12,867		9,500		10,322		10,000		9,589		11,000		10,251		5,950		10,500		9,000		4,868		7,029		10,500		10,500		8,000		9,681		10,290		8,000		10,516		8,000		6,952

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		40,000

tc={4E83CF4A-E83D-4B56-AA3C-645BF4816994}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500		40,000

tc={9B913701-F5EC-4F6F-A9DF-DF76C50AC8C0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500														

asmith: asmith:
Might be up due to Culbertson Improvements 		40,000

tc={9E375B21-B473-42D1-AC45-EC8EE40C92BF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500		37,460

tc={CB7244AE-8151-4C82-B1BE-88EEA607485E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		25,000

tc={B0346274-AE5A-4F75-9DF9-D982250E2D56}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		24,762

tc={D39E6AEE-2B36-41D6-A704-2FCDAAA5A19B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		27,000

tc={F8D76465-0C38-411A-B9FD-360BCFD6C697}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		23,474		25,000		23,697		20,354		27,000		32,820		27,000		27,268		26,800

Gene: Gene:
paint 5th st restroom; poles for discovery trail entry $4,000;		22,403		17,506		22,500		13,000		5,017		14,333		23,500		14,000		25,000		16,191		22,341		25,000		27,985		25,000		37,312

		MISCELLANEOUS																										- 0		500		330		500		571		571		- 0		27		27		27		- 0		- 0		18,000		-		4,751		18,000		27,351		18,000		26,274

		EQUIPMENT		20,000

tc={E3D990B9-3458-4071-8D1C-A5005F1E9EDD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500						

tc={CB7244AE-8151-4C82-B1BE-88EEA607485E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		20,000

tc={BA11AEF7-9E0C-44FE-BDF1-B99A2AD7032A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500														

asmith: asmith:
picnic tables, cedar fencing, drinking fountain, benches 		

tc={B0346274-AE5A-4F75-9DF9-D982250E2D56}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		20,000

tc={E7DC278A-F2E4-4FFE-B45F-338F46F9B044}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500						

tc={D39E6AEE-2B36-41D6-A704-2FCDAAA5A19B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		13,820

tc={F2216E08-DB6C-4E05-AE6A-AF15BD4CF290}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Backhoe - 5k						

tc={F8D76465-0C38-411A-B9FD-360BCFD6C697}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		5,000

tc={CDA13F87-3469-4228-898C-CA041AE376D3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Backhoe - 5k		871

tc={9354A10B-46A3-403A-A5A6-8F85D3440808}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Grinder pump - Sid Snyder Restroom
Weed eater
fencing
Backhoe - 5k
10k total		10,000

tc={8FDF49D9-377A-4AB5-BF88-777D128B75ED}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Grinder pump - Sid Snyder Restroom
Weed eater
fencing
Backhoe - 5k
10k total		5,200		5,200

asmith: asmith:
Pole Saw - $1200		5,206		5,696		4,000		- 0		4,000		6,386		4,000

Gene: Gene:
Power edger $700; 		2,680		2,680		3,500		3,000		- 0		- 0		3,200		3,000		3,500		2,588		25,211		2,000		5,241		2,000		1,240

		CULBERTSON PARK IMPROVEMENTS		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		3,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		- 0		6,000		1,296		7,100		107		7,000

Gene: Gene:
PUD connection for sprinklers at ballfield $4,000; ballfield materials $3,000;		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,813		1,813		1,136		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		3,700		-		3,700		-

		MISCELLANEOUS																						6,945		- 0		6,522		6,000		6,799		6,000		8,902		6,274		6,000		13,065		12,179		13,572		18,000		18,000		1,500		22,063		18,685				6,195

		TRAVEL		500		500		500		127		500		426		500		2,041		500		1,485		128		500		242		500		6		500		134		134		400		400		383		383				50				28		188				146				267

		LANDSCAPING		20,000		20,000		20,000		12,716		20,000		17,208		20,000		17,820		20,000		21,185		20,013		16,500		22,051		16,500		20,502		16,500		16,902		12,086		16,500		16,500		13,078		20,375		15,000		14,000		10,000		15,695		14,416		10,000		2,707		10,000		8,768

		RESTROOM FACILITIES		1,000		1,000		1,000		2,381		1,000		342		1,000		173		1,000		9,123		1,070		1,000		- 0		5,000		308		10,000						6,000

Gene: Gene:
Begin set aside for new restrooms on Bolstad Approach $1,000
		1,200		580		580		2,000		2,500		250		2,150		2,206		-		158		-		1,489

		TRAINING 		2,000		2,000		2,000		1,320		2,000		871		2,000		1,996		2,000														3,000				5,932		850		200		200		730		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		5,000		-		5,000		-

		TREE CONTROL		10,000

tc={8AF68ED8-5CFC-4305-9F4B-3FA8992906C9}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal																

asmith: asmith:
Pole Saw - $1200		13,000

tc={F5744904-C9EF-4344-82BB-BC4A16A18205}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal		10,000

tc={80ED6F91-13E9-47F0-9197-88485197C0EB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal		- 0

tc={A65A5525-6C06-4912-9AFD-75F46491EEAE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Parker		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 		9,852

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 																				

Gene: Gene:
paint 5th st restroom; poles for discovery trail entry $4,000;		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 																		

Gene: Gene:
Power edger $700; 		- 0		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0				2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		4,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		740		5,000		4,312

		COULTER PARK		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		313		1,500		1,537		613		4,000		444		4,000		576		4,000		119		89		4,000		4,000		3,187		3,638		4,500		3,000		6,500		5,785		7,931		15,000		653		22,000		29,264

		TOTAL PARKS		485,835		493,095		426,033		376,314		369,811		312,484		330,987		295,996		340,783		215,855		197,724		152,333		173,657		160,516		184,413		190,829		182,990		116,325		170,589		134,118		93,899		139,726		158,569		152,305		157,050		163,248		199,355		182,375		233,526		252,468		268,844





		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		1,393,551		1,273,569		1,249,144		1,071,728		1,140,718		1,039,214		1,104,747		1,022,072		1,053,217		934,962		772,343		ERROR:#REF!		1,208,551		ERROR:#REF!		761,778		ERROR:#REF!		743,880		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		526,032		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		705,803		724,790		767,905		813,665		853,080		1,092,006



		LOAN TO STREETS																																																								-		-		-

		LOAN TO 105 CAPITAL IMPROV.																																																								-		-		-

		AGENCY DISBURSEMENTS (ILWACO)

DavidG: DavidG:
Ilwaco Building permits
																																

Gene: Gene:
PUD connection for sprinklers at ballfield $4,000; ballfield materials $3,000;		7,500		12,000		7,500		10,955		7,500		19,428		7,500		5,571		7,500		15,563		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,500		6,017		1,968		6,475		10,071		91		10,071		- 0		6,901		7,500		9,669		4,923		7,500		4,698		7,500		4,154

		TOTAL NON-EXPENDITURES		7,500		12,000		7,500		10,955		7,500		19,428		7,500		5,571		7,500		15,563		-		6,000		-		6,000		-		6,500		6,017		1,968		6,475		10,071		91		10,071		-		6,901		7,500		9,669		4,923		7,500		4,698		7,500		4,154



		TRANSFERS

		TRANSFER TO LAW ENFORCEMENT		795,000

tc={3126887F-05BC-4A2B-AAE7-76D00626C743}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		775,000

tc={876262A2-DE65-457E-BBA9-F3658761C918}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={571C2F2A-36F4-446D-88C7-70D08DE883DF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={EB079E02-C2B8-4D92-B823-3E9E34F3DDB3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={CE6056A6-5116-4403-82BF-9456B55FA772}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		750,000

tc={DDE2C0A0-DC9D-4B55-ADFD-6B7BA1DD1664}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		710,000

tc={906D2659-9453-40E1-AB42-9BDCCDA4540C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		750,000		735,000		732,000		718,000		718,000		730,000		700,000		706,000		700,000		741,465		440,000		660,000		667,000		389,083		667,000		667,000		615,000		645,000		671,250		589,167		710,000		670,890		670,840		627,250

		TRANSFER TO 004 																																								- 0		55,583

		TRANSFER TO CURRENT EX. SINKING		100,000		100,000		100,000		300,000		100,000		100,000		50,000		200,000		20,000		20,000

		BINGO BUILDING BOND

David Glasson: David Glasson:
through 2021
																																						

Gene: Gene:
Begin set aside for new restrooms on Bolstad Approach $1,000
		

tc={EB079E02-C2B8-4D92-B823-3E9E34F3DDB3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		

tc={CE6056A6-5116-4403-82BF-9456B55FA772}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		

tc={DDE2C0A0-DC9D-4B55-ADFD-6B7BA1DD1664}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		

tc={906D2659-9453-40E1-AB42-9BDCCDA4540C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		9,709		9,409		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		4,855		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709				9,709

		LOAN TO STORM WATER																																								70,000

		TRANSFER TO CE. SINKING																																																		- 0				- 0

		TRANSFER TO FIRE SINKING FUND 		15,000

tc={7A27E26C-465F-44F4-8F98-0FB76C95D68B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={20283FDE-A1A6-40E4-AAEB-E3590BED0E1B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={265CC0AF-4E43-4314-9498-86D112BECAA4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={CAEAB9C1-C055-4674-AB11-718FA3E585F4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={8BE267D5-60E3-47AB-BE6F-BD327D17B939}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request										

asmith: asmith:
Plus marijuana tax
		

tc={317465A3-2149-4596-996A-5A8709DF9F05}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    A lot of small revs added		

tc={2987D732-88D6-42E7-95EB-0F40EFF46572}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={B7E654C2-CE0C-4833-AAB3-846BEB3F0C62}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    1315 Wash S		

tc={58CDFE90-2156-43F1-94CA-85676257EAE6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={04C49AEA-54CE-434A-B72E-08DA2147D4C3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={03586CAD-D9EF-48B2-9C08-FD3295E81E18}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={A0A8188A-0414-4822-B4C0-560B3239F79A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={C33E9493-F642-41B4-8D69-F5AD8E18C2A6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax												

tc={C5069210-2B11-4BD6-A067-19025908F8E8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={F6375E07-3008-4848-8EA7-03DC5A614C02}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={E87F5F45-2EA7-461E-8F6C-5E9C96A8693F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={4D4EB522-4C15-442D-92EC-0751B0876FC3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={642C9308-82AA-43B6-9823-BF397BCC2B20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={B4290A4B-7413-46D1-8BE5-062DBDD716CE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={659313E3-7B2C-4616-97C8-FE559AF4D59C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

Gene: Gene:
paid 2012, repay CE $50,256 a year, 1% interest to pay off in 5 years, no pay in 2013.		

Gene: Gene:
repay current expense fund for lilft station loan.Done in 2020																		

asmith: asmith:
Includes new computer for Council Chambers 		

tc={D40A45D4-0EBB-4691-8DC3-33821D2EBC29}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    public defender conflict												

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk										

Gene: Gene:
One fourth of cost of new copier at $10K
		

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk				

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		

tc={3E3F1AD4-C824-4AB0-ACE4-F873DD1A3B27}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={665B0C13-5F90-45BB-8D19-1159750775C8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={A8FF7B72-4BEF-4943-98F4-872E9B1178B4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit				

tc={94ACB4DE-E66E-4ECA-A25C-DD252CFC03FB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={E94F1C6F-9882-4562-95E4-66FF0D487DA5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		

tc={D11B5CCA-2B5A-44B4-BF45-ED70F3AAE603}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={832C601E-3469-41DE-9579-658869464AB6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={878C660A-0A49-48A1-9B2A-310E892D898D}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		

tc={E37A3440-1C87-4D1B-8340-AE23AA84B28A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={7A4E61FC-D089-4FD6-92CE-94FAA21C83BA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={4FC3CFBF-D5FA-4662-B2F6-2D17BA098D70}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS																																								

Gene: Gene:
judge $1000 a month		

tc={F74C15BC-D75C-402E-855B-C168CCD38C40}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={269D58A5-818B-44BC-8FB5-3D3041DA120B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={F1F7D5AA-6FFA-44A7-ABD8-5E0D15249518}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={724551C8-DE03-4F29-9BE8-5BA1750ACDF5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		

tc={044E9680-6EEB-4069-A78D-3514347B2D84}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		

tc={1864F8DA-22DA-4B04-A400-B06EF77597E2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS																																

Gene: Gene:
Defense att $13,200
Pros $12000		

David Glasson: David Glasson:
L & I 16k		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum																														

DavidG: DavidG:
paid early on 2015 PCOG = $1500		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall																										

Gene: Gene:
one fourth of cost of new copier $10K		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

tc={F2A145D9-3507-498F-972C-50D7196DF9F1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Piers						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 				

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 								

asmith: asmith:
City Hall parking lot
		

tc={C83E5CD8-6FEA-44F1-AE0C-14C1BDE8C61F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Clerk / paving / Drainage		

tc={60D7EB5B-735C-43A3-8D0B-BF6218242165}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={C6E094B8-1BCB-46D5-AD5B-9767AF8A1B2B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $7500				

tc={1B78A2FF-33F0-4BD7-AFA5-938E21A3278F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={8D053119-A5FD-4354-A45B-E91EF26B69D2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64														

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		

tc={EB7E9645-CA2E-4B1E-B30E-39D01DFC52F0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={2AEF763F-5F64-426D-A3C8-36983EFF5C20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64														

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		

tc={0528852F-1BB1-479D-ADAD-6547B2300468}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={BE75E251-BE6D-46C4-A37A-7339CBBFD6DD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.										

tc={B736CF69-FBD1-44FE-95FC-2B570ED8D794}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={16A2189C-1AF5-4D72-945A-0BE755E5A774}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.										

tc={CB934693-8C11-40CD-B44D-0863AFB7B9CD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={7D002F1B-4EDA-4406-B5D2-5593D386D975}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.								

tc={490948C1-27A7-4B0E-9CFD-015A4C669CD0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

tc={39A758D5-28D6-4EBA-846F-2BBA06759D08}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={F51AB3B5-13B7-4CDC-A9EB-43A522EECFDF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request														

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

tc={26C1F331-4161-47A6-A277-F1EC4CF9085F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={2930C92C-2652-485B-95C0-98424E80FF90}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={A7FFB488-3DF1-4B41-8DA9-7E12E16D2FAA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 				

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt				

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

tc={E7009D64-C8ED-42F5-8576-B76BD2635E3E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    SMP Update 5k				15,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,000		6,000				6,000												5,000										- 0				- 0		5,000				5,000

		CONTINGENT EXPENDITURES																																																				73

		TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS		910,000		890,000		879,709		1,079,409		879,709		874,709		774,709		949,709		769,709		766,709		733,709		733,709		739,709		715,709		715,709		709,709		751,174		444,855		669,709		751,709		454,376		676,709		676,709		624,709		654,709		681,032		598,876		724,709		680,599		675,840		636,959





		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		2,311,051		2,175,569		2,136,353		2,162,092		2,027,927		1,933,351		1,886,957		1,977,352		1,830,426		1,717,234		1,506,053		ERROR:#REF!		1,948,261		ERROR:#REF!		1,477,487		ERROR:#REF!		1,501,071		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		1,212,812		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		1,396,503		1,328,589		1,613,714		1,519,723		1,795,776		1,733,119





		Carry Over to next year		485,103		879,261		312,720		901,739		293,722		721,442		90,734		486,532		279,837		415,646		247,116		ERROR:#REF!		179,590		ERROR:#REF!		229,856		ERROR:#REF!		182,746		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		173,427		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		71,761		77,168		-		52,967		-		244,747



																																																																																2022 Budget 		2021 Estimated		2020 Actual		2019 Actual 		2018 Actual 		2017 Actual 		2016 Actual 		2015 Actual		2014 Actual		2013 Actual		2012 Actual		2011 Actual		2010 Actual

																																																																														Expenditures		213,635		216,209		193,335		197,735		171,723		150,605		194,826		147,748.70		150,107.08		121,281.23		139,650.33		132,858.88		151,972.29

																																																																														Ending Fund		312,720		901,739		721,442		486,532		415,646		247,116		179,590		229,856		182,746		173,427		71,761		77,168		52,967





































Expenditures Vs. Ending Fund



Expenditures	2022 Budget 	2021 Estimated	2020 Actual	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual 	213635.32553609606	216209.15	193335.13799999998	197735.18799999999	171723.446	Ending Fund	2022 Budget 	2021 Estimated	2020 Actual	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual 	312719.74463903951	901739.49000000022	721442	486531.83100000024	415645.81988999993	
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2023 Budget
General Fund

10/27/2022
4

2023 2022 2022 2021
DESCRIPTION Budget Estimated Budget  Actual 

INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUE                                                                                                                                         
ILWACO JAIL FEES 3,000                                     1,000                              3,000                           -                            
PUD PRIVILEGE TAX 14,000                                   18,015                           14,000                        16,923                      
MARIJUANA EXCISE 1,200                                     1,200                              1,200                           2,037                        
CRIM JUS-POP 1,000                                     1,000                              1,000                           1,000                        
CRIM JUS-DCD #1 1,631                                     1,631                              1,631                           1,631                                                                                                                                                                 
DUI - CITIES 211                                         259                                 211                              259                            
LIQUOR EXCISE TAXES 9,170                                     10,000                           9,170                           11,078                      
LIQUOR BOARD PROFITS 11,679                                   8,000                              11,679                        12,246                      
TOTAL INTERGOVERNMENTAL REV. 41,891                           41,105                     41,891                   57,499                 

CHARGES FOR SERVICES
WARRANT COSTS 100                                         100                                 100                              
COVID REIMBURSEMENT 31,738                      
FIRE PROTECTION SERVICES 500                                         500                                 500                              172                            
MEDIX 4,800                                     4,800                              4,800                           4,800                        
SNTNC COMPL FEE 3,409                                     4,090                              3,409                           4,090                        
IT time Pay Fee 300                                         50                                    300                              50                              
TOTAL CHARGES FOR SERVICES 9,109                             9,540                       9,109                     40,850                 


2023

		City of Long Beach														2021 Budget										2019 Budget

		CURRENT EXPENSE - 001



				2023		2022		2022		2021		2021		2020		2020		2019		2019		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015		2015		2014		2014		2014		2013		2013		2013		2013		2012		2012		2012		2011		2011		2010		2010		2009

		DESCRIPTION		Budget 		Estimated 		Budget  		Actual 		Budget		 Actual 		Budget COVID 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual		YTD Aug		Budget		Estimated		YTD Aug		Actual		Budget		Estimated		Budget		Actual		Actual		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual



		Revenues



		BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		879,261		903,438		624,907		724,934		539,634		486,532		486,532		419,332		378,988		252,770		142,192		143,399		240,900		202,203		189,473		224,688		175,591		162,669		ERROR:#REF!		74,204		61,379		60,695		ERROR:#REF!		106,380		77,168		37,874		52,967		52,967		244,747		573,482		718,929

		TOTAL BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		879,261		903,438		624,907		724,934		539,634		486,532		486,532		419,332		378,988		252,770		142,192		143,399		240,900		202,203		189,473		224,688		175,591		162,669		ERROR:#REF!		74,204		61,379		60,695		ERROR:#REF!		106,380		77,168		37,874		52,967		52,967		244,747		573,482		718,929



		TAXES

		PROPERTY TAXES (1% Increases)		472,630		467,950		467,950		502,910		461,090		488,975		482,175		433,380		471,078		466,414		440,703		452,970		406,598		407,672		327,750		407,400		399,639		213,012		400,970		397,000		237,059		393,489		397,000		394,750		393,000		449,535		395,596		386,750		371,602		378,893		313,166

		Local Crimal Justice 		15,000		20,000		15,000		29,708		15,000		22,379		17,687		21,784				15,468				18,556

		SALES TAX		700,000		800,000		600,000		856,248		550,000		655,314		550,000		731,409		500,000		598,127		526,625		450,000		500,115		410,000		476,415		400,000		455,570		213,094		370,000		395,000		191,030		408,896		370,500		364,500		368,500		370,112		352,629		350,000		371,467		330,000		372,293

		BUS. TAXES CABLE TV		15,000		30,000		- 0		20,298		28,000		30,214		20,000		10,155		20,000		28,056		21,870		20,000		24,085		20,000		19,777		20,000		21,573		11,854		21,000		24,000		20,014		27,992		20,000		19,415		22,000		18,119		19,312		22,000		20,094		22,000		24,755

		BUS. TAX - TELEPHONE		30,000		30,000		40,000		28,566		40,000		29,273		40,000		55,281		40,000		39,985		46,606		38,000		38,640		38,000		36,343		50,000		37,121		24,702		50,000		47,850		35,936		51,120		47,500		47,600		47,500		53,271		47,669		50,000		47,661		50,000		40,363

		BUS. TAX - PUD		120,000		122,000		120,000		141,884		120,000		134,493		120,000		127,856		120,000		126,845		130,947		115,000		118,324		115,000		111,811		118,000		117,710		66,381		115,000		115,000		92,101		114,263		110,000		110,000		95,000		116,974		108,656		98,000		105,139		98,000		69,267

		BUS. TAXES - WATER/SEWER		298,000		290,000		267,379		333,000		297,574		303,228		300,360		272,367		284,135		183,141		165,451		160,600		150,870		143,525		148,059		140,000		142,104		84,496		115,000		125,000		92,940		141,796		115,000		115,000		125,000		144,980		113,739		124,620		132,361		124,620		116,945

		BUS. TAX - GARBAGE		65,000		65,000		65,000		64,083		55,000		55,998		55,000		40,590		57,399

		BUS. TAX - STORM WATER		27,312		27,312		27,312		29,236		26,777		28,276		26,777		25,343		25,996		16,807		15,321		12,650		13,878		12,650		12,845		10,000		12,198		7,335		10,000		5,000		12		4,055		10,000		10,000		11,760		21,246		9,695		11,760		11,597		11,160		11,366

		PROPERTY TAXES - Uncollected		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0						(2,383)										(14,000)

		REET - Moved to fund 003		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0								- 0		- 0

		GAMBLING TAX		15,000		20,000		15,000		22,575		15,000		15,685		20,000		24,733		20,000		19,756		17,172		19,000		17,606		19,000		18,898		18,000		16,168		11,685		20,000		19,250		13,229		19,640		20,000		19,780		16,500		18,160		20,878		20,000		16,136		26,000		30,694

		TOTAL TAXES		1,757,942		1,872,262		1,617,641		2,028,508		1,608,441		1,763,835		1,631,999		1,742,898		1,538,608		1,494,599		1,364,695		1,286,776		1,270,116		1,165,847		1,151,897		1,163,400		1,202,083		632,559		1,101,970		1,128,100		682,319		1,161,251		1,090,000		1,081,045		1,076,877		1,192,395		1,068,175		1,063,130		1,076,057		1,026,673		978,848																		288,853		17331.174

																																																																																		3157055

		LICENSES & PERMITS

		BUSINESS LICENSES		45,000		55,000		45,000		76,062		45,000		63,878		50,000		73,055		50,000		68,947		54,409		60,000		64,490		57,000		61,756		57,000		70,693		44,959		54,500		55,000		43,248		61,465		58,400		58,400		56,800		53,183		58,456		54,000		58,526		50,000		56,538

		OTHER RECEIPTS												3,708

		BUILDING PERMITS - LONG BEACH		25,000		49,000		25,000		70,197		25,000		52,521		30,000		80,707		30,000		131,934		41,189		30,000		39,345		30,000		31,568		30,000		36,703		27,602		28,000		24,000		20,155		23,052		30,000		29,500		27,500		17,564		33,043		20,000		24,971		40,000		40,074

		BUILDING PERMIT - ILWACO		15,000		24,000		15,000		21,909		15,000		34,813		15,000		27,952		15,000		34,886		28,697		12,000		7,195		12,000		3,344		14,000		17,418		8,556		12,950		16,000		11,168		15,975		8,500		12,000		14,100		13,266		6,528		15,000		16,408		15,000		7,894

		VARIANCES & MISC. PLANNING		3,000		11,170		3,000		16,185		3,000		7,680		3,000		15,265		3,000		7,740		8,660		1,000		1,976		1,000		3,120		1,000		953		920		1,500		1,000		960		1,360		1,000		1,000		2,400		2,065		920		2,000		2,220		1,500		2,750

		USE 322.10.02		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		1,000		1,000						400		-		1,150		-

		WEAPONS PERMIT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				400		318		400		488		281		400		230		400		148		400		276		276		350		450		352		586		100		100				402		96		-		-		-

		FIRE INSPECTIONS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0														-

		TOTAL LICENSES & PERMITS		88,000		139,170		88,000		184,353		88,000		162,600		98,400		197,297		98,400		243,995		133,236		103,400		113,236		100,400		99,936		102,400		126,042		82,313		97,300		96,450		75,883		102,438		99,000		102,000		100,800		86,480		99,443		91,000		103,275		106,500		107,256																		2019		2018		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015

																																																																														DESCRIPTION				Budget 		Estimate		Budget 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Budget		Actual

		INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUE																																																																												Expenditures

		CTED GMA GRANT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		LOCAL LAW ENF. BLOCK GRANT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		ILWACO COURT CONTRACT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0		2,000		3,800		4,741		- 0		2,500		2,213		8,000		2,000

		ILWACO JAIL FEES		3,000		1,000		3,000		- 0		3,000		1,685		3,000		1,265		3,000		3,862		2,313		3,000		1,255		3,000		1,828		3,000		3,387		1,565		2,000		1,800		1,760		2,500		- 0		3,000		3,200		840		3,065		5,000		1,811		5,000		3,114

		PUD PRIVILEGE TAX		14,000		18,015		14,000		16,923		14,000		16,208		14,000		15,890		14,000		16,701		13,961		14,000		13,961		15,000		14,833		15,000		14,325		14,325		15,000		14,428		14,428		14,428		10,000		10,000		12,500		13,913		8,632		13,000		13,067		12,500		13,222

		JIS REIMBURSEMENT-COMPUTERS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0						- 0												-		2,050		-

		SOS ARCHIVING GRANT 								12,325		6,049		6,721		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0						- 0												-		-		-

		STREAMLINED SALES TAX		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		10,000		3,460		10,311		10,000		10,339		10,000		10,720		10,000		10,344		5,081		10,900		10,500		5,109		10,060		10,500		10,800		10,000		10,170		10,658		5,000		10,485				12,343

		CRIMINAL JUSTICE-HI CRM		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				1,500		1,000		- 0		- 0		1,000				1,000		1,000		1,000		658		658		1,200		1,000		929		929		1,500		1,000		2,500		702		711		2,000		-		2,500		1,930

		CRIMINAL JUSTICE-LOC-POP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				100		500						500				500		1,380		500				778		500		750		750		- 0								250

		MARIJUANA EXCISE 		1,200		1,200		1,200		2,037		1,200		1,665		- 0		1,682		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0

		CRIM JUS-POP		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		2,201		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,800		1,000		1,028				- 0		- 0				1,000		2,000		2,250		1,000		1,759		2,288		1,000		2,294		750		1,691

		CRIM JUS-DCD #1		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		500		1,560		500		1,509		1,467		500		1,426		500		343		500		685		343		- 0		- 0				- 0		500		800		100		288		616		100		-		100		302

		CRIM JUS-DCD #2		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				326								592

		DUI - CITIES		211		259		211		259		211		211		200		202		200		212		217		200		221		200		214		300		254		191		300		200		189		255		300		300		200		260		301		200		285		200		494

		LIQUOR EXCISE TAXES		9,170		10,000		9,170		11,078		9,170		9,170		6,000		7,911		6,000		7,279		6,893		3,000		6,625		3,000		3,839		1,800		2,649		1,959		12,000		13,036		- 0		939		12,000		5,134		7,000		5,134		7,017		7,000		7,606		5,500		7,379

		CITY HARDSHIP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0														212

		LIQUOR BOARD PROFITS		11,679		8,000		11,679		12,246		11,679		11,679		12,000		11,795		12,000		14,148

asmith: asmith:
Plus marijuana tax
		12,073		12,000		12,232		9,000		12,355		10,000		12,528		6,270						6,301		12,603		- 0		7,586		9,000		13,856		9,722		9,000		12,279		9,000		10,390

		TOTAL INTERGOVERNMENTAL REV.		41,891		41,105		41,891		57,499		47,940		49,970		36,700		42,905		48,200		49,371		48,235		45,200		47,272		43,200		48,311		43,100		45,860		31,170		41,900		41,714		29,466		43,040		36,800		42,869		49,300		52,504		43,010		44,800		52,090		43,550		52,866



		CHARGES FOR SERVICES

		CIVIL FILINGS, LAW LIBRARY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		9		- 0												- 0												-		-		-		-

		WARRANT COSTS		100		100		100				100		102		100		100		100		67		2		100		166		100		104		850		19		18		1,500		100		73		73		1,500		1,600		1,636		1,243		1,529		1,636		1,636		1,621		1,621

		DEF PROS ADM CS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		50								50		45		45								66				-		-		-

		COVID REIMBURSEMENT								31,738				86,700		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		4		25		11				100		10		1		1		100		100				486		193		-		8		-

		FIRE PROTECTION SERVICES		500		500		500		172		500		237		500		546		338		2,903		967		338		312		338		338		300		388				300		300				381		300		325		300		-		328		300		304		300		308

		MEDIX		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,400

		RECORDS CHECK FEE		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				450		450		450		600		686		450		1,575		450		475		450		1,206		483				350		324		474

		ADULT PROB. CHGS.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				100		100		100		250		- 0		100				100		865		100		- 0				500		400		100		100		500		400		340		1,250		666		340		340		340		340

		SNTNC COMPL FEE		3,409		4,090		3,409		4,090		3,409		3,409		6,000		5,428		6,000		10,653		5,907		8,000		10,229		8,000		14,661		3,500		7,360		4,877		1,800		2,400		1,685		3,358		1,800		1,850		- 0		2,337		2,319				1,949				2,117

		FFA Contribution 		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		5,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		100		117		117																										50

		IT time Pay Fee		300		50		300		50		300		300		250		250		250		16		8		250				250				250		250		250																				-		-		-

		CURRENT EXPENSE		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		4		4		3								15

		Booking Fees		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				125		125		125		400		212		125		212		125		130		150		221		124																				-		-		-

		TOTAL CHARGES FOR SERVICES		9,109		9,540		9,109		40,850		9,109		95,548		12,325		16,399		7,363		14,889		7,782		9,363		12,494		9,363		16,586		5,775		9,571		5,870		4,200		3,614		2,231		4,434		4,200		4,275		2,276		5,397		5,035		2,276		4,237		2,261		4,436



		FINES & FORFEITS																																																																																157.11

		MUNICIPAL COURT FINES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		(400)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0																																														4.19

		JIS/TRAUMA & LOCAL JIS ACCNT.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		200		238		238		150		45		38		- 0		150		150		260		90		131		589		589		256		256																		161.3

		LOCAL/JIS ACCOUNT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		81		- 0		- 0		- 0		118		394		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		350		475		336		600		250		161		197		600		400		1,252		983		385		1,252		1,252		1,970		1,970

		TRAFFIC INFRACTION		3,650		5,500		3,650		13,671		3,650		5,566		3,650		1,414		3,650		2,915		4,230		3,650		5,654		3,650		4,620		3,650		3,991		1,807		3,500		3,250		1,635		3,423		3,500		4,000		2,500		4,668		3,967		2,500		4,884		2,000		2,997

		LEGIS ASSMNT		200		200		200		428		200		313		200		3,103		200		183		233		200		422		200		375		200		370		171				230		230		354								374

		NON-TRAFFIC INFRACTION		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		721		- 0		- 0						- 0				17				- 0		20		- 0		- 0		17		17		-																				116.43

		CRIME VICTIMS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				10		- 0				- 0		10		10		10		- 0		10		14		14		-

		OTHER INFRACTIONS		100		100		100		29		100		292		100		100		100		73		45		100		93		100		108		100		114		42		250		75		20		133		250		250		244		52		217		244		244		343		343

		PARKING INFRACTION		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				30		- 0				- 0		30		30		30		90		30		210		210		50		50

		PARKING - HANDICAP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0

		DUI FINES		250		250		250		292		250		250		250		250		250		218		83		250		17		250		512		250		158		101		400		175		123		120		400		100		400		270		72		400		63				406														6.49

		CRI CNV FEE DUI		100		100		100		9		100		238		100				100		19				100		209		100		27		100		68		68				25		16		6

		CRI CONV FE CT		100		100		100		40		100		100		100				100		79		72		100		202		100		419		100		46		25				50		42		58

		CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISD.		300		300		300		160		300		- 0		300				300		- 0				300		38		300		926		300		365		325		150		400		396		- 0		150		75		200		- 0		51		334		334		57		57														122.92

		CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISDEMEANOR		500		500		500		- 0		500		302		500				500		671		299		500		506		500		- 0		500						1,500		800				397		1,500		1,200		2,100		965		1,116		1,214		1,214		2,318		2,318

		CNTY DRUG BUY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		14		500		233		9		800		300		40		40		800		600		2,000		366		518		992		992		2,128		2,128

		CITY DRUG BUY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		20		- 0		129		500		- 0		- 0		800		300		41		91		800		600		456		353		705		456		456		719		719

		INVESTIGATIVE  FUND ASSESSMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		300		- 0				500		- 0				84		500		600		360		41		560		360		360		578		578

		OTHER CRIMINAL NON-TRAFFIC		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				150		50				- 0		150		150		100		-		139		84		84		236		236

		COURT COST RECOUPMENTS																				- 0				3,000		- 0		1,800		2,848		1,800		2,545		1,726		500		1,100		971		1,393		500		700		533		354		715		533		533		2,347		2,347

		CRIME VICTIMS		800		800		800		800		800		100		800				800						800		96		800		48		800		429		424		1,800		200		146		159		1,800		1,800		2,200		1,207		1,522		782		782		1,443		1,443

		PUBLIC DEFENDER FEES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		700		1		- 0		-		-		944		944

		PUBLIC DEFENSE COSTS		1,000		2,200		1,000		1,435		1,000		1,359		1,000		1,642		1,000		2,799		1,378		1,000		6,039		1,000		1,860		1,000		1,320		607		1,500		1,280		466		663		1,500		1,750		200		1,878		1,517				1,260

		WARRANT/SUBP-SHF		350		350		350		- 0		350				350		350		350				- 0		350				350		772		350		275		206				500		477		799

		CRT COST RECOUP		350		350		350		- 0		350				350		350		350				- 0		350				350				350		301		301				50		49		49

		I Conv FEE CN		25		25		25		319		25		3,115
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Comment:
    A lot of small revs added		25		25		25				- 0		25		29		25		4		25		74		13

		D/M Int Income Current Expense		25		25		25		- 0		25				25		25		25		40		55		25		- 0		25		- 0		25		39		26

		Court Current Expense		3,000		3,000		3,000		4,177		3,000		3,029		3,000		2,950		3,000		7,722		2,788		3,000		2,645		25		4,392		25		60		26

		D/M Income		25		25		25		770		25				25		25		25		- 0		55		25		288		25		34		25		60		35

		INTERPRETER		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0								-		-		-

		TOTAL FINES & FORFEITS		10,775		13,825		10,775		22,131		10,775		14,745		10,775		10,234		10,775		14,835		9,633		13,775		15,857		9,600		17,809		11,450		11,160		6,486		12,640		9,080		4,849		7,982		12,640		12,415		13,565		11,691		11,655		9,981		13,288		15,390		16,793



		MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES

		INVESTMENT INTEREST		100		100		100		1,098		100		981		100		534		100		238		110		100		1,495		100		112		1,000		223		- 0		3,500		2,000		768		1,189		3,500		3,850		2,500		2,592		4,183		4,000		2,975		12,000		5,327

		Ilwaco Contract - Office Assistance		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		7,100		- 0		6,675		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0				(144)		(102)		-		-		-		-

		SALES INTEREST		150		150		150		567		150				150		1,578		150		938		424		150		294		150		195		200		196		143		275		31		31		52		275		500		750		89		192		750		504		500		1,188

		RENT REVENUE		100		100		100		- 0		100				100				100		500		886		100		776		100		- 0		100		100		100		500		- 0				- 0		500		300		4,500		- 0		275				12		3,000		4,550

		SMA Grant 2013		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										1,911						25,000		27,822		50,000		46,411		- 0		70,500		- 0						- 0		- 0		2,500		- 0		- 0		4,800		-		4,800

		FUND CONTRIBUTIONS		3,000		3,000		3,000		2,491		3,000		2,495		3,000		1,029		3,000		2,288		12,565		3,000		6,688		3,000		3,835		4,000		1,656		706		5,000		4,500		3,776		5,012		5,000		4,800		1,000		2,518		9,077		1,000		1,500		1,000		1,440

		Squirting Clam		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,092		1,300		1,222		1,300		1,322		1,271		1,300		1,210		1,300		1,329		1,500		1,193		813

		Fireworks Donations																				5,750		5,056		5,000		6,896

		PROJECT SAFE HAVEN																				28,676		26,052		49,000		367,260		393,750		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0												- 0																												399000

		MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES																						208		250		1,226		250		305		1,500		274		193		3,000		2,450		2,027		2,136		3,000		3,000		2,200		1,147		3,241		2,000		120		2,000		209																		57000

		Code Enforcement 				70,740
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Comment:
    1315 Wash S		52,000
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Comment:
    Sagmiller		- 0
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Comment:
    Sagmiller		13,000
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Comment:
    Sagmiller		47,059
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Comment:
    Sagmiller		40,000
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Comment:
    Sagmiller		2,836		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		9		- 0		- 0				15		10						15		- 0		15		9		(5)		(8)		(8)		12		12

		TOTAL MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES		4,650		75,390		56,650		5,456		17,650		51,627		44,650		7,199		4,650		39,711		55,583		58,900		392,520		423,650		33,607		58,300		50,052		1,955		82,790		8,991		6,603		8,389		12,290		12,450		13,465		6,212		16,861		12,542		5,103		23,312		97,428







		TOTAL REVENUES		1,912,367
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    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,151,292
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    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,824,066
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Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,338,797
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Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,781,915
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Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,138,325
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Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,467,879
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Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,988,198		1,707,996		1,857,400		1,619,164		1,517,414		1,851,496		1,752,060		1,368,146		1,384,425		1,444,769		760,353		1,340,800		1,287,949		801,351		1,327,534		1,254,930		1,255,054		1,256,283		1,354,679		1,244,180		1,223,729		1,254,050		1,217,685		1,257,628														202,451



		NON-REVENUES

		BINGO BOND ISSUE																																								- 0												- 0				-		-		-		-

		CRIME VICTIMS		100		100		100		100		100		110		100		100		100		224		108		100				100		301		100		185		108		- 0		- 0				131		- 0		- 0		100		65		- 0		90		90		105		105

		LOAN REPAYMENT - LODGING TAX		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0																														327.26				46.61

		LOAN REPAYMENT - STREETS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		90,000		- 0		- 0						- 0												23,854																		349.42				673

		TRANSFER FROM CE SINKING		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0						- 0		- 0		- 0				83,147		274,513		72,000												49.94				9.65		payments				loan

		TRAN WATER TO CURRENT EXP LOAN

Gene: Gene:
paid 2012, repay CE $50,256 a year, 1% interest to pay off in 5 years, no pay in 2013.																										54,744		50,256		70,000		50,256		70,000				50,256		50,256						50,256		50,256		50,256		50,256		- 0												100,512				49.07				310.85		295,256				251280		43,976

		TRAN SEWER TO CURRENT EXP LOAN

Gene: Gene:
repay current expense fund for lilft station loan.Done in 2020												23,854		23,854		23,854		23,854		23,854		- 0		23,854				23,854				23,854						23,854		23,854						23,854		23,854		23,854																				8.26				77.89		47,708				119270		(71,562)

		CONTINGENT REVENUES																																								- 0																														783.95				1118

		JIS/TRAUMA		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0				1,000		850				38		1,000		1,000		1,746		709		792		1,746		1,746		1,040		1,040								7.78

		LOCAL/JIS ACCOUNT																										- 0				- 0				- 0				35		30				4		35		35		37		37		35		37		37		86		86								791.73

		REFUNDS																										- 0				446				- 0						- 0												- 0				-		-		-		-

		OTHER RECEIPTS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		8,980		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		97		- 0		218		- 0		20		500		- 0				1,000		350		11				1,000		- 0		2,500		3,233		1,118		2,500		20		2,500		78

		TOTAL NON-REVENUES		100		100		100		100		100		32,944		23,954		23,954		23,954		24,078		205		23,954		54,962		74,210		160,768		75,710		70,185		108		76,145		75,340		11		173		76,145		75,145		78,493		78,154		85,093		278,886		73,893		3,731		1,309



		TOTAL CURRENT EXPENSE FUND		2,791,727		3,054,830		2,449,073		3,063,831		2,321,649		2,657,801		1,978,365		2,463,884		2,110,938		2,134,248		1,761,561		1,684,767		2,147,357		2,028,473		1,718,387		1,684,823		1,690,544		923,130		ERROR:#REF!		1,437,493		862,741		1,388,403		ERROR:#REF!		1,436,579		1,411,944		1,470,707		1,382,240		1,555,582		1,572,690		1,794,898		1,977,866														30,865.55





		Expenditures



		CURRENT EXPENSE



		LEGISLATIVE

		SALARIES		26,400		26,400		26,400		24,000		26,400		26,400		26,400		25,950		26,400		26,200		23,700		24,000		23,400		24,000		24,000		24,000		22,500		14,500		24,000		20,700		13,900		20,700		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		21,100		24,000		23,400

		BENEFITS & TAXES		4,247		4,247		4,247		1,952		4,247		2,295		7,600		2,113		7,600		2,133		1,938		4,013		2,297		3,000		3,135		2,200		3,841		2,025		2,000		2,000		1,136		1,692		2,000		2,000		2,000		1,950		2,059		3,853		1,746		3,853		1,895

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		300		300		300		63		300		5		300		235		300		154		- 0		300		544		300		- 0		300		- 0		- 0		500		200		121		121		500		500		1,000		111		605		500		1,183		500		655

		TRAVEL		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		1,000		752		3,000		2,041		3,000		2,255		711		1,500		501		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		- 0		1,500		850		198		512		1,500		600		2,800		729		1,640		3,000		(50)		3,000		354

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		300		300		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		77		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		- 0		300		100		60		60		300		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		500		-		500		-

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		5,000		5,000		5,000		2,252		5,000		2,285		5,000		373		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Includes new computer for Council Chambers 		11,607		11,147		8,500		10,320		10,000		11,449		10,000		11,263		11,263		9,000		9,000		8,978		8,998		1,500		6,669		1,500		6,694		12,200		1,000		12,208		5,500		10,084

		ELECTIONS		10,000		10,000		10,000		7,404		10,000		9,084		10,000		10,065		10,000

		TRAINING		2,000		2,000		2,000		535		1,000		250		1,000		715		500		4,300		212		1,500				- 0		- 0		2,500

Gene: Gene:
One fourth of cost of new copier at $10K
		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0						200		- 0		- 0		1,000		-		1,000		-

		TOTAL LEGISLATIVE		51,247		51,247		51,247		36,206		48,247		41,071		53,600		41,492		53,100		46,726		37,708		40,113		37,062		39,100		38,584		40,800		37,603		27,787		37,300		32,850		24,393		32,082		29,800		33,769		32,000		33,484		40,504		33,853		36,187		38,353		36,388



		JUDICIAL

		SALARIES		32,400		32,400		32,400		28,800		28,800		28,650		28,800		26,950		26,400		26,400

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		35,136

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		34,720

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		33,655		33,600

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		13,652		12,000		26,845		25,438		12,000		12,000		25,901		38,788		12,000

Gene: Gene:
judge $1000 a month		43,221		43,221		43,029		43,085		40,843		42,767		40,843		45,642		30,000		-										over

		BENEFITS		2,946		2,946		2,946		1,813		2,946		2,398		6,115		2,037		6,115		2,056		2,341		7,626		2,698		1,000		1,329		1,000		12,540		3,836		1,000		1,000		6,900		8,327		1,000		14,200		15,150		10,461		6,586		14,639		4,411		14,639		10,173		10,000		12,000										over

		COURT CONTRACT WITH COUNTY																																																				- 0

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		1,000		1,000		1,000		478		1,000		260		1,000		250		1,000		322		2,968		50		1,231		50		537		50		- 0		- 0		100		100		65		1,379				825		2,000		605		796		2,000		1,455		2,000		1,632				13,200

		LEGAL FEES		15,000		15,000		15,000		16,116

tc={D40A45D4-0EBB-4691-8DC3-33821D2EBC29}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    public defender conflict		12,000		1,050		12,000		10,555		12,000		17,800		17,675		12,000		12,000		12,000		12,000		16,000		13,056		9,056		16,000		14,500		8,853		12,853		25,200

Gene: Gene:
Defense att $13,200
Pros $12000		12,260		12,000		13,056		12,623		11,000		12,612		11,000		12,389				25,200

		COUNTY COURT CONTRACT		33,293		32,640		32,640		28,515		28,091		27,231		27,540		25,995		23,479		23,019		14,252		14,280		10,499		14,000		15,166		19,000		13,943		4,110		14,000		14,000		10,500		12,833

		COMMUNICATIONS		500		500		500		540		500		521		500		524		500		491		485		500		507		500		500		500		491		287		500		450		360		528		500		490		800		450		482		800		484		800		460

		TRAVEL		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,068		- 0		1,928		- 0		146		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		287		750		-		750

		MISCELLANEOUS		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		130		100		233		100		56		56		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		400		1,000		252		-		1,000		50		1,000

		EQUIPMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		2,500		2,350		2,500		6,450

		COUNTY JAIL - LONG BEACH		8,800		8,800		8,800		2,564		8,800		3,430		8,800		3,925		8,000		5,261		4,860		8,000		4,518		8,000		9,139		8,000		12,781		8,048		6,000		6,000		4,290		6,245		8,000		5,725		8,000		5,000		5,955		12,500		4,473		12,500		5,452

		COUNTY JAIL - ILWACO		5,000		8,202		3,000		327		3,000		1,948		3,000		1,195		3,000		3,854		2,573				1,033				173		4,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		1,000		203		498		- 0		1,890		5,000		1,078		3,180		5,000		1,761		5,000		3,082

		TOTAL JUDICIAL		99,038		101,588		96,386		79,253		85,236		65,588		87,855		71,531		80,594		79,303		82,458		77,276		68,198		69,250		52,876		60,650		79,712		50,832		50,600		49,050		57,073		81,452		46,700		79,011		87,671		73,931		72,994		91,032		70,363		91,032		85,279



		FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION

		SALARIES		107,001		102,566		102,566		82,377		97,112		85,385		79,082		77,384		75,858		78,016		73,458		74,377		75,956		77,743		79,384		79,957		58,811		25,950		60,514		50,331		30,733		46,126		50,331		43,750		43,750		47,587		66,052		63,200		63,220		63,200		64,142		35000 left

		BENEFITS		62,469		61,556		61,556		54,454		56,142		51,578		44,595		52,483		39,649		50,139		46,238		39,058		37,941		38,491		25,154		20,068		13,618		9,363		27,864		14,250		10,070		15,195		10,286		17,250		17,250		18,487		23,988		23,887		21,922		23,887		23,361		11000 left																38491

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		22,000
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    $5200 of laserfishe		22,000
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Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		22,000

tc={F1F7D5AA-6FFA-44A7-ABD8-5E0D15249518}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		11,459		16,000		8,084		16,260		6,500		16,517		6,500		10,392		6,500		11,346		5,704		5,500		4,500		2,524		4,999		5,500		5,003		5,000		6,257		6,289		4,000		6,399		4,000		5,138

		ACCOUNTING SERVICES		40,000

tc={A8FF7B72-4BEF-4943-98F4-872E9B1178B4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		20,000

tc={E94F1C6F-9882-4562-95E4-66FF0D487DA5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		40,000

tc={878C660A-0A49-48A1-9B2A-310E892D898D}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		6,102		25,000		19,665		25,000		28,253		16,000		17,620		7,214		16,000		17,420		16,000		26,584		16,000		14,704		13,184		17,500		10,000		5,215		7,703		18,000		13,864		5,000		4,770		18,922		4,000		18,061		4,000		13,241

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		15,000

tc={D11B5CCA-2B5A-44B4-BF45-ED70F3AAE603}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={E37A3440-1C87-4D1B-8340-AE23AA84B28A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={4FC3CFBF-D5FA-4662-B2F6-2D17BA098D70}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		11,386

tc={269D58A5-818B-44BC-8FB5-3D3041DA120B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={724551C8-DE03-4F29-9BE8-5BA1750ACDF5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		10,232

tc={044E9680-6EEB-4069-A78D-3514347B2D84}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={1864F8DA-22DA-4B04-A400-B06EF77597E2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		1,617		5,000		4,383		6,211		2,000		16,597

David Glasson: David Glasson:
L & I 16k		2,000		4,011		2,000		155		35		5,000		1,000		415		2,450		5,000		120		18,400		10,869		5,861		18,400		1,976		18,400		11,090		JP - only 100 at this time

		COMMUNICATIONS		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,411		5,000		6,100		5,000		5,420		4,000		6,358		3,465		4,000		3,773		4,000		3,696		4,000		3,594		2,095		4,000		3,900		2,493		3,729		4,000		3,795		1,500		3,822		4,168		1,500		1,317		1,500		1,440

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		1,344		1,000		79		2,000		3,991		2,000		3,192		1,685		2,000		2,345		2,000		1,661		3,500		3,081		1,771		3,500		3,000		1,386		2,321		3,500		3,500		4,500		3,404		3,357		4,000		7,135		2,500		5,760

		TRAINING		2,500		2,500		2,500		- 0		2,500		70		2,500		1,095		2,500		2,433		3,593		1,500		3,667		1,500		2,891		500		117				500		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		300		50		1,500		-		1,500		140

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		500		500		500		918		500		510		500		912		500		1,537		1,234		500		909		500		605		500		490		41		500		750		731		838		500		200		500		395		212		500		196		500		176

		REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE																100		100		3,849		411		100		723		100		724		100		- 0		- 0		- 0		250		113		113		- 0		1,190		50		12		164				26				-

		INSURANCE		6,743		5,394		5,394		4,904		2,769		4,308		6,000		4,150		6,000		3,643		6,086		6,000		5,457		5,303		17,974		21,500		18,801		18,701		22,000		- 0				- 0		22,000		20,912		22,000		39,925		19,641		22,000		20,143		22,000		21,000

		Utilities																																														- 0		- 0		-				340

		DUES & ASSOCIATIONS		2,000		2,000		2,000		100		2,000		806		2,000		415		2,000		1,818		727		1,000		717		1,000		2,226		3,600		4,202

DavidG: DavidG:
paid early on 2015 PCOG = $1500		3,400		2,400		2,478		2,324		2,478		2,000		1,900		1,500		2,541		-		1,500		-		1,500		280

		PRINTING		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		45		43		43		- 0

		MISCELLANEOUS																								500		1,773		500		631		500		203		150		500		250		120		135		500		1,600		250		1,582		5				699				24

		CODIFICATION OF ORDINANCES		2,000		2,000		2,000		3,741		1,500		1,898		1,500		265		1,500		1,322		2,018				5,509

		EQUIPMENT		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		3,500

Gene: Gene:
one fourth of cost of new copier $10K		- 0		- 0		1,200		500				- 0		1,200		1,200		4,000		-		1,056		4,000		-		4,000		6,450																				0

		TOTAL FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION		268,713		242,017		262,017		192,111		232,523		202,638		207,177		201,041		173,107		182,394		168,602		154,536		189,303		156,637		175,933		162,226		129,121		80,394		150,978		91,254		56,167		86,129		124,316		114,284		125,200		139,951		150,105		148,486		141,094		146,986		152,242																				189303.41



		LEGAL

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		24,100

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		24,160

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		31,000		30,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		20,473		3,000		18,000		22,523		18,000		18,310		18,000		25,000		7,500		18,000		18,000		12,000		16,500		18,000		23,320		14,000		37,508		21,414		13,200		15,985		13,200		13,470

		TOTAL LEGAL		25,000		25,000		25,000		24,100		25,000		24,160		25,000		31,000		30,000		20,473		3,000		18,000		22,523		18,000		18,310		18,000		25,000		7,500		18,000		18,000		12,000		16,500		18,000		23,320		14,000		37,508		21,414		13,200		15,985		13,200		13,470



		FACILITIES

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		600		1,500		600		1,459		653		600		575				523

		UTILITIES		4,500		4,500		4,500		2,511		3,000		3,464		3,000		2,524		3,000		2,757		3,048		2,500		2,321		4,000		2,159		4,000		3,369		1,712		3,000		2,740		1,863		2,627		3,200		3,200		2,500		3,602		2,741		2,200		2,818		2,200		2,265

		OLD KITE MUSEUM																				2,500		- 0		1,000		2,714		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		- 0		400		150		131		131		500		1,165		500		1,166		43		500		537		1,000		506

		MISCELLANEOUS																						1,165		1,500		1,920		1,500		1,730		1,500		1,920		1,120		1,500		1,920		1,280		1,920		1,500		1,600		1,500		2,610		1,920		1,500		1,947		500		2,129

		CITY HALL REPAIRS		30,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		237

tc={F2A145D9-3507-498F-972C-50D7196DF9F1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Piers		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		8,103

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		297		12,500

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		160				2,500		3,234

asmith: asmith:
City Hall parking lot
		2,500		4,011		2,500				- 0		- 0		500		458		458		1,000		8,681		1,000		4,376		305		1,000		3,742		6,500		10,937

		Obies Demolition		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		8,125		- 0		8,125

		28th Street Lift Station		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0														138,856

		TOTAL FACILITIES		34,500		9,500		24,500		2,748		23,000		11,567		23,000		2,821		15,500		5,417		4,213		7,500		10,189		11,000		7,900		11,000		5,289		2,832		4,900		5,310		3,732		5,136		6,800		24,271		6,100		21,338		5,662		5,800		9,619		10,200		155,216



		ASSOCIATION WASHINGTON CITIES

		CONTRIBUTIONS		1,079		952		952		- 0		782		- 0		782		782		782				700		700		717		700		- 0		700		698		- 0		800		800		- 0		- 0		800		685		800		685		- 0		760				760

		TOTAL AWC		1,079		952		952		-		782		-		782		782		782		-		700		700		717		700		-		700		698		-		800		800		-		-		800		685		800		685		-		760		-		760



		FIRE CONTROL																																																																																		current		proposed

		SALARIES		24,831		21,956		21,956		22,538		20,204		20,396		19,053		19,136		11,343

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		13,700

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		15,736		23,940		4,560		13,500		11,218		13,500		9,685		5,956		13,500		9,000		5,996		8,999		13,500		13,500		13,500		8,757		8,721		13,500		13,340		18,400		13,877																		Chief		6000		9000

		BENEFITS		16,464		16,235		16,235		18,042		15,230		14,312		9,735		10,185		4,473		12,913		12,724		7,500		8,412		12,000		13,585		12,000		11,106		5,075		10,500		10,500		6,836		13,335		12,980		12,980		4,800		14,359		14,635		4,800		10,604		4,800		5,483																		Asst. Chief		2400		3600

		BOARD OF VOL FIREMEN		3,000		3,000		3,000		2,130		3,000		- 0		3,000		2,600																								- 0												(170)

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		15,000		15,000		15,000		10,500		15,000		10,005		18,000		14,918		15,000		25,127		13,596		12,500		13,859		12,500		24,423		12,500		25,972		15,245		10,000		12,850		11,491		13,484		10,000		9,250		10,000		7,705		12,229		8,000		24,785		8,000		35,407																		Training		4500		4500

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		150		150		150		-		150		75		150		98		150		-		-		300		105		300		192		300		-		-		300		110		110		110		500		- 0		500		-		-		500		213		500		821																		shift				6840

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		24,700

tc={C83E5CD8-6FEA-44F1-AE0C-14C1BDE8C61F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Clerk / paving / Drainage		3,500

tc={60D7EB5B-735C-43A3-8D0B-BF6218242165}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={1B78A2FF-33F0-4BD7-AFA5-938E21A3278F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		4,865

tc={EB7E9645-CA2E-4B1E-B30E-39D01DFC52F0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={0528852F-1BB1-479D-ADAD-6547B2300468}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		1,476

tc={B736CF69-FBD1-44FE-95FC-2B570ED8D794}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={CB934693-8C11-40CD-B44D-0863AFB7B9CD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		5,212		3,000		12,843		2,965		1,300		1,401		900		2,584		900		738		298		500		1,000		906		906		250		250		250		952		-		250		-		250		172																				12900		23940

		COMMUNICATIONS		8,500

tc={C6E094B8-1BCB-46D5-AD5B-9767AF8A1B2B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $7500		8,500

tc={8D053119-A5FD-4354-A45B-E91EF26B69D2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		8,500

tc={2AEF763F-5F64-426D-A3C8-36983EFF5C20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		8,465

tc={BE75E251-BE6D-46C4-A37A-7339CBBFD6DD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		7,500

tc={16A2189C-1AF5-4D72-945A-0BE755E5A774}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		10,149

tc={7D002F1B-4EDA-4406-B5D2-5593D386D975}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		7,500

tc={490948C1-27A7-4B0E-9CFD-015A4C669CD0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		4,445		7,500		4,498		5,461		12,000		29,787		11,107		13,689		14,000		8,254		7,884		9,500		9,000		6,127		8,698		5,500		7,000		5,500		8,527		6,631		5,500		5,259		5,500		5,678

		TRAVEL		2,500		2,500		2,500		1,145		2,500		300		2,500		1,446		1,500		-		1,253		1,000		650		500		177		500		221		172		500		-				-		1,500		2,950		1,500		4,438		223		1,500		1,046		1,500		557

		INSURANCE		32,330		25,864		25,864		23,512		19,128		20,665		21,000		19,899		21,000		24,955		20,330		19,500		18,228		17,714		17,974		21,000		18,701		18,701		21,000						-		21,000		20,912		21,000		39,925		19,641		21,000		20,143		21,000		19,890

		FACILITIES												20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		20,000		20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		40,000		64		20,000		25,738		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		-		20,000		20,000				20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000

		UTILITIES		7,700		7,700		7,700		5,825		7,700		7,419		7,700		6,306		6,500		6,146		6,346		6,000		4,669		6,500		5,153		6,500		6,497		4,139		6,500		6,500		4,207		6,012		6,500		6,750		6,500		6,508		6,953		6,500		7,216		4,500		4,836

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		18,000		18,000		18,000		27,327		18,000		17,180		18,000		14,131		18,000		20,575		15,587		10,000		5,805		10,000		11,519		10,000		6,350		4,790		10,000		8,450		5,069		6,083		10,000		9,865		10,000		7,871		12,764		12,000		19,119		12,000		28,308

		EMS/VOLUNTEER COMPENSATION		10,500		4,800		4,800		3,979		4,800		3,778		4,800		1,167		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-				-		-		2,000		2,000		-		-

		MISCELLANEOUS																								1,000		740		1,000		789		1,000		1,880		458		1,500		1,000		890		1,130		2,000		790		2,000		810		720		1,000		720		1,000		720

		EQUIPMENT		14,000		9,000		9,000		3,089		9,000		4,718		9,000		9,096		9,000		8,913		4,503		9,000		10,015		9,000		230		9,000		7,593		6,486		9,000		8,800		2,805		8,764		9,000		12,975		9,000		12,115		1,979		10,000		16,120		10,000		9,582

		TRAINING		14,000
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Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000
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Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={26C1F331-4161-47A6-A277-F1EC4CF9085F}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Per Chief's request		4,370

tc={2930C92C-2652-485B-95C0-98424E80FF90}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={A7FFB488-3DF1-4B41-8DA9-7E12E16D2FAA}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Per Chief's request		3,255		4,000		9,266		3,500		5,222		3,734		1,500		1,951		1,500		- 0		1,500		3,631		3,381		1,500		550		550		542		2,000		2,645		2,000		2,130		40		1,500		2,540		1,500		285

		TOTAL FIRE CONTROL		191,676		150,205		150,205		135,787		139,712		133,728		147,938		137,905		120,966		174,892		102,299		125,540		125,919		116,521		121,532		122,700		120,628		72,583		114,300		87,760		44,987		88,065		114,730		121,867		108,550		133,928		104,537		106,050		141,105		108,950		145,616



		BUILDING INSPECTOR

		SALARIES		40,585		37,324		37,324		30,947		37,582		28,613		26,949		26,112		26,290		25,360		24,752		22,543		21,782		22,643		30,247		30,000		30,000		21,997		29,640		3,011		1,491		3,125		3,011		25,000		22,500		22,500		30,423		30,514		50,995		30,514		46,497		4k to planning												15over

		BENEFITS		22,724		16,235		16,235		21,597		24,873		17,730		18,273		15,697		17,607		15,183		15,004		17,558		13,284		13,000		14,936		12,000		12,654		9,331		10,670		1,762		346		2,213		1,762		11,000		12,800		12,800		15,320		15,365		22,200		15,365		45,285		5k to planning												12 over

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,117		5,000		2,693		5,000		1,372		5,000		9,781		6,742		1,100		6,061		1,100		1,418		750		1,029		523		750		750		600		714		850		800		850		1,067		875		500		1,166		500		2,004

		CODE ENFORCEMENT		20,000		1,000		20,000		32,770		20,000		55,581		42,300		33,983		2,300						2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		150		- 0		150		-		-		150		-		150

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES																		35,000

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		6,815		8,208		600		- 0		600		- 0		600				- 0		600		600		476		476		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		500		-		500

		TRAINING		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		12		1,500		1,565		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,000		600		600		1,000		690		400		400		1,500		- 0		600		95		1,606		700		595		700		90

		DUES AND ASSOCIATIONS		135		135		135		- 0		135		55		135				135		95		40		135				135		260		135		135		135		100		95		95		95

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		501		1,500		463		1,500		1,282		1,000		940		402		1,000		63		1,000		49		1,000		1,026		1,026		600		600		448		588		800		833		850		1,217		981		1,850		2,902		1,850		1,248

		STATE REMITT/BUILDING PERMITS		9,000		9,000		9,000		8,528		9,000		9,000		9,000		9,029						300		300		- 0		300		- 0		150		- 0		- 0		250		50		24		24		500		- 0		500		50		-		500		-		500

		EQUIPMENT																		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt				- 0		1,000		- 0		6,200		- 0		2,500		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		-		2,000

		MEMBERSHIPS		575		575		575		95		575		500		575		575		575		180		- 0		575				575		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		350		95		350		-		-		350		-		350		-

		TOTAL BUILDING INSPECTOR		101,019		72,269		91,269		100,555		100,165		114,635		105,233		88,062		94,407		59,919		55,448		48,311		41,190		47,053		46,911		48,135		45,443		33,612		43,610		7,558		3,880		7,634		8,922		37,728		39,100		37,729		49,205		52,429		77,858		52,429		95,123



		CIVIL DEFENSE

		EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT		13,912		13,912		13,912		13,781		13,912		4,316		13,912		25,613		12,794		15,766		18,665		14,175		14,631		12,000		11,434		12,000		22,075		7,751		12,119		10,000		8,293		11,057		11,057		8,000		10,000		8,296		8,142		9,000		9,782		9,782		13,769

		COVID COSTS 						2,000		- 0		2,000		34,257

		TOTAL CIVIL DEFENSE		13,912		13,912		15,912		13,781		15,912		38,573		13,912		25,613		12,794		15,766		18,665		14,175		14,631		12,000		11,434		12,000		22,075		7,751		12,119		10,000		8,293		11,057		11,057		8,000		10,000		8,296		8,142		9,000		9,782		9,782		13,769



		AIR POLLUTION

		OLYMPIC AIR POLLUTION CONTROL		1,185		1,185		1,185		1,729		1,185		1,713		1,665		1,665		1,138		1,357		1,314		900		878		$   900		875		$   900		870		$   630		$   900		$   866		$   866		$   866		700		675		675		931		691		657		680		657		657

		TOTAL AIR POLLUTION		1,185		1,185		1,185		1,729		1,185		1,713		1,665		1,665		1,138		1,357		1,314		900		878		900		875		900		870		630		900		866		866		866		700		675		675		931		691		657		680		657		657														ERROR:#REF!



		PLANNING

		SALARIES		53,860		49,687		45,000		47,672		37,365		44,083		41,341		40,443		40,332		38,948		35,073		35,038		28,052		26,230		35,542		63,855		60,118		39,384		67,481		26,188		17,432		33,453		26,188		26,000		26,000		26,347		43,294		48,715		41,831		48,715		17,088		40k under

		BENEFITS		28,938		26,562		23,089		26,983		22,429		24,945		25,408		23,893		22,864		22,538		20,664		22,121		13,725		9,057		17,630		18,000		18,844		8,606		18,304		7,848		4,975		8,865		7,848		12,000		12,812		7,511		11,174		11,647		9,781		11,647		17,230		10k under

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		7,000		7,000		7,000		6,727		7,000		3,054		7,000		2,439		7,000		14,118		1,559		1,000		10,506		1,000		13,216		3,000		7,205		5,976		3,000		3,850		3,029		4,345		3,000		3,000		2,650		2,549		4,741		2,500		2,923		2,500		3,748

		PRINTING		100		100		100		- 0		100		- 0		100		- 0		100		- 0		- 0		100		1,278		100		- 0		50		- 0		- 0		- 0						43		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		-				-		-

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		10,000		10,000		10,000		15,787
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Comment:
    SMP Update 5k		15,000
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Comment:
    SMP Update 5k		13,261
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Comment:
    Comp Plan - Buffer Study		15,000
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Comment:
    Comp Plan - Buffer Study		48,710		45,000

asmith: asmith:
Comp Plan Update 		15,532		5,523		12,000		1,638		12,000		11,068		12,000		3,393		3,229		24,500		6,000		4,089		4,891		15,000		4,100		15,000		7,777		6,906		15,000		15,915		15,000		70,635

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		500		44		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		45		2,000		928		2,000		973		2,000		2,065		801		2,000		1,300		453		1,059		2,000		1,000		1,800		295		765		750		2,203		750		1,115

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,312		4,000		3,340		4,000		4,434		4,000		3,991		4,143		3,000		1,332		3,000		3,870		3,000		1,873		1,607		3,000		3,000		2,202		3,129		3,000		2,750		3,000		2,974		3,320		3,000		1,902		3,000		2,529

		Project Safe Haven																				29,171		14,602		56,000		439,647		420,000		10,307				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0

		EQUIPMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				7,500

Gene: Gene:
includes one fourth of the cost of a new copier at $10K.		- 0		- 0		10,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		650		1,000		877		85		1,000		1,488		1,000		701

		LEGAL SERVICES		5,000		5,000		5,000		- 0		5,000		330		5,000		1,335		5,000		6,690		16,070		4,000		25,827		4,000		8,132		4,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		5,000		5,000		5,000		4,785		342		25,000		-		25,000

		TRAINING		3,000		3,000		3,000		3,463		2,000		- 0		2,000		745		2,000		- 0		383		2,000		636		2,000		1,279		2,000		151		- 0		2,000		500		295		834		2,000		1,650		2,000		1,003		1,207		2,000		1,040		2,000

		Shoreline Master Program		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		239		2,000		279		279								266		- 0

		MEMBERSHIP		1,000		1,000		1,000		200		1,000		- 0		1,000		2,070		1,000		1,500		1,585		400		- 0		400		341		350		306		- 0		350		350		- 0		249		350		250		350		294		-		350		-		350

		TOTAL PLANNING		114,398		107,849		99,689		105,144		94,395		89,057		102,849		124,069		129,296		132,488		99,647		137,659		523,569		481,787		102,598		117,755		94,234		59,883		135,635		49,036		32,475		57,133		65,386		56,400		69,612		54,413		71,834		109,962		77,083		110,962		113,046



		PACE

		CONTRIBUTIONS																																														- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		-		-		5,000

		TOTAL PACE																																														-		-		-				-		-		-		5,000



		EDC ANNUAL DONATION 

		TECHNICAL SERVICES AGREEMENT 		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000

		TOTAL EDC DONATION 		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000



		ALCOHOLISM

		COUNTY CONTRIBUTION		750		750		750		- 0		750		- 0		750		95		750		372		565		750		716		350		413		250		216		153		365		365		189		252		360		360		300		362		348		300		383		300		356

		TOTAL ALCOHOLISM		750		750		750		-		750		-		750		95		750		372		565		750		716		350		413		250		216		153		365		365		189		252		360		360		300		362		348		300		383		300		356



		PARKS

		SALARIES		189,263		176,000		148,989		140,394		141,629		113,414		115,534		108,956		128,857

asmith: asmith:
Might be up due to Culbertson Improvements 		31,751		34,477		29,133		29,363		28,484		36,408		42,147		45,016		14,925		44,870		28,188		20,347		29,971		28,188		33,000		25,500		25,500		35,028		35,090		76,496		69,132		72,279		22k under

		BENEFITS		98,515		93,000		80,948		66,744		80,658		60,007		64,203		64,353		79,476		18,929		16,165		13,450		13,895		9,040		16,606		10,132		11,954		6,975		11,319		12,600		8,268		12,152		9,681		15,000		10,800		10,800		13,505		13,585		30,728		26,636		27,825

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		60,000		85,000		60,000		58,321		60,000		53,179		60,000		54,554		48,000

asmith: asmith:
picnic tables, cedar fencing, drinking fountain, benches 		82,135		72,796		35,000		51,016		35,000		48,674		35,000		54,001		33,145		30,000		31,000		23,828		35,675		30,000		28,500		30,000		31,944		34,606		30,000		34,250		28,000		30,673		Holiday Decs, Sani Cans 

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		250		250		250		5,399		250		375		250		400		250		2,843		701		250		398		250		1,340		250		156		156		150		125		125		125		- 0		- 0		- 0				97						17,000

		INSURANCE		9,807		7,845		7,845		7,132		1,274		6,265		6,000		6,036		6,000		5,532		5,900		6,000		5,290		5,141		9,516		12,000		9,900		9,900		12,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		12,000		10,755		12,000		20,821		10,101		12,000		10,359		12,000		11,000

		UTILITIES		30,000		30,000		30,000		30,500		22,000		24,912		11,000		10,680		11,000		12,433		12,867		9,500		10,322		10,000		9,589		11,000		10,251		5,950		10,500		9,000		4,868		7,029		10,500		10,500		8,000		9,681		10,290		8,000		10,516		8,000		6,952

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		40,000
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Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500		40,000
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Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500														

asmith: asmith:
Might be up due to Culbertson Improvements 		40,000

tc={9E375B21-B473-42D1-AC45-EC8EE40C92BF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500		37,460

tc={CB7244AE-8151-4C82-B1BE-88EEA607485E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		25,000

tc={B0346274-AE5A-4F75-9DF9-D982250E2D56}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		24,762

tc={D39E6AEE-2B36-41D6-A704-2FCDAAA5A19B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		27,000

tc={F8D76465-0C38-411A-B9FD-360BCFD6C697}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		23,474		25,000		23,697		20,354		27,000		32,820		27,000		27,268		26,800

Gene: Gene:
paint 5th st restroom; poles for discovery trail entry $4,000;		22,403		17,506		22,500		13,000		5,017		14,333		23,500		14,000		25,000		16,191		22,341		25,000		27,985		25,000		37,312

		MISCELLANEOUS																										- 0		500		330		500		571		571		- 0		27		27		27		- 0		- 0		18,000		-		4,751		18,000		27,351		18,000		26,274

		EQUIPMENT		20,000

tc={E3D990B9-3458-4071-8D1C-A5005F1E9EDD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500						

tc={CB7244AE-8151-4C82-B1BE-88EEA607485E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		20,000

tc={BA11AEF7-9E0C-44FE-BDF1-B99A2AD7032A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500														

asmith: asmith:
picnic tables, cedar fencing, drinking fountain, benches 		

tc={B0346274-AE5A-4F75-9DF9-D982250E2D56}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		20,000

tc={E7DC278A-F2E4-4FFE-B45F-338F46F9B044}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500						

tc={D39E6AEE-2B36-41D6-A704-2FCDAAA5A19B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		13,820

tc={F2216E08-DB6C-4E05-AE6A-AF15BD4CF290}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Backhoe - 5k						

tc={F8D76465-0C38-411A-B9FD-360BCFD6C697}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		5,000

tc={CDA13F87-3469-4228-898C-CA041AE376D3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Backhoe - 5k		871

tc={9354A10B-46A3-403A-A5A6-8F85D3440808}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Grinder pump - Sid Snyder Restroom
Weed eater
fencing
Backhoe - 5k
10k total		10,000

tc={8FDF49D9-377A-4AB5-BF88-777D128B75ED}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Grinder pump - Sid Snyder Restroom
Weed eater
fencing
Backhoe - 5k
10k total		5,200		5,200

asmith: asmith:
Pole Saw - $1200		5,206		5,696		4,000		- 0		4,000		6,386		4,000

Gene: Gene:
Power edger $700; 		2,680		2,680		3,500		3,000		- 0		- 0		3,200		3,000		3,500		2,588		25,211		2,000		5,241		2,000		1,240

		CULBERTSON PARK IMPROVEMENTS		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		3,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		- 0		6,000		1,296		7,100		107		7,000

Gene: Gene:
PUD connection for sprinklers at ballfield $4,000; ballfield materials $3,000;		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,813		1,813		1,136		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		3,700		-		3,700		-

		MISCELLANEOUS																						6,945		- 0		6,522		6,000		6,799		6,000		8,902		6,274		6,000		13,065		12,179		13,572		18,000		18,000		1,500		22,063		18,685				6,195

		TRAVEL		500		500		500		127		500		426		500		2,041		500		1,485		128		500		242		500		6		500		134		134		400		400		383		383				50				28		188				146				267

		LANDSCAPING		20,000		20,000		20,000		12,716		20,000		17,208		20,000		17,820		20,000		21,185		20,013		16,500		22,051		16,500		20,502		16,500		16,902		12,086		16,500		16,500		13,078		20,375		15,000		14,000		10,000		15,695		14,416		10,000		2,707		10,000		8,768

		RESTROOM FACILITIES		1,000		1,000		1,000		2,381		1,000		342		1,000		173		1,000		9,123		1,070		1,000		- 0		5,000		308		10,000						6,000

Gene: Gene:
Begin set aside for new restrooms on Bolstad Approach $1,000
		1,200		580		580		2,000		2,500		250		2,150		2,206		-		158		-		1,489

		TRAINING 		2,000		2,000		2,000		1,320		2,000		871		2,000		1,996		2,000														3,000				5,932		850		200		200		730		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		5,000		-		5,000		-

		TREE CONTROL		10,000

tc={8AF68ED8-5CFC-4305-9F4B-3FA8992906C9}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal																

asmith: asmith:
Pole Saw - $1200		13,000

tc={F5744904-C9EF-4344-82BB-BC4A16A18205}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal		10,000

tc={80ED6F91-13E9-47F0-9197-88485197C0EB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal		- 0

tc={A65A5525-6C06-4912-9AFD-75F46491EEAE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Parker		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 		9,852

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 																				

Gene: Gene:
paint 5th st restroom; poles for discovery trail entry $4,000;		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 																		

Gene: Gene:
Power edger $700; 		- 0		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0				2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		4,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		740		5,000		4,312

		COULTER PARK		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		313		1,500		1,537		613		4,000		444		4,000		576		4,000		119		89		4,000		4,000		3,187		3,638		4,500		3,000		6,500		5,785		7,931		15,000		653		22,000		29,264

		TOTAL PARKS		485,835		493,095		426,033		376,314		369,811		312,484		330,987		295,996		340,783		215,855		197,724		152,333		173,657		160,516		184,413		190,829		182,990		116,325		170,589		134,118		93,899		139,726		158,569		152,305		157,050		163,248		199,355		182,375		233,526		252,468		268,844





		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		1,392,351		1,273,569		1,249,144		1,071,728		1,140,718		1,039,214		1,104,747		1,022,072		1,053,217		934,962		772,343		ERROR:#REF!		1,208,551		ERROR:#REF!		761,778		ERROR:#REF!		743,880		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		526,032		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		705,803		724,790		767,905		813,665		853,080		1,092,006



		LOAN TO STREETS																																																								-		-		-

		LOAN TO 105 CAPITAL IMPROV.																																																								-		-		-

		AGENCY DISBURSEMENTS (ILWACO)

DavidG: DavidG:
Ilwaco Building permits
																																

Gene: Gene:
PUD connection for sprinklers at ballfield $4,000; ballfield materials $3,000;		7,500		12,000		7,500		10,955		7,500		19,428		7,500		5,571		7,500		15,563		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,500		6,017		1,968		6,475		10,071		91		10,071		- 0		6,901		7,500		9,669		4,923		7,500		4,698		7,500		4,154

		TOTAL NON-EXPENDITURES		7,500		12,000		7,500		10,955		7,500		19,428		7,500		5,571		7,500		15,563		-		6,000		-		6,000		-		6,500		6,017		1,968		6,475		10,071		91		10,071		-		6,901		7,500		9,669		4,923		7,500		4,698		7,500		4,154



		TRANSFERS

		TRANSFER TO LAW ENFORCEMENT		795,000

tc={3126887F-05BC-4A2B-AAE7-76D00626C743}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		775,000

tc={876262A2-DE65-457E-BBA9-F3658761C918}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={571C2F2A-36F4-446D-88C7-70D08DE883DF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={EB079E02-C2B8-4D92-B823-3E9E34F3DDB3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={CE6056A6-5116-4403-82BF-9456B55FA772}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		750,000

tc={DDE2C0A0-DC9D-4B55-ADFD-6B7BA1DD1664}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		710,000

tc={906D2659-9453-40E1-AB42-9BDCCDA4540C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		750,000		735,000		732,000		718,000		718,000		730,000		700,000		706,000		700,000		741,465		440,000		660,000		667,000		389,083		667,000		667,000		615,000		645,000		671,250		589,167		710,000		670,890		670,840		627,250

		TRANSFER TO 004 																																								- 0		55,583

		TRANSFER TO CURRENT EX. SINKING		100,000		100,000		100,000		300,000		100,000		100,000		50,000		200,000		20,000		20,000

		BINGO BUILDING BOND

David Glasson: David Glasson:
through 2021
																																						

Gene: Gene:
Begin set aside for new restrooms on Bolstad Approach $1,000
		

tc={EB079E02-C2B8-4D92-B823-3E9E34F3DDB3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		

tc={CE6056A6-5116-4403-82BF-9456B55FA772}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		

tc={DDE2C0A0-DC9D-4B55-ADFD-6B7BA1DD1664}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		

tc={906D2659-9453-40E1-AB42-9BDCCDA4540C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		9,709		9,409		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		4,855		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709				9,709

		LOAN TO STORM WATER																																								70,000

		TRANSFER TO CE. SINKING																																																		- 0				- 0

		TRANSFER TO FIRE SINKING FUND 		15,000

tc={7A27E26C-465F-44F4-8F98-0FB76C95D68B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={20283FDE-A1A6-40E4-AAEB-E3590BED0E1B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={265CC0AF-4E43-4314-9498-86D112BECAA4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={CAEAB9C1-C055-4674-AB11-718FA3E585F4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request												

asmith: asmith:
Plus marijuana tax
		15,000

tc={8BE267D5-60E3-47AB-BE6F-BD327D17B939}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={317465A3-2149-4596-996A-5A8709DF9F05}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    A lot of small revs added		

tc={2987D732-88D6-42E7-95EB-0F40EFF46572}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={B7E654C2-CE0C-4833-AAB3-846BEB3F0C62}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    1315 Wash S		

tc={58CDFE90-2156-43F1-94CA-85676257EAE6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={04C49AEA-54CE-434A-B72E-08DA2147D4C3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={03586CAD-D9EF-48B2-9C08-FD3295E81E18}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={A0A8188A-0414-4822-B4C0-560B3239F79A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={C33E9493-F642-41B4-8D69-F5AD8E18C2A6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax												

tc={C5069210-2B11-4BD6-A067-19025908F8E8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={F6375E07-3008-4848-8EA7-03DC5A614C02}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={E87F5F45-2EA7-461E-8F6C-5E9C96A8693F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={4D4EB522-4C15-442D-92EC-0751B0876FC3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={642C9308-82AA-43B6-9823-BF397BCC2B20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={B4290A4B-7413-46D1-8BE5-062DBDD716CE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={659313E3-7B2C-4616-97C8-FE559AF4D59C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

Gene: Gene:
paid 2012, repay CE $50,256 a year, 1% interest to pay off in 5 years, no pay in 2013.		

Gene: Gene:
repay current expense fund for lilft station loan.Done in 2020																		

asmith: asmith:
Includes new computer for Council Chambers 		

tc={D40A45D4-0EBB-4691-8DC3-33821D2EBC29}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    public defender conflict												

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk										

Gene: Gene:
One fourth of cost of new copier at $10K
		

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk				

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		

tc={3E3F1AD4-C824-4AB0-ACE4-F873DD1A3B27}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={665B0C13-5F90-45BB-8D19-1159750775C8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={A8FF7B72-4BEF-4943-98F4-872E9B1178B4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit				

tc={94ACB4DE-E66E-4ECA-A25C-DD252CFC03FB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={E94F1C6F-9882-4562-95E4-66FF0D487DA5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		

tc={D11B5CCA-2B5A-44B4-BF45-ED70F3AAE603}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={832C601E-3469-41DE-9579-658869464AB6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={878C660A-0A49-48A1-9B2A-310E892D898D}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		

tc={E37A3440-1C87-4D1B-8340-AE23AA84B28A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={7A4E61FC-D089-4FD6-92CE-94FAA21C83BA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={4FC3CFBF-D5FA-4662-B2F6-2D17BA098D70}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS																																								

Gene: Gene:
judge $1000 a month		

tc={F74C15BC-D75C-402E-855B-C168CCD38C40}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={269D58A5-818B-44BC-8FB5-3D3041DA120B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={F1F7D5AA-6FFA-44A7-ABD8-5E0D15249518}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={724551C8-DE03-4F29-9BE8-5BA1750ACDF5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		

tc={044E9680-6EEB-4069-A78D-3514347B2D84}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		

tc={1864F8DA-22DA-4B04-A400-B06EF77597E2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS																																

Gene: Gene:
Defense att $13,200
Pros $12000		

David Glasson: David Glasson:
L & I 16k		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum																														

DavidG: DavidG:
paid early on 2015 PCOG = $1500		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall																										

Gene: Gene:
one fourth of cost of new copier $10K		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

tc={F2A145D9-3507-498F-972C-50D7196DF9F1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Piers						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 				

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 								

asmith: asmith:
City Hall parking lot
		

tc={C83E5CD8-6FEA-44F1-AE0C-14C1BDE8C61F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Clerk / paving / Drainage		

tc={60D7EB5B-735C-43A3-8D0B-BF6218242165}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={C6E094B8-1BCB-46D5-AD5B-9767AF8A1B2B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $7500				

tc={1B78A2FF-33F0-4BD7-AFA5-938E21A3278F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={8D053119-A5FD-4354-A45B-E91EF26B69D2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64														

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		

tc={EB7E9645-CA2E-4B1E-B30E-39D01DFC52F0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={2AEF763F-5F64-426D-A3C8-36983EFF5C20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64														

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		

tc={0528852F-1BB1-479D-ADAD-6547B2300468}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={BE75E251-BE6D-46C4-A37A-7339CBBFD6DD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.										

tc={B736CF69-FBD1-44FE-95FC-2B570ED8D794}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={16A2189C-1AF5-4D72-945A-0BE755E5A774}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.										

tc={CB934693-8C11-40CD-B44D-0863AFB7B9CD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={7D002F1B-4EDA-4406-B5D2-5593D386D975}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.								

tc={490948C1-27A7-4B0E-9CFD-015A4C669CD0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

tc={39A758D5-28D6-4EBA-846F-2BBA06759D08}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={F51AB3B5-13B7-4CDC-A9EB-43A522EECFDF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request														

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

tc={26C1F331-4161-47A6-A277-F1EC4CF9085F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={2930C92C-2652-485B-95C0-98424E80FF90}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={A7FFB488-3DF1-4B41-8DA9-7E12E16D2FAA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 				

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt				

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		15,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,000		6,000				6,000												5,000										- 0				- 0		5,000				5,000

		CONTINGENT EXPENDITURES																																																				73

		TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS		910,000		890,000		879,709		1,079,409		879,709		874,709		774,709		949,709		769,709		766,709		733,709		733,709		739,709		715,709		715,709		709,709		751,174		444,855		669,709		751,709		454,376		676,709		676,709		624,709		654,709		681,032		598,876		724,709		680,599		675,840		636,959





		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		2,309,851		2,175,569		2,136,353		2,162,092		2,027,927		1,933,351		1,886,957		1,977,352		1,830,426		1,717,234		1,506,053		ERROR:#REF!		1,948,261		ERROR:#REF!		1,477,487		ERROR:#REF!		1,501,071		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		1,212,812		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		1,396,503		1,328,589		1,613,714		1,519,723		1,795,776		1,733,119





		Carry Over to next year		481,876		879,261		312,720		901,739		293,722		721,442		91,409		486,532		280,512		417,014		255,508		ERROR:#REF!		199,097		ERROR:#REF!		240,900		ERROR:#REF!		189,473		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		175,591		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		74,204		77,168		-		52,967		-		244,747



																																																																																2022 Budget 		2021 Estimated		2020 Actual		2019 Actual 		2018 Actual 		2017 Actual 		2016 Actual 		2015 Actual		2014 Actual		2013 Actual		2012 Actual		2011 Actual		2010 Actual

																																																																														Expenditures		213,635		216,209		193,335		197,735		171,723		150,605		194,826		147,748.70		150,107.08		121,281.23		139,650.33		132,858.88		151,972.29

																																																																														Ending Fund		312,720		901,739		721,442		486,532		417,014		255,508		199,097		240,900		189,473		175,591		74,204		77,168		52,967





































Expenditures Vs. Ending Fund



Expenditures	2022 Budget 	2021 Estimated	2020 Actual	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual 	213635.32553609606	216209.15	193335.13799999998	197735.18799999999	171723.446	Ending Fund	2022 Budget 	2021 Estimated	2020 Actual	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual 	312719.74463903951	901739.49000000022	721442	486531.83100000024	417013.74989000009	
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2023

		City of Long Beach														2021 Budget										2019 Budget

		CURRENT EXPENSE - 001



				2023		2022		2022		2021		2021		2020		2020		2019		2019		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015		2015		2014		2014		2014		2013		2013		2013		2013		2012		2012		2012		2011		2011		2010		2010		2009

		DESCRIPTION		Budget 		Estimated 		Budget  		Actual 		Budget		 Actual 		Budget COVID 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual		YTD Aug		Budget		Estimated		YTD Aug		Actual		Budget		Estimated		Budget		Actual		Actual		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual



		Revenues



		BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		879,261		903,438		624,907		724,934		539,634		486,532		486,532		419,332		378,988		252,770		142,192		143,399		229,856		202,203		182,746		224,688		173,427		162,669		ERROR:#REF!		71,761		61,379		60,695		ERROR:#REF!		106,380		77,168		37,874		52,967		52,967		244,747		573,482		718,929

		TOTAL BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		879,261		903,438		624,907		724,934		539,634		486,532		486,532		419,332		378,988		252,770		142,192		143,399		229,856		202,203		182,746		224,688		173,427		162,669		ERROR:#REF!		71,761		61,379		60,695		ERROR:#REF!		106,380		77,168		37,874		52,967		52,967		244,747		573,482		718,929



		TAXES

		PROPERTY TAXES (1% Increases)		472,056		467,950		467,950		502,910		461,090		488,975		482,175		433,380		471,078		466,414		440,703		452,970		406,598		407,672		327,750		407,400		399,639		213,012		400,970		397,000		237,059		393,489		397,000		394,750		393,000		449,535		395,596		386,750		371,602		378,893		313,166

		Local Crimal Justice 		15,000		20,000		15,000		29,708		15,000		22,379		17,687		21,784				15,468				18,556

		SALES TAX		700,000		800,000		600,000		856,248		550,000		655,314		550,000		731,409		500,000		598,127		526,625		450,000		500,115		410,000		476,415		400,000		455,570		213,094		370,000		395,000		191,030		408,896		370,500		364,500		368,500		370,112		352,629		350,000		371,467		330,000		372,293

		BUS. TAXES CABLE TV		15,000		30,000		- 0		20,298		28,000		30,214		20,000		10,155		20,000		28,056		21,870		20,000		24,085		20,000		19,777		20,000		21,573		11,854		21,000		24,000		20,014		27,992		20,000		19,415		22,000		18,119		19,312		22,000		20,094		22,000		24,755

		BUS. TAX - TELEPHONE		30,000		30,000		40,000		28,566		40,000		29,273		40,000		55,281		40,000		39,985		46,606		38,000		38,640		38,000		36,343		50,000		37,121		24,702		50,000		47,850		35,936		51,120		47,500		47,600		47,500		53,271		47,669		50,000		47,661		50,000		40,363

		BUS. TAX - PUD		120,000		122,000		120,000		141,884		120,000		134,493		120,000		127,856		120,000		126,845		130,947		115,000		118,324		115,000		111,811		118,000		117,710		66,381		115,000		115,000		92,101		114,263		110,000		110,000		95,000		116,974		108,656		98,000		105,139		98,000		69,267

		BUS. TAXES - WATER/SEWER		298,000		290,000		267,379		333,000		297,574		303,228		300,360		272,367		284,135		183,141		165,451		160,600		150,870		143,525		148,059		140,000		142,104		84,496		115,000		125,000		92,940		141,796		115,000		115,000		125,000		144,980		113,739		124,620		132,361		124,620		116,945

		BUS. TAX - GARBAGE		65,000		65,000		65,000		64,083		55,000		55,998		55,000		40,590		57,399

		BUS. TAX - STORM WATER		27,312		27,312		27,312		29,236		26,777		28,276		26,777		25,343		25,996		16,807		15,321		12,650		13,878		12,650		12,845		10,000		12,198		7,335		10,000		5,000		12		4,055		10,000		10,000		11,760		21,246		9,695		11,760		11,597		11,160		11,366

		PROPERTY TAXES - Uncollected		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0						(2,383)										(14,000)

		REET - Moved to fund 003		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0								- 0		- 0

		GAMBLING TAX		15,000		20,000		15,000		22,575		15,000		15,685		20,000		24,733		20,000		19,756		17,172		19,000		17,606		19,000		18,898		18,000		16,168		11,685		20,000		19,250		13,229		19,640		20,000		19,780		16,500		18,160		20,878		20,000		16,136		26,000		30,694

		TOTAL TAXES		1,757,368		1,872,262		1,617,641		2,028,508		1,608,441		1,763,835		1,631,999		1,742,898		1,538,608		1,494,599		1,364,695		1,286,776		1,270,116		1,165,847		1,151,897		1,163,400		1,202,083		632,559		1,101,970		1,128,100		682,319		1,161,251		1,090,000		1,081,045		1,076,877		1,192,395		1,068,175		1,063,130		1,076,057		1,026,673		978,848																		288,853		17331.174

																																																																																		3157055

		LICENSES & PERMITS

		BUSINESS LICENSES		50,000		55,000		45,000		76,062		45,000		63,878		50,000		73,055		50,000		68,947		54,409		60,000		64,490		57,000		61,756		57,000		70,693		44,959		54,500		55,000		43,248		61,465		58,400		58,400		56,800		53,183		58,456		54,000		58,526		50,000		56,538

		OTHER RECEIPTS												3,708

		BUILDING PERMITS - LONG BEACH		25,000		49,000		25,000		70,197		25,000		52,521		30,000		80,707		30,000		131,934		41,189		30,000		39,345		30,000		31,568		30,000		36,703		27,602		28,000		24,000		20,155		23,052		30,000		29,500		27,500		17,564		33,043		20,000		24,971		40,000		40,074

		BUILDING PERMIT - ILWACO		15,000		24,000		15,000		21,909		15,000		34,813		15,000		27,952		15,000		34,886		28,697		12,000		7,195		12,000		3,344		14,000		17,418		8,556		12,950		16,000		11,168		15,975		8,500		12,000		14,100		13,266		6,528		15,000		16,408		15,000		7,894

		VARIANCES & MISC. PLANNING		3,000		11,170		3,000		16,185		3,000		7,680		3,000		15,265		3,000		7,740		8,660		1,000		1,976		1,000		3,120		1,000		953		920		1,500		1,000		960		1,360		1,000		1,000		2,400		2,065		920		2,000		2,220		1,500		2,750

		USE 322.10.02		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		1,000		1,000						400		-		1,150		-

		WEAPONS PERMIT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				400		318		400		488		281		400		230		400		148		400		276		276		350		450		352		586		100		100				402		96		-		-		-

		FIRE INSPECTIONS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0														-

		TOTAL LICENSES & PERMITS		93,000		139,170		88,000		184,353		88,000		162,600		98,400		197,297		98,400		243,995		133,236		103,400		113,236		100,400		99,936		102,400		126,042		82,313		97,300		96,450		75,883		102,438		99,000		102,000		100,800		86,480		99,443		91,000		103,275		106,500		107,256																		2019		2018		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015

																																																																														DESCRIPTION				Budget 		Estimate		Budget 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Budget		Actual

		INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUE																																																																												Expenditures

		CTED GMA GRANT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		LOCAL LAW ENF. BLOCK GRANT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		ILWACO COURT CONTRACT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0		2,000		3,800		4,741		- 0		2,500		2,213		8,000		2,000

		ILWACO JAIL FEES		3,000		1,000		3,000		- 0		3,000		1,685		3,000		1,265		3,000		3,862		2,313		3,000		1,255		3,000		1,828		3,000		3,387		1,565		2,000		1,800		1,760		2,500		- 0		3,000		3,200		840		3,065		5,000		1,811		5,000		3,114

		PUD PRIVILEGE TAX		14,000		18,015		14,000		16,923		14,000		16,208		14,000		15,890		14,000		16,701		13,961		14,000		13,961		15,000		14,833		15,000		14,325		14,325		15,000		14,428		14,428		14,428		10,000		10,000		12,500		13,913		8,632		13,000		13,067		12,500		13,222

		JIS REIMBURSEMENT-COMPUTERS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0						- 0												-		2,050		-

		SOS ARCHIVING GRANT 								12,325		6,049		6,721		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0						- 0												-		-		-

		STREAMLINED SALES TAX		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		10,000		3,460		10,311		10,000		10,339		10,000		10,720		10,000		10,344		5,081		10,900		10,500		5,109		10,060		10,500		10,800		10,000		10,170		10,658		5,000		10,485				12,343

		CRIMINAL JUSTICE-HI CRM		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				1,500		1,000		- 0		- 0		1,000				1,000		1,000		1,000		658		658		1,200		1,000		929		929		1,500		1,000		2,500		702		711		2,000		-		2,500		1,930

		CRIMINAL JUSTICE-LOC-POP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				100		500						500				500		1,380		500				778		500		750		750		- 0								250

		MARIJUANA EXCISE 		1,200		1,200		1,200		2,037		1,200		1,665		- 0		1,682		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0

		CRIM JUS-POP		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		2,201		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,800		1,000		1,028				- 0		- 0				1,000		2,000		2,250		1,000		1,759		2,288		1,000		2,294		750		1,691

		CRIM JUS-DCD #1		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		500		1,560		500		1,509		1,467		500		1,426		500		343		500		685		343		- 0		- 0				- 0		500		800		100		288		616		100		-		100		302

		CRIM JUS-DCD #2		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				326								592

		DUI - CITIES		211		259		211		259		211		211		200		202		200		212		217		200		221		200		214		300		254		191		300		200		189		255		300		300		200		260		301		200		285		200		494

		LIQUOR EXCISE TAXES		9,170		10,000		9,170		11,078		9,170		9,170		6,000		7,911		6,000		7,279		6,893		3,000		6,625		3,000		3,839		1,800		2,649		1,959		12,000		13,036		- 0		939		12,000		5,134		7,000		5,134		7,017		7,000		7,606		5,500		7,379

		CITY HARDSHIP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0														212

		LIQUOR BOARD PROFITS		11,679		8,000		11,679		12,246		11,679		11,679		12,000		11,795		12,000		14,148

asmith: asmith:
Plus marijuana tax
		12,073		12,000		12,232		9,000		12,355		10,000		12,528		6,270						6,301		12,603		- 0		7,586		9,000		13,856		9,722		9,000		12,279		9,000		10,390

		TOTAL INTERGOVERNMENTAL REV.		41,891		41,105		41,891		57,499		47,940		49,970		36,700		42,905		48,200		49,371		48,235		45,200		47,272		43,200		48,311		43,100		45,860		31,170		41,900		41,714		29,466		43,040		36,800		42,869		49,300		52,504		43,010		44,800		52,090		43,550		52,866



		CHARGES FOR SERVICES

		CIVIL FILINGS, LAW LIBRARY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		9		- 0												- 0												-		-		-		-

		WARRANT COSTS		100		100		100				100		102		100		100		100		67		2		100		166		100		104		850		19		18		1,500		100		73		73		1,500		1,600		1,636		1,243		1,529		1,636		1,636		1,621		1,621

		DEF PROS ADM CS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		50								50		45		45								66				-		-		-

		COVID REIMBURSEMENT								31,738				86,700		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		4		25		11				100		10		1		1		100		100				486		193		-		8		-

		FIRE PROTECTION SERVICES		500		500		500		172		500		237		500		546		338		2,903		967		338		312		338		338		300		388				300		300				381		300		325		300		-		328		300		304		300		308

		MEDIX		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,400

		SNTNC COMPL FEE		3,409		4,090		3,409		4,090		3,409		3,409		6,000		5,428		6,000		10,653		5,907		8,000		10,229		8,000		14,661		3,500		7,360		4,877		1,800		2,400		1,685		3,358		1,800		1,850		- 0		2,337		2,319				1,949				2,117

		IT time Pay Fee		300		50		300		50		300		300		250		250		250		16		8		250				250				250		250		250																				-		-		-

		CURRENT EXPENSE		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		4		4		3								15

		TOTAL CHARGES FOR SERVICES		9,109		9,540		9,109		40,850		9,109		95,548		11,650		10,724		6,688		13,639		6,884		8,688		10,707		8,688		15,116		4,975		8,027		5,145		3,700		2,864		1,807		3,860		3,700		3,875		1,936		4,147		4,369		1,936		3,897		2,261		4,436



		FINES & FORFEITS																																																																																157.11

		MUNICIPAL COURT FINES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		(400)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0																																														4.19

		JIS/TRAUMA & LOCAL JIS ACCNT.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		200		238		238		150		45		38		- 0		150		150		260		90		131		589		589		256		256																		161.3

		TRAFFIC INFRACTION		3,650		5,500		3,650		13,671		3,650		5,566		3,650		1,414		3,650		2,915		4,230		3,650		5,654		3,650		4,620		3,650		3,991		1,807		3,500		3,250		1,635		3,423		3,500		4,000		2,500		4,668		3,967		2,500		4,884		2,000		2,997

		LEGIS ASSMNT		200		200		200		428		200		313		200		3,103		200		183		233		200		422		200		375		200		370		171				230		230		354								374

		NON-TRAFFIC INFRACTION		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		721		- 0		- 0						- 0				17				- 0		20		- 0		- 0		17		17		-																				116.43

		CRIME VICTIMS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				10		- 0				- 0		10		10		10		- 0		10		14		14		-

		OTHER INFRACTIONS		100		100		100		29		100		292		100		100		100		73		45		100		93		100		108		100		114		42		250		75		20		133		250		250		244		52		217		244		244		343		343

		PARKING INFRACTION		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				30		- 0				- 0		30		30		30		90		30		210		210		50		50

		PARKING - HANDICAP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0

		DUI FINES		250		250		250		292		250		250		250		250		250		218		83		250		17		250		512		250		158		101		400		175		123		120		400		100		400		270		72		400		63				406														6.49

		CRI CNV FEE DUI		100		100		100		9		100		238		100				100		19				100		209		100		27		100		68		68				25		16		6

		CRI CONV FE CT		100		100		100		40		100		100		100				100		79		72		100		202		100		419		100		46		25				50		42		58

		CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISD.		300		300		300		160		300		- 0		300				300		- 0				300		38		300		926		300		365		325		150		400		396		- 0		150		75		200		- 0		51		334		334		57		57														122.92

		CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISDEMEANOR		500		500		500		- 0		500		302		500				500		671		299		500		506		500		- 0		500						1,500		800				397		1,500		1,200		2,100		965		1,116		1,214		1,214		2,318		2,318

		CNTY DRUG BUY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		14		500		233		9		800		300		40		40		800		600		2,000		366		518		992		992		2,128		2,128

		CITY DRUG BUY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		20		- 0		129		500		- 0		- 0		800		300		41		91		800		600		456		353		705		456		456		719		719

		INVESTIGATIVE  FUND ASSESSMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		300		- 0				500		- 0				84		500		600		360		41		560		360		360		578		578

		OTHER CRIMINAL NON-TRAFFIC		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				150		50				- 0		150		150		100		-		139		84		84		236		236

		CRIME VICTIMS		800		800		800		800		800		100		800				800						800		96		800		48		800		429		424		1,800		200		146		159		1,800		1,800		2,200		1,207		1,522		782		782		1,443		1,443

		PUBLIC DEFENDER FEES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		700		1		- 0		-		-		944		944

		PUBLIC DEFENSE COSTS		1,000		2,200		1,000		1,435		1,000		1,359		1,000		1,642		1,000		2,799		1,378		1,000		6,039		1,000		1,860		1,000		1,320		607		1,500		1,280		466		663		1,500		1,750		200		1,878		1,517				1,260

		WARRANT/SUBP-SHF		350		350		350		- 0		350				350		350		350				- 0		350				350		772		350		275		206				500		477		799

		CRT COST RECOUP		350		350		350		- 0		350				350		350		350				- 0		350				350				350		301		301				50		49		49

		I Conv FEE CN		25		25		25		319		25		3,115

tc={317465A3-2149-4596-996A-5A8709DF9F05}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    A lot of small revs added		25		25		25				- 0		25		29		25		4		25		74		13

		D/M Int Income Current Expense		25		25		25		- 0		25				25		25		25		40		55		25		- 0		25		- 0		25		39		26

		Court Current Expense		3,000		3,000		3,000		4,177		3,000		3,029		3,000		2,950		3,000		7,722		2,788		3,000		2,645		25		4,392		25		60		26

		D/M Income		25		25		25		770		25				25		25		25		- 0		55		25		288		25		34		25		60		35

		INTERPRETER		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0								-		-		-

		TOTAL FINES & FORFEITS		10,775		13,825		10,775		22,131		10,775		14,664		10,775		10,234		10,775		14,717		9,238		10,775		15,857		7,800		14,961		9,300		8,141		4,425		11,540		7,730		3,717		6,393		11,540		11,315		11,780		10,354		10,555		9,981		11,503		15,390		16,793



		MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES

		INVESTMENT INTEREST		100		100		100		1,098		100		981		100		534		100		238		110		100		1,495		100		112		1,000		223		- 0		3,500		2,000		768		1,189		3,500		3,850		2,500		2,592		4,183		4,000		2,975		12,000		5,327

		SALES INTEREST		150		150		150		567		150				150		1,578		150		938		424		150		294		150		195		200		196		143		275		31		31		52		275		500		750		89		192		750		504		500		1,188

		RENT REVENUE		100		100		100		- 0		100				100				100		500		886		100		776		100		- 0		100		100		100		500		- 0				- 0		500		300		4,500		- 0		275				12		3,000		4,550

		SMA Grant 2013		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										1,911						25,000		27,822		50,000		46,411		- 0		70,500		- 0						- 0		- 0		2,500		- 0		- 0		4,800		-		4,800

		FUND CONTRIBUTIONS		3,000		3,000		3,000		2,491		3,000		2,495		3,000		1,029		3,000		2,288		12,565		3,000		6,688		3,000		3,835		4,000		1,656		706		5,000		4,500		3,776		5,012		5,000		4,800		1,000		2,518		9,077		1,000		1,500		1,000		1,440

		Squirting Clam		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,092		1,300		1,222		1,300		1,322		1,271		1,300		1,210		1,300		1,329		1,500		1,193		813

		Fireworks Donations																				5,750		5,056		5,000		6,896

		PROJECT SAFE HAVEN																				28,676		26,052		49,000		367,260		393,750		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0												- 0																												399000

		MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES																						208		250		1,226		250		305		1,500		274		193		3,000		2,450		2,027		2,136		3,000		3,000		2,200		1,147		3,241		2,000		120		2,000		209																		57000

		Code Enforcement 				70,740

tc={B7E654C2-CE0C-4833-AAB3-846BEB3F0C62}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    1315 Wash S		52,000

tc={58CDFE90-2156-43F1-94CA-85676257EAE6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		- 0

tc={04C49AEA-54CE-434A-B72E-08DA2147D4C3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		13,000

tc={03586CAD-D9EF-48B2-9C08-FD3295E81E18}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		47,059

tc={A0A8188A-0414-4822-B4C0-560B3239F79A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		40,000

tc={C5069210-2B11-4BD6-A067-19025908F8E8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		2,836		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		9		- 0		- 0				15		10						15		- 0		15		9		(5)		(8)		(8)		12		12

		TOTAL MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES		4,650		75,390		56,650		5,456		17,650		51,627		44,650		7,199		4,650		39,711		48,483		58,900		385,845		423,650		33,607		58,300		50,052		1,955		82,790		8,991		6,603		8,389		12,290		12,450		13,465		6,356		16,964		12,542		5,103		23,312		97,428







		TOTAL REVENUES		1,916,793

tc={C33E9493-F642-41B4-8D69-F5AD8E18C2A6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,151,292

tc={F6375E07-3008-4848-8EA7-03DC5A614C02}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,824,066

tc={E87F5F45-2EA7-461E-8F6C-5E9C96A8693F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,338,797

tc={4D4EB522-4C15-442D-92EC-0751B0876FC3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,781,915

tc={642C9308-82AA-43B6-9823-BF397BCC2B20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,138,244

tc={B4290A4B-7413-46D1-8BE5-062DBDD716CE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,467,204

tc={659313E3-7B2C-4616-97C8-FE559AF4D59C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,988,198		1,707,321		1,856,032		1,610,772		1,513,739		1,843,033		1,749,585		1,363,828		1,381,475		1,440,205		757,567		1,339,200		1,285,849		799,795		1,325,371		1,253,330		1,253,554		1,254,158		1,352,236		1,242,517		1,223,729		1,251,925		1,217,685		1,257,628														193,988



		NON-REVENUES

		BINGO BOND ISSUE																																								- 0												- 0				-		-		-		-

		CRIME VICTIMS		100		100		100		100		100		110		100		100		100		224		108		100				100		301		100		185		108		- 0		- 0				131		- 0		- 0		100		65		- 0		90		90		105		105

		LOAN REPAYMENT - LODGING TAX		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0																														327.26				46.61

		LOAN REPAYMENT - STREETS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		90,000		- 0		- 0						- 0												23,854																		349.42				673

		TRANSFER FROM CE SINKING		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0						- 0		- 0		- 0				83,147		274,513		72,000												49.94				9.65		payments				loan

		TRAN WATER TO CURRENT EXP LOAN

Gene: Gene:
paid 2012, repay CE $50,256 a year, 1% interest to pay off in 5 years, no pay in 2013.																										54,744		50,256		70,000		50,256		70,000				50,256		50,256						50,256		50,256		50,256		50,256		- 0												100,512				49.07				310.85		295,256				251280		43,976

		TRAN SEWER TO CURRENT EXP LOAN

Gene: Gene:
repay current expense fund for lilft station loan.Done in 2020												23,854		23,854		23,854		23,854		23,854		- 0		23,854				23,854				23,854						23,854		23,854						23,854		23,854		23,854																				8.26				77.89		47,708				119270		(71,562)

		CONTINGENT REVENUES																																								- 0																														783.95				1118

		JIS/TRAUMA		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0				1,000		850				38		1,000		1,000		1,746		709		792		1,746		1,746		1,040		1,040								7.78

		LOCAL/JIS ACCOUNT																										- 0				- 0				- 0				35		30				4		35		35		37		37		35		37		37		86		86								791.73

		REFUNDS																										- 0				446				- 0						- 0												- 0				-		-		-		-

		OTHER RECEIPTS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		8,980		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		97		- 0		218		- 0		20		500		- 0				1,000		350		11				1,000		- 0		2,500		3,233		1,118		2,500		20		2,500		78

		TOTAL NON-REVENUES		100		100		100		100		100		32,944		23,954		23,954		23,954		24,078		205		23,954		54,962		74,210		160,768		75,710		70,185		108		76,145		75,340		11		173		76,145		75,145		78,493		78,154		85,093		278,886		73,893		3,731		1,309



		TOTAL REVENUES		2,796,154		3,054,830		2,449,073		3,063,831		2,321,649		2,657,720		1,977,690		2,463,884		2,110,263		2,132,880		1,753,169		1,681,092		2,127,851		2,025,998		1,707,342		1,681,873		1,683,817		920,343		ERROR:#REF!		1,432,950		861,185		1,386,239		ERROR:#REF!		1,435,079		1,409,819		1,468,264		1,380,576		1,555,582		1,572,690		1,794,898		1,977,866														19,821.27





		Expenditures



		CURRENT EXPENSE



		LEGISLATIVE

		SALARIES		26,400		26,400		26,400		24,000		26,400		26,400		26,400		25,950		26,400		26,200		23,700		24,000		23,400		24,000		24,000		24,000		22,500		14,500		24,000		20,700		13,900		20,700		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		21,100		24,000		23,400

		BENEFITS & TAXES		4,247		4,247		4,247		1,952		4,247		2,295		7,600		2,113		7,600		2,133		1,938		4,013		2,297		3,000		3,135		2,200		3,841		2,025		2,000		2,000		1,136		1,692		2,000		2,000		2,000		1,950		2,059		3,853		1,746		3,853		1,895

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		300		300		300		63		300		5		300		235		300		154		- 0		300		544		300		- 0		300		- 0		- 0		500		200		121		121		500		500		1,000		111		605		500		1,183		500		655

		TRAVEL		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		1,000		752		3,000		2,041		3,000		2,255		711		1,500		501		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		- 0		1,500		850		198		512		1,500		600		2,800		729		1,640		3,000		(50)		3,000		354

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		300		300		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		77		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		- 0		300		100		60		60		300		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		500		-		500		-

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		5,000		5,000		5,000		2,252		5,000		2,285		5,000		373		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Includes new computer for Council Chambers 		11,607		11,147		8,500		10,320		10,000		11,449		10,000		11,263		11,263		9,000		9,000		8,978		8,998		1,500		6,669		1,500		6,694		12,200		1,000		12,208		5,500		10,084

		ELECTIONS		10,000		10,000		10,000		7,404		10,000		9,084		10,000		10,065		10,000

		TRAINING		2,000		2,000		2,000		535		1,000		250		1,000		715		500		4,300		212		1,500				- 0		- 0		2,500

Gene: Gene:
One fourth of cost of new copier at $10K
		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0						200		- 0		- 0		1,000		-		1,000		-

		TOTAL LEGISLATIVE		51,247		51,247		51,247		36,206		48,247		41,071		53,600		41,492		53,100		46,726		37,708		40,113		37,062		39,100		38,584		40,800		37,603		27,787		37,300		32,850		24,393		32,082		29,800		33,769		32,000		33,484		40,504		33,853		36,187		38,353		36,388



		JUDICIAL

		SALARIES		32,400		32,400		32,400		28,800		28,800		28,650		28,800		26,950		26,400		26,400

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		35,136

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		34,720

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		33,655		33,600

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		13,652		12,000		26,845		25,438		12,000		12,000		25,901		38,788		12,000

Gene: Gene:
judge $1000 a month		43,221		43,221		43,029		43,085		40,843		42,767		40,843		45,642		30,000		-										over

		BENEFITS		2,946		2,946		2,946		1,813		2,946		2,398		6,115		2,037		6,115		2,056		2,341		7,626		2,698		1,000		1,329		1,000		12,540		3,836		1,000		1,000		6,900		8,327		1,000		14,200		15,150		10,461		6,586		14,639		4,411		14,639		10,173		10,000		12,000										over

		COURT CONTRACT WITH COUNTY																																																				- 0

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		1,000		1,000		1,000		478		1,000		260		1,000		250		1,000		322		2,968		50		1,231		50		537		50		- 0		- 0		100		100		65		1,379				825		2,000		605		796		2,000		1,455		2,000		1,632				13,200

		LEGAL FEES		15,000		15,000		15,000		16,116

tc={D40A45D4-0EBB-4691-8DC3-33821D2EBC29}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    public defender conflict		12,000		1,050		12,000		10,555		12,000		17,800		17,675		12,000		12,000		12,000		12,000		16,000		13,056		9,056		16,000		14,500		8,853		12,853		25,200

Gene: Gene:
Defense att $13,200
Pros $12000		12,260		12,000		13,056		12,623		11,000		12,612		11,000		12,389				25,200

		COUNTY COURT CONTRACT		33,293		32,640		32,640		28,515		28,091		27,231		27,540		25,995		23,479		23,019		14,252		14,280		10,499		14,000		15,166		19,000		13,943		4,110		14,000		14,000		10,500		12,833

		COMMUNICATIONS		500		500		500		540		500		521		500		524		500		491		485		500		507		500		500		500		491		287		500		450		360		528		500		490		800		450		482		800		484		800		460

		TRAVEL		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,068		- 0		1,928		- 0		146		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		287		750		-		750

		MISCELLANEOUS		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		130		100		233		100		56		56		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		400		1,000		252		-		1,000		50		1,000

		EQUIPMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		2,500		2,350		2,500		6,450

		COUNTY JAIL - LONG BEACH		10,000		8,800		8,800		2,564		8,800		3,430		8,800		3,925		8,000		5,261		4,860		8,000		4,518		8,000		9,139		8,000		12,781		8,048		6,000		6,000		4,290		6,245		8,000		5,725		8,000		5,000		5,955		12,500		4,473		12,500		5,452

		COUNTY JAIL - ILWACO		5,000		8,202		3,000		327		3,000		1,948		3,000		1,195		3,000		3,854		2,573				1,033				173		4,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		1,000		203		498		- 0		1,890		5,000		1,078		3,180		5,000		1,761		5,000		3,082

		TOTAL JUDICIAL		100,238		101,588		96,386		79,253		85,236		65,588		87,855		71,531		80,594		79,303		82,458		77,276		68,198		69,250		52,876		60,650		79,712		50,832		50,600		49,050		57,073		81,452		46,700		79,011		87,671		73,931		72,994		91,032		70,363		91,032		85,279



		FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION

		SALARIES		107,001		102,566		102,566		82,377		97,112		85,385		79,082		77,384		75,858		78,016		73,458		74,377		75,956		77,743		79,384		79,957		58,811		25,950		60,514		50,331		30,733		46,126		50,331		43,750		43,750		47,587		66,052		63,200		63,220		63,200		64,142		35000 left

		BENEFITS		62,469		61,556		61,556		54,454		56,142		51,578		44,595		52,483		39,649		50,139		46,238		39,058		37,941		38,491		25,154		20,068		13,618		9,363		27,864		14,250		10,070		15,195		10,286		17,250		17,250		18,487		23,988		23,887		21,922		23,887		23,361		11000 left																38491

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		22,000

tc={3E3F1AD4-C824-4AB0-ACE4-F873DD1A3B27}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		22,000

tc={665B0C13-5F90-45BB-8D19-1159750775C8}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		22,000

tc={94ACB4DE-E66E-4ECA-A25C-DD252CFC03FB}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		20,374

tc={832C601E-3469-41DE-9579-658869464AB6}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		22,000

tc={7A4E61FC-D089-4FD6-92CE-94FAA21C83BA}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		20,007

tc={F74C15BC-D75C-402E-855B-C168CCD38C40}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		22,000

tc={F1F7D5AA-6FFA-44A7-ABD8-5E0D15249518}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		11,459		16,000		8,084		16,260		6,500		16,517		6,500		10,392		6,500		11,346		5,704		5,500		4,500		2,524		4,999		5,500		5,003		5,000		6,257		6,289		4,000		6,399		4,000		5,138

		ACCOUNTING SERVICES		40,000

tc={A8FF7B72-4BEF-4943-98F4-872E9B1178B4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		20,000

tc={E94F1C6F-9882-4562-95E4-66FF0D487DA5}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    2 year audit		40,000

tc={878C660A-0A49-48A1-9B2A-310E892D898D}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    2 year audit		6,102		25,000		19,665		25,000		28,253		16,000		17,620		7,214		16,000		17,420		16,000		26,584		16,000		14,704		13,184		17,500		10,000		5,215		7,703		18,000		13,864		5,000		4,770		18,922		4,000		18,061		4,000		13,241

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		15,000

tc={D11B5CCA-2B5A-44B4-BF45-ED70F3AAE603}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={E37A3440-1C87-4D1B-8340-AE23AA84B28A}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={4FC3CFBF-D5FA-4662-B2F6-2D17BA098D70}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		11,386

tc={269D58A5-818B-44BC-8FB5-3D3041DA120B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={724551C8-DE03-4F29-9BE8-5BA1750ACDF5}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		10,232

tc={044E9680-6EEB-4069-A78D-3514347B2D84}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={1864F8DA-22DA-4B04-A400-B06EF77597E2}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		1,617		5,000		4,383		6,211		2,000		16,597

David Glasson: David Glasson:
L & I 16k		2,000		4,011		2,000		155		35		5,000		1,000		415		2,450		5,000		120		18,400		10,869		5,861		18,400		1,976		18,400		11,090		JP - only 100 at this time

		COMMUNICATIONS		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,411		5,000		6,100		5,000		5,420		4,000		6,358		3,465		4,000		3,773		4,000		3,696		4,000		3,594		2,095		4,000		3,900		2,493		3,729		4,000		3,795		1,500		3,822		4,168		1,500		1,317		1,500		1,440

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		1,344		1,000		79		2,000		3,991		2,000		3,192		1,685		2,000		2,345		2,000		1,661		3,500		3,081		1,771		3,500		3,000		1,386		2,321		3,500		3,500		4,500		3,404		3,357		4,000		7,135		2,500		5,760

		TRAINING		2,500		2,500		2,500		- 0		2,500		70		2,500		1,095		2,500		2,433		3,593		1,500		3,667		1,500		2,891		500		117				500		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		300		50		1,500		-		1,500		140

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		500		500		500		918		500		510		500		912		500		1,537		1,234		500		909		500		605		500		490		41		500		750		731		838		500		200		500		395		212		500		196		500		176

		REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE																100		100		3,849		411		100		723		100		724		100		- 0		- 0		- 0		250		113		113		- 0		1,190		50		12		164				26				-

		INSURANCE		6,743		5,394		5,394		4,904		2,769		4,308		6,000		4,150		6,000		3,643		6,086		6,000		5,457		5,303		17,974		21,500		18,801		18,701		22,000		- 0				- 0		22,000		20,912		22,000		39,925		19,641		22,000		20,143		22,000		21,000

		Utilities																																														- 0		- 0		-				340

		DUES & ASSOCIATIONS		2,000		2,000		2,000		100		2,000		806		2,000		415		2,000		1,818		727		1,000		717		1,000		2,226		3,600		4,202

DavidG: DavidG:
paid early on 2015 PCOG = $1500		3,400		2,400		2,478		2,324		2,478		2,000		1,900		1,500		2,541		-		1,500		-		1,500		280

		PRINTING		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		45		43		43		- 0

		MISCELLANEOUS																								500		1,773		500		631		500		203		150		500		250		120		135		500		1,600		250		1,582		5				699				24

		CODIFICATION OF ORDINANCES		2,000		2,000		2,000		3,741		1,500		1,898		1,500		265		1,500		1,322		2,018				5,509

		EQUIPMENT		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		3,500

Gene: Gene:
one fourth of cost of new copier $10K		- 0		- 0		1,200		500				- 0		1,200		1,200		4,000		-		1,056		4,000		-		4,000		6,450																				0

		TOTAL FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION		268,713		242,017		262,017		192,111		232,523		202,638		207,177		201,041		173,107		182,394		168,602		154,536		189,303		156,637		175,933		162,226		129,121		80,394		150,978		91,254		56,167		86,129		124,316		114,284		125,200		139,951		150,105		148,486		141,094		146,986		152,242																				189303.41



		LEGAL

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		24,100

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		24,160

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		31,000		30,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		20,473		3,000		18,000		22,523		18,000		18,310		18,000		25,000		7,500		18,000		18,000		12,000		16,500		18,000		23,320		14,000		37,508		21,414		13,200		15,985		13,200		13,470

		TOTAL LEGAL		25,000		25,000		25,000		24,100		25,000		24,160		25,000		31,000		30,000		20,473		3,000		18,000		22,523		18,000		18,310		18,000		25,000		7,500		18,000		18,000		12,000		16,500		18,000		23,320		14,000		37,508		21,414		13,200		15,985		13,200		13,470



		FACILITIES

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		600		1,500		600		1,459		653		600		575				523

		UTILITIES		4,500		4,500		4,500		2,511		3,000		3,464		3,000		2,524		3,000		2,757		3,048		2,500		2,321		4,000		2,159		4,000		3,369		1,712		3,000		2,740		1,863		2,627		3,200		3,200		2,500		3,602		2,741		2,200		2,818		2,200		2,265

		OLD KITE MUSEUM																				2,500		- 0		1,000		2,714		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		- 0		400		150		131		131		500		1,165		500		1,166		43		500		537		1,000		506

		MISCELLANEOUS																						1,165		1,500		1,920		1,500		1,730		1,500		1,920		1,120		1,500		1,920		1,280		1,920		1,500		1,600		1,500		2,610		1,920		1,500		1,947		500		2,129

		CITY HALL REPAIRS		30,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		237

tc={F2A145D9-3507-498F-972C-50D7196DF9F1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Piers		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		8,103

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		297		12,500

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		160				2,500		3,234

asmith: asmith:
City Hall parking lot
		2,500		4,011		2,500				- 0		- 0		500		458		458		1,000		8,681		1,000		4,376		305		1,000		3,742		6,500		10,937

		Obies Demolition		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		8,125		- 0		8,125

		28th Street Lift Station		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0														138,856

		TOTAL FACILITIES		34,500		9,500		24,500		2,748		23,000		11,567		23,000		2,821		15,500		5,417		4,213		7,500		10,189		11,000		7,900		11,000		5,289		2,832		4,900		5,310		3,732		5,136		6,800		24,271		6,100		21,338		5,662		5,800		9,619		10,200		155,216



		ASSOCIATION WASHINGTON CITIES

		CONTRIBUTIONS		1,079		952		952		- 0		782		- 0		782		782		782				700		700		717		700		- 0		700		698		- 0		800		800		- 0		- 0		800		685		800		685		- 0		760				760

		TOTAL AWC		1,079		952		952		-		782		-		782		782		782		-		700		700		717		700		-		700		698		-		800		800		-		-		800		685		800		685		-		760		-		760



		FIRE CONTROL																																																																																		current		proposed

		SALARIES		24,831		21,956		21,956		22,538		20,204		20,396		19,053		19,136		11,343

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		13,700

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		15,736		23,940		4,560		13,500		11,218		13,500		9,685		5,956		13,500		9,000		5,996		8,999		13,500		13,500		13,500		8,757		8,721		13,500		13,340		18,400		13,877																		Chief		6000		9000

		BENEFITS		16,464		16,235		16,235		18,042		15,230		14,312		9,735		10,185		4,473		12,913		12,724		7,500		8,412		12,000		13,585		12,000		11,106		5,075		10,500		10,500		6,836		13,335		12,980		12,980		4,800		14,359		14,635		4,800		10,604		4,800		5,483																		Asst. Chief		2400		3600

		BOARD OF VOL FIREMEN		3,000		3,000		3,000		2,130		3,000		- 0		3,000		2,600																								- 0												(170)

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		15,000		15,000		15,000		10,500		15,000		10,005		18,000		14,918		15,000		25,127		13,596		12,500		13,859		12,500		24,423		12,500		25,972		15,245		10,000		12,850		11,491		13,484		10,000		9,250		10,000		7,705		12,229		8,000		24,785		8,000		35,407																		Training		4500		4500

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		150		150		150		-		150		75		150		98		150		-		-		300		105		300		192		300		-		-		300		110		110		110		500		- 0		500		-		-		500		213		500		821																		shift				6840

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		24,700

tc={C83E5CD8-6FEA-44F1-AE0C-14C1BDE8C61F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Clerk / paving / Drainage		3,500

tc={60D7EB5B-735C-43A3-8D0B-BF6218242165}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={1B78A2FF-33F0-4BD7-AFA5-938E21A3278F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		4,865

tc={EB7E9645-CA2E-4B1E-B30E-39D01DFC52F0}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={0528852F-1BB1-479D-ADAD-6547B2300468}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		1,476

tc={B736CF69-FBD1-44FE-95FC-2B570ED8D794}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={CB934693-8C11-40CD-B44D-0863AFB7B9CD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		5,212		3,000		12,843		2,965		1,300		1,401		900		2,584		900		738		298		500		1,000		906		906		250		250		250		952		-		250		-		250		172																				12900		23940

		COMMUNICATIONS		8,500

tc={C6E094B8-1BCB-46D5-AD5B-9767AF8A1B2B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $7500		8,500

tc={8D053119-A5FD-4354-A45B-E91EF26B69D2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		8,500

tc={2AEF763F-5F64-426D-A3C8-36983EFF5C20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		8,465

tc={BE75E251-BE6D-46C4-A37A-7339CBBFD6DD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		7,500

tc={16A2189C-1AF5-4D72-945A-0BE755E5A774}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		10,149

tc={7D002F1B-4EDA-4406-B5D2-5593D386D975}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		7,500

tc={490948C1-27A7-4B0E-9CFD-015A4C669CD0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		4,445		7,500		4,498		5,461		12,000		29,787		11,107		13,689		14,000		8,254		7,884		9,500		9,000		6,127		8,698		5,500		7,000		5,500		8,527		6,631		5,500		5,259		5,500		5,678

		TRAVEL		2,500		2,500		2,500		1,145		2,500		300		2,500		1,446		1,500		-		1,253		1,000		650		500		177		500		221		172		500		-				-		1,500		2,950		1,500		4,438		223		1,500		1,046		1,500		557

		INSURANCE		32,330		25,864		25,864		23,512		19,128		20,665		21,000		19,899		21,000		24,955		20,330		19,500		18,228		17,714		17,974		21,000		18,701		18,701		21,000						-		21,000		20,912		21,000		39,925		19,641		21,000		20,143		21,000		19,890

		FACILITIES												20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		20,000		20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		40,000		64		20,000		25,738		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		-		20,000		20,000				20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000

		UTILITIES		7,700		7,700		7,700		5,825		7,700		7,419		7,700		6,306		6,500		6,146		6,346		6,000		4,669		6,500		5,153		6,500		6,497		4,139		6,500		6,500		4,207		6,012		6,500		6,750		6,500		6,508		6,953		6,500		7,216		4,500		4,836

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		18,000		18,000		18,000		27,327		18,000		17,180		18,000		14,131		18,000		20,575		15,587		10,000		5,805		10,000		11,519		10,000		6,350		4,790		10,000		8,450		5,069		6,083		10,000		9,865		10,000		7,871		12,764		12,000		19,119		12,000		28,308

		EMS/VOLUNTEER COMPENSATION		10,500		4,800		4,800		3,979		4,800		3,778		4,800		1,167		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-				-		-		2,000		2,000		-		-

		MISCELLANEOUS																								1,000		740		1,000		789		1,000		1,880		458		1,500		1,000		890		1,130		2,000		790		2,000		810		720		1,000		720		1,000		720

		EQUIPMENT		14,000		9,000		9,000		3,089		9,000		4,718		9,000		9,096		9,000		8,913		4,503		9,000		10,015		9,000		230		9,000		7,593		6,486		9,000		8,800		2,805		8,764		9,000		12,975		9,000		12,115		1,979		10,000		16,120		10,000		9,582

		TRAINING		14,000

tc={39A758D5-28D6-4EBA-846F-2BBA06759D08}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={F51AB3B5-13B7-4CDC-A9EB-43A522EECFDF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={26C1F331-4161-47A6-A277-F1EC4CF9085F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		4,370

tc={2930C92C-2652-485B-95C0-98424E80FF90}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={A7FFB488-3DF1-4B41-8DA9-7E12E16D2FAA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		3,255		4,000		9,266		3,500		5,222		3,734		1,500		1,951		1,500		- 0		1,500		3,631		3,381		1,500		550		550		542		2,000		2,645		2,000		2,130		40		1,500		2,540		1,500		285

		TOTAL FIRE CONTROL		191,676		150,205		150,205		135,787		139,712		133,728		147,938		137,905		120,966		174,892		102,299		125,540		125,919		116,521		121,532		122,700		120,628		72,583		114,300		87,760		44,987		88,065		114,730		121,867		108,550		133,928		104,537		106,050		141,105		108,950		145,616



		BUILDING INSPECTOR

		SALARIES		40,585		37,324		37,324		30,947		37,582		28,613		26,949		26,112		26,290		25,360		24,752		22,543		21,782		22,643		30,247		30,000		30,000		21,997		29,640		3,011		1,491		3,125		3,011		25,000		22,500		22,500		30,423		30,514		50,995		30,514		46,497		4k to planning												15over

		BENEFITS		22,724		16,235		16,235		21,597		24,873		17,730		18,273		15,697		17,607		15,183		15,004		17,558		13,284		13,000		14,936		12,000		12,654		9,331		10,670		1,762		346		2,213		1,762		11,000		12,800		12,800		15,320		15,365		22,200		15,365		45,285		5k to planning												12 over

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,117		5,000		2,693		5,000		1,372		5,000		9,781		6,742		1,100		6,061		1,100		1,418		750		1,029		523		750		750		600		714		850		800		850		1,067		875		500		1,166		500		2,004

		CODE ENFORCEMENT		20,000		1,000		20,000		32,770		20,000		55,581		42,300		33,983		2,300						2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		150		- 0		150		-		-		150		-		150

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES																		35,000

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		6,815		8,208		600		- 0		600		- 0		600				- 0		600		600		476		476		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		500		-		500

		TRAINING		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		12		1,500		1,565		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,000		600		600		1,000		690		400		400		1,500		- 0		600		95		1,606		700		595		700		90

		DUES AND ASSOCIATIONS		135		135		135		- 0		135		55		135				135		95		40		135				135		260		135		135		135		100		95		95		95

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		501		1,500		463		1,500		1,282		1,000		940		402		1,000		63		1,000		49		1,000		1,026		1,026		600		600		448		588		800		833		850		1,217		981		1,850		2,902		1,850		1,248

		STATE REMITT/BUILDING PERMITS		9,000		9,000		9,000		8,528		9,000		9,000		9,000		9,029						300		300		- 0		300		- 0		150		- 0		- 0		250		50		24		24		500		- 0		500		50		-		500		-		500

		EQUIPMENT																		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt				- 0		1,000		- 0		6,200		- 0		2,500		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		-		2,000

		MEMBERSHIPS		575		575		575		95		575		500		575		575		575		180		- 0		575				575		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		350		95		350		-		-		350		-		350		-

		TOTAL BUILDING INSPECTOR		101,019		72,269		91,269		100,555		100,165		114,635		105,233		88,062		94,407		59,919		55,448		48,311		41,190		47,053		46,911		48,135		45,443		33,612		43,610		7,558		3,880		7,634		8,922		37,728		39,100		37,729		49,205		52,429		77,858		52,429		95,123



		CIVIL DEFENSE

		EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT		13,912		13,912		13,912		13,781		13,912		4,316		13,912		25,613		12,794		15,766		18,665		14,175		14,631		12,000		11,434		12,000		22,075		7,751		12,119		10,000		8,293		11,057		11,057		8,000		10,000		8,296		8,142		9,000		9,782		9,782		13,769

		COVID COSTS 						2,000		- 0		2,000		34,257

		TOTAL CIVIL DEFENSE		13,912		13,912		15,912		13,781		15,912		38,573		13,912		25,613		12,794		15,766		18,665		14,175		14,631		12,000		11,434		12,000		22,075		7,751		12,119		10,000		8,293		11,057		11,057		8,000		10,000		8,296		8,142		9,000		9,782		9,782		13,769



		AIR POLLUTION

		OLYMPIC AIR POLLUTION CONTROL		1,185		1,185		1,185		1,729		1,185		1,713		1,665		1,665		1,138		1,357		1,314		900		878		$   900		875		$   900		870		$   630		$   900		$   866		$   866		$   866		700		675		675		931		691		657		680		657		657

		TOTAL AIR POLLUTION		1,185		1,185		1,185		1,729		1,185		1,713		1,665		1,665		1,138		1,357		1,314		900		878		900		875		900		870		630		900		866		866		866		700		675		675		931		691		657		680		657		657														ERROR:#REF!



		PLANNING

		SALARIES		53,860		49,687		45,000		47,672		37,365		44,083		41,341		40,443		40,332		38,948		35,073		35,038		28,052		26,230		35,542		63,855		60,118		39,384		67,481		26,188		17,432		33,453		26,188		26,000		26,000		26,347		43,294		48,715		41,831		48,715		17,088		40k under

		BENEFITS		28,938		26,562		23,089		26,983		22,429		24,945		25,408		23,893		22,864		22,538		20,664		22,121		13,725		9,057		17,630		18,000		18,844		8,606		18,304		7,848		4,975		8,865		7,848		12,000		12,812		7,511		11,174		11,647		9,781		11,647		17,230		10k under

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		7,000		7,000		7,000		6,727		7,000		3,054		7,000		2,439		7,000		14,118		1,559		1,000		10,506		1,000		13,216		3,000		7,205		5,976		3,000		3,850		3,029		4,345		3,000		3,000		2,650		2,549		4,741		2,500		2,923		2,500		3,748

		PRINTING		100		100		100		- 0		100		- 0		100		- 0		100		- 0		- 0		100		1,278		100		- 0		50		- 0		- 0		- 0						43		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		-				-		-

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		10,000		10,000		10,000		15,787

tc={E7009D64-C8ED-42F5-8576-B76BD2635E3E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    SMP Update 5k		15,000

tc={A6503E55-E2C8-4608-9631-E1F2DA1AF5B1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    SMP Update 5k		13,261

tc={F894BE7F-81F5-4D97-A296-549899B699C5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Comp Plan - Buffer Study		15,000

tc={2616419E-EE5C-4C1D-81C9-B26C78195139}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Comp Plan - Buffer Study		48,710		45,000

asmith: asmith:
Comp Plan Update 		15,532		5,523		12,000		1,638		12,000		11,068		12,000		3,393		3,229		24,500		6,000		4,089		4,891		15,000		4,100		15,000		7,777		6,906		15,000		15,915		15,000		70,635

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		500		44		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		45		2,000		928		2,000		973		2,000		2,065		801		2,000		1,300		453		1,059		2,000		1,000		1,800		295		765		750		2,203		750		1,115

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,312		4,000		3,340		4,000		4,434		4,000		3,991		4,143		3,000		1,332		3,000		3,870		3,000		1,873		1,607		3,000		3,000		2,202		3,129		3,000		2,750		3,000		2,974		3,320		3,000		1,902		3,000		2,529

		Project Safe Haven																				29,171		14,602		56,000		439,647		420,000		10,307				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0

		EQUIPMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				7,500

Gene: Gene:
includes one fourth of the cost of a new copier at $10K.		- 0		- 0		10,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		650		1,000		877		85		1,000		1,488		1,000		701

		LEGAL SERVICES		5,000		5,000		5,000		- 0		5,000		330		5,000		1,335		5,000		6,690		16,070		4,000		25,827		4,000		8,132		4,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		5,000		5,000		5,000		4,785		342		25,000		-		25,000

		TRAINING		3,000		3,000		3,000		3,463		2,000		- 0		2,000		745		2,000		- 0		383		2,000		636		2,000		1,279		2,000		151		- 0		2,000		500		295		834		2,000		1,650		2,000		1,003		1,207		2,000		1,040		2,000

		Shoreline Master Program		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		239		2,000		279		279								266		- 0

		MEMBERSHIP		1,000		1,000		1,000		200		1,000		- 0		1,000		2,070		1,000		1,500		1,585		400		- 0		400		341		350		306		- 0		350		350		- 0		249		350		250		350		294		-		350		-		350

		TOTAL PLANNING		114,398		107,849		99,689		105,144		94,395		89,057		102,849		124,069		129,296		132,488		99,647		137,659		523,569		481,787		102,598		117,755		94,234		59,883		135,635		49,036		32,475		57,133		65,386		56,400		69,612		54,413		71,834		109,962		77,083		110,962		113,046



		PACE

		CONTRIBUTIONS																																														- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		-		-		5,000

		TOTAL PACE																																														-		-		-				-		-		-		5,000



		EDC ANNUAL DONATION 

		TECHNICAL SERVICES AGREEMENT 		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000

		TOTAL EDC DONATION 		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000



		ALCOHOLISM

		COUNTY CONTRIBUTION		750		750		750		- 0		750		- 0		750		95		750		372		565		750		716		350		413		250		216		153		365		365		189		252		360		360		300		362		348		300		383		300		356

		TOTAL ALCOHOLISM		750		750		750		-		750		-		750		95		750		372		565		750		716		350		413		250		216		153		365		365		189		252		360		360		300		362		348		300		383		300		356



		PARKS

		SALARIES		189,263		176,000		148,989		140,394		141,629		113,414		115,534		108,956		128,857

asmith: asmith:
Might be up due to Culbertson Improvements 		31,751		34,477		29,133		29,363		28,484		36,408		42,147		45,016		14,925		44,870		28,188		20,347		29,971		28,188		33,000		25,500		25,500		35,028		35,090		76,496		69,132		72,279		22k under

		BENEFITS		98,515		93,000		80,948		66,744		80,658		60,007		64,203		64,353		79,476		18,929		16,165		13,450		13,895		9,040		16,606		10,132		11,954		6,975		11,319		12,600		8,268		12,152		9,681		15,000		10,800		10,800		13,505		13,585		30,728		26,636		27,825

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		60,000		85,000		60,000		58,321		60,000		53,179		60,000		54,554		48,000

asmith: asmith:
picnic tables, cedar fencing, drinking fountain, benches 		82,135		72,796		35,000		51,016		35,000		48,674		35,000		54,001		33,145		30,000		31,000		23,828		35,675		30,000		28,500		30,000		31,944		34,606		30,000		34,250		28,000		30,673		Holiday Decs, Sani Cans 

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		250		250		250		5,399		250		375		250		400		250		2,843		701		250		398		250		1,340		250		156		156		150		125		125		125		- 0		- 0		- 0				97						17,000

		INSURANCE		9,807		7,845		7,845		7,132		1,274		6,265		6,000		6,036		6,000		5,532		5,900		6,000		5,290		5,141		9,516		12,000		9,900		9,900		12,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		12,000		10,755		12,000		20,821		10,101		12,000		10,359		12,000		11,000

		UTILITIES		30,000		30,000		30,000		30,500		22,000		24,912		11,000		10,680		11,000		12,433		12,867		9,500		10,322		10,000		9,589		11,000		10,251		5,950		10,500		9,000		4,868		7,029		10,500		10,500		8,000		9,681		10,290		8,000		10,516		8,000		6,952

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		40,000

tc={4E83CF4A-E83D-4B56-AA3C-645BF4816994}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500		40,000

tc={9B913701-F5EC-4F6F-A9DF-DF76C50AC8C0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500														

asmith: asmith:
Might be up due to Culbertson Improvements 		40,000

tc={9E375B21-B473-42D1-AC45-EC8EE40C92BF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500		37,460

tc={CB7244AE-8151-4C82-B1BE-88EEA607485E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		25,000

tc={B0346274-AE5A-4F75-9DF9-D982250E2D56}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		24,762

tc={D39E6AEE-2B36-41D6-A704-2FCDAAA5A19B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		27,000

tc={F8D76465-0C38-411A-B9FD-360BCFD6C697}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		23,474		25,000		23,697		20,354		27,000		32,820		27,000		27,268		26,800

Gene: Gene:
paint 5th st restroom; poles for discovery trail entry $4,000;		22,403		17,506		22,500		13,000		5,017		14,333		23,500		14,000		25,000		16,191		22,341		25,000		27,985		25,000		37,312

		MISCELLANEOUS																										- 0		500		330		500		571		571		- 0		27		27		27		- 0		- 0		18,000		-		4,751		18,000		27,351		18,000		26,274

		EQUIPMENT		20,000

tc={E3D990B9-3458-4071-8D1C-A5005F1E9EDD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500						

tc={CB7244AE-8151-4C82-B1BE-88EEA607485E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		20,000

tc={BA11AEF7-9E0C-44FE-BDF1-B99A2AD7032A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500														

asmith: asmith:
picnic tables, cedar fencing, drinking fountain, benches 		

tc={B0346274-AE5A-4F75-9DF9-D982250E2D56}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		20,000

tc={E7DC278A-F2E4-4FFE-B45F-338F46F9B044}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500						

tc={D39E6AEE-2B36-41D6-A704-2FCDAAA5A19B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		13,820

tc={F2216E08-DB6C-4E05-AE6A-AF15BD4CF290}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Backhoe - 5k						

tc={F8D76465-0C38-411A-B9FD-360BCFD6C697}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		5,000

tc={CDA13F87-3469-4228-898C-CA041AE376D3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Backhoe - 5k		871

tc={9354A10B-46A3-403A-A5A6-8F85D3440808}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Grinder pump - Sid Snyder Restroom
Weed eater
fencing
Backhoe - 5k
10k total		10,000

tc={8FDF49D9-377A-4AB5-BF88-777D128B75ED}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Grinder pump - Sid Snyder Restroom
Weed eater
fencing
Backhoe - 5k
10k total		5,200		5,200

asmith: asmith:
Pole Saw - $1200		5,206		5,696		4,000		- 0		4,000		6,386		4,000

Gene: Gene:
Power edger $700; 		2,680		2,680		3,500		3,000		- 0		- 0		3,200		3,000		3,500		2,588		25,211		2,000		5,241		2,000		1,240

		CULBERTSON PARK IMPROVEMENTS		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		3,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		- 0		6,000		1,296		7,100		107		7,000

Gene: Gene:
PUD connection for sprinklers at ballfield $4,000; ballfield materials $3,000;		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,813		1,813		1,136		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		3,700		-		3,700		-

		MISCELLANEOUS																						6,945		- 0		6,522		6,000		6,799		6,000		8,902		6,274		6,000		13,065		12,179		13,572		18,000		18,000		1,500		22,063		18,685				6,195

		TRAVEL		500		500		500		127		500		426		500		2,041		500		1,485		128		500		242		500		6		500		134		134		400		400		383		383				50				28		188				146				267

		LANDSCAPING		20,000		20,000		20,000		12,716		20,000		17,208		20,000		17,820		20,000		21,185		20,013		16,500		22,051		16,500		20,502		16,500		16,902		12,086		16,500		16,500		13,078		20,375		15,000		14,000		10,000		15,695		14,416		10,000		2,707		10,000		8,768

		RESTROOM FACILITIES		1,000		1,000		1,000		2,381		1,000		342		1,000		173		1,000		9,123		1,070		1,000		- 0		5,000		308		10,000						6,000

Gene: Gene:
Begin set aside for new restrooms on Bolstad Approach $1,000
		1,200		580		580		2,000		2,500		250		2,150		2,206		-		158		-		1,489

		TRAINING 		2,000		2,000		2,000		1,320		2,000		871		2,000		1,996		2,000														3,000				5,932		850		200		200		730		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		5,000		-		5,000		-

		TREE CONTROL		10,000

tc={8AF68ED8-5CFC-4305-9F4B-3FA8992906C9}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal																

asmith: asmith:
Pole Saw - $1200		13,000

tc={F5744904-C9EF-4344-82BB-BC4A16A18205}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal		10,000

tc={80ED6F91-13E9-47F0-9197-88485197C0EB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal		- 0

tc={A65A5525-6C06-4912-9AFD-75F46491EEAE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Parker		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 		9,852

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 																				

Gene: Gene:
paint 5th st restroom; poles for discovery trail entry $4,000;		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 																		

Gene: Gene:
Power edger $700; 		- 0		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0				2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		4,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		740		5,000		4,312

		COULTER PARK		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		313		1,500		1,537		613		4,000		444		4,000		576		4,000		119		89		4,000		4,000		3,187		3,638		4,500		3,000		6,500		5,785		7,931		15,000		653		22,000		29,264

		TOTAL PARKS		485,835		493,095		426,033		376,314		369,811		312,484		330,987		295,996		340,783		215,855		197,724		152,333		173,657		160,516		184,413		190,829		182,990		116,325		170,589		134,118		93,899		139,726		158,569		152,305		157,050		163,248		199,355		182,375		233,526		252,468		268,844





		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		1,393,551		1,273,569		1,249,144		1,071,728		1,140,718		1,039,214		1,104,747		1,022,072		1,053,217		934,962		772,343		ERROR:#REF!		1,208,551		ERROR:#REF!		761,778		ERROR:#REF!		743,880		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		526,032		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		705,803		724,790		767,905		813,665		853,080		1,092,006



		LOAN TO STREETS																																																								-		-		-

		LOAN TO 105 CAPITAL IMPROV.																																																								-		-		-

		AGENCY DISBURSEMENTS (ILWACO)

DavidG: DavidG:
Ilwaco Building permits
																																

Gene: Gene:
PUD connection for sprinklers at ballfield $4,000; ballfield materials $3,000;		7,500		12,000		7,500		10,955		7,500		19,428		7,500		5,571		7,500		15,563		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,500		6,017		1,968		6,475		10,071		91		10,071		- 0		6,901		7,500		9,669		4,923		7,500		4,698		7,500		4,154

		TOTAL NON-EXPENDITURES		7,500		12,000		7,500		10,955		7,500		19,428		7,500		5,571		7,500		15,563		-		6,000		-		6,000		-		6,500		6,017		1,968		6,475		10,071		91		10,071		-		6,901		7,500		9,669		4,923		7,500		4,698		7,500		4,154



		TRANSFERS

		TRANSFER TO LAW ENFORCEMENT		795,000

tc={3126887F-05BC-4A2B-AAE7-76D00626C743}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		775,000

tc={876262A2-DE65-457E-BBA9-F3658761C918}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={571C2F2A-36F4-446D-88C7-70D08DE883DF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={EB079E02-C2B8-4D92-B823-3E9E34F3DDB3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={CE6056A6-5116-4403-82BF-9456B55FA772}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		750,000

tc={DDE2C0A0-DC9D-4B55-ADFD-6B7BA1DD1664}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		710,000

tc={906D2659-9453-40E1-AB42-9BDCCDA4540C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		750,000		735,000		732,000		718,000		718,000		730,000		700,000		706,000		700,000		741,465		440,000		660,000		667,000		389,083		667,000		667,000		615,000		645,000		671,250		589,167		710,000		670,890		670,840		627,250

		TRANSFER TO 004 																																								- 0		55,583

		TRANSFER TO CURRENT EX. SINKING		100,000		100,000		100,000		300,000		100,000		100,000		50,000		200,000		20,000		20,000

		BINGO BUILDING BOND

David Glasson: David Glasson:
through 2021
																																						

Gene: Gene:
Begin set aside for new restrooms on Bolstad Approach $1,000
		

tc={EB079E02-C2B8-4D92-B823-3E9E34F3DDB3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		

tc={CE6056A6-5116-4403-82BF-9456B55FA772}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		

tc={DDE2C0A0-DC9D-4B55-ADFD-6B7BA1DD1664}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		

tc={906D2659-9453-40E1-AB42-9BDCCDA4540C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		9,709		9,409		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		4,855		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709				9,709

		LOAN TO STORM WATER																																								70,000

		TRANSFER TO CE. SINKING																																																		- 0				- 0

		TRANSFER TO FIRE SINKING FUND 		15,000

tc={7A27E26C-465F-44F4-8F98-0FB76C95D68B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={20283FDE-A1A6-40E4-AAEB-E3590BED0E1B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={265CC0AF-4E43-4314-9498-86D112BECAA4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={CAEAB9C1-C055-4674-AB11-718FA3E585F4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={8BE267D5-60E3-47AB-BE6F-BD327D17B939}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request										

asmith: asmith:
Plus marijuana tax
		

tc={317465A3-2149-4596-996A-5A8709DF9F05}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    A lot of small revs added		

tc={2987D732-88D6-42E7-95EB-0F40EFF46572}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={B7E654C2-CE0C-4833-AAB3-846BEB3F0C62}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    1315 Wash S		

tc={58CDFE90-2156-43F1-94CA-85676257EAE6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={04C49AEA-54CE-434A-B72E-08DA2147D4C3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={03586CAD-D9EF-48B2-9C08-FD3295E81E18}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={A0A8188A-0414-4822-B4C0-560B3239F79A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={C33E9493-F642-41B4-8D69-F5AD8E18C2A6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax												

tc={C5069210-2B11-4BD6-A067-19025908F8E8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={F6375E07-3008-4848-8EA7-03DC5A614C02}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={E87F5F45-2EA7-461E-8F6C-5E9C96A8693F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={4D4EB522-4C15-442D-92EC-0751B0876FC3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={642C9308-82AA-43B6-9823-BF397BCC2B20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={B4290A4B-7413-46D1-8BE5-062DBDD716CE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={659313E3-7B2C-4616-97C8-FE559AF4D59C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

Gene: Gene:
paid 2012, repay CE $50,256 a year, 1% interest to pay off in 5 years, no pay in 2013.		

Gene: Gene:
repay current expense fund for lilft station loan.Done in 2020																		

asmith: asmith:
Includes new computer for Council Chambers 		

tc={D40A45D4-0EBB-4691-8DC3-33821D2EBC29}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    public defender conflict												

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk										

Gene: Gene:
One fourth of cost of new copier at $10K
		

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk				

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		

tc={3E3F1AD4-C824-4AB0-ACE4-F873DD1A3B27}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={665B0C13-5F90-45BB-8D19-1159750775C8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={A8FF7B72-4BEF-4943-98F4-872E9B1178B4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit				

tc={94ACB4DE-E66E-4ECA-A25C-DD252CFC03FB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={E94F1C6F-9882-4562-95E4-66FF0D487DA5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		

tc={D11B5CCA-2B5A-44B4-BF45-ED70F3AAE603}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={832C601E-3469-41DE-9579-658869464AB6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={878C660A-0A49-48A1-9B2A-310E892D898D}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		

tc={E37A3440-1C87-4D1B-8340-AE23AA84B28A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={7A4E61FC-D089-4FD6-92CE-94FAA21C83BA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={4FC3CFBF-D5FA-4662-B2F6-2D17BA098D70}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS																																								

Gene: Gene:
judge $1000 a month		

tc={F74C15BC-D75C-402E-855B-C168CCD38C40}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={269D58A5-818B-44BC-8FB5-3D3041DA120B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={F1F7D5AA-6FFA-44A7-ABD8-5E0D15249518}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={724551C8-DE03-4F29-9BE8-5BA1750ACDF5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		

tc={044E9680-6EEB-4069-A78D-3514347B2D84}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		

tc={1864F8DA-22DA-4B04-A400-B06EF77597E2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS																																

Gene: Gene:
Defense att $13,200
Pros $12000		

David Glasson: David Glasson:
L & I 16k		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum																														

DavidG: DavidG:
paid early on 2015 PCOG = $1500		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall																										

Gene: Gene:
one fourth of cost of new copier $10K		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

tc={F2A145D9-3507-498F-972C-50D7196DF9F1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Piers						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 				

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 								

asmith: asmith:
City Hall parking lot
		

tc={C83E5CD8-6FEA-44F1-AE0C-14C1BDE8C61F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Clerk / paving / Drainage		

tc={60D7EB5B-735C-43A3-8D0B-BF6218242165}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={C6E094B8-1BCB-46D5-AD5B-9767AF8A1B2B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $7500				

tc={1B78A2FF-33F0-4BD7-AFA5-938E21A3278F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={8D053119-A5FD-4354-A45B-E91EF26B69D2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64														

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		

tc={EB7E9645-CA2E-4B1E-B30E-39D01DFC52F0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={2AEF763F-5F64-426D-A3C8-36983EFF5C20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64														

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		

tc={0528852F-1BB1-479D-ADAD-6547B2300468}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={BE75E251-BE6D-46C4-A37A-7339CBBFD6DD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.										

tc={B736CF69-FBD1-44FE-95FC-2B570ED8D794}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={16A2189C-1AF5-4D72-945A-0BE755E5A774}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.										

tc={CB934693-8C11-40CD-B44D-0863AFB7B9CD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={7D002F1B-4EDA-4406-B5D2-5593D386D975}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.								

tc={490948C1-27A7-4B0E-9CFD-015A4C669CD0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

tc={39A758D5-28D6-4EBA-846F-2BBA06759D08}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={F51AB3B5-13B7-4CDC-A9EB-43A522EECFDF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request														

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

tc={26C1F331-4161-47A6-A277-F1EC4CF9085F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={2930C92C-2652-485B-95C0-98424E80FF90}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={A7FFB488-3DF1-4B41-8DA9-7E12E16D2FAA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 				

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt				

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

tc={E7009D64-C8ED-42F5-8576-B76BD2635E3E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    SMP Update 5k				15,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,000		6,000				6,000												5,000										- 0				- 0		5,000				5,000

		CONTINGENT EXPENDITURES																																																				73

		TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS		910,000		890,000		879,709		1,079,409		879,709		874,709		774,709		949,709		769,709		766,709		733,709		733,709		739,709		715,709		715,709		709,709		751,174		444,855		669,709		751,709		454,376		676,709		676,709		624,709		654,709		681,032		598,876		724,709		680,599		675,840		636,959





		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		2,311,051		2,175,569		2,136,353		2,162,092		2,027,927		1,933,351		1,886,957		1,977,352		1,830,426		1,717,234		1,506,053		ERROR:#REF!		1,948,261		ERROR:#REF!		1,477,487		ERROR:#REF!		1,501,071		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		1,212,812		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		1,396,503		1,328,589		1,613,714		1,519,723		1,795,776		1,733,119





		Carry Over to next year		485,103		879,261		312,720		901,739		293,722		721,442		90,734		486,532		279,837		415,646		247,116		ERROR:#REF!		179,590		ERROR:#REF!		229,856		ERROR:#REF!		182,746		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		173,427		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		71,761		77,168		-		52,967		-		244,747



																																																																																2022 Budget 		2021 Estimated		2020 Actual		2019 Actual 		2018 Actual 		2017 Actual 		2016 Actual 		2015 Actual		2014 Actual		2013 Actual		2012 Actual		2011 Actual		2010 Actual

																																																																														Expenditures		213,635		216,209		193,335		197,735		171,723		150,605		194,826		147,748.70		150,107.08		121,281.23		139,650.33		132,858.88		151,972.29

																																																																														Ending Fund		312,720		901,739		721,442		486,532		415,646		247,116		179,590		229,856		182,746		173,427		71,761		77,168		52,967





































Expenditures Vs. Ending Fund



Expenditures	2022 Budget 	2021 Estimated	2020 Actual	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual 	213635.32553609606	216209.15	193335.13799999998	197735.18799999999	171723.446	Ending Fund	2022 Budget 	2021 Estimated	2020 Actual	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual 	312719.74463903951	901739.49000000022	721442	486531.83100000024	415645.81988999993	
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2023 Budget
General Fund

10/27/2022 5

2023 2022 2022 2021
DESCRIPTION Budget Estimated Budget  Actual 
FINES & FORFEITS                                                                                                                                           
TRAFFIC INFRACTION 3,650                                     5,500                              3,650                           13,671                      
LEGIS ASSMNT 200                                         200                                 200                              428                            
OTHER INFRACTIONS 100                                         100                                 100                              29                              
DUI FINES 250                                         250                                 250                              292                            
CRI CNV FEE DUI 100                                         100                                 100                              9                                
CRI CONV FE CT 100                                         100                                 100                              40                              
CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISD. 300                                         300                                 300                              160                            
CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISDEMEANOR 500                                         500                                 500                              -                            
CRIME VICTIMS 800                                         800                                 800                              800                            
PUBLIC DEFENSE COSTS 1,000                                     2,200                              1,000                           1,435                        
WARRANT/SUBP-SHF 350                                         350                                 350                              -                            
CRT COST RECOUP 350                                         350                                 350                              -                            
I Conv FEE CN 25                                           25                                    25                                 319                            
D/M Int Income Current Expense 25                                           25                                    25                                 -                            
Court Current Expense 3,000                                     3,000                              3,000                           4,177                        
D/M Income 25                                           25                                    25                                 770                            
TOTAL FINES & FORFEITS 10,775                           13,825                     10,775                   22,131                 


2023

		City of Long Beach														2021 Budget										2019 Budget

		CURRENT EXPENSE - 001



				2023		2022		2022		2021		2021		2020		2020		2019		2019		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015		2015		2014		2014		2014		2013		2013		2013		2013		2012		2012		2012		2011		2011		2010		2010		2009

		DESCRIPTION		Budget 		Estimated 		Budget  		Actual 		Budget		 Actual 		Budget COVID 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual		YTD Aug		Budget		Estimated		YTD Aug		Actual		Budget		Estimated		Budget		Actual		Actual		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual



		Revenues



		BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		879,261		903,438		624,907		724,934		539,634		486,532		486,532		419,332		378,988		252,770		142,192		143,399		240,900		202,203		189,473		224,688		175,591		162,669		ERROR:#REF!		74,204		61,379		60,695		ERROR:#REF!		106,380		77,168		37,874		52,967		52,967		244,747		573,482		718,929

		TOTAL BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		879,261		903,438		624,907		724,934		539,634		486,532		486,532		419,332		378,988		252,770		142,192		143,399		240,900		202,203		189,473		224,688		175,591		162,669		ERROR:#REF!		74,204		61,379		60,695		ERROR:#REF!		106,380		77,168		37,874		52,967		52,967		244,747		573,482		718,929



		TAXES

		PROPERTY TAXES (1% Increases)		472,630		467,950		467,950		502,910		461,090		488,975		482,175		433,380		471,078		466,414		440,703		452,970		406,598		407,672		327,750		407,400		399,639		213,012		400,970		397,000		237,059		393,489		397,000		394,750		393,000		449,535		395,596		386,750		371,602		378,893		313,166

		Local Crimal Justice 		15,000		20,000		15,000		29,708		15,000		22,379		17,687		21,784				15,468				18,556

		SALES TAX		700,000		800,000		600,000		856,248		550,000		655,314		550,000		731,409		500,000		598,127		526,625		450,000		500,115		410,000		476,415		400,000		455,570		213,094		370,000		395,000		191,030		408,896		370,500		364,500		368,500		370,112		352,629		350,000		371,467		330,000		372,293

		BUS. TAXES CABLE TV		15,000		30,000		- 0		20,298		28,000		30,214		20,000		10,155		20,000		28,056		21,870		20,000		24,085		20,000		19,777		20,000		21,573		11,854		21,000		24,000		20,014		27,992		20,000		19,415		22,000		18,119		19,312		22,000		20,094		22,000		24,755

		BUS. TAX - TELEPHONE		30,000		30,000		40,000		28,566		40,000		29,273		40,000		55,281		40,000		39,985		46,606		38,000		38,640		38,000		36,343		50,000		37,121		24,702		50,000		47,850		35,936		51,120		47,500		47,600		47,500		53,271		47,669		50,000		47,661		50,000		40,363

		BUS. TAX - PUD		120,000		122,000		120,000		141,884		120,000		134,493		120,000		127,856		120,000		126,845		130,947		115,000		118,324		115,000		111,811		118,000		117,710		66,381		115,000		115,000		92,101		114,263		110,000		110,000		95,000		116,974		108,656		98,000		105,139		98,000		69,267

		BUS. TAXES - WATER/SEWER		298,000		290,000		267,379		333,000		297,574		303,228		300,360		272,367		284,135		183,141		165,451		160,600		150,870		143,525		148,059		140,000		142,104		84,496		115,000		125,000		92,940		141,796		115,000		115,000		125,000		144,980		113,739		124,620		132,361		124,620		116,945

		BUS. TAX - GARBAGE		65,000		65,000		65,000		64,083		55,000		55,998		55,000		40,590		57,399

		BUS. TAX - STORM WATER		27,312		27,312		27,312		29,236		26,777		28,276		26,777		25,343		25,996		16,807		15,321		12,650		13,878		12,650		12,845		10,000		12,198		7,335		10,000		5,000		12		4,055		10,000		10,000		11,760		21,246		9,695		11,760		11,597		11,160		11,366

		PROPERTY TAXES - Uncollected		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0						(2,383)										(14,000)

		REET - Moved to fund 003		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0								- 0		- 0

		GAMBLING TAX		15,000		20,000		15,000		22,575		15,000		15,685		20,000		24,733		20,000		19,756		17,172		19,000		17,606		19,000		18,898		18,000		16,168		11,685		20,000		19,250		13,229		19,640		20,000		19,780		16,500		18,160		20,878		20,000		16,136		26,000		30,694

		TOTAL TAXES		1,757,942		1,872,262		1,617,641		2,028,508		1,608,441		1,763,835		1,631,999		1,742,898		1,538,608		1,494,599		1,364,695		1,286,776		1,270,116		1,165,847		1,151,897		1,163,400		1,202,083		632,559		1,101,970		1,128,100		682,319		1,161,251		1,090,000		1,081,045		1,076,877		1,192,395		1,068,175		1,063,130		1,076,057		1,026,673		978,848																		288,853		17331.174

																																																																																		3157055

		LICENSES & PERMITS

		BUSINESS LICENSES		45,000		55,000		45,000		76,062		45,000		63,878		50,000		73,055		50,000		68,947		54,409		60,000		64,490		57,000		61,756		57,000		70,693		44,959		54,500		55,000		43,248		61,465		58,400		58,400		56,800		53,183		58,456		54,000		58,526		50,000		56,538

		OTHER RECEIPTS												3,708

		BUILDING PERMITS - LONG BEACH		25,000		49,000		25,000		70,197		25,000		52,521		30,000		80,707		30,000		131,934		41,189		30,000		39,345		30,000		31,568		30,000		36,703		27,602		28,000		24,000		20,155		23,052		30,000		29,500		27,500		17,564		33,043		20,000		24,971		40,000		40,074

		BUILDING PERMIT - ILWACO		15,000		24,000		15,000		21,909		15,000		34,813		15,000		27,952		15,000		34,886		28,697		12,000		7,195		12,000		3,344		14,000		17,418		8,556		12,950		16,000		11,168		15,975		8,500		12,000		14,100		13,266		6,528		15,000		16,408		15,000		7,894

		VARIANCES & MISC. PLANNING		3,000		11,170		3,000		16,185		3,000		7,680		3,000		15,265		3,000		7,740		8,660		1,000		1,976		1,000		3,120		1,000		953		920		1,500		1,000		960		1,360		1,000		1,000		2,400		2,065		920		2,000		2,220		1,500		2,750

		USE 322.10.02		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		1,000		1,000						400		-		1,150		-

		WEAPONS PERMIT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				400		318		400		488		281		400		230		400		148		400		276		276		350		450		352		586		100		100				402		96		-		-		-

		FIRE INSPECTIONS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0														-

		TOTAL LICENSES & PERMITS		88,000		139,170		88,000		184,353		88,000		162,600		98,400		197,297		98,400		243,995		133,236		103,400		113,236		100,400		99,936		102,400		126,042		82,313		97,300		96,450		75,883		102,438		99,000		102,000		100,800		86,480		99,443		91,000		103,275		106,500		107,256																		2019		2018		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015

																																																																														DESCRIPTION				Budget 		Estimate		Budget 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Budget		Actual

		INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUE																																																																												Expenditures

		CTED GMA GRANT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		LOCAL LAW ENF. BLOCK GRANT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		ILWACO COURT CONTRACT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0		2,000		3,800		4,741		- 0		2,500		2,213		8,000		2,000

		ILWACO JAIL FEES		3,000		1,000		3,000		- 0		3,000		1,685		3,000		1,265		3,000		3,862		2,313		3,000		1,255		3,000		1,828		3,000		3,387		1,565		2,000		1,800		1,760		2,500		- 0		3,000		3,200		840		3,065		5,000		1,811		5,000		3,114

		PUD PRIVILEGE TAX		14,000		18,015		14,000		16,923		14,000		16,208		14,000		15,890		14,000		16,701		13,961		14,000		13,961		15,000		14,833		15,000		14,325		14,325		15,000		14,428		14,428		14,428		10,000		10,000		12,500		13,913		8,632		13,000		13,067		12,500		13,222

		JIS REIMBURSEMENT-COMPUTERS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0						- 0												-		2,050		-

		SOS ARCHIVING GRANT 								12,325		6,049		6,721		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0						- 0												-		-		-

		STREAMLINED SALES TAX		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		10,000		3,460		10,311		10,000		10,339		10,000		10,720		10,000		10,344		5,081		10,900		10,500		5,109		10,060		10,500		10,800		10,000		10,170		10,658		5,000		10,485				12,343

		CRIMINAL JUSTICE-HI CRM		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				1,500		1,000		- 0		- 0		1,000				1,000		1,000		1,000		658		658		1,200		1,000		929		929		1,500		1,000		2,500		702		711		2,000		-		2,500		1,930

		CRIMINAL JUSTICE-LOC-POP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				100		500						500				500		1,380		500				778		500		750		750		- 0								250

		MARIJUANA EXCISE 		1,200		1,200		1,200		2,037		1,200		1,665		- 0		1,682		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0

		CRIM JUS-POP		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		2,201		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,800		1,000		1,028				- 0		- 0				1,000		2,000		2,250		1,000		1,759		2,288		1,000		2,294		750		1,691

		CRIM JUS-DCD #1		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		500		1,560		500		1,509		1,467		500		1,426		500		343		500		685		343		- 0		- 0				- 0		500		800		100		288		616		100		-		100		302

		CRIM JUS-DCD #2		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				326								592

		DUI - CITIES		211		259		211		259		211		211		200		202		200		212		217		200		221		200		214		300		254		191		300		200		189		255		300		300		200		260		301		200		285		200		494

		LIQUOR EXCISE TAXES		9,170		10,000		9,170		11,078		9,170		9,170		6,000		7,911		6,000		7,279		6,893		3,000		6,625		3,000		3,839		1,800		2,649		1,959		12,000		13,036		- 0		939		12,000		5,134		7,000		5,134		7,017		7,000		7,606		5,500		7,379

		CITY HARDSHIP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0														212

		LIQUOR BOARD PROFITS		11,679		8,000		11,679		12,246		11,679		11,679		12,000		11,795		12,000		14,148

asmith: asmith:
Plus marijuana tax
		12,073		12,000		12,232		9,000		12,355		10,000		12,528		6,270						6,301		12,603		- 0		7,586		9,000		13,856		9,722		9,000		12,279		9,000		10,390

		TOTAL INTERGOVERNMENTAL REV.		41,891		41,105		41,891		57,499		47,940		49,970		36,700		42,905		48,200		49,371		48,235		45,200		47,272		43,200		48,311		43,100		45,860		31,170		41,900		41,714		29,466		43,040		36,800		42,869		49,300		52,504		43,010		44,800		52,090		43,550		52,866



		CHARGES FOR SERVICES

		CIVIL FILINGS, LAW LIBRARY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		9		- 0												- 0												-		-		-		-

		WARRANT COSTS		100		100		100				100		102		100		100		100		67		2		100		166		100		104		850		19		18		1,500		100		73		73		1,500		1,600		1,636		1,243		1,529		1,636		1,636		1,621		1,621

		DEF PROS ADM CS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		50								50		45		45								66				-		-		-

		COVID REIMBURSEMENT								31,738				86,700		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		4		25		11				100		10		1		1		100		100				486		193		-		8		-

		FIRE PROTECTION SERVICES		500		500		500		172		500		237		500		546		338		2,903		967		338		312		338		338		300		388				300		300				381		300		325		300		-		328		300		304		300		308

		MEDIX		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,400

		RECORDS CHECK FEE		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				450		450		450		600		686		450		1,575		450		475		450		1,206		483				350		324		474

		ADULT PROB. CHGS.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				100		100		100		250		- 0		100				100		865		100		- 0				500		400		100		100		500		400		340		1,250		666		340		340		340		340

		SNTNC COMPL FEE		3,409		4,090		3,409		4,090		3,409		3,409		6,000		5,428		6,000		10,653		5,907		8,000		10,229		8,000		14,661		3,500		7,360		4,877		1,800		2,400		1,685		3,358		1,800		1,850		- 0		2,337		2,319				1,949				2,117

		FFA Contribution 		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		5,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		100		117		117																										50

		IT time Pay Fee		300		50		300		50		300		300		250		250		250		16		8		250				250				250		250		250																				-		-		-

		CURRENT EXPENSE		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		4		4		3								15

		Booking Fees		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				125		125		125		400		212		125		212		125		130		150		221		124																				-		-		-

		TOTAL CHARGES FOR SERVICES		9,109		9,540		9,109		40,850		9,109		95,548		12,325		16,399		7,363		14,889		7,782		9,363		12,494		9,363		16,586		5,775		9,571		5,870		4,200		3,614		2,231		4,434		4,200		4,275		2,276		5,397		5,035		2,276		4,237		2,261		4,436



		FINES & FORFEITS																																																																																157.11

		MUNICIPAL COURT FINES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		(400)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0																																														4.19

		JIS/TRAUMA & LOCAL JIS ACCNT.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		200		238		238		150		45		38		- 0		150		150		260		90		131		589		589		256		256																		161.3

		LOCAL/JIS ACCOUNT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		81		- 0		- 0		- 0		118		394		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		350		475		336		600		250		161		197		600		400		1,252		983		385		1,252		1,252		1,970		1,970

		TRAFFIC INFRACTION		3,650		5,500		3,650		13,671		3,650		5,566		3,650		1,414		3,650		2,915		4,230		3,650		5,654		3,650		4,620		3,650		3,991		1,807		3,500		3,250		1,635		3,423		3,500		4,000		2,500		4,668		3,967		2,500		4,884		2,000		2,997

		LEGIS ASSMNT		200		200		200		428		200		313		200		3,103		200		183		233		200		422		200		375		200		370		171				230		230		354								374

		NON-TRAFFIC INFRACTION		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		721		- 0		- 0						- 0				17				- 0		20		- 0		- 0		17		17		-																				116.43

		CRIME VICTIMS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				10		- 0				- 0		10		10		10		- 0		10		14		14		-

		OTHER INFRACTIONS		100		100		100		29		100		292		100		100		100		73		45		100		93		100		108		100		114		42		250		75		20		133		250		250		244		52		217		244		244		343		343

		PARKING INFRACTION		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				30		- 0				- 0		30		30		30		90		30		210		210		50		50

		PARKING - HANDICAP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0

		DUI FINES		250		250		250		292		250		250		250		250		250		218		83		250		17		250		512		250		158		101		400		175		123		120		400		100		400		270		72		400		63				406														6.49

		CRI CNV FEE DUI		100		100		100		9		100		238		100				100		19				100		209		100		27		100		68		68				25		16		6

		CRI CONV FE CT		100		100		100		40		100		100		100				100		79		72		100		202		100		419		100		46		25				50		42		58

		CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISD.		300		300		300		160		300		- 0		300				300		- 0				300		38		300		926		300		365		325		150		400		396		- 0		150		75		200		- 0		51		334		334		57		57														122.92

		CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISDEMEANOR		500		500		500		- 0		500		302		500				500		671		299		500		506		500		- 0		500						1,500		800				397		1,500		1,200		2,100		965		1,116		1,214		1,214		2,318		2,318

		CNTY DRUG BUY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		14		500		233		9		800		300		40		40		800		600		2,000		366		518		992		992		2,128		2,128

		CITY DRUG BUY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		20		- 0		129		500		- 0		- 0		800		300		41		91		800		600		456		353		705		456		456		719		719

		INVESTIGATIVE  FUND ASSESSMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		300		- 0				500		- 0				84		500		600		360		41		560		360		360		578		578

		OTHER CRIMINAL NON-TRAFFIC		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				150		50				- 0		150		150		100		-		139		84		84		236		236

		COURT COST RECOUPMENTS																				- 0				3,000		- 0		1,800		2,848		1,800		2,545		1,726		500		1,100		971		1,393		500		700		533		354		715		533		533		2,347		2,347

		CRIME VICTIMS		800		800		800		800		800		100		800				800						800		96		800		48		800		429		424		1,800		200		146		159		1,800		1,800		2,200		1,207		1,522		782		782		1,443		1,443

		PUBLIC DEFENDER FEES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		700		1		- 0		-		-		944		944

		PUBLIC DEFENSE COSTS		1,000		2,200		1,000		1,435		1,000		1,359		1,000		1,642		1,000		2,799		1,378		1,000		6,039		1,000		1,860		1,000		1,320		607		1,500		1,280		466		663		1,500		1,750		200		1,878		1,517				1,260

		WARRANT/SUBP-SHF		350		350		350		- 0		350				350		350		350				- 0		350				350		772		350		275		206				500		477		799

		CRT COST RECOUP		350		350		350		- 0		350				350		350		350				- 0		350				350				350		301		301				50		49		49

		I Conv FEE CN		25		25		25		319		25		3,115
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Comment:
    A lot of small revs added		25		25		25				- 0		25		29		25		4		25		74		13

		D/M Int Income Current Expense		25		25		25		- 0		25				25		25		25		40		55		25		- 0		25		- 0		25		39		26

		Court Current Expense		3,000		3,000		3,000		4,177		3,000		3,029		3,000		2,950		3,000		7,722		2,788		3,000		2,645		25		4,392		25		60		26

		D/M Income		25		25		25		770		25				25		25		25		- 0		55		25		288		25		34		25		60		35

		INTERPRETER		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0								-		-		-

		TOTAL FINES & FORFEITS		10,775		13,825		10,775		22,131		10,775		14,745		10,775		10,234		10,775		14,835		9,633		13,775		15,857		9,600		17,809		11,450		11,160		6,486		12,640		9,080		4,849		7,982		12,640		12,415		13,565		11,691		11,655		9,981		13,288		15,390		16,793



		MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES

		INVESTMENT INTEREST		100		100		100		1,098		100		981		100		534		100		238		110		100		1,495		100		112		1,000		223		- 0		3,500		2,000		768		1,189		3,500		3,850		2,500		2,592		4,183		4,000		2,975		12,000		5,327

		Ilwaco Contract - Office Assistance		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		7,100		- 0		6,675		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0				(144)		(102)		-		-		-		-

		SALES INTEREST		150		150		150		567		150				150		1,578		150		938		424		150		294		150		195		200		196		143		275		31		31		52		275		500		750		89		192		750		504		500		1,188

		RENT REVENUE		100		100		100		- 0		100				100				100		500		886		100		776		100		- 0		100		100		100		500		- 0				- 0		500		300		4,500		- 0		275				12		3,000		4,550

		SMA Grant 2013		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										1,911						25,000		27,822		50,000		46,411		- 0		70,500		- 0						- 0		- 0		2,500		- 0		- 0		4,800		-		4,800

		FUND CONTRIBUTIONS		3,000		3,000		3,000		2,491		3,000		2,495		3,000		1,029		3,000		2,288		12,565		3,000		6,688		3,000		3,835		4,000		1,656		706		5,000		4,500		3,776		5,012		5,000		4,800		1,000		2,518		9,077		1,000		1,500		1,000		1,440

		Squirting Clam		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,092		1,300		1,222		1,300		1,322		1,271		1,300		1,210		1,300		1,329		1,500		1,193		813

		Fireworks Donations																				5,750		5,056		5,000		6,896

		PROJECT SAFE HAVEN																				28,676		26,052		49,000		367,260		393,750		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0												- 0																												399000

		MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES																						208		250		1,226		250		305		1,500		274		193		3,000		2,450		2,027		2,136		3,000		3,000		2,200		1,147		3,241		2,000		120		2,000		209																		57000

		Code Enforcement 				70,740
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    1315 Wash S		52,000
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    Sagmiller		- 0
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    Sagmiller		13,000
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    Sagmiller		47,059
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    Sagmiller		40,000
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    Sagmiller		2,836		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		9		- 0		- 0				15		10						15		- 0		15		9		(5)		(8)		(8)		12		12

		TOTAL MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES		4,650		75,390		56,650		5,456		17,650		51,627		44,650		7,199		4,650		39,711		55,583		58,900		392,520		423,650		33,607		58,300		50,052		1,955		82,790		8,991		6,603		8,389		12,290		12,450		13,465		6,212		16,861		12,542		5,103		23,312		97,428







		TOTAL REVENUES		1,912,367
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    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,151,292
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    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,824,066
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    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,338,797
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    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,781,915
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    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,138,325
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    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,467,879
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    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,988,198		1,707,996		1,857,400		1,619,164		1,517,414		1,851,496		1,752,060		1,368,146		1,384,425		1,444,769		760,353		1,340,800		1,287,949		801,351		1,327,534		1,254,930		1,255,054		1,256,283		1,354,679		1,244,180		1,223,729		1,254,050		1,217,685		1,257,628														202,451



		NON-REVENUES

		BINGO BOND ISSUE																																								- 0												- 0				-		-		-		-

		CRIME VICTIMS		100		100		100		100		100		110		100		100		100		224		108		100				100		301		100		185		108		- 0		- 0				131		- 0		- 0		100		65		- 0		90		90		105		105

		LOAN REPAYMENT - LODGING TAX		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0																														327.26				46.61

		LOAN REPAYMENT - STREETS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		90,000		- 0		- 0						- 0												23,854																		349.42				673

		TRANSFER FROM CE SINKING		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0						- 0		- 0		- 0				83,147		274,513		72,000												49.94				9.65		payments				loan

		TRAN WATER TO CURRENT EXP LOAN

Gene: Gene:
paid 2012, repay CE $50,256 a year, 1% interest to pay off in 5 years, no pay in 2013.																										54,744		50,256		70,000		50,256		70,000				50,256		50,256						50,256		50,256		50,256		50,256		- 0												100,512				49.07				310.85		295,256				251280		43,976

		TRAN SEWER TO CURRENT EXP LOAN

Gene: Gene:
repay current expense fund for lilft station loan.Done in 2020												23,854		23,854		23,854		23,854		23,854		- 0		23,854				23,854				23,854						23,854		23,854						23,854		23,854		23,854																				8.26				77.89		47,708				119270		(71,562)

		CONTINGENT REVENUES																																								- 0																														783.95				1118

		JIS/TRAUMA		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0				1,000		850				38		1,000		1,000		1,746		709		792		1,746		1,746		1,040		1,040								7.78

		LOCAL/JIS ACCOUNT																										- 0				- 0				- 0				35		30				4		35		35		37		37		35		37		37		86		86								791.73

		REFUNDS																										- 0				446				- 0						- 0												- 0				-		-		-		-

		OTHER RECEIPTS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		8,980		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		97		- 0		218		- 0		20		500		- 0				1,000		350		11				1,000		- 0		2,500		3,233		1,118		2,500		20		2,500		78

		TOTAL NON-REVENUES		100		100		100		100		100		32,944		23,954		23,954		23,954		24,078		205		23,954		54,962		74,210		160,768		75,710		70,185		108		76,145		75,340		11		173		76,145		75,145		78,493		78,154		85,093		278,886		73,893		3,731		1,309



		TOTAL CURRENT EXPENSE FUND		2,791,727		3,054,830		2,449,073		3,063,831		2,321,649		2,657,801		1,978,365		2,463,884		2,110,938		2,134,248		1,761,561		1,684,767		2,147,357		2,028,473		1,718,387		1,684,823		1,690,544		923,130		ERROR:#REF!		1,437,493		862,741		1,388,403		ERROR:#REF!		1,436,579		1,411,944		1,470,707		1,382,240		1,555,582		1,572,690		1,794,898		1,977,866														30,865.55





		Expenditures



		CURRENT EXPENSE



		LEGISLATIVE

		SALARIES		26,400		26,400		26,400		24,000		26,400		26,400		26,400		25,950		26,400		26,200		23,700		24,000		23,400		24,000		24,000		24,000		22,500		14,500		24,000		20,700		13,900		20,700		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		21,100		24,000		23,400

		BENEFITS & TAXES		4,247		4,247		4,247		1,952		4,247		2,295		7,600		2,113		7,600		2,133		1,938		4,013		2,297		3,000		3,135		2,200		3,841		2,025		2,000		2,000		1,136		1,692		2,000		2,000		2,000		1,950		2,059		3,853		1,746		3,853		1,895

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		300		300		300		63		300		5		300		235		300		154		- 0		300		544		300		- 0		300		- 0		- 0		500		200		121		121		500		500		1,000		111		605		500		1,183		500		655

		TRAVEL		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		1,000		752		3,000		2,041		3,000		2,255		711		1,500		501		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		- 0		1,500		850		198		512		1,500		600		2,800		729		1,640		3,000		(50)		3,000		354

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		300		300		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		77		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		- 0		300		100		60		60		300		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		500		-		500		-

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		5,000		5,000		5,000		2,252		5,000		2,285		5,000		373		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Includes new computer for Council Chambers 		11,607		11,147		8,500		10,320		10,000		11,449		10,000		11,263		11,263		9,000		9,000		8,978		8,998		1,500		6,669		1,500		6,694		12,200		1,000		12,208		5,500		10,084

		ELECTIONS		10,000		10,000		10,000		7,404		10,000		9,084		10,000		10,065		10,000

		TRAINING		2,000		2,000		2,000		535		1,000		250		1,000		715		500		4,300		212		1,500				- 0		- 0		2,500

Gene: Gene:
One fourth of cost of new copier at $10K
		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0						200		- 0		- 0		1,000		-		1,000		-

		TOTAL LEGISLATIVE		51,247		51,247		51,247		36,206		48,247		41,071		53,600		41,492		53,100		46,726		37,708		40,113		37,062		39,100		38,584		40,800		37,603		27,787		37,300		32,850		24,393		32,082		29,800		33,769		32,000		33,484		40,504		33,853		36,187		38,353		36,388



		JUDICIAL

		SALARIES		32,400		32,400		32,400		28,800		28,800		28,650		28,800		26,950		26,400		26,400

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		35,136

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		34,720

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		33,655		33,600

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		13,652		12,000		26,845		25,438		12,000		12,000		25,901		38,788		12,000

Gene: Gene:
judge $1000 a month		43,221		43,221		43,029		43,085		40,843		42,767		40,843		45,642		30,000		-										over

		BENEFITS		2,946		2,946		2,946		1,813		2,946		2,398		6,115		2,037		6,115		2,056		2,341		7,626		2,698		1,000		1,329		1,000		12,540		3,836		1,000		1,000		6,900		8,327		1,000		14,200		15,150		10,461		6,586		14,639		4,411		14,639		10,173		10,000		12,000										over

		COURT CONTRACT WITH COUNTY																																																				- 0

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		1,000		1,000		1,000		478		1,000		260		1,000		250		1,000		322		2,968		50		1,231		50		537		50		- 0		- 0		100		100		65		1,379				825		2,000		605		796		2,000		1,455		2,000		1,632				13,200

		LEGAL FEES		15,000		15,000		15,000		16,116

tc={D40A45D4-0EBB-4691-8DC3-33821D2EBC29}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    public defender conflict		12,000		1,050		12,000		10,555		12,000		17,800		17,675		12,000		12,000		12,000		12,000		16,000		13,056		9,056		16,000		14,500		8,853		12,853		25,200

Gene: Gene:
Defense att $13,200
Pros $12000		12,260		12,000		13,056		12,623		11,000		12,612		11,000		12,389				25,200

		COUNTY COURT CONTRACT		33,293		32,640		32,640		28,515		28,091		27,231		27,540		25,995		23,479		23,019		14,252		14,280		10,499		14,000		15,166		19,000		13,943		4,110		14,000		14,000		10,500		12,833

		COMMUNICATIONS		500		500		500		540		500		521		500		524		500		491		485		500		507		500		500		500		491		287		500		450		360		528		500		490		800		450		482		800		484		800		460

		TRAVEL		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,068		- 0		1,928		- 0		146		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		287		750		-		750

		MISCELLANEOUS		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		130		100		233		100		56		56		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		400		1,000		252		-		1,000		50		1,000

		EQUIPMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		2,500		2,350		2,500		6,450

		COUNTY JAIL - LONG BEACH		8,800		8,800		8,800		2,564		8,800		3,430		8,800		3,925		8,000		5,261		4,860		8,000		4,518		8,000		9,139		8,000		12,781		8,048		6,000		6,000		4,290		6,245		8,000		5,725		8,000		5,000		5,955		12,500		4,473		12,500		5,452

		COUNTY JAIL - ILWACO		5,000		8,202		3,000		327		3,000		1,948		3,000		1,195		3,000		3,854		2,573				1,033				173		4,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		1,000		203		498		- 0		1,890		5,000		1,078		3,180		5,000		1,761		5,000		3,082

		TOTAL JUDICIAL		99,038		101,588		96,386		79,253		85,236		65,588		87,855		71,531		80,594		79,303		82,458		77,276		68,198		69,250		52,876		60,650		79,712		50,832		50,600		49,050		57,073		81,452		46,700		79,011		87,671		73,931		72,994		91,032		70,363		91,032		85,279



		FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION

		SALARIES		107,001		102,566		102,566		82,377		97,112		85,385		79,082		77,384		75,858		78,016		73,458		74,377		75,956		77,743		79,384		79,957		58,811		25,950		60,514		50,331		30,733		46,126		50,331		43,750		43,750		47,587		66,052		63,200		63,220		63,200		64,142		35000 left

		BENEFITS		62,469		61,556		61,556		54,454		56,142		51,578		44,595		52,483		39,649		50,139		46,238		39,058		37,941		38,491		25,154		20,068		13,618		9,363		27,864		14,250		10,070		15,195		10,286		17,250		17,250		18,487		23,988		23,887		21,922		23,887		23,361		11000 left																38491

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		22,000

tc={3E3F1AD4-C824-4AB0-ACE4-F873DD1A3B27}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		22,000

tc={665B0C13-5F90-45BB-8D19-1159750775C8}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		22,000

tc={94ACB4DE-E66E-4ECA-A25C-DD252CFC03FB}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		20,374

tc={832C601E-3469-41DE-9579-658869464AB6}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		22,000

tc={7A4E61FC-D089-4FD6-92CE-94FAA21C83BA}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		20,007

tc={F74C15BC-D75C-402E-855B-C168CCD38C40}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		22,000

tc={F1F7D5AA-6FFA-44A7-ABD8-5E0D15249518}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		11,459		16,000		8,084		16,260		6,500		16,517		6,500		10,392		6,500		11,346		5,704		5,500		4,500		2,524		4,999		5,500		5,003		5,000		6,257		6,289		4,000		6,399		4,000		5,138

		ACCOUNTING SERVICES		40,000

tc={A8FF7B72-4BEF-4943-98F4-872E9B1178B4}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    2 year audit		20,000

tc={E94F1C6F-9882-4562-95E4-66FF0D487DA5}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    2 year audit		40,000

tc={878C660A-0A49-48A1-9B2A-310E892D898D}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    2 year audit		6,102		25,000		19,665		25,000		28,253		16,000		17,620		7,214		16,000		17,420		16,000		26,584		16,000		14,704		13,184		17,500		10,000		5,215		7,703		18,000		13,864		5,000		4,770		18,922		4,000		18,061		4,000		13,241

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		15,000

tc={D11B5CCA-2B5A-44B4-BF45-ED70F3AAE603}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={E37A3440-1C87-4D1B-8340-AE23AA84B28A}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={4FC3CFBF-D5FA-4662-B2F6-2D17BA098D70}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		11,386

tc={269D58A5-818B-44BC-8FB5-3D3041DA120B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={724551C8-DE03-4F29-9BE8-5BA1750ACDF5}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		10,232

tc={044E9680-6EEB-4069-A78D-3514347B2D84}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={1864F8DA-22DA-4B04-A400-B06EF77597E2}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		1,617		5,000		4,383		6,211		2,000		16,597

David Glasson: David Glasson:
L & I 16k		2,000		4,011		2,000		155		35		5,000		1,000		415		2,450		5,000		120		18,400		10,869		5,861		18,400		1,976		18,400		11,090		JP - only 100 at this time

		COMMUNICATIONS		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,411		5,000		6,100		5,000		5,420		4,000		6,358		3,465		4,000		3,773		4,000		3,696		4,000		3,594		2,095		4,000		3,900		2,493		3,729		4,000		3,795		1,500		3,822		4,168		1,500		1,317		1,500		1,440

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		1,344		1,000		79		2,000		3,991		2,000		3,192		1,685		2,000		2,345		2,000		1,661		3,500		3,081		1,771		3,500		3,000		1,386		2,321		3,500		3,500		4,500		3,404		3,357		4,000		7,135		2,500		5,760

		TRAINING		2,500		2,500		2,500		- 0		2,500		70		2,500		1,095		2,500		2,433		3,593		1,500		3,667		1,500		2,891		500		117				500		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		300		50		1,500		-		1,500		140

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		500		500		500		918		500		510		500		912		500		1,537		1,234		500		909		500		605		500		490		41		500		750		731		838		500		200		500		395		212		500		196		500		176

		REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE																100		100		3,849		411		100		723		100		724		100		- 0		- 0		- 0		250		113		113		- 0		1,190		50		12		164				26				-

		INSURANCE		6,743		5,394		5,394		4,904		2,769		4,308		6,000		4,150		6,000		3,643		6,086		6,000		5,457		5,303		17,974		21,500		18,801		18,701		22,000		- 0				- 0		22,000		20,912		22,000		39,925		19,641		22,000		20,143		22,000		21,000

		Utilities																																														- 0		- 0		-				340

		DUES & ASSOCIATIONS		2,000		2,000		2,000		100		2,000		806		2,000		415		2,000		1,818		727		1,000		717		1,000		2,226		3,600		4,202

DavidG: DavidG:
paid early on 2015 PCOG = $1500		3,400		2,400		2,478		2,324		2,478		2,000		1,900		1,500		2,541		-		1,500		-		1,500		280

		PRINTING		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		45		43		43		- 0

		MISCELLANEOUS																								500		1,773		500		631		500		203		150		500		250		120		135		500		1,600		250		1,582		5				699				24

		CODIFICATION OF ORDINANCES		2,000		2,000		2,000		3,741		1,500		1,898		1,500		265		1,500		1,322		2,018				5,509

		EQUIPMENT		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		3,500

Gene: Gene:
one fourth of cost of new copier $10K		- 0		- 0		1,200		500				- 0		1,200		1,200		4,000		-		1,056		4,000		-		4,000		6,450																				0

		TOTAL FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION		268,713		242,017		262,017		192,111		232,523		202,638		207,177		201,041		173,107		182,394		168,602		154,536		189,303		156,637		175,933		162,226		129,121		80,394		150,978		91,254		56,167		86,129		124,316		114,284		125,200		139,951		150,105		148,486		141,094		146,986		152,242																				189303.41



		LEGAL

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		24,100

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		24,160

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		31,000		30,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		20,473		3,000		18,000		22,523		18,000		18,310		18,000		25,000		7,500		18,000		18,000		12,000		16,500		18,000		23,320		14,000		37,508		21,414		13,200		15,985		13,200		13,470

		TOTAL LEGAL		25,000		25,000		25,000		24,100		25,000		24,160		25,000		31,000		30,000		20,473		3,000		18,000		22,523		18,000		18,310		18,000		25,000		7,500		18,000		18,000		12,000		16,500		18,000		23,320		14,000		37,508		21,414		13,200		15,985		13,200		13,470



		FACILITIES

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		600		1,500		600		1,459		653		600		575				523

		UTILITIES		4,500		4,500		4,500		2,511		3,000		3,464		3,000		2,524		3,000		2,757		3,048		2,500		2,321		4,000		2,159		4,000		3,369		1,712		3,000		2,740		1,863		2,627		3,200		3,200		2,500		3,602		2,741		2,200		2,818		2,200		2,265

		OLD KITE MUSEUM																				2,500		- 0		1,000		2,714		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		- 0		400		150		131		131		500		1,165		500		1,166		43		500		537		1,000		506

		MISCELLANEOUS																						1,165		1,500		1,920		1,500		1,730		1,500		1,920		1,120		1,500		1,920		1,280		1,920		1,500		1,600		1,500		2,610		1,920		1,500		1,947		500		2,129

		CITY HALL REPAIRS		30,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		237

tc={F2A145D9-3507-498F-972C-50D7196DF9F1}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Piers		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		8,103

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		297		12,500

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		160				2,500		3,234

asmith: asmith:
City Hall parking lot
		2,500		4,011		2,500				- 0		- 0		500		458		458		1,000		8,681		1,000		4,376		305		1,000		3,742		6,500		10,937

		Obies Demolition		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		8,125		- 0		8,125

		28th Street Lift Station		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0														138,856

		TOTAL FACILITIES		34,500		9,500		24,500		2,748		23,000		11,567		23,000		2,821		15,500		5,417		4,213		7,500		10,189		11,000		7,900		11,000		5,289		2,832		4,900		5,310		3,732		5,136		6,800		24,271		6,100		21,338		5,662		5,800		9,619		10,200		155,216



		ASSOCIATION WASHINGTON CITIES

		CONTRIBUTIONS		1,079		952		952		- 0		782		- 0		782		782		782				700		700		717		700		- 0		700		698		- 0		800		800		- 0		- 0		800		685		800		685		- 0		760				760

		TOTAL AWC		1,079		952		952		-		782		-		782		782		782		-		700		700		717		700		-		700		698		-		800		800		-		-		800		685		800		685		-		760		-		760



		FIRE CONTROL																																																																																		current		proposed

		SALARIES		24,831		21,956		21,956		22,538		20,204		20,396		19,053		19,136		11,343

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		13,700

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		15,736		23,940		4,560		13,500		11,218		13,500		9,685		5,956		13,500		9,000		5,996		8,999		13,500		13,500		13,500		8,757		8,721		13,500		13,340		18,400		13,877																		Chief		6000		9000

		BENEFITS		16,464		16,235		16,235		18,042		15,230		14,312		9,735		10,185		4,473		12,913		12,724		7,500		8,412		12,000		13,585		12,000		11,106		5,075		10,500		10,500		6,836		13,335		12,980		12,980		4,800		14,359		14,635		4,800		10,604		4,800		5,483																		Asst. Chief		2400		3600

		BOARD OF VOL FIREMEN		3,000		3,000		3,000		2,130		3,000		- 0		3,000		2,600																								- 0												(170)

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		15,000		15,000		15,000		10,500		15,000		10,005		18,000		14,918		15,000		25,127		13,596		12,500		13,859		12,500		24,423		12,500		25,972		15,245		10,000		12,850		11,491		13,484		10,000		9,250		10,000		7,705		12,229		8,000		24,785		8,000		35,407																		Training		4500		4500

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		150		150		150		-		150		75		150		98		150		-		-		300		105		300		192		300		-		-		300		110		110		110		500		- 0		500		-		-		500		213		500		821																		shift				6840

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		24,700

tc={C83E5CD8-6FEA-44F1-AE0C-14C1BDE8C61F}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Clerk / paving / Drainage		3,500

tc={60D7EB5B-735C-43A3-8D0B-BF6218242165}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={1B78A2FF-33F0-4BD7-AFA5-938E21A3278F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		4,865

tc={EB7E9645-CA2E-4B1E-B30E-39D01DFC52F0}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={0528852F-1BB1-479D-ADAD-6547B2300468}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		1,476

tc={B736CF69-FBD1-44FE-95FC-2B570ED8D794}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={CB934693-8C11-40CD-B44D-0863AFB7B9CD}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		5,212		3,000		12,843		2,965		1,300		1,401		900		2,584		900		738		298		500		1,000		906		906		250		250		250		952		-		250		-		250		172																				12900		23940

		COMMUNICATIONS		8,500

tc={C6E094B8-1BCB-46D5-AD5B-9767AF8A1B2B}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    PACCOM $7500		8,500

tc={8D053119-A5FD-4354-A45B-E91EF26B69D2}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		8,500

tc={2AEF763F-5F64-426D-A3C8-36983EFF5C20}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		8,465

tc={BE75E251-BE6D-46C4-A37A-7339CBBFD6DD}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		7,500

tc={16A2189C-1AF5-4D72-945A-0BE755E5A774}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		10,149

tc={7D002F1B-4EDA-4406-B5D2-5593D386D975}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		7,500

tc={490948C1-27A7-4B0E-9CFD-015A4C669CD0}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		4,445		7,500		4,498		5,461		12,000		29,787		11,107		13,689		14,000		8,254		7,884		9,500		9,000		6,127		8,698		5,500		7,000		5,500		8,527		6,631		5,500		5,259		5,500		5,678

		TRAVEL		2,500		2,500		2,500		1,145		2,500		300		2,500		1,446		1,500		-		1,253		1,000		650		500		177		500		221		172		500		-				-		1,500		2,950		1,500		4,438		223		1,500		1,046		1,500		557

		INSURANCE		32,330		25,864		25,864		23,512		19,128		20,665		21,000		19,899		21,000		24,955		20,330		19,500		18,228		17,714		17,974		21,000		18,701		18,701		21,000						-		21,000		20,912		21,000		39,925		19,641		21,000		20,143		21,000		19,890

		FACILITIES												20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		20,000		20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		40,000		64		20,000		25,738		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		-		20,000		20,000				20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000

		UTILITIES		7,700		7,700		7,700		5,825		7,700		7,419		7,700		6,306		6,500		6,146		6,346		6,000		4,669		6,500		5,153		6,500		6,497		4,139		6,500		6,500		4,207		6,012		6,500		6,750		6,500		6,508		6,953		6,500		7,216		4,500		4,836

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		18,000		18,000		18,000		27,327		18,000		17,180		18,000		14,131		18,000		20,575		15,587		10,000		5,805		10,000		11,519		10,000		6,350		4,790		10,000		8,450		5,069		6,083		10,000		9,865		10,000		7,871		12,764		12,000		19,119		12,000		28,308

		EMS/VOLUNTEER COMPENSATION		10,500		4,800		4,800		3,979		4,800		3,778		4,800		1,167		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-				-		-		2,000		2,000		-		-

		MISCELLANEOUS																								1,000		740		1,000		789		1,000		1,880		458		1,500		1,000		890		1,130		2,000		790		2,000		810		720		1,000		720		1,000		720

		EQUIPMENT		14,000		9,000		9,000		3,089		9,000		4,718		9,000		9,096		9,000		8,913		4,503		9,000		10,015		9,000		230		9,000		7,593		6,486		9,000		8,800		2,805		8,764		9,000		12,975		9,000		12,115		1,979		10,000		16,120		10,000		9,582

		TRAINING		14,000

tc={39A758D5-28D6-4EBA-846F-2BBA06759D08}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={F51AB3B5-13B7-4CDC-A9EB-43A522EECFDF}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={26C1F331-4161-47A6-A277-F1EC4CF9085F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		4,370

tc={2930C92C-2652-485B-95C0-98424E80FF90}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={A7FFB488-3DF1-4B41-8DA9-7E12E16D2FAA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		3,255		4,000		9,266		3,500		5,222		3,734		1,500		1,951		1,500		- 0		1,500		3,631		3,381		1,500		550		550		542		2,000		2,645		2,000		2,130		40		1,500		2,540		1,500		285

		TOTAL FIRE CONTROL		191,676		150,205		150,205		135,787		139,712		133,728		147,938		137,905		120,966		174,892		102,299		125,540		125,919		116,521		121,532		122,700		120,628		72,583		114,300		87,760		44,987		88,065		114,730		121,867		108,550		133,928		104,537		106,050		141,105		108,950		145,616



		BUILDING INSPECTOR

		SALARIES		40,585		37,324		37,324		30,947		37,582		28,613		26,949		26,112		26,290		25,360		24,752		22,543		21,782		22,643		30,247		30,000		30,000		21,997		29,640		3,011		1,491		3,125		3,011		25,000		22,500		22,500		30,423		30,514		50,995		30,514		46,497		4k to planning												15over

		BENEFITS		22,724		16,235		16,235		21,597		24,873		17,730		18,273		15,697		17,607		15,183		15,004		17,558		13,284		13,000		14,936		12,000		12,654		9,331		10,670		1,762		346		2,213		1,762		11,000		12,800		12,800		15,320		15,365		22,200		15,365		45,285		5k to planning												12 over

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,117		5,000		2,693		5,000		1,372		5,000		9,781		6,742		1,100		6,061		1,100		1,418		750		1,029		523		750		750		600		714		850		800		850		1,067		875		500		1,166		500		2,004

		CODE ENFORCEMENT		20,000		1,000		20,000		32,770		20,000		55,581		42,300		33,983		2,300						2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		150		- 0		150		-		-		150		-		150

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES																		35,000

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		6,815		8,208		600		- 0		600		- 0		600				- 0		600		600		476		476		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		500		-		500

		TRAINING		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		12		1,500		1,565		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,000		600		600		1,000		690		400		400		1,500		- 0		600		95		1,606		700		595		700		90

		DUES AND ASSOCIATIONS		135		135		135		- 0		135		55		135				135		95		40		135				135		260		135		135		135		100		95		95		95

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		501		1,500		463		1,500		1,282		1,000		940		402		1,000		63		1,000		49		1,000		1,026		1,026		600		600		448		588		800		833		850		1,217		981		1,850		2,902		1,850		1,248

		STATE REMITT/BUILDING PERMITS		9,000		9,000		9,000		8,528		9,000		9,000		9,000		9,029						300		300		- 0		300		- 0		150		- 0		- 0		250		50		24		24		500		- 0		500		50		-		500		-		500

		EQUIPMENT																		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt				- 0		1,000		- 0		6,200		- 0		2,500		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		-		2,000

		MEMBERSHIPS		575		575		575		95		575		500		575		575		575		180		- 0		575				575		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		350		95		350		-		-		350		-		350		-

		TOTAL BUILDING INSPECTOR		101,019		72,269		91,269		100,555		100,165		114,635		105,233		88,062		94,407		59,919		55,448		48,311		41,190		47,053		46,911		48,135		45,443		33,612		43,610		7,558		3,880		7,634		8,922		37,728		39,100		37,729		49,205		52,429		77,858		52,429		95,123



		CIVIL DEFENSE

		EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT		13,912		13,912		13,912		13,781		13,912		4,316		13,912		25,613		12,794		15,766		18,665		14,175		14,631		12,000		11,434		12,000		22,075		7,751		12,119		10,000		8,293		11,057		11,057		8,000		10,000		8,296		8,142		9,000		9,782		9,782		13,769

		COVID COSTS 						2,000		- 0		2,000		34,257

		TOTAL CIVIL DEFENSE		13,912		13,912		15,912		13,781		15,912		38,573		13,912		25,613		12,794		15,766		18,665		14,175		14,631		12,000		11,434		12,000		22,075		7,751		12,119		10,000		8,293		11,057		11,057		8,000		10,000		8,296		8,142		9,000		9,782		9,782		13,769



		AIR POLLUTION

		OLYMPIC AIR POLLUTION CONTROL		1,185		1,185		1,185		1,729		1,185		1,713		1,665		1,665		1,138		1,357		1,314		900		878		$   900		875		$   900		870		$   630		$   900		$   866		$   866		$   866		700		675		675		931		691		657		680		657		657

		TOTAL AIR POLLUTION		1,185		1,185		1,185		1,729		1,185		1,713		1,665		1,665		1,138		1,357		1,314		900		878		900		875		900		870		630		900		866		866		866		700		675		675		931		691		657		680		657		657														ERROR:#REF!



		PLANNING

		SALARIES		53,860		49,687		45,000		47,672		37,365		44,083		41,341		40,443		40,332		38,948		35,073		35,038		28,052		26,230		35,542		63,855		60,118		39,384		67,481		26,188		17,432		33,453		26,188		26,000		26,000		26,347		43,294		48,715		41,831		48,715		17,088		40k under

		BENEFITS		28,938		26,562		23,089		26,983		22,429		24,945		25,408		23,893		22,864		22,538		20,664		22,121		13,725		9,057		17,630		18,000		18,844		8,606		18,304		7,848		4,975		8,865		7,848		12,000		12,812		7,511		11,174		11,647		9,781		11,647		17,230		10k under

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		7,000		7,000		7,000		6,727		7,000		3,054		7,000		2,439		7,000		14,118		1,559		1,000		10,506		1,000		13,216		3,000		7,205		5,976		3,000		3,850		3,029		4,345		3,000		3,000		2,650		2,549		4,741		2,500		2,923		2,500		3,748

		PRINTING		100		100		100		- 0		100		- 0		100		- 0		100		- 0		- 0		100		1,278		100		- 0		50		- 0		- 0		- 0						43		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		-				-		-

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		10,000		10,000		10,000		15,787

tc={E7009D64-C8ED-42F5-8576-B76BD2635E3E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    SMP Update 5k		15,000

tc={A6503E55-E2C8-4608-9631-E1F2DA1AF5B1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    SMP Update 5k		13,261

tc={F894BE7F-81F5-4D97-A296-549899B699C5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Comp Plan - Buffer Study		15,000

tc={2616419E-EE5C-4C1D-81C9-B26C78195139}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Comp Plan - Buffer Study		48,710		45,000

asmith: asmith:
Comp Plan Update 		15,532		5,523		12,000		1,638		12,000		11,068		12,000		3,393		3,229		24,500		6,000		4,089		4,891		15,000		4,100		15,000		7,777		6,906		15,000		15,915		15,000		70,635

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		500		44		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		45		2,000		928		2,000		973		2,000		2,065		801		2,000		1,300		453		1,059		2,000		1,000		1,800		295		765		750		2,203		750		1,115

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,312		4,000		3,340		4,000		4,434		4,000		3,991		4,143		3,000		1,332		3,000		3,870		3,000		1,873		1,607		3,000		3,000		2,202		3,129		3,000		2,750		3,000		2,974		3,320		3,000		1,902		3,000		2,529

		Project Safe Haven																				29,171		14,602		56,000		439,647		420,000		10,307				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0

		EQUIPMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				7,500

Gene: Gene:
includes one fourth of the cost of a new copier at $10K.		- 0		- 0		10,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		650		1,000		877		85		1,000		1,488		1,000		701

		LEGAL SERVICES		5,000		5,000		5,000		- 0		5,000		330		5,000		1,335		5,000		6,690		16,070		4,000		25,827		4,000		8,132		4,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		5,000		5,000		5,000		4,785		342		25,000		-		25,000

		TRAINING		3,000		3,000		3,000		3,463		2,000		- 0		2,000		745		2,000		- 0		383		2,000		636		2,000		1,279		2,000		151		- 0		2,000		500		295		834		2,000		1,650		2,000		1,003		1,207		2,000		1,040		2,000

		Shoreline Master Program		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		239		2,000		279		279								266		- 0

		MEMBERSHIP		1,000		1,000		1,000		200		1,000		- 0		1,000		2,070		1,000		1,500		1,585		400		- 0		400		341		350		306		- 0		350		350		- 0		249		350		250		350		294		-		350		-		350

		TOTAL PLANNING		114,398		107,849		99,689		105,144		94,395		89,057		102,849		124,069		129,296		132,488		99,647		137,659		523,569		481,787		102,598		117,755		94,234		59,883		135,635		49,036		32,475		57,133		65,386		56,400		69,612		54,413		71,834		109,962		77,083		110,962		113,046



		PACE

		CONTRIBUTIONS																																														- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		-		-		5,000

		TOTAL PACE																																														-		-		-				-		-		-		5,000



		EDC ANNUAL DONATION 

		TECHNICAL SERVICES AGREEMENT 		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000

		TOTAL EDC DONATION 		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000



		ALCOHOLISM

		COUNTY CONTRIBUTION		750		750		750		- 0		750		- 0		750		95		750		372		565		750		716		350		413		250		216		153		365		365		189		252		360		360		300		362		348		300		383		300		356

		TOTAL ALCOHOLISM		750		750		750		-		750		-		750		95		750		372		565		750		716		350		413		250		216		153		365		365		189		252		360		360		300		362		348		300		383		300		356



		PARKS

		SALARIES		189,263		176,000		148,989		140,394		141,629		113,414		115,534		108,956		128,857

asmith: asmith:
Might be up due to Culbertson Improvements 		31,751		34,477		29,133		29,363		28,484		36,408		42,147		45,016		14,925		44,870		28,188		20,347		29,971		28,188		33,000		25,500		25,500		35,028		35,090		76,496		69,132		72,279		22k under

		BENEFITS		98,515		93,000		80,948		66,744		80,658		60,007		64,203		64,353		79,476		18,929		16,165		13,450		13,895		9,040		16,606		10,132		11,954		6,975		11,319		12,600		8,268		12,152		9,681		15,000		10,800		10,800		13,505		13,585		30,728		26,636		27,825

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		60,000		85,000		60,000		58,321		60,000		53,179		60,000		54,554		48,000

asmith: asmith:
picnic tables, cedar fencing, drinking fountain, benches 		82,135		72,796		35,000		51,016		35,000		48,674		35,000		54,001		33,145		30,000		31,000		23,828		35,675		30,000		28,500		30,000		31,944		34,606		30,000		34,250		28,000		30,673		Holiday Decs, Sani Cans 

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		250		250		250		5,399		250		375		250		400		250		2,843		701		250		398		250		1,340		250		156		156		150		125		125		125		- 0		- 0		- 0				97						17,000

		INSURANCE		9,807		7,845		7,845		7,132		1,274		6,265		6,000		6,036		6,000		5,532		5,900		6,000		5,290		5,141		9,516		12,000		9,900		9,900		12,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		12,000		10,755		12,000		20,821		10,101		12,000		10,359		12,000		11,000

		UTILITIES		30,000		30,000		30,000		30,500		22,000		24,912		11,000		10,680		11,000		12,433		12,867		9,500		10,322		10,000		9,589		11,000		10,251		5,950		10,500		9,000		4,868		7,029		10,500		10,500		8,000		9,681		10,290		8,000		10,516		8,000		6,952

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		40,000

tc={4E83CF4A-E83D-4B56-AA3C-645BF4816994}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500		40,000

tc={9B913701-F5EC-4F6F-A9DF-DF76C50AC8C0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500														

asmith: asmith:
Might be up due to Culbertson Improvements 		40,000

tc={9E375B21-B473-42D1-AC45-EC8EE40C92BF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500		37,460

tc={CB7244AE-8151-4C82-B1BE-88EEA607485E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		25,000

tc={B0346274-AE5A-4F75-9DF9-D982250E2D56}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		24,762

tc={D39E6AEE-2B36-41D6-A704-2FCDAAA5A19B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		27,000

tc={F8D76465-0C38-411A-B9FD-360BCFD6C697}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		23,474		25,000		23,697		20,354		27,000		32,820		27,000		27,268		26,800

Gene: Gene:
paint 5th st restroom; poles for discovery trail entry $4,000;		22,403		17,506		22,500		13,000		5,017		14,333		23,500		14,000		25,000		16,191		22,341		25,000		27,985		25,000		37,312

		MISCELLANEOUS																										- 0		500		330		500		571		571		- 0		27		27		27		- 0		- 0		18,000		-		4,751		18,000		27,351		18,000		26,274

		EQUIPMENT		20,000

tc={E3D990B9-3458-4071-8D1C-A5005F1E9EDD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500						

tc={CB7244AE-8151-4C82-B1BE-88EEA607485E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		20,000

tc={BA11AEF7-9E0C-44FE-BDF1-B99A2AD7032A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500														

asmith: asmith:
picnic tables, cedar fencing, drinking fountain, benches 		

tc={B0346274-AE5A-4F75-9DF9-D982250E2D56}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		20,000

tc={E7DC278A-F2E4-4FFE-B45F-338F46F9B044}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500						

tc={D39E6AEE-2B36-41D6-A704-2FCDAAA5A19B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		13,820

tc={F2216E08-DB6C-4E05-AE6A-AF15BD4CF290}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Backhoe - 5k						

tc={F8D76465-0C38-411A-B9FD-360BCFD6C697}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		5,000

tc={CDA13F87-3469-4228-898C-CA041AE376D3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Backhoe - 5k		871

tc={9354A10B-46A3-403A-A5A6-8F85D3440808}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Grinder pump - Sid Snyder Restroom
Weed eater
fencing
Backhoe - 5k
10k total		10,000

tc={8FDF49D9-377A-4AB5-BF88-777D128B75ED}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Grinder pump - Sid Snyder Restroom
Weed eater
fencing
Backhoe - 5k
10k total		5,200		5,200

asmith: asmith:
Pole Saw - $1200		5,206		5,696		4,000		- 0		4,000		6,386		4,000

Gene: Gene:
Power edger $700; 		2,680		2,680		3,500		3,000		- 0		- 0		3,200		3,000		3,500		2,588		25,211		2,000		5,241		2,000		1,240

		CULBERTSON PARK IMPROVEMENTS		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		3,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		- 0		6,000		1,296		7,100		107		7,000

Gene: Gene:
PUD connection for sprinklers at ballfield $4,000; ballfield materials $3,000;		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,813		1,813		1,136		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		3,700		-		3,700		-

		MISCELLANEOUS																						6,945		- 0		6,522		6,000		6,799		6,000		8,902		6,274		6,000		13,065		12,179		13,572		18,000		18,000		1,500		22,063		18,685				6,195

		TRAVEL		500		500		500		127		500		426		500		2,041		500		1,485		128		500		242		500		6		500		134		134		400		400		383		383				50				28		188				146				267

		LANDSCAPING		20,000		20,000		20,000		12,716		20,000		17,208		20,000		17,820		20,000		21,185		20,013		16,500		22,051		16,500		20,502		16,500		16,902		12,086		16,500		16,500		13,078		20,375		15,000		14,000		10,000		15,695		14,416		10,000		2,707		10,000		8,768

		RESTROOM FACILITIES		1,000		1,000		1,000		2,381		1,000		342		1,000		173		1,000		9,123		1,070		1,000		- 0		5,000		308		10,000						6,000

Gene: Gene:
Begin set aside for new restrooms on Bolstad Approach $1,000
		1,200		580		580		2,000		2,500		250		2,150		2,206		-		158		-		1,489

		TRAINING 		2,000		2,000		2,000		1,320		2,000		871		2,000		1,996		2,000														3,000				5,932		850		200		200		730		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		5,000		-		5,000		-

		TREE CONTROL		10,000

tc={8AF68ED8-5CFC-4305-9F4B-3FA8992906C9}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal																

asmith: asmith:
Pole Saw - $1200		13,000

tc={F5744904-C9EF-4344-82BB-BC4A16A18205}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal		10,000

tc={80ED6F91-13E9-47F0-9197-88485197C0EB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal		- 0

tc={A65A5525-6C06-4912-9AFD-75F46491EEAE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Parker		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 		9,852

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 																				

Gene: Gene:
paint 5th st restroom; poles for discovery trail entry $4,000;		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 																		

Gene: Gene:
Power edger $700; 		- 0		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0				2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		4,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		740		5,000		4,312

		COULTER PARK		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		313		1,500		1,537		613		4,000		444		4,000		576		4,000		119		89		4,000		4,000		3,187		3,638		4,500		3,000		6,500		5,785		7,931		15,000		653		22,000		29,264

		TOTAL PARKS		485,835		493,095		426,033		376,314		369,811		312,484		330,987		295,996		340,783		215,855		197,724		152,333		173,657		160,516		184,413		190,829		182,990		116,325		170,589		134,118		93,899		139,726		158,569		152,305		157,050		163,248		199,355		182,375		233,526		252,468		268,844





		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		1,392,351		1,273,569		1,249,144		1,071,728		1,140,718		1,039,214		1,104,747		1,022,072		1,053,217		934,962		772,343		ERROR:#REF!		1,208,551		ERROR:#REF!		761,778		ERROR:#REF!		743,880		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		526,032		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		705,803		724,790		767,905		813,665		853,080		1,092,006



		LOAN TO STREETS																																																								-		-		-

		LOAN TO 105 CAPITAL IMPROV.																																																								-		-		-

		AGENCY DISBURSEMENTS (ILWACO)

DavidG: DavidG:
Ilwaco Building permits
																																

Gene: Gene:
PUD connection for sprinklers at ballfield $4,000; ballfield materials $3,000;		7,500		12,000		7,500		10,955		7,500		19,428		7,500		5,571		7,500		15,563		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,500		6,017		1,968		6,475		10,071		91		10,071		- 0		6,901		7,500		9,669		4,923		7,500		4,698		7,500		4,154

		TOTAL NON-EXPENDITURES		7,500		12,000		7,500		10,955		7,500		19,428		7,500		5,571		7,500		15,563		-		6,000		-		6,000		-		6,500		6,017		1,968		6,475		10,071		91		10,071		-		6,901		7,500		9,669		4,923		7,500		4,698		7,500		4,154



		TRANSFERS

		TRANSFER TO LAW ENFORCEMENT		795,000

tc={3126887F-05BC-4A2B-AAE7-76D00626C743}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		775,000

tc={876262A2-DE65-457E-BBA9-F3658761C918}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={571C2F2A-36F4-446D-88C7-70D08DE883DF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={EB079E02-C2B8-4D92-B823-3E9E34F3DDB3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={CE6056A6-5116-4403-82BF-9456B55FA772}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		750,000

tc={DDE2C0A0-DC9D-4B55-ADFD-6B7BA1DD1664}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		710,000

tc={906D2659-9453-40E1-AB42-9BDCCDA4540C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		750,000		735,000		732,000		718,000		718,000		730,000		700,000		706,000		700,000		741,465		440,000		660,000		667,000		389,083		667,000		667,000		615,000		645,000		671,250		589,167		710,000		670,890		670,840		627,250

		TRANSFER TO 004 																																								- 0		55,583

		TRANSFER TO CURRENT EX. SINKING		100,000		100,000		100,000		300,000		100,000		100,000		50,000		200,000		20,000		20,000

		BINGO BUILDING BOND

David Glasson: David Glasson:
through 2021
																																						

Gene: Gene:
Begin set aside for new restrooms on Bolstad Approach $1,000
		

tc={EB079E02-C2B8-4D92-B823-3E9E34F3DDB3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		

tc={CE6056A6-5116-4403-82BF-9456B55FA772}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		

tc={DDE2C0A0-DC9D-4B55-ADFD-6B7BA1DD1664}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		

tc={906D2659-9453-40E1-AB42-9BDCCDA4540C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		9,709		9,409		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		4,855		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709				9,709

		LOAN TO STORM WATER																																								70,000

		TRANSFER TO CE. SINKING																																																		- 0				- 0

		TRANSFER TO FIRE SINKING FUND 		15,000

tc={7A27E26C-465F-44F4-8F98-0FB76C95D68B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={20283FDE-A1A6-40E4-AAEB-E3590BED0E1B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={265CC0AF-4E43-4314-9498-86D112BECAA4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={CAEAB9C1-C055-4674-AB11-718FA3E585F4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request												

asmith: asmith:
Plus marijuana tax
		15,000

tc={8BE267D5-60E3-47AB-BE6F-BD327D17B939}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={317465A3-2149-4596-996A-5A8709DF9F05}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    A lot of small revs added		

tc={2987D732-88D6-42E7-95EB-0F40EFF46572}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={B7E654C2-CE0C-4833-AAB3-846BEB3F0C62}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    1315 Wash S		

tc={58CDFE90-2156-43F1-94CA-85676257EAE6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={04C49AEA-54CE-434A-B72E-08DA2147D4C3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={03586CAD-D9EF-48B2-9C08-FD3295E81E18}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={A0A8188A-0414-4822-B4C0-560B3239F79A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={C33E9493-F642-41B4-8D69-F5AD8E18C2A6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax												

tc={C5069210-2B11-4BD6-A067-19025908F8E8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={F6375E07-3008-4848-8EA7-03DC5A614C02}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={E87F5F45-2EA7-461E-8F6C-5E9C96A8693F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={4D4EB522-4C15-442D-92EC-0751B0876FC3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={642C9308-82AA-43B6-9823-BF397BCC2B20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={B4290A4B-7413-46D1-8BE5-062DBDD716CE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={659313E3-7B2C-4616-97C8-FE559AF4D59C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

Gene: Gene:
paid 2012, repay CE $50,256 a year, 1% interest to pay off in 5 years, no pay in 2013.		

Gene: Gene:
repay current expense fund for lilft station loan.Done in 2020																		

asmith: asmith:
Includes new computer for Council Chambers 		

tc={D40A45D4-0EBB-4691-8DC3-33821D2EBC29}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    public defender conflict												

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk										

Gene: Gene:
One fourth of cost of new copier at $10K
		

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk				

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		

tc={3E3F1AD4-C824-4AB0-ACE4-F873DD1A3B27}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={665B0C13-5F90-45BB-8D19-1159750775C8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={A8FF7B72-4BEF-4943-98F4-872E9B1178B4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit				

tc={94ACB4DE-E66E-4ECA-A25C-DD252CFC03FB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={E94F1C6F-9882-4562-95E4-66FF0D487DA5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		

tc={D11B5CCA-2B5A-44B4-BF45-ED70F3AAE603}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={832C601E-3469-41DE-9579-658869464AB6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={878C660A-0A49-48A1-9B2A-310E892D898D}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		

tc={E37A3440-1C87-4D1B-8340-AE23AA84B28A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={7A4E61FC-D089-4FD6-92CE-94FAA21C83BA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={4FC3CFBF-D5FA-4662-B2F6-2D17BA098D70}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS																																								

Gene: Gene:
judge $1000 a month		

tc={F74C15BC-D75C-402E-855B-C168CCD38C40}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={269D58A5-818B-44BC-8FB5-3D3041DA120B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={F1F7D5AA-6FFA-44A7-ABD8-5E0D15249518}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={724551C8-DE03-4F29-9BE8-5BA1750ACDF5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		

tc={044E9680-6EEB-4069-A78D-3514347B2D84}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		

tc={1864F8DA-22DA-4B04-A400-B06EF77597E2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS																																

Gene: Gene:
Defense att $13,200
Pros $12000		

David Glasson: David Glasson:
L & I 16k		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum																														

DavidG: DavidG:
paid early on 2015 PCOG = $1500		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall																										

Gene: Gene:
one fourth of cost of new copier $10K		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

tc={F2A145D9-3507-498F-972C-50D7196DF9F1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Piers						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 				

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 								

asmith: asmith:
City Hall parking lot
		

tc={C83E5CD8-6FEA-44F1-AE0C-14C1BDE8C61F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Clerk / paving / Drainage		

tc={60D7EB5B-735C-43A3-8D0B-BF6218242165}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={C6E094B8-1BCB-46D5-AD5B-9767AF8A1B2B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $7500				

tc={1B78A2FF-33F0-4BD7-AFA5-938E21A3278F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={8D053119-A5FD-4354-A45B-E91EF26B69D2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64														

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		

tc={EB7E9645-CA2E-4B1E-B30E-39D01DFC52F0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={2AEF763F-5F64-426D-A3C8-36983EFF5C20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64														

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		

tc={0528852F-1BB1-479D-ADAD-6547B2300468}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={BE75E251-BE6D-46C4-A37A-7339CBBFD6DD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.										

tc={B736CF69-FBD1-44FE-95FC-2B570ED8D794}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={16A2189C-1AF5-4D72-945A-0BE755E5A774}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.										

tc={CB934693-8C11-40CD-B44D-0863AFB7B9CD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={7D002F1B-4EDA-4406-B5D2-5593D386D975}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.								

tc={490948C1-27A7-4B0E-9CFD-015A4C669CD0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

tc={39A758D5-28D6-4EBA-846F-2BBA06759D08}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={F51AB3B5-13B7-4CDC-A9EB-43A522EECFDF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request														

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

tc={26C1F331-4161-47A6-A277-F1EC4CF9085F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={2930C92C-2652-485B-95C0-98424E80FF90}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={A7FFB488-3DF1-4B41-8DA9-7E12E16D2FAA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 				

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt				

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		15,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,000		6,000				6,000												5,000										- 0				- 0		5,000				5,000

		CONTINGENT EXPENDITURES																																																				73

		TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS		910,000		890,000		879,709		1,079,409		879,709		874,709		774,709		949,709		769,709		766,709		733,709		733,709		739,709		715,709		715,709		709,709		751,174		444,855		669,709		751,709		454,376		676,709		676,709		624,709		654,709		681,032		598,876		724,709		680,599		675,840		636,959





		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		2,309,851		2,175,569		2,136,353		2,162,092		2,027,927		1,933,351		1,886,957		1,977,352		1,830,426		1,717,234		1,506,053		ERROR:#REF!		1,948,261		ERROR:#REF!		1,477,487		ERROR:#REF!		1,501,071		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		1,212,812		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		1,396,503		1,328,589		1,613,714		1,519,723		1,795,776		1,733,119





		Carry Over to next year		481,876		879,261		312,720		901,739		293,722		721,442		91,409		486,532		280,512		417,014		255,508		ERROR:#REF!		199,097		ERROR:#REF!		240,900		ERROR:#REF!		189,473		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		175,591		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		74,204		77,168		-		52,967		-		244,747



																																																																																2022 Budget 		2021 Estimated		2020 Actual		2019 Actual 		2018 Actual 		2017 Actual 		2016 Actual 		2015 Actual		2014 Actual		2013 Actual		2012 Actual		2011 Actual		2010 Actual

																																																																														Expenditures		213,635		216,209		193,335		197,735		171,723		150,605		194,826		147,748.70		150,107.08		121,281.23		139,650.33		132,858.88		151,972.29

																																																																														Ending Fund		312,720		901,739		721,442		486,532		417,014		255,508		199,097		240,900		189,473		175,591		74,204		77,168		52,967





































Expenditures Vs. Ending Fund



Expenditures	2022 Budget 	2021 Estimated	2020 Actual	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual 	213635.32553609606	216209.15	193335.13799999998	197735.18799999999	171723.446	Ending Fund	2022 Budget 	2021 Estimated	2020 Actual	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual 	312719.74463903951	901739.49000000022	721442	486531.83100000024	417013.74989000009	









Sheet3






2023

		City of Long Beach														2021 Budget										2019 Budget

		CURRENT EXPENSE - 001



				2023		2022		2022		2021		2021		2020		2020		2019		2019		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015		2015		2014		2014		2014		2013		2013		2013		2013		2012		2012		2012		2011		2011		2010		2010		2009

		DESCRIPTION		Budget 		Estimated 		Budget  		Actual 		Budget		 Actual 		Budget COVID 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual		YTD Aug		Budget		Estimated		YTD Aug		Actual		Budget		Estimated		Budget		Actual		Actual		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual



		Revenues



		BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		879,261		903,438		624,907		724,934		539,634		486,532		486,532		419,332		378,988		252,770		142,192		143,399		229,856		202,203		182,746		224,688		173,427		162,669		ERROR:#REF!		71,761		61,379		60,695		ERROR:#REF!		106,380		77,168		37,874		52,967		52,967		244,747		573,482		718,929

		TOTAL BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		879,261		903,438		624,907		724,934		539,634		486,532		486,532		419,332		378,988		252,770		142,192		143,399		229,856		202,203		182,746		224,688		173,427		162,669		ERROR:#REF!		71,761		61,379		60,695		ERROR:#REF!		106,380		77,168		37,874		52,967		52,967		244,747		573,482		718,929



		TAXES

		PROPERTY TAXES (1% Increases)		472,056		467,950		467,950		502,910		461,090		488,975		482,175		433,380		471,078		466,414		440,703		452,970		406,598		407,672		327,750		407,400		399,639		213,012		400,970		397,000		237,059		393,489		397,000		394,750		393,000		449,535		395,596		386,750		371,602		378,893		313,166

		Local Crimal Justice 		15,000		20,000		15,000		29,708		15,000		22,379		17,687		21,784				15,468				18,556

		SALES TAX		700,000		800,000		600,000		856,248		550,000		655,314		550,000		731,409		500,000		598,127		526,625		450,000		500,115		410,000		476,415		400,000		455,570		213,094		370,000		395,000		191,030		408,896		370,500		364,500		368,500		370,112		352,629		350,000		371,467		330,000		372,293

		BUS. TAXES CABLE TV		15,000		30,000		- 0		20,298		28,000		30,214		20,000		10,155		20,000		28,056		21,870		20,000		24,085		20,000		19,777		20,000		21,573		11,854		21,000		24,000		20,014		27,992		20,000		19,415		22,000		18,119		19,312		22,000		20,094		22,000		24,755

		BUS. TAX - TELEPHONE		30,000		30,000		40,000		28,566		40,000		29,273		40,000		55,281		40,000		39,985		46,606		38,000		38,640		38,000		36,343		50,000		37,121		24,702		50,000		47,850		35,936		51,120		47,500		47,600		47,500		53,271		47,669		50,000		47,661		50,000		40,363

		BUS. TAX - PUD		120,000		122,000		120,000		141,884		120,000		134,493		120,000		127,856		120,000		126,845		130,947		115,000		118,324		115,000		111,811		118,000		117,710		66,381		115,000		115,000		92,101		114,263		110,000		110,000		95,000		116,974		108,656		98,000		105,139		98,000		69,267

		BUS. TAXES - WATER/SEWER		298,000		290,000		267,379		333,000		297,574		303,228		300,360		272,367		284,135		183,141		165,451		160,600		150,870		143,525		148,059		140,000		142,104		84,496		115,000		125,000		92,940		141,796		115,000		115,000		125,000		144,980		113,739		124,620		132,361		124,620		116,945

		BUS. TAX - GARBAGE		65,000		65,000		65,000		64,083		55,000		55,998		55,000		40,590		57,399

		BUS. TAX - STORM WATER		27,312		27,312		27,312		29,236		26,777		28,276		26,777		25,343		25,996		16,807		15,321		12,650		13,878		12,650		12,845		10,000		12,198		7,335		10,000		5,000		12		4,055		10,000		10,000		11,760		21,246		9,695		11,760		11,597		11,160		11,366

		PROPERTY TAXES - Uncollected		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0						(2,383)										(14,000)

		REET - Moved to fund 003		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0								- 0		- 0

		GAMBLING TAX		15,000		20,000		15,000		22,575		15,000		15,685		20,000		24,733		20,000		19,756		17,172		19,000		17,606		19,000		18,898		18,000		16,168		11,685		20,000		19,250		13,229		19,640		20,000		19,780		16,500		18,160		20,878		20,000		16,136		26,000		30,694

		TOTAL TAXES		1,757,368		1,872,262		1,617,641		2,028,508		1,608,441		1,763,835		1,631,999		1,742,898		1,538,608		1,494,599		1,364,695		1,286,776		1,270,116		1,165,847		1,151,897		1,163,400		1,202,083		632,559		1,101,970		1,128,100		682,319		1,161,251		1,090,000		1,081,045		1,076,877		1,192,395		1,068,175		1,063,130		1,076,057		1,026,673		978,848																		288,853		17331.174

																																																																																		3157055

		LICENSES & PERMITS

		BUSINESS LICENSES		50,000		55,000		45,000		76,062		45,000		63,878		50,000		73,055		50,000		68,947		54,409		60,000		64,490		57,000		61,756		57,000		70,693		44,959		54,500		55,000		43,248		61,465		58,400		58,400		56,800		53,183		58,456		54,000		58,526		50,000		56,538

		OTHER RECEIPTS												3,708

		BUILDING PERMITS - LONG BEACH		25,000		49,000		25,000		70,197		25,000		52,521		30,000		80,707		30,000		131,934		41,189		30,000		39,345		30,000		31,568		30,000		36,703		27,602		28,000		24,000		20,155		23,052		30,000		29,500		27,500		17,564		33,043		20,000		24,971		40,000		40,074

		BUILDING PERMIT - ILWACO		15,000		24,000		15,000		21,909		15,000		34,813		15,000		27,952		15,000		34,886		28,697		12,000		7,195		12,000		3,344		14,000		17,418		8,556		12,950		16,000		11,168		15,975		8,500		12,000		14,100		13,266		6,528		15,000		16,408		15,000		7,894

		VARIANCES & MISC. PLANNING		3,000		11,170		3,000		16,185		3,000		7,680		3,000		15,265		3,000		7,740		8,660		1,000		1,976		1,000		3,120		1,000		953		920		1,500		1,000		960		1,360		1,000		1,000		2,400		2,065		920		2,000		2,220		1,500		2,750

		USE 322.10.02		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		1,000		1,000						400		-		1,150		-

		WEAPONS PERMIT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				400		318		400		488		281		400		230		400		148		400		276		276		350		450		352		586		100		100				402		96		-		-		-

		FIRE INSPECTIONS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0														-

		TOTAL LICENSES & PERMITS		93,000		139,170		88,000		184,353		88,000		162,600		98,400		197,297		98,400		243,995		133,236		103,400		113,236		100,400		99,936		102,400		126,042		82,313		97,300		96,450		75,883		102,438		99,000		102,000		100,800		86,480		99,443		91,000		103,275		106,500		107,256																		2019		2018		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015

																																																																														DESCRIPTION				Budget 		Estimate		Budget 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Budget		Actual

		INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUE																																																																												Expenditures

		CTED GMA GRANT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		LOCAL LAW ENF. BLOCK GRANT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		ILWACO COURT CONTRACT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0		2,000		3,800		4,741		- 0		2,500		2,213		8,000		2,000

		ILWACO JAIL FEES		3,000		1,000		3,000		- 0		3,000		1,685		3,000		1,265		3,000		3,862		2,313		3,000		1,255		3,000		1,828		3,000		3,387		1,565		2,000		1,800		1,760		2,500		- 0		3,000		3,200		840		3,065		5,000		1,811		5,000		3,114

		PUD PRIVILEGE TAX		14,000		18,015		14,000		16,923		14,000		16,208		14,000		15,890		14,000		16,701		13,961		14,000		13,961		15,000		14,833		15,000		14,325		14,325		15,000		14,428		14,428		14,428		10,000		10,000		12,500		13,913		8,632		13,000		13,067		12,500		13,222

		JIS REIMBURSEMENT-COMPUTERS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0						- 0												-		2,050		-

		SOS ARCHIVING GRANT 								12,325		6,049		6,721		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0						- 0												-		-		-

		STREAMLINED SALES TAX		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		10,000		3,460		10,311		10,000		10,339		10,000		10,720		10,000		10,344		5,081		10,900		10,500		5,109		10,060		10,500		10,800		10,000		10,170		10,658		5,000		10,485				12,343

		CRIMINAL JUSTICE-HI CRM		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				1,500		1,000		- 0		- 0		1,000				1,000		1,000		1,000		658		658		1,200		1,000		929		929		1,500		1,000		2,500		702		711		2,000		-		2,500		1,930

		CRIMINAL JUSTICE-LOC-POP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				100		500						500				500		1,380		500				778		500		750		750		- 0								250

		MARIJUANA EXCISE 		1,200		1,200		1,200		2,037		1,200		1,665		- 0		1,682		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0

		CRIM JUS-POP		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		2,201		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,800		1,000		1,028				- 0		- 0				1,000		2,000		2,250		1,000		1,759		2,288		1,000		2,294		750		1,691

		CRIM JUS-DCD #1		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		500		1,560		500		1,509		1,467		500		1,426		500		343		500		685		343		- 0		- 0				- 0		500		800		100		288		616		100		-		100		302

		CRIM JUS-DCD #2		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				326								592

		DUI - CITIES		211		259		211		259		211		211		200		202		200		212		217		200		221		200		214		300		254		191		300		200		189		255		300		300		200		260		301		200		285		200		494

		LIQUOR EXCISE TAXES		9,170		10,000		9,170		11,078		9,170		9,170		6,000		7,911		6,000		7,279		6,893		3,000		6,625		3,000		3,839		1,800		2,649		1,959		12,000		13,036		- 0		939		12,000		5,134		7,000		5,134		7,017		7,000		7,606		5,500		7,379

		CITY HARDSHIP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0														212

		LIQUOR BOARD PROFITS		11,679		8,000		11,679		12,246		11,679		11,679		12,000		11,795		12,000		14,148

asmith: asmith:
Plus marijuana tax
		12,073		12,000		12,232		9,000		12,355		10,000		12,528		6,270						6,301		12,603		- 0		7,586		9,000		13,856		9,722		9,000		12,279		9,000		10,390

		TOTAL INTERGOVERNMENTAL REV.		41,891		41,105		41,891		57,499		47,940		49,970		36,700		42,905		48,200		49,371		48,235		45,200		47,272		43,200		48,311		43,100		45,860		31,170		41,900		41,714		29,466		43,040		36,800		42,869		49,300		52,504		43,010		44,800		52,090		43,550		52,866



		CHARGES FOR SERVICES

		CIVIL FILINGS, LAW LIBRARY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		9		- 0												- 0												-		-		-		-

		WARRANT COSTS		100		100		100				100		102		100		100		100		67		2		100		166		100		104		850		19		18		1,500		100		73		73		1,500		1,600		1,636		1,243		1,529		1,636		1,636		1,621		1,621

		DEF PROS ADM CS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		50								50		45		45								66				-		-		-

		COVID REIMBURSEMENT								31,738				86,700		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		4		25		11				100		10		1		1		100		100				486		193		-		8		-

		FIRE PROTECTION SERVICES		500		500		500		172		500		237		500		546		338		2,903		967		338		312		338		338		300		388				300		300				381		300		325		300		-		328		300		304		300		308

		MEDIX		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,400

		SNTNC COMPL FEE		3,409		4,090		3,409		4,090		3,409		3,409		6,000		5,428		6,000		10,653		5,907		8,000		10,229		8,000		14,661		3,500		7,360		4,877		1,800		2,400		1,685		3,358		1,800		1,850		- 0		2,337		2,319				1,949				2,117

		IT time Pay Fee		300		50		300		50		300		300		250		250		250		16		8		250				250				250		250		250																				-		-		-

		CURRENT EXPENSE		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		4		4		3								15

		TOTAL CHARGES FOR SERVICES		9,109		9,540		9,109		40,850		9,109		95,548		11,650		10,724		6,688		13,639		6,884		8,688		10,707		8,688		15,116		4,975		8,027		5,145		3,700		2,864		1,807		3,860		3,700		3,875		1,936		4,147		4,369		1,936		3,897		2,261		4,436



		FINES & FORFEITS																																																																																157.11

		MUNICIPAL COURT FINES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		(400)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0																																														4.19

		JIS/TRAUMA & LOCAL JIS ACCNT.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		200		238		238		150		45		38		- 0		150		150		260		90		131		589		589		256		256																		161.3

		TRAFFIC INFRACTION		3,650		5,500		3,650		13,671		3,650		5,566		3,650		1,414		3,650		2,915		4,230		3,650		5,654		3,650		4,620		3,650		3,991		1,807		3,500		3,250		1,635		3,423		3,500		4,000		2,500		4,668		3,967		2,500		4,884		2,000		2,997

		LEGIS ASSMNT		200		200		200		428		200		313		200		3,103		200		183		233		200		422		200		375		200		370		171				230		230		354								374

		NON-TRAFFIC INFRACTION		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		721		- 0		- 0						- 0				17				- 0		20		- 0		- 0		17		17		-																				116.43

		CRIME VICTIMS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				10		- 0				- 0		10		10		10		- 0		10		14		14		-

		OTHER INFRACTIONS		100		100		100		29		100		292		100		100		100		73		45		100		93		100		108		100		114		42		250		75		20		133		250		250		244		52		217		244		244		343		343

		PARKING INFRACTION		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				30		- 0				- 0		30		30		30		90		30		210		210		50		50

		PARKING - HANDICAP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0

		DUI FINES		250		250		250		292		250		250		250		250		250		218		83		250		17		250		512		250		158		101		400		175		123		120		400		100		400		270		72		400		63				406														6.49

		CRI CNV FEE DUI		100		100		100		9		100		238		100				100		19				100		209		100		27		100		68		68				25		16		6

		CRI CONV FE CT		100		100		100		40		100		100		100				100		79		72		100		202		100		419		100		46		25				50		42		58

		CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISD.		300		300		300		160		300		- 0		300				300		- 0				300		38		300		926		300		365		325		150		400		396		- 0		150		75		200		- 0		51		334		334		57		57														122.92

		CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISDEMEANOR		500		500		500		- 0		500		302		500				500		671		299		500		506		500		- 0		500						1,500		800				397		1,500		1,200		2,100		965		1,116		1,214		1,214		2,318		2,318

		CNTY DRUG BUY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		14		500		233		9		800		300		40		40		800		600		2,000		366		518		992		992		2,128		2,128

		CITY DRUG BUY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		20		- 0		129		500		- 0		- 0		800		300		41		91		800		600		456		353		705		456		456		719		719

		INVESTIGATIVE  FUND ASSESSMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		300		- 0				500		- 0				84		500		600		360		41		560		360		360		578		578

		OTHER CRIMINAL NON-TRAFFIC		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				150		50				- 0		150		150		100		-		139		84		84		236		236

		CRIME VICTIMS		800		800		800		800		800		100		800				800						800		96		800		48		800		429		424		1,800		200		146		159		1,800		1,800		2,200		1,207		1,522		782		782		1,443		1,443

		PUBLIC DEFENDER FEES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		700		1		- 0		-		-		944		944

		PUBLIC DEFENSE COSTS		1,000		2,200		1,000		1,435		1,000		1,359		1,000		1,642		1,000		2,799		1,378		1,000		6,039		1,000		1,860		1,000		1,320		607		1,500		1,280		466		663		1,500		1,750		200		1,878		1,517				1,260

		WARRANT/SUBP-SHF		350		350		350		- 0		350				350		350		350				- 0		350				350		772		350		275		206				500		477		799

		CRT COST RECOUP		350		350		350		- 0		350				350		350		350				- 0		350				350				350		301		301				50		49		49

		I Conv FEE CN		25		25		25		319		25		3,115
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    A lot of small revs added		25		25		25				- 0		25		29		25		4		25		74		13

		D/M Int Income Current Expense		25		25		25		- 0		25				25		25		25		40		55		25		- 0		25		- 0		25		39		26

		Court Current Expense		3,000		3,000		3,000		4,177		3,000		3,029		3,000		2,950		3,000		7,722		2,788		3,000		2,645		25		4,392		25		60		26

		D/M Income		25		25		25		770		25				25		25		25		- 0		55		25		288		25		34		25		60		35

		INTERPRETER		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0								-		-		-

		TOTAL FINES & FORFEITS		10,775		13,825		10,775		22,131		10,775		14,664		10,775		10,234		10,775		14,717		9,238		10,775		15,857		7,800		14,961		9,300		8,141		4,425		11,540		7,730		3,717		6,393		11,540		11,315		11,780		10,354		10,555		9,981		11,503		15,390		16,793



		MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES

		INVESTMENT INTEREST		100		100		100		1,098		100		981		100		534		100		238		110		100		1,495		100		112		1,000		223		- 0		3,500		2,000		768		1,189		3,500		3,850		2,500		2,592		4,183		4,000		2,975		12,000		5,327

		SALES INTEREST		150		150		150		567		150				150		1,578		150		938		424		150		294		150		195		200		196		143		275		31		31		52		275		500		750		89		192		750		504		500		1,188

		RENT REVENUE		100		100		100		- 0		100				100				100		500		886		100		776		100		- 0		100		100		100		500		- 0				- 0		500		300		4,500		- 0		275				12		3,000		4,550

		SMA Grant 2013		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										1,911						25,000		27,822		50,000		46,411		- 0		70,500		- 0						- 0		- 0		2,500		- 0		- 0		4,800		-		4,800

		FUND CONTRIBUTIONS		3,000		3,000		3,000		2,491		3,000		2,495		3,000		1,029		3,000		2,288		12,565		3,000		6,688		3,000		3,835		4,000		1,656		706		5,000		4,500		3,776		5,012		5,000		4,800		1,000		2,518		9,077		1,000		1,500		1,000		1,440

		Squirting Clam		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,092		1,300		1,222		1,300		1,322		1,271		1,300		1,210		1,300		1,329		1,500		1,193		813

		Fireworks Donations																				5,750		5,056		5,000		6,896

		PROJECT SAFE HAVEN																				28,676		26,052		49,000		367,260		393,750		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0												- 0																												399000

		MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES																						208		250		1,226		250		305		1,500		274		193		3,000		2,450		2,027		2,136		3,000		3,000		2,200		1,147		3,241		2,000		120		2,000		209																		57000

		Code Enforcement 				70,740
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    Sagmiller		2,836		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		9		- 0		- 0				15		10						15		- 0		15		9		(5)		(8)		(8)		12		12

		TOTAL MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES		4,650		75,390		56,650		5,456		17,650		51,627		44,650		7,199		4,650		39,711		48,483		58,900		385,845		423,650		33,607		58,300		50,052		1,955		82,790		8,991		6,603		8,389		12,290		12,450		13,465		6,356		16,964		12,542		5,103		23,312		97,428







		TOTAL REVENUES		1,916,793
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    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,138,244
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    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,467,204
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Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,988,198		1,707,321		1,856,032		1,610,772		1,513,739		1,843,033		1,749,585		1,363,828		1,381,475		1,440,205		757,567		1,339,200		1,285,849		799,795		1,325,371		1,253,330		1,253,554		1,254,158		1,352,236		1,242,517		1,223,729		1,251,925		1,217,685		1,257,628														193,988



		NON-REVENUES

		BINGO BOND ISSUE																																								- 0												- 0				-		-		-		-

		CRIME VICTIMS		100		100		100		100		100		110		100		100		100		224		108		100				100		301		100		185		108		- 0		- 0				131		- 0		- 0		100		65		- 0		90		90		105		105

		LOAN REPAYMENT - LODGING TAX		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0																														327.26				46.61

		LOAN REPAYMENT - STREETS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		90,000		- 0		- 0						- 0												23,854																		349.42				673

		TRANSFER FROM CE SINKING		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0						- 0		- 0		- 0				83,147		274,513		72,000												49.94				9.65		payments				loan

		TRAN WATER TO CURRENT EXP LOAN

Gene: Gene:
paid 2012, repay CE $50,256 a year, 1% interest to pay off in 5 years, no pay in 2013.																										54,744		50,256		70,000		50,256		70,000				50,256		50,256						50,256		50,256		50,256		50,256		- 0												100,512				49.07				310.85		295,256				251280		43,976

		TRAN SEWER TO CURRENT EXP LOAN

Gene: Gene:
repay current expense fund for lilft station loan.Done in 2020												23,854		23,854		23,854		23,854		23,854		- 0		23,854				23,854				23,854						23,854		23,854						23,854		23,854		23,854																				8.26				77.89		47,708				119270		(71,562)

		CONTINGENT REVENUES																																								- 0																														783.95				1118

		JIS/TRAUMA		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0				1,000		850				38		1,000		1,000		1,746		709		792		1,746		1,746		1,040		1,040								7.78

		LOCAL/JIS ACCOUNT																										- 0				- 0				- 0				35		30				4		35		35		37		37		35		37		37		86		86								791.73

		REFUNDS																										- 0				446				- 0						- 0												- 0				-		-		-		-

		OTHER RECEIPTS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		8,980		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		97		- 0		218		- 0		20		500		- 0				1,000		350		11				1,000		- 0		2,500		3,233		1,118		2,500		20		2,500		78

		TOTAL NON-REVENUES		100		100		100		100		100		32,944		23,954		23,954		23,954		24,078		205		23,954		54,962		74,210		160,768		75,710		70,185		108		76,145		75,340		11		173		76,145		75,145		78,493		78,154		85,093		278,886		73,893		3,731		1,309



		TOTAL REVENUES		2,796,154		3,054,830		2,449,073		3,063,831		2,321,649		2,657,720		1,977,690		2,463,884		2,110,263		2,132,880		1,753,169		1,681,092		2,127,851		2,025,998		1,707,342		1,681,873		1,683,817		920,343		ERROR:#REF!		1,432,950		861,185		1,386,239		ERROR:#REF!		1,435,079		1,409,819		1,468,264		1,380,576		1,555,582		1,572,690		1,794,898		1,977,866														19,821.27





		Expenditures



		CURRENT EXPENSE



		LEGISLATIVE

		SALARIES		26,400		26,400		26,400		24,000		26,400		26,400		26,400		25,950		26,400		26,200		23,700		24,000		23,400		24,000		24,000		24,000		22,500		14,500		24,000		20,700		13,900		20,700		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		21,100		24,000		23,400

		BENEFITS & TAXES		4,247		4,247		4,247		1,952		4,247		2,295		7,600		2,113		7,600		2,133		1,938		4,013		2,297		3,000		3,135		2,200		3,841		2,025		2,000		2,000		1,136		1,692		2,000		2,000		2,000		1,950		2,059		3,853		1,746		3,853		1,895

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		300		300		300		63		300		5		300		235		300		154		- 0		300		544		300		- 0		300		- 0		- 0		500		200		121		121		500		500		1,000		111		605		500		1,183		500		655

		TRAVEL		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		1,000		752		3,000		2,041		3,000		2,255		711		1,500		501		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		- 0		1,500		850		198		512		1,500		600		2,800		729		1,640		3,000		(50)		3,000		354

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		300		300		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		77		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		- 0		300		100		60		60		300		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		500		-		500		-

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		5,000		5,000		5,000		2,252		5,000		2,285		5,000		373		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Includes new computer for Council Chambers 		11,607		11,147		8,500		10,320		10,000		11,449		10,000		11,263		11,263		9,000		9,000		8,978		8,998		1,500		6,669		1,500		6,694		12,200		1,000		12,208		5,500		10,084

		ELECTIONS		10,000		10,000		10,000		7,404		10,000		9,084		10,000		10,065		10,000

		TRAINING		2,000		2,000		2,000		535		1,000		250		1,000		715		500		4,300		212		1,500				- 0		- 0		2,500

Gene: Gene:
One fourth of cost of new copier at $10K
		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0						200		- 0		- 0		1,000		-		1,000		-

		TOTAL LEGISLATIVE		51,247		51,247		51,247		36,206		48,247		41,071		53,600		41,492		53,100		46,726		37,708		40,113		37,062		39,100		38,584		40,800		37,603		27,787		37,300		32,850		24,393		32,082		29,800		33,769		32,000		33,484		40,504		33,853		36,187		38,353		36,388



		JUDICIAL

		SALARIES		32,400		32,400		32,400		28,800		28,800		28,650		28,800		26,950		26,400		26,400

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		35,136

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		34,720

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		33,655		33,600

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		13,652		12,000		26,845		25,438		12,000		12,000		25,901		38,788		12,000

Gene: Gene:
judge $1000 a month		43,221		43,221		43,029		43,085		40,843		42,767		40,843		45,642		30,000		-										over

		BENEFITS		2,946		2,946		2,946		1,813		2,946		2,398		6,115		2,037		6,115		2,056		2,341		7,626		2,698		1,000		1,329		1,000		12,540		3,836		1,000		1,000		6,900		8,327		1,000		14,200		15,150		10,461		6,586		14,639		4,411		14,639		10,173		10,000		12,000										over

		COURT CONTRACT WITH COUNTY																																																				- 0

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		1,000		1,000		1,000		478		1,000		260		1,000		250		1,000		322		2,968		50		1,231		50		537		50		- 0		- 0		100		100		65		1,379				825		2,000		605		796		2,000		1,455		2,000		1,632				13,200

		LEGAL FEES		15,000		15,000		15,000		16,116

tc={D40A45D4-0EBB-4691-8DC3-33821D2EBC29}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    public defender conflict		12,000		1,050		12,000		10,555		12,000		17,800		17,675		12,000		12,000		12,000		12,000		16,000		13,056		9,056		16,000		14,500		8,853		12,853		25,200

Gene: Gene:
Defense att $13,200
Pros $12000		12,260		12,000		13,056		12,623		11,000		12,612		11,000		12,389				25,200

		COUNTY COURT CONTRACT		33,293		32,640		32,640		28,515		28,091		27,231		27,540		25,995		23,479		23,019		14,252		14,280		10,499		14,000		15,166		19,000		13,943		4,110		14,000		14,000		10,500		12,833

		COMMUNICATIONS		500		500		500		540		500		521		500		524		500		491		485		500		507		500		500		500		491		287		500		450		360		528		500		490		800		450		482		800		484		800		460

		TRAVEL		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,068		- 0		1,928		- 0		146		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		287		750		-		750

		MISCELLANEOUS		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		130		100		233		100		56		56		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		400		1,000		252		-		1,000		50		1,000

		EQUIPMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		2,500		2,350		2,500		6,450

		COUNTY JAIL - LONG BEACH		10,000		8,800		8,800		2,564		8,800		3,430		8,800		3,925		8,000		5,261		4,860		8,000		4,518		8,000		9,139		8,000		12,781		8,048		6,000		6,000		4,290		6,245		8,000		5,725		8,000		5,000		5,955		12,500		4,473		12,500		5,452

		COUNTY JAIL - ILWACO		5,000		8,202		3,000		327		3,000		1,948		3,000		1,195		3,000		3,854		2,573				1,033				173		4,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		1,000		203		498		- 0		1,890		5,000		1,078		3,180		5,000		1,761		5,000		3,082

		TOTAL JUDICIAL		100,238		101,588		96,386		79,253		85,236		65,588		87,855		71,531		80,594		79,303		82,458		77,276		68,198		69,250		52,876		60,650		79,712		50,832		50,600		49,050		57,073		81,452		46,700		79,011		87,671		73,931		72,994		91,032		70,363		91,032		85,279



		FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION

		SALARIES		107,001		102,566		102,566		82,377		97,112		85,385		79,082		77,384		75,858		78,016		73,458		74,377		75,956		77,743		79,384		79,957		58,811		25,950		60,514		50,331		30,733		46,126		50,331		43,750		43,750		47,587		66,052		63,200		63,220		63,200		64,142		35000 left

		BENEFITS		62,469		61,556		61,556		54,454		56,142		51,578		44,595		52,483		39,649		50,139		46,238		39,058		37,941		38,491		25,154		20,068		13,618		9,363		27,864		14,250		10,070		15,195		10,286		17,250		17,250		18,487		23,988		23,887		21,922		23,887		23,361		11000 left																38491

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		22,000
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    $5200 of laserfishe		22,000
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    $5200 of laserfishe		22,000
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    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		22,000
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    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		20,007
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    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		11,459		16,000		8,084		16,260		6,500		16,517		6,500		10,392		6,500		11,346		5,704		5,500		4,500		2,524		4,999		5,500		5,003		5,000		6,257		6,289		4,000		6,399		4,000		5,138

		ACCOUNTING SERVICES		40,000
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    2 year audit		6,102		25,000		19,665		25,000		28,253		16,000		17,620		7,214		16,000		17,420		16,000		26,584		16,000		14,704		13,184		17,500		10,000		5,215		7,703		18,000		13,864		5,000		4,770		18,922		4,000		18,061		4,000		13,241

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		15,000
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    Includes SDS		1,617		5,000		4,383		6,211		2,000		16,597

David Glasson: David Glasson:
L & I 16k		2,000		4,011		2,000		155		35		5,000		1,000		415		2,450		5,000		120		18,400		10,869		5,861		18,400		1,976		18,400		11,090		JP - only 100 at this time

		COMMUNICATIONS		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,411		5,000		6,100		5,000		5,420		4,000		6,358		3,465		4,000		3,773		4,000		3,696		4,000		3,594		2,095		4,000		3,900		2,493		3,729		4,000		3,795		1,500		3,822		4,168		1,500		1,317		1,500		1,440

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		1,344		1,000		79		2,000		3,991		2,000		3,192		1,685		2,000		2,345		2,000		1,661		3,500		3,081		1,771		3,500		3,000		1,386		2,321		3,500		3,500		4,500		3,404		3,357		4,000		7,135		2,500		5,760

		TRAINING		2,500		2,500		2,500		- 0		2,500		70		2,500		1,095		2,500		2,433		3,593		1,500		3,667		1,500		2,891		500		117				500		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		300		50		1,500		-		1,500		140

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		500		500		500		918		500		510		500		912		500		1,537		1,234		500		909		500		605		500		490		41		500		750		731		838		500		200		500		395		212		500		196		500		176

		REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE																100		100		3,849		411		100		723		100		724		100		- 0		- 0		- 0		250		113		113		- 0		1,190		50		12		164				26				-

		INSURANCE		6,743		5,394		5,394		4,904		2,769		4,308		6,000		4,150		6,000		3,643		6,086		6,000		5,457		5,303		17,974		21,500		18,801		18,701		22,000		- 0				- 0		22,000		20,912		22,000		39,925		19,641		22,000		20,143		22,000		21,000

		Utilities																																														- 0		- 0		-				340

		DUES & ASSOCIATIONS		2,000		2,000		2,000		100		2,000		806		2,000		415		2,000		1,818		727		1,000		717		1,000		2,226		3,600		4,202

DavidG: DavidG:
paid early on 2015 PCOG = $1500		3,400		2,400		2,478		2,324		2,478		2,000		1,900		1,500		2,541		-		1,500		-		1,500		280

		PRINTING		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		45		43		43		- 0

		MISCELLANEOUS																								500		1,773		500		631		500		203		150		500		250		120		135		500		1,600		250		1,582		5				699				24

		CODIFICATION OF ORDINANCES		2,000		2,000		2,000		3,741		1,500		1,898		1,500		265		1,500		1,322		2,018				5,509

		EQUIPMENT		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		3,500

Gene: Gene:
one fourth of cost of new copier $10K		- 0		- 0		1,200		500				- 0		1,200		1,200		4,000		-		1,056		4,000		-		4,000		6,450																				0

		TOTAL FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION		268,713		242,017		262,017		192,111		232,523		202,638		207,177		201,041		173,107		182,394		168,602		154,536		189,303		156,637		175,933		162,226		129,121		80,394		150,978		91,254		56,167		86,129		124,316		114,284		125,200		139,951		150,105		148,486		141,094		146,986		152,242																				189303.41



		LEGAL

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		24,100

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		24,160

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		31,000		30,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		20,473		3,000		18,000		22,523		18,000		18,310		18,000		25,000		7,500		18,000		18,000		12,000		16,500		18,000		23,320		14,000		37,508		21,414		13,200		15,985		13,200		13,470

		TOTAL LEGAL		25,000		25,000		25,000		24,100		25,000		24,160		25,000		31,000		30,000		20,473		3,000		18,000		22,523		18,000		18,310		18,000		25,000		7,500		18,000		18,000		12,000		16,500		18,000		23,320		14,000		37,508		21,414		13,200		15,985		13,200		13,470



		FACILITIES

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		600		1,500		600		1,459		653		600		575				523

		UTILITIES		4,500		4,500		4,500		2,511		3,000		3,464		3,000		2,524		3,000		2,757		3,048		2,500		2,321		4,000		2,159		4,000		3,369		1,712		3,000		2,740		1,863		2,627		3,200		3,200		2,500		3,602		2,741		2,200		2,818		2,200		2,265

		OLD KITE MUSEUM																				2,500		- 0		1,000		2,714		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		- 0		400		150		131		131		500		1,165		500		1,166		43		500		537		1,000		506

		MISCELLANEOUS																						1,165		1,500		1,920		1,500		1,730		1,500		1,920		1,120		1,500		1,920		1,280		1,920		1,500		1,600		1,500		2,610		1,920		1,500		1,947		500		2,129

		CITY HALL REPAIRS		30,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		237

tc={F2A145D9-3507-498F-972C-50D7196DF9F1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Piers		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		8,103

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		297		12,500

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		160				2,500		3,234

asmith: asmith:
City Hall parking lot
		2,500		4,011		2,500				- 0		- 0		500		458		458		1,000		8,681		1,000		4,376		305		1,000		3,742		6,500		10,937

		Obies Demolition		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		8,125		- 0		8,125

		28th Street Lift Station		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0														138,856

		TOTAL FACILITIES		34,500		9,500		24,500		2,748		23,000		11,567		23,000		2,821		15,500		5,417		4,213		7,500		10,189		11,000		7,900		11,000		5,289		2,832		4,900		5,310		3,732		5,136		6,800		24,271		6,100		21,338		5,662		5,800		9,619		10,200		155,216



		ASSOCIATION WASHINGTON CITIES

		CONTRIBUTIONS		1,079		952		952		- 0		782		- 0		782		782		782				700		700		717		700		- 0		700		698		- 0		800		800		- 0		- 0		800		685		800		685		- 0		760				760

		TOTAL AWC		1,079		952		952		-		782		-		782		782		782		-		700		700		717		700		-		700		698		-		800		800		-		-		800		685		800		685		-		760		-		760



		FIRE CONTROL																																																																																		current		proposed

		SALARIES		24,831		21,956		21,956		22,538		20,204		20,396		19,053		19,136		11,343

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		13,700

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		15,736		23,940		4,560		13,500		11,218		13,500		9,685		5,956		13,500		9,000		5,996		8,999		13,500		13,500		13,500		8,757		8,721		13,500		13,340		18,400		13,877																		Chief		6000		9000

		BENEFITS		16,464		16,235		16,235		18,042		15,230		14,312		9,735		10,185		4,473		12,913		12,724		7,500		8,412		12,000		13,585		12,000		11,106		5,075		10,500		10,500		6,836		13,335		12,980		12,980		4,800		14,359		14,635		4,800		10,604		4,800		5,483																		Asst. Chief		2400		3600

		BOARD OF VOL FIREMEN		3,000		3,000		3,000		2,130		3,000		- 0		3,000		2,600																								- 0												(170)

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		15,000		15,000		15,000		10,500		15,000		10,005		18,000		14,918		15,000		25,127		13,596		12,500		13,859		12,500		24,423		12,500		25,972		15,245		10,000		12,850		11,491		13,484		10,000		9,250		10,000		7,705		12,229		8,000		24,785		8,000		35,407																		Training		4500		4500

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		150		150		150		-		150		75		150		98		150		-		-		300		105		300		192		300		-		-		300		110		110		110		500		- 0		500		-		-		500		213		500		821																		shift				6840

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		24,700

tc={C83E5CD8-6FEA-44F1-AE0C-14C1BDE8C61F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Clerk / paving / Drainage		3,500

tc={60D7EB5B-735C-43A3-8D0B-BF6218242165}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={1B78A2FF-33F0-4BD7-AFA5-938E21A3278F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		4,865

tc={EB7E9645-CA2E-4B1E-B30E-39D01DFC52F0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={0528852F-1BB1-479D-ADAD-6547B2300468}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		1,476

tc={B736CF69-FBD1-44FE-95FC-2B570ED8D794}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={CB934693-8C11-40CD-B44D-0863AFB7B9CD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		5,212		3,000		12,843		2,965		1,300		1,401		900		2,584		900		738		298		500		1,000		906		906		250		250		250		952		-		250		-		250		172																				12900		23940

		COMMUNICATIONS		8,500

tc={C6E094B8-1BCB-46D5-AD5B-9767AF8A1B2B}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    PACCOM $7500		8,500

tc={8D053119-A5FD-4354-A45B-E91EF26B69D2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		8,500

tc={2AEF763F-5F64-426D-A3C8-36983EFF5C20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		8,465

tc={BE75E251-BE6D-46C4-A37A-7339CBBFD6DD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		7,500

tc={16A2189C-1AF5-4D72-945A-0BE755E5A774}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		10,149

tc={7D002F1B-4EDA-4406-B5D2-5593D386D975}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		7,500

tc={490948C1-27A7-4B0E-9CFD-015A4C669CD0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		4,445		7,500		4,498		5,461		12,000		29,787		11,107		13,689		14,000		8,254		7,884		9,500		9,000		6,127		8,698		5,500		7,000		5,500		8,527		6,631		5,500		5,259		5,500		5,678

		TRAVEL		2,500		2,500		2,500		1,145		2,500		300		2,500		1,446		1,500		-		1,253		1,000		650		500		177		500		221		172		500		-				-		1,500		2,950		1,500		4,438		223		1,500		1,046		1,500		557

		INSURANCE		32,330		25,864		25,864		23,512		19,128		20,665		21,000		19,899		21,000		24,955		20,330		19,500		18,228		17,714		17,974		21,000		18,701		18,701		21,000						-		21,000		20,912		21,000		39,925		19,641		21,000		20,143		21,000		19,890

		FACILITIES												20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		20,000		20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		40,000		64		20,000		25,738		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		-		20,000		20,000				20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000

		UTILITIES		7,700		7,700		7,700		5,825		7,700		7,419		7,700		6,306		6,500		6,146		6,346		6,000		4,669		6,500		5,153		6,500		6,497		4,139		6,500		6,500		4,207		6,012		6,500		6,750		6,500		6,508		6,953		6,500		7,216		4,500		4,836

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		18,000		18,000		18,000		27,327		18,000		17,180		18,000		14,131		18,000		20,575		15,587		10,000		5,805		10,000		11,519		10,000		6,350		4,790		10,000		8,450		5,069		6,083		10,000		9,865		10,000		7,871		12,764		12,000		19,119		12,000		28,308

		EMS/VOLUNTEER COMPENSATION		10,500		4,800		4,800		3,979		4,800		3,778		4,800		1,167		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-				-		-		2,000		2,000		-		-

		MISCELLANEOUS																								1,000		740		1,000		789		1,000		1,880		458		1,500		1,000		890		1,130		2,000		790		2,000		810		720		1,000		720		1,000		720

		EQUIPMENT		14,000		9,000		9,000		3,089		9,000		4,718		9,000		9,096		9,000		8,913		4,503		9,000		10,015		9,000		230		9,000		7,593		6,486		9,000		8,800		2,805		8,764		9,000		12,975		9,000		12,115		1,979		10,000		16,120		10,000		9,582

		TRAINING		14,000

tc={39A758D5-28D6-4EBA-846F-2BBA06759D08}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={F51AB3B5-13B7-4CDC-A9EB-43A522EECFDF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={26C1F331-4161-47A6-A277-F1EC4CF9085F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		4,370

tc={2930C92C-2652-485B-95C0-98424E80FF90}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={A7FFB488-3DF1-4B41-8DA9-7E12E16D2FAA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		3,255		4,000		9,266		3,500		5,222		3,734		1,500		1,951		1,500		- 0		1,500		3,631		3,381		1,500		550		550		542		2,000		2,645		2,000		2,130		40		1,500		2,540		1,500		285

		TOTAL FIRE CONTROL		191,676		150,205		150,205		135,787		139,712		133,728		147,938		137,905		120,966		174,892		102,299		125,540		125,919		116,521		121,532		122,700		120,628		72,583		114,300		87,760		44,987		88,065		114,730		121,867		108,550		133,928		104,537		106,050		141,105		108,950		145,616



		BUILDING INSPECTOR

		SALARIES		40,585		37,324		37,324		30,947		37,582		28,613		26,949		26,112		26,290		25,360		24,752		22,543		21,782		22,643		30,247		30,000		30,000		21,997		29,640		3,011		1,491		3,125		3,011		25,000		22,500		22,500		30,423		30,514		50,995		30,514		46,497		4k to planning												15over

		BENEFITS		22,724		16,235		16,235		21,597		24,873		17,730		18,273		15,697		17,607		15,183		15,004		17,558		13,284		13,000		14,936		12,000		12,654		9,331		10,670		1,762		346		2,213		1,762		11,000		12,800		12,800		15,320		15,365		22,200		15,365		45,285		5k to planning												12 over

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,117		5,000		2,693		5,000		1,372		5,000		9,781		6,742		1,100		6,061		1,100		1,418		750		1,029		523		750		750		600		714		850		800		850		1,067		875		500		1,166		500		2,004

		CODE ENFORCEMENT		20,000		1,000		20,000		32,770		20,000		55,581		42,300		33,983		2,300						2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		150		- 0		150		-		-		150		-		150

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES																		35,000

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		6,815		8,208		600		- 0		600		- 0		600				- 0		600		600		476		476		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		500		-		500

		TRAINING		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		12		1,500		1,565		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,000		600		600		1,000		690		400		400		1,500		- 0		600		95		1,606		700		595		700		90

		DUES AND ASSOCIATIONS		135		135		135		- 0		135		55		135				135		95		40		135				135		260		135		135		135		100		95		95		95

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		501		1,500		463		1,500		1,282		1,000		940		402		1,000		63		1,000		49		1,000		1,026		1,026		600		600		448		588		800		833		850		1,217		981		1,850		2,902		1,850		1,248

		STATE REMITT/BUILDING PERMITS		9,000		9,000		9,000		8,528		9,000		9,000		9,000		9,029						300		300		- 0		300		- 0		150		- 0		- 0		250		50		24		24		500		- 0		500		50		-		500		-		500

		EQUIPMENT																		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt				- 0		1,000		- 0		6,200		- 0		2,500		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		-		2,000

		MEMBERSHIPS		575		575		575		95		575		500		575		575		575		180		- 0		575				575		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		350		95		350		-		-		350		-		350		-

		TOTAL BUILDING INSPECTOR		101,019		72,269		91,269		100,555		100,165		114,635		105,233		88,062		94,407		59,919		55,448		48,311		41,190		47,053		46,911		48,135		45,443		33,612		43,610		7,558		3,880		7,634		8,922		37,728		39,100		37,729		49,205		52,429		77,858		52,429		95,123



		CIVIL DEFENSE

		EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT		13,912		13,912		13,912		13,781		13,912		4,316		13,912		25,613		12,794		15,766		18,665		14,175		14,631		12,000		11,434		12,000		22,075		7,751		12,119		10,000		8,293		11,057		11,057		8,000		10,000		8,296		8,142		9,000		9,782		9,782		13,769

		COVID COSTS 						2,000		- 0		2,000		34,257

		TOTAL CIVIL DEFENSE		13,912		13,912		15,912		13,781		15,912		38,573		13,912		25,613		12,794		15,766		18,665		14,175		14,631		12,000		11,434		12,000		22,075		7,751		12,119		10,000		8,293		11,057		11,057		8,000		10,000		8,296		8,142		9,000		9,782		9,782		13,769



		AIR POLLUTION

		OLYMPIC AIR POLLUTION CONTROL		1,185		1,185		1,185		1,729		1,185		1,713		1,665		1,665		1,138		1,357		1,314		900		878		$   900		875		$   900		870		$   630		$   900		$   866		$   866		$   866		700		675		675		931		691		657		680		657		657

		TOTAL AIR POLLUTION		1,185		1,185		1,185		1,729		1,185		1,713		1,665		1,665		1,138		1,357		1,314		900		878		900		875		900		870		630		900		866		866		866		700		675		675		931		691		657		680		657		657														ERROR:#REF!



		PLANNING

		SALARIES		53,860		49,687		45,000		47,672		37,365		44,083		41,341		40,443		40,332		38,948		35,073		35,038		28,052		26,230		35,542		63,855		60,118		39,384		67,481		26,188		17,432		33,453		26,188		26,000		26,000		26,347		43,294		48,715		41,831		48,715		17,088		40k under

		BENEFITS		28,938		26,562		23,089		26,983		22,429		24,945		25,408		23,893		22,864		22,538		20,664		22,121		13,725		9,057		17,630		18,000		18,844		8,606		18,304		7,848		4,975		8,865		7,848		12,000		12,812		7,511		11,174		11,647		9,781		11,647		17,230		10k under

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		7,000		7,000		7,000		6,727		7,000		3,054		7,000		2,439		7,000		14,118		1,559		1,000		10,506		1,000		13,216		3,000		7,205		5,976		3,000		3,850		3,029		4,345		3,000		3,000		2,650		2,549		4,741		2,500		2,923		2,500		3,748

		PRINTING		100		100		100		- 0		100		- 0		100		- 0		100		- 0		- 0		100		1,278		100		- 0		50		- 0		- 0		- 0						43		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		-				-		-

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		10,000		10,000		10,000		15,787

tc={E7009D64-C8ED-42F5-8576-B76BD2635E3E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    SMP Update 5k		15,000

tc={A6503E55-E2C8-4608-9631-E1F2DA1AF5B1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    SMP Update 5k		13,261

tc={F894BE7F-81F5-4D97-A296-549899B699C5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Comp Plan - Buffer Study		15,000

tc={2616419E-EE5C-4C1D-81C9-B26C78195139}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Comp Plan - Buffer Study		48,710		45,000

asmith: asmith:
Comp Plan Update 		15,532		5,523		12,000		1,638		12,000		11,068		12,000		3,393		3,229		24,500		6,000		4,089		4,891		15,000		4,100		15,000		7,777		6,906		15,000		15,915		15,000		70,635

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		500		44		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		45		2,000		928		2,000		973		2,000		2,065		801		2,000		1,300		453		1,059		2,000		1,000		1,800		295		765		750		2,203		750		1,115

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,312		4,000		3,340		4,000		4,434		4,000		3,991		4,143		3,000		1,332		3,000		3,870		3,000		1,873		1,607		3,000		3,000		2,202		3,129		3,000		2,750		3,000		2,974		3,320		3,000		1,902		3,000		2,529

		Project Safe Haven																				29,171		14,602		56,000		439,647		420,000		10,307				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0

		EQUIPMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				7,500

Gene: Gene:
includes one fourth of the cost of a new copier at $10K.		- 0		- 0		10,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		650		1,000		877		85		1,000		1,488		1,000		701

		LEGAL SERVICES		5,000		5,000		5,000		- 0		5,000		330		5,000		1,335		5,000		6,690		16,070		4,000		25,827		4,000		8,132		4,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		5,000		5,000		5,000		4,785		342		25,000		-		25,000

		TRAINING		3,000		3,000		3,000		3,463		2,000		- 0		2,000		745		2,000		- 0		383		2,000		636		2,000		1,279		2,000		151		- 0		2,000		500		295		834		2,000		1,650		2,000		1,003		1,207		2,000		1,040		2,000

		Shoreline Master Program		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		239		2,000		279		279								266		- 0

		MEMBERSHIP		1,000		1,000		1,000		200		1,000		- 0		1,000		2,070		1,000		1,500		1,585		400		- 0		400		341		350		306		- 0		350		350		- 0		249		350		250		350		294		-		350		-		350

		TOTAL PLANNING		114,398		107,849		99,689		105,144		94,395		89,057		102,849		124,069		129,296		132,488		99,647		137,659		523,569		481,787		102,598		117,755		94,234		59,883		135,635		49,036		32,475		57,133		65,386		56,400		69,612		54,413		71,834		109,962		77,083		110,962		113,046



		PACE

		CONTRIBUTIONS																																														- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		-		-		5,000

		TOTAL PACE																																														-		-		-				-		-		-		5,000



		EDC ANNUAL DONATION 

		TECHNICAL SERVICES AGREEMENT 		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000

		TOTAL EDC DONATION 		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000



		ALCOHOLISM

		COUNTY CONTRIBUTION		750		750		750		- 0		750		- 0		750		95		750		372		565		750		716		350		413		250		216		153		365		365		189		252		360		360		300		362		348		300		383		300		356

		TOTAL ALCOHOLISM		750		750		750		-		750		-		750		95		750		372		565		750		716		350		413		250		216		153		365		365		189		252		360		360		300		362		348		300		383		300		356



		PARKS

		SALARIES		189,263		176,000		148,989		140,394		141,629		113,414		115,534		108,956		128,857

asmith: asmith:
Might be up due to Culbertson Improvements 		31,751		34,477		29,133		29,363		28,484		36,408		42,147		45,016		14,925		44,870		28,188		20,347		29,971		28,188		33,000		25,500		25,500		35,028		35,090		76,496		69,132		72,279		22k under

		BENEFITS		98,515		93,000		80,948		66,744		80,658		60,007		64,203		64,353		79,476		18,929		16,165		13,450		13,895		9,040		16,606		10,132		11,954		6,975		11,319		12,600		8,268		12,152		9,681		15,000		10,800		10,800		13,505		13,585		30,728		26,636		27,825

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		60,000		85,000		60,000		58,321		60,000		53,179		60,000		54,554		48,000

asmith: asmith:
picnic tables, cedar fencing, drinking fountain, benches 		82,135		72,796		35,000		51,016		35,000		48,674		35,000		54,001		33,145		30,000		31,000		23,828		35,675		30,000		28,500		30,000		31,944		34,606		30,000		34,250		28,000		30,673		Holiday Decs, Sani Cans 

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		250		250		250		5,399		250		375		250		400		250		2,843		701		250		398		250		1,340		250		156		156		150		125		125		125		- 0		- 0		- 0				97						17,000

		INSURANCE		9,807		7,845		7,845		7,132		1,274		6,265		6,000		6,036		6,000		5,532		5,900		6,000		5,290		5,141		9,516		12,000		9,900		9,900		12,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		12,000		10,755		12,000		20,821		10,101		12,000		10,359		12,000		11,000

		UTILITIES		30,000		30,000		30,000		30,500		22,000		24,912		11,000		10,680		11,000		12,433		12,867		9,500		10,322		10,000		9,589		11,000		10,251		5,950		10,500		9,000		4,868		7,029		10,500		10,500		8,000		9,681		10,290		8,000		10,516		8,000		6,952

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		40,000

tc={4E83CF4A-E83D-4B56-AA3C-645BF4816994}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500		40,000

tc={9B913701-F5EC-4F6F-A9DF-DF76C50AC8C0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500														

asmith: asmith:
Might be up due to Culbertson Improvements 		40,000

tc={9E375B21-B473-42D1-AC45-EC8EE40C92BF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500		37,460

tc={CB7244AE-8151-4C82-B1BE-88EEA607485E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		25,000

tc={B0346274-AE5A-4F75-9DF9-D982250E2D56}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		24,762

tc={D39E6AEE-2B36-41D6-A704-2FCDAAA5A19B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		27,000

tc={F8D76465-0C38-411A-B9FD-360BCFD6C697}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		23,474		25,000		23,697		20,354		27,000		32,820		27,000		27,268		26,800

Gene: Gene:
paint 5th st restroom; poles for discovery trail entry $4,000;		22,403		17,506		22,500		13,000		5,017		14,333		23,500		14,000		25,000		16,191		22,341		25,000		27,985		25,000		37,312

		MISCELLANEOUS																										- 0		500		330		500		571		571		- 0		27		27		27		- 0		- 0		18,000		-		4,751		18,000		27,351		18,000		26,274

		EQUIPMENT		20,000

tc={E3D990B9-3458-4071-8D1C-A5005F1E9EDD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500						

tc={CB7244AE-8151-4C82-B1BE-88EEA607485E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		20,000

tc={BA11AEF7-9E0C-44FE-BDF1-B99A2AD7032A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500														

asmith: asmith:
picnic tables, cedar fencing, drinking fountain, benches 		

tc={B0346274-AE5A-4F75-9DF9-D982250E2D56}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		20,000

tc={E7DC278A-F2E4-4FFE-B45F-338F46F9B044}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500						

tc={D39E6AEE-2B36-41D6-A704-2FCDAAA5A19B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		13,820

tc={F2216E08-DB6C-4E05-AE6A-AF15BD4CF290}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Backhoe - 5k						

tc={F8D76465-0C38-411A-B9FD-360BCFD6C697}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		5,000

tc={CDA13F87-3469-4228-898C-CA041AE376D3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Backhoe - 5k		871

tc={9354A10B-46A3-403A-A5A6-8F85D3440808}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Grinder pump - Sid Snyder Restroom
Weed eater
fencing
Backhoe - 5k
10k total		10,000

tc={8FDF49D9-377A-4AB5-BF88-777D128B75ED}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Grinder pump - Sid Snyder Restroom
Weed eater
fencing
Backhoe - 5k
10k total		5,200		5,200

asmith: asmith:
Pole Saw - $1200		5,206		5,696		4,000		- 0		4,000		6,386		4,000

Gene: Gene:
Power edger $700; 		2,680		2,680		3,500		3,000		- 0		- 0		3,200		3,000		3,500		2,588		25,211		2,000		5,241		2,000		1,240

		CULBERTSON PARK IMPROVEMENTS		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		3,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		- 0		6,000		1,296		7,100		107		7,000

Gene: Gene:
PUD connection for sprinklers at ballfield $4,000; ballfield materials $3,000;		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,813		1,813		1,136		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		3,700		-		3,700		-

		MISCELLANEOUS																						6,945		- 0		6,522		6,000		6,799		6,000		8,902		6,274		6,000		13,065		12,179		13,572		18,000		18,000		1,500		22,063		18,685				6,195

		TRAVEL		500		500		500		127		500		426		500		2,041		500		1,485		128		500		242		500		6		500		134		134		400		400		383		383				50				28		188				146				267

		LANDSCAPING		20,000		20,000		20,000		12,716		20,000		17,208		20,000		17,820		20,000		21,185		20,013		16,500		22,051		16,500		20,502		16,500		16,902		12,086		16,500		16,500		13,078		20,375		15,000		14,000		10,000		15,695		14,416		10,000		2,707		10,000		8,768

		RESTROOM FACILITIES		1,000		1,000		1,000		2,381		1,000		342		1,000		173		1,000		9,123		1,070		1,000		- 0		5,000		308		10,000						6,000

Gene: Gene:
Begin set aside for new restrooms on Bolstad Approach $1,000
		1,200		580		580		2,000		2,500		250		2,150		2,206		-		158		-		1,489

		TRAINING 		2,000		2,000		2,000		1,320		2,000		871		2,000		1,996		2,000														3,000				5,932		850		200		200		730		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		5,000		-		5,000		-

		TREE CONTROL		10,000

tc={8AF68ED8-5CFC-4305-9F4B-3FA8992906C9}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal																

asmith: asmith:
Pole Saw - $1200		13,000

tc={F5744904-C9EF-4344-82BB-BC4A16A18205}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal		10,000

tc={80ED6F91-13E9-47F0-9197-88485197C0EB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal		- 0

tc={A65A5525-6C06-4912-9AFD-75F46491EEAE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Parker		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 		9,852

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 																				

Gene: Gene:
paint 5th st restroom; poles for discovery trail entry $4,000;		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 																		

Gene: Gene:
Power edger $700; 		- 0		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0				2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		4,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		740		5,000		4,312

		COULTER PARK		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		313		1,500		1,537		613		4,000		444		4,000		576		4,000		119		89		4,000		4,000		3,187		3,638		4,500		3,000		6,500		5,785		7,931		15,000		653		22,000		29,264

		TOTAL PARKS		485,835		493,095		426,033		376,314		369,811		312,484		330,987		295,996		340,783		215,855		197,724		152,333		173,657		160,516		184,413		190,829		182,990		116,325		170,589		134,118		93,899		139,726		158,569		152,305		157,050		163,248		199,355		182,375		233,526		252,468		268,844





		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		1,393,551		1,273,569		1,249,144		1,071,728		1,140,718		1,039,214		1,104,747		1,022,072		1,053,217		934,962		772,343		ERROR:#REF!		1,208,551		ERROR:#REF!		761,778		ERROR:#REF!		743,880		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		526,032		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		705,803		724,790		767,905		813,665		853,080		1,092,006



		LOAN TO STREETS																																																								-		-		-

		LOAN TO 105 CAPITAL IMPROV.																																																								-		-		-

		AGENCY DISBURSEMENTS (ILWACO)

DavidG: DavidG:
Ilwaco Building permits
																																

Gene: Gene:
PUD connection for sprinklers at ballfield $4,000; ballfield materials $3,000;		7,500		12,000		7,500		10,955		7,500		19,428		7,500		5,571		7,500		15,563		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,500		6,017		1,968		6,475		10,071		91		10,071		- 0		6,901		7,500		9,669		4,923		7,500		4,698		7,500		4,154

		TOTAL NON-EXPENDITURES		7,500		12,000		7,500		10,955		7,500		19,428		7,500		5,571		7,500		15,563		-		6,000		-		6,000		-		6,500		6,017		1,968		6,475		10,071		91		10,071		-		6,901		7,500		9,669		4,923		7,500		4,698		7,500		4,154



		TRANSFERS

		TRANSFER TO LAW ENFORCEMENT		795,000

tc={3126887F-05BC-4A2B-AAE7-76D00626C743}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		775,000

tc={876262A2-DE65-457E-BBA9-F3658761C918}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={571C2F2A-36F4-446D-88C7-70D08DE883DF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={EB079E02-C2B8-4D92-B823-3E9E34F3DDB3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={CE6056A6-5116-4403-82BF-9456B55FA772}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		750,000

tc={DDE2C0A0-DC9D-4B55-ADFD-6B7BA1DD1664}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		710,000

tc={906D2659-9453-40E1-AB42-9BDCCDA4540C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		750,000		735,000		732,000		718,000		718,000		730,000		700,000		706,000		700,000		741,465		440,000		660,000		667,000		389,083		667,000		667,000		615,000		645,000		671,250		589,167		710,000		670,890		670,840		627,250

		TRANSFER TO 004 																																								- 0		55,583

		TRANSFER TO CURRENT EX. SINKING		100,000		100,000		100,000		300,000		100,000		100,000		50,000		200,000		20,000		20,000

		BINGO BUILDING BOND

David Glasson: David Glasson:
through 2021
																																						

Gene: Gene:
Begin set aside for new restrooms on Bolstad Approach $1,000
		

tc={EB079E02-C2B8-4D92-B823-3E9E34F3DDB3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		

tc={CE6056A6-5116-4403-82BF-9456B55FA772}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		

tc={DDE2C0A0-DC9D-4B55-ADFD-6B7BA1DD1664}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		

tc={906D2659-9453-40E1-AB42-9BDCCDA4540C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		9,709		9,409		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		4,855		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709				9,709

		LOAN TO STORM WATER																																								70,000

		TRANSFER TO CE. SINKING																																																		- 0				- 0

		TRANSFER TO FIRE SINKING FUND 		15,000

tc={7A27E26C-465F-44F4-8F98-0FB76C95D68B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={20283FDE-A1A6-40E4-AAEB-E3590BED0E1B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={265CC0AF-4E43-4314-9498-86D112BECAA4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={CAEAB9C1-C055-4674-AB11-718FA3E585F4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={8BE267D5-60E3-47AB-BE6F-BD327D17B939}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request										

asmith: asmith:
Plus marijuana tax
		

tc={317465A3-2149-4596-996A-5A8709DF9F05}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    A lot of small revs added		

tc={2987D732-88D6-42E7-95EB-0F40EFF46572}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={B7E654C2-CE0C-4833-AAB3-846BEB3F0C62}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    1315 Wash S		

tc={58CDFE90-2156-43F1-94CA-85676257EAE6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={04C49AEA-54CE-434A-B72E-08DA2147D4C3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={03586CAD-D9EF-48B2-9C08-FD3295E81E18}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={A0A8188A-0414-4822-B4C0-560B3239F79A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={C33E9493-F642-41B4-8D69-F5AD8E18C2A6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax												

tc={C5069210-2B11-4BD6-A067-19025908F8E8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={F6375E07-3008-4848-8EA7-03DC5A614C02}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={E87F5F45-2EA7-461E-8F6C-5E9C96A8693F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={4D4EB522-4C15-442D-92EC-0751B0876FC3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={642C9308-82AA-43B6-9823-BF397BCC2B20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={B4290A4B-7413-46D1-8BE5-062DBDD716CE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={659313E3-7B2C-4616-97C8-FE559AF4D59C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

Gene: Gene:
paid 2012, repay CE $50,256 a year, 1% interest to pay off in 5 years, no pay in 2013.		

Gene: Gene:
repay current expense fund for lilft station loan.Done in 2020																		

asmith: asmith:
Includes new computer for Council Chambers 		

tc={D40A45D4-0EBB-4691-8DC3-33821D2EBC29}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    public defender conflict												

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk										

Gene: Gene:
One fourth of cost of new copier at $10K
		

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk				

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		

tc={3E3F1AD4-C824-4AB0-ACE4-F873DD1A3B27}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={665B0C13-5F90-45BB-8D19-1159750775C8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={A8FF7B72-4BEF-4943-98F4-872E9B1178B4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit				

tc={94ACB4DE-E66E-4ECA-A25C-DD252CFC03FB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={E94F1C6F-9882-4562-95E4-66FF0D487DA5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		

tc={D11B5CCA-2B5A-44B4-BF45-ED70F3AAE603}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={832C601E-3469-41DE-9579-658869464AB6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={878C660A-0A49-48A1-9B2A-310E892D898D}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		

tc={E37A3440-1C87-4D1B-8340-AE23AA84B28A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={7A4E61FC-D089-4FD6-92CE-94FAA21C83BA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={4FC3CFBF-D5FA-4662-B2F6-2D17BA098D70}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS																																								

Gene: Gene:
judge $1000 a month		

tc={F74C15BC-D75C-402E-855B-C168CCD38C40}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={269D58A5-818B-44BC-8FB5-3D3041DA120B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={F1F7D5AA-6FFA-44A7-ABD8-5E0D15249518}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={724551C8-DE03-4F29-9BE8-5BA1750ACDF5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		

tc={044E9680-6EEB-4069-A78D-3514347B2D84}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		

tc={1864F8DA-22DA-4B04-A400-B06EF77597E2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS																																

Gene: Gene:
Defense att $13,200
Pros $12000		

David Glasson: David Glasson:
L & I 16k		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum																														

DavidG: DavidG:
paid early on 2015 PCOG = $1500		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall																										

Gene: Gene:
one fourth of cost of new copier $10K		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

tc={F2A145D9-3507-498F-972C-50D7196DF9F1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Piers						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 				

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 								

asmith: asmith:
City Hall parking lot
		

tc={C83E5CD8-6FEA-44F1-AE0C-14C1BDE8C61F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Clerk / paving / Drainage		

tc={60D7EB5B-735C-43A3-8D0B-BF6218242165}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={C6E094B8-1BCB-46D5-AD5B-9767AF8A1B2B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $7500				

tc={1B78A2FF-33F0-4BD7-AFA5-938E21A3278F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={8D053119-A5FD-4354-A45B-E91EF26B69D2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64														

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		

tc={EB7E9645-CA2E-4B1E-B30E-39D01DFC52F0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={2AEF763F-5F64-426D-A3C8-36983EFF5C20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64														

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		

tc={0528852F-1BB1-479D-ADAD-6547B2300468}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={BE75E251-BE6D-46C4-A37A-7339CBBFD6DD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.										

tc={B736CF69-FBD1-44FE-95FC-2B570ED8D794}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={16A2189C-1AF5-4D72-945A-0BE755E5A774}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.										

tc={CB934693-8C11-40CD-B44D-0863AFB7B9CD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={7D002F1B-4EDA-4406-B5D2-5593D386D975}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.								

tc={490948C1-27A7-4B0E-9CFD-015A4C669CD0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

tc={39A758D5-28D6-4EBA-846F-2BBA06759D08}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={F51AB3B5-13B7-4CDC-A9EB-43A522EECFDF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request														

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

tc={26C1F331-4161-47A6-A277-F1EC4CF9085F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={2930C92C-2652-485B-95C0-98424E80FF90}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={A7FFB488-3DF1-4B41-8DA9-7E12E16D2FAA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 				

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt				

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

tc={E7009D64-C8ED-42F5-8576-B76BD2635E3E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    SMP Update 5k				15,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,000		6,000				6,000												5,000										- 0				- 0		5,000				5,000

		CONTINGENT EXPENDITURES																																																				73

		TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS		910,000		890,000		879,709		1,079,409		879,709		874,709		774,709		949,709		769,709		766,709		733,709		733,709		739,709		715,709		715,709		709,709		751,174		444,855		669,709		751,709		454,376		676,709		676,709		624,709		654,709		681,032		598,876		724,709		680,599		675,840		636,959





		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		2,311,051		2,175,569		2,136,353		2,162,092		2,027,927		1,933,351		1,886,957		1,977,352		1,830,426		1,717,234		1,506,053		ERROR:#REF!		1,948,261		ERROR:#REF!		1,477,487		ERROR:#REF!		1,501,071		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		1,212,812		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		1,396,503		1,328,589		1,613,714		1,519,723		1,795,776		1,733,119





		Carry Over to next year		485,103		879,261		312,720		901,739		293,722		721,442		90,734		486,532		279,837		415,646		247,116		ERROR:#REF!		179,590		ERROR:#REF!		229,856		ERROR:#REF!		182,746		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		173,427		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		71,761		77,168		-		52,967		-		244,747



																																																																																2022 Budget 		2021 Estimated		2020 Actual		2019 Actual 		2018 Actual 		2017 Actual 		2016 Actual 		2015 Actual		2014 Actual		2013 Actual		2012 Actual		2011 Actual		2010 Actual

																																																																														Expenditures		213,635		216,209		193,335		197,735		171,723		150,605		194,826		147,748.70		150,107.08		121,281.23		139,650.33		132,858.88		151,972.29

																																																																														Ending Fund		312,720		901,739		721,442		486,532		415,646		247,116		179,590		229,856		182,746		173,427		71,761		77,168		52,967





































Expenditures Vs. Ending Fund



Expenditures	2022 Budget 	2021 Estimated	2020 Actual	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual 	213635.32553609606	216209.15	193335.13799999998	197735.18799999999	171723.446	Ending Fund	2022 Budget 	2021 Estimated	2020 Actual	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual 	312719.74463903951	901739.49000000022	721442	486531.83100000024	415645.81988999993	
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2023 Budget
General Fund

10/27/2022 6

2023 2022 2022 2021
DESCRIPTION Budget Estimated Budget  Actual 
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
INVESTMENT INTEREST 100                                         100                                 100                              1,098                        
SALES INTEREST 150                                         150                                 150                              567                            
RENT REVENUE 100                                         100                                 100                              -                            
FUND CONTRIBUTIONS 3,000                                     3,000                              3,000                           2,491                        
Squirting Clam 1,300                                     1,300                              1,300                           1,300                        
Code Enforcement 70,740                           52,000                        -                            
TOTAL MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES 4,650                             75,390                     56,650                   5,456                   

TOTAL REVENUES 1,916,793                      2,151,292                 1,824,066              2,338,797            

NON-REVENUES
CRIME VICTIMS 100                                         100                                 100                              100                                                                                                                                                                           
OTHER RECEIPTS -                                          -                                  -                               -                            
TOTAL NON-REVENUES 100                               100                          100                       100                     

TOTAL REVENUES 2,796,154                      3,054,830                 2,449,073              3,063,831            


2023

		City of Long Beach														2021 Budget										2019 Budget

		CURRENT EXPENSE - 001



				2023		2022		2022		2021		2021		2020		2020		2019		2019		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015		2015		2014		2014		2014		2013		2013		2013		2013		2012		2012		2012		2011		2011		2010		2010		2009

		DESCRIPTION		Budget 		Estimated 		Budget  		Actual 		Budget		 Actual 		Budget COVID 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual		YTD Aug		Budget		Estimated		YTD Aug		Actual		Budget		Estimated		Budget		Actual		Actual		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual



		Revenues



		BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		879,261		903,438		624,907		724,934		539,634		486,532		486,532		419,332		378,988		252,770		142,192		143,399		240,900		202,203		189,473		224,688		175,591		162,669		ERROR:#REF!		74,204		61,379		60,695		ERROR:#REF!		106,380		77,168		37,874		52,967		52,967		244,747		573,482		718,929

		TOTAL BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		879,261		903,438		624,907		724,934		539,634		486,532		486,532		419,332		378,988		252,770		142,192		143,399		240,900		202,203		189,473		224,688		175,591		162,669		ERROR:#REF!		74,204		61,379		60,695		ERROR:#REF!		106,380		77,168		37,874		52,967		52,967		244,747		573,482		718,929



		TAXES

		PROPERTY TAXES (1% Increases)		472,630		467,950		467,950		502,910		461,090		488,975		482,175		433,380		471,078		466,414		440,703		452,970		406,598		407,672		327,750		407,400		399,639		213,012		400,970		397,000		237,059		393,489		397,000		394,750		393,000		449,535		395,596		386,750		371,602		378,893		313,166

		Local Crimal Justice 		15,000		20,000		15,000		29,708		15,000		22,379		17,687		21,784				15,468				18,556

		SALES TAX		700,000		800,000		600,000		856,248		550,000		655,314		550,000		731,409		500,000		598,127		526,625		450,000		500,115		410,000		476,415		400,000		455,570		213,094		370,000		395,000		191,030		408,896		370,500		364,500		368,500		370,112		352,629		350,000		371,467		330,000		372,293

		BUS. TAXES CABLE TV		15,000		30,000		- 0		20,298		28,000		30,214		20,000		10,155		20,000		28,056		21,870		20,000		24,085		20,000		19,777		20,000		21,573		11,854		21,000		24,000		20,014		27,992		20,000		19,415		22,000		18,119		19,312		22,000		20,094		22,000		24,755

		BUS. TAX - TELEPHONE		30,000		30,000		40,000		28,566		40,000		29,273		40,000		55,281		40,000		39,985		46,606		38,000		38,640		38,000		36,343		50,000		37,121		24,702		50,000		47,850		35,936		51,120		47,500		47,600		47,500		53,271		47,669		50,000		47,661		50,000		40,363

		BUS. TAX - PUD		120,000		122,000		120,000		141,884		120,000		134,493		120,000		127,856		120,000		126,845		130,947		115,000		118,324		115,000		111,811		118,000		117,710		66,381		115,000		115,000		92,101		114,263		110,000		110,000		95,000		116,974		108,656		98,000		105,139		98,000		69,267

		BUS. TAXES - WATER/SEWER		298,000		290,000		267,379		333,000		297,574		303,228		300,360		272,367		284,135		183,141		165,451		160,600		150,870		143,525		148,059		140,000		142,104		84,496		115,000		125,000		92,940		141,796		115,000		115,000		125,000		144,980		113,739		124,620		132,361		124,620		116,945

		BUS. TAX - GARBAGE		65,000		65,000		65,000		64,083		55,000		55,998		55,000		40,590		57,399

		BUS. TAX - STORM WATER		27,312		27,312		27,312		29,236		26,777		28,276		26,777		25,343		25,996		16,807		15,321		12,650		13,878		12,650		12,845		10,000		12,198		7,335		10,000		5,000		12		4,055		10,000		10,000		11,760		21,246		9,695		11,760		11,597		11,160		11,366

		PROPERTY TAXES - Uncollected		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0						(2,383)										(14,000)

		REET - Moved to fund 003		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0								- 0		- 0

		GAMBLING TAX		15,000		20,000		15,000		22,575		15,000		15,685		20,000		24,733		20,000		19,756		17,172		19,000		17,606		19,000		18,898		18,000		16,168		11,685		20,000		19,250		13,229		19,640		20,000		19,780		16,500		18,160		20,878		20,000		16,136		26,000		30,694

		TOTAL TAXES		1,757,942		1,872,262		1,617,641		2,028,508		1,608,441		1,763,835		1,631,999		1,742,898		1,538,608		1,494,599		1,364,695		1,286,776		1,270,116		1,165,847		1,151,897		1,163,400		1,202,083		632,559		1,101,970		1,128,100		682,319		1,161,251		1,090,000		1,081,045		1,076,877		1,192,395		1,068,175		1,063,130		1,076,057		1,026,673		978,848																		288,853		17331.174

																																																																																		3157055

		LICENSES & PERMITS

		BUSINESS LICENSES		45,000		55,000		45,000		76,062		45,000		63,878		50,000		73,055		50,000		68,947		54,409		60,000		64,490		57,000		61,756		57,000		70,693		44,959		54,500		55,000		43,248		61,465		58,400		58,400		56,800		53,183		58,456		54,000		58,526		50,000		56,538

		OTHER RECEIPTS												3,708

		BUILDING PERMITS - LONG BEACH		25,000		49,000		25,000		70,197		25,000		52,521		30,000		80,707		30,000		131,934		41,189		30,000		39,345		30,000		31,568		30,000		36,703		27,602		28,000		24,000		20,155		23,052		30,000		29,500		27,500		17,564		33,043		20,000		24,971		40,000		40,074

		BUILDING PERMIT - ILWACO		15,000		24,000		15,000		21,909		15,000		34,813		15,000		27,952		15,000		34,886		28,697		12,000		7,195		12,000		3,344		14,000		17,418		8,556		12,950		16,000		11,168		15,975		8,500		12,000		14,100		13,266		6,528		15,000		16,408		15,000		7,894

		VARIANCES & MISC. PLANNING		3,000		11,170		3,000		16,185		3,000		7,680		3,000		15,265		3,000		7,740		8,660		1,000		1,976		1,000		3,120		1,000		953		920		1,500		1,000		960		1,360		1,000		1,000		2,400		2,065		920		2,000		2,220		1,500		2,750

		USE 322.10.02		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		1,000		1,000						400		-		1,150		-

		WEAPONS PERMIT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				400		318		400		488		281		400		230		400		148		400		276		276		350		450		352		586		100		100				402		96		-		-		-

		FIRE INSPECTIONS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0														-

		TOTAL LICENSES & PERMITS		88,000		139,170		88,000		184,353		88,000		162,600		98,400		197,297		98,400		243,995		133,236		103,400		113,236		100,400		99,936		102,400		126,042		82,313		97,300		96,450		75,883		102,438		99,000		102,000		100,800		86,480		99,443		91,000		103,275		106,500		107,256																		2019		2018		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015

																																																																														DESCRIPTION				Budget 		Estimate		Budget 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Budget		Actual

		INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUE																																																																												Expenditures

		CTED GMA GRANT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		LOCAL LAW ENF. BLOCK GRANT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		ILWACO COURT CONTRACT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0		2,000		3,800		4,741		- 0		2,500		2,213		8,000		2,000

		ILWACO JAIL FEES		3,000		1,000		3,000		- 0		3,000		1,685		3,000		1,265		3,000		3,862		2,313		3,000		1,255		3,000		1,828		3,000		3,387		1,565		2,000		1,800		1,760		2,500		- 0		3,000		3,200		840		3,065		5,000		1,811		5,000		3,114

		PUD PRIVILEGE TAX		14,000		18,015		14,000		16,923		14,000		16,208		14,000		15,890		14,000		16,701		13,961		14,000		13,961		15,000		14,833		15,000		14,325		14,325		15,000		14,428		14,428		14,428		10,000		10,000		12,500		13,913		8,632		13,000		13,067		12,500		13,222

		JIS REIMBURSEMENT-COMPUTERS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0						- 0												-		2,050		-

		SOS ARCHIVING GRANT 								12,325		6,049		6,721		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0						- 0												-		-		-

		STREAMLINED SALES TAX		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		10,000		3,460		10,311		10,000		10,339		10,000		10,720		10,000		10,344		5,081		10,900		10,500		5,109		10,060		10,500		10,800		10,000		10,170		10,658		5,000		10,485				12,343

		CRIMINAL JUSTICE-HI CRM		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				1,500		1,000		- 0		- 0		1,000				1,000		1,000		1,000		658		658		1,200		1,000		929		929		1,500		1,000		2,500		702		711		2,000		-		2,500		1,930

		CRIMINAL JUSTICE-LOC-POP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				100		500						500				500		1,380		500				778		500		750		750		- 0								250

		MARIJUANA EXCISE 		1,200		1,200		1,200		2,037		1,200		1,665		- 0		1,682		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0

		CRIM JUS-POP		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		2,201		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,800		1,000		1,028				- 0		- 0				1,000		2,000		2,250		1,000		1,759		2,288		1,000		2,294		750		1,691

		CRIM JUS-DCD #1		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		500		1,560		500		1,509		1,467		500		1,426		500		343		500		685		343		- 0		- 0				- 0		500		800		100		288		616		100		-		100		302

		CRIM JUS-DCD #2		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				326								592

		DUI - CITIES		211		259		211		259		211		211		200		202		200		212		217		200		221		200		214		300		254		191		300		200		189		255		300		300		200		260		301		200		285		200		494

		LIQUOR EXCISE TAXES		9,170		10,000		9,170		11,078		9,170		9,170		6,000		7,911		6,000		7,279		6,893		3,000		6,625		3,000		3,839		1,800		2,649		1,959		12,000		13,036		- 0		939		12,000		5,134		7,000		5,134		7,017		7,000		7,606		5,500		7,379

		CITY HARDSHIP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0														212

		LIQUOR BOARD PROFITS		11,679		8,000		11,679		12,246		11,679		11,679		12,000		11,795		12,000		14,148

asmith: asmith:
Plus marijuana tax
		12,073		12,000		12,232		9,000		12,355		10,000		12,528		6,270						6,301		12,603		- 0		7,586		9,000		13,856		9,722		9,000		12,279		9,000		10,390

		TOTAL INTERGOVERNMENTAL REV.		41,891		41,105		41,891		57,499		47,940		49,970		36,700		42,905		48,200		49,371		48,235		45,200		47,272		43,200		48,311		43,100		45,860		31,170		41,900		41,714		29,466		43,040		36,800		42,869		49,300		52,504		43,010		44,800		52,090		43,550		52,866



		CHARGES FOR SERVICES

		CIVIL FILINGS, LAW LIBRARY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		9		- 0												- 0												-		-		-		-

		WARRANT COSTS		100		100		100				100		102		100		100		100		67		2		100		166		100		104		850		19		18		1,500		100		73		73		1,500		1,600		1,636		1,243		1,529		1,636		1,636		1,621		1,621

		DEF PROS ADM CS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		50								50		45		45								66				-		-		-

		COVID REIMBURSEMENT								31,738				86,700		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		4		25		11				100		10		1		1		100		100				486		193		-		8		-

		FIRE PROTECTION SERVICES		500		500		500		172		500		237		500		546		338		2,903		967		338		312		338		338		300		388				300		300				381		300		325		300		-		328		300		304		300		308

		MEDIX		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,400

		RECORDS CHECK FEE		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				450		450		450		600		686		450		1,575		450		475		450		1,206		483				350		324		474

		ADULT PROB. CHGS.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				100		100		100		250		- 0		100				100		865		100		- 0				500		400		100		100		500		400		340		1,250		666		340		340		340		340

		SNTNC COMPL FEE		3,409		4,090		3,409		4,090		3,409		3,409		6,000		5,428		6,000		10,653		5,907		8,000		10,229		8,000		14,661		3,500		7,360		4,877		1,800		2,400		1,685		3,358		1,800		1,850		- 0		2,337		2,319				1,949				2,117

		FFA Contribution 		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		5,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		100		117		117																										50

		IT time Pay Fee		300		50		300		50		300		300		250		250		250		16		8		250				250				250		250		250																				-		-		-

		CURRENT EXPENSE		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		4		4		3								15

		Booking Fees		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				125		125		125		400		212		125		212		125		130		150		221		124																				-		-		-

		TOTAL CHARGES FOR SERVICES		9,109		9,540		9,109		40,850		9,109		95,548		12,325		16,399		7,363		14,889		7,782		9,363		12,494		9,363		16,586		5,775		9,571		5,870		4,200		3,614		2,231		4,434		4,200		4,275		2,276		5,397		5,035		2,276		4,237		2,261		4,436



		FINES & FORFEITS																																																																																157.11

		MUNICIPAL COURT FINES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		(400)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0																																														4.19

		JIS/TRAUMA & LOCAL JIS ACCNT.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		200		238		238		150		45		38		- 0		150		150		260		90		131		589		589		256		256																		161.3

		LOCAL/JIS ACCOUNT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		81		- 0		- 0		- 0		118		394		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		350		475		336		600		250		161		197		600		400		1,252		983		385		1,252		1,252		1,970		1,970

		TRAFFIC INFRACTION		3,650		5,500		3,650		13,671		3,650		5,566		3,650		1,414		3,650		2,915		4,230		3,650		5,654		3,650		4,620		3,650		3,991		1,807		3,500		3,250		1,635		3,423		3,500		4,000		2,500		4,668		3,967		2,500		4,884		2,000		2,997

		LEGIS ASSMNT		200		200		200		428		200		313		200		3,103		200		183		233		200		422		200		375		200		370		171				230		230		354								374

		NON-TRAFFIC INFRACTION		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		721		- 0		- 0						- 0				17				- 0		20		- 0		- 0		17		17		-																				116.43

		CRIME VICTIMS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				10		- 0				- 0		10		10		10		- 0		10		14		14		-

		OTHER INFRACTIONS		100		100		100		29		100		292		100		100		100		73		45		100		93		100		108		100		114		42		250		75		20		133		250		250		244		52		217		244		244		343		343

		PARKING INFRACTION		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				30		- 0				- 0		30		30		30		90		30		210		210		50		50

		PARKING - HANDICAP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0

		DUI FINES		250		250		250		292		250		250		250		250		250		218		83		250		17		250		512		250		158		101		400		175		123		120		400		100		400		270		72		400		63				406														6.49

		CRI CNV FEE DUI		100		100		100		9		100		238		100				100		19				100		209		100		27		100		68		68				25		16		6

		CRI CONV FE CT		100		100		100		40		100		100		100				100		79		72		100		202		100		419		100		46		25				50		42		58

		CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISD.		300		300		300		160		300		- 0		300				300		- 0				300		38		300		926		300		365		325		150		400		396		- 0		150		75		200		- 0		51		334		334		57		57														122.92

		CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISDEMEANOR		500		500		500		- 0		500		302		500				500		671		299		500		506		500		- 0		500						1,500		800				397		1,500		1,200		2,100		965		1,116		1,214		1,214		2,318		2,318

		CNTY DRUG BUY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		14		500		233		9		800		300		40		40		800		600		2,000		366		518		992		992		2,128		2,128

		CITY DRUG BUY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		20		- 0		129		500		- 0		- 0		800		300		41		91		800		600		456		353		705		456		456		719		719

		INVESTIGATIVE  FUND ASSESSMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		300		- 0				500		- 0				84		500		600		360		41		560		360		360		578		578

		OTHER CRIMINAL NON-TRAFFIC		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				150		50				- 0		150		150		100		-		139		84		84		236		236

		COURT COST RECOUPMENTS																				- 0				3,000		- 0		1,800		2,848		1,800		2,545		1,726		500		1,100		971		1,393		500		700		533		354		715		533		533		2,347		2,347

		CRIME VICTIMS		800		800		800		800		800		100		800				800						800		96		800		48		800		429		424		1,800		200		146		159		1,800		1,800		2,200		1,207		1,522		782		782		1,443		1,443

		PUBLIC DEFENDER FEES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		700		1		- 0		-		-		944		944

		PUBLIC DEFENSE COSTS		1,000		2,200		1,000		1,435		1,000		1,359		1,000		1,642		1,000		2,799		1,378		1,000		6,039		1,000		1,860		1,000		1,320		607		1,500		1,280		466		663		1,500		1,750		200		1,878		1,517				1,260

		WARRANT/SUBP-SHF		350		350		350		- 0		350				350		350		350				- 0		350				350		772		350		275		206				500		477		799

		CRT COST RECOUP		350		350		350		- 0		350				350		350		350				- 0		350				350				350		301		301				50		49		49

		I Conv FEE CN		25		25		25		319		25		3,115

tc={317465A3-2149-4596-996A-5A8709DF9F05}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    A lot of small revs added		25		25		25				- 0		25		29		25		4		25		74		13

		D/M Int Income Current Expense		25		25		25		- 0		25				25		25		25		40		55		25		- 0		25		- 0		25		39		26

		Court Current Expense		3,000		3,000		3,000		4,177		3,000		3,029		3,000		2,950		3,000		7,722		2,788		3,000		2,645		25		4,392		25		60		26

		D/M Income		25		25		25		770		25				25		25		25		- 0		55		25		288		25		34		25		60		35

		INTERPRETER		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0								-		-		-

		TOTAL FINES & FORFEITS		10,775		13,825		10,775		22,131		10,775		14,745		10,775		10,234		10,775		14,835		9,633		13,775		15,857		9,600		17,809		11,450		11,160		6,486		12,640		9,080		4,849		7,982		12,640		12,415		13,565		11,691		11,655		9,981		13,288		15,390		16,793



		MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES

		INVESTMENT INTEREST		100		100		100		1,098		100		981		100		534		100		238		110		100		1,495		100		112		1,000		223		- 0		3,500		2,000		768		1,189		3,500		3,850		2,500		2,592		4,183		4,000		2,975		12,000		5,327

		Ilwaco Contract - Office Assistance		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		7,100		- 0		6,675		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0				(144)		(102)		-		-		-		-

		SALES INTEREST		150		150		150		567		150				150		1,578		150		938		424		150		294		150		195		200		196		143		275		31		31		52		275		500		750		89		192		750		504		500		1,188

		RENT REVENUE		100		100		100		- 0		100				100				100		500		886		100		776		100		- 0		100		100		100		500		- 0				- 0		500		300		4,500		- 0		275				12		3,000		4,550

		SMA Grant 2013		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										1,911						25,000		27,822		50,000		46,411		- 0		70,500		- 0						- 0		- 0		2,500		- 0		- 0		4,800		-		4,800

		FUND CONTRIBUTIONS		3,000		3,000		3,000		2,491		3,000		2,495		3,000		1,029		3,000		2,288		12,565		3,000		6,688		3,000		3,835		4,000		1,656		706		5,000		4,500		3,776		5,012		5,000		4,800		1,000		2,518		9,077		1,000		1,500		1,000		1,440

		Squirting Clam		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,092		1,300		1,222		1,300		1,322		1,271		1,300		1,210		1,300		1,329		1,500		1,193		813

		Fireworks Donations																				5,750		5,056		5,000		6,896

		PROJECT SAFE HAVEN																				28,676		26,052		49,000		367,260		393,750		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0												- 0																												399000

		MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES																						208		250		1,226		250		305		1,500		274		193		3,000		2,450		2,027		2,136		3,000		3,000		2,200		1,147		3,241		2,000		120		2,000		209																		57000

		Code Enforcement 				70,740

tc={B7E654C2-CE0C-4833-AAB3-846BEB3F0C62}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    1315 Wash S		52,000

tc={58CDFE90-2156-43F1-94CA-85676257EAE6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		- 0

tc={04C49AEA-54CE-434A-B72E-08DA2147D4C3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		13,000

tc={03586CAD-D9EF-48B2-9C08-FD3295E81E18}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		47,059

tc={A0A8188A-0414-4822-B4C0-560B3239F79A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		40,000

tc={C5069210-2B11-4BD6-A067-19025908F8E8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		2,836		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		9		- 0		- 0				15		10						15		- 0		15		9		(5)		(8)		(8)		12		12

		TOTAL MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES		4,650		75,390		56,650		5,456		17,650		51,627		44,650		7,199		4,650		39,711		55,583		58,900		392,520		423,650		33,607		58,300		50,052		1,955		82,790		8,991		6,603		8,389		12,290		12,450		13,465		6,212		16,861		12,542		5,103		23,312		97,428







		TOTAL REVENUES		1,912,367

tc={C33E9493-F642-41B4-8D69-F5AD8E18C2A6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,151,292

tc={F6375E07-3008-4848-8EA7-03DC5A614C02}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,824,066

tc={E87F5F45-2EA7-461E-8F6C-5E9C96A8693F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,338,797

tc={4D4EB522-4C15-442D-92EC-0751B0876FC3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,781,915

tc={642C9308-82AA-43B6-9823-BF397BCC2B20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,138,325

tc={B4290A4B-7413-46D1-8BE5-062DBDD716CE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,467,879

tc={659313E3-7B2C-4616-97C8-FE559AF4D59C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,988,198		1,707,996		1,857,400		1,619,164		1,517,414		1,851,496		1,752,060		1,368,146		1,384,425		1,444,769		760,353		1,340,800		1,287,949		801,351		1,327,534		1,254,930		1,255,054		1,256,283		1,354,679		1,244,180		1,223,729		1,254,050		1,217,685		1,257,628														202,451



		NON-REVENUES

		BINGO BOND ISSUE																																								- 0												- 0				-		-		-		-

		CRIME VICTIMS		100		100		100		100		100		110		100		100		100		224		108		100				100		301		100		185		108		- 0		- 0				131		- 0		- 0		100		65		- 0		90		90		105		105

		LOAN REPAYMENT - LODGING TAX		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0																														327.26				46.61

		LOAN REPAYMENT - STREETS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		90,000		- 0		- 0						- 0												23,854																		349.42				673

		TRANSFER FROM CE SINKING		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0						- 0		- 0		- 0				83,147		274,513		72,000												49.94				9.65		payments				loan

		TRAN WATER TO CURRENT EXP LOAN

Gene: Gene:
paid 2012, repay CE $50,256 a year, 1% interest to pay off in 5 years, no pay in 2013.																										54,744		50,256		70,000		50,256		70,000				50,256		50,256						50,256		50,256		50,256		50,256		- 0												100,512				49.07				310.85		295,256				251280		43,976

		TRAN SEWER TO CURRENT EXP LOAN

Gene: Gene:
repay current expense fund for lilft station loan.Done in 2020												23,854		23,854		23,854		23,854		23,854		- 0		23,854				23,854				23,854						23,854		23,854						23,854		23,854		23,854																				8.26				77.89		47,708				119270		(71,562)

		CONTINGENT REVENUES																																								- 0																														783.95				1118

		JIS/TRAUMA		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0				1,000		850				38		1,000		1,000		1,746		709		792		1,746		1,746		1,040		1,040								7.78

		LOCAL/JIS ACCOUNT																										- 0				- 0				- 0				35		30				4		35		35		37		37		35		37		37		86		86								791.73

		REFUNDS																										- 0				446				- 0						- 0												- 0				-		-		-		-

		OTHER RECEIPTS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		8,980		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		97		- 0		218		- 0		20		500		- 0				1,000		350		11				1,000		- 0		2,500		3,233		1,118		2,500		20		2,500		78

		TOTAL NON-REVENUES		100		100		100		100		100		32,944		23,954		23,954		23,954		24,078		205		23,954		54,962		74,210		160,768		75,710		70,185		108		76,145		75,340		11		173		76,145		75,145		78,493		78,154		85,093		278,886		73,893		3,731		1,309



		TOTAL CURRENT EXPENSE FUND		2,791,727		3,054,830		2,449,073		3,063,831		2,321,649		2,657,801		1,978,365		2,463,884		2,110,938		2,134,248		1,761,561		1,684,767		2,147,357		2,028,473		1,718,387		1,684,823		1,690,544		923,130		ERROR:#REF!		1,437,493		862,741		1,388,403		ERROR:#REF!		1,436,579		1,411,944		1,470,707		1,382,240		1,555,582		1,572,690		1,794,898		1,977,866														30,865.55





		Expenditures



		CURRENT EXPENSE



		LEGISLATIVE

		SALARIES		26,400		26,400		26,400		24,000		26,400		26,400		26,400		25,950		26,400		26,200		23,700		24,000		23,400		24,000		24,000		24,000		22,500		14,500		24,000		20,700		13,900		20,700		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		21,100		24,000		23,400

		BENEFITS & TAXES		4,247		4,247		4,247		1,952		4,247		2,295		7,600		2,113		7,600		2,133		1,938		4,013		2,297		3,000		3,135		2,200		3,841		2,025		2,000		2,000		1,136		1,692		2,000		2,000		2,000		1,950		2,059		3,853		1,746		3,853		1,895

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		300		300		300		63		300		5		300		235		300		154		- 0		300		544		300		- 0		300		- 0		- 0		500		200		121		121		500		500		1,000		111		605		500		1,183		500		655

		TRAVEL		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		1,000		752		3,000		2,041		3,000		2,255		711		1,500		501		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		- 0		1,500		850		198		512		1,500		600		2,800		729		1,640		3,000		(50)		3,000		354

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		300		300		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		77		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		- 0		300		100		60		60		300		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		500		-		500		-

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		5,000		5,000		5,000		2,252		5,000		2,285		5,000		373		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Includes new computer for Council Chambers 		11,607		11,147		8,500		10,320		10,000		11,449		10,000		11,263		11,263		9,000		9,000		8,978		8,998		1,500		6,669		1,500		6,694		12,200		1,000		12,208		5,500		10,084

		ELECTIONS		10,000		10,000		10,000		7,404		10,000		9,084		10,000		10,065		10,000

		TRAINING		2,000		2,000		2,000		535		1,000		250		1,000		715		500		4,300		212		1,500				- 0		- 0		2,500

Gene: Gene:
One fourth of cost of new copier at $10K
		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0						200		- 0		- 0		1,000		-		1,000		-

		TOTAL LEGISLATIVE		51,247		51,247		51,247		36,206		48,247		41,071		53,600		41,492		53,100		46,726		37,708		40,113		37,062		39,100		38,584		40,800		37,603		27,787		37,300		32,850		24,393		32,082		29,800		33,769		32,000		33,484		40,504		33,853		36,187		38,353		36,388



		JUDICIAL

		SALARIES		32,400		32,400		32,400		28,800		28,800		28,650		28,800		26,950		26,400		26,400

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		35,136

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		34,720

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		33,655		33,600

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		13,652		12,000		26,845		25,438		12,000		12,000		25,901		38,788		12,000

Gene: Gene:
judge $1000 a month		43,221		43,221		43,029		43,085		40,843		42,767		40,843		45,642		30,000		-										over

		BENEFITS		2,946		2,946		2,946		1,813		2,946		2,398		6,115		2,037		6,115		2,056		2,341		7,626		2,698		1,000		1,329		1,000		12,540		3,836		1,000		1,000		6,900		8,327		1,000		14,200		15,150		10,461		6,586		14,639		4,411		14,639		10,173		10,000		12,000										over

		COURT CONTRACT WITH COUNTY																																																				- 0

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		1,000		1,000		1,000		478		1,000		260		1,000		250		1,000		322		2,968		50		1,231		50		537		50		- 0		- 0		100		100		65		1,379				825		2,000		605		796		2,000		1,455		2,000		1,632				13,200

		LEGAL FEES		15,000		15,000		15,000		16,116

tc={D40A45D4-0EBB-4691-8DC3-33821D2EBC29}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    public defender conflict		12,000		1,050		12,000		10,555		12,000		17,800		17,675		12,000		12,000		12,000		12,000		16,000		13,056		9,056		16,000		14,500		8,853		12,853		25,200

Gene: Gene:
Defense att $13,200
Pros $12000		12,260		12,000		13,056		12,623		11,000		12,612		11,000		12,389				25,200

		COUNTY COURT CONTRACT		33,293		32,640		32,640		28,515		28,091		27,231		27,540		25,995		23,479		23,019		14,252		14,280		10,499		14,000		15,166		19,000		13,943		4,110		14,000		14,000		10,500		12,833

		COMMUNICATIONS		500		500		500		540		500		521		500		524		500		491		485		500		507		500		500		500		491		287		500		450		360		528		500		490		800		450		482		800		484		800		460

		TRAVEL		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,068		- 0		1,928		- 0		146		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		287		750		-		750

		MISCELLANEOUS		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		130		100		233		100		56		56		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		400		1,000		252		-		1,000		50		1,000

		EQUIPMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		2,500		2,350		2,500		6,450

		COUNTY JAIL - LONG BEACH		8,800		8,800		8,800		2,564		8,800		3,430		8,800		3,925		8,000		5,261		4,860		8,000		4,518		8,000		9,139		8,000		12,781		8,048		6,000		6,000		4,290		6,245		8,000		5,725		8,000		5,000		5,955		12,500		4,473		12,500		5,452

		COUNTY JAIL - ILWACO		5,000		8,202		3,000		327		3,000		1,948		3,000		1,195		3,000		3,854		2,573				1,033				173		4,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		1,000		203		498		- 0		1,890		5,000		1,078		3,180		5,000		1,761		5,000		3,082

		TOTAL JUDICIAL		99,038		101,588		96,386		79,253		85,236		65,588		87,855		71,531		80,594		79,303		82,458		77,276		68,198		69,250		52,876		60,650		79,712		50,832		50,600		49,050		57,073		81,452		46,700		79,011		87,671		73,931		72,994		91,032		70,363		91,032		85,279



		FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION

		SALARIES		107,001		102,566		102,566		82,377		97,112		85,385		79,082		77,384		75,858		78,016		73,458		74,377		75,956		77,743		79,384		79,957		58,811		25,950		60,514		50,331		30,733		46,126		50,331		43,750		43,750		47,587		66,052		63,200		63,220		63,200		64,142		35000 left

		BENEFITS		62,469		61,556		61,556		54,454		56,142		51,578		44,595		52,483		39,649		50,139		46,238		39,058		37,941		38,491		25,154		20,068		13,618		9,363		27,864		14,250		10,070		15,195		10,286		17,250		17,250		18,487		23,988		23,887		21,922		23,887		23,361		11000 left																38491

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		22,000

tc={3E3F1AD4-C824-4AB0-ACE4-F873DD1A3B27}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		22,000
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Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		22,000

tc={94ACB4DE-E66E-4ECA-A25C-DD252CFC03FB}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		20,374

tc={832C601E-3469-41DE-9579-658869464AB6}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		22,000

tc={7A4E61FC-D089-4FD6-92CE-94FAA21C83BA}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		20,007

tc={F74C15BC-D75C-402E-855B-C168CCD38C40}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		22,000

tc={F1F7D5AA-6FFA-44A7-ABD8-5E0D15249518}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		11,459		16,000		8,084		16,260		6,500		16,517		6,500		10,392		6,500		11,346		5,704		5,500		4,500		2,524		4,999		5,500		5,003		5,000		6,257		6,289		4,000		6,399		4,000		5,138

		ACCOUNTING SERVICES		40,000

tc={A8FF7B72-4BEF-4943-98F4-872E9B1178B4}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    2 year audit		20,000

tc={E94F1C6F-9882-4562-95E4-66FF0D487DA5}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    2 year audit		40,000
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Comment:
    2 year audit		6,102		25,000		19,665		25,000		28,253		16,000		17,620		7,214		16,000		17,420		16,000		26,584		16,000		14,704		13,184		17,500		10,000		5,215		7,703		18,000		13,864		5,000		4,770		18,922		4,000		18,061		4,000		13,241

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		15,000

tc={D11B5CCA-2B5A-44B4-BF45-ED70F3AAE603}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		11,386

tc={269D58A5-818B-44BC-8FB5-3D3041DA120B}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		10,232
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		1,617		5,000		4,383		6,211		2,000		16,597

David Glasson: David Glasson:
L & I 16k		2,000		4,011		2,000		155		35		5,000		1,000		415		2,450		5,000		120		18,400		10,869		5,861		18,400		1,976		18,400		11,090		JP - only 100 at this time

		COMMUNICATIONS		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,411		5,000		6,100		5,000		5,420		4,000		6,358		3,465		4,000		3,773		4,000		3,696		4,000		3,594		2,095		4,000		3,900		2,493		3,729		4,000		3,795		1,500		3,822		4,168		1,500		1,317		1,500		1,440

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		1,344		1,000		79		2,000		3,991		2,000		3,192		1,685		2,000		2,345		2,000		1,661		3,500		3,081		1,771		3,500		3,000		1,386		2,321		3,500		3,500		4,500		3,404		3,357		4,000		7,135		2,500		5,760

		TRAINING		2,500		2,500		2,500		- 0		2,500		70		2,500		1,095		2,500		2,433		3,593		1,500		3,667		1,500		2,891		500		117				500		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		300		50		1,500		-		1,500		140

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		500		500		500		918		500		510		500		912		500		1,537		1,234		500		909		500		605		500		490		41		500		750		731		838		500		200		500		395		212		500		196		500		176

		REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE																100		100		3,849		411		100		723		100		724		100		- 0		- 0		- 0		250		113		113		- 0		1,190		50		12		164				26				-

		INSURANCE		6,743		5,394		5,394		4,904		2,769		4,308		6,000		4,150		6,000		3,643		6,086		6,000		5,457		5,303		17,974		21,500		18,801		18,701		22,000		- 0				- 0		22,000		20,912		22,000		39,925		19,641		22,000		20,143		22,000		21,000

		Utilities																																														- 0		- 0		-				340

		DUES & ASSOCIATIONS		2,000		2,000		2,000		100		2,000		806		2,000		415		2,000		1,818		727		1,000		717		1,000		2,226		3,600		4,202

DavidG: DavidG:
paid early on 2015 PCOG = $1500		3,400		2,400		2,478		2,324		2,478		2,000		1,900		1,500		2,541		-		1,500		-		1,500		280

		PRINTING		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		45		43		43		- 0

		MISCELLANEOUS																								500		1,773		500		631		500		203		150		500		250		120		135		500		1,600		250		1,582		5				699				24

		CODIFICATION OF ORDINANCES		2,000		2,000		2,000		3,741		1,500		1,898		1,500		265		1,500		1,322		2,018				5,509

		EQUIPMENT		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		3,500

Gene: Gene:
one fourth of cost of new copier $10K		- 0		- 0		1,200		500				- 0		1,200		1,200		4,000		-		1,056		4,000		-		4,000		6,450																				0

		TOTAL FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION		268,713		242,017		262,017		192,111		232,523		202,638		207,177		201,041		173,107		182,394		168,602		154,536		189,303		156,637		175,933		162,226		129,121		80,394		150,978		91,254		56,167		86,129		124,316		114,284		125,200		139,951		150,105		148,486		141,094		146,986		152,242																				189303.41



		LEGAL

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		24,100

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		24,160

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		31,000		30,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		20,473		3,000		18,000		22,523		18,000		18,310		18,000		25,000		7,500		18,000		18,000		12,000		16,500		18,000		23,320		14,000		37,508		21,414		13,200		15,985		13,200		13,470

		TOTAL LEGAL		25,000		25,000		25,000		24,100		25,000		24,160		25,000		31,000		30,000		20,473		3,000		18,000		22,523		18,000		18,310		18,000		25,000		7,500		18,000		18,000		12,000		16,500		18,000		23,320		14,000		37,508		21,414		13,200		15,985		13,200		13,470



		FACILITIES

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		600		1,500		600		1,459		653		600		575				523

		UTILITIES		4,500		4,500		4,500		2,511		3,000		3,464		3,000		2,524		3,000		2,757		3,048		2,500		2,321		4,000		2,159		4,000		3,369		1,712		3,000		2,740		1,863		2,627		3,200		3,200		2,500		3,602		2,741		2,200		2,818		2,200		2,265

		OLD KITE MUSEUM																				2,500		- 0		1,000		2,714		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		- 0		400		150		131		131		500		1,165		500		1,166		43		500		537		1,000		506

		MISCELLANEOUS																						1,165		1,500		1,920		1,500		1,730		1,500		1,920		1,120		1,500		1,920		1,280		1,920		1,500		1,600		1,500		2,610		1,920		1,500		1,947		500		2,129

		CITY HALL REPAIRS		30,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		237

tc={F2A145D9-3507-498F-972C-50D7196DF9F1}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Piers		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		8,103

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		297		12,500

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		160				2,500		3,234

asmith: asmith:
City Hall parking lot
		2,500		4,011		2,500				- 0		- 0		500		458		458		1,000		8,681		1,000		4,376		305		1,000		3,742		6,500		10,937

		Obies Demolition		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		8,125		- 0		8,125

		28th Street Lift Station		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0														138,856

		TOTAL FACILITIES		34,500		9,500		24,500		2,748		23,000		11,567		23,000		2,821		15,500		5,417		4,213		7,500		10,189		11,000		7,900		11,000		5,289		2,832		4,900		5,310		3,732		5,136		6,800		24,271		6,100		21,338		5,662		5,800		9,619		10,200		155,216



		ASSOCIATION WASHINGTON CITIES

		CONTRIBUTIONS		1,079		952		952		- 0		782		- 0		782		782		782				700		700		717		700		- 0		700		698		- 0		800		800		- 0		- 0		800		685		800		685		- 0		760				760

		TOTAL AWC		1,079		952		952		-		782		-		782		782		782		-		700		700		717		700		-		700		698		-		800		800		-		-		800		685		800		685		-		760		-		760



		FIRE CONTROL																																																																																		current		proposed

		SALARIES		24,831		21,956		21,956		22,538		20,204		20,396		19,053		19,136		11,343

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		13,700

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		15,736		23,940		4,560		13,500		11,218		13,500		9,685		5,956		13,500		9,000		5,996		8,999		13,500		13,500		13,500		8,757		8,721		13,500		13,340		18,400		13,877																		Chief		6000		9000

		BENEFITS		16,464		16,235		16,235		18,042		15,230		14,312		9,735		10,185		4,473		12,913		12,724		7,500		8,412		12,000		13,585		12,000		11,106		5,075		10,500		10,500		6,836		13,335		12,980		12,980		4,800		14,359		14,635		4,800		10,604		4,800		5,483																		Asst. Chief		2400		3600

		BOARD OF VOL FIREMEN		3,000		3,000		3,000		2,130		3,000		- 0		3,000		2,600																								- 0												(170)

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		15,000		15,000		15,000		10,500		15,000		10,005		18,000		14,918		15,000		25,127		13,596		12,500		13,859		12,500		24,423		12,500		25,972		15,245		10,000		12,850		11,491		13,484		10,000		9,250		10,000		7,705		12,229		8,000		24,785		8,000		35,407																		Training		4500		4500

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		150		150		150		-		150		75		150		98		150		-		-		300		105		300		192		300		-		-		300		110		110		110		500		- 0		500		-		-		500		213		500		821																		shift				6840

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		24,700

tc={C83E5CD8-6FEA-44F1-AE0C-14C1BDE8C61F}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Clerk / paving / Drainage		3,500

tc={60D7EB5B-735C-43A3-8D0B-BF6218242165}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={1B78A2FF-33F0-4BD7-AFA5-938E21A3278F}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		4,865

tc={EB7E9645-CA2E-4B1E-B30E-39D01DFC52F0}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={0528852F-1BB1-479D-ADAD-6547B2300468}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		1,476

tc={B736CF69-FBD1-44FE-95FC-2B570ED8D794}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={CB934693-8C11-40CD-B44D-0863AFB7B9CD}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		5,212		3,000		12,843		2,965		1,300		1,401		900		2,584		900		738		298		500		1,000		906		906		250		250		250		952		-		250		-		250		172																				12900		23940

		COMMUNICATIONS		8,500

tc={C6E094B8-1BCB-46D5-AD5B-9767AF8A1B2B}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    PACCOM $7500		8,500
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Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		8,500
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Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		8,465

tc={BE75E251-BE6D-46C4-A37A-7339CBBFD6DD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		7,500

tc={16A2189C-1AF5-4D72-945A-0BE755E5A774}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		10,149

tc={7D002F1B-4EDA-4406-B5D2-5593D386D975}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		7,500

tc={490948C1-27A7-4B0E-9CFD-015A4C669CD0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		4,445		7,500		4,498		5,461		12,000		29,787		11,107		13,689		14,000		8,254		7,884		9,500		9,000		6,127		8,698		5,500		7,000		5,500		8,527		6,631		5,500		5,259		5,500		5,678

		TRAVEL		2,500		2,500		2,500		1,145		2,500		300		2,500		1,446		1,500		-		1,253		1,000		650		500		177		500		221		172		500		-				-		1,500		2,950		1,500		4,438		223		1,500		1,046		1,500		557

		INSURANCE		32,330		25,864		25,864		23,512		19,128		20,665		21,000		19,899		21,000		24,955		20,330		19,500		18,228		17,714		17,974		21,000		18,701		18,701		21,000						-		21,000		20,912		21,000		39,925		19,641		21,000		20,143		21,000		19,890

		FACILITIES												20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		20,000		20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		40,000		64		20,000		25,738		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		-		20,000		20,000				20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000

		UTILITIES		7,700		7,700		7,700		5,825		7,700		7,419		7,700		6,306		6,500		6,146		6,346		6,000		4,669		6,500		5,153		6,500		6,497		4,139		6,500		6,500		4,207		6,012		6,500		6,750		6,500		6,508		6,953		6,500		7,216		4,500		4,836

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		18,000		18,000		18,000		27,327		18,000		17,180		18,000		14,131		18,000		20,575		15,587		10,000		5,805		10,000		11,519		10,000		6,350		4,790		10,000		8,450		5,069		6,083		10,000		9,865		10,000		7,871		12,764		12,000		19,119		12,000		28,308

		EMS/VOLUNTEER COMPENSATION		10,500		4,800		4,800		3,979		4,800		3,778		4,800		1,167		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-				-		-		2,000		2,000		-		-

		MISCELLANEOUS																								1,000		740		1,000		789		1,000		1,880		458		1,500		1,000		890		1,130		2,000		790		2,000		810		720		1,000		720		1,000		720

		EQUIPMENT		14,000		9,000		9,000		3,089		9,000		4,718		9,000		9,096		9,000		8,913		4,503		9,000		10,015		9,000		230		9,000		7,593		6,486		9,000		8,800		2,805		8,764		9,000		12,975		9,000		12,115		1,979		10,000		16,120		10,000		9,582

		TRAINING		14,000

tc={39A758D5-28D6-4EBA-846F-2BBA06759D08}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={F51AB3B5-13B7-4CDC-A9EB-43A522EECFDF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={26C1F331-4161-47A6-A277-F1EC4CF9085F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		4,370

tc={2930C92C-2652-485B-95C0-98424E80FF90}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={A7FFB488-3DF1-4B41-8DA9-7E12E16D2FAA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		3,255		4,000		9,266		3,500		5,222		3,734		1,500		1,951		1,500		- 0		1,500		3,631		3,381		1,500		550		550		542		2,000		2,645		2,000		2,130		40		1,500		2,540		1,500		285

		TOTAL FIRE CONTROL		191,676		150,205		150,205		135,787		139,712		133,728		147,938		137,905		120,966		174,892		102,299		125,540		125,919		116,521		121,532		122,700		120,628		72,583		114,300		87,760		44,987		88,065		114,730		121,867		108,550		133,928		104,537		106,050		141,105		108,950		145,616



		BUILDING INSPECTOR

		SALARIES		40,585		37,324		37,324		30,947		37,582		28,613		26,949		26,112		26,290		25,360		24,752		22,543		21,782		22,643		30,247		30,000		30,000		21,997		29,640		3,011		1,491		3,125		3,011		25,000		22,500		22,500		30,423		30,514		50,995		30,514		46,497		4k to planning												15over

		BENEFITS		22,724		16,235		16,235		21,597		24,873		17,730		18,273		15,697		17,607		15,183		15,004		17,558		13,284		13,000		14,936		12,000		12,654		9,331		10,670		1,762		346		2,213		1,762		11,000		12,800		12,800		15,320		15,365		22,200		15,365		45,285		5k to planning												12 over

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,117		5,000		2,693		5,000		1,372		5,000		9,781		6,742		1,100		6,061		1,100		1,418		750		1,029		523		750		750		600		714		850		800		850		1,067		875		500		1,166		500		2,004

		CODE ENFORCEMENT		20,000		1,000		20,000		32,770		20,000		55,581		42,300		33,983		2,300						2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		150		- 0		150		-		-		150		-		150

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES																		35,000

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		6,815		8,208		600		- 0		600		- 0		600				- 0		600		600		476		476		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		500		-		500

		TRAINING		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		12		1,500		1,565		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,000		600		600		1,000		690		400		400		1,500		- 0		600		95		1,606		700		595		700		90

		DUES AND ASSOCIATIONS		135		135		135		- 0		135		55		135				135		95		40		135				135		260		135		135		135		100		95		95		95

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		501		1,500		463		1,500		1,282		1,000		940		402		1,000		63		1,000		49		1,000		1,026		1,026		600		600		448		588		800		833		850		1,217		981		1,850		2,902		1,850		1,248

		STATE REMITT/BUILDING PERMITS		9,000		9,000		9,000		8,528		9,000		9,000		9,000		9,029						300		300		- 0		300		- 0		150		- 0		- 0		250		50		24		24		500		- 0		500		50		-		500		-		500

		EQUIPMENT																		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt				- 0		1,000		- 0		6,200		- 0		2,500		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		-		2,000

		MEMBERSHIPS		575		575		575		95		575		500		575		575		575		180		- 0		575				575		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		350		95		350		-		-		350		-		350		-

		TOTAL BUILDING INSPECTOR		101,019		72,269		91,269		100,555		100,165		114,635		105,233		88,062		94,407		59,919		55,448		48,311		41,190		47,053		46,911		48,135		45,443		33,612		43,610		7,558		3,880		7,634		8,922		37,728		39,100		37,729		49,205		52,429		77,858		52,429		95,123



		CIVIL DEFENSE

		EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT		13,912		13,912		13,912		13,781		13,912		4,316		13,912		25,613		12,794		15,766		18,665		14,175		14,631		12,000		11,434		12,000		22,075		7,751		12,119		10,000		8,293		11,057		11,057		8,000		10,000		8,296		8,142		9,000		9,782		9,782		13,769

		COVID COSTS 						2,000		- 0		2,000		34,257

		TOTAL CIVIL DEFENSE		13,912		13,912		15,912		13,781		15,912		38,573		13,912		25,613		12,794		15,766		18,665		14,175		14,631		12,000		11,434		12,000		22,075		7,751		12,119		10,000		8,293		11,057		11,057		8,000		10,000		8,296		8,142		9,000		9,782		9,782		13,769



		AIR POLLUTION

		OLYMPIC AIR POLLUTION CONTROL		1,185		1,185		1,185		1,729		1,185		1,713		1,665		1,665		1,138		1,357		1,314		900		878		$   900		875		$   900		870		$   630		$   900		$   866		$   866		$   866		700		675		675		931		691		657		680		657		657

		TOTAL AIR POLLUTION		1,185		1,185		1,185		1,729		1,185		1,713		1,665		1,665		1,138		1,357		1,314		900		878		900		875		900		870		630		900		866		866		866		700		675		675		931		691		657		680		657		657														ERROR:#REF!



		PLANNING

		SALARIES		53,860		49,687		45,000		47,672		37,365		44,083		41,341		40,443		40,332		38,948		35,073		35,038		28,052		26,230		35,542		63,855		60,118		39,384		67,481		26,188		17,432		33,453		26,188		26,000		26,000		26,347		43,294		48,715		41,831		48,715		17,088		40k under

		BENEFITS		28,938		26,562		23,089		26,983		22,429		24,945		25,408		23,893		22,864		22,538		20,664		22,121		13,725		9,057		17,630		18,000		18,844		8,606		18,304		7,848		4,975		8,865		7,848		12,000		12,812		7,511		11,174		11,647		9,781		11,647		17,230		10k under

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		7,000		7,000		7,000		6,727		7,000		3,054		7,000		2,439		7,000		14,118		1,559		1,000		10,506		1,000		13,216		3,000		7,205		5,976		3,000		3,850		3,029		4,345		3,000		3,000		2,650		2,549		4,741		2,500		2,923		2,500		3,748

		PRINTING		100		100		100		- 0		100		- 0		100		- 0		100		- 0		- 0		100		1,278		100		- 0		50		- 0		- 0		- 0						43		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		-				-		-

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		10,000		10,000		10,000		15,787

tc={E7009D64-C8ED-42F5-8576-B76BD2635E3E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    SMP Update 5k		15,000

tc={A6503E55-E2C8-4608-9631-E1F2DA1AF5B1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    SMP Update 5k		13,261

tc={F894BE7F-81F5-4D97-A296-549899B699C5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Comp Plan - Buffer Study		15,000

tc={2616419E-EE5C-4C1D-81C9-B26C78195139}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Comp Plan - Buffer Study		48,710		45,000

asmith: asmith:
Comp Plan Update 		15,532		5,523		12,000		1,638		12,000		11,068		12,000		3,393		3,229		24,500		6,000		4,089		4,891		15,000		4,100		15,000		7,777		6,906		15,000		15,915		15,000		70,635

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		500		44		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		45		2,000		928		2,000		973		2,000		2,065		801		2,000		1,300		453		1,059		2,000		1,000		1,800		295		765		750		2,203		750		1,115

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,312		4,000		3,340		4,000		4,434		4,000		3,991		4,143		3,000		1,332		3,000		3,870		3,000		1,873		1,607		3,000		3,000		2,202		3,129		3,000		2,750		3,000		2,974		3,320		3,000		1,902		3,000		2,529

		Project Safe Haven																				29,171		14,602		56,000		439,647		420,000		10,307				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0

		EQUIPMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				7,500

Gene: Gene:
includes one fourth of the cost of a new copier at $10K.		- 0		- 0		10,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		650		1,000		877		85		1,000		1,488		1,000		701

		LEGAL SERVICES		5,000		5,000		5,000		- 0		5,000		330		5,000		1,335		5,000		6,690		16,070		4,000		25,827		4,000		8,132		4,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		5,000		5,000		5,000		4,785		342		25,000		-		25,000

		TRAINING		3,000		3,000		3,000		3,463		2,000		- 0		2,000		745		2,000		- 0		383		2,000		636		2,000		1,279		2,000		151		- 0		2,000		500		295		834		2,000		1,650		2,000		1,003		1,207		2,000		1,040		2,000

		Shoreline Master Program		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		239		2,000		279		279								266		- 0

		MEMBERSHIP		1,000		1,000		1,000		200		1,000		- 0		1,000		2,070		1,000		1,500		1,585		400		- 0		400		341		350		306		- 0		350		350		- 0		249		350		250		350		294		-		350		-		350

		TOTAL PLANNING		114,398		107,849		99,689		105,144		94,395		89,057		102,849		124,069		129,296		132,488		99,647		137,659		523,569		481,787		102,598		117,755		94,234		59,883		135,635		49,036		32,475		57,133		65,386		56,400		69,612		54,413		71,834		109,962		77,083		110,962		113,046



		PACE

		CONTRIBUTIONS																																														- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		-		-		5,000

		TOTAL PACE																																														-		-		-				-		-		-		5,000



		EDC ANNUAL DONATION 

		TECHNICAL SERVICES AGREEMENT 		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000

		TOTAL EDC DONATION 		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000



		ALCOHOLISM

		COUNTY CONTRIBUTION		750		750		750		- 0		750		- 0		750		95		750		372		565		750		716		350		413		250		216		153		365		365		189		252		360		360		300		362		348		300		383		300		356

		TOTAL ALCOHOLISM		750		750		750		-		750		-		750		95		750		372		565		750		716		350		413		250		216		153		365		365		189		252		360		360		300		362		348		300		383		300		356



		PARKS

		SALARIES		189,263		176,000		148,989		140,394		141,629		113,414		115,534		108,956		128,857

asmith: asmith:
Might be up due to Culbertson Improvements 		31,751		34,477		29,133		29,363		28,484		36,408		42,147		45,016		14,925		44,870		28,188		20,347		29,971		28,188		33,000		25,500		25,500		35,028		35,090		76,496		69,132		72,279		22k under

		BENEFITS		98,515		93,000		80,948		66,744		80,658		60,007		64,203		64,353		79,476		18,929		16,165		13,450		13,895		9,040		16,606		10,132		11,954		6,975		11,319		12,600		8,268		12,152		9,681		15,000		10,800		10,800		13,505		13,585		30,728		26,636		27,825

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		60,000		85,000		60,000		58,321		60,000		53,179		60,000		54,554		48,000

asmith: asmith:
picnic tables, cedar fencing, drinking fountain, benches 		82,135		72,796		35,000		51,016		35,000		48,674		35,000		54,001		33,145		30,000		31,000		23,828		35,675		30,000		28,500		30,000		31,944		34,606		30,000		34,250		28,000		30,673		Holiday Decs, Sani Cans 

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		250		250		250		5,399		250		375		250		400		250		2,843		701		250		398		250		1,340		250		156		156		150		125		125		125		- 0		- 0		- 0				97						17,000

		INSURANCE		9,807		7,845		7,845		7,132		1,274		6,265		6,000		6,036		6,000		5,532		5,900		6,000		5,290		5,141		9,516		12,000		9,900		9,900		12,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		12,000		10,755		12,000		20,821		10,101		12,000		10,359		12,000		11,000

		UTILITIES		30,000		30,000		30,000		30,500		22,000		24,912		11,000		10,680		11,000		12,433		12,867		9,500		10,322		10,000		9,589		11,000		10,251		5,950		10,500		9,000		4,868		7,029		10,500		10,500		8,000		9,681		10,290		8,000		10,516		8,000		6,952

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		40,000

tc={4E83CF4A-E83D-4B56-AA3C-645BF4816994}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500		40,000

tc={9B913701-F5EC-4F6F-A9DF-DF76C50AC8C0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500														

asmith: asmith:
Might be up due to Culbertson Improvements 		40,000

tc={9E375B21-B473-42D1-AC45-EC8EE40C92BF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500		37,460

tc={CB7244AE-8151-4C82-B1BE-88EEA607485E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		25,000

tc={B0346274-AE5A-4F75-9DF9-D982250E2D56}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		24,762

tc={D39E6AEE-2B36-41D6-A704-2FCDAAA5A19B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		27,000

tc={F8D76465-0C38-411A-B9FD-360BCFD6C697}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		23,474		25,000		23,697		20,354		27,000		32,820		27,000		27,268		26,800

Gene: Gene:
paint 5th st restroom; poles for discovery trail entry $4,000;		22,403		17,506		22,500		13,000		5,017		14,333		23,500		14,000		25,000		16,191		22,341		25,000		27,985		25,000		37,312

		MISCELLANEOUS																										- 0		500		330		500		571		571		- 0		27		27		27		- 0		- 0		18,000		-		4,751		18,000		27,351		18,000		26,274

		EQUIPMENT		20,000

tc={E3D990B9-3458-4071-8D1C-A5005F1E9EDD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500						

tc={CB7244AE-8151-4C82-B1BE-88EEA607485E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		20,000

tc={BA11AEF7-9E0C-44FE-BDF1-B99A2AD7032A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500														

asmith: asmith:
picnic tables, cedar fencing, drinking fountain, benches 		

tc={B0346274-AE5A-4F75-9DF9-D982250E2D56}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		20,000

tc={E7DC278A-F2E4-4FFE-B45F-338F46F9B044}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500						

tc={D39E6AEE-2B36-41D6-A704-2FCDAAA5A19B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		13,820

tc={F2216E08-DB6C-4E05-AE6A-AF15BD4CF290}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Backhoe - 5k						

tc={F8D76465-0C38-411A-B9FD-360BCFD6C697}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		5,000

tc={CDA13F87-3469-4228-898C-CA041AE376D3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Backhoe - 5k		871

tc={9354A10B-46A3-403A-A5A6-8F85D3440808}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Grinder pump - Sid Snyder Restroom
Weed eater
fencing
Backhoe - 5k
10k total		10,000

tc={8FDF49D9-377A-4AB5-BF88-777D128B75ED}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Grinder pump - Sid Snyder Restroom
Weed eater
fencing
Backhoe - 5k
10k total		5,200		5,200

asmith: asmith:
Pole Saw - $1200		5,206		5,696		4,000		- 0		4,000		6,386		4,000

Gene: Gene:
Power edger $700; 		2,680		2,680		3,500		3,000		- 0		- 0		3,200		3,000		3,500		2,588		25,211		2,000		5,241		2,000		1,240

		CULBERTSON PARK IMPROVEMENTS		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		3,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		- 0		6,000		1,296		7,100		107		7,000

Gene: Gene:
PUD connection for sprinklers at ballfield $4,000; ballfield materials $3,000;		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,813		1,813		1,136		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		3,700		-		3,700		-

		MISCELLANEOUS																						6,945		- 0		6,522		6,000		6,799		6,000		8,902		6,274		6,000		13,065		12,179		13,572		18,000		18,000		1,500		22,063		18,685				6,195

		TRAVEL		500		500		500		127		500		426		500		2,041		500		1,485		128		500		242		500		6		500		134		134		400		400		383		383				50				28		188				146				267

		LANDSCAPING		20,000		20,000		20,000		12,716		20,000		17,208		20,000		17,820		20,000		21,185		20,013		16,500		22,051		16,500		20,502		16,500		16,902		12,086		16,500		16,500		13,078		20,375		15,000		14,000		10,000		15,695		14,416		10,000		2,707		10,000		8,768

		RESTROOM FACILITIES		1,000		1,000		1,000		2,381		1,000		342		1,000		173		1,000		9,123		1,070		1,000		- 0		5,000		308		10,000						6,000

Gene: Gene:
Begin set aside for new restrooms on Bolstad Approach $1,000
		1,200		580		580		2,000		2,500		250		2,150		2,206		-		158		-		1,489

		TRAINING 		2,000		2,000		2,000		1,320		2,000		871		2,000		1,996		2,000														3,000				5,932		850		200		200		730		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		5,000		-		5,000		-

		TREE CONTROL		10,000

tc={8AF68ED8-5CFC-4305-9F4B-3FA8992906C9}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal																

asmith: asmith:
Pole Saw - $1200		13,000

tc={F5744904-C9EF-4344-82BB-BC4A16A18205}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal		10,000

tc={80ED6F91-13E9-47F0-9197-88485197C0EB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal		- 0

tc={A65A5525-6C06-4912-9AFD-75F46491EEAE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Parker		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 		9,852

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 																				

Gene: Gene:
paint 5th st restroom; poles for discovery trail entry $4,000;		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 																		

Gene: Gene:
Power edger $700; 		- 0		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0				2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		4,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		740		5,000		4,312

		COULTER PARK		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		313		1,500		1,537		613		4,000		444		4,000		576		4,000		119		89		4,000		4,000		3,187		3,638		4,500		3,000		6,500		5,785		7,931		15,000		653		22,000		29,264

		TOTAL PARKS		485,835		493,095		426,033		376,314		369,811		312,484		330,987		295,996		340,783		215,855		197,724		152,333		173,657		160,516		184,413		190,829		182,990		116,325		170,589		134,118		93,899		139,726		158,569		152,305		157,050		163,248		199,355		182,375		233,526		252,468		268,844





		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		1,392,351		1,273,569		1,249,144		1,071,728		1,140,718		1,039,214		1,104,747		1,022,072		1,053,217		934,962		772,343		ERROR:#REF!		1,208,551		ERROR:#REF!		761,778		ERROR:#REF!		743,880		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		526,032		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		705,803		724,790		767,905		813,665		853,080		1,092,006



		LOAN TO STREETS																																																								-		-		-

		LOAN TO 105 CAPITAL IMPROV.																																																								-		-		-

		AGENCY DISBURSEMENTS (ILWACO)

DavidG: DavidG:
Ilwaco Building permits
																																

Gene: Gene:
PUD connection for sprinklers at ballfield $4,000; ballfield materials $3,000;		7,500		12,000		7,500		10,955		7,500		19,428		7,500		5,571		7,500		15,563		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,500		6,017		1,968		6,475		10,071		91		10,071		- 0		6,901		7,500		9,669		4,923		7,500		4,698		7,500		4,154

		TOTAL NON-EXPENDITURES		7,500		12,000		7,500		10,955		7,500		19,428		7,500		5,571		7,500		15,563		-		6,000		-		6,000		-		6,500		6,017		1,968		6,475		10,071		91		10,071		-		6,901		7,500		9,669		4,923		7,500		4,698		7,500		4,154



		TRANSFERS

		TRANSFER TO LAW ENFORCEMENT		795,000

tc={3126887F-05BC-4A2B-AAE7-76D00626C743}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		775,000

tc={876262A2-DE65-457E-BBA9-F3658761C918}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={571C2F2A-36F4-446D-88C7-70D08DE883DF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={EB079E02-C2B8-4D92-B823-3E9E34F3DDB3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={CE6056A6-5116-4403-82BF-9456B55FA772}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		750,000

tc={DDE2C0A0-DC9D-4B55-ADFD-6B7BA1DD1664}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		710,000

tc={906D2659-9453-40E1-AB42-9BDCCDA4540C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		750,000		735,000		732,000		718,000		718,000		730,000		700,000		706,000		700,000		741,465		440,000		660,000		667,000		389,083		667,000		667,000		615,000		645,000		671,250		589,167		710,000		670,890		670,840		627,250

		TRANSFER TO 004 																																								- 0		55,583

		TRANSFER TO CURRENT EX. SINKING		100,000		100,000		100,000		300,000		100,000		100,000		50,000		200,000		20,000		20,000

		BINGO BUILDING BOND

David Glasson: David Glasson:
through 2021
																																						

Gene: Gene:
Begin set aside for new restrooms on Bolstad Approach $1,000
		

tc={EB079E02-C2B8-4D92-B823-3E9E34F3DDB3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		

tc={CE6056A6-5116-4403-82BF-9456B55FA772}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		

tc={DDE2C0A0-DC9D-4B55-ADFD-6B7BA1DD1664}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		

tc={906D2659-9453-40E1-AB42-9BDCCDA4540C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		9,709		9,409		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		4,855		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709				9,709

		LOAN TO STORM WATER																																								70,000

		TRANSFER TO CE. SINKING																																																		- 0				- 0

		TRANSFER TO FIRE SINKING FUND 		15,000

tc={7A27E26C-465F-44F4-8F98-0FB76C95D68B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={20283FDE-A1A6-40E4-AAEB-E3590BED0E1B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={265CC0AF-4E43-4314-9498-86D112BECAA4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={CAEAB9C1-C055-4674-AB11-718FA3E585F4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request												

asmith: asmith:
Plus marijuana tax
		15,000

tc={8BE267D5-60E3-47AB-BE6F-BD327D17B939}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={317465A3-2149-4596-996A-5A8709DF9F05}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    A lot of small revs added		

tc={2987D732-88D6-42E7-95EB-0F40EFF46572}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={B7E654C2-CE0C-4833-AAB3-846BEB3F0C62}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    1315 Wash S		

tc={58CDFE90-2156-43F1-94CA-85676257EAE6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={04C49AEA-54CE-434A-B72E-08DA2147D4C3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={03586CAD-D9EF-48B2-9C08-FD3295E81E18}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={A0A8188A-0414-4822-B4C0-560B3239F79A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={C33E9493-F642-41B4-8D69-F5AD8E18C2A6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax												

tc={C5069210-2B11-4BD6-A067-19025908F8E8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={F6375E07-3008-4848-8EA7-03DC5A614C02}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={E87F5F45-2EA7-461E-8F6C-5E9C96A8693F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={4D4EB522-4C15-442D-92EC-0751B0876FC3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={642C9308-82AA-43B6-9823-BF397BCC2B20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={B4290A4B-7413-46D1-8BE5-062DBDD716CE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={659313E3-7B2C-4616-97C8-FE559AF4D59C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

Gene: Gene:
paid 2012, repay CE $50,256 a year, 1% interest to pay off in 5 years, no pay in 2013.		

Gene: Gene:
repay current expense fund for lilft station loan.Done in 2020																		

asmith: asmith:
Includes new computer for Council Chambers 		

tc={D40A45D4-0EBB-4691-8DC3-33821D2EBC29}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    public defender conflict												

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk										

Gene: Gene:
One fourth of cost of new copier at $10K
		

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk				

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		

tc={3E3F1AD4-C824-4AB0-ACE4-F873DD1A3B27}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={665B0C13-5F90-45BB-8D19-1159750775C8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={A8FF7B72-4BEF-4943-98F4-872E9B1178B4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit				

tc={94ACB4DE-E66E-4ECA-A25C-DD252CFC03FB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={E94F1C6F-9882-4562-95E4-66FF0D487DA5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		

tc={D11B5CCA-2B5A-44B4-BF45-ED70F3AAE603}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={832C601E-3469-41DE-9579-658869464AB6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={878C660A-0A49-48A1-9B2A-310E892D898D}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		

tc={E37A3440-1C87-4D1B-8340-AE23AA84B28A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={7A4E61FC-D089-4FD6-92CE-94FAA21C83BA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={4FC3CFBF-D5FA-4662-B2F6-2D17BA098D70}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS																																								

Gene: Gene:
judge $1000 a month		

tc={F74C15BC-D75C-402E-855B-C168CCD38C40}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={269D58A5-818B-44BC-8FB5-3D3041DA120B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={F1F7D5AA-6FFA-44A7-ABD8-5E0D15249518}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={724551C8-DE03-4F29-9BE8-5BA1750ACDF5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		

tc={044E9680-6EEB-4069-A78D-3514347B2D84}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		

tc={1864F8DA-22DA-4B04-A400-B06EF77597E2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS																																

Gene: Gene:
Defense att $13,200
Pros $12000		

David Glasson: David Glasson:
L & I 16k		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum																														

DavidG: DavidG:
paid early on 2015 PCOG = $1500		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall																										

Gene: Gene:
one fourth of cost of new copier $10K		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

tc={F2A145D9-3507-498F-972C-50D7196DF9F1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Piers						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 				

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 								

asmith: asmith:
City Hall parking lot
		

tc={C83E5CD8-6FEA-44F1-AE0C-14C1BDE8C61F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Clerk / paving / Drainage		

tc={60D7EB5B-735C-43A3-8D0B-BF6218242165}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={C6E094B8-1BCB-46D5-AD5B-9767AF8A1B2B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $7500				

tc={1B78A2FF-33F0-4BD7-AFA5-938E21A3278F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={8D053119-A5FD-4354-A45B-E91EF26B69D2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64														

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		

tc={EB7E9645-CA2E-4B1E-B30E-39D01DFC52F0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={2AEF763F-5F64-426D-A3C8-36983EFF5C20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64														

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		

tc={0528852F-1BB1-479D-ADAD-6547B2300468}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={BE75E251-BE6D-46C4-A37A-7339CBBFD6DD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.										

tc={B736CF69-FBD1-44FE-95FC-2B570ED8D794}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={16A2189C-1AF5-4D72-945A-0BE755E5A774}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.										

tc={CB934693-8C11-40CD-B44D-0863AFB7B9CD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={7D002F1B-4EDA-4406-B5D2-5593D386D975}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.								

tc={490948C1-27A7-4B0E-9CFD-015A4C669CD0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

tc={39A758D5-28D6-4EBA-846F-2BBA06759D08}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={F51AB3B5-13B7-4CDC-A9EB-43A522EECFDF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request														

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

tc={26C1F331-4161-47A6-A277-F1EC4CF9085F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={2930C92C-2652-485B-95C0-98424E80FF90}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={A7FFB488-3DF1-4B41-8DA9-7E12E16D2FAA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 				

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt				

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		15,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,000		6,000				6,000												5,000										- 0				- 0		5,000				5,000

		CONTINGENT EXPENDITURES																																																				73

		TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS		910,000		890,000		879,709		1,079,409		879,709		874,709		774,709		949,709		769,709		766,709		733,709		733,709		739,709		715,709		715,709		709,709		751,174		444,855		669,709		751,709		454,376		676,709		676,709		624,709		654,709		681,032		598,876		724,709		680,599		675,840		636,959





		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		2,309,851		2,175,569		2,136,353		2,162,092		2,027,927		1,933,351		1,886,957		1,977,352		1,830,426		1,717,234		1,506,053		ERROR:#REF!		1,948,261		ERROR:#REF!		1,477,487		ERROR:#REF!		1,501,071		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		1,212,812		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		1,396,503		1,328,589		1,613,714		1,519,723		1,795,776		1,733,119





		Carry Over to next year		481,876		879,261		312,720		901,739		293,722		721,442		91,409		486,532		280,512		417,014		255,508		ERROR:#REF!		199,097		ERROR:#REF!		240,900		ERROR:#REF!		189,473		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		175,591		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		74,204		77,168		-		52,967		-		244,747



																																																																																2022 Budget 		2021 Estimated		2020 Actual		2019 Actual 		2018 Actual 		2017 Actual 		2016 Actual 		2015 Actual		2014 Actual		2013 Actual		2012 Actual		2011 Actual		2010 Actual

																																																																														Expenditures		213,635		216,209		193,335		197,735		171,723		150,605		194,826		147,748.70		150,107.08		121,281.23		139,650.33		132,858.88		151,972.29

																																																																														Ending Fund		312,720		901,739		721,442		486,532		417,014		255,508		199,097		240,900		189,473		175,591		74,204		77,168		52,967





































Expenditures Vs. Ending Fund



Expenditures	2022 Budget 	2021 Estimated	2020 Actual	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual 	213635.32553609606	216209.15	193335.13799999998	197735.18799999999	171723.446	Ending Fund	2022 Budget 	2021 Estimated	2020 Actual	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual 	312719.74463903951	901739.49000000022	721442	486531.83100000024	417013.74989000009	
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				2023		2022		2022		2021		2021		2020		2020		2019		2019		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015		2015		2014		2014		2014		2013		2013		2013		2013		2012		2012		2012		2011		2011		2010		2010		2009

		DESCRIPTION		Budget 		Estimated 		Budget  		Actual 		Budget		 Actual 		Budget COVID 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual		YTD Aug		Budget		Estimated		YTD Aug		Actual		Budget		Estimated		Budget		Actual		Actual		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual



		Revenues



		BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		879,261		903,438		624,907		724,934		539,634		486,532		486,532		419,332		378,988		252,770		142,192		143,399		229,856		202,203		182,746		224,688		173,427		162,669		ERROR:#REF!		71,761		61,379		60,695		ERROR:#REF!		106,380		77,168		37,874		52,967		52,967		244,747		573,482		718,929

		TOTAL BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		879,261		903,438		624,907		724,934		539,634		486,532		486,532		419,332		378,988		252,770		142,192		143,399		229,856		202,203		182,746		224,688		173,427		162,669		ERROR:#REF!		71,761		61,379		60,695		ERROR:#REF!		106,380		77,168		37,874		52,967		52,967		244,747		573,482		718,929



		TAXES

		PROPERTY TAXES (1% Increases)		472,056		467,950		467,950		502,910		461,090		488,975		482,175		433,380		471,078		466,414		440,703		452,970		406,598		407,672		327,750		407,400		399,639		213,012		400,970		397,000		237,059		393,489		397,000		394,750		393,000		449,535		395,596		386,750		371,602		378,893		313,166

		Local Crimal Justice 		15,000		20,000		15,000		29,708		15,000		22,379		17,687		21,784				15,468				18,556

		SALES TAX		700,000		800,000		600,000		856,248		550,000		655,314		550,000		731,409		500,000		598,127		526,625		450,000		500,115		410,000		476,415		400,000		455,570		213,094		370,000		395,000		191,030		408,896		370,500		364,500		368,500		370,112		352,629		350,000		371,467		330,000		372,293

		BUS. TAXES CABLE TV		15,000		30,000		- 0		20,298		28,000		30,214		20,000		10,155		20,000		28,056		21,870		20,000		24,085		20,000		19,777		20,000		21,573		11,854		21,000		24,000		20,014		27,992		20,000		19,415		22,000		18,119		19,312		22,000		20,094		22,000		24,755

		BUS. TAX - TELEPHONE		30,000		30,000		40,000		28,566		40,000		29,273		40,000		55,281		40,000		39,985		46,606		38,000		38,640		38,000		36,343		50,000		37,121		24,702		50,000		47,850		35,936		51,120		47,500		47,600		47,500		53,271		47,669		50,000		47,661		50,000		40,363

		BUS. TAX - PUD		120,000		122,000		120,000		141,884		120,000		134,493		120,000		127,856		120,000		126,845		130,947		115,000		118,324		115,000		111,811		118,000		117,710		66,381		115,000		115,000		92,101		114,263		110,000		110,000		95,000		116,974		108,656		98,000		105,139		98,000		69,267

		BUS. TAXES - WATER/SEWER		298,000		290,000		267,379		333,000		297,574		303,228		300,360		272,367		284,135		183,141		165,451		160,600		150,870		143,525		148,059		140,000		142,104		84,496		115,000		125,000		92,940		141,796		115,000		115,000		125,000		144,980		113,739		124,620		132,361		124,620		116,945

		BUS. TAX - GARBAGE		65,000		65,000		65,000		64,083		55,000		55,998		55,000		40,590		57,399

		BUS. TAX - STORM WATER		27,312		27,312		27,312		29,236		26,777		28,276		26,777		25,343		25,996		16,807		15,321		12,650		13,878		12,650		12,845		10,000		12,198		7,335		10,000		5,000		12		4,055		10,000		10,000		11,760		21,246		9,695		11,760		11,597		11,160		11,366

		PROPERTY TAXES - Uncollected		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0						(2,383)										(14,000)

		REET - Moved to fund 003		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0								- 0		- 0

		GAMBLING TAX		15,000		20,000		15,000		22,575		15,000		15,685		20,000		24,733		20,000		19,756		17,172		19,000		17,606		19,000		18,898		18,000		16,168		11,685		20,000		19,250		13,229		19,640		20,000		19,780		16,500		18,160		20,878		20,000		16,136		26,000		30,694

		TOTAL TAXES		1,757,368		1,872,262		1,617,641		2,028,508		1,608,441		1,763,835		1,631,999		1,742,898		1,538,608		1,494,599		1,364,695		1,286,776		1,270,116		1,165,847		1,151,897		1,163,400		1,202,083		632,559		1,101,970		1,128,100		682,319		1,161,251		1,090,000		1,081,045		1,076,877		1,192,395		1,068,175		1,063,130		1,076,057		1,026,673		978,848																		288,853		17331.174

																																																																																		3157055

		LICENSES & PERMITS

		BUSINESS LICENSES		50,000		55,000		45,000		76,062		45,000		63,878		50,000		73,055		50,000		68,947		54,409		60,000		64,490		57,000		61,756		57,000		70,693		44,959		54,500		55,000		43,248		61,465		58,400		58,400		56,800		53,183		58,456		54,000		58,526		50,000		56,538

		OTHER RECEIPTS												3,708

		BUILDING PERMITS - LONG BEACH		25,000		49,000		25,000		70,197		25,000		52,521		30,000		80,707		30,000		131,934		41,189		30,000		39,345		30,000		31,568		30,000		36,703		27,602		28,000		24,000		20,155		23,052		30,000		29,500		27,500		17,564		33,043		20,000		24,971		40,000		40,074

		BUILDING PERMIT - ILWACO		15,000		24,000		15,000		21,909		15,000		34,813		15,000		27,952		15,000		34,886		28,697		12,000		7,195		12,000		3,344		14,000		17,418		8,556		12,950		16,000		11,168		15,975		8,500		12,000		14,100		13,266		6,528		15,000		16,408		15,000		7,894

		VARIANCES & MISC. PLANNING		3,000		11,170		3,000		16,185		3,000		7,680		3,000		15,265		3,000		7,740		8,660		1,000		1,976		1,000		3,120		1,000		953		920		1,500		1,000		960		1,360		1,000		1,000		2,400		2,065		920		2,000		2,220		1,500		2,750

		USE 322.10.02		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		1,000		1,000						400		-		1,150		-

		WEAPONS PERMIT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				400		318		400		488		281		400		230		400		148		400		276		276		350		450		352		586		100		100				402		96		-		-		-

		FIRE INSPECTIONS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0														-

		TOTAL LICENSES & PERMITS		93,000		139,170		88,000		184,353		88,000		162,600		98,400		197,297		98,400		243,995		133,236		103,400		113,236		100,400		99,936		102,400		126,042		82,313		97,300		96,450		75,883		102,438		99,000		102,000		100,800		86,480		99,443		91,000		103,275		106,500		107,256																		2019		2018		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015

																																																																														DESCRIPTION				Budget 		Estimate		Budget 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Budget		Actual

		INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUE																																																																												Expenditures

		CTED GMA GRANT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		LOCAL LAW ENF. BLOCK GRANT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		ILWACO COURT CONTRACT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0		2,000		3,800		4,741		- 0		2,500		2,213		8,000		2,000

		ILWACO JAIL FEES		3,000		1,000		3,000		- 0		3,000		1,685		3,000		1,265		3,000		3,862		2,313		3,000		1,255		3,000		1,828		3,000		3,387		1,565		2,000		1,800		1,760		2,500		- 0		3,000		3,200		840		3,065		5,000		1,811		5,000		3,114

		PUD PRIVILEGE TAX		14,000		18,015		14,000		16,923		14,000		16,208		14,000		15,890		14,000		16,701		13,961		14,000		13,961		15,000		14,833		15,000		14,325		14,325		15,000		14,428		14,428		14,428		10,000		10,000		12,500		13,913		8,632		13,000		13,067		12,500		13,222

		JIS REIMBURSEMENT-COMPUTERS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0						- 0												-		2,050		-

		SOS ARCHIVING GRANT 								12,325		6,049		6,721		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0						- 0												-		-		-

		STREAMLINED SALES TAX		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		10,000		3,460		10,311		10,000		10,339		10,000		10,720		10,000		10,344		5,081		10,900		10,500		5,109		10,060		10,500		10,800		10,000		10,170		10,658		5,000		10,485				12,343

		CRIMINAL JUSTICE-HI CRM		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				1,500		1,000		- 0		- 0		1,000				1,000		1,000		1,000		658		658		1,200		1,000		929		929		1,500		1,000		2,500		702		711		2,000		-		2,500		1,930

		CRIMINAL JUSTICE-LOC-POP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				100		500						500				500		1,380		500				778		500		750		750		- 0								250

		MARIJUANA EXCISE 		1,200		1,200		1,200		2,037		1,200		1,665		- 0		1,682		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0

		CRIM JUS-POP		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		2,201		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,800		1,000		1,028				- 0		- 0				1,000		2,000		2,250		1,000		1,759		2,288		1,000		2,294		750		1,691

		CRIM JUS-DCD #1		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		500		1,560		500		1,509		1,467		500		1,426		500		343		500		685		343		- 0		- 0				- 0		500		800		100		288		616		100		-		100		302

		CRIM JUS-DCD #2		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				326								592

		DUI - CITIES		211		259		211		259		211		211		200		202		200		212		217		200		221		200		214		300		254		191		300		200		189		255		300		300		200		260		301		200		285		200		494

		LIQUOR EXCISE TAXES		9,170		10,000		9,170		11,078		9,170		9,170		6,000		7,911		6,000		7,279		6,893		3,000		6,625		3,000		3,839		1,800		2,649		1,959		12,000		13,036		- 0		939		12,000		5,134		7,000		5,134		7,017		7,000		7,606		5,500		7,379

		CITY HARDSHIP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0														212

		LIQUOR BOARD PROFITS		11,679		8,000		11,679		12,246		11,679		11,679		12,000		11,795		12,000		14,148

asmith: asmith:
Plus marijuana tax
		12,073		12,000		12,232		9,000		12,355		10,000		12,528		6,270						6,301		12,603		- 0		7,586		9,000		13,856		9,722		9,000		12,279		9,000		10,390

		TOTAL INTERGOVERNMENTAL REV.		41,891		41,105		41,891		57,499		47,940		49,970		36,700		42,905		48,200		49,371		48,235		45,200		47,272		43,200		48,311		43,100		45,860		31,170		41,900		41,714		29,466		43,040		36,800		42,869		49,300		52,504		43,010		44,800		52,090		43,550		52,866



		CHARGES FOR SERVICES

		CIVIL FILINGS, LAW LIBRARY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		9		- 0												- 0												-		-		-		-

		WARRANT COSTS		100		100		100				100		102		100		100		100		67		2		100		166		100		104		850		19		18		1,500		100		73		73		1,500		1,600		1,636		1,243		1,529		1,636		1,636		1,621		1,621

		DEF PROS ADM CS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		50								50		45		45								66				-		-		-

		COVID REIMBURSEMENT								31,738				86,700		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		4		25		11				100		10		1		1		100		100				486		193		-		8		-

		FIRE PROTECTION SERVICES		500		500		500		172		500		237		500		546		338		2,903		967		338		312		338		338		300		388				300		300				381		300		325		300		-		328		300		304		300		308

		MEDIX		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,400

		SNTNC COMPL FEE		3,409		4,090		3,409		4,090		3,409		3,409		6,000		5,428		6,000		10,653		5,907		8,000		10,229		8,000		14,661		3,500		7,360		4,877		1,800		2,400		1,685		3,358		1,800		1,850		- 0		2,337		2,319				1,949				2,117

		IT time Pay Fee		300		50		300		50		300		300		250		250		250		16		8		250				250				250		250		250																				-		-		-

		CURRENT EXPENSE		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		4		4		3								15

		TOTAL CHARGES FOR SERVICES		9,109		9,540		9,109		40,850		9,109		95,548		11,650		10,724		6,688		13,639		6,884		8,688		10,707		8,688		15,116		4,975		8,027		5,145		3,700		2,864		1,807		3,860		3,700		3,875		1,936		4,147		4,369		1,936		3,897		2,261		4,436



		FINES & FORFEITS																																																																																157.11

		MUNICIPAL COURT FINES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		(400)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0																																														4.19

		JIS/TRAUMA & LOCAL JIS ACCNT.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		200		238		238		150		45		38		- 0		150		150		260		90		131		589		589		256		256																		161.3

		TRAFFIC INFRACTION		3,650		5,500		3,650		13,671		3,650		5,566		3,650		1,414		3,650		2,915		4,230		3,650		5,654		3,650		4,620		3,650		3,991		1,807		3,500		3,250		1,635		3,423		3,500		4,000		2,500		4,668		3,967		2,500		4,884		2,000		2,997

		LEGIS ASSMNT		200		200		200		428		200		313		200		3,103		200		183		233		200		422		200		375		200		370		171				230		230		354								374

		NON-TRAFFIC INFRACTION		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		721		- 0		- 0						- 0				17				- 0		20		- 0		- 0		17		17		-																				116.43

		CRIME VICTIMS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				10		- 0				- 0		10		10		10		- 0		10		14		14		-

		OTHER INFRACTIONS		100		100		100		29		100		292		100		100		100		73		45		100		93		100		108		100		114		42		250		75		20		133		250		250		244		52		217		244		244		343		343

		PARKING INFRACTION		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				30		- 0				- 0		30		30		30		90		30		210		210		50		50

		PARKING - HANDICAP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0

		DUI FINES		250		250		250		292		250		250		250		250		250		218		83		250		17		250		512		250		158		101		400		175		123		120		400		100		400		270		72		400		63				406														6.49

		CRI CNV FEE DUI		100		100		100		9		100		238		100				100		19				100		209		100		27		100		68		68				25		16		6

		CRI CONV FE CT		100		100		100		40		100		100		100				100		79		72		100		202		100		419		100		46		25				50		42		58

		CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISD.		300		300		300		160		300		- 0		300				300		- 0				300		38		300		926		300		365		325		150		400		396		- 0		150		75		200		- 0		51		334		334		57		57														122.92

		CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISDEMEANOR		500		500		500		- 0		500		302		500				500		671		299		500		506		500		- 0		500						1,500		800				397		1,500		1,200		2,100		965		1,116		1,214		1,214		2,318		2,318

		CNTY DRUG BUY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		14		500		233		9		800		300		40		40		800		600		2,000		366		518		992		992		2,128		2,128

		CITY DRUG BUY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		20		- 0		129		500		- 0		- 0		800		300		41		91		800		600		456		353		705		456		456		719		719

		INVESTIGATIVE  FUND ASSESSMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		300		- 0				500		- 0				84		500		600		360		41		560		360		360		578		578

		OTHER CRIMINAL NON-TRAFFIC		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				150		50				- 0		150		150		100		-		139		84		84		236		236

		CRIME VICTIMS		800		800		800		800		800		100		800				800						800		96		800		48		800		429		424		1,800		200		146		159		1,800		1,800		2,200		1,207		1,522		782		782		1,443		1,443

		PUBLIC DEFENDER FEES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		700		1		- 0		-		-		944		944

		PUBLIC DEFENSE COSTS		1,000		2,200		1,000		1,435		1,000		1,359		1,000		1,642		1,000		2,799		1,378		1,000		6,039		1,000		1,860		1,000		1,320		607		1,500		1,280		466		663		1,500		1,750		200		1,878		1,517				1,260

		WARRANT/SUBP-SHF		350		350		350		- 0		350				350		350		350				- 0		350				350		772		350		275		206				500		477		799

		CRT COST RECOUP		350		350		350		- 0		350				350		350		350				- 0		350				350				350		301		301				50		49		49

		I Conv FEE CN		25		25		25		319		25		3,115

tc={317465A3-2149-4596-996A-5A8709DF9F05}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    A lot of small revs added		25		25		25				- 0		25		29		25		4		25		74		13

		D/M Int Income Current Expense		25		25		25		- 0		25				25		25		25		40		55		25		- 0		25		- 0		25		39		26

		Court Current Expense		3,000		3,000		3,000		4,177		3,000		3,029		3,000		2,950		3,000		7,722		2,788		3,000		2,645		25		4,392		25		60		26

		D/M Income		25		25		25		770		25				25		25		25		- 0		55		25		288		25		34		25		60		35

		INTERPRETER		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0								-		-		-

		TOTAL FINES & FORFEITS		10,775		13,825		10,775		22,131		10,775		14,664		10,775		10,234		10,775		14,717		9,238		10,775		15,857		7,800		14,961		9,300		8,141		4,425		11,540		7,730		3,717		6,393		11,540		11,315		11,780		10,354		10,555		9,981		11,503		15,390		16,793



		MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES

		INVESTMENT INTEREST		100		100		100		1,098		100		981		100		534		100		238		110		100		1,495		100		112		1,000		223		- 0		3,500		2,000		768		1,189		3,500		3,850		2,500		2,592		4,183		4,000		2,975		12,000		5,327

		SALES INTEREST		150		150		150		567		150				150		1,578		150		938		424		150		294		150		195		200		196		143		275		31		31		52		275		500		750		89		192		750		504		500		1,188

		RENT REVENUE		100		100		100		- 0		100				100				100		500		886		100		776		100		- 0		100		100		100		500		- 0				- 0		500		300		4,500		- 0		275				12		3,000		4,550

		SMA Grant 2013		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										1,911						25,000		27,822		50,000		46,411		- 0		70,500		- 0						- 0		- 0		2,500		- 0		- 0		4,800		-		4,800

		FUND CONTRIBUTIONS		3,000		3,000		3,000		2,491		3,000		2,495		3,000		1,029		3,000		2,288		12,565		3,000		6,688		3,000		3,835		4,000		1,656		706		5,000		4,500		3,776		5,012		5,000		4,800		1,000		2,518		9,077		1,000		1,500		1,000		1,440

		Squirting Clam		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,092		1,300		1,222		1,300		1,322		1,271		1,300		1,210		1,300		1,329		1,500		1,193		813

		Fireworks Donations																				5,750		5,056		5,000		6,896

		PROJECT SAFE HAVEN																				28,676		26,052		49,000		367,260		393,750		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0												- 0																												399000

		MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES																						208		250		1,226		250		305		1,500		274		193		3,000		2,450		2,027		2,136		3,000		3,000		2,200		1,147		3,241		2,000		120		2,000		209																		57000

		Code Enforcement 				70,740

tc={B7E654C2-CE0C-4833-AAB3-846BEB3F0C62}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    1315 Wash S		52,000

tc={58CDFE90-2156-43F1-94CA-85676257EAE6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		- 0

tc={04C49AEA-54CE-434A-B72E-08DA2147D4C3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		13,000

tc={03586CAD-D9EF-48B2-9C08-FD3295E81E18}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		47,059

tc={A0A8188A-0414-4822-B4C0-560B3239F79A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		40,000

tc={C5069210-2B11-4BD6-A067-19025908F8E8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		2,836		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		9		- 0		- 0				15		10						15		- 0		15		9		(5)		(8)		(8)		12		12

		TOTAL MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES		4,650		75,390		56,650		5,456		17,650		51,627		44,650		7,199		4,650		39,711		48,483		58,900		385,845		423,650		33,607		58,300		50,052		1,955		82,790		8,991		6,603		8,389		12,290		12,450		13,465		6,356		16,964		12,542		5,103		23,312		97,428







		TOTAL REVENUES		1,916,793

tc={C33E9493-F642-41B4-8D69-F5AD8E18C2A6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,151,292

tc={F6375E07-3008-4848-8EA7-03DC5A614C02}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,824,066

tc={E87F5F45-2EA7-461E-8F6C-5E9C96A8693F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,338,797

tc={4D4EB522-4C15-442D-92EC-0751B0876FC3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,781,915

tc={642C9308-82AA-43B6-9823-BF397BCC2B20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,138,244

tc={B4290A4B-7413-46D1-8BE5-062DBDD716CE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,467,204

tc={659313E3-7B2C-4616-97C8-FE559AF4D59C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,988,198		1,707,321		1,856,032		1,610,772		1,513,739		1,843,033		1,749,585		1,363,828		1,381,475		1,440,205		757,567		1,339,200		1,285,849		799,795		1,325,371		1,253,330		1,253,554		1,254,158		1,352,236		1,242,517		1,223,729		1,251,925		1,217,685		1,257,628														193,988



		NON-REVENUES

		BINGO BOND ISSUE																																								- 0												- 0				-		-		-		-

		CRIME VICTIMS		100		100		100		100		100		110		100		100		100		224		108		100				100		301		100		185		108		- 0		- 0				131		- 0		- 0		100		65		- 0		90		90		105		105

		LOAN REPAYMENT - LODGING TAX		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0																														327.26				46.61

		LOAN REPAYMENT - STREETS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		90,000		- 0		- 0						- 0												23,854																		349.42				673

		TRANSFER FROM CE SINKING		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0						- 0		- 0		- 0				83,147		274,513		72,000												49.94				9.65		payments				loan

		TRAN WATER TO CURRENT EXP LOAN

Gene: Gene:
paid 2012, repay CE $50,256 a year, 1% interest to pay off in 5 years, no pay in 2013.																										54,744		50,256		70,000		50,256		70,000				50,256		50,256						50,256		50,256		50,256		50,256		- 0												100,512				49.07				310.85		295,256				251280		43,976

		TRAN SEWER TO CURRENT EXP LOAN

Gene: Gene:
repay current expense fund for lilft station loan.Done in 2020												23,854		23,854		23,854		23,854		23,854		- 0		23,854				23,854				23,854						23,854		23,854						23,854		23,854		23,854																				8.26				77.89		47,708				119270		(71,562)

		CONTINGENT REVENUES																																								- 0																														783.95				1118

		JIS/TRAUMA		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0				1,000		850				38		1,000		1,000		1,746		709		792		1,746		1,746		1,040		1,040								7.78

		LOCAL/JIS ACCOUNT																										- 0				- 0				- 0				35		30				4		35		35		37		37		35		37		37		86		86								791.73

		REFUNDS																										- 0				446				- 0						- 0												- 0				-		-		-		-

		OTHER RECEIPTS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		8,980		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		97		- 0		218		- 0		20		500		- 0				1,000		350		11				1,000		- 0		2,500		3,233		1,118		2,500		20		2,500		78

		TOTAL NON-REVENUES		100		100		100		100		100		32,944		23,954		23,954		23,954		24,078		205		23,954		54,962		74,210		160,768		75,710		70,185		108		76,145		75,340		11		173		76,145		75,145		78,493		78,154		85,093		278,886		73,893		3,731		1,309



		TOTAL REVENUES		2,796,154		3,054,830		2,449,073		3,063,831		2,321,649		2,657,720		1,977,690		2,463,884		2,110,263		2,132,880		1,753,169		1,681,092		2,127,851		2,025,998		1,707,342		1,681,873		1,683,817		920,343		ERROR:#REF!		1,432,950		861,185		1,386,239		ERROR:#REF!		1,435,079		1,409,819		1,468,264		1,380,576		1,555,582		1,572,690		1,794,898		1,977,866														19,821.27





		Expenditures



		CURRENT EXPENSE



		LEGISLATIVE

		SALARIES		26,400		26,400		26,400		24,000		26,400		26,400		26,400		25,950		26,400		26,200		23,700		24,000		23,400		24,000		24,000		24,000		22,500		14,500		24,000		20,700		13,900		20,700		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		21,100		24,000		23,400

		BENEFITS & TAXES		4,247		4,247		4,247		1,952		4,247		2,295		7,600		2,113		7,600		2,133		1,938		4,013		2,297		3,000		3,135		2,200		3,841		2,025		2,000		2,000		1,136		1,692		2,000		2,000		2,000		1,950		2,059		3,853		1,746		3,853		1,895

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		300		300		300		63		300		5		300		235		300		154		- 0		300		544		300		- 0		300		- 0		- 0		500		200		121		121		500		500		1,000		111		605		500		1,183		500		655

		TRAVEL		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		1,000		752		3,000		2,041		3,000		2,255		711		1,500		501		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		- 0		1,500		850		198		512		1,500		600		2,800		729		1,640		3,000		(50)		3,000		354

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		300		300		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		77		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		- 0		300		100		60		60		300		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		500		-		500		-

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		5,000		5,000		5,000		2,252		5,000		2,285		5,000		373		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Includes new computer for Council Chambers 		11,607		11,147		8,500		10,320		10,000		11,449		10,000		11,263		11,263		9,000		9,000		8,978		8,998		1,500		6,669		1,500		6,694		12,200		1,000		12,208		5,500		10,084

		ELECTIONS		10,000		10,000		10,000		7,404		10,000		9,084		10,000		10,065		10,000

		TRAINING		2,000		2,000		2,000		535		1,000		250		1,000		715		500		4,300		212		1,500				- 0		- 0		2,500

Gene: Gene:
One fourth of cost of new copier at $10K
		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0						200		- 0		- 0		1,000		-		1,000		-

		TOTAL LEGISLATIVE		51,247		51,247		51,247		36,206		48,247		41,071		53,600		41,492		53,100		46,726		37,708		40,113		37,062		39,100		38,584		40,800		37,603		27,787		37,300		32,850		24,393		32,082		29,800		33,769		32,000		33,484		40,504		33,853		36,187		38,353		36,388



		JUDICIAL

		SALARIES		32,400		32,400		32,400		28,800		28,800		28,650		28,800		26,950		26,400		26,400

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		35,136

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		34,720

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		33,655		33,600

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		13,652		12,000		26,845		25,438		12,000		12,000		25,901		38,788		12,000

Gene: Gene:
judge $1000 a month		43,221		43,221		43,029		43,085		40,843		42,767		40,843		45,642		30,000		-										over

		BENEFITS		2,946		2,946		2,946		1,813		2,946		2,398		6,115		2,037		6,115		2,056		2,341		7,626		2,698		1,000		1,329		1,000		12,540		3,836		1,000		1,000		6,900		8,327		1,000		14,200		15,150		10,461		6,586		14,639		4,411		14,639		10,173		10,000		12,000										over

		COURT CONTRACT WITH COUNTY																																																				- 0

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		1,000		1,000		1,000		478		1,000		260		1,000		250		1,000		322		2,968		50		1,231		50		537		50		- 0		- 0		100		100		65		1,379				825		2,000		605		796		2,000		1,455		2,000		1,632				13,200

		LEGAL FEES		15,000		15,000		15,000		16,116

tc={D40A45D4-0EBB-4691-8DC3-33821D2EBC29}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    public defender conflict		12,000		1,050		12,000		10,555		12,000		17,800		17,675		12,000		12,000		12,000		12,000		16,000		13,056		9,056		16,000		14,500		8,853		12,853		25,200

Gene: Gene:
Defense att $13,200
Pros $12000		12,260		12,000		13,056		12,623		11,000		12,612		11,000		12,389				25,200

		COUNTY COURT CONTRACT		33,293		32,640		32,640		28,515		28,091		27,231		27,540		25,995		23,479		23,019		14,252		14,280		10,499		14,000		15,166		19,000		13,943		4,110		14,000		14,000		10,500		12,833

		COMMUNICATIONS		500		500		500		540		500		521		500		524		500		491		485		500		507		500		500		500		491		287		500		450		360		528		500		490		800		450		482		800		484		800		460

		TRAVEL		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,068		- 0		1,928		- 0		146		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		287		750		-		750

		MISCELLANEOUS		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		130		100		233		100		56		56		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		400		1,000		252		-		1,000		50		1,000

		EQUIPMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		2,500		2,350		2,500		6,450

		COUNTY JAIL - LONG BEACH		10,000		8,800		8,800		2,564		8,800		3,430		8,800		3,925		8,000		5,261		4,860		8,000		4,518		8,000		9,139		8,000		12,781		8,048		6,000		6,000		4,290		6,245		8,000		5,725		8,000		5,000		5,955		12,500		4,473		12,500		5,452

		COUNTY JAIL - ILWACO		5,000		8,202		3,000		327		3,000		1,948		3,000		1,195		3,000		3,854		2,573				1,033				173		4,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		1,000		203		498		- 0		1,890		5,000		1,078		3,180		5,000		1,761		5,000		3,082

		TOTAL JUDICIAL		100,238		101,588		96,386		79,253		85,236		65,588		87,855		71,531		80,594		79,303		82,458		77,276		68,198		69,250		52,876		60,650		79,712		50,832		50,600		49,050		57,073		81,452		46,700		79,011		87,671		73,931		72,994		91,032		70,363		91,032		85,279



		FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION

		SALARIES		107,001		102,566		102,566		82,377		97,112		85,385		79,082		77,384		75,858		78,016		73,458		74,377		75,956		77,743		79,384		79,957		58,811		25,950		60,514		50,331		30,733		46,126		50,331		43,750		43,750		47,587		66,052		63,200		63,220		63,200		64,142		35000 left

		BENEFITS		62,469		61,556		61,556		54,454		56,142		51,578		44,595		52,483		39,649		50,139		46,238		39,058		37,941		38,491		25,154		20,068		13,618		9,363		27,864		14,250		10,070		15,195		10,286		17,250		17,250		18,487		23,988		23,887		21,922		23,887		23,361		11000 left																38491

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		22,000
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Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		22,000
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Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		22,000
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Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		20,374
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Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		22,000
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Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		20,007
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    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		22,000
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    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		11,459		16,000		8,084		16,260		6,500		16,517		6,500		10,392		6,500		11,346		5,704		5,500		4,500		2,524		4,999		5,500		5,003		5,000		6,257		6,289		4,000		6,399		4,000		5,138

		ACCOUNTING SERVICES		40,000
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Comment:
    2 year audit		20,000
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    2 year audit		40,000
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Comment:
    2 year audit		6,102		25,000		19,665		25,000		28,253		16,000		17,620		7,214		16,000		17,420		16,000		26,584		16,000		14,704		13,184		17,500		10,000		5,215		7,703		18,000		13,864		5,000		4,770		18,922		4,000		18,061		4,000		13,241

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		15,000
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		11,386
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    Includes SDS		15,000
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    Includes SDS		10,232
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		1,617		5,000		4,383		6,211		2,000		16,597

David Glasson: David Glasson:
L & I 16k		2,000		4,011		2,000		155		35		5,000		1,000		415		2,450		5,000		120		18,400		10,869		5,861		18,400		1,976		18,400		11,090		JP - only 100 at this time

		COMMUNICATIONS		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,411		5,000		6,100		5,000		5,420		4,000		6,358		3,465		4,000		3,773		4,000		3,696		4,000		3,594		2,095		4,000		3,900		2,493		3,729		4,000		3,795		1,500		3,822		4,168		1,500		1,317		1,500		1,440

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		1,344		1,000		79		2,000		3,991		2,000		3,192		1,685		2,000		2,345		2,000		1,661		3,500		3,081		1,771		3,500		3,000		1,386		2,321		3,500		3,500		4,500		3,404		3,357		4,000		7,135		2,500		5,760

		TRAINING		2,500		2,500		2,500		- 0		2,500		70		2,500		1,095		2,500		2,433		3,593		1,500		3,667		1,500		2,891		500		117				500		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		300		50		1,500		-		1,500		140

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		500		500		500		918		500		510		500		912		500		1,537		1,234		500		909		500		605		500		490		41		500		750		731		838		500		200		500		395		212		500		196		500		176

		REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE																100		100		3,849		411		100		723		100		724		100		- 0		- 0		- 0		250		113		113		- 0		1,190		50		12		164				26				-

		INSURANCE		6,743		5,394		5,394		4,904		2,769		4,308		6,000		4,150		6,000		3,643		6,086		6,000		5,457		5,303		17,974		21,500		18,801		18,701		22,000		- 0				- 0		22,000		20,912		22,000		39,925		19,641		22,000		20,143		22,000		21,000

		Utilities																																														- 0		- 0		-				340

		DUES & ASSOCIATIONS		2,000		2,000		2,000		100		2,000		806		2,000		415		2,000		1,818		727		1,000		717		1,000		2,226		3,600		4,202

DavidG: DavidG:
paid early on 2015 PCOG = $1500		3,400		2,400		2,478		2,324		2,478		2,000		1,900		1,500		2,541		-		1,500		-		1,500		280

		PRINTING		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		45		43		43		- 0

		MISCELLANEOUS																								500		1,773		500		631		500		203		150		500		250		120		135		500		1,600		250		1,582		5				699				24

		CODIFICATION OF ORDINANCES		2,000		2,000		2,000		3,741		1,500		1,898		1,500		265		1,500		1,322		2,018				5,509

		EQUIPMENT		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		3,500

Gene: Gene:
one fourth of cost of new copier $10K		- 0		- 0		1,200		500				- 0		1,200		1,200		4,000		-		1,056		4,000		-		4,000		6,450																				0

		TOTAL FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION		268,713		242,017		262,017		192,111		232,523		202,638		207,177		201,041		173,107		182,394		168,602		154,536		189,303		156,637		175,933		162,226		129,121		80,394		150,978		91,254		56,167		86,129		124,316		114,284		125,200		139,951		150,105		148,486		141,094		146,986		152,242																				189303.41



		LEGAL

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		24,100

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		24,160

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		31,000		30,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		20,473		3,000		18,000		22,523		18,000		18,310		18,000		25,000		7,500		18,000		18,000		12,000		16,500		18,000		23,320		14,000		37,508		21,414		13,200		15,985		13,200		13,470

		TOTAL LEGAL		25,000		25,000		25,000		24,100		25,000		24,160		25,000		31,000		30,000		20,473		3,000		18,000		22,523		18,000		18,310		18,000		25,000		7,500		18,000		18,000		12,000		16,500		18,000		23,320		14,000		37,508		21,414		13,200		15,985		13,200		13,470



		FACILITIES

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		600		1,500		600		1,459		653		600		575				523

		UTILITIES		4,500		4,500		4,500		2,511		3,000		3,464		3,000		2,524		3,000		2,757		3,048		2,500		2,321		4,000		2,159		4,000		3,369		1,712		3,000		2,740		1,863		2,627		3,200		3,200		2,500		3,602		2,741		2,200		2,818		2,200		2,265

		OLD KITE MUSEUM																				2,500		- 0		1,000		2,714		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		- 0		400		150		131		131		500		1,165		500		1,166		43		500		537		1,000		506

		MISCELLANEOUS																						1,165		1,500		1,920		1,500		1,730		1,500		1,920		1,120		1,500		1,920		1,280		1,920		1,500		1,600		1,500		2,610		1,920		1,500		1,947		500		2,129

		CITY HALL REPAIRS		30,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		237

tc={F2A145D9-3507-498F-972C-50D7196DF9F1}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Piers		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		8,103

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		297		12,500

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		160				2,500		3,234

asmith: asmith:
City Hall parking lot
		2,500		4,011		2,500				- 0		- 0		500		458		458		1,000		8,681		1,000		4,376		305		1,000		3,742		6,500		10,937

		Obies Demolition		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		8,125		- 0		8,125

		28th Street Lift Station		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0														138,856

		TOTAL FACILITIES		34,500		9,500		24,500		2,748		23,000		11,567		23,000		2,821		15,500		5,417		4,213		7,500		10,189		11,000		7,900		11,000		5,289		2,832		4,900		5,310		3,732		5,136		6,800		24,271		6,100		21,338		5,662		5,800		9,619		10,200		155,216



		ASSOCIATION WASHINGTON CITIES

		CONTRIBUTIONS		1,079		952		952		- 0		782		- 0		782		782		782				700		700		717		700		- 0		700		698		- 0		800		800		- 0		- 0		800		685		800		685		- 0		760				760

		TOTAL AWC		1,079		952		952		-		782		-		782		782		782		-		700		700		717		700		-		700		698		-		800		800		-		-		800		685		800		685		-		760		-		760



		FIRE CONTROL																																																																																		current		proposed

		SALARIES		24,831		21,956		21,956		22,538		20,204		20,396		19,053		19,136		11,343

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		13,700

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		15,736		23,940		4,560		13,500		11,218		13,500		9,685		5,956		13,500		9,000		5,996		8,999		13,500		13,500		13,500		8,757		8,721		13,500		13,340		18,400		13,877																		Chief		6000		9000

		BENEFITS		16,464		16,235		16,235		18,042		15,230		14,312		9,735		10,185		4,473		12,913		12,724		7,500		8,412		12,000		13,585		12,000		11,106		5,075		10,500		10,500		6,836		13,335		12,980		12,980		4,800		14,359		14,635		4,800		10,604		4,800		5,483																		Asst. Chief		2400		3600

		BOARD OF VOL FIREMEN		3,000		3,000		3,000		2,130		3,000		- 0		3,000		2,600																								- 0												(170)

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		15,000		15,000		15,000		10,500		15,000		10,005		18,000		14,918		15,000		25,127		13,596		12,500		13,859		12,500		24,423		12,500		25,972		15,245		10,000		12,850		11,491		13,484		10,000		9,250		10,000		7,705		12,229		8,000		24,785		8,000		35,407																		Training		4500		4500

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		150		150		150		-		150		75		150		98		150		-		-		300		105		300		192		300		-		-		300		110		110		110		500		- 0		500		-		-		500		213		500		821																		shift				6840

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		24,700

tc={C83E5CD8-6FEA-44F1-AE0C-14C1BDE8C61F}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Clerk / paving / Drainage		3,500

tc={60D7EB5B-735C-43A3-8D0B-BF6218242165}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={1B78A2FF-33F0-4BD7-AFA5-938E21A3278F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		4,865

tc={EB7E9645-CA2E-4B1E-B30E-39D01DFC52F0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={0528852F-1BB1-479D-ADAD-6547B2300468}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		1,476

tc={B736CF69-FBD1-44FE-95FC-2B570ED8D794}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={CB934693-8C11-40CD-B44D-0863AFB7B9CD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		5,212		3,000		12,843		2,965		1,300		1,401		900		2,584		900		738		298		500		1,000		906		906		250		250		250		952		-		250		-		250		172																				12900		23940

		COMMUNICATIONS		8,500

tc={C6E094B8-1BCB-46D5-AD5B-9767AF8A1B2B}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    PACCOM $7500		8,500

tc={8D053119-A5FD-4354-A45B-E91EF26B69D2}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		8,500

tc={2AEF763F-5F64-426D-A3C8-36983EFF5C20}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		8,465

tc={BE75E251-BE6D-46C4-A37A-7339CBBFD6DD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		7,500

tc={16A2189C-1AF5-4D72-945A-0BE755E5A774}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		10,149

tc={7D002F1B-4EDA-4406-B5D2-5593D386D975}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		7,500

tc={490948C1-27A7-4B0E-9CFD-015A4C669CD0}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		4,445		7,500		4,498		5,461		12,000		29,787		11,107		13,689		14,000		8,254		7,884		9,500		9,000		6,127		8,698		5,500		7,000		5,500		8,527		6,631		5,500		5,259		5,500		5,678

		TRAVEL		2,500		2,500		2,500		1,145		2,500		300		2,500		1,446		1,500		-		1,253		1,000		650		500		177		500		221		172		500		-				-		1,500		2,950		1,500		4,438		223		1,500		1,046		1,500		557

		INSURANCE		32,330		25,864		25,864		23,512		19,128		20,665		21,000		19,899		21,000		24,955		20,330		19,500		18,228		17,714		17,974		21,000		18,701		18,701		21,000						-		21,000		20,912		21,000		39,925		19,641		21,000		20,143		21,000		19,890

		FACILITIES												20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		20,000		20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		40,000		64		20,000		25,738		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		-		20,000		20,000				20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000

		UTILITIES		7,700		7,700		7,700		5,825		7,700		7,419		7,700		6,306		6,500		6,146		6,346		6,000		4,669		6,500		5,153		6,500		6,497		4,139		6,500		6,500		4,207		6,012		6,500		6,750		6,500		6,508		6,953		6,500		7,216		4,500		4,836

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		18,000		18,000		18,000		27,327		18,000		17,180		18,000		14,131		18,000		20,575		15,587		10,000		5,805		10,000		11,519		10,000		6,350		4,790		10,000		8,450		5,069		6,083		10,000		9,865		10,000		7,871		12,764		12,000		19,119		12,000		28,308

		EMS/VOLUNTEER COMPENSATION		10,500		4,800		4,800		3,979		4,800		3,778		4,800		1,167		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-				-		-		2,000		2,000		-		-

		MISCELLANEOUS																								1,000		740		1,000		789		1,000		1,880		458		1,500		1,000		890		1,130		2,000		790		2,000		810		720		1,000		720		1,000		720

		EQUIPMENT		14,000		9,000		9,000		3,089		9,000		4,718		9,000		9,096		9,000		8,913		4,503		9,000		10,015		9,000		230		9,000		7,593		6,486		9,000		8,800		2,805		8,764		9,000		12,975		9,000		12,115		1,979		10,000		16,120		10,000		9,582

		TRAINING		14,000

tc={39A758D5-28D6-4EBA-846F-2BBA06759D08}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={F51AB3B5-13B7-4CDC-A9EB-43A522EECFDF}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={26C1F331-4161-47A6-A277-F1EC4CF9085F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		4,370

tc={2930C92C-2652-485B-95C0-98424E80FF90}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={A7FFB488-3DF1-4B41-8DA9-7E12E16D2FAA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		3,255		4,000		9,266		3,500		5,222		3,734		1,500		1,951		1,500		- 0		1,500		3,631		3,381		1,500		550		550		542		2,000		2,645		2,000		2,130		40		1,500		2,540		1,500		285

		TOTAL FIRE CONTROL		191,676		150,205		150,205		135,787		139,712		133,728		147,938		137,905		120,966		174,892		102,299		125,540		125,919		116,521		121,532		122,700		120,628		72,583		114,300		87,760		44,987		88,065		114,730		121,867		108,550		133,928		104,537		106,050		141,105		108,950		145,616



		BUILDING INSPECTOR

		SALARIES		40,585		37,324		37,324		30,947		37,582		28,613		26,949		26,112		26,290		25,360		24,752		22,543		21,782		22,643		30,247		30,000		30,000		21,997		29,640		3,011		1,491		3,125		3,011		25,000		22,500		22,500		30,423		30,514		50,995		30,514		46,497		4k to planning												15over

		BENEFITS		22,724		16,235		16,235		21,597		24,873		17,730		18,273		15,697		17,607		15,183		15,004		17,558		13,284		13,000		14,936		12,000		12,654		9,331		10,670		1,762		346		2,213		1,762		11,000		12,800		12,800		15,320		15,365		22,200		15,365		45,285		5k to planning												12 over

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,117		5,000		2,693		5,000		1,372		5,000		9,781		6,742		1,100		6,061		1,100		1,418		750		1,029		523		750		750		600		714		850		800		850		1,067		875		500		1,166		500		2,004

		CODE ENFORCEMENT		20,000		1,000		20,000		32,770		20,000		55,581		42,300		33,983		2,300						2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		150		- 0		150		-		-		150		-		150

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES																		35,000

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		6,815		8,208		600		- 0		600		- 0		600				- 0		600		600		476		476		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		500		-		500

		TRAINING		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		12		1,500		1,565		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,000		600		600		1,000		690		400		400		1,500		- 0		600		95		1,606		700		595		700		90

		DUES AND ASSOCIATIONS		135		135		135		- 0		135		55		135				135		95		40		135				135		260		135		135		135		100		95		95		95

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		501		1,500		463		1,500		1,282		1,000		940		402		1,000		63		1,000		49		1,000		1,026		1,026		600		600		448		588		800		833		850		1,217		981		1,850		2,902		1,850		1,248

		STATE REMITT/BUILDING PERMITS		9,000		9,000		9,000		8,528		9,000		9,000		9,000		9,029						300		300		- 0		300		- 0		150		- 0		- 0		250		50		24		24		500		- 0		500		50		-		500		-		500

		EQUIPMENT																		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt				- 0		1,000		- 0		6,200		- 0		2,500		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		-		2,000

		MEMBERSHIPS		575		575		575		95		575		500		575		575		575		180		- 0		575				575		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		350		95		350		-		-		350		-		350		-

		TOTAL BUILDING INSPECTOR		101,019		72,269		91,269		100,555		100,165		114,635		105,233		88,062		94,407		59,919		55,448		48,311		41,190		47,053		46,911		48,135		45,443		33,612		43,610		7,558		3,880		7,634		8,922		37,728		39,100		37,729		49,205		52,429		77,858		52,429		95,123



		CIVIL DEFENSE

		EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT		13,912		13,912		13,912		13,781		13,912		4,316		13,912		25,613		12,794		15,766		18,665		14,175		14,631		12,000		11,434		12,000		22,075		7,751		12,119		10,000		8,293		11,057		11,057		8,000		10,000		8,296		8,142		9,000		9,782		9,782		13,769

		COVID COSTS 						2,000		- 0		2,000		34,257

		TOTAL CIVIL DEFENSE		13,912		13,912		15,912		13,781		15,912		38,573		13,912		25,613		12,794		15,766		18,665		14,175		14,631		12,000		11,434		12,000		22,075		7,751		12,119		10,000		8,293		11,057		11,057		8,000		10,000		8,296		8,142		9,000		9,782		9,782		13,769



		AIR POLLUTION

		OLYMPIC AIR POLLUTION CONTROL		1,185		1,185		1,185		1,729		1,185		1,713		1,665		1,665		1,138		1,357		1,314		900		878		$   900		875		$   900		870		$   630		$   900		$   866		$   866		$   866		700		675		675		931		691		657		680		657		657

		TOTAL AIR POLLUTION		1,185		1,185		1,185		1,729		1,185		1,713		1,665		1,665		1,138		1,357		1,314		900		878		900		875		900		870		630		900		866		866		866		700		675		675		931		691		657		680		657		657														ERROR:#REF!



		PLANNING

		SALARIES		53,860		49,687		45,000		47,672		37,365		44,083		41,341		40,443		40,332		38,948		35,073		35,038		28,052		26,230		35,542		63,855		60,118		39,384		67,481		26,188		17,432		33,453		26,188		26,000		26,000		26,347		43,294		48,715		41,831		48,715		17,088		40k under

		BENEFITS		28,938		26,562		23,089		26,983		22,429		24,945		25,408		23,893		22,864		22,538		20,664		22,121		13,725		9,057		17,630		18,000		18,844		8,606		18,304		7,848		4,975		8,865		7,848		12,000		12,812		7,511		11,174		11,647		9,781		11,647		17,230		10k under

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		7,000		7,000		7,000		6,727		7,000		3,054		7,000		2,439		7,000		14,118		1,559		1,000		10,506		1,000		13,216		3,000		7,205		5,976		3,000		3,850		3,029		4,345		3,000		3,000		2,650		2,549		4,741		2,500		2,923		2,500		3,748

		PRINTING		100		100		100		- 0		100		- 0		100		- 0		100		- 0		- 0		100		1,278		100		- 0		50		- 0		- 0		- 0						43		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		-				-		-

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		10,000		10,000		10,000		15,787

tc={E7009D64-C8ED-42F5-8576-B76BD2635E3E}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    SMP Update 5k		15,000

tc={A6503E55-E2C8-4608-9631-E1F2DA1AF5B1}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    SMP Update 5k		13,261

tc={F894BE7F-81F5-4D97-A296-549899B699C5}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Comp Plan - Buffer Study		15,000

tc={2616419E-EE5C-4C1D-81C9-B26C78195139}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Comp Plan - Buffer Study		48,710		45,000

asmith: asmith:
Comp Plan Update 		15,532		5,523		12,000		1,638		12,000		11,068		12,000		3,393		3,229		24,500		6,000		4,089		4,891		15,000		4,100		15,000		7,777		6,906		15,000		15,915		15,000		70,635

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		500		44		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		45		2,000		928		2,000		973		2,000		2,065		801		2,000		1,300		453		1,059		2,000		1,000		1,800		295		765		750		2,203		750		1,115

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,312		4,000		3,340		4,000		4,434		4,000		3,991		4,143		3,000		1,332		3,000		3,870		3,000		1,873		1,607		3,000		3,000		2,202		3,129		3,000		2,750		3,000		2,974		3,320		3,000		1,902		3,000		2,529

		Project Safe Haven																				29,171		14,602		56,000		439,647		420,000		10,307				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0

		EQUIPMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				7,500

Gene: Gene:
includes one fourth of the cost of a new copier at $10K.		- 0		- 0		10,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		650		1,000		877		85		1,000		1,488		1,000		701

		LEGAL SERVICES		5,000		5,000		5,000		- 0		5,000		330		5,000		1,335		5,000		6,690		16,070		4,000		25,827		4,000		8,132		4,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		5,000		5,000		5,000		4,785		342		25,000		-		25,000

		TRAINING		3,000		3,000		3,000		3,463		2,000		- 0		2,000		745		2,000		- 0		383		2,000		636		2,000		1,279		2,000		151		- 0		2,000		500		295		834		2,000		1,650		2,000		1,003		1,207		2,000		1,040		2,000

		Shoreline Master Program		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		239		2,000		279		279								266		- 0

		MEMBERSHIP		1,000		1,000		1,000		200		1,000		- 0		1,000		2,070		1,000		1,500		1,585		400		- 0		400		341		350		306		- 0		350		350		- 0		249		350		250		350		294		-		350		-		350

		TOTAL PLANNING		114,398		107,849		99,689		105,144		94,395		89,057		102,849		124,069		129,296		132,488		99,647		137,659		523,569		481,787		102,598		117,755		94,234		59,883		135,635		49,036		32,475		57,133		65,386		56,400		69,612		54,413		71,834		109,962		77,083		110,962		113,046



		PACE

		CONTRIBUTIONS																																														- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		-		-		5,000

		TOTAL PACE																																														-		-		-				-		-		-		5,000



		EDC ANNUAL DONATION 

		TECHNICAL SERVICES AGREEMENT 		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000

		TOTAL EDC DONATION 		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000



		ALCOHOLISM

		COUNTY CONTRIBUTION		750		750		750		- 0		750		- 0		750		95		750		372		565		750		716		350		413		250		216		153		365		365		189		252		360		360		300		362		348		300		383		300		356

		TOTAL ALCOHOLISM		750		750		750		-		750		-		750		95		750		372		565		750		716		350		413		250		216		153		365		365		189		252		360		360		300		362		348		300		383		300		356



		PARKS

		SALARIES		189,263		176,000		148,989		140,394		141,629		113,414		115,534		108,956		128,857

asmith: asmith:
Might be up due to Culbertson Improvements 		31,751		34,477		29,133		29,363		28,484		36,408		42,147		45,016		14,925		44,870		28,188		20,347		29,971		28,188		33,000		25,500		25,500		35,028		35,090		76,496		69,132		72,279		22k under

		BENEFITS		98,515		93,000		80,948		66,744		80,658		60,007		64,203		64,353		79,476		18,929		16,165		13,450		13,895		9,040		16,606		10,132		11,954		6,975		11,319		12,600		8,268		12,152		9,681		15,000		10,800		10,800		13,505		13,585		30,728		26,636		27,825

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		60,000		85,000		60,000		58,321		60,000		53,179		60,000		54,554		48,000

asmith: asmith:
picnic tables, cedar fencing, drinking fountain, benches 		82,135		72,796		35,000		51,016		35,000		48,674		35,000		54,001		33,145		30,000		31,000		23,828		35,675		30,000		28,500		30,000		31,944		34,606		30,000		34,250		28,000		30,673		Holiday Decs, Sani Cans 

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		250		250		250		5,399		250		375		250		400		250		2,843		701		250		398		250		1,340		250		156		156		150		125		125		125		- 0		- 0		- 0				97						17,000

		INSURANCE		9,807		7,845		7,845		7,132		1,274		6,265		6,000		6,036		6,000		5,532		5,900		6,000		5,290		5,141		9,516		12,000		9,900		9,900		12,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		12,000		10,755		12,000		20,821		10,101		12,000		10,359		12,000		11,000

		UTILITIES		30,000		30,000		30,000		30,500		22,000		24,912		11,000		10,680		11,000		12,433		12,867		9,500		10,322		10,000		9,589		11,000		10,251		5,950		10,500		9,000		4,868		7,029		10,500		10,500		8,000		9,681		10,290		8,000		10,516		8,000		6,952

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		40,000

tc={4E83CF4A-E83D-4B56-AA3C-645BF4816994}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500		40,000

tc={9B913701-F5EC-4F6F-A9DF-DF76C50AC8C0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500														

asmith: asmith:
Might be up due to Culbertson Improvements 		40,000

tc={9E375B21-B473-42D1-AC45-EC8EE40C92BF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500		37,460

tc={CB7244AE-8151-4C82-B1BE-88EEA607485E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		25,000

tc={B0346274-AE5A-4F75-9DF9-D982250E2D56}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		24,762

tc={D39E6AEE-2B36-41D6-A704-2FCDAAA5A19B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		27,000

tc={F8D76465-0C38-411A-B9FD-360BCFD6C697}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		23,474		25,000		23,697		20,354		27,000		32,820		27,000		27,268		26,800

Gene: Gene:
paint 5th st restroom; poles for discovery trail entry $4,000;		22,403		17,506		22,500		13,000		5,017		14,333		23,500		14,000		25,000		16,191		22,341		25,000		27,985		25,000		37,312

		MISCELLANEOUS																										- 0		500		330		500		571		571		- 0		27		27		27		- 0		- 0		18,000		-		4,751		18,000		27,351		18,000		26,274

		EQUIPMENT		20,000

tc={E3D990B9-3458-4071-8D1C-A5005F1E9EDD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500						

tc={CB7244AE-8151-4C82-B1BE-88EEA607485E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		20,000

tc={BA11AEF7-9E0C-44FE-BDF1-B99A2AD7032A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500														

asmith: asmith:
picnic tables, cedar fencing, drinking fountain, benches 		

tc={B0346274-AE5A-4F75-9DF9-D982250E2D56}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		20,000

tc={E7DC278A-F2E4-4FFE-B45F-338F46F9B044}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500						

tc={D39E6AEE-2B36-41D6-A704-2FCDAAA5A19B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		13,820

tc={F2216E08-DB6C-4E05-AE6A-AF15BD4CF290}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Backhoe - 5k						

tc={F8D76465-0C38-411A-B9FD-360BCFD6C697}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		5,000

tc={CDA13F87-3469-4228-898C-CA041AE376D3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Backhoe - 5k		871

tc={9354A10B-46A3-403A-A5A6-8F85D3440808}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Grinder pump - Sid Snyder Restroom
Weed eater
fencing
Backhoe - 5k
10k total		10,000

tc={8FDF49D9-377A-4AB5-BF88-777D128B75ED}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Grinder pump - Sid Snyder Restroom
Weed eater
fencing
Backhoe - 5k
10k total		5,200		5,200

asmith: asmith:
Pole Saw - $1200		5,206		5,696		4,000		- 0		4,000		6,386		4,000

Gene: Gene:
Power edger $700; 		2,680		2,680		3,500		3,000		- 0		- 0		3,200		3,000		3,500		2,588		25,211		2,000		5,241		2,000		1,240

		CULBERTSON PARK IMPROVEMENTS		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		3,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		- 0		6,000		1,296		7,100		107		7,000

Gene: Gene:
PUD connection for sprinklers at ballfield $4,000; ballfield materials $3,000;		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,813		1,813		1,136		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		3,700		-		3,700		-

		MISCELLANEOUS																						6,945		- 0		6,522		6,000		6,799		6,000		8,902		6,274		6,000		13,065		12,179		13,572		18,000		18,000		1,500		22,063		18,685				6,195

		TRAVEL		500		500		500		127		500		426		500		2,041		500		1,485		128		500		242		500		6		500		134		134		400		400		383		383				50				28		188				146				267

		LANDSCAPING		20,000		20,000		20,000		12,716		20,000		17,208		20,000		17,820		20,000		21,185		20,013		16,500		22,051		16,500		20,502		16,500		16,902		12,086		16,500		16,500		13,078		20,375		15,000		14,000		10,000		15,695		14,416		10,000		2,707		10,000		8,768

		RESTROOM FACILITIES		1,000		1,000		1,000		2,381		1,000		342		1,000		173		1,000		9,123		1,070		1,000		- 0		5,000		308		10,000						6,000

Gene: Gene:
Begin set aside for new restrooms on Bolstad Approach $1,000
		1,200		580		580		2,000		2,500		250		2,150		2,206		-		158		-		1,489

		TRAINING 		2,000		2,000		2,000		1,320		2,000		871		2,000		1,996		2,000														3,000				5,932		850		200		200		730		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		5,000		-		5,000		-

		TREE CONTROL		10,000

tc={8AF68ED8-5CFC-4305-9F4B-3FA8992906C9}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal																

asmith: asmith:
Pole Saw - $1200		13,000

tc={F5744904-C9EF-4344-82BB-BC4A16A18205}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal		10,000

tc={80ED6F91-13E9-47F0-9197-88485197C0EB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal		- 0

tc={A65A5525-6C06-4912-9AFD-75F46491EEAE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Parker		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 		9,852

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 																				

Gene: Gene:
paint 5th st restroom; poles for discovery trail entry $4,000;		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 																		

Gene: Gene:
Power edger $700; 		- 0		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0				2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		4,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		740		5,000		4,312

		COULTER PARK		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		313		1,500		1,537		613		4,000		444		4,000		576		4,000		119		89		4,000		4,000		3,187		3,638		4,500		3,000		6,500		5,785		7,931		15,000		653		22,000		29,264

		TOTAL PARKS		485,835		493,095		426,033		376,314		369,811		312,484		330,987		295,996		340,783		215,855		197,724		152,333		173,657		160,516		184,413		190,829		182,990		116,325		170,589		134,118		93,899		139,726		158,569		152,305		157,050		163,248		199,355		182,375		233,526		252,468		268,844





		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		1,393,551		1,273,569		1,249,144		1,071,728		1,140,718		1,039,214		1,104,747		1,022,072		1,053,217		934,962		772,343		ERROR:#REF!		1,208,551		ERROR:#REF!		761,778		ERROR:#REF!		743,880		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		526,032		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		705,803		724,790		767,905		813,665		853,080		1,092,006



		LOAN TO STREETS																																																								-		-		-

		LOAN TO 105 CAPITAL IMPROV.																																																								-		-		-

		AGENCY DISBURSEMENTS (ILWACO)

DavidG: DavidG:
Ilwaco Building permits
																																

Gene: Gene:
PUD connection for sprinklers at ballfield $4,000; ballfield materials $3,000;		7,500		12,000		7,500		10,955		7,500		19,428		7,500		5,571		7,500		15,563		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,500		6,017		1,968		6,475		10,071		91		10,071		- 0		6,901		7,500		9,669		4,923		7,500		4,698		7,500		4,154

		TOTAL NON-EXPENDITURES		7,500		12,000		7,500		10,955		7,500		19,428		7,500		5,571		7,500		15,563		-		6,000		-		6,000		-		6,500		6,017		1,968		6,475		10,071		91		10,071		-		6,901		7,500		9,669		4,923		7,500		4,698		7,500		4,154



		TRANSFERS

		TRANSFER TO LAW ENFORCEMENT		795,000

tc={3126887F-05BC-4A2B-AAE7-76D00626C743}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		775,000

tc={876262A2-DE65-457E-BBA9-F3658761C918}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={571C2F2A-36F4-446D-88C7-70D08DE883DF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={EB079E02-C2B8-4D92-B823-3E9E34F3DDB3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={CE6056A6-5116-4403-82BF-9456B55FA772}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		750,000

tc={DDE2C0A0-DC9D-4B55-ADFD-6B7BA1DD1664}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		710,000

tc={906D2659-9453-40E1-AB42-9BDCCDA4540C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		750,000		735,000		732,000		718,000		718,000		730,000		700,000		706,000		700,000		741,465		440,000		660,000		667,000		389,083		667,000		667,000		615,000		645,000		671,250		589,167		710,000		670,890		670,840		627,250

		TRANSFER TO 004 																																								- 0		55,583

		TRANSFER TO CURRENT EX. SINKING		100,000		100,000		100,000		300,000		100,000		100,000		50,000		200,000		20,000		20,000

		BINGO BUILDING BOND

David Glasson: David Glasson:
through 2021
																																						

Gene: Gene:
Begin set aside for new restrooms on Bolstad Approach $1,000
		

tc={EB079E02-C2B8-4D92-B823-3E9E34F3DDB3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		

tc={CE6056A6-5116-4403-82BF-9456B55FA772}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		

tc={DDE2C0A0-DC9D-4B55-ADFD-6B7BA1DD1664}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		

tc={906D2659-9453-40E1-AB42-9BDCCDA4540C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		9,709		9,409		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		4,855		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709				9,709

		LOAN TO STORM WATER																																								70,000

		TRANSFER TO CE. SINKING																																																		- 0				- 0

		TRANSFER TO FIRE SINKING FUND 		15,000

tc={7A27E26C-465F-44F4-8F98-0FB76C95D68B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={20283FDE-A1A6-40E4-AAEB-E3590BED0E1B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={265CC0AF-4E43-4314-9498-86D112BECAA4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={CAEAB9C1-C055-4674-AB11-718FA3E585F4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={8BE267D5-60E3-47AB-BE6F-BD327D17B939}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request										

asmith: asmith:
Plus marijuana tax
		

tc={317465A3-2149-4596-996A-5A8709DF9F05}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    A lot of small revs added		

tc={2987D732-88D6-42E7-95EB-0F40EFF46572}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={B7E654C2-CE0C-4833-AAB3-846BEB3F0C62}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    1315 Wash S		

tc={58CDFE90-2156-43F1-94CA-85676257EAE6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={04C49AEA-54CE-434A-B72E-08DA2147D4C3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={03586CAD-D9EF-48B2-9C08-FD3295E81E18}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={A0A8188A-0414-4822-B4C0-560B3239F79A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={C33E9493-F642-41B4-8D69-F5AD8E18C2A6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax												

tc={C5069210-2B11-4BD6-A067-19025908F8E8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={F6375E07-3008-4848-8EA7-03DC5A614C02}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={E87F5F45-2EA7-461E-8F6C-5E9C96A8693F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={4D4EB522-4C15-442D-92EC-0751B0876FC3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={642C9308-82AA-43B6-9823-BF397BCC2B20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={B4290A4B-7413-46D1-8BE5-062DBDD716CE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={659313E3-7B2C-4616-97C8-FE559AF4D59C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

Gene: Gene:
paid 2012, repay CE $50,256 a year, 1% interest to pay off in 5 years, no pay in 2013.		

Gene: Gene:
repay current expense fund for lilft station loan.Done in 2020																		

asmith: asmith:
Includes new computer for Council Chambers 		

tc={D40A45D4-0EBB-4691-8DC3-33821D2EBC29}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    public defender conflict												

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk										

Gene: Gene:
One fourth of cost of new copier at $10K
		

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk				

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		

tc={3E3F1AD4-C824-4AB0-ACE4-F873DD1A3B27}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={665B0C13-5F90-45BB-8D19-1159750775C8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={A8FF7B72-4BEF-4943-98F4-872E9B1178B4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit				

tc={94ACB4DE-E66E-4ECA-A25C-DD252CFC03FB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={E94F1C6F-9882-4562-95E4-66FF0D487DA5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		

tc={D11B5CCA-2B5A-44B4-BF45-ED70F3AAE603}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={832C601E-3469-41DE-9579-658869464AB6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={878C660A-0A49-48A1-9B2A-310E892D898D}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		

tc={E37A3440-1C87-4D1B-8340-AE23AA84B28A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={7A4E61FC-D089-4FD6-92CE-94FAA21C83BA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={4FC3CFBF-D5FA-4662-B2F6-2D17BA098D70}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS																																								

Gene: Gene:
judge $1000 a month		

tc={F74C15BC-D75C-402E-855B-C168CCD38C40}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={269D58A5-818B-44BC-8FB5-3D3041DA120B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={F1F7D5AA-6FFA-44A7-ABD8-5E0D15249518}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={724551C8-DE03-4F29-9BE8-5BA1750ACDF5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		

tc={044E9680-6EEB-4069-A78D-3514347B2D84}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		

tc={1864F8DA-22DA-4B04-A400-B06EF77597E2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS																																

Gene: Gene:
Defense att $13,200
Pros $12000		

David Glasson: David Glasson:
L & I 16k		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum																														

DavidG: DavidG:
paid early on 2015 PCOG = $1500		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall																										

Gene: Gene:
one fourth of cost of new copier $10K		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

tc={F2A145D9-3507-498F-972C-50D7196DF9F1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Piers						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 				

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 								

asmith: asmith:
City Hall parking lot
		

tc={C83E5CD8-6FEA-44F1-AE0C-14C1BDE8C61F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Clerk / paving / Drainage		

tc={60D7EB5B-735C-43A3-8D0B-BF6218242165}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={C6E094B8-1BCB-46D5-AD5B-9767AF8A1B2B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $7500				

tc={1B78A2FF-33F0-4BD7-AFA5-938E21A3278F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={8D053119-A5FD-4354-A45B-E91EF26B69D2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64														

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		

tc={EB7E9645-CA2E-4B1E-B30E-39D01DFC52F0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={2AEF763F-5F64-426D-A3C8-36983EFF5C20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64														

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		

tc={0528852F-1BB1-479D-ADAD-6547B2300468}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={BE75E251-BE6D-46C4-A37A-7339CBBFD6DD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.										

tc={B736CF69-FBD1-44FE-95FC-2B570ED8D794}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={16A2189C-1AF5-4D72-945A-0BE755E5A774}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.										

tc={CB934693-8C11-40CD-B44D-0863AFB7B9CD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={7D002F1B-4EDA-4406-B5D2-5593D386D975}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.								

tc={490948C1-27A7-4B0E-9CFD-015A4C669CD0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

tc={39A758D5-28D6-4EBA-846F-2BBA06759D08}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={F51AB3B5-13B7-4CDC-A9EB-43A522EECFDF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request														

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

tc={26C1F331-4161-47A6-A277-F1EC4CF9085F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={2930C92C-2652-485B-95C0-98424E80FF90}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={A7FFB488-3DF1-4B41-8DA9-7E12E16D2FAA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 				

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt				

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

tc={E7009D64-C8ED-42F5-8576-B76BD2635E3E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    SMP Update 5k				15,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,000		6,000				6,000												5,000										- 0				- 0		5,000				5,000

		CONTINGENT EXPENDITURES																																																				73

		TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS		910,000		890,000		879,709		1,079,409		879,709		874,709		774,709		949,709		769,709		766,709		733,709		733,709		739,709		715,709		715,709		709,709		751,174		444,855		669,709		751,709		454,376		676,709		676,709		624,709		654,709		681,032		598,876		724,709		680,599		675,840		636,959





		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		2,311,051		2,175,569		2,136,353		2,162,092		2,027,927		1,933,351		1,886,957		1,977,352		1,830,426		1,717,234		1,506,053		ERROR:#REF!		1,948,261		ERROR:#REF!		1,477,487		ERROR:#REF!		1,501,071		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		1,212,812		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		1,396,503		1,328,589		1,613,714		1,519,723		1,795,776		1,733,119





		Carry Over to next year		485,103		879,261		312,720		901,739		293,722		721,442		90,734		486,532		279,837		415,646		247,116		ERROR:#REF!		179,590		ERROR:#REF!		229,856		ERROR:#REF!		182,746		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		173,427		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		71,761		77,168		-		52,967		-		244,747



																																																																																2022 Budget 		2021 Estimated		2020 Actual		2019 Actual 		2018 Actual 		2017 Actual 		2016 Actual 		2015 Actual		2014 Actual		2013 Actual		2012 Actual		2011 Actual		2010 Actual

																																																																														Expenditures		213,635		216,209		193,335		197,735		171,723		150,605		194,826		147,748.70		150,107.08		121,281.23		139,650.33		132,858.88		151,972.29

																																																																														Ending Fund		312,720		901,739		721,442		486,532		415,646		247,116		179,590		229,856		182,746		173,427		71,761		77,168		52,967





































Expenditures Vs. Ending Fund



Expenditures	2022 Budget 	2021 Estimated	2020 Actual	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual 	213635.32553609606	216209.15	193335.13799999998	197735.18799999999	171723.446	Ending Fund	2022 Budget 	2021 Estimated	2020 Actual	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual 	312719.74463903951	901739.49000000022	721442	486531.83100000024	415645.81988999993	
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2023 Budget
General Fund

10/27/2022 7

2023 2022 2022 2021
DESCRIPTION Budget Estimated Budget  Actual 

Expenditures

CURRENT EXPENSE

LEGISLATIVE
SALARIES 26,400                                   26,400                           26,400                        24,000                      
BENEFITS & TAXES 4,247                                     4,247                              4,247                           1,952                        
OFFICE SUPPLIES 300                                         300                                 300                              63                              
TRAVEL 3,000                                     3,000                              3,000                           -                            
LEGAL ADVERTISING 300                                         300                                 300                              -                            
OPERATING SUPPLIES 5,000                                     5,000                              5,000                           2,252                        
ELECTIONS 10,000                                   10,000                           10,000                        7,404                        
TRAINING 2,000                                     2,000                              2,000                           535                            
TOTAL LEGISLATIVE 51,247                           51,247                     51,247                   36,206                 

JUDICIAL
SALARIES 32,400                                   32,400                           32,400                        28,800                      
BENEFITS 2,946                                     2,946                              2,946                           1,813                        
OPERATING SUPPLIES 1,000                                     1,000                              1,000                           478                            
LEGAL FEES 15,000                                   15,000                           15,000                        16,116                      
COUNTY COURT CONTRACT 33,293                                   32,640                           32,640                        28,515                      
COMMUNICATIONS 500                                         500                                 500                              540                            
COUNTY JAIL - LONG BEACH 10,000                                   8,800                              8,800                           2,564                        
COUNTY JAIL - ILWACO 5,000                                     8,202                              3,000                           327                            
TOTAL JUDICIAL 100,238                         101,588                   96,386                   79,253                 


2023

		City of Long Beach														2021 Budget										2019 Budget

		CURRENT EXPENSE - 001



				2023		2022		2022		2021		2021		2020		2020		2019		2019		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015		2015		2014		2014		2014		2013		2013		2013		2013		2012		2012		2012		2011		2011		2010		2010		2009

		DESCRIPTION		Budget 		Estimated 		Budget  		Actual 		Budget		 Actual 		Budget COVID 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual		YTD Aug		Budget		Estimated		YTD Aug		Actual		Budget		Estimated		Budget		Actual		Actual		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual



		Revenues



		BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		879,261		903,438		624,907		724,934		539,634		486,532		486,532		419,332		378,988		252,770		142,192		143,399		240,900		202,203		189,473		224,688		175,591		162,669		ERROR:#REF!		74,204		61,379		60,695		ERROR:#REF!		106,380		77,168		37,874		52,967		52,967		244,747		573,482		718,929

		TOTAL BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		879,261		903,438		624,907		724,934		539,634		486,532		486,532		419,332		378,988		252,770		142,192		143,399		240,900		202,203		189,473		224,688		175,591		162,669		ERROR:#REF!		74,204		61,379		60,695		ERROR:#REF!		106,380		77,168		37,874		52,967		52,967		244,747		573,482		718,929



		TAXES

		PROPERTY TAXES (1% Increases)		472,630		467,950		467,950		502,910		461,090		488,975		482,175		433,380		471,078		466,414		440,703		452,970		406,598		407,672		327,750		407,400		399,639		213,012		400,970		397,000		237,059		393,489		397,000		394,750		393,000		449,535		395,596		386,750		371,602		378,893		313,166

		Local Crimal Justice 		15,000		20,000		15,000		29,708		15,000		22,379		17,687		21,784				15,468				18,556

		SALES TAX		700,000		800,000		600,000		856,248		550,000		655,314		550,000		731,409		500,000		598,127		526,625		450,000		500,115		410,000		476,415		400,000		455,570		213,094		370,000		395,000		191,030		408,896		370,500		364,500		368,500		370,112		352,629		350,000		371,467		330,000		372,293

		BUS. TAXES CABLE TV		15,000		30,000		- 0		20,298		28,000		30,214		20,000		10,155		20,000		28,056		21,870		20,000		24,085		20,000		19,777		20,000		21,573		11,854		21,000		24,000		20,014		27,992		20,000		19,415		22,000		18,119		19,312		22,000		20,094		22,000		24,755

		BUS. TAX - TELEPHONE		30,000		30,000		40,000		28,566		40,000		29,273		40,000		55,281		40,000		39,985		46,606		38,000		38,640		38,000		36,343		50,000		37,121		24,702		50,000		47,850		35,936		51,120		47,500		47,600		47,500		53,271		47,669		50,000		47,661		50,000		40,363

		BUS. TAX - PUD		120,000		122,000		120,000		141,884		120,000		134,493		120,000		127,856		120,000		126,845		130,947		115,000		118,324		115,000		111,811		118,000		117,710		66,381		115,000		115,000		92,101		114,263		110,000		110,000		95,000		116,974		108,656		98,000		105,139		98,000		69,267

		BUS. TAXES - WATER/SEWER		298,000		290,000		267,379		333,000		297,574		303,228		300,360		272,367		284,135		183,141		165,451		160,600		150,870		143,525		148,059		140,000		142,104		84,496		115,000		125,000		92,940		141,796		115,000		115,000		125,000		144,980		113,739		124,620		132,361		124,620		116,945

		BUS. TAX - GARBAGE		65,000		65,000		65,000		64,083		55,000		55,998		55,000		40,590		57,399

		BUS. TAX - STORM WATER		27,312		27,312		27,312		29,236		26,777		28,276		26,777		25,343		25,996		16,807		15,321		12,650		13,878		12,650		12,845		10,000		12,198		7,335		10,000		5,000		12		4,055		10,000		10,000		11,760		21,246		9,695		11,760		11,597		11,160		11,366

		PROPERTY TAXES - Uncollected		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0						(2,383)										(14,000)

		REET - Moved to fund 003		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0								- 0		- 0

		GAMBLING TAX		15,000		20,000		15,000		22,575		15,000		15,685		20,000		24,733		20,000		19,756		17,172		19,000		17,606		19,000		18,898		18,000		16,168		11,685		20,000		19,250		13,229		19,640		20,000		19,780		16,500		18,160		20,878		20,000		16,136		26,000		30,694

		TOTAL TAXES		1,757,942		1,872,262		1,617,641		2,028,508		1,608,441		1,763,835		1,631,999		1,742,898		1,538,608		1,494,599		1,364,695		1,286,776		1,270,116		1,165,847		1,151,897		1,163,400		1,202,083		632,559		1,101,970		1,128,100		682,319		1,161,251		1,090,000		1,081,045		1,076,877		1,192,395		1,068,175		1,063,130		1,076,057		1,026,673		978,848																		288,853		17331.174

																																																																																		3157055

		LICENSES & PERMITS

		BUSINESS LICENSES		45,000		55,000		45,000		76,062		45,000		63,878		50,000		73,055		50,000		68,947		54,409		60,000		64,490		57,000		61,756		57,000		70,693		44,959		54,500		55,000		43,248		61,465		58,400		58,400		56,800		53,183		58,456		54,000		58,526		50,000		56,538

		OTHER RECEIPTS												3,708

		BUILDING PERMITS - LONG BEACH		25,000		49,000		25,000		70,197		25,000		52,521		30,000		80,707		30,000		131,934		41,189		30,000		39,345		30,000		31,568		30,000		36,703		27,602		28,000		24,000		20,155		23,052		30,000		29,500		27,500		17,564		33,043		20,000		24,971		40,000		40,074

		BUILDING PERMIT - ILWACO		15,000		24,000		15,000		21,909		15,000		34,813		15,000		27,952		15,000		34,886		28,697		12,000		7,195		12,000		3,344		14,000		17,418		8,556		12,950		16,000		11,168		15,975		8,500		12,000		14,100		13,266		6,528		15,000		16,408		15,000		7,894

		VARIANCES & MISC. PLANNING		3,000		11,170		3,000		16,185		3,000		7,680		3,000		15,265		3,000		7,740		8,660		1,000		1,976		1,000		3,120		1,000		953		920		1,500		1,000		960		1,360		1,000		1,000		2,400		2,065		920		2,000		2,220		1,500		2,750

		USE 322.10.02		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		1,000		1,000						400		-		1,150		-

		WEAPONS PERMIT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				400		318		400		488		281		400		230		400		148		400		276		276		350		450		352		586		100		100				402		96		-		-		-

		FIRE INSPECTIONS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0														-

		TOTAL LICENSES & PERMITS		88,000		139,170		88,000		184,353		88,000		162,600		98,400		197,297		98,400		243,995		133,236		103,400		113,236		100,400		99,936		102,400		126,042		82,313		97,300		96,450		75,883		102,438		99,000		102,000		100,800		86,480		99,443		91,000		103,275		106,500		107,256																		2019		2018		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015

																																																																														DESCRIPTION				Budget 		Estimate		Budget 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Budget		Actual

		INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUE																																																																												Expenditures

		CTED GMA GRANT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		LOCAL LAW ENF. BLOCK GRANT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		ILWACO COURT CONTRACT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0		2,000		3,800		4,741		- 0		2,500		2,213		8,000		2,000

		ILWACO JAIL FEES		3,000		1,000		3,000		- 0		3,000		1,685		3,000		1,265		3,000		3,862		2,313		3,000		1,255		3,000		1,828		3,000		3,387		1,565		2,000		1,800		1,760		2,500		- 0		3,000		3,200		840		3,065		5,000		1,811		5,000		3,114

		PUD PRIVILEGE TAX		14,000		18,015		14,000		16,923		14,000		16,208		14,000		15,890		14,000		16,701		13,961		14,000		13,961		15,000		14,833		15,000		14,325		14,325		15,000		14,428		14,428		14,428		10,000		10,000		12,500		13,913		8,632		13,000		13,067		12,500		13,222

		JIS REIMBURSEMENT-COMPUTERS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0						- 0												-		2,050		-

		SOS ARCHIVING GRANT 								12,325		6,049		6,721		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0						- 0												-		-		-

		STREAMLINED SALES TAX		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		10,000		3,460		10,311		10,000		10,339		10,000		10,720		10,000		10,344		5,081		10,900		10,500		5,109		10,060		10,500		10,800		10,000		10,170		10,658		5,000		10,485				12,343

		CRIMINAL JUSTICE-HI CRM		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				1,500		1,000		- 0		- 0		1,000				1,000		1,000		1,000		658		658		1,200		1,000		929		929		1,500		1,000		2,500		702		711		2,000		-		2,500		1,930

		CRIMINAL JUSTICE-LOC-POP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				100		500						500				500		1,380		500				778		500		750		750		- 0								250

		MARIJUANA EXCISE 		1,200		1,200		1,200		2,037		1,200		1,665		- 0		1,682		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0

		CRIM JUS-POP		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		2,201		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,800		1,000		1,028				- 0		- 0				1,000		2,000		2,250		1,000		1,759		2,288		1,000		2,294		750		1,691

		CRIM JUS-DCD #1		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		500		1,560		500		1,509		1,467		500		1,426		500		343		500		685		343		- 0		- 0				- 0		500		800		100		288		616		100		-		100		302

		CRIM JUS-DCD #2		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				326								592

		DUI - CITIES		211		259		211		259		211		211		200		202		200		212		217		200		221		200		214		300		254		191		300		200		189		255		300		300		200		260		301		200		285		200		494

		LIQUOR EXCISE TAXES		9,170		10,000		9,170		11,078		9,170		9,170		6,000		7,911		6,000		7,279		6,893		3,000		6,625		3,000		3,839		1,800		2,649		1,959		12,000		13,036		- 0		939		12,000		5,134		7,000		5,134		7,017		7,000		7,606		5,500		7,379

		CITY HARDSHIP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0														212

		LIQUOR BOARD PROFITS		11,679		8,000		11,679		12,246		11,679		11,679		12,000		11,795		12,000		14,148

asmith: asmith:
Plus marijuana tax
		12,073		12,000		12,232		9,000		12,355		10,000		12,528		6,270						6,301		12,603		- 0		7,586		9,000		13,856		9,722		9,000		12,279		9,000		10,390

		TOTAL INTERGOVERNMENTAL REV.		41,891		41,105		41,891		57,499		47,940		49,970		36,700		42,905		48,200		49,371		48,235		45,200		47,272		43,200		48,311		43,100		45,860		31,170		41,900		41,714		29,466		43,040		36,800		42,869		49,300		52,504		43,010		44,800		52,090		43,550		52,866



		CHARGES FOR SERVICES

		CIVIL FILINGS, LAW LIBRARY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		9		- 0												- 0												-		-		-		-

		WARRANT COSTS		100		100		100				100		102		100		100		100		67		2		100		166		100		104		850		19		18		1,500		100		73		73		1,500		1,600		1,636		1,243		1,529		1,636		1,636		1,621		1,621

		DEF PROS ADM CS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		50								50		45		45								66				-		-		-

		COVID REIMBURSEMENT								31,738				86,700		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		4		25		11				100		10		1		1		100		100				486		193		-		8		-

		FIRE PROTECTION SERVICES		500		500		500		172		500		237		500		546		338		2,903		967		338		312		338		338		300		388				300		300				381		300		325		300		-		328		300		304		300		308

		MEDIX		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,400

		RECORDS CHECK FEE		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				450		450		450		600		686		450		1,575		450		475		450		1,206		483				350		324		474

		ADULT PROB. CHGS.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				100		100		100		250		- 0		100				100		865		100		- 0				500		400		100		100		500		400		340		1,250		666		340		340		340		340

		SNTNC COMPL FEE		3,409		4,090		3,409		4,090		3,409		3,409		6,000		5,428		6,000		10,653		5,907		8,000		10,229		8,000		14,661		3,500		7,360		4,877		1,800		2,400		1,685		3,358		1,800		1,850		- 0		2,337		2,319				1,949				2,117

		FFA Contribution 		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		5,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		100		117		117																										50

		IT time Pay Fee		300		50		300		50		300		300		250		250		250		16		8		250				250				250		250		250																				-		-		-

		CURRENT EXPENSE		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		4		4		3								15

		Booking Fees		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				125		125		125		400		212		125		212		125		130		150		221		124																				-		-		-

		TOTAL CHARGES FOR SERVICES		9,109		9,540		9,109		40,850		9,109		95,548		12,325		16,399		7,363		14,889		7,782		9,363		12,494		9,363		16,586		5,775		9,571		5,870		4,200		3,614		2,231		4,434		4,200		4,275		2,276		5,397		5,035		2,276		4,237		2,261		4,436



		FINES & FORFEITS																																																																																157.11

		MUNICIPAL COURT FINES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		(400)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0																																														4.19

		JIS/TRAUMA & LOCAL JIS ACCNT.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		200		238		238		150		45		38		- 0		150		150		260		90		131		589		589		256		256																		161.3

		LOCAL/JIS ACCOUNT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		81		- 0		- 0		- 0		118		394		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		350		475		336		600		250		161		197		600		400		1,252		983		385		1,252		1,252		1,970		1,970

		TRAFFIC INFRACTION		3,650		5,500		3,650		13,671		3,650		5,566		3,650		1,414		3,650		2,915		4,230		3,650		5,654		3,650		4,620		3,650		3,991		1,807		3,500		3,250		1,635		3,423		3,500		4,000		2,500		4,668		3,967		2,500		4,884		2,000		2,997

		LEGIS ASSMNT		200		200		200		428		200		313		200		3,103		200		183		233		200		422		200		375		200		370		171				230		230		354								374

		NON-TRAFFIC INFRACTION		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		721		- 0		- 0						- 0				17				- 0		20		- 0		- 0		17		17		-																				116.43

		CRIME VICTIMS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				10		- 0				- 0		10		10		10		- 0		10		14		14		-

		OTHER INFRACTIONS		100		100		100		29		100		292		100		100		100		73		45		100		93		100		108		100		114		42		250		75		20		133		250		250		244		52		217		244		244		343		343

		PARKING INFRACTION		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				30		- 0				- 0		30		30		30		90		30		210		210		50		50

		PARKING - HANDICAP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0

		DUI FINES		250		250		250		292		250		250		250		250		250		218		83		250		17		250		512		250		158		101		400		175		123		120		400		100		400		270		72		400		63				406														6.49

		CRI CNV FEE DUI		100		100		100		9		100		238		100				100		19				100		209		100		27		100		68		68				25		16		6

		CRI CONV FE CT		100		100		100		40		100		100		100				100		79		72		100		202		100		419		100		46		25				50		42		58

		CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISD.		300		300		300		160		300		- 0		300				300		- 0				300		38		300		926		300		365		325		150		400		396		- 0		150		75		200		- 0		51		334		334		57		57														122.92

		CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISDEMEANOR		500		500		500		- 0		500		302		500				500		671		299		500		506		500		- 0		500						1,500		800				397		1,500		1,200		2,100		965		1,116		1,214		1,214		2,318		2,318

		CNTY DRUG BUY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		14		500		233		9		800		300		40		40		800		600		2,000		366		518		992		992		2,128		2,128

		CITY DRUG BUY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		20		- 0		129		500		- 0		- 0		800		300		41		91		800		600		456		353		705		456		456		719		719

		INVESTIGATIVE  FUND ASSESSMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		300		- 0				500		- 0				84		500		600		360		41		560		360		360		578		578

		OTHER CRIMINAL NON-TRAFFIC		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				150		50				- 0		150		150		100		-		139		84		84		236		236

		COURT COST RECOUPMENTS																				- 0				3,000		- 0		1,800		2,848		1,800		2,545		1,726		500		1,100		971		1,393		500		700		533		354		715		533		533		2,347		2,347

		CRIME VICTIMS		800		800		800		800		800		100		800				800						800		96		800		48		800		429		424		1,800		200		146		159		1,800		1,800		2,200		1,207		1,522		782		782		1,443		1,443

		PUBLIC DEFENDER FEES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		700		1		- 0		-		-		944		944

		PUBLIC DEFENSE COSTS		1,000		2,200		1,000		1,435		1,000		1,359		1,000		1,642		1,000		2,799		1,378		1,000		6,039		1,000		1,860		1,000		1,320		607		1,500		1,280		466		663		1,500		1,750		200		1,878		1,517				1,260

		WARRANT/SUBP-SHF		350		350		350		- 0		350				350		350		350				- 0		350				350		772		350		275		206				500		477		799

		CRT COST RECOUP		350		350		350		- 0		350				350		350		350				- 0		350				350				350		301		301				50		49		49

		I Conv FEE CN		25		25		25		319		25		3,115
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Comment:
    A lot of small revs added		25		25		25				- 0		25		29		25		4		25		74		13

		D/M Int Income Current Expense		25		25		25		- 0		25				25		25		25		40		55		25		- 0		25		- 0		25		39		26

		Court Current Expense		3,000		3,000		3,000		4,177		3,000		3,029		3,000		2,950		3,000		7,722		2,788		3,000		2,645		25		4,392		25		60		26

		D/M Income		25		25		25		770		25				25		25		25		- 0		55		25		288		25		34		25		60		35

		INTERPRETER		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0								-		-		-

		TOTAL FINES & FORFEITS		10,775		13,825		10,775		22,131		10,775		14,745		10,775		10,234		10,775		14,835		9,633		13,775		15,857		9,600		17,809		11,450		11,160		6,486		12,640		9,080		4,849		7,982		12,640		12,415		13,565		11,691		11,655		9,981		13,288		15,390		16,793



		MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES

		INVESTMENT INTEREST		100		100		100		1,098		100		981		100		534		100		238		110		100		1,495		100		112		1,000		223		- 0		3,500		2,000		768		1,189		3,500		3,850		2,500		2,592		4,183		4,000		2,975		12,000		5,327

		Ilwaco Contract - Office Assistance		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		7,100		- 0		6,675		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0				(144)		(102)		-		-		-		-

		SALES INTEREST		150		150		150		567		150				150		1,578		150		938		424		150		294		150		195		200		196		143		275		31		31		52		275		500		750		89		192		750		504		500		1,188

		RENT REVENUE		100		100		100		- 0		100				100				100		500		886		100		776		100		- 0		100		100		100		500		- 0				- 0		500		300		4,500		- 0		275				12		3,000		4,550

		SMA Grant 2013		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										1,911						25,000		27,822		50,000		46,411		- 0		70,500		- 0						- 0		- 0		2,500		- 0		- 0		4,800		-		4,800

		FUND CONTRIBUTIONS		3,000		3,000		3,000		2,491		3,000		2,495		3,000		1,029		3,000		2,288		12,565		3,000		6,688		3,000		3,835		4,000		1,656		706		5,000		4,500		3,776		5,012		5,000		4,800		1,000		2,518		9,077		1,000		1,500		1,000		1,440

		Squirting Clam		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,092		1,300		1,222		1,300		1,322		1,271		1,300		1,210		1,300		1,329		1,500		1,193		813

		Fireworks Donations																				5,750		5,056		5,000		6,896

		PROJECT SAFE HAVEN																				28,676		26,052		49,000		367,260		393,750		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0												- 0																												399000

		MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES																						208		250		1,226		250		305		1,500		274		193		3,000		2,450		2,027		2,136		3,000		3,000		2,200		1,147		3,241		2,000		120		2,000		209																		57000

		Code Enforcement 				70,740
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    1315 Wash S		52,000
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    Sagmiller		2,836		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		9		- 0		- 0				15		10						15		- 0		15		9		(5)		(8)		(8)		12		12

		TOTAL MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES		4,650		75,390		56,650		5,456		17,650		51,627		44,650		7,199		4,650		39,711		55,583		58,900		392,520		423,650		33,607		58,300		50,052		1,955		82,790		8,991		6,603		8,389		12,290		12,450		13,465		6,212		16,861		12,542		5,103		23,312		97,428







		TOTAL REVENUES		1,912,367
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    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,338,797
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    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,138,325
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    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,988,198		1,707,996		1,857,400		1,619,164		1,517,414		1,851,496		1,752,060		1,368,146		1,384,425		1,444,769		760,353		1,340,800		1,287,949		801,351		1,327,534		1,254,930		1,255,054		1,256,283		1,354,679		1,244,180		1,223,729		1,254,050		1,217,685		1,257,628														202,451



		NON-REVENUES

		BINGO BOND ISSUE																																								- 0												- 0				-		-		-		-

		CRIME VICTIMS		100		100		100		100		100		110		100		100		100		224		108		100				100		301		100		185		108		- 0		- 0				131		- 0		- 0		100		65		- 0		90		90		105		105

		LOAN REPAYMENT - LODGING TAX		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0																														327.26				46.61

		LOAN REPAYMENT - STREETS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		90,000		- 0		- 0						- 0												23,854																		349.42				673

		TRANSFER FROM CE SINKING		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0						- 0		- 0		- 0				83,147		274,513		72,000												49.94				9.65		payments				loan

		TRAN WATER TO CURRENT EXP LOAN

Gene: Gene:
paid 2012, repay CE $50,256 a year, 1% interest to pay off in 5 years, no pay in 2013.																										54,744		50,256		70,000		50,256		70,000				50,256		50,256						50,256		50,256		50,256		50,256		- 0												100,512				49.07				310.85		295,256				251280		43,976

		TRAN SEWER TO CURRENT EXP LOAN

Gene: Gene:
repay current expense fund for lilft station loan.Done in 2020												23,854		23,854		23,854		23,854		23,854		- 0		23,854				23,854				23,854						23,854		23,854						23,854		23,854		23,854																				8.26				77.89		47,708				119270		(71,562)

		CONTINGENT REVENUES																																								- 0																														783.95				1118

		JIS/TRAUMA		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0				1,000		850				38		1,000		1,000		1,746		709		792		1,746		1,746		1,040		1,040								7.78

		LOCAL/JIS ACCOUNT																										- 0				- 0				- 0				35		30				4		35		35		37		37		35		37		37		86		86								791.73

		REFUNDS																										- 0				446				- 0						- 0												- 0				-		-		-		-

		OTHER RECEIPTS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		8,980		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		97		- 0		218		- 0		20		500		- 0				1,000		350		11				1,000		- 0		2,500		3,233		1,118		2,500		20		2,500		78

		TOTAL NON-REVENUES		100		100		100		100		100		32,944		23,954		23,954		23,954		24,078		205		23,954		54,962		74,210		160,768		75,710		70,185		108		76,145		75,340		11		173		76,145		75,145		78,493		78,154		85,093		278,886		73,893		3,731		1,309



		TOTAL REVENUES		2,791,727		3,054,830		2,449,073		3,063,831		2,321,649		2,657,801		1,978,365		2,463,884		2,110,938		2,134,248		1,761,561		1,684,767		2,147,357		2,028,473		1,718,387		1,684,823		1,690,544		923,130		ERROR:#REF!		1,437,493		862,741		1,388,403		ERROR:#REF!		1,436,579		1,411,944		1,470,707		1,382,240		1,555,582		1,572,690		1,794,898		1,977,866														30,865.55





		Expenditures



		CURRENT EXPENSE



		LEGISLATIVE

		SALARIES		26,400		26,400		26,400		24,000		26,400		26,400		26,400		25,950		26,400		26,200		23,700		24,000		23,400		24,000		24,000		24,000		22,500		14,500		24,000		20,700		13,900		20,700		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		21,100		24,000		23,400

		BENEFITS & TAXES		4,247		4,247		4,247		1,952		4,247		2,295		7,600		2,113		7,600		2,133		1,938		4,013		2,297		3,000		3,135		2,200		3,841		2,025		2,000		2,000		1,136		1,692		2,000		2,000		2,000		1,950		2,059		3,853		1,746		3,853		1,895

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		300		300		300		63		300		5		300		235		300		154		- 0		300		544		300		- 0		300		- 0		- 0		500		200		121		121		500		500		1,000		111		605		500		1,183		500		655

		TRAVEL		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		1,000		752		3,000		2,041		3,000		2,255		711		1,500		501		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		- 0		1,500		850		198		512		1,500		600		2,800		729		1,640		3,000		(50)		3,000		354

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		300		300		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		77		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		- 0		300		100		60		60		300		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		500		-		500		-

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		5,000		5,000		5,000		2,252		5,000		2,285		5,000		373		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Includes new computer for Council Chambers 		11,607		11,147		8,500		10,320		10,000		11,449		10,000		11,263		11,263		9,000		9,000		8,978		8,998		1,500		6,669		1,500		6,694		12,200		1,000		12,208		5,500		10,084

		ELECTIONS		10,000		10,000		10,000		7,404		10,000		9,084		10,000		10,065		10,000

		TRAINING		2,000		2,000		2,000		535		1,000		250		1,000		715		500		4,300		212		1,500				- 0		- 0		2,500

Gene: Gene:
One fourth of cost of new copier at $10K
		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0						200		- 0		- 0		1,000		-		1,000		-

		TOTAL LEGISLATIVE		51,247		51,247		51,247		36,206		48,247		41,071		53,600		41,492		53,100		46,726		37,708		40,113		37,062		39,100		38,584		40,800		37,603		27,787		37,300		32,850		24,393		32,082		29,800		33,769		32,000		33,484		40,504		33,853		36,187		38,353		36,388



		JUDICIAL

		SALARIES		32,400		32,400		32,400		28,800		28,800		28,650		28,800		26,950		26,400		26,400

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		35,136

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		34,720

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		33,655		33,600

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		13,652		12,000		26,845		25,438		12,000		12,000		25,901		38,788		12,000

Gene: Gene:
judge $1000 a month		43,221		43,221		43,029		43,085		40,843		42,767		40,843		45,642		30,000		-										over

		BENEFITS		2,946		2,946		2,946		1,813		2,946		2,398		6,115		2,037		6,115		2,056		2,341		7,626		2,698		1,000		1,329		1,000		12,540		3,836		1,000		1,000		6,900		8,327		1,000		14,200		15,150		10,461		6,586		14,639		4,411		14,639		10,173		10,000		12,000										over

		COURT CONTRACT WITH COUNTY																																																				- 0

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		1,000		1,000		1,000		478		1,000		260		1,000		250		1,000		322		2,968		50		1,231		50		537		50		- 0		- 0		100		100		65		1,379				825		2,000		605		796		2,000		1,455		2,000		1,632				13,200

		LEGAL FEES		15,000		15,000		15,000		16,116
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Comment:
    public defender conflict		12,000		1,050		12,000		10,555		12,000		17,800		17,675		12,000		12,000		12,000		12,000		16,000		13,056		9,056		16,000		14,500		8,853		12,853		25,200

Gene: Gene:
Defense att $13,200
Pros $12000		12,260		12,000		13,056		12,623		11,000		12,612		11,000		12,389				25,200

		COUNTY COURT CONTRACT		33,293		32,640		32,640		28,515		28,091		27,231		27,540		25,995		23,479		23,019		14,252		14,280		10,499		14,000		15,166		19,000		13,943		4,110		14,000		14,000		10,500		12,833

		COMMUNICATIONS		500		500		500		540		500		521		500		524		500		491		485		500		507		500		500		500		491		287		500		450		360		528		500		490		800		450		482		800		484		800		460

		TRAVEL		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,068		- 0		1,928		- 0		146		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		287		750		-		750

		MISCELLANEOUS		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		130		100		233		100		56		56		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		400		1,000		252		-		1,000		50		1,000

		EQUIPMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		2,500		2,350		2,500		6,450

		COUNTY JAIL - LONG BEACH		8,800		8,800		8,800		2,564		8,800		3,430		8,800		3,925		8,000		5,261		4,860		8,000		4,518		8,000		9,139		8,000		12,781		8,048		6,000		6,000		4,290		6,245		8,000		5,725		8,000		5,000		5,955		12,500		4,473		12,500		5,452

		COUNTY JAIL - ILWACO		5,000		8,202		3,000		327		3,000		1,948		3,000		1,195		3,000		3,854		2,573				1,033				173		4,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		1,000		203		498		- 0		1,890		5,000		1,078		3,180		5,000		1,761		5,000		3,082

		TOTAL JUDICIAL		99,038		101,588		96,386		79,253		85,236		65,588		87,855		71,531		80,594		79,303		82,458		77,276		68,198		69,250		52,876		60,650		79,712		50,832		50,600		49,050		57,073		81,452		46,700		79,011		87,671		73,931		72,994		91,032		70,363		91,032		85,279



		FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION

		SALARIES		107,001		102,566		102,566		82,377		97,112		85,385		79,082		77,384		75,858		78,016		73,458		74,377		75,956		77,743		79,384		79,957		58,811		25,950		60,514		50,331		30,733		46,126		50,331		43,750		43,750		47,587		66,052		63,200		63,220		63,200		64,142		35000 left

		BENEFITS		62,469		61,556		61,556		54,454		56,142		51,578		44,595		52,483		39,649		50,139		46,238		39,058		37,941		38,491		25,154		20,068		13,618		9,363		27,864		14,250		10,070		15,195		10,286		17,250		17,250		18,487		23,988		23,887		21,922		23,887		23,361		11000 left																38491

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		22,000
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    $5200 of laserfishe		22,000
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    $5200 of laserfishe		22,000
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    $5200 of laserfishe		20,374
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    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		22,000
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    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		20,007
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    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		22,000
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    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		11,459		16,000		8,084		16,260		6,500		16,517		6,500		10,392		6,500		11,346		5,704		5,500		4,500		2,524		4,999		5,500		5,003		5,000		6,257		6,289		4,000		6,399		4,000		5,138

		ACCOUNTING SERVICES		40,000
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    2 year audit		20,000
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    2 year audit		6,102		25,000		19,665		25,000		28,253		16,000		17,620		7,214		16,000		17,420		16,000		26,584		16,000		14,704		13,184		17,500		10,000		5,215		7,703		18,000		13,864		5,000		4,770		18,922		4,000		18,061		4,000		13,241

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		15,000
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    Includes SDS		1,617		5,000		4,383		6,211		2,000		16,597

David Glasson: David Glasson:
L & I 16k		2,000		4,011		2,000		155		35		5,000		1,000		415		2,450		5,000		120		18,400		10,869		5,861		18,400		1,976		18,400		11,090		JP - only 100 at this time

		COMMUNICATIONS		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,411		5,000		6,100		5,000		5,420		4,000		6,358		3,465		4,000		3,773		4,000		3,696		4,000		3,594		2,095		4,000		3,900		2,493		3,729		4,000		3,795		1,500		3,822		4,168		1,500		1,317		1,500		1,440

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		1,344		1,000		79		2,000		3,991		2,000		3,192		1,685		2,000		2,345		2,000		1,661		3,500		3,081		1,771		3,500		3,000		1,386		2,321		3,500		3,500		4,500		3,404		3,357		4,000		7,135		2,500		5,760

		TRAINING		2,500		2,500		2,500		- 0		2,500		70		2,500		1,095		2,500		2,433		3,593		1,500		3,667		1,500		2,891		500		117				500		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		300		50		1,500		-		1,500		140

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		500		500		500		918		500		510		500		912		500		1,537		1,234		500		909		500		605		500		490		41		500		750		731		838		500		200		500		395		212		500		196		500		176

		REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE																100		100		3,849		411		100		723		100		724		100		- 0		- 0		- 0		250		113		113		- 0		1,190		50		12		164				26				-

		INSURANCE		6,743		5,394		5,394		4,904		2,769		4,308		6,000		4,150		6,000		3,643		6,086		6,000		5,457		5,303		17,974		21,500		18,801		18,701		22,000		- 0				- 0		22,000		20,912		22,000		39,925		19,641		22,000		20,143		22,000		21,000

		Utilities																																														- 0		- 0		-				340

		DUES & ASSOCIATIONS		2,000		2,000		2,000		100		2,000		806		2,000		415		2,000		1,818		727		1,000		717		1,000		2,226		3,600		4,202

DavidG: DavidG:
paid early on 2015 PCOG = $1500		3,400		2,400		2,478		2,324		2,478		2,000		1,900		1,500		2,541		-		1,500		-		1,500		280

		PRINTING		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		45		43		43		- 0

		MISCELLANEOUS																								500		1,773		500		631		500		203		150		500		250		120		135		500		1,600		250		1,582		5				699				24

		CODIFICATION OF ORDINANCES		2,000		2,000		2,000		3,741		1,500		1,898		1,500		265		1,500		1,322		2,018				5,509

		EQUIPMENT		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		3,500

Gene: Gene:
one fourth of cost of new copier $10K		- 0		- 0		1,200		500				- 0		1,200		1,200		4,000		-		1,056		4,000		-		4,000		6,450																				0

		TOTAL FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION		268,713		242,017		262,017		192,111		232,523		202,638		207,177		201,041		173,107		182,394		168,602		154,536		189,303		156,637		175,933		162,226		129,121		80,394		150,978		91,254		56,167		86,129		124,316		114,284		125,200		139,951		150,105		148,486		141,094		146,986		152,242																				189303.41



		LEGAL

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		24,100

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		24,160

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		31,000		30,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		20,473		3,000		18,000		22,523		18,000		18,310		18,000		25,000		7,500		18,000		18,000		12,000		16,500		18,000		23,320		14,000		37,508		21,414		13,200		15,985		13,200		13,470

		TOTAL LEGAL		25,000		25,000		25,000		24,100		25,000		24,160		25,000		31,000		30,000		20,473		3,000		18,000		22,523		18,000		18,310		18,000		25,000		7,500		18,000		18,000		12,000		16,500		18,000		23,320		14,000		37,508		21,414		13,200		15,985		13,200		13,470



		FACILITIES

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		600		1,500		600		1,459		653		600		575				523

		UTILITIES		4,500		4,500		4,500		2,511		3,000		3,464		3,000		2,524		3,000		2,757		3,048		2,500		2,321		4,000		2,159		4,000		3,369		1,712		3,000		2,740		1,863		2,627		3,200		3,200		2,500		3,602		2,741		2,200		2,818		2,200		2,265

		OLD KITE MUSEUM																				2,500		- 0		1,000		2,714		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		- 0		400		150		131		131		500		1,165		500		1,166		43		500		537		1,000		506

		MISCELLANEOUS																						1,165		1,500		1,920		1,500		1,730		1,500		1,920		1,120		1,500		1,920		1,280		1,920		1,500		1,600		1,500		2,610		1,920		1,500		1,947		500		2,129

		CITY HALL REPAIRS		30,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		237

tc={F2A145D9-3507-498F-972C-50D7196DF9F1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Piers		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		8,103

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		297		12,500

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		160				2,500		3,234

asmith: asmith:
City Hall parking lot
		2,500		4,011		2,500				- 0		- 0		500		458		458		1,000		8,681		1,000		4,376		305		1,000		3,742		6,500		10,937

		Obies Demolition		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		8,125		- 0		8,125

		28th Street Lift Station		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0														138,856

		TOTAL FACILITIES		34,500		9,500		24,500		2,748		23,000		11,567		23,000		2,821		15,500		5,417		4,213		7,500		10,189		11,000		7,900		11,000		5,289		2,832		4,900		5,310		3,732		5,136		6,800		24,271		6,100		21,338		5,662		5,800		9,619		10,200		155,216



		ASSOCIATION WASHINGTON CITIES

		CONTRIBUTIONS		1,079		952		952		- 0		782		- 0		782		782		782				700		700		717		700		- 0		700		698		- 0		800		800		- 0		- 0		800		685		800		685		- 0		760				760

		TOTAL AWC		1,079		952		952		-		782		-		782		782		782		-		700		700		717		700		-		700		698		-		800		800		-		-		800		685		800		685		-		760		-		760



		FIRE CONTROL																																																																																		current		proposed

		SALARIES		24,831		21,956		21,956		22,538		20,204		20,396		19,053		19,136		11,343

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		13,700

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		15,736		23,940		4,560		13,500		11,218		13,500		9,685		5,956		13,500		9,000		5,996		8,999		13,500		13,500		13,500		8,757		8,721		13,500		13,340		18,400		13,877																		Chief		6000		9000

		BENEFITS		16,464		16,235		16,235		18,042		15,230		14,312		9,735		10,185		4,473		12,913		12,724		7,500		8,412		12,000		13,585		12,000		11,106		5,075		10,500		10,500		6,836		13,335		12,980		12,980		4,800		14,359		14,635		4,800		10,604		4,800		5,483																		Asst. Chief		2400		3600

		BOARD OF VOL FIREMEN		3,000		3,000		3,000		2,130		3,000		- 0		3,000		2,600																								- 0												(170)

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		15,000		15,000		15,000		10,500		15,000		10,005		18,000		14,918		15,000		25,127		13,596		12,500		13,859		12,500		24,423		12,500		25,972		15,245		10,000		12,850		11,491		13,484		10,000		9,250		10,000		7,705		12,229		8,000		24,785		8,000		35,407																		Training		4500		4500

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		150		150		150		-		150		75		150		98		150		-		-		300		105		300		192		300		-		-		300		110		110		110		500		- 0		500		-		-		500		213		500		821																		shift				6840

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		24,700

tc={C83E5CD8-6FEA-44F1-AE0C-14C1BDE8C61F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Clerk / paving / Drainage		3,500

tc={60D7EB5B-735C-43A3-8D0B-BF6218242165}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={1B78A2FF-33F0-4BD7-AFA5-938E21A3278F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		4,865

tc={EB7E9645-CA2E-4B1E-B30E-39D01DFC52F0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={0528852F-1BB1-479D-ADAD-6547B2300468}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		1,476

tc={B736CF69-FBD1-44FE-95FC-2B570ED8D794}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={CB934693-8C11-40CD-B44D-0863AFB7B9CD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		5,212		3,000		12,843		2,965		1,300		1,401		900		2,584		900		738		298		500		1,000		906		906		250		250		250		952		-		250		-		250		172																				12900		23940

		COMMUNICATIONS		8,500

tc={C6E094B8-1BCB-46D5-AD5B-9767AF8A1B2B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $7500		8,500

tc={8D053119-A5FD-4354-A45B-E91EF26B69D2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		8,500

tc={2AEF763F-5F64-426D-A3C8-36983EFF5C20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		8,465

tc={BE75E251-BE6D-46C4-A37A-7339CBBFD6DD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		7,500

tc={16A2189C-1AF5-4D72-945A-0BE755E5A774}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		10,149

tc={7D002F1B-4EDA-4406-B5D2-5593D386D975}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		7,500

tc={490948C1-27A7-4B0E-9CFD-015A4C669CD0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		4,445		7,500		4,498		5,461		12,000		29,787		11,107		13,689		14,000		8,254		7,884		9,500		9,000		6,127		8,698		5,500		7,000		5,500		8,527		6,631		5,500		5,259		5,500		5,678

		TRAVEL		2,500		2,500		2,500		1,145		2,500		300		2,500		1,446		1,500		-		1,253		1,000		650		500		177		500		221		172		500		-				-		1,500		2,950		1,500		4,438		223		1,500		1,046		1,500		557

		INSURANCE		32,330		25,864		25,864		23,512		19,128		20,665		21,000		19,899		21,000		24,955		20,330		19,500		18,228		17,714		17,974		21,000		18,701		18,701		21,000						-		21,000		20,912		21,000		39,925		19,641		21,000		20,143		21,000		19,890

		FACILITIES												20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		20,000		20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		40,000		64		20,000		25,738		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		-		20,000		20,000				20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000

		UTILITIES		7,700		7,700		7,700		5,825		7,700		7,419		7,700		6,306		6,500		6,146		6,346		6,000		4,669		6,500		5,153		6,500		6,497		4,139		6,500		6,500		4,207		6,012		6,500		6,750		6,500		6,508		6,953		6,500		7,216		4,500		4,836

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		18,000		18,000		18,000		27,327		18,000		17,180		18,000		14,131		18,000		20,575		15,587		10,000		5,805		10,000		11,519		10,000		6,350		4,790		10,000		8,450		5,069		6,083		10,000		9,865		10,000		7,871		12,764		12,000		19,119		12,000		28,308

		EMS/VOLUNTEER COMPENSATION		10,500		4,800		4,800		3,979		4,800		3,778		4,800		1,167		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-				-		-		2,000		2,000		-		-

		MISCELLANEOUS																								1,000		740		1,000		789		1,000		1,880		458		1,500		1,000		890		1,130		2,000		790		2,000		810		720		1,000		720		1,000		720

		EQUIPMENT		14,000		9,000		9,000		3,089		9,000		4,718		9,000		9,096		9,000		8,913		4,503		9,000		10,015		9,000		230		9,000		7,593		6,486		9,000		8,800		2,805		8,764		9,000		12,975		9,000		12,115		1,979		10,000		16,120		10,000		9,582

		TRAINING		14,000

tc={39A758D5-28D6-4EBA-846F-2BBA06759D08}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={F51AB3B5-13B7-4CDC-A9EB-43A522EECFDF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={26C1F331-4161-47A6-A277-F1EC4CF9085F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		4,370

tc={2930C92C-2652-485B-95C0-98424E80FF90}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={A7FFB488-3DF1-4B41-8DA9-7E12E16D2FAA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		3,255		4,000		9,266		3,500		5,222		3,734		1,500		1,951		1,500		- 0		1,500		3,631		3,381		1,500		550		550		542		2,000		2,645		2,000		2,130		40		1,500		2,540		1,500		285

		TOTAL FIRE CONTROL		191,676		150,205		150,205		135,787		139,712		133,728		147,938		137,905		120,966		174,892		102,299		125,540		125,919		116,521		121,532		122,700		120,628		72,583		114,300		87,760		44,987		88,065		114,730		121,867		108,550		133,928		104,537		106,050		141,105		108,950		145,616



		BUILDING INSPECTOR

		SALARIES		40,585		37,324		37,324		30,947		37,582		28,613		26,949		26,112		26,290		25,360		24,752		22,543		21,782		22,643		30,247		30,000		30,000		21,997		29,640		3,011		1,491		3,125		3,011		25,000		22,500		22,500		30,423		30,514		50,995		30,514		46,497		4k to planning												15over

		BENEFITS		22,724		16,235		16,235		21,597		24,873		17,730		18,273		15,697		17,607		15,183		15,004		17,558		13,284		13,000		14,936		12,000		12,654		9,331		10,670		1,762		346		2,213		1,762		11,000		12,800		12,800		15,320		15,365		22,200		15,365		45,285		5k to planning												12 over

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,117		5,000		2,693		5,000		1,372		5,000		9,781		6,742		1,100		6,061		1,100		1,418		750		1,029		523		750		750		600		714		850		800		850		1,067		875		500		1,166		500		2,004

		CODE ENFORCEMENT		20,000		1,000		20,000		32,770		20,000		55,581		42,300		33,983		2,300						2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		150		- 0		150		-		-		150		-		150

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES																		35,000

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		6,815		8,208		600		- 0		600		- 0		600				- 0		600		600		476		476		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		500		-		500

		TRAINING		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		12		1,500		1,565		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,000		600		600		1,000		690		400		400		1,500		- 0		600		95		1,606		700		595		700		90

		DUES AND ASSOCIATIONS		135		135		135		- 0		135		55		135				135		95		40		135				135		260		135		135		135		100		95		95		95

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		501		1,500		463		1,500		1,282		1,000		940		402		1,000		63		1,000		49		1,000		1,026		1,026		600		600		448		588		800		833		850		1,217		981		1,850		2,902		1,850		1,248

		STATE REMITT/BUILDING PERMITS		9,000		9,000		9,000		8,528		9,000		9,000		9,000		9,029						300		300		- 0		300		- 0		150		- 0		- 0		250		50		24		24		500		- 0		500		50		-		500		-		500

		EQUIPMENT																		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt				- 0		1,000		- 0		6,200		- 0		2,500		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		-		2,000

		MEMBERSHIPS		575		575		575		95		575		500		575		575		575		180		- 0		575				575		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		350		95		350		-		-		350		-		350		-

		TOTAL BUILDING INSPECTOR		101,019		72,269		91,269		100,555		100,165		114,635		105,233		88,062		94,407		59,919		55,448		48,311		41,190		47,053		46,911		48,135		45,443		33,612		43,610		7,558		3,880		7,634		8,922		37,728		39,100		37,729		49,205		52,429		77,858		52,429		95,123



		CIVIL DEFENSE

		EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT		13,912		13,912		13,912		13,781		13,912		4,316		13,912		25,613		12,794		15,766		18,665		14,175		14,631		12,000		11,434		12,000		22,075		7,751		12,119		10,000		8,293		11,057		11,057		8,000		10,000		8,296		8,142		9,000		9,782		9,782		13,769

		COVID COSTS 						2,000		- 0		2,000		34,257

		TOTAL CIVIL DEFENSE		13,912		13,912		15,912		13,781		15,912		38,573		13,912		25,613		12,794		15,766		18,665		14,175		14,631		12,000		11,434		12,000		22,075		7,751		12,119		10,000		8,293		11,057		11,057		8,000		10,000		8,296		8,142		9,000		9,782		9,782		13,769



		AIR POLLUTION

		OLYMPIC AIR POLLUTION CONTROL		1,185		1,185		1,185		1,729		1,185		1,713		1,665		1,665		1,138		1,357		1,314		900		878		$   900		875		$   900		870		$   630		$   900		$   866		$   866		$   866		700		675		675		931		691		657		680		657		657

		TOTAL AIR POLLUTION		1,185		1,185		1,185		1,729		1,185		1,713		1,665		1,665		1,138		1,357		1,314		900		878		900		875		900		870		630		900		866		866		866		700		675		675		931		691		657		680		657		657														ERROR:#REF!



		PLANNING

		SALARIES		53,860		49,687		45,000		47,672		37,365		44,083		41,341		40,443		40,332		38,948		35,073		35,038		28,052		26,230		35,542		63,855		60,118		39,384		67,481		26,188		17,432		33,453		26,188		26,000		26,000		26,347		43,294		48,715		41,831		48,715		17,088		40k under

		BENEFITS		28,938		26,562		23,089		26,983		22,429		24,945		25,408		23,893		22,864		22,538		20,664		22,121		13,725		9,057		17,630		18,000		18,844		8,606		18,304		7,848		4,975		8,865		7,848		12,000		12,812		7,511		11,174		11,647		9,781		11,647		17,230		10k under

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		7,000		7,000		7,000		6,727		7,000		3,054		7,000		2,439		7,000		14,118		1,559		1,000		10,506		1,000		13,216		3,000		7,205		5,976		3,000		3,850		3,029		4,345		3,000		3,000		2,650		2,549		4,741		2,500		2,923		2,500		3,748

		PRINTING		100		100		100		- 0		100		- 0		100		- 0		100		- 0		- 0		100		1,278		100		- 0		50		- 0		- 0		- 0						43		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		-				-		-

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		10,000		10,000		10,000		15,787

tc={E7009D64-C8ED-42F5-8576-B76BD2635E3E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    SMP Update 5k		15,000

tc={A6503E55-E2C8-4608-9631-E1F2DA1AF5B1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    SMP Update 5k		13,261

tc={F894BE7F-81F5-4D97-A296-549899B699C5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Comp Plan - Buffer Study		15,000

tc={2616419E-EE5C-4C1D-81C9-B26C78195139}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Comp Plan - Buffer Study		48,710		45,000

asmith: asmith:
Comp Plan Update 		15,532		5,523		12,000		1,638		12,000		11,068		12,000		3,393		3,229		24,500		6,000		4,089		4,891		15,000		4,100		15,000		7,777		6,906		15,000		15,915		15,000		70,635

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		500		44		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		45		2,000		928		2,000		973		2,000		2,065		801		2,000		1,300		453		1,059		2,000		1,000		1,800		295		765		750		2,203		750		1,115

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,312		4,000		3,340		4,000		4,434		4,000		3,991		4,143		3,000		1,332		3,000		3,870		3,000		1,873		1,607		3,000		3,000		2,202		3,129		3,000		2,750		3,000		2,974		3,320		3,000		1,902		3,000		2,529

		Project Safe Haven																				29,171		14,602		56,000		439,647		420,000		10,307				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0

		EQUIPMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				7,500

Gene: Gene:
includes one fourth of the cost of a new copier at $10K.		- 0		- 0		10,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		650		1,000		877		85		1,000		1,488		1,000		701

		LEGAL SERVICES		5,000		5,000		5,000		- 0		5,000		330		5,000		1,335		5,000		6,690		16,070		4,000		25,827		4,000		8,132		4,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		5,000		5,000		5,000		4,785		342		25,000		-		25,000

		TRAINING		3,000		3,000		3,000		3,463		2,000		- 0		2,000		745		2,000		- 0		383		2,000		636		2,000		1,279		2,000		151		- 0		2,000		500		295		834		2,000		1,650		2,000		1,003		1,207		2,000		1,040		2,000

		Shoreline Master Program		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		239		2,000		279		279								266		- 0

		MEMBERSHIP		1,000		1,000		1,000		200		1,000		- 0		1,000		2,070		1,000		1,500		1,585		400		- 0		400		341		350		306		- 0		350		350		- 0		249		350		250		350		294		-		350		-		350

		TOTAL PLANNING		114,398		107,849		99,689		105,144		94,395		89,057		102,849		124,069		129,296		132,488		99,647		137,659		523,569		481,787		102,598		117,755		94,234		59,883		135,635		49,036		32,475		57,133		65,386		56,400		69,612		54,413		71,834		109,962		77,083		110,962		113,046



		PACE

		CONTRIBUTIONS																																														- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		-		-		5,000

		TOTAL PACE																																														-		-		-				-		-		-		5,000



		EDC ANNUAL DONATION 

		TECHNICAL SERVICES AGREEMENT 		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000

		TOTAL EDC DONATION 		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000



		ALCOHOLISM

		COUNTY CONTRIBUTION		750		750		750		- 0		750		- 0		750		95		750		372		565		750		716		350		413		250		216		153		365		365		189		252		360		360		300		362		348		300		383		300		356

		TOTAL ALCOHOLISM		750		750		750		-		750		-		750		95		750		372		565		750		716		350		413		250		216		153		365		365		189		252		360		360		300		362		348		300		383		300		356



		PARKS

		SALARIES		189,263		176,000		148,989		140,394		141,629		113,414		115,534		108,956		128,857

asmith: asmith:
Might be up due to Culbertson Improvements 		31,751		34,477		29,133		29,363		28,484		36,408		42,147		45,016		14,925		44,870		28,188		20,347		29,971		28,188		33,000		25,500		25,500		35,028		35,090		76,496		69,132		72,279		22k under

		BENEFITS		98,515		93,000		80,948		66,744		80,658		60,007		64,203		64,353		79,476		18,929		16,165		13,450		13,895		9,040		16,606		10,132		11,954		6,975		11,319		12,600		8,268		12,152		9,681		15,000		10,800		10,800		13,505		13,585		30,728		26,636		27,825

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		60,000		85,000		60,000		58,321		60,000		53,179		60,000		54,554		48,000

asmith: asmith:
picnic tables, cedar fencing, drinking fountain, benches 		82,135		72,796		35,000		51,016		35,000		48,674		35,000		54,001		33,145		30,000		31,000		23,828		35,675		30,000		28,500		30,000		31,944		34,606		30,000		34,250		28,000		30,673		Holiday Decs, Sani Cans 

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		250		250		250		5,399		250		375		250		400		250		2,843		701		250		398		250		1,340		250		156		156		150		125		125		125		- 0		- 0		- 0				97						17,000

		INSURANCE		9,807		7,845		7,845		7,132		1,274		6,265		6,000		6,036		6,000		5,532		5,900		6,000		5,290		5,141		9,516		12,000		9,900		9,900		12,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		12,000		10,755		12,000		20,821		10,101		12,000		10,359		12,000		11,000

		UTILITIES		30,000		30,000		30,000		30,500		22,000		24,912		11,000		10,680		11,000		12,433		12,867		9,500		10,322		10,000		9,589		11,000		10,251		5,950		10,500		9,000		4,868		7,029		10,500		10,500		8,000		9,681		10,290		8,000		10,516		8,000		6,952

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		40,000

tc={4E83CF4A-E83D-4B56-AA3C-645BF4816994}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500		40,000

tc={9B913701-F5EC-4F6F-A9DF-DF76C50AC8C0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500														

asmith: asmith:
Might be up due to Culbertson Improvements 		40,000

tc={9E375B21-B473-42D1-AC45-EC8EE40C92BF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500		37,460

tc={CB7244AE-8151-4C82-B1BE-88EEA607485E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		25,000

tc={B0346274-AE5A-4F75-9DF9-D982250E2D56}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		24,762

tc={D39E6AEE-2B36-41D6-A704-2FCDAAA5A19B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		27,000

tc={F8D76465-0C38-411A-B9FD-360BCFD6C697}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		23,474		25,000		23,697		20,354		27,000		32,820		27,000		27,268		26,800

Gene: Gene:
paint 5th st restroom; poles for discovery trail entry $4,000;		22,403		17,506		22,500		13,000		5,017		14,333		23,500		14,000		25,000		16,191		22,341		25,000		27,985		25,000		37,312

		MISCELLANEOUS																										- 0		500		330		500		571		571		- 0		27		27		27		- 0		- 0		18,000		-		4,751		18,000		27,351		18,000		26,274

		EQUIPMENT		20,000

tc={E3D990B9-3458-4071-8D1C-A5005F1E9EDD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500						

tc={CB7244AE-8151-4C82-B1BE-88EEA607485E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		20,000

tc={BA11AEF7-9E0C-44FE-BDF1-B99A2AD7032A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500														

asmith: asmith:
picnic tables, cedar fencing, drinking fountain, benches 		

tc={B0346274-AE5A-4F75-9DF9-D982250E2D56}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		20,000

tc={E7DC278A-F2E4-4FFE-B45F-338F46F9B044}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500						

tc={D39E6AEE-2B36-41D6-A704-2FCDAAA5A19B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		13,820

tc={F2216E08-DB6C-4E05-AE6A-AF15BD4CF290}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Backhoe - 5k						

tc={F8D76465-0C38-411A-B9FD-360BCFD6C697}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		5,000

tc={CDA13F87-3469-4228-898C-CA041AE376D3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Backhoe - 5k		871

tc={9354A10B-46A3-403A-A5A6-8F85D3440808}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Grinder pump - Sid Snyder Restroom
Weed eater
fencing
Backhoe - 5k
10k total		10,000

tc={8FDF49D9-377A-4AB5-BF88-777D128B75ED}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Grinder pump - Sid Snyder Restroom
Weed eater
fencing
Backhoe - 5k
10k total		5,200		5,200

asmith: asmith:
Pole Saw - $1200		5,206		5,696		4,000		- 0		4,000		6,386		4,000

Gene: Gene:
Power edger $700; 		2,680		2,680		3,500		3,000		- 0		- 0		3,200		3,000		3,500		2,588		25,211		2,000		5,241		2,000		1,240

		CULBERTSON PARK IMPROVEMENTS		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		3,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		- 0		6,000		1,296		7,100		107		7,000

Gene: Gene:
PUD connection for sprinklers at ballfield $4,000; ballfield materials $3,000;		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,813		1,813		1,136		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		3,700		-		3,700		-

		MISCELLANEOUS																						6,945		- 0		6,522		6,000		6,799		6,000		8,902		6,274		6,000		13,065		12,179		13,572		18,000		18,000		1,500		22,063		18,685				6,195

		TRAVEL		500		500		500		127		500		426		500		2,041		500		1,485		128		500		242		500		6		500		134		134		400		400		383		383				50				28		188				146				267

		LANDSCAPING		20,000		20,000		20,000		12,716		20,000		17,208		20,000		17,820		20,000		21,185		20,013		16,500		22,051		16,500		20,502		16,500		16,902		12,086		16,500		16,500		13,078		20,375		15,000		14,000		10,000		15,695		14,416		10,000		2,707		10,000		8,768

		RESTROOM FACILITIES		1,000		1,000		1,000		2,381		1,000		342		1,000		173		1,000		9,123		1,070		1,000		- 0		5,000		308		10,000						6,000

Gene: Gene:
Begin set aside for new restrooms on Bolstad Approach $1,000
		1,200		580		580		2,000		2,500		250		2,150		2,206		-		158		-		1,489

		TRAINING 		2,000		2,000		2,000		1,320		2,000		871		2,000		1,996		2,000														3,000				5,932		850		200		200		730		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		5,000		-		5,000		-

		TREE CONTROL		10,000

tc={8AF68ED8-5CFC-4305-9F4B-3FA8992906C9}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal																

asmith: asmith:
Pole Saw - $1200		13,000

tc={F5744904-C9EF-4344-82BB-BC4A16A18205}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal		10,000

tc={80ED6F91-13E9-47F0-9197-88485197C0EB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal		- 0

tc={A65A5525-6C06-4912-9AFD-75F46491EEAE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Parker		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 		9,852

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 																				

Gene: Gene:
paint 5th st restroom; poles for discovery trail entry $4,000;		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 																		

Gene: Gene:
Power edger $700; 		- 0		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0				2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		4,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		740		5,000		4,312

		COULTER PARK		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		313		1,500		1,537		613		4,000		444		4,000		576		4,000		119		89		4,000		4,000		3,187		3,638		4,500		3,000		6,500		5,785		7,931		15,000		653		22,000		29,264

		TOTAL PARKS		485,835		493,095		426,033		376,314		369,811		312,484		330,987		295,996		340,783		215,855		197,724		152,333		173,657		160,516		184,413		190,829		182,990		116,325		170,589		134,118		93,899		139,726		158,569		152,305		157,050		163,248		199,355		182,375		233,526		252,468		268,844





		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		1,392,351		1,273,569		1,249,144		1,071,728		1,140,718		1,039,214		1,104,747		1,022,072		1,053,217		934,962		772,343		ERROR:#REF!		1,208,551		ERROR:#REF!		761,778		ERROR:#REF!		743,880		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		526,032		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		705,803		724,790		767,905		813,665		853,080		1,092,006



		LOAN TO STREETS																																																								-		-		-

		LOAN TO 105 CAPITAL IMPROV.																																																								-		-		-

		AGENCY DISBURSEMENTS (ILWACO)

DavidG: DavidG:
Ilwaco Building permits
																																

Gene: Gene:
PUD connection for sprinklers at ballfield $4,000; ballfield materials $3,000;		7,500		12,000		7,500		10,955		7,500		19,428		7,500		5,571		7,500		15,563		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,500		6,017		1,968		6,475		10,071		91		10,071		- 0		6,901		7,500		9,669		4,923		7,500		4,698		7,500		4,154

		TOTAL NON-EXPENDITURES		7,500		12,000		7,500		10,955		7,500		19,428		7,500		5,571		7,500		15,563		-		6,000		-		6,000		-		6,500		6,017		1,968		6,475		10,071		91		10,071		-		6,901		7,500		9,669		4,923		7,500		4,698		7,500		4,154



		TRANSFERS

		TRANSFER TO LAW ENFORCEMENT		795,000

tc={3126887F-05BC-4A2B-AAE7-76D00626C743}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		775,000

tc={876262A2-DE65-457E-BBA9-F3658761C918}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={571C2F2A-36F4-446D-88C7-70D08DE883DF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={EB079E02-C2B8-4D92-B823-3E9E34F3DDB3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={CE6056A6-5116-4403-82BF-9456B55FA772}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		750,000

tc={DDE2C0A0-DC9D-4B55-ADFD-6B7BA1DD1664}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		710,000

tc={906D2659-9453-40E1-AB42-9BDCCDA4540C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		750,000		735,000		732,000		718,000		718,000		730,000		700,000		706,000		700,000		741,465		440,000		660,000		667,000		389,083		667,000		667,000		615,000		645,000		671,250		589,167		710,000		670,890		670,840		627,250

		TRANSFER TO 004 																																								- 0		55,583

		TRANSFER TO CURRENT EX. SINKING		100,000		100,000		100,000		300,000		100,000		100,000		50,000		200,000		20,000		20,000

		BINGO BUILDING BOND

David Glasson: David Glasson:
through 2021
																																						

Gene: Gene:
Begin set aside for new restrooms on Bolstad Approach $1,000
		

tc={EB079E02-C2B8-4D92-B823-3E9E34F3DDB3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		

tc={CE6056A6-5116-4403-82BF-9456B55FA772}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		

tc={DDE2C0A0-DC9D-4B55-ADFD-6B7BA1DD1664}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		

tc={906D2659-9453-40E1-AB42-9BDCCDA4540C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		9,709		9,409		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		4,855		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709				9,709

		LOAN TO STORM WATER																																								70,000

		TRANSFER TO CE. SINKING																																																		- 0				- 0

		TRANSFER TO FIRE SINKING FUND 		15,000

tc={7A27E26C-465F-44F4-8F98-0FB76C95D68B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={20283FDE-A1A6-40E4-AAEB-E3590BED0E1B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={265CC0AF-4E43-4314-9498-86D112BECAA4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={CAEAB9C1-C055-4674-AB11-718FA3E585F4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request												

asmith: asmith:
Plus marijuana tax
		15,000

tc={8BE267D5-60E3-47AB-BE6F-BD327D17B939}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={317465A3-2149-4596-996A-5A8709DF9F05}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    A lot of small revs added		

tc={2987D732-88D6-42E7-95EB-0F40EFF46572}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={B7E654C2-CE0C-4833-AAB3-846BEB3F0C62}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    1315 Wash S		

tc={58CDFE90-2156-43F1-94CA-85676257EAE6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={04C49AEA-54CE-434A-B72E-08DA2147D4C3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={03586CAD-D9EF-48B2-9C08-FD3295E81E18}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={A0A8188A-0414-4822-B4C0-560B3239F79A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={C33E9493-F642-41B4-8D69-F5AD8E18C2A6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax												

tc={C5069210-2B11-4BD6-A067-19025908F8E8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={F6375E07-3008-4848-8EA7-03DC5A614C02}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={E87F5F45-2EA7-461E-8F6C-5E9C96A8693F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={4D4EB522-4C15-442D-92EC-0751B0876FC3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={642C9308-82AA-43B6-9823-BF397BCC2B20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={B4290A4B-7413-46D1-8BE5-062DBDD716CE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={659313E3-7B2C-4616-97C8-FE559AF4D59C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

Gene: Gene:
paid 2012, repay CE $50,256 a year, 1% interest to pay off in 5 years, no pay in 2013.		

Gene: Gene:
repay current expense fund for lilft station loan.Done in 2020																		

asmith: asmith:
Includes new computer for Council Chambers 		

tc={D40A45D4-0EBB-4691-8DC3-33821D2EBC29}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    public defender conflict												

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk										

Gene: Gene:
One fourth of cost of new copier at $10K
		

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk				

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		

tc={3E3F1AD4-C824-4AB0-ACE4-F873DD1A3B27}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={665B0C13-5F90-45BB-8D19-1159750775C8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={A8FF7B72-4BEF-4943-98F4-872E9B1178B4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit				

tc={94ACB4DE-E66E-4ECA-A25C-DD252CFC03FB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={E94F1C6F-9882-4562-95E4-66FF0D487DA5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		

tc={D11B5CCA-2B5A-44B4-BF45-ED70F3AAE603}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={832C601E-3469-41DE-9579-658869464AB6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={878C660A-0A49-48A1-9B2A-310E892D898D}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		

tc={E37A3440-1C87-4D1B-8340-AE23AA84B28A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={7A4E61FC-D089-4FD6-92CE-94FAA21C83BA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={4FC3CFBF-D5FA-4662-B2F6-2D17BA098D70}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS																																								

Gene: Gene:
judge $1000 a month		

tc={F74C15BC-D75C-402E-855B-C168CCD38C40}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={269D58A5-818B-44BC-8FB5-3D3041DA120B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={F1F7D5AA-6FFA-44A7-ABD8-5E0D15249518}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={724551C8-DE03-4F29-9BE8-5BA1750ACDF5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		

tc={044E9680-6EEB-4069-A78D-3514347B2D84}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		

tc={1864F8DA-22DA-4B04-A400-B06EF77597E2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS																																

Gene: Gene:
Defense att $13,200
Pros $12000		

David Glasson: David Glasson:
L & I 16k		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum																														

DavidG: DavidG:
paid early on 2015 PCOG = $1500		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall																										

Gene: Gene:
one fourth of cost of new copier $10K		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

tc={F2A145D9-3507-498F-972C-50D7196DF9F1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Piers						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 				

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 								

asmith: asmith:
City Hall parking lot
		

tc={C83E5CD8-6FEA-44F1-AE0C-14C1BDE8C61F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Clerk / paving / Drainage		

tc={60D7EB5B-735C-43A3-8D0B-BF6218242165}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={C6E094B8-1BCB-46D5-AD5B-9767AF8A1B2B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $7500				

tc={1B78A2FF-33F0-4BD7-AFA5-938E21A3278F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={8D053119-A5FD-4354-A45B-E91EF26B69D2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64														

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		

tc={EB7E9645-CA2E-4B1E-B30E-39D01DFC52F0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={2AEF763F-5F64-426D-A3C8-36983EFF5C20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64														

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		

tc={0528852F-1BB1-479D-ADAD-6547B2300468}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={BE75E251-BE6D-46C4-A37A-7339CBBFD6DD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.										

tc={B736CF69-FBD1-44FE-95FC-2B570ED8D794}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={16A2189C-1AF5-4D72-945A-0BE755E5A774}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.										

tc={CB934693-8C11-40CD-B44D-0863AFB7B9CD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={7D002F1B-4EDA-4406-B5D2-5593D386D975}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.								

tc={490948C1-27A7-4B0E-9CFD-015A4C669CD0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

tc={39A758D5-28D6-4EBA-846F-2BBA06759D08}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={F51AB3B5-13B7-4CDC-A9EB-43A522EECFDF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request														

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

tc={26C1F331-4161-47A6-A277-F1EC4CF9085F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={2930C92C-2652-485B-95C0-98424E80FF90}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={A7FFB488-3DF1-4B41-8DA9-7E12E16D2FAA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 				

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt				

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		15,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,000		6,000				6,000												5,000										- 0				- 0		5,000				5,000

		CONTINGENT EXPENDITURES																																																				73

		TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS		910,000		890,000		879,709		1,079,409		879,709		874,709		774,709		949,709		769,709		766,709		733,709		733,709		739,709		715,709		715,709		709,709		751,174		444,855		669,709		751,709		454,376		676,709		676,709		624,709		654,709		681,032		598,876		724,709		680,599		675,840		636,959





		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		2,309,851		2,175,569		2,136,353		2,162,092		2,027,927		1,933,351		1,886,957		1,977,352		1,830,426		1,717,234		1,506,053		ERROR:#REF!		1,948,261		ERROR:#REF!		1,477,487		ERROR:#REF!		1,501,071		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		1,212,812		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		1,396,503		1,328,589		1,613,714		1,519,723		1,795,776		1,733,119





		Carry Over to next year		481,876		879,261		312,720		901,739		293,722		721,442		91,409		486,532		280,512		417,014		255,508		ERROR:#REF!		199,097		ERROR:#REF!		240,900		ERROR:#REF!		189,473		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		175,591		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		74,204		77,168		-		52,967		-		244,747



																																																																																2022 Budget 		2021 Estimated		2020 Actual		2019 Actual 		2018 Actual 		2017 Actual 		2016 Actual 		2015 Actual		2014 Actual		2013 Actual		2012 Actual		2011 Actual		2010 Actual

																																																																														Expenditures		213,635		216,209		193,335		197,735		171,723		150,605		194,826		147,748.70		150,107.08		121,281.23		139,650.33		132,858.88		151,972.29

																																																																														Ending Fund		312,720		901,739		721,442		486,532		417,014		255,508		199,097		240,900		189,473		175,591		74,204		77,168		52,967





































Expenditures Vs. Ending Fund



Expenditures	2022 Budget 	2021 Estimated	2020 Actual	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual 	213635.32553609606	216209.15	193335.13799999998	197735.18799999999	171723.446	Ending Fund	2022 Budget 	2021 Estimated	2020 Actual	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual 	312719.74463903951	901739.49000000022	721442	486531.83100000024	417013.74989000009	
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2023

		City of Long Beach														2021 Budget										2019 Budget

		CURRENT EXPENSE - 001



				2023		2022		2022		2021		2021		2020		2020		2019		2019		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015		2015		2014		2014		2014		2013		2013		2013		2013		2012		2012		2012		2011		2011		2010		2010		2009

		DESCRIPTION		Budget 		Estimated 		Budget  		Actual 		Budget		 Actual 		Budget COVID 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual		YTD Aug		Budget		Estimated		YTD Aug		Actual		Budget		Estimated		Budget		Actual		Actual		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual



		Revenues



		BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		879,261		903,438		624,907		724,934		539,634		486,532		486,532		419,332		378,988		252,770		142,192		143,399		229,856		202,203		182,746		224,688		173,427		162,669		ERROR:#REF!		71,761		61,379		60,695		ERROR:#REF!		106,380		77,168		37,874		52,967		52,967		244,747		573,482		718,929

		TOTAL BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		879,261		903,438		624,907		724,934		539,634		486,532		486,532		419,332		378,988		252,770		142,192		143,399		229,856		202,203		182,746		224,688		173,427		162,669		ERROR:#REF!		71,761		61,379		60,695		ERROR:#REF!		106,380		77,168		37,874		52,967		52,967		244,747		573,482		718,929



		TAXES

		PROPERTY TAXES (1% Increases)		472,056		467,950		467,950		502,910		461,090		488,975		482,175		433,380		471,078		466,414		440,703		452,970		406,598		407,672		327,750		407,400		399,639		213,012		400,970		397,000		237,059		393,489		397,000		394,750		393,000		449,535		395,596		386,750		371,602		378,893		313,166

		Local Crimal Justice 		15,000		20,000		15,000		29,708		15,000		22,379		17,687		21,784				15,468				18,556

		SALES TAX		700,000		800,000		600,000		856,248		550,000		655,314		550,000		731,409		500,000		598,127		526,625		450,000		500,115		410,000		476,415		400,000		455,570		213,094		370,000		395,000		191,030		408,896		370,500		364,500		368,500		370,112		352,629		350,000		371,467		330,000		372,293

		BUS. TAXES CABLE TV		15,000		30,000		- 0		20,298		28,000		30,214		20,000		10,155		20,000		28,056		21,870		20,000		24,085		20,000		19,777		20,000		21,573		11,854		21,000		24,000		20,014		27,992		20,000		19,415		22,000		18,119		19,312		22,000		20,094		22,000		24,755

		BUS. TAX - TELEPHONE		30,000		30,000		40,000		28,566		40,000		29,273		40,000		55,281		40,000		39,985		46,606		38,000		38,640		38,000		36,343		50,000		37,121		24,702		50,000		47,850		35,936		51,120		47,500		47,600		47,500		53,271		47,669		50,000		47,661		50,000		40,363

		BUS. TAX - PUD		120,000		122,000		120,000		141,884		120,000		134,493		120,000		127,856		120,000		126,845		130,947		115,000		118,324		115,000		111,811		118,000		117,710		66,381		115,000		115,000		92,101		114,263		110,000		110,000		95,000		116,974		108,656		98,000		105,139		98,000		69,267

		BUS. TAXES - WATER/SEWER		298,000		290,000		267,379		333,000		297,574		303,228		300,360		272,367		284,135		183,141		165,451		160,600		150,870		143,525		148,059		140,000		142,104		84,496		115,000		125,000		92,940		141,796		115,000		115,000		125,000		144,980		113,739		124,620		132,361		124,620		116,945

		BUS. TAX - GARBAGE		65,000		65,000		65,000		64,083		55,000		55,998		55,000		40,590		57,399

		BUS. TAX - STORM WATER		27,312		27,312		27,312		29,236		26,777		28,276		26,777		25,343		25,996		16,807		15,321		12,650		13,878		12,650		12,845		10,000		12,198		7,335		10,000		5,000		12		4,055		10,000		10,000		11,760		21,246		9,695		11,760		11,597		11,160		11,366

		PROPERTY TAXES - Uncollected		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0						(2,383)										(14,000)

		REET - Moved to fund 003		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0								- 0		- 0

		GAMBLING TAX		15,000		20,000		15,000		22,575		15,000		15,685		20,000		24,733		20,000		19,756		17,172		19,000		17,606		19,000		18,898		18,000		16,168		11,685		20,000		19,250		13,229		19,640		20,000		19,780		16,500		18,160		20,878		20,000		16,136		26,000		30,694

		TOTAL TAXES		1,757,368		1,872,262		1,617,641		2,028,508		1,608,441		1,763,835		1,631,999		1,742,898		1,538,608		1,494,599		1,364,695		1,286,776		1,270,116		1,165,847		1,151,897		1,163,400		1,202,083		632,559		1,101,970		1,128,100		682,319		1,161,251		1,090,000		1,081,045		1,076,877		1,192,395		1,068,175		1,063,130		1,076,057		1,026,673		978,848																		288,853		17331.174

																																																																																		3157055

		LICENSES & PERMITS

		BUSINESS LICENSES		50,000		55,000		45,000		76,062		45,000		63,878		50,000		73,055		50,000		68,947		54,409		60,000		64,490		57,000		61,756		57,000		70,693		44,959		54,500		55,000		43,248		61,465		58,400		58,400		56,800		53,183		58,456		54,000		58,526		50,000		56,538

		OTHER RECEIPTS												3,708

		BUILDING PERMITS - LONG BEACH		25,000		49,000		25,000		70,197		25,000		52,521		30,000		80,707		30,000		131,934		41,189		30,000		39,345		30,000		31,568		30,000		36,703		27,602		28,000		24,000		20,155		23,052		30,000		29,500		27,500		17,564		33,043		20,000		24,971		40,000		40,074

		BUILDING PERMIT - ILWACO		15,000		24,000		15,000		21,909		15,000		34,813		15,000		27,952		15,000		34,886		28,697		12,000		7,195		12,000		3,344		14,000		17,418		8,556		12,950		16,000		11,168		15,975		8,500		12,000		14,100		13,266		6,528		15,000		16,408		15,000		7,894

		VARIANCES & MISC. PLANNING		3,000		11,170		3,000		16,185		3,000		7,680		3,000		15,265		3,000		7,740		8,660		1,000		1,976		1,000		3,120		1,000		953		920		1,500		1,000		960		1,360		1,000		1,000		2,400		2,065		920		2,000		2,220		1,500		2,750

		USE 322.10.02		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		1,000		1,000						400		-		1,150		-

		WEAPONS PERMIT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				400		318		400		488		281		400		230		400		148		400		276		276		350		450		352		586		100		100				402		96		-		-		-

		FIRE INSPECTIONS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0														-

		TOTAL LICENSES & PERMITS		93,000		139,170		88,000		184,353		88,000		162,600		98,400		197,297		98,400		243,995		133,236		103,400		113,236		100,400		99,936		102,400		126,042		82,313		97,300		96,450		75,883		102,438		99,000		102,000		100,800		86,480		99,443		91,000		103,275		106,500		107,256																		2019		2018		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015

																																																																														DESCRIPTION				Budget 		Estimate		Budget 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Budget		Actual

		INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUE																																																																												Expenditures

		CTED GMA GRANT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		LOCAL LAW ENF. BLOCK GRANT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		ILWACO COURT CONTRACT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0		2,000		3,800		4,741		- 0		2,500		2,213		8,000		2,000

		ILWACO JAIL FEES		3,000		1,000		3,000		- 0		3,000		1,685		3,000		1,265		3,000		3,862		2,313		3,000		1,255		3,000		1,828		3,000		3,387		1,565		2,000		1,800		1,760		2,500		- 0		3,000		3,200		840		3,065		5,000		1,811		5,000		3,114

		PUD PRIVILEGE TAX		14,000		18,015		14,000		16,923		14,000		16,208		14,000		15,890		14,000		16,701		13,961		14,000		13,961		15,000		14,833		15,000		14,325		14,325		15,000		14,428		14,428		14,428		10,000		10,000		12,500		13,913		8,632		13,000		13,067		12,500		13,222

		JIS REIMBURSEMENT-COMPUTERS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0						- 0												-		2,050		-

		SOS ARCHIVING GRANT 								12,325		6,049		6,721		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0						- 0												-		-		-

		STREAMLINED SALES TAX		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		10,000		3,460		10,311		10,000		10,339		10,000		10,720		10,000		10,344		5,081		10,900		10,500		5,109		10,060		10,500		10,800		10,000		10,170		10,658		5,000		10,485				12,343

		CRIMINAL JUSTICE-HI CRM		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				1,500		1,000		- 0		- 0		1,000				1,000		1,000		1,000		658		658		1,200		1,000		929		929		1,500		1,000		2,500		702		711		2,000		-		2,500		1,930

		CRIMINAL JUSTICE-LOC-POP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				100		500						500				500		1,380		500				778		500		750		750		- 0								250

		MARIJUANA EXCISE 		1,200		1,200		1,200		2,037		1,200		1,665		- 0		1,682		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0

		CRIM JUS-POP		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		2,201		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,800		1,000		1,028				- 0		- 0				1,000		2,000		2,250		1,000		1,759		2,288		1,000		2,294		750		1,691

		CRIM JUS-DCD #1		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		500		1,560		500		1,509		1,467		500		1,426		500		343		500		685		343		- 0		- 0				- 0		500		800		100		288		616		100		-		100		302

		CRIM JUS-DCD #2		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				326								592

		DUI - CITIES		211		259		211		259		211		211		200		202		200		212		217		200		221		200		214		300		254		191		300		200		189		255		300		300		200		260		301		200		285		200		494

		LIQUOR EXCISE TAXES		9,170		10,000		9,170		11,078		9,170		9,170		6,000		7,911		6,000		7,279		6,893		3,000		6,625		3,000		3,839		1,800		2,649		1,959		12,000		13,036		- 0		939		12,000		5,134		7,000		5,134		7,017		7,000		7,606		5,500		7,379

		CITY HARDSHIP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0														212

		LIQUOR BOARD PROFITS		11,679		8,000		11,679		12,246		11,679		11,679		12,000		11,795		12,000		14,148

asmith: asmith:
Plus marijuana tax
		12,073		12,000		12,232		9,000		12,355		10,000		12,528		6,270						6,301		12,603		- 0		7,586		9,000		13,856		9,722		9,000		12,279		9,000		10,390

		TOTAL INTERGOVERNMENTAL REV.		41,891		41,105		41,891		57,499		47,940		49,970		36,700		42,905		48,200		49,371		48,235		45,200		47,272		43,200		48,311		43,100		45,860		31,170		41,900		41,714		29,466		43,040		36,800		42,869		49,300		52,504		43,010		44,800		52,090		43,550		52,866



		CHARGES FOR SERVICES

		CIVIL FILINGS, LAW LIBRARY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		9		- 0												- 0												-		-		-		-

		WARRANT COSTS		100		100		100				100		102		100		100		100		67		2		100		166		100		104		850		19		18		1,500		100		73		73		1,500		1,600		1,636		1,243		1,529		1,636		1,636		1,621		1,621

		DEF PROS ADM CS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		50								50		45		45								66				-		-		-

		COVID REIMBURSEMENT								31,738				86,700		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		4		25		11				100		10		1		1		100		100				486		193		-		8		-

		FIRE PROTECTION SERVICES		500		500		500		172		500		237		500		546		338		2,903		967		338		312		338		338		300		388				300		300				381		300		325		300		-		328		300		304		300		308

		MEDIX		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,400

		SNTNC COMPL FEE		3,409		4,090		3,409		4,090		3,409		3,409		6,000		5,428		6,000		10,653		5,907		8,000		10,229		8,000		14,661		3,500		7,360		4,877		1,800		2,400		1,685		3,358		1,800		1,850		- 0		2,337		2,319				1,949				2,117

		IT time Pay Fee		300		50		300		50		300		300		250		250		250		16		8		250				250				250		250		250																				-		-		-

		CURRENT EXPENSE		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		4		4		3								15

		TOTAL CHARGES FOR SERVICES		9,109		9,540		9,109		40,850		9,109		95,548		11,650		10,724		6,688		13,639		6,884		8,688		10,707		8,688		15,116		4,975		8,027		5,145		3,700		2,864		1,807		3,860		3,700		3,875		1,936		4,147		4,369		1,936		3,897		2,261		4,436



		FINES & FORFEITS																																																																																157.11

		MUNICIPAL COURT FINES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		(400)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0																																														4.19

		JIS/TRAUMA & LOCAL JIS ACCNT.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		200		238		238		150		45		38		- 0		150		150		260		90		131		589		589		256		256																		161.3

		TRAFFIC INFRACTION		3,650		5,500		3,650		13,671		3,650		5,566		3,650		1,414		3,650		2,915		4,230		3,650		5,654		3,650		4,620		3,650		3,991		1,807		3,500		3,250		1,635		3,423		3,500		4,000		2,500		4,668		3,967		2,500		4,884		2,000		2,997

		LEGIS ASSMNT		200		200		200		428		200		313		200		3,103		200		183		233		200		422		200		375		200		370		171				230		230		354								374

		NON-TRAFFIC INFRACTION		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		721		- 0		- 0						- 0				17				- 0		20		- 0		- 0		17		17		-																				116.43

		CRIME VICTIMS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				10		- 0				- 0		10		10		10		- 0		10		14		14		-

		OTHER INFRACTIONS		100		100		100		29		100		292		100		100		100		73		45		100		93		100		108		100		114		42		250		75		20		133		250		250		244		52		217		244		244		343		343

		PARKING INFRACTION		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				30		- 0				- 0		30		30		30		90		30		210		210		50		50

		PARKING - HANDICAP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0

		DUI FINES		250		250		250		292		250		250		250		250		250		218		83		250		17		250		512		250		158		101		400		175		123		120		400		100		400		270		72		400		63				406														6.49

		CRI CNV FEE DUI		100		100		100		9		100		238		100				100		19				100		209		100		27		100		68		68				25		16		6

		CRI CONV FE CT		100		100		100		40		100		100		100				100		79		72		100		202		100		419		100		46		25				50		42		58

		CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISD.		300		300		300		160		300		- 0		300				300		- 0				300		38		300		926		300		365		325		150		400		396		- 0		150		75		200		- 0		51		334		334		57		57														122.92

		CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISDEMEANOR		500		500		500		- 0		500		302		500				500		671		299		500		506		500		- 0		500						1,500		800				397		1,500		1,200		2,100		965		1,116		1,214		1,214		2,318		2,318

		CNTY DRUG BUY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		14		500		233		9		800		300		40		40		800		600		2,000		366		518		992		992		2,128		2,128

		CITY DRUG BUY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		20		- 0		129		500		- 0		- 0		800		300		41		91		800		600		456		353		705		456		456		719		719

		INVESTIGATIVE  FUND ASSESSMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		300		- 0				500		- 0				84		500		600		360		41		560		360		360		578		578

		OTHER CRIMINAL NON-TRAFFIC		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				150		50				- 0		150		150		100		-		139		84		84		236		236

		CRIME VICTIMS		800		800		800		800		800		100		800				800						800		96		800		48		800		429		424		1,800		200		146		159		1,800		1,800		2,200		1,207		1,522		782		782		1,443		1,443

		PUBLIC DEFENDER FEES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		700		1		- 0		-		-		944		944

		PUBLIC DEFENSE COSTS		1,000		2,200		1,000		1,435		1,000		1,359		1,000		1,642		1,000		2,799		1,378		1,000		6,039		1,000		1,860		1,000		1,320		607		1,500		1,280		466		663		1,500		1,750		200		1,878		1,517				1,260

		WARRANT/SUBP-SHF		350		350		350		- 0		350				350		350		350				- 0		350				350		772		350		275		206				500		477		799

		CRT COST RECOUP		350		350		350		- 0		350				350		350		350				- 0		350				350				350		301		301				50		49		49

		I Conv FEE CN		25		25		25		319		25		3,115
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    A lot of small revs added		25		25		25				- 0		25		29		25		4		25		74		13

		D/M Int Income Current Expense		25		25		25		- 0		25				25		25		25		40		55		25		- 0		25		- 0		25		39		26

		Court Current Expense		3,000		3,000		3,000		4,177		3,000		3,029		3,000		2,950		3,000		7,722		2,788		3,000		2,645		25		4,392		25		60		26

		D/M Income		25		25		25		770		25				25		25		25		- 0		55		25		288		25		34		25		60		35

		INTERPRETER		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0								-		-		-

		TOTAL FINES & FORFEITS		10,775		13,825		10,775		22,131		10,775		14,664		10,775		10,234		10,775		14,717		9,238		10,775		15,857		7,800		14,961		9,300		8,141		4,425		11,540		7,730		3,717		6,393		11,540		11,315		11,780		10,354		10,555		9,981		11,503		15,390		16,793



		MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES

		INVESTMENT INTEREST		100		100		100		1,098		100		981		100		534		100		238		110		100		1,495		100		112		1,000		223		- 0		3,500		2,000		768		1,189		3,500		3,850		2,500		2,592		4,183		4,000		2,975		12,000		5,327

		SALES INTEREST		150		150		150		567		150				150		1,578		150		938		424		150		294		150		195		200		196		143		275		31		31		52		275		500		750		89		192		750		504		500		1,188

		RENT REVENUE		100		100		100		- 0		100				100				100		500		886		100		776		100		- 0		100		100		100		500		- 0				- 0		500		300		4,500		- 0		275				12		3,000		4,550

		SMA Grant 2013		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										1,911						25,000		27,822		50,000		46,411		- 0		70,500		- 0						- 0		- 0		2,500		- 0		- 0		4,800		-		4,800

		FUND CONTRIBUTIONS		3,000		3,000		3,000		2,491		3,000		2,495		3,000		1,029		3,000		2,288		12,565		3,000		6,688		3,000		3,835		4,000		1,656		706		5,000		4,500		3,776		5,012		5,000		4,800		1,000		2,518		9,077		1,000		1,500		1,000		1,440

		Squirting Clam		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,092		1,300		1,222		1,300		1,322		1,271		1,300		1,210		1,300		1,329		1,500		1,193		813

		Fireworks Donations																				5,750		5,056		5,000		6,896

		PROJECT SAFE HAVEN																				28,676		26,052		49,000		367,260		393,750		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0												- 0																												399000

		MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES																						208		250		1,226		250		305		1,500		274		193		3,000		2,450		2,027		2,136		3,000		3,000		2,200		1,147		3,241		2,000		120		2,000		209																		57000

		Code Enforcement 				70,740
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tc={03586CAD-D9EF-48B2-9C08-FD3295E81E18}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		47,059

tc={A0A8188A-0414-4822-B4C0-560B3239F79A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		40,000

tc={C5069210-2B11-4BD6-A067-19025908F8E8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		2,836		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		9		- 0		- 0				15		10						15		- 0		15		9		(5)		(8)		(8)		12		12

		TOTAL MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES		4,650		75,390		56,650		5,456		17,650		51,627		44,650		7,199		4,650		39,711		48,483		58,900		385,845		423,650		33,607		58,300		50,052		1,955		82,790		8,991		6,603		8,389		12,290		12,450		13,465		6,356		16,964		12,542		5,103		23,312		97,428







		TOTAL REVENUES		1,916,793

tc={C33E9493-F642-41B4-8D69-F5AD8E18C2A6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,151,292

tc={F6375E07-3008-4848-8EA7-03DC5A614C02}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,824,066

tc={E87F5F45-2EA7-461E-8F6C-5E9C96A8693F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,338,797

tc={4D4EB522-4C15-442D-92EC-0751B0876FC3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,781,915

tc={642C9308-82AA-43B6-9823-BF397BCC2B20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,138,244

tc={B4290A4B-7413-46D1-8BE5-062DBDD716CE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,467,204

tc={659313E3-7B2C-4616-97C8-FE559AF4D59C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,988,198		1,707,321		1,856,032		1,610,772		1,513,739		1,843,033		1,749,585		1,363,828		1,381,475		1,440,205		757,567		1,339,200		1,285,849		799,795		1,325,371		1,253,330		1,253,554		1,254,158		1,352,236		1,242,517		1,223,729		1,251,925		1,217,685		1,257,628														193,988



		NON-REVENUES

		BINGO BOND ISSUE																																								- 0												- 0				-		-		-		-

		CRIME VICTIMS		100		100		100		100		100		110		100		100		100		224		108		100				100		301		100		185		108		- 0		- 0				131		- 0		- 0		100		65		- 0		90		90		105		105

		LOAN REPAYMENT - LODGING TAX		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0																														327.26				46.61

		LOAN REPAYMENT - STREETS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		90,000		- 0		- 0						- 0												23,854																		349.42				673

		TRANSFER FROM CE SINKING		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0						- 0		- 0		- 0				83,147		274,513		72,000												49.94				9.65		payments				loan

		TRAN WATER TO CURRENT EXP LOAN

Gene: Gene:
paid 2012, repay CE $50,256 a year, 1% interest to pay off in 5 years, no pay in 2013.																										54,744		50,256		70,000		50,256		70,000				50,256		50,256						50,256		50,256		50,256		50,256		- 0												100,512				49.07				310.85		295,256				251280		43,976

		TRAN SEWER TO CURRENT EXP LOAN

Gene: Gene:
repay current expense fund for lilft station loan.Done in 2020												23,854		23,854		23,854		23,854		23,854		- 0		23,854				23,854				23,854						23,854		23,854						23,854		23,854		23,854																				8.26				77.89		47,708				119270		(71,562)

		CONTINGENT REVENUES																																								- 0																														783.95				1118

		JIS/TRAUMA		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0				1,000		850				38		1,000		1,000		1,746		709		792		1,746		1,746		1,040		1,040								7.78

		LOCAL/JIS ACCOUNT																										- 0				- 0				- 0				35		30				4		35		35		37		37		35		37		37		86		86								791.73

		REFUNDS																										- 0				446				- 0						- 0												- 0				-		-		-		-

		OTHER RECEIPTS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		8,980		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		97		- 0		218		- 0		20		500		- 0				1,000		350		11				1,000		- 0		2,500		3,233		1,118		2,500		20		2,500		78

		TOTAL NON-REVENUES		100		100		100		100		100		32,944		23,954		23,954		23,954		24,078		205		23,954		54,962		74,210		160,768		75,710		70,185		108		76,145		75,340		11		173		76,145		75,145		78,493		78,154		85,093		278,886		73,893		3,731		1,309



		TOTAL REVENUES		2,796,154		3,054,830		2,449,073		3,063,831		2,321,649		2,657,720		1,977,690		2,463,884		2,110,263		2,132,880		1,753,169		1,681,092		2,127,851		2,025,998		1,707,342		1,681,873		1,683,817		920,343		ERROR:#REF!		1,432,950		861,185		1,386,239		ERROR:#REF!		1,435,079		1,409,819		1,468,264		1,380,576		1,555,582		1,572,690		1,794,898		1,977,866														19,821.27





		Expenditures



		CURRENT EXPENSE



		LEGISLATIVE

		SALARIES		26,400		26,400		26,400		24,000		26,400		26,400		26,400		25,950		26,400		26,200		23,700		24,000		23,400		24,000		24,000		24,000		22,500		14,500		24,000		20,700		13,900		20,700		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		21,100		24,000		23,400

		BENEFITS & TAXES		4,247		4,247		4,247		1,952		4,247		2,295		7,600		2,113		7,600		2,133		1,938		4,013		2,297		3,000		3,135		2,200		3,841		2,025		2,000		2,000		1,136		1,692		2,000		2,000		2,000		1,950		2,059		3,853		1,746		3,853		1,895

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		300		300		300		63		300		5		300		235		300		154		- 0		300		544		300		- 0		300		- 0		- 0		500		200		121		121		500		500		1,000		111		605		500		1,183		500		655

		TRAVEL		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		1,000		752		3,000		2,041		3,000		2,255		711		1,500		501		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		- 0		1,500		850		198		512		1,500		600		2,800		729		1,640		3,000		(50)		3,000		354

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		300		300		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		77		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		- 0		300		100		60		60		300		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		500		-		500		-

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		5,000		5,000		5,000		2,252		5,000		2,285		5,000		373		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Includes new computer for Council Chambers 		11,607		11,147		8,500		10,320		10,000		11,449		10,000		11,263		11,263		9,000		9,000		8,978		8,998		1,500		6,669		1,500		6,694		12,200		1,000		12,208		5,500		10,084

		ELECTIONS		10,000		10,000		10,000		7,404		10,000		9,084		10,000		10,065		10,000

		TRAINING		2,000		2,000		2,000		535		1,000		250		1,000		715		500		4,300		212		1,500				- 0		- 0		2,500

Gene: Gene:
One fourth of cost of new copier at $10K
		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0						200		- 0		- 0		1,000		-		1,000		-

		TOTAL LEGISLATIVE		51,247		51,247		51,247		36,206		48,247		41,071		53,600		41,492		53,100		46,726		37,708		40,113		37,062		39,100		38,584		40,800		37,603		27,787		37,300		32,850		24,393		32,082		29,800		33,769		32,000		33,484		40,504		33,853		36,187		38,353		36,388



		JUDICIAL

		SALARIES		32,400		32,400		32,400		28,800		28,800		28,650		28,800		26,950		26,400		26,400

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		35,136

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		34,720

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		33,655		33,600

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		13,652		12,000		26,845		25,438		12,000		12,000		25,901		38,788		12,000

Gene: Gene:
judge $1000 a month		43,221		43,221		43,029		43,085		40,843		42,767		40,843		45,642		30,000		-										over

		BENEFITS		2,946		2,946		2,946		1,813		2,946		2,398		6,115		2,037		6,115		2,056		2,341		7,626		2,698		1,000		1,329		1,000		12,540		3,836		1,000		1,000		6,900		8,327		1,000		14,200		15,150		10,461		6,586		14,639		4,411		14,639		10,173		10,000		12,000										over

		COURT CONTRACT WITH COUNTY																																																				- 0

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		1,000		1,000		1,000		478		1,000		260		1,000		250		1,000		322		2,968		50		1,231		50		537		50		- 0		- 0		100		100		65		1,379				825		2,000		605		796		2,000		1,455		2,000		1,632				13,200

		LEGAL FEES		15,000		15,000		15,000		16,116

tc={D40A45D4-0EBB-4691-8DC3-33821D2EBC29}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    public defender conflict		12,000		1,050		12,000		10,555		12,000		17,800		17,675		12,000		12,000		12,000		12,000		16,000		13,056		9,056		16,000		14,500		8,853		12,853		25,200

Gene: Gene:
Defense att $13,200
Pros $12000		12,260		12,000		13,056		12,623		11,000		12,612		11,000		12,389				25,200

		COUNTY COURT CONTRACT		33,293		32,640		32,640		28,515		28,091		27,231		27,540		25,995		23,479		23,019		14,252		14,280		10,499		14,000		15,166		19,000		13,943		4,110		14,000		14,000		10,500		12,833

		COMMUNICATIONS		500		500		500		540		500		521		500		524		500		491		485		500		507		500		500		500		491		287		500		450		360		528		500		490		800		450		482		800		484		800		460

		TRAVEL		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,068		- 0		1,928		- 0		146		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		287		750		-		750

		MISCELLANEOUS		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		130		100		233		100		56		56		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		400		1,000		252		-		1,000		50		1,000

		EQUIPMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		2,500		2,350		2,500		6,450

		COUNTY JAIL - LONG BEACH		10,000		8,800		8,800		2,564		8,800		3,430		8,800		3,925		8,000		5,261		4,860		8,000		4,518		8,000		9,139		8,000		12,781		8,048		6,000		6,000		4,290		6,245		8,000		5,725		8,000		5,000		5,955		12,500		4,473		12,500		5,452

		COUNTY JAIL - ILWACO		5,000		8,202		3,000		327		3,000		1,948		3,000		1,195		3,000		3,854		2,573				1,033				173		4,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		1,000		203		498		- 0		1,890		5,000		1,078		3,180		5,000		1,761		5,000		3,082

		TOTAL JUDICIAL		100,238		101,588		96,386		79,253		85,236		65,588		87,855		71,531		80,594		79,303		82,458		77,276		68,198		69,250		52,876		60,650		79,712		50,832		50,600		49,050		57,073		81,452		46,700		79,011		87,671		73,931		72,994		91,032		70,363		91,032		85,279



		FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION

		SALARIES		107,001		102,566		102,566		82,377		97,112		85,385		79,082		77,384		75,858		78,016		73,458		74,377		75,956		77,743		79,384		79,957		58,811		25,950		60,514		50,331		30,733		46,126		50,331		43,750		43,750		47,587		66,052		63,200		63,220		63,200		64,142		35000 left

		BENEFITS		62,469		61,556		61,556		54,454		56,142		51,578		44,595		52,483		39,649		50,139		46,238		39,058		37,941		38,491		25,154		20,068		13,618		9,363		27,864		14,250		10,070		15,195		10,286		17,250		17,250		18,487		23,988		23,887		21,922		23,887		23,361		11000 left																38491

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		22,000

tc={3E3F1AD4-C824-4AB0-ACE4-F873DD1A3B27}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		22,000

tc={665B0C13-5F90-45BB-8D19-1159750775C8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		22,000

tc={94ACB4DE-E66E-4ECA-A25C-DD252CFC03FB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		20,374

tc={832C601E-3469-41DE-9579-658869464AB6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		22,000

tc={7A4E61FC-D089-4FD6-92CE-94FAA21C83BA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		20,007

tc={F74C15BC-D75C-402E-855B-C168CCD38C40}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		22,000

tc={F1F7D5AA-6FFA-44A7-ABD8-5E0D15249518}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		11,459		16,000		8,084		16,260		6,500		16,517		6,500		10,392		6,500		11,346		5,704		5,500		4,500		2,524		4,999		5,500		5,003		5,000		6,257		6,289		4,000		6,399		4,000		5,138

		ACCOUNTING SERVICES		40,000

tc={A8FF7B72-4BEF-4943-98F4-872E9B1178B4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		20,000

tc={E94F1C6F-9882-4562-95E4-66FF0D487DA5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		40,000

tc={878C660A-0A49-48A1-9B2A-310E892D898D}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		6,102		25,000		19,665		25,000		28,253		16,000		17,620		7,214		16,000		17,420		16,000		26,584		16,000		14,704		13,184		17,500		10,000		5,215		7,703		18,000		13,864		5,000		4,770		18,922		4,000		18,061		4,000		13,241

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		15,000

tc={D11B5CCA-2B5A-44B4-BF45-ED70F3AAE603}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={E37A3440-1C87-4D1B-8340-AE23AA84B28A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={4FC3CFBF-D5FA-4662-B2F6-2D17BA098D70}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		11,386

tc={269D58A5-818B-44BC-8FB5-3D3041DA120B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={724551C8-DE03-4F29-9BE8-5BA1750ACDF5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		10,232

tc={044E9680-6EEB-4069-A78D-3514347B2D84}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={1864F8DA-22DA-4B04-A400-B06EF77597E2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		1,617		5,000		4,383		6,211		2,000		16,597

David Glasson: David Glasson:
L & I 16k		2,000		4,011		2,000		155		35		5,000		1,000		415		2,450		5,000		120		18,400		10,869		5,861		18,400		1,976		18,400		11,090		JP - only 100 at this time

		COMMUNICATIONS		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,411		5,000		6,100		5,000		5,420		4,000		6,358		3,465		4,000		3,773		4,000		3,696		4,000		3,594		2,095		4,000		3,900		2,493		3,729		4,000		3,795		1,500		3,822		4,168		1,500		1,317		1,500		1,440

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		1,344		1,000		79		2,000		3,991		2,000		3,192		1,685		2,000		2,345		2,000		1,661		3,500		3,081		1,771		3,500		3,000		1,386		2,321		3,500		3,500		4,500		3,404		3,357		4,000		7,135		2,500		5,760

		TRAINING		2,500		2,500		2,500		- 0		2,500		70		2,500		1,095		2,500		2,433		3,593		1,500		3,667		1,500		2,891		500		117				500		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		300		50		1,500		-		1,500		140

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		500		500		500		918		500		510		500		912		500		1,537		1,234		500		909		500		605		500		490		41		500		750		731		838		500		200		500		395		212		500		196		500		176

		REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE																100		100		3,849		411		100		723		100		724		100		- 0		- 0		- 0		250		113		113		- 0		1,190		50		12		164				26				-

		INSURANCE		6,743		5,394		5,394		4,904		2,769		4,308		6,000		4,150		6,000		3,643		6,086		6,000		5,457		5,303		17,974		21,500		18,801		18,701		22,000		- 0				- 0		22,000		20,912		22,000		39,925		19,641		22,000		20,143		22,000		21,000

		Utilities																																														- 0		- 0		-				340

		DUES & ASSOCIATIONS		2,000		2,000		2,000		100		2,000		806		2,000		415		2,000		1,818		727		1,000		717		1,000		2,226		3,600		4,202

DavidG: DavidG:
paid early on 2015 PCOG = $1500		3,400		2,400		2,478		2,324		2,478		2,000		1,900		1,500		2,541		-		1,500		-		1,500		280

		PRINTING		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		45		43		43		- 0

		MISCELLANEOUS																								500		1,773		500		631		500		203		150		500		250		120		135		500		1,600		250		1,582		5				699				24

		CODIFICATION OF ORDINANCES		2,000		2,000		2,000		3,741		1,500		1,898		1,500		265		1,500		1,322		2,018				5,509

		EQUIPMENT		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		3,500

Gene: Gene:
one fourth of cost of new copier $10K		- 0		- 0		1,200		500				- 0		1,200		1,200		4,000		-		1,056		4,000		-		4,000		6,450																				0

		TOTAL FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION		268,713		242,017		262,017		192,111		232,523		202,638		207,177		201,041		173,107		182,394		168,602		154,536		189,303		156,637		175,933		162,226		129,121		80,394		150,978		91,254		56,167		86,129		124,316		114,284		125,200		139,951		150,105		148,486		141,094		146,986		152,242																				189303.41



		LEGAL

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		24,100

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		24,160

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		31,000		30,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		20,473		3,000		18,000		22,523		18,000		18,310		18,000		25,000		7,500		18,000		18,000		12,000		16,500		18,000		23,320		14,000		37,508		21,414		13,200		15,985		13,200		13,470

		TOTAL LEGAL		25,000		25,000		25,000		24,100		25,000		24,160		25,000		31,000		30,000		20,473		3,000		18,000		22,523		18,000		18,310		18,000		25,000		7,500		18,000		18,000		12,000		16,500		18,000		23,320		14,000		37,508		21,414		13,200		15,985		13,200		13,470



		FACILITIES

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		600		1,500		600		1,459		653		600		575				523

		UTILITIES		4,500		4,500		4,500		2,511		3,000		3,464		3,000		2,524		3,000		2,757		3,048		2,500		2,321		4,000		2,159		4,000		3,369		1,712		3,000		2,740		1,863		2,627		3,200		3,200		2,500		3,602		2,741		2,200		2,818		2,200		2,265

		OLD KITE MUSEUM																				2,500		- 0		1,000		2,714		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		- 0		400		150		131		131		500		1,165		500		1,166		43		500		537		1,000		506

		MISCELLANEOUS																						1,165		1,500		1,920		1,500		1,730		1,500		1,920		1,120		1,500		1,920		1,280		1,920		1,500		1,600		1,500		2,610		1,920		1,500		1,947		500		2,129

		CITY HALL REPAIRS		30,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		237

tc={F2A145D9-3507-498F-972C-50D7196DF9F1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Piers		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		8,103

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		297		12,500

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		160				2,500		3,234

asmith: asmith:
City Hall parking lot
		2,500		4,011		2,500				- 0		- 0		500		458		458		1,000		8,681		1,000		4,376		305		1,000		3,742		6,500		10,937

		Obies Demolition		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		8,125		- 0		8,125

		28th Street Lift Station		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0														138,856

		TOTAL FACILITIES		34,500		9,500		24,500		2,748		23,000		11,567		23,000		2,821		15,500		5,417		4,213		7,500		10,189		11,000		7,900		11,000		5,289		2,832		4,900		5,310		3,732		5,136		6,800		24,271		6,100		21,338		5,662		5,800		9,619		10,200		155,216



		ASSOCIATION WASHINGTON CITIES

		CONTRIBUTIONS		1,079		952		952		- 0		782		- 0		782		782		782				700		700		717		700		- 0		700		698		- 0		800		800		- 0		- 0		800		685		800		685		- 0		760				760

		TOTAL AWC		1,079		952		952		-		782		-		782		782		782		-		700		700		717		700		-		700		698		-		800		800		-		-		800		685		800		685		-		760		-		760



		FIRE CONTROL																																																																																		current		proposed

		SALARIES		24,831		21,956		21,956		22,538		20,204		20,396		19,053		19,136		11,343

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		13,700

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		15,736		23,940		4,560		13,500		11,218		13,500		9,685		5,956		13,500		9,000		5,996		8,999		13,500		13,500		13,500		8,757		8,721		13,500		13,340		18,400		13,877																		Chief		6000		9000

		BENEFITS		16,464		16,235		16,235		18,042		15,230		14,312		9,735		10,185		4,473		12,913		12,724		7,500		8,412		12,000		13,585		12,000		11,106		5,075		10,500		10,500		6,836		13,335		12,980		12,980		4,800		14,359		14,635		4,800		10,604		4,800		5,483																		Asst. Chief		2400		3600

		BOARD OF VOL FIREMEN		3,000		3,000		3,000		2,130		3,000		- 0		3,000		2,600																								- 0												(170)

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		15,000		15,000		15,000		10,500		15,000		10,005		18,000		14,918		15,000		25,127		13,596		12,500		13,859		12,500		24,423		12,500		25,972		15,245		10,000		12,850		11,491		13,484		10,000		9,250		10,000		7,705		12,229		8,000		24,785		8,000		35,407																		Training		4500		4500

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		150		150		150		-		150		75		150		98		150		-		-		300		105		300		192		300		-		-		300		110		110		110		500		- 0		500		-		-		500		213		500		821																		shift				6840

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		24,700

tc={C83E5CD8-6FEA-44F1-AE0C-14C1BDE8C61F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Clerk / paving / Drainage		3,500

tc={60D7EB5B-735C-43A3-8D0B-BF6218242165}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={1B78A2FF-33F0-4BD7-AFA5-938E21A3278F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		4,865

tc={EB7E9645-CA2E-4B1E-B30E-39D01DFC52F0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={0528852F-1BB1-479D-ADAD-6547B2300468}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		1,476

tc={B736CF69-FBD1-44FE-95FC-2B570ED8D794}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={CB934693-8C11-40CD-B44D-0863AFB7B9CD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		5,212		3,000		12,843		2,965		1,300		1,401		900		2,584		900		738		298		500		1,000		906		906		250		250		250		952		-		250		-		250		172																				12900		23940

		COMMUNICATIONS		8,500

tc={C6E094B8-1BCB-46D5-AD5B-9767AF8A1B2B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $7500		8,500

tc={8D053119-A5FD-4354-A45B-E91EF26B69D2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		8,500

tc={2AEF763F-5F64-426D-A3C8-36983EFF5C20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		8,465

tc={BE75E251-BE6D-46C4-A37A-7339CBBFD6DD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		7,500

tc={16A2189C-1AF5-4D72-945A-0BE755E5A774}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		10,149

tc={7D002F1B-4EDA-4406-B5D2-5593D386D975}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		7,500

tc={490948C1-27A7-4B0E-9CFD-015A4C669CD0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		4,445		7,500		4,498		5,461		12,000		29,787		11,107		13,689		14,000		8,254		7,884		9,500		9,000		6,127		8,698		5,500		7,000		5,500		8,527		6,631		5,500		5,259		5,500		5,678

		TRAVEL		2,500		2,500		2,500		1,145		2,500		300		2,500		1,446		1,500		-		1,253		1,000		650		500		177		500		221		172		500		-				-		1,500		2,950		1,500		4,438		223		1,500		1,046		1,500		557

		INSURANCE		32,330		25,864		25,864		23,512		19,128		20,665		21,000		19,899		21,000		24,955		20,330		19,500		18,228		17,714		17,974		21,000		18,701		18,701		21,000						-		21,000		20,912		21,000		39,925		19,641		21,000		20,143		21,000		19,890

		FACILITIES												20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		20,000		20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		40,000		64		20,000		25,738		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		-		20,000		20,000				20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000

		UTILITIES		7,700		7,700		7,700		5,825		7,700		7,419		7,700		6,306		6,500		6,146		6,346		6,000		4,669		6,500		5,153		6,500		6,497		4,139		6,500		6,500		4,207		6,012		6,500		6,750		6,500		6,508		6,953		6,500		7,216		4,500		4,836

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		18,000		18,000		18,000		27,327		18,000		17,180		18,000		14,131		18,000		20,575		15,587		10,000		5,805		10,000		11,519		10,000		6,350		4,790		10,000		8,450		5,069		6,083		10,000		9,865		10,000		7,871		12,764		12,000		19,119		12,000		28,308

		EMS/VOLUNTEER COMPENSATION		10,500		4,800		4,800		3,979		4,800		3,778		4,800		1,167		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-				-		-		2,000		2,000		-		-

		MISCELLANEOUS																								1,000		740		1,000		789		1,000		1,880		458		1,500		1,000		890		1,130		2,000		790		2,000		810		720		1,000		720		1,000		720

		EQUIPMENT		14,000		9,000		9,000		3,089		9,000		4,718		9,000		9,096		9,000		8,913		4,503		9,000		10,015		9,000		230		9,000		7,593		6,486		9,000		8,800		2,805		8,764		9,000		12,975		9,000		12,115		1,979		10,000		16,120		10,000		9,582

		TRAINING		14,000

tc={39A758D5-28D6-4EBA-846F-2BBA06759D08}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={F51AB3B5-13B7-4CDC-A9EB-43A522EECFDF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={26C1F331-4161-47A6-A277-F1EC4CF9085F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		4,370

tc={2930C92C-2652-485B-95C0-98424E80FF90}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={A7FFB488-3DF1-4B41-8DA9-7E12E16D2FAA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		3,255		4,000		9,266		3,500		5,222		3,734		1,500		1,951		1,500		- 0		1,500		3,631		3,381		1,500		550		550		542		2,000		2,645		2,000		2,130		40		1,500		2,540		1,500		285

		TOTAL FIRE CONTROL		191,676		150,205		150,205		135,787		139,712		133,728		147,938		137,905		120,966		174,892		102,299		125,540		125,919		116,521		121,532		122,700		120,628		72,583		114,300		87,760		44,987		88,065		114,730		121,867		108,550		133,928		104,537		106,050		141,105		108,950		145,616



		BUILDING INSPECTOR

		SALARIES		40,585		37,324		37,324		30,947		37,582		28,613		26,949		26,112		26,290		25,360		24,752		22,543		21,782		22,643		30,247		30,000		30,000		21,997		29,640		3,011		1,491		3,125		3,011		25,000		22,500		22,500		30,423		30,514		50,995		30,514		46,497		4k to planning												15over

		BENEFITS		22,724		16,235		16,235		21,597		24,873		17,730		18,273		15,697		17,607		15,183		15,004		17,558		13,284		13,000		14,936		12,000		12,654		9,331		10,670		1,762		346		2,213		1,762		11,000		12,800		12,800		15,320		15,365		22,200		15,365		45,285		5k to planning												12 over

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,117		5,000		2,693		5,000		1,372		5,000		9,781		6,742		1,100		6,061		1,100		1,418		750		1,029		523		750		750		600		714		850		800		850		1,067		875		500		1,166		500		2,004

		CODE ENFORCEMENT		20,000		1,000		20,000		32,770		20,000		55,581		42,300		33,983		2,300						2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		150		- 0		150		-		-		150		-		150

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES																		35,000

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		6,815		8,208		600		- 0		600		- 0		600				- 0		600		600		476		476		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		500		-		500

		TRAINING		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		12		1,500		1,565		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,000		600		600		1,000		690		400		400		1,500		- 0		600		95		1,606		700		595		700		90

		DUES AND ASSOCIATIONS		135		135		135		- 0		135		55		135				135		95		40		135				135		260		135		135		135		100		95		95		95

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		501		1,500		463		1,500		1,282		1,000		940		402		1,000		63		1,000		49		1,000		1,026		1,026		600		600		448		588		800		833		850		1,217		981		1,850		2,902		1,850		1,248

		STATE REMITT/BUILDING PERMITS		9,000		9,000		9,000		8,528		9,000		9,000		9,000		9,029						300		300		- 0		300		- 0		150		- 0		- 0		250		50		24		24		500		- 0		500		50		-		500		-		500

		EQUIPMENT																		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt				- 0		1,000		- 0		6,200		- 0		2,500		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		-		2,000

		MEMBERSHIPS		575		575		575		95		575		500		575		575		575		180		- 0		575				575		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		350		95		350		-		-		350		-		350		-

		TOTAL BUILDING INSPECTOR		101,019		72,269		91,269		100,555		100,165		114,635		105,233		88,062		94,407		59,919		55,448		48,311		41,190		47,053		46,911		48,135		45,443		33,612		43,610		7,558		3,880		7,634		8,922		37,728		39,100		37,729		49,205		52,429		77,858		52,429		95,123



		CIVIL DEFENSE

		EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT		13,912		13,912		13,912		13,781		13,912		4,316		13,912		25,613		12,794		15,766		18,665		14,175		14,631		12,000		11,434		12,000		22,075		7,751		12,119		10,000		8,293		11,057		11,057		8,000		10,000		8,296		8,142		9,000		9,782		9,782		13,769

		COVID COSTS 						2,000		- 0		2,000		34,257

		TOTAL CIVIL DEFENSE		13,912		13,912		15,912		13,781		15,912		38,573		13,912		25,613		12,794		15,766		18,665		14,175		14,631		12,000		11,434		12,000		22,075		7,751		12,119		10,000		8,293		11,057		11,057		8,000		10,000		8,296		8,142		9,000		9,782		9,782		13,769



		AIR POLLUTION

		OLYMPIC AIR POLLUTION CONTROL		1,185		1,185		1,185		1,729		1,185		1,713		1,665		1,665		1,138		1,357		1,314		900		878		$   900		875		$   900		870		$   630		$   900		$   866		$   866		$   866		700		675		675		931		691		657		680		657		657

		TOTAL AIR POLLUTION		1,185		1,185		1,185		1,729		1,185		1,713		1,665		1,665		1,138		1,357		1,314		900		878		900		875		900		870		630		900		866		866		866		700		675		675		931		691		657		680		657		657														ERROR:#REF!



		PLANNING

		SALARIES		53,860		49,687		45,000		47,672		37,365		44,083		41,341		40,443		40,332		38,948		35,073		35,038		28,052		26,230		35,542		63,855		60,118		39,384		67,481		26,188		17,432		33,453		26,188		26,000		26,000		26,347		43,294		48,715		41,831		48,715		17,088		40k under

		BENEFITS		28,938		26,562		23,089		26,983		22,429		24,945		25,408		23,893		22,864		22,538		20,664		22,121		13,725		9,057		17,630		18,000		18,844		8,606		18,304		7,848		4,975		8,865		7,848		12,000		12,812		7,511		11,174		11,647		9,781		11,647		17,230		10k under

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		7,000		7,000		7,000		6,727		7,000		3,054		7,000		2,439		7,000		14,118		1,559		1,000		10,506		1,000		13,216		3,000		7,205		5,976		3,000		3,850		3,029		4,345		3,000		3,000		2,650		2,549		4,741		2,500		2,923		2,500		3,748

		PRINTING		100		100		100		- 0		100		- 0		100		- 0		100		- 0		- 0		100		1,278		100		- 0		50		- 0		- 0		- 0						43		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		-				-		-

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		10,000		10,000		10,000		15,787

tc={E7009D64-C8ED-42F5-8576-B76BD2635E3E}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    SMP Update 5k		15,000

tc={A6503E55-E2C8-4608-9631-E1F2DA1AF5B1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    SMP Update 5k		13,261

tc={F894BE7F-81F5-4D97-A296-549899B699C5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Comp Plan - Buffer Study		15,000

tc={2616419E-EE5C-4C1D-81C9-B26C78195139}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Comp Plan - Buffer Study		48,710		45,000

asmith: asmith:
Comp Plan Update 		15,532		5,523		12,000		1,638		12,000		11,068		12,000		3,393		3,229		24,500		6,000		4,089		4,891		15,000		4,100		15,000		7,777		6,906		15,000		15,915		15,000		70,635

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		500		44		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		45		2,000		928		2,000		973		2,000		2,065		801		2,000		1,300		453		1,059		2,000		1,000		1,800		295		765		750		2,203		750		1,115

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,312		4,000		3,340		4,000		4,434		4,000		3,991		4,143		3,000		1,332		3,000		3,870		3,000		1,873		1,607		3,000		3,000		2,202		3,129		3,000		2,750		3,000		2,974		3,320		3,000		1,902		3,000		2,529

		Project Safe Haven																				29,171		14,602		56,000		439,647		420,000		10,307				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0

		EQUIPMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				7,500

Gene: Gene:
includes one fourth of the cost of a new copier at $10K.		- 0		- 0		10,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		650		1,000		877		85		1,000		1,488		1,000		701

		LEGAL SERVICES		5,000		5,000		5,000		- 0		5,000		330		5,000		1,335		5,000		6,690		16,070		4,000		25,827		4,000		8,132		4,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		5,000		5,000		5,000		4,785		342		25,000		-		25,000

		TRAINING		3,000		3,000		3,000		3,463		2,000		- 0		2,000		745		2,000		- 0		383		2,000		636		2,000		1,279		2,000		151		- 0		2,000		500		295		834		2,000		1,650		2,000		1,003		1,207		2,000		1,040		2,000

		Shoreline Master Program		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		239		2,000		279		279								266		- 0

		MEMBERSHIP		1,000		1,000		1,000		200		1,000		- 0		1,000		2,070		1,000		1,500		1,585		400		- 0		400		341		350		306		- 0		350		350		- 0		249		350		250		350		294		-		350		-		350

		TOTAL PLANNING		114,398		107,849		99,689		105,144		94,395		89,057		102,849		124,069		129,296		132,488		99,647		137,659		523,569		481,787		102,598		117,755		94,234		59,883		135,635		49,036		32,475		57,133		65,386		56,400		69,612		54,413		71,834		109,962		77,083		110,962		113,046



		PACE

		CONTRIBUTIONS																																														- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		-		-		5,000

		TOTAL PACE																																														-		-		-				-		-		-		5,000



		EDC ANNUAL DONATION 

		TECHNICAL SERVICES AGREEMENT 		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000

		TOTAL EDC DONATION 		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000



		ALCOHOLISM

		COUNTY CONTRIBUTION		750		750		750		- 0		750		- 0		750		95		750		372		565		750		716		350		413		250		216		153		365		365		189		252		360		360		300		362		348		300		383		300		356

		TOTAL ALCOHOLISM		750		750		750		-		750		-		750		95		750		372		565		750		716		350		413		250		216		153		365		365		189		252		360		360		300		362		348		300		383		300		356



		PARKS

		SALARIES		189,263		176,000		148,989		140,394		141,629		113,414		115,534		108,956		128,857

asmith: asmith:
Might be up due to Culbertson Improvements 		31,751		34,477		29,133		29,363		28,484		36,408		42,147		45,016		14,925		44,870		28,188		20,347		29,971		28,188		33,000		25,500		25,500		35,028		35,090		76,496		69,132		72,279		22k under

		BENEFITS		98,515		93,000		80,948		66,744		80,658		60,007		64,203		64,353		79,476		18,929		16,165		13,450		13,895		9,040		16,606		10,132		11,954		6,975		11,319		12,600		8,268		12,152		9,681		15,000		10,800		10,800		13,505		13,585		30,728		26,636		27,825

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		60,000		85,000		60,000		58,321		60,000		53,179		60,000		54,554		48,000

asmith: asmith:
picnic tables, cedar fencing, drinking fountain, benches 		82,135		72,796		35,000		51,016		35,000		48,674		35,000		54,001		33,145		30,000		31,000		23,828		35,675		30,000		28,500		30,000		31,944		34,606		30,000		34,250		28,000		30,673		Holiday Decs, Sani Cans 

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		250		250		250		5,399		250		375		250		400		250		2,843		701		250		398		250		1,340		250		156		156		150		125		125		125		- 0		- 0		- 0				97						17,000

		INSURANCE		9,807		7,845		7,845		7,132		1,274		6,265		6,000		6,036		6,000		5,532		5,900		6,000		5,290		5,141		9,516		12,000		9,900		9,900		12,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		12,000		10,755		12,000		20,821		10,101		12,000		10,359		12,000		11,000

		UTILITIES		30,000		30,000		30,000		30,500		22,000		24,912		11,000		10,680		11,000		12,433		12,867		9,500		10,322		10,000		9,589		11,000		10,251		5,950		10,500		9,000		4,868		7,029		10,500		10,500		8,000		9,681		10,290		8,000		10,516		8,000		6,952

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		40,000

tc={4E83CF4A-E83D-4B56-AA3C-645BF4816994}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500		40,000

tc={9B913701-F5EC-4F6F-A9DF-DF76C50AC8C0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500														

asmith: asmith:
Might be up due to Culbertson Improvements 		40,000

tc={9E375B21-B473-42D1-AC45-EC8EE40C92BF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500		37,460

tc={CB7244AE-8151-4C82-B1BE-88EEA607485E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		25,000

tc={B0346274-AE5A-4F75-9DF9-D982250E2D56}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		24,762

tc={D39E6AEE-2B36-41D6-A704-2FCDAAA5A19B}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		27,000

tc={F8D76465-0C38-411A-B9FD-360BCFD6C697}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		23,474		25,000		23,697		20,354		27,000		32,820		27,000		27,268		26,800

Gene: Gene:
paint 5th st restroom; poles for discovery trail entry $4,000;		22,403		17,506		22,500		13,000		5,017		14,333		23,500		14,000		25,000		16,191		22,341		25,000		27,985		25,000		37,312

		MISCELLANEOUS																										- 0		500		330		500		571		571		- 0		27		27		27		- 0		- 0		18,000		-		4,751		18,000		27,351		18,000		26,274

		EQUIPMENT		20,000

tc={E3D990B9-3458-4071-8D1C-A5005F1E9EDD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500						

tc={CB7244AE-8151-4C82-B1BE-88EEA607485E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		20,000

tc={BA11AEF7-9E0C-44FE-BDF1-B99A2AD7032A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500														

asmith: asmith:
picnic tables, cedar fencing, drinking fountain, benches 		

tc={B0346274-AE5A-4F75-9DF9-D982250E2D56}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		20,000

tc={E7DC278A-F2E4-4FFE-B45F-338F46F9B044}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500						

tc={D39E6AEE-2B36-41D6-A704-2FCDAAA5A19B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		13,820

tc={F2216E08-DB6C-4E05-AE6A-AF15BD4CF290}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Backhoe - 5k						

tc={F8D76465-0C38-411A-B9FD-360BCFD6C697}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		5,000

tc={CDA13F87-3469-4228-898C-CA041AE376D3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Backhoe - 5k		871

tc={9354A10B-46A3-403A-A5A6-8F85D3440808}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Grinder pump - Sid Snyder Restroom
Weed eater
fencing
Backhoe - 5k
10k total		10,000

tc={8FDF49D9-377A-4AB5-BF88-777D128B75ED}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Grinder pump - Sid Snyder Restroom
Weed eater
fencing
Backhoe - 5k
10k total		5,200		5,200

asmith: asmith:
Pole Saw - $1200		5,206		5,696		4,000		- 0		4,000		6,386		4,000

Gene: Gene:
Power edger $700; 		2,680		2,680		3,500		3,000		- 0		- 0		3,200		3,000		3,500		2,588		25,211		2,000		5,241		2,000		1,240

		CULBERTSON PARK IMPROVEMENTS		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		3,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		- 0		6,000		1,296		7,100		107		7,000

Gene: Gene:
PUD connection for sprinklers at ballfield $4,000; ballfield materials $3,000;		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,813		1,813		1,136		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		3,700		-		3,700		-

		MISCELLANEOUS																						6,945		- 0		6,522		6,000		6,799		6,000		8,902		6,274		6,000		13,065		12,179		13,572		18,000		18,000		1,500		22,063		18,685				6,195

		TRAVEL		500		500		500		127		500		426		500		2,041		500		1,485		128		500		242		500		6		500		134		134		400		400		383		383				50				28		188				146				267

		LANDSCAPING		20,000		20,000		20,000		12,716		20,000		17,208		20,000		17,820		20,000		21,185		20,013		16,500		22,051		16,500		20,502		16,500		16,902		12,086		16,500		16,500		13,078		20,375		15,000		14,000		10,000		15,695		14,416		10,000		2,707		10,000		8,768

		RESTROOM FACILITIES		1,000		1,000		1,000		2,381		1,000		342		1,000		173		1,000		9,123		1,070		1,000		- 0		5,000		308		10,000						6,000

Gene: Gene:
Begin set aside for new restrooms on Bolstad Approach $1,000
		1,200		580		580		2,000		2,500		250		2,150		2,206		-		158		-		1,489

		TRAINING 		2,000		2,000		2,000		1,320		2,000		871		2,000		1,996		2,000														3,000				5,932		850		200		200		730		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		5,000		-		5,000		-

		TREE CONTROL		10,000

tc={8AF68ED8-5CFC-4305-9F4B-3FA8992906C9}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal																

asmith: asmith:
Pole Saw - $1200		13,000

tc={F5744904-C9EF-4344-82BB-BC4A16A18205}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal		10,000

tc={80ED6F91-13E9-47F0-9197-88485197C0EB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal		- 0

tc={A65A5525-6C06-4912-9AFD-75F46491EEAE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Parker		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 		9,852

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 																				

Gene: Gene:
paint 5th st restroom; poles for discovery trail entry $4,000;		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 																		

Gene: Gene:
Power edger $700; 		- 0		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0				2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		4,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		740		5,000		4,312

		COULTER PARK		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		313		1,500		1,537		613		4,000		444		4,000		576		4,000		119		89		4,000		4,000		3,187		3,638		4,500		3,000		6,500		5,785		7,931		15,000		653		22,000		29,264

		TOTAL PARKS		485,835		493,095		426,033		376,314		369,811		312,484		330,987		295,996		340,783		215,855		197,724		152,333		173,657		160,516		184,413		190,829		182,990		116,325		170,589		134,118		93,899		139,726		158,569		152,305		157,050		163,248		199,355		182,375		233,526		252,468		268,844





		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		1,393,551		1,273,569		1,249,144		1,071,728		1,140,718		1,039,214		1,104,747		1,022,072		1,053,217		934,962		772,343		ERROR:#REF!		1,208,551		ERROR:#REF!		761,778		ERROR:#REF!		743,880		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		526,032		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		705,803		724,790		767,905		813,665		853,080		1,092,006



		LOAN TO STREETS																																																								-		-		-

		LOAN TO 105 CAPITAL IMPROV.																																																								-		-		-

		AGENCY DISBURSEMENTS (ILWACO)

DavidG: DavidG:
Ilwaco Building permits
																																

Gene: Gene:
PUD connection for sprinklers at ballfield $4,000; ballfield materials $3,000;		7,500		12,000		7,500		10,955		7,500		19,428		7,500		5,571		7,500		15,563		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,500		6,017		1,968		6,475		10,071		91		10,071		- 0		6,901		7,500		9,669		4,923		7,500		4,698		7,500		4,154

		TOTAL NON-EXPENDITURES		7,500		12,000		7,500		10,955		7,500		19,428		7,500		5,571		7,500		15,563		-		6,000		-		6,000		-		6,500		6,017		1,968		6,475		10,071		91		10,071		-		6,901		7,500		9,669		4,923		7,500		4,698		7,500		4,154



		TRANSFERS

		TRANSFER TO LAW ENFORCEMENT		795,000

tc={3126887F-05BC-4A2B-AAE7-76D00626C743}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		775,000

tc={876262A2-DE65-457E-BBA9-F3658761C918}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={571C2F2A-36F4-446D-88C7-70D08DE883DF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={EB079E02-C2B8-4D92-B823-3E9E34F3DDB3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={CE6056A6-5116-4403-82BF-9456B55FA772}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		750,000

tc={DDE2C0A0-DC9D-4B55-ADFD-6B7BA1DD1664}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		710,000

tc={906D2659-9453-40E1-AB42-9BDCCDA4540C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		750,000		735,000		732,000		718,000		718,000		730,000		700,000		706,000		700,000		741,465		440,000		660,000		667,000		389,083		667,000		667,000		615,000		645,000		671,250		589,167		710,000		670,890		670,840		627,250

		TRANSFER TO 004 																																								- 0		55,583

		TRANSFER TO CURRENT EX. SINKING		100,000		100,000		100,000		300,000		100,000		100,000		50,000		200,000		20,000		20,000

		BINGO BUILDING BOND

David Glasson: David Glasson:
through 2021
																																						

Gene: Gene:
Begin set aside for new restrooms on Bolstad Approach $1,000
		

tc={EB079E02-C2B8-4D92-B823-3E9E34F3DDB3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		

tc={CE6056A6-5116-4403-82BF-9456B55FA772}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		

tc={DDE2C0A0-DC9D-4B55-ADFD-6B7BA1DD1664}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		

tc={906D2659-9453-40E1-AB42-9BDCCDA4540C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		9,709		9,409		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		4,855		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709				9,709

		LOAN TO STORM WATER																																								70,000

		TRANSFER TO CE. SINKING																																																		- 0				- 0

		TRANSFER TO FIRE SINKING FUND 		15,000

tc={7A27E26C-465F-44F4-8F98-0FB76C95D68B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={20283FDE-A1A6-40E4-AAEB-E3590BED0E1B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={265CC0AF-4E43-4314-9498-86D112BECAA4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={CAEAB9C1-C055-4674-AB11-718FA3E585F4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={8BE267D5-60E3-47AB-BE6F-BD327D17B939}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request										

asmith: asmith:
Plus marijuana tax
		

tc={317465A3-2149-4596-996A-5A8709DF9F05}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    A lot of small revs added		

tc={2987D732-88D6-42E7-95EB-0F40EFF46572}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={B7E654C2-CE0C-4833-AAB3-846BEB3F0C62}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    1315 Wash S		

tc={58CDFE90-2156-43F1-94CA-85676257EAE6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={04C49AEA-54CE-434A-B72E-08DA2147D4C3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={03586CAD-D9EF-48B2-9C08-FD3295E81E18}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={A0A8188A-0414-4822-B4C0-560B3239F79A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={C33E9493-F642-41B4-8D69-F5AD8E18C2A6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax												

tc={C5069210-2B11-4BD6-A067-19025908F8E8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={F6375E07-3008-4848-8EA7-03DC5A614C02}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={E87F5F45-2EA7-461E-8F6C-5E9C96A8693F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={4D4EB522-4C15-442D-92EC-0751B0876FC3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={642C9308-82AA-43B6-9823-BF397BCC2B20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={B4290A4B-7413-46D1-8BE5-062DBDD716CE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={659313E3-7B2C-4616-97C8-FE559AF4D59C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

Gene: Gene:
paid 2012, repay CE $50,256 a year, 1% interest to pay off in 5 years, no pay in 2013.		

Gene: Gene:
repay current expense fund for lilft station loan.Done in 2020																		

asmith: asmith:
Includes new computer for Council Chambers 		

tc={D40A45D4-0EBB-4691-8DC3-33821D2EBC29}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    public defender conflict												

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk										

Gene: Gene:
One fourth of cost of new copier at $10K
		

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk				

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		

tc={3E3F1AD4-C824-4AB0-ACE4-F873DD1A3B27}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={665B0C13-5F90-45BB-8D19-1159750775C8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={A8FF7B72-4BEF-4943-98F4-872E9B1178B4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit				

tc={94ACB4DE-E66E-4ECA-A25C-DD252CFC03FB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={E94F1C6F-9882-4562-95E4-66FF0D487DA5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		

tc={D11B5CCA-2B5A-44B4-BF45-ED70F3AAE603}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={832C601E-3469-41DE-9579-658869464AB6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={878C660A-0A49-48A1-9B2A-310E892D898D}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		

tc={E37A3440-1C87-4D1B-8340-AE23AA84B28A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={7A4E61FC-D089-4FD6-92CE-94FAA21C83BA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={4FC3CFBF-D5FA-4662-B2F6-2D17BA098D70}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS																																								

Gene: Gene:
judge $1000 a month		

tc={F74C15BC-D75C-402E-855B-C168CCD38C40}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={269D58A5-818B-44BC-8FB5-3D3041DA120B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={F1F7D5AA-6FFA-44A7-ABD8-5E0D15249518}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={724551C8-DE03-4F29-9BE8-5BA1750ACDF5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		

tc={044E9680-6EEB-4069-A78D-3514347B2D84}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		

tc={1864F8DA-22DA-4B04-A400-B06EF77597E2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS																																

Gene: Gene:
Defense att $13,200
Pros $12000		

David Glasson: David Glasson:
L & I 16k		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum																														

DavidG: DavidG:
paid early on 2015 PCOG = $1500		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall																										

Gene: Gene:
one fourth of cost of new copier $10K		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

tc={F2A145D9-3507-498F-972C-50D7196DF9F1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Piers						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 				

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 								

asmith: asmith:
City Hall parking lot
		

tc={C83E5CD8-6FEA-44F1-AE0C-14C1BDE8C61F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Clerk / paving / Drainage		

tc={60D7EB5B-735C-43A3-8D0B-BF6218242165}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={C6E094B8-1BCB-46D5-AD5B-9767AF8A1B2B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $7500				

tc={1B78A2FF-33F0-4BD7-AFA5-938E21A3278F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={8D053119-A5FD-4354-A45B-E91EF26B69D2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64														

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		

tc={EB7E9645-CA2E-4B1E-B30E-39D01DFC52F0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={2AEF763F-5F64-426D-A3C8-36983EFF5C20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64														

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		

tc={0528852F-1BB1-479D-ADAD-6547B2300468}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={BE75E251-BE6D-46C4-A37A-7339CBBFD6DD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.										

tc={B736CF69-FBD1-44FE-95FC-2B570ED8D794}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={16A2189C-1AF5-4D72-945A-0BE755E5A774}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.										

tc={CB934693-8C11-40CD-B44D-0863AFB7B9CD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={7D002F1B-4EDA-4406-B5D2-5593D386D975}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.								

tc={490948C1-27A7-4B0E-9CFD-015A4C669CD0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

tc={39A758D5-28D6-4EBA-846F-2BBA06759D08}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={F51AB3B5-13B7-4CDC-A9EB-43A522EECFDF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request														

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

tc={26C1F331-4161-47A6-A277-F1EC4CF9085F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={2930C92C-2652-485B-95C0-98424E80FF90}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={A7FFB488-3DF1-4B41-8DA9-7E12E16D2FAA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 				

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt				

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

tc={E7009D64-C8ED-42F5-8576-B76BD2635E3E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    SMP Update 5k				15,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,000		6,000				6,000												5,000										- 0				- 0		5,000				5,000

		CONTINGENT EXPENDITURES																																																				73

		TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS		910,000		890,000		879,709		1,079,409		879,709		874,709		774,709		949,709		769,709		766,709		733,709		733,709		739,709		715,709		715,709		709,709		751,174		444,855		669,709		751,709		454,376		676,709		676,709		624,709		654,709		681,032		598,876		724,709		680,599		675,840		636,959





		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		2,311,051		2,175,569		2,136,353		2,162,092		2,027,927		1,933,351		1,886,957		1,977,352		1,830,426		1,717,234		1,506,053		ERROR:#REF!		1,948,261		ERROR:#REF!		1,477,487		ERROR:#REF!		1,501,071		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		1,212,812		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		1,396,503		1,328,589		1,613,714		1,519,723		1,795,776		1,733,119





		Carry Over to next year		485,103		879,261		312,720		901,739		293,722		721,442		90,734		486,532		279,837		415,646		247,116		ERROR:#REF!		179,590		ERROR:#REF!		229,856		ERROR:#REF!		182,746		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		173,427		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		71,761		77,168		-		52,967		-		244,747



																																																																																2022 Budget 		2021 Estimated		2020 Actual		2019 Actual 		2018 Actual 		2017 Actual 		2016 Actual 		2015 Actual		2014 Actual		2013 Actual		2012 Actual		2011 Actual		2010 Actual

																																																																														Expenditures		213,635		216,209		193,335		197,735		171,723		150,605		194,826		147,748.70		150,107.08		121,281.23		139,650.33		132,858.88		151,972.29

																																																																														Ending Fund		312,720		901,739		721,442		486,532		415,646		247,116		179,590		229,856		182,746		173,427		71,761		77,168		52,967





































Expenditures Vs. Ending Fund



Expenditures	2022 Budget 	2021 Estimated	2020 Actual	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual 	213635.32553609606	216209.15	193335.13799999998	197735.18799999999	171723.446	Ending Fund	2022 Budget 	2021 Estimated	2020 Actual	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual 	312719.74463903951	901739.49000000022	721442	486531.83100000024	415645.81988999993	
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2023 Budget
General Fund

10/27/2022
8

FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION
SALARIES 107,001                                 102,566                         102,566                      82,377                      
BENEFITS 62,469                                   61,556                           61,556                        54,454                      
OPERATING SUPPLIES 22,000                                   22,000                           22,000                        20,374                      
ACCOUNTING SERVICES 40,000                                   20,000                           40,000                        6,102                        
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 15,000                                   15,000                           15,000                        11,386                      
COMMUNICATIONS 5,000                                     5,000                              5,000                           6,411                        
TRAVEL 1,500                                     1,500                              1,500                           1,344                        
TRAINING 2,500                                     2,500                              2,500                           -                            
LEGAL ADVERTISING 500                                         500                                 500                              918                              
INSURANCE 6,743                                     5,394                              5,394                           4,904                        
DUES & ASSOCIATIONS 2,000                                     2,000                              2,000                           100                            
CODIFICATION OF ORDINANCES 2,000                                     2,000                              2,000                           3,741                        
EQUIPMENT 2,000                                     2,000                              2,000                           -                            
TOTAL FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION 268,713                         242,017                   262,017                 192,111               

LEGAL
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 25,000                                   25,000                           25,000                        24,100                      
TOTAL LEGAL 25,000                           25,000                     25,000                   24,100                 

FACILITIES                                                                                                                                         
UTILITIES 4,500                                     4,500                              4,500                           2,511                        
CITY HALL REPAIRS 30,000                                   5,000                              20,000                        237                            
TOTAL FACILITIES 34,500                           9,500                       24,500                   2,748                   

ASSOCIATION WASHINGTON CITIES
CONTRIBUTIONS 1,079                                     952                                 952                              -                            
TOTAL AWC 1,079                             952                          952                       -                          

2023 2022 2022 2021
DESCRIPTION Budget Estimated Budget  Actual 


2023

		City of Long Beach														2021 Budget										2019 Budget

		CURRENT EXPENSE - 001



				2023		2022		2022		2021		2021		2020		2020		2019		2019		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015		2015		2014		2014		2014		2013		2013		2013		2013		2012		2012		2012		2011		2011		2010		2010		2009

		DESCRIPTION		Budget 		Estimated 		Budget  		Actual 		Budget		 Actual 		Budget COVID 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual		YTD Aug		Budget		Estimated		YTD Aug		Actual		Budget		Estimated		Budget		Actual		Actual		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual



		Revenues



		BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		879,261		903,438		624,907		724,934		539,634		486,532		486,532		419,332		378,988		252,770		142,192		143,399		240,900		202,203		189,473		224,688		175,591		162,669		ERROR:#REF!		74,204		61,379		60,695		ERROR:#REF!		106,380		77,168		37,874		52,967		52,967		244,747		573,482		718,929

		TOTAL BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		879,261		903,438		624,907		724,934		539,634		486,532		486,532		419,332		378,988		252,770		142,192		143,399		240,900		202,203		189,473		224,688		175,591		162,669		ERROR:#REF!		74,204		61,379		60,695		ERROR:#REF!		106,380		77,168		37,874		52,967		52,967		244,747		573,482		718,929



		TAXES

		PROPERTY TAXES (1% Increases)		472,630		467,950		467,950		502,910		461,090		488,975		482,175		433,380		471,078		466,414		440,703		452,970		406,598		407,672		327,750		407,400		399,639		213,012		400,970		397,000		237,059		393,489		397,000		394,750		393,000		449,535		395,596		386,750		371,602		378,893		313,166

		Local Crimal Justice 		15,000		20,000		15,000		29,708		15,000		22,379		17,687		21,784				15,468				18,556

		SALES TAX		700,000		800,000		600,000		856,248		550,000		655,314		550,000		731,409		500,000		598,127		526,625		450,000		500,115		410,000		476,415		400,000		455,570		213,094		370,000		395,000		191,030		408,896		370,500		364,500		368,500		370,112		352,629		350,000		371,467		330,000		372,293

		BUS. TAXES CABLE TV		15,000		30,000		- 0		20,298		28,000		30,214		20,000		10,155		20,000		28,056		21,870		20,000		24,085		20,000		19,777		20,000		21,573		11,854		21,000		24,000		20,014		27,992		20,000		19,415		22,000		18,119		19,312		22,000		20,094		22,000		24,755

		BUS. TAX - TELEPHONE		30,000		30,000		40,000		28,566		40,000		29,273		40,000		55,281		40,000		39,985		46,606		38,000		38,640		38,000		36,343		50,000		37,121		24,702		50,000		47,850		35,936		51,120		47,500		47,600		47,500		53,271		47,669		50,000		47,661		50,000		40,363

		BUS. TAX - PUD		120,000		122,000		120,000		141,884		120,000		134,493		120,000		127,856		120,000		126,845		130,947		115,000		118,324		115,000		111,811		118,000		117,710		66,381		115,000		115,000		92,101		114,263		110,000		110,000		95,000		116,974		108,656		98,000		105,139		98,000		69,267

		BUS. TAXES - WATER/SEWER		298,000		290,000		267,379		333,000		297,574		303,228		300,360		272,367		284,135		183,141		165,451		160,600		150,870		143,525		148,059		140,000		142,104		84,496		115,000		125,000		92,940		141,796		115,000		115,000		125,000		144,980		113,739		124,620		132,361		124,620		116,945

		BUS. TAX - GARBAGE		65,000		65,000		65,000		64,083		55,000		55,998		55,000		40,590		57,399

		BUS. TAX - STORM WATER		27,312		27,312		27,312		29,236		26,777		28,276		26,777		25,343		25,996		16,807		15,321		12,650		13,878		12,650		12,845		10,000		12,198		7,335		10,000		5,000		12		4,055		10,000		10,000		11,760		21,246		9,695		11,760		11,597		11,160		11,366

		PROPERTY TAXES - Uncollected		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0						(2,383)										(14,000)

		REET - Moved to fund 003		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0								- 0		- 0

		GAMBLING TAX		15,000		20,000		15,000		22,575		15,000		15,685		20,000		24,733		20,000		19,756		17,172		19,000		17,606		19,000		18,898		18,000		16,168		11,685		20,000		19,250		13,229		19,640		20,000		19,780		16,500		18,160		20,878		20,000		16,136		26,000		30,694

		TOTAL TAXES		1,757,942		1,872,262		1,617,641		2,028,508		1,608,441		1,763,835		1,631,999		1,742,898		1,538,608		1,494,599		1,364,695		1,286,776		1,270,116		1,165,847		1,151,897		1,163,400		1,202,083		632,559		1,101,970		1,128,100		682,319		1,161,251		1,090,000		1,081,045		1,076,877		1,192,395		1,068,175		1,063,130		1,076,057		1,026,673		978,848																		288,853		17331.174

																																																																																		3157055

		LICENSES & PERMITS

		BUSINESS LICENSES		45,000		55,000		45,000		76,062		45,000		63,878		50,000		73,055		50,000		68,947		54,409		60,000		64,490		57,000		61,756		57,000		70,693		44,959		54,500		55,000		43,248		61,465		58,400		58,400		56,800		53,183		58,456		54,000		58,526		50,000		56,538

		OTHER RECEIPTS												3,708

		BUILDING PERMITS - LONG BEACH		25,000		49,000		25,000		70,197		25,000		52,521		30,000		80,707		30,000		131,934		41,189		30,000		39,345		30,000		31,568		30,000		36,703		27,602		28,000		24,000		20,155		23,052		30,000		29,500		27,500		17,564		33,043		20,000		24,971		40,000		40,074

		BUILDING PERMIT - ILWACO		15,000		24,000		15,000		21,909		15,000		34,813		15,000		27,952		15,000		34,886		28,697		12,000		7,195		12,000		3,344		14,000		17,418		8,556		12,950		16,000		11,168		15,975		8,500		12,000		14,100		13,266		6,528		15,000		16,408		15,000		7,894

		VARIANCES & MISC. PLANNING		3,000		11,170		3,000		16,185		3,000		7,680		3,000		15,265		3,000		7,740		8,660		1,000		1,976		1,000		3,120		1,000		953		920		1,500		1,000		960		1,360		1,000		1,000		2,400		2,065		920		2,000		2,220		1,500		2,750

		USE 322.10.02		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		1,000		1,000						400		-		1,150		-

		WEAPONS PERMIT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				400		318		400		488		281		400		230		400		148		400		276		276		350		450		352		586		100		100				402		96		-		-		-

		FIRE INSPECTIONS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0														-

		TOTAL LICENSES & PERMITS		88,000		139,170		88,000		184,353		88,000		162,600		98,400		197,297		98,400		243,995		133,236		103,400		113,236		100,400		99,936		102,400		126,042		82,313		97,300		96,450		75,883		102,438		99,000		102,000		100,800		86,480		99,443		91,000		103,275		106,500		107,256																		2019		2018		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015

																																																																														DESCRIPTION				Budget 		Estimate		Budget 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Budget		Actual

		INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUE																																																																												Expenditures

		CTED GMA GRANT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		LOCAL LAW ENF. BLOCK GRANT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		ILWACO COURT CONTRACT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0		2,000		3,800		4,741		- 0		2,500		2,213		8,000		2,000

		ILWACO JAIL FEES		3,000		1,000		3,000		- 0		3,000		1,685		3,000		1,265		3,000		3,862		2,313		3,000		1,255		3,000		1,828		3,000		3,387		1,565		2,000		1,800		1,760		2,500		- 0		3,000		3,200		840		3,065		5,000		1,811		5,000		3,114

		PUD PRIVILEGE TAX		14,000		18,015		14,000		16,923		14,000		16,208		14,000		15,890		14,000		16,701		13,961		14,000		13,961		15,000		14,833		15,000		14,325		14,325		15,000		14,428		14,428		14,428		10,000		10,000		12,500		13,913		8,632		13,000		13,067		12,500		13,222

		JIS REIMBURSEMENT-COMPUTERS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0						- 0												-		2,050		-

		SOS ARCHIVING GRANT 								12,325		6,049		6,721		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0						- 0												-		-		-

		STREAMLINED SALES TAX		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		10,000		3,460		10,311		10,000		10,339		10,000		10,720		10,000		10,344		5,081		10,900		10,500		5,109		10,060		10,500		10,800		10,000		10,170		10,658		5,000		10,485				12,343

		CRIMINAL JUSTICE-HI CRM		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				1,500		1,000		- 0		- 0		1,000				1,000		1,000		1,000		658		658		1,200		1,000		929		929		1,500		1,000		2,500		702		711		2,000		-		2,500		1,930

		CRIMINAL JUSTICE-LOC-POP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				100		500						500				500		1,380		500				778		500		750		750		- 0								250

		MARIJUANA EXCISE 		1,200		1,200		1,200		2,037		1,200		1,665		- 0		1,682		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0

		CRIM JUS-POP		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		2,201		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,800		1,000		1,028				- 0		- 0				1,000		2,000		2,250		1,000		1,759		2,288		1,000		2,294		750		1,691

		CRIM JUS-DCD #1		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		500		1,560		500		1,509		1,467		500		1,426		500		343		500		685		343		- 0		- 0				- 0		500		800		100		288		616		100		-		100		302

		CRIM JUS-DCD #2		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				326								592

		DUI - CITIES		211		259		211		259		211		211		200		202		200		212		217		200		221		200		214		300		254		191		300		200		189		255		300		300		200		260		301		200		285		200		494

		LIQUOR EXCISE TAXES		9,170		10,000		9,170		11,078		9,170		9,170		6,000		7,911		6,000		7,279		6,893		3,000		6,625		3,000		3,839		1,800		2,649		1,959		12,000		13,036		- 0		939		12,000		5,134		7,000		5,134		7,017		7,000		7,606		5,500		7,379

		CITY HARDSHIP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0														212

		LIQUOR BOARD PROFITS		11,679		8,000		11,679		12,246		11,679		11,679		12,000		11,795		12,000		14,148

asmith: asmith:
Plus marijuana tax
		12,073		12,000		12,232		9,000		12,355		10,000		12,528		6,270						6,301		12,603		- 0		7,586		9,000		13,856		9,722		9,000		12,279		9,000		10,390

		TOTAL INTERGOVERNMENTAL REV.		41,891		41,105		41,891		57,499		47,940		49,970		36,700		42,905		48,200		49,371		48,235		45,200		47,272		43,200		48,311		43,100		45,860		31,170		41,900		41,714		29,466		43,040		36,800		42,869		49,300		52,504		43,010		44,800		52,090		43,550		52,866



		CHARGES FOR SERVICES

		CIVIL FILINGS, LAW LIBRARY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		9		- 0												- 0												-		-		-		-

		WARRANT COSTS		100		100		100				100		102		100		100		100		67		2		100		166		100		104		850		19		18		1,500		100		73		73		1,500		1,600		1,636		1,243		1,529		1,636		1,636		1,621		1,621

		DEF PROS ADM CS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		50								50		45		45								66				-		-		-

		COVID REIMBURSEMENT								31,738				86,700		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		4		25		11				100		10		1		1		100		100				486		193		-		8		-

		FIRE PROTECTION SERVICES		500		500		500		172		500		237		500		546		338		2,903		967		338		312		338		338		300		388				300		300				381		300		325		300		-		328		300		304		300		308

		MEDIX		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,400

		RECORDS CHECK FEE		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				450		450		450		600		686		450		1,575		450		475		450		1,206		483				350		324		474

		ADULT PROB. CHGS.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				100		100		100		250		- 0		100				100		865		100		- 0				500		400		100		100		500		400		340		1,250		666		340		340		340		340

		SNTNC COMPL FEE		3,409		4,090		3,409		4,090		3,409		3,409		6,000		5,428		6,000		10,653		5,907		8,000		10,229		8,000		14,661		3,500		7,360		4,877		1,800		2,400		1,685		3,358		1,800		1,850		- 0		2,337		2,319				1,949				2,117

		FFA Contribution 		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		5,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		100		117		117																										50

		IT time Pay Fee		300		50		300		50		300		300		250		250		250		16		8		250				250				250		250		250																				-		-		-

		CURRENT EXPENSE		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		4		4		3								15

		Booking Fees		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				125		125		125		400		212		125		212		125		130		150		221		124																				-		-		-

		TOTAL CHARGES FOR SERVICES		9,109		9,540		9,109		40,850		9,109		95,548		12,325		16,399		7,363		14,889		7,782		9,363		12,494		9,363		16,586		5,775		9,571		5,870		4,200		3,614		2,231		4,434		4,200		4,275		2,276		5,397		5,035		2,276		4,237		2,261		4,436



		FINES & FORFEITS																																																																																157.11

		MUNICIPAL COURT FINES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		(400)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0																																														4.19

		JIS/TRAUMA & LOCAL JIS ACCNT.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		200		238		238		150		45		38		- 0		150		150		260		90		131		589		589		256		256																		161.3

		LOCAL/JIS ACCOUNT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		81		- 0		- 0		- 0		118		394		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		350		475		336		600		250		161		197		600		400		1,252		983		385		1,252		1,252		1,970		1,970

		TRAFFIC INFRACTION		3,650		5,500		3,650		13,671		3,650		5,566		3,650		1,414		3,650		2,915		4,230		3,650		5,654		3,650		4,620		3,650		3,991		1,807		3,500		3,250		1,635		3,423		3,500		4,000		2,500		4,668		3,967		2,500		4,884		2,000		2,997

		LEGIS ASSMNT		200		200		200		428		200		313		200		3,103		200		183		233		200		422		200		375		200		370		171				230		230		354								374

		NON-TRAFFIC INFRACTION		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		721		- 0		- 0						- 0				17				- 0		20		- 0		- 0		17		17		-																				116.43

		CRIME VICTIMS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				10		- 0				- 0		10		10		10		- 0		10		14		14		-

		OTHER INFRACTIONS		100		100		100		29		100		292		100		100		100		73		45		100		93		100		108		100		114		42		250		75		20		133		250		250		244		52		217		244		244		343		343

		PARKING INFRACTION		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				30		- 0				- 0		30		30		30		90		30		210		210		50		50

		PARKING - HANDICAP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0

		DUI FINES		250		250		250		292		250		250		250		250		250		218		83		250		17		250		512		250		158		101		400		175		123		120		400		100		400		270		72		400		63				406														6.49

		CRI CNV FEE DUI		100		100		100		9		100		238		100				100		19				100		209		100		27		100		68		68				25		16		6

		CRI CONV FE CT		100		100		100		40		100		100		100				100		79		72		100		202		100		419		100		46		25				50		42		58

		CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISD.		300		300		300		160		300		- 0		300				300		- 0				300		38		300		926		300		365		325		150		400		396		- 0		150		75		200		- 0		51		334		334		57		57														122.92

		CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISDEMEANOR		500		500		500		- 0		500		302		500				500		671		299		500		506		500		- 0		500						1,500		800				397		1,500		1,200		2,100		965		1,116		1,214		1,214		2,318		2,318

		CNTY DRUG BUY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		14		500		233		9		800		300		40		40		800		600		2,000		366		518		992		992		2,128		2,128

		CITY DRUG BUY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		20		- 0		129		500		- 0		- 0		800		300		41		91		800		600		456		353		705		456		456		719		719

		INVESTIGATIVE  FUND ASSESSMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		300		- 0				500		- 0				84		500		600		360		41		560		360		360		578		578

		OTHER CRIMINAL NON-TRAFFIC		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				150		50				- 0		150		150		100		-		139		84		84		236		236

		COURT COST RECOUPMENTS																				- 0				3,000		- 0		1,800		2,848		1,800		2,545		1,726		500		1,100		971		1,393		500		700		533		354		715		533		533		2,347		2,347

		CRIME VICTIMS		800		800		800		800		800		100		800				800						800		96		800		48		800		429		424		1,800		200		146		159		1,800		1,800		2,200		1,207		1,522		782		782		1,443		1,443

		PUBLIC DEFENDER FEES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		700		1		- 0		-		-		944		944

		PUBLIC DEFENSE COSTS		1,000		2,200		1,000		1,435		1,000		1,359		1,000		1,642		1,000		2,799		1,378		1,000		6,039		1,000		1,860		1,000		1,320		607		1,500		1,280		466		663		1,500		1,750		200		1,878		1,517				1,260

		WARRANT/SUBP-SHF		350		350		350		- 0		350				350		350		350				- 0		350				350		772		350		275		206				500		477		799

		CRT COST RECOUP		350		350		350		- 0		350				350		350		350				- 0		350				350				350		301		301				50		49		49

		I Conv FEE CN		25		25		25		319		25		3,115

tc={317465A3-2149-4596-996A-5A8709DF9F05}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    A lot of small revs added		25		25		25				- 0		25		29		25		4		25		74		13

		D/M Int Income Current Expense		25		25		25		- 0		25				25		25		25		40		55		25		- 0		25		- 0		25		39		26

		Court Current Expense		3,000		3,000		3,000		4,177		3,000		3,029		3,000		2,950		3,000		7,722		2,788		3,000		2,645		25		4,392		25		60		26

		D/M Income		25		25		25		770		25				25		25		25		- 0		55		25		288		25		34		25		60		35

		INTERPRETER		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0								-		-		-

		TOTAL FINES & FORFEITS		10,775		13,825		10,775		22,131		10,775		14,745		10,775		10,234		10,775		14,835		9,633		13,775		15,857		9,600		17,809		11,450		11,160		6,486		12,640		9,080		4,849		7,982		12,640		12,415		13,565		11,691		11,655		9,981		13,288		15,390		16,793



		MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES

		INVESTMENT INTEREST		100		100		100		1,098		100		981		100		534		100		238		110		100		1,495		100		112		1,000		223		- 0		3,500		2,000		768		1,189		3,500		3,850		2,500		2,592		4,183		4,000		2,975		12,000		5,327

		Ilwaco Contract - Office Assistance		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		7,100		- 0		6,675		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0				(144)		(102)		-		-		-		-

		SALES INTEREST		150		150		150		567		150				150		1,578		150		938		424		150		294		150		195		200		196		143		275		31		31		52		275		500		750		89		192		750		504		500		1,188

		RENT REVENUE		100		100		100		- 0		100				100				100		500		886		100		776		100		- 0		100		100		100		500		- 0				- 0		500		300		4,500		- 0		275				12		3,000		4,550

		SMA Grant 2013		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										1,911						25,000		27,822		50,000		46,411		- 0		70,500		- 0						- 0		- 0		2,500		- 0		- 0		4,800		-		4,800

		FUND CONTRIBUTIONS		3,000		3,000		3,000		2,491		3,000		2,495		3,000		1,029		3,000		2,288		12,565		3,000		6,688		3,000		3,835		4,000		1,656		706		5,000		4,500		3,776		5,012		5,000		4,800		1,000		2,518		9,077		1,000		1,500		1,000		1,440

		Squirting Clam		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,092		1,300		1,222		1,300		1,322		1,271		1,300		1,210		1,300		1,329		1,500		1,193		813

		Fireworks Donations																				5,750		5,056		5,000		6,896

		PROJECT SAFE HAVEN																				28,676		26,052		49,000		367,260		393,750		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0												- 0																												399000

		MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES																						208		250		1,226		250		305		1,500		274		193		3,000		2,450		2,027		2,136		3,000		3,000		2,200		1,147		3,241		2,000		120		2,000		209																		57000

		Code Enforcement 				70,740

tc={B7E654C2-CE0C-4833-AAB3-846BEB3F0C62}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    1315 Wash S		52,000

tc={58CDFE90-2156-43F1-94CA-85676257EAE6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		- 0

tc={04C49AEA-54CE-434A-B72E-08DA2147D4C3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		13,000

tc={03586CAD-D9EF-48B2-9C08-FD3295E81E18}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		47,059

tc={A0A8188A-0414-4822-B4C0-560B3239F79A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		40,000

tc={C5069210-2B11-4BD6-A067-19025908F8E8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		2,836		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		9		- 0		- 0				15		10						15		- 0		15		9		(5)		(8)		(8)		12		12

		TOTAL MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES		4,650		75,390		56,650		5,456		17,650		51,627		44,650		7,199		4,650		39,711		55,583		58,900		392,520		423,650		33,607		58,300		50,052		1,955		82,790		8,991		6,603		8,389		12,290		12,450		13,465		6,212		16,861		12,542		5,103		23,312		97,428







		TOTAL REVENUES		1,912,367

tc={C33E9493-F642-41B4-8D69-F5AD8E18C2A6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,151,292

tc={F6375E07-3008-4848-8EA7-03DC5A614C02}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,824,066

tc={E87F5F45-2EA7-461E-8F6C-5E9C96A8693F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,338,797

tc={4D4EB522-4C15-442D-92EC-0751B0876FC3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,781,915

tc={642C9308-82AA-43B6-9823-BF397BCC2B20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,138,325

tc={B4290A4B-7413-46D1-8BE5-062DBDD716CE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,467,879

tc={659313E3-7B2C-4616-97C8-FE559AF4D59C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,988,198		1,707,996		1,857,400		1,619,164		1,517,414		1,851,496		1,752,060		1,368,146		1,384,425		1,444,769		760,353		1,340,800		1,287,949		801,351		1,327,534		1,254,930		1,255,054		1,256,283		1,354,679		1,244,180		1,223,729		1,254,050		1,217,685		1,257,628														202,451



		NON-REVENUES

		BINGO BOND ISSUE																																								- 0												- 0				-		-		-		-

		CRIME VICTIMS		100		100		100		100		100		110		100		100		100		224		108		100				100		301		100		185		108		- 0		- 0				131		- 0		- 0		100		65		- 0		90		90		105		105

		LOAN REPAYMENT - LODGING TAX		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0																														327.26				46.61

		LOAN REPAYMENT - STREETS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		90,000		- 0		- 0						- 0												23,854																		349.42				673

		TRANSFER FROM CE SINKING		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0						- 0		- 0		- 0				83,147		274,513		72,000												49.94				9.65		payments				loan

		TRAN WATER TO CURRENT EXP LOAN

Gene: Gene:
paid 2012, repay CE $50,256 a year, 1% interest to pay off in 5 years, no pay in 2013.																										54,744		50,256		70,000		50,256		70,000				50,256		50,256						50,256		50,256		50,256		50,256		- 0												100,512				49.07				310.85		295,256				251280		43,976

		TRAN SEWER TO CURRENT EXP LOAN

Gene: Gene:
repay current expense fund for lilft station loan.Done in 2020												23,854		23,854		23,854		23,854		23,854		- 0		23,854				23,854				23,854						23,854		23,854						23,854		23,854		23,854																				8.26				77.89		47,708				119270		(71,562)

		CONTINGENT REVENUES																																								- 0																														783.95				1118

		JIS/TRAUMA		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0				1,000		850				38		1,000		1,000		1,746		709		792		1,746		1,746		1,040		1,040								7.78

		LOCAL/JIS ACCOUNT																										- 0				- 0				- 0				35		30				4		35		35		37		37		35		37		37		86		86								791.73

		REFUNDS																										- 0				446				- 0						- 0												- 0				-		-		-		-

		OTHER RECEIPTS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		8,980		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		97		- 0		218		- 0		20		500		- 0				1,000		350		11				1,000		- 0		2,500		3,233		1,118		2,500		20		2,500		78

		TOTAL NON-REVENUES		100		100		100		100		100		32,944		23,954		23,954		23,954		24,078		205		23,954		54,962		74,210		160,768		75,710		70,185		108		76,145		75,340		11		173		76,145		75,145		78,493		78,154		85,093		278,886		73,893		3,731		1,309



		TOTAL REVENUES		2,791,727		3,054,830		2,449,073		3,063,831		2,321,649		2,657,801		1,978,365		2,463,884		2,110,938		2,134,248		1,761,561		1,684,767		2,147,357		2,028,473		1,718,387		1,684,823		1,690,544		923,130		ERROR:#REF!		1,437,493		862,741		1,388,403		ERROR:#REF!		1,436,579		1,411,944		1,470,707		1,382,240		1,555,582		1,572,690		1,794,898		1,977,866														30,865.55





		Expenditures



		CURRENT EXPENSE



		LEGISLATIVE

		SALARIES		26,400		26,400		26,400		24,000		26,400		26,400		26,400		25,950		26,400		26,200		23,700		24,000		23,400		24,000		24,000		24,000		22,500		14,500		24,000		20,700		13,900		20,700		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		21,100		24,000		23,400

		BENEFITS & TAXES		4,247		4,247		4,247		1,952		4,247		2,295		7,600		2,113		7,600		2,133		1,938		4,013		2,297		3,000		3,135		2,200		3,841		2,025		2,000		2,000		1,136		1,692		2,000		2,000		2,000		1,950		2,059		3,853		1,746		3,853		1,895

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		300		300		300		63		300		5		300		235		300		154		- 0		300		544		300		- 0		300		- 0		- 0		500		200		121		121		500		500		1,000		111		605		500		1,183		500		655

		TRAVEL		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		1,000		752		3,000		2,041		3,000		2,255		711		1,500		501		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		- 0		1,500		850		198		512		1,500		600		2,800		729		1,640		3,000		(50)		3,000		354

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		300		300		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		77		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		- 0		300		100		60		60		300		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		500		-		500		-

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		5,000		5,000		5,000		2,252		5,000		2,285		5,000		373		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Includes new computer for Council Chambers 		11,607		11,147		8,500		10,320		10,000		11,449		10,000		11,263		11,263		9,000		9,000		8,978		8,998		1,500		6,669		1,500		6,694		12,200		1,000		12,208		5,500		10,084

		ELECTIONS		10,000		10,000		10,000		7,404		10,000		9,084		10,000		10,065		10,000

		TRAINING		2,000		2,000		2,000		535		1,000		250		1,000		715		500		4,300		212		1,500				- 0		- 0		2,500

Gene: Gene:
One fourth of cost of new copier at $10K
		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0						200		- 0		- 0		1,000		-		1,000		-

		TOTAL LEGISLATIVE		51,247		51,247		51,247		36,206		48,247		41,071		53,600		41,492		53,100		46,726		37,708		40,113		37,062		39,100		38,584		40,800		37,603		27,787		37,300		32,850		24,393		32,082		29,800		33,769		32,000		33,484		40,504		33,853		36,187		38,353		36,388



		JUDICIAL

		SALARIES		32,400		32,400		32,400		28,800		28,800		28,650		28,800		26,950		26,400		26,400

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		35,136

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		34,720

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		33,655		33,600

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		13,652		12,000		26,845		25,438		12,000		12,000		25,901		38,788		12,000

Gene: Gene:
judge $1000 a month		43,221		43,221		43,029		43,085		40,843		42,767		40,843		45,642		30,000		-										over

		BENEFITS		2,946		2,946		2,946		1,813		2,946		2,398		6,115		2,037		6,115		2,056		2,341		7,626		2,698		1,000		1,329		1,000		12,540		3,836		1,000		1,000		6,900		8,327		1,000		14,200		15,150		10,461		6,586		14,639		4,411		14,639		10,173		10,000		12,000										over

		COURT CONTRACT WITH COUNTY																																																				- 0

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		1,000		1,000		1,000		478		1,000		260		1,000		250		1,000		322		2,968		50		1,231		50		537		50		- 0		- 0		100		100		65		1,379				825		2,000		605		796		2,000		1,455		2,000		1,632				13,200

		LEGAL FEES		15,000		15,000		15,000		16,116

tc={D40A45D4-0EBB-4691-8DC3-33821D2EBC29}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    public defender conflict		12,000		1,050		12,000		10,555		12,000		17,800		17,675		12,000		12,000		12,000		12,000		16,000		13,056		9,056		16,000		14,500		8,853		12,853		25,200

Gene: Gene:
Defense att $13,200
Pros $12000		12,260		12,000		13,056		12,623		11,000		12,612		11,000		12,389				25,200

		COUNTY COURT CONTRACT		33,293		32,640		32,640		28,515		28,091		27,231		27,540		25,995		23,479		23,019		14,252		14,280		10,499		14,000		15,166		19,000		13,943		4,110		14,000		14,000		10,500		12,833

		COMMUNICATIONS		500		500		500		540		500		521		500		524		500		491		485		500		507		500		500		500		491		287		500		450		360		528		500		490		800		450		482		800		484		800		460

		TRAVEL		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,068		- 0		1,928		- 0		146		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		287		750		-		750

		MISCELLANEOUS		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		130		100		233		100		56		56		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		400		1,000		252		-		1,000		50		1,000

		EQUIPMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		2,500		2,350		2,500		6,450

		COUNTY JAIL - LONG BEACH		8,800		8,800		8,800		2,564		8,800		3,430		8,800		3,925		8,000		5,261		4,860		8,000		4,518		8,000		9,139		8,000		12,781		8,048		6,000		6,000		4,290		6,245		8,000		5,725		8,000		5,000		5,955		12,500		4,473		12,500		5,452

		COUNTY JAIL - ILWACO		5,000		8,202		3,000		327		3,000		1,948		3,000		1,195		3,000		3,854		2,573				1,033				173		4,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		1,000		203		498		- 0		1,890		5,000		1,078		3,180		5,000		1,761		5,000		3,082

		TOTAL JUDICIAL		99,038		101,588		96,386		79,253		85,236		65,588		87,855		71,531		80,594		79,303		82,458		77,276		68,198		69,250		52,876		60,650		79,712		50,832		50,600		49,050		57,073		81,452		46,700		79,011		87,671		73,931		72,994		91,032		70,363		91,032		85,279



		FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION

		SALARIES		107,001		102,566		102,566		82,377		97,112		85,385		79,082		77,384		75,858		78,016		73,458		74,377		75,956		77,743		79,384		79,957		58,811		25,950		60,514		50,331		30,733		46,126		50,331		43,750		43,750		47,587		66,052		63,200		63,220		63,200		64,142		35000 left

		BENEFITS		62,469		61,556		61,556		54,454		56,142		51,578		44,595		52,483		39,649		50,139		46,238		39,058		37,941		38,491		25,154		20,068		13,618		9,363		27,864		14,250		10,070		15,195		10,286		17,250		17,250		18,487		23,988		23,887		21,922		23,887		23,361		11000 left																38491

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		22,000

tc={3E3F1AD4-C824-4AB0-ACE4-F873DD1A3B27}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		22,000

tc={665B0C13-5F90-45BB-8D19-1159750775C8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		22,000

tc={94ACB4DE-E66E-4ECA-A25C-DD252CFC03FB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		20,374

tc={832C601E-3469-41DE-9579-658869464AB6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		22,000

tc={7A4E61FC-D089-4FD6-92CE-94FAA21C83BA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		20,007

tc={F74C15BC-D75C-402E-855B-C168CCD38C40}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		22,000

tc={F1F7D5AA-6FFA-44A7-ABD8-5E0D15249518}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		11,459		16,000		8,084		16,260		6,500		16,517		6,500		10,392		6,500		11,346		5,704		5,500		4,500		2,524		4,999		5,500		5,003		5,000		6,257		6,289		4,000		6,399		4,000		5,138

		ACCOUNTING SERVICES		40,000

tc={A8FF7B72-4BEF-4943-98F4-872E9B1178B4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		20,000

tc={E94F1C6F-9882-4562-95E4-66FF0D487DA5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		40,000

tc={878C660A-0A49-48A1-9B2A-310E892D898D}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		6,102		25,000		19,665		25,000		28,253		16,000		17,620		7,214		16,000		17,420		16,000		26,584		16,000		14,704		13,184		17,500		10,000		5,215		7,703		18,000		13,864		5,000		4,770		18,922		4,000		18,061		4,000		13,241

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		15,000

tc={D11B5CCA-2B5A-44B4-BF45-ED70F3AAE603}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={E37A3440-1C87-4D1B-8340-AE23AA84B28A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={4FC3CFBF-D5FA-4662-B2F6-2D17BA098D70}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		11,386

tc={269D58A5-818B-44BC-8FB5-3D3041DA120B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={724551C8-DE03-4F29-9BE8-5BA1750ACDF5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		10,232

tc={044E9680-6EEB-4069-A78D-3514347B2D84}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={1864F8DA-22DA-4B04-A400-B06EF77597E2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		1,617		5,000		4,383		6,211		2,000		16,597

David Glasson: David Glasson:
L & I 16k		2,000		4,011		2,000		155		35		5,000		1,000		415		2,450		5,000		120		18,400		10,869		5,861		18,400		1,976		18,400		11,090		JP - only 100 at this time

		COMMUNICATIONS		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,411		5,000		6,100		5,000		5,420		4,000		6,358		3,465		4,000		3,773		4,000		3,696		4,000		3,594		2,095		4,000		3,900		2,493		3,729		4,000		3,795		1,500		3,822		4,168		1,500		1,317		1,500		1,440

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		1,344		1,000		79		2,000		3,991		2,000		3,192		1,685		2,000		2,345		2,000		1,661		3,500		3,081		1,771		3,500		3,000		1,386		2,321		3,500		3,500		4,500		3,404		3,357		4,000		7,135		2,500		5,760

		TRAINING		2,500		2,500		2,500		- 0		2,500		70		2,500		1,095		2,500		2,433		3,593		1,500		3,667		1,500		2,891		500		117				500		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		300		50		1,500		-		1,500		140

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		500		500		500		918		500		510		500		912		500		1,537		1,234		500		909		500		605		500		490		41		500		750		731		838		500		200		500		395		212		500		196		500		176

		REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE																100		100		3,849		411		100		723		100		724		100		- 0		- 0		- 0		250		113		113		- 0		1,190		50		12		164				26				-

		INSURANCE		6,743		5,394		5,394		4,904		2,769		4,308		6,000		4,150		6,000		3,643		6,086		6,000		5,457		5,303		17,974		21,500		18,801		18,701		22,000		- 0				- 0		22,000		20,912		22,000		39,925		19,641		22,000		20,143		22,000		21,000

		Utilities																																														- 0		- 0		-				340

		DUES & ASSOCIATIONS		2,000		2,000		2,000		100		2,000		806		2,000		415		2,000		1,818		727		1,000		717		1,000		2,226		3,600		4,202

DavidG: DavidG:
paid early on 2015 PCOG = $1500		3,400		2,400		2,478		2,324		2,478		2,000		1,900		1,500		2,541		-		1,500		-		1,500		280

		PRINTING		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		45		43		43		- 0

		MISCELLANEOUS																								500		1,773		500		631		500		203		150		500		250		120		135		500		1,600		250		1,582		5				699				24

		CODIFICATION OF ORDINANCES		2,000		2,000		2,000		3,741		1,500		1,898		1,500		265		1,500		1,322		2,018				5,509

		EQUIPMENT		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		3,500

Gene: Gene:
one fourth of cost of new copier $10K		- 0		- 0		1,200		500				- 0		1,200		1,200		4,000		-		1,056		4,000		-		4,000		6,450																				0

		TOTAL FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION		268,713		242,017		262,017		192,111		232,523		202,638		207,177		201,041		173,107		182,394		168,602		154,536		189,303		156,637		175,933		162,226		129,121		80,394		150,978		91,254		56,167		86,129		124,316		114,284		125,200		139,951		150,105		148,486		141,094		146,986		152,242																				189303.41



		LEGAL

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		24,100

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		24,160

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		31,000		30,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		20,473		3,000		18,000		22,523		18,000		18,310		18,000		25,000		7,500		18,000		18,000		12,000		16,500		18,000		23,320		14,000		37,508		21,414		13,200		15,985		13,200		13,470

		TOTAL LEGAL		25,000		25,000		25,000		24,100		25,000		24,160		25,000		31,000		30,000		20,473		3,000		18,000		22,523		18,000		18,310		18,000		25,000		7,500		18,000		18,000		12,000		16,500		18,000		23,320		14,000		37,508		21,414		13,200		15,985		13,200		13,470



		FACILITIES

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		600		1,500		600		1,459		653		600		575				523

		UTILITIES		4,500		4,500		4,500		2,511		3,000		3,464		3,000		2,524		3,000		2,757		3,048		2,500		2,321		4,000		2,159		4,000		3,369		1,712		3,000		2,740		1,863		2,627		3,200		3,200		2,500		3,602		2,741		2,200		2,818		2,200		2,265

		OLD KITE MUSEUM																				2,500		- 0		1,000		2,714		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		- 0		400		150		131		131		500		1,165		500		1,166		43		500		537		1,000		506

		MISCELLANEOUS																						1,165		1,500		1,920		1,500		1,730		1,500		1,920		1,120		1,500		1,920		1,280		1,920		1,500		1,600		1,500		2,610		1,920		1,500		1,947		500		2,129

		CITY HALL REPAIRS		30,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		237

tc={F2A145D9-3507-498F-972C-50D7196DF9F1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Piers		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		8,103

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		297		12,500

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		160				2,500		3,234

asmith: asmith:
City Hall parking lot
		2,500		4,011		2,500				- 0		- 0		500		458		458		1,000		8,681		1,000		4,376		305		1,000		3,742		6,500		10,937

		Obies Demolition		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		8,125		- 0		8,125

		28th Street Lift Station		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0														138,856

		TOTAL FACILITIES		34,500		9,500		24,500		2,748		23,000		11,567		23,000		2,821		15,500		5,417		4,213		7,500		10,189		11,000		7,900		11,000		5,289		2,832		4,900		5,310		3,732		5,136		6,800		24,271		6,100		21,338		5,662		5,800		9,619		10,200		155,216



		ASSOCIATION WASHINGTON CITIES

		CONTRIBUTIONS		1,079		952		952		- 0		782		- 0		782		782		782				700		700		717		700		- 0		700		698		- 0		800		800		- 0		- 0		800		685		800		685		- 0		760				760

		TOTAL AWC		1,079		952		952		-		782		-		782		782		782		-		700		700		717		700		-		700		698		-		800		800		-		-		800		685		800		685		-		760		-		760



		FIRE CONTROL																																																																																		current		proposed

		SALARIES		24,831		21,956		21,956		22,538		20,204		20,396		19,053		19,136		11,343

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		13,700

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		15,736		23,940		4,560		13,500		11,218		13,500		9,685		5,956		13,500		9,000		5,996		8,999		13,500		13,500		13,500		8,757		8,721		13,500		13,340		18,400		13,877																		Chief		6000		9000

		BENEFITS		16,464		16,235		16,235		18,042		15,230		14,312		9,735		10,185		4,473		12,913		12,724		7,500		8,412		12,000		13,585		12,000		11,106		5,075		10,500		10,500		6,836		13,335		12,980		12,980		4,800		14,359		14,635		4,800		10,604		4,800		5,483																		Asst. Chief		2400		3600

		BOARD OF VOL FIREMEN		3,000		3,000		3,000		2,130		3,000		- 0		3,000		2,600																								- 0												(170)

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		15,000		15,000		15,000		10,500		15,000		10,005		18,000		14,918		15,000		25,127		13,596		12,500		13,859		12,500		24,423		12,500		25,972		15,245		10,000		12,850		11,491		13,484		10,000		9,250		10,000		7,705		12,229		8,000		24,785		8,000		35,407																		Training		4500		4500

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		150		150		150		-		150		75		150		98		150		-		-		300		105		300		192		300		-		-		300		110		110		110		500		- 0		500		-		-		500		213		500		821																		shift				6840

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		24,700

tc={C83E5CD8-6FEA-44F1-AE0C-14C1BDE8C61F}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Clerk / paving / Drainage		3,500

tc={60D7EB5B-735C-43A3-8D0B-BF6218242165}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={1B78A2FF-33F0-4BD7-AFA5-938E21A3278F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		4,865

tc={EB7E9645-CA2E-4B1E-B30E-39D01DFC52F0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={0528852F-1BB1-479D-ADAD-6547B2300468}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		1,476

tc={B736CF69-FBD1-44FE-95FC-2B570ED8D794}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={CB934693-8C11-40CD-B44D-0863AFB7B9CD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		5,212		3,000		12,843		2,965		1,300		1,401		900		2,584		900		738		298		500		1,000		906		906		250		250		250		952		-		250		-		250		172																				12900		23940

		COMMUNICATIONS		8,500

tc={C6E094B8-1BCB-46D5-AD5B-9767AF8A1B2B}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    PACCOM $7500		8,500

tc={8D053119-A5FD-4354-A45B-E91EF26B69D2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		8,500

tc={2AEF763F-5F64-426D-A3C8-36983EFF5C20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		8,465

tc={BE75E251-BE6D-46C4-A37A-7339CBBFD6DD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		7,500

tc={16A2189C-1AF5-4D72-945A-0BE755E5A774}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		10,149

tc={7D002F1B-4EDA-4406-B5D2-5593D386D975}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		7,500

tc={490948C1-27A7-4B0E-9CFD-015A4C669CD0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		4,445		7,500		4,498		5,461		12,000		29,787		11,107		13,689		14,000		8,254		7,884		9,500		9,000		6,127		8,698		5,500		7,000		5,500		8,527		6,631		5,500		5,259		5,500		5,678

		TRAVEL		2,500		2,500		2,500		1,145		2,500		300		2,500		1,446		1,500		-		1,253		1,000		650		500		177		500		221		172		500		-				-		1,500		2,950		1,500		4,438		223		1,500		1,046		1,500		557

		INSURANCE		32,330		25,864		25,864		23,512		19,128		20,665		21,000		19,899		21,000		24,955		20,330		19,500		18,228		17,714		17,974		21,000		18,701		18,701		21,000						-		21,000		20,912		21,000		39,925		19,641		21,000		20,143		21,000		19,890

		FACILITIES												20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		20,000		20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		40,000		64		20,000		25,738		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		-		20,000		20,000				20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000

		UTILITIES		7,700		7,700		7,700		5,825		7,700		7,419		7,700		6,306		6,500		6,146		6,346		6,000		4,669		6,500		5,153		6,500		6,497		4,139		6,500		6,500		4,207		6,012		6,500		6,750		6,500		6,508		6,953		6,500		7,216		4,500		4,836

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		18,000		18,000		18,000		27,327		18,000		17,180		18,000		14,131		18,000		20,575		15,587		10,000		5,805		10,000		11,519		10,000		6,350		4,790		10,000		8,450		5,069		6,083		10,000		9,865		10,000		7,871		12,764		12,000		19,119		12,000		28,308

		EMS/VOLUNTEER COMPENSATION		10,500		4,800		4,800		3,979		4,800		3,778		4,800		1,167		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-				-		-		2,000		2,000		-		-

		MISCELLANEOUS																								1,000		740		1,000		789		1,000		1,880		458		1,500		1,000		890		1,130		2,000		790		2,000		810		720		1,000		720		1,000		720

		EQUIPMENT		14,000		9,000		9,000		3,089		9,000		4,718		9,000		9,096		9,000		8,913		4,503		9,000		10,015		9,000		230		9,000		7,593		6,486		9,000		8,800		2,805		8,764		9,000		12,975		9,000		12,115		1,979		10,000		16,120		10,000		9,582

		TRAINING		14,000

tc={39A758D5-28D6-4EBA-846F-2BBA06759D08}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={F51AB3B5-13B7-4CDC-A9EB-43A522EECFDF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={26C1F331-4161-47A6-A277-F1EC4CF9085F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		4,370

tc={2930C92C-2652-485B-95C0-98424E80FF90}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={A7FFB488-3DF1-4B41-8DA9-7E12E16D2FAA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		3,255		4,000		9,266		3,500		5,222		3,734		1,500		1,951		1,500		- 0		1,500		3,631		3,381		1,500		550		550		542		2,000		2,645		2,000		2,130		40		1,500		2,540		1,500		285

		TOTAL FIRE CONTROL		191,676		150,205		150,205		135,787		139,712		133,728		147,938		137,905		120,966		174,892		102,299		125,540		125,919		116,521		121,532		122,700		120,628		72,583		114,300		87,760		44,987		88,065		114,730		121,867		108,550		133,928		104,537		106,050		141,105		108,950		145,616



		BUILDING INSPECTOR

		SALARIES		40,585		37,324		37,324		30,947		37,582		28,613		26,949		26,112		26,290		25,360		24,752		22,543		21,782		22,643		30,247		30,000		30,000		21,997		29,640		3,011		1,491		3,125		3,011		25,000		22,500		22,500		30,423		30,514		50,995		30,514		46,497		4k to planning												15over

		BENEFITS		22,724		16,235		16,235		21,597		24,873		17,730		18,273		15,697		17,607		15,183		15,004		17,558		13,284		13,000		14,936		12,000		12,654		9,331		10,670		1,762		346		2,213		1,762		11,000		12,800		12,800		15,320		15,365		22,200		15,365		45,285		5k to planning												12 over

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,117		5,000		2,693		5,000		1,372		5,000		9,781		6,742		1,100		6,061		1,100		1,418		750		1,029		523		750		750		600		714		850		800		850		1,067		875		500		1,166		500		2,004

		CODE ENFORCEMENT		20,000		1,000		20,000		32,770		20,000		55,581		42,300		33,983		2,300						2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		150		- 0		150		-		-		150		-		150

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES																		35,000

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		6,815		8,208		600		- 0		600		- 0		600				- 0		600		600		476		476		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		500		-		500

		TRAINING		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		12		1,500		1,565		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,000		600		600		1,000		690		400		400		1,500		- 0		600		95		1,606		700		595		700		90

		DUES AND ASSOCIATIONS		135		135		135		- 0		135		55		135				135		95		40		135				135		260		135		135		135		100		95		95		95

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		501		1,500		463		1,500		1,282		1,000		940		402		1,000		63		1,000		49		1,000		1,026		1,026		600		600		448		588		800		833		850		1,217		981		1,850		2,902		1,850		1,248

		STATE REMITT/BUILDING PERMITS		9,000		9,000		9,000		8,528		9,000		9,000		9,000		9,029						300		300		- 0		300		- 0		150		- 0		- 0		250		50		24		24		500		- 0		500		50		-		500		-		500

		EQUIPMENT																		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt				- 0		1,000		- 0		6,200		- 0		2,500		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		-		2,000

		MEMBERSHIPS		575		575		575		95		575		500		575		575		575		180		- 0		575				575		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		350		95		350		-		-		350		-		350		-

		TOTAL BUILDING INSPECTOR		101,019		72,269		91,269		100,555		100,165		114,635		105,233		88,062		94,407		59,919		55,448		48,311		41,190		47,053		46,911		48,135		45,443		33,612		43,610		7,558		3,880		7,634		8,922		37,728		39,100		37,729		49,205		52,429		77,858		52,429		95,123



		CIVIL DEFENSE

		EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT		13,912		13,912		13,912		13,781		13,912		4,316		13,912		25,613		12,794		15,766		18,665		14,175		14,631		12,000		11,434		12,000		22,075		7,751		12,119		10,000		8,293		11,057		11,057		8,000		10,000		8,296		8,142		9,000		9,782		9,782		13,769

		COVID COSTS 						2,000		- 0		2,000		34,257

		TOTAL CIVIL DEFENSE		13,912		13,912		15,912		13,781		15,912		38,573		13,912		25,613		12,794		15,766		18,665		14,175		14,631		12,000		11,434		12,000		22,075		7,751		12,119		10,000		8,293		11,057		11,057		8,000		10,000		8,296		8,142		9,000		9,782		9,782		13,769



		AIR POLLUTION

		OLYMPIC AIR POLLUTION CONTROL		1,185		1,185		1,185		1,729		1,185		1,713		1,665		1,665		1,138		1,357		1,314		900		878		$   900		875		$   900		870		$   630		$   900		$   866		$   866		$   866		700		675		675		931		691		657		680		657		657

		TOTAL AIR POLLUTION		1,185		1,185		1,185		1,729		1,185		1,713		1,665		1,665		1,138		1,357		1,314		900		878		900		875		900		870		630		900		866		866		866		700		675		675		931		691		657		680		657		657														ERROR:#REF!



		PLANNING

		SALARIES		53,860		49,687		45,000		47,672		37,365		44,083		41,341		40,443		40,332		38,948		35,073		35,038		28,052		26,230		35,542		63,855		60,118		39,384		67,481		26,188		17,432		33,453		26,188		26,000		26,000		26,347		43,294		48,715		41,831		48,715		17,088		40k under

		BENEFITS		28,938		26,562		23,089		26,983		22,429		24,945		25,408		23,893		22,864		22,538		20,664		22,121		13,725		9,057		17,630		18,000		18,844		8,606		18,304		7,848		4,975		8,865		7,848		12,000		12,812		7,511		11,174		11,647		9,781		11,647		17,230		10k under

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		7,000		7,000		7,000		6,727		7,000		3,054		7,000		2,439		7,000		14,118		1,559		1,000		10,506		1,000		13,216		3,000		7,205		5,976		3,000		3,850		3,029		4,345		3,000		3,000		2,650		2,549		4,741		2,500		2,923		2,500		3,748

		PRINTING		100		100		100		- 0		100		- 0		100		- 0		100		- 0		- 0		100		1,278		100		- 0		50		- 0		- 0		- 0						43		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		-				-		-

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		10,000		10,000		10,000		15,787

tc={E7009D64-C8ED-42F5-8576-B76BD2635E3E}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    SMP Update 5k		15,000

tc={A6503E55-E2C8-4608-9631-E1F2DA1AF5B1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    SMP Update 5k		13,261

tc={F894BE7F-81F5-4D97-A296-549899B699C5}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Comp Plan - Buffer Study		15,000

tc={2616419E-EE5C-4C1D-81C9-B26C78195139}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Comp Plan - Buffer Study		48,710		45,000

asmith: asmith:
Comp Plan Update 		15,532		5,523		12,000		1,638		12,000		11,068		12,000		3,393		3,229		24,500		6,000		4,089		4,891		15,000		4,100		15,000		7,777		6,906		15,000		15,915		15,000		70,635

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		500		44		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		45		2,000		928		2,000		973		2,000		2,065		801		2,000		1,300		453		1,059		2,000		1,000		1,800		295		765		750		2,203		750		1,115

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,312		4,000		3,340		4,000		4,434		4,000		3,991		4,143		3,000		1,332		3,000		3,870		3,000		1,873		1,607		3,000		3,000		2,202		3,129		3,000		2,750		3,000		2,974		3,320		3,000		1,902		3,000		2,529

		Project Safe Haven																				29,171		14,602		56,000		439,647		420,000		10,307				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0

		EQUIPMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				7,500

Gene: Gene:
includes one fourth of the cost of a new copier at $10K.		- 0		- 0		10,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		650		1,000		877		85		1,000		1,488		1,000		701

		LEGAL SERVICES		5,000		5,000		5,000		- 0		5,000		330		5,000		1,335		5,000		6,690		16,070		4,000		25,827		4,000		8,132		4,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		5,000		5,000		5,000		4,785		342		25,000		-		25,000

		TRAINING		3,000		3,000		3,000		3,463		2,000		- 0		2,000		745		2,000		- 0		383		2,000		636		2,000		1,279		2,000		151		- 0		2,000		500		295		834		2,000		1,650		2,000		1,003		1,207		2,000		1,040		2,000

		Shoreline Master Program		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		239		2,000		279		279								266		- 0

		MEMBERSHIP		1,000		1,000		1,000		200		1,000		- 0		1,000		2,070		1,000		1,500		1,585		400		- 0		400		341		350		306		- 0		350		350		- 0		249		350		250		350		294		-		350		-		350

		TOTAL PLANNING		114,398		107,849		99,689		105,144		94,395		89,057		102,849		124,069		129,296		132,488		99,647		137,659		523,569		481,787		102,598		117,755		94,234		59,883		135,635		49,036		32,475		57,133		65,386		56,400		69,612		54,413		71,834		109,962		77,083		110,962		113,046



		PACE

		CONTRIBUTIONS																																														- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		-		-		5,000

		TOTAL PACE																																														-		-		-				-		-		-		5,000



		EDC ANNUAL DONATION 

		TECHNICAL SERVICES AGREEMENT 		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000

		TOTAL EDC DONATION 		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000



		ALCOHOLISM

		COUNTY CONTRIBUTION		750		750		750		- 0		750		- 0		750		95		750		372		565		750		716		350		413		250		216		153		365		365		189		252		360		360		300		362		348		300		383		300		356

		TOTAL ALCOHOLISM		750		750		750		-		750		-		750		95		750		372		565		750		716		350		413		250		216		153		365		365		189		252		360		360		300		362		348		300		383		300		356



		PARKS

		SALARIES		189,263		176,000		148,989		140,394		141,629		113,414		115,534		108,956		128,857

asmith: asmith:
Might be up due to Culbertson Improvements 		31,751		34,477		29,133		29,363		28,484		36,408		42,147		45,016		14,925		44,870		28,188		20,347		29,971		28,188		33,000		25,500		25,500		35,028		35,090		76,496		69,132		72,279		22k under

		BENEFITS		98,515		93,000		80,948		66,744		80,658		60,007		64,203		64,353		79,476		18,929		16,165		13,450		13,895		9,040		16,606		10,132		11,954		6,975		11,319		12,600		8,268		12,152		9,681		15,000		10,800		10,800		13,505		13,585		30,728		26,636		27,825

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		60,000		85,000		60,000		58,321		60,000		53,179		60,000		54,554		48,000

asmith: asmith:
picnic tables, cedar fencing, drinking fountain, benches 		82,135		72,796		35,000		51,016		35,000		48,674		35,000		54,001		33,145		30,000		31,000		23,828		35,675		30,000		28,500		30,000		31,944		34,606		30,000		34,250		28,000		30,673		Holiday Decs, Sani Cans 

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		250		250		250		5,399		250		375		250		400		250		2,843		701		250		398		250		1,340		250		156		156		150		125		125		125		- 0		- 0		- 0				97						17,000

		INSURANCE		9,807		7,845		7,845		7,132		1,274		6,265		6,000		6,036		6,000		5,532		5,900		6,000		5,290		5,141		9,516		12,000		9,900		9,900		12,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		12,000		10,755		12,000		20,821		10,101		12,000		10,359		12,000		11,000

		UTILITIES		30,000		30,000		30,000		30,500		22,000		24,912		11,000		10,680		11,000		12,433		12,867		9,500		10,322		10,000		9,589		11,000		10,251		5,950		10,500		9,000		4,868		7,029		10,500		10,500		8,000		9,681		10,290		8,000		10,516		8,000		6,952

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		40,000

tc={4E83CF4A-E83D-4B56-AA3C-645BF4816994}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500		40,000

tc={9B913701-F5EC-4F6F-A9DF-DF76C50AC8C0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500														

asmith: asmith:
Might be up due to Culbertson Improvements 		40,000

tc={9E375B21-B473-42D1-AC45-EC8EE40C92BF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500		37,460

tc={CB7244AE-8151-4C82-B1BE-88EEA607485E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		25,000

tc={B0346274-AE5A-4F75-9DF9-D982250E2D56}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		24,762

tc={D39E6AEE-2B36-41D6-A704-2FCDAAA5A19B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		27,000

tc={F8D76465-0C38-411A-B9FD-360BCFD6C697}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		23,474		25,000		23,697		20,354		27,000		32,820		27,000		27,268		26,800

Gene: Gene:
paint 5th st restroom; poles for discovery trail entry $4,000;		22,403		17,506		22,500		13,000		5,017		14,333		23,500		14,000		25,000		16,191		22,341		25,000		27,985		25,000		37,312

		MISCELLANEOUS																										- 0		500		330		500		571		571		- 0		27		27		27		- 0		- 0		18,000		-		4,751		18,000		27,351		18,000		26,274

		EQUIPMENT		20,000

tc={E3D990B9-3458-4071-8D1C-A5005F1E9EDD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500						

tc={CB7244AE-8151-4C82-B1BE-88EEA607485E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		20,000

tc={BA11AEF7-9E0C-44FE-BDF1-B99A2AD7032A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500														

asmith: asmith:
picnic tables, cedar fencing, drinking fountain, benches 		

tc={B0346274-AE5A-4F75-9DF9-D982250E2D56}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		20,000

tc={E7DC278A-F2E4-4FFE-B45F-338F46F9B044}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500						

tc={D39E6AEE-2B36-41D6-A704-2FCDAAA5A19B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		13,820

tc={F2216E08-DB6C-4E05-AE6A-AF15BD4CF290}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Backhoe - 5k						

tc={F8D76465-0C38-411A-B9FD-360BCFD6C697}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		5,000

tc={CDA13F87-3469-4228-898C-CA041AE376D3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Backhoe - 5k		871

tc={9354A10B-46A3-403A-A5A6-8F85D3440808}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Grinder pump - Sid Snyder Restroom
Weed eater
fencing
Backhoe - 5k
10k total		10,000

tc={8FDF49D9-377A-4AB5-BF88-777D128B75ED}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Grinder pump - Sid Snyder Restroom
Weed eater
fencing
Backhoe - 5k
10k total		5,200		5,200

asmith: asmith:
Pole Saw - $1200		5,206		5,696		4,000		- 0		4,000		6,386		4,000

Gene: Gene:
Power edger $700; 		2,680		2,680		3,500		3,000		- 0		- 0		3,200		3,000		3,500		2,588		25,211		2,000		5,241		2,000		1,240

		CULBERTSON PARK IMPROVEMENTS		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		3,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		- 0		6,000		1,296		7,100		107		7,000

Gene: Gene:
PUD connection for sprinklers at ballfield $4,000; ballfield materials $3,000;		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,813		1,813		1,136		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		3,700		-		3,700		-

		MISCELLANEOUS																						6,945		- 0		6,522		6,000		6,799		6,000		8,902		6,274		6,000		13,065		12,179		13,572		18,000		18,000		1,500		22,063		18,685				6,195

		TRAVEL		500		500		500		127		500		426		500		2,041		500		1,485		128		500		242		500		6		500		134		134		400		400		383		383				50				28		188				146				267

		LANDSCAPING		20,000		20,000		20,000		12,716		20,000		17,208		20,000		17,820		20,000		21,185		20,013		16,500		22,051		16,500		20,502		16,500		16,902		12,086		16,500		16,500		13,078		20,375		15,000		14,000		10,000		15,695		14,416		10,000		2,707		10,000		8,768

		RESTROOM FACILITIES		1,000		1,000		1,000		2,381		1,000		342		1,000		173		1,000		9,123		1,070		1,000		- 0		5,000		308		10,000						6,000

Gene: Gene:
Begin set aside for new restrooms on Bolstad Approach $1,000
		1,200		580		580		2,000		2,500		250		2,150		2,206		-		158		-		1,489

		TRAINING 		2,000		2,000		2,000		1,320		2,000		871		2,000		1,996		2,000														3,000				5,932		850		200		200		730		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		5,000		-		5,000		-

		TREE CONTROL		10,000

tc={8AF68ED8-5CFC-4305-9F4B-3FA8992906C9}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal																

asmith: asmith:
Pole Saw - $1200		13,000

tc={F5744904-C9EF-4344-82BB-BC4A16A18205}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal		10,000

tc={80ED6F91-13E9-47F0-9197-88485197C0EB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal		- 0

tc={A65A5525-6C06-4912-9AFD-75F46491EEAE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Parker		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 		9,852

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 																				

Gene: Gene:
paint 5th st restroom; poles for discovery trail entry $4,000;		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 																		

Gene: Gene:
Power edger $700; 		- 0		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0				2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		4,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		740		5,000		4,312

		COULTER PARK		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		313		1,500		1,537		613		4,000		444		4,000		576		4,000		119		89		4,000		4,000		3,187		3,638		4,500		3,000		6,500		5,785		7,931		15,000		653		22,000		29,264

		TOTAL PARKS		485,835		493,095		426,033		376,314		369,811		312,484		330,987		295,996		340,783		215,855		197,724		152,333		173,657		160,516		184,413		190,829		182,990		116,325		170,589		134,118		93,899		139,726		158,569		152,305		157,050		163,248		199,355		182,375		233,526		252,468		268,844





		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		1,392,351		1,273,569		1,249,144		1,071,728		1,140,718		1,039,214		1,104,747		1,022,072		1,053,217		934,962		772,343		ERROR:#REF!		1,208,551		ERROR:#REF!		761,778		ERROR:#REF!		743,880		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		526,032		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		705,803		724,790		767,905		813,665		853,080		1,092,006



		LOAN TO STREETS																																																								-		-		-

		LOAN TO 105 CAPITAL IMPROV.																																																								-		-		-

		AGENCY DISBURSEMENTS (ILWACO)

DavidG: DavidG:
Ilwaco Building permits
																																

Gene: Gene:
PUD connection for sprinklers at ballfield $4,000; ballfield materials $3,000;		7,500		12,000		7,500		10,955		7,500		19,428		7,500		5,571		7,500		15,563		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,500		6,017		1,968		6,475		10,071		91		10,071		- 0		6,901		7,500		9,669		4,923		7,500		4,698		7,500		4,154

		TOTAL NON-EXPENDITURES		7,500		12,000		7,500		10,955		7,500		19,428		7,500		5,571		7,500		15,563		-		6,000		-		6,000		-		6,500		6,017		1,968		6,475		10,071		91		10,071		-		6,901		7,500		9,669		4,923		7,500		4,698		7,500		4,154



		TRANSFERS

		TRANSFER TO LAW ENFORCEMENT		795,000

tc={3126887F-05BC-4A2B-AAE7-76D00626C743}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		775,000

tc={876262A2-DE65-457E-BBA9-F3658761C918}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={571C2F2A-36F4-446D-88C7-70D08DE883DF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={EB079E02-C2B8-4D92-B823-3E9E34F3DDB3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={CE6056A6-5116-4403-82BF-9456B55FA772}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		750,000

tc={DDE2C0A0-DC9D-4B55-ADFD-6B7BA1DD1664}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		710,000

tc={906D2659-9453-40E1-AB42-9BDCCDA4540C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		750,000		735,000		732,000		718,000		718,000		730,000		700,000		706,000		700,000		741,465		440,000		660,000		667,000		389,083		667,000		667,000		615,000		645,000		671,250		589,167		710,000		670,890		670,840		627,250

		TRANSFER TO 004 																																								- 0		55,583

		TRANSFER TO CURRENT EX. SINKING		100,000		100,000		100,000		300,000		100,000		100,000		50,000		200,000		20,000		20,000

		BINGO BUILDING BOND

David Glasson: David Glasson:
through 2021
																																						

Gene: Gene:
Begin set aside for new restrooms on Bolstad Approach $1,000
		

tc={EB079E02-C2B8-4D92-B823-3E9E34F3DDB3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		

tc={CE6056A6-5116-4403-82BF-9456B55FA772}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		

tc={DDE2C0A0-DC9D-4B55-ADFD-6B7BA1DD1664}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		

tc={906D2659-9453-40E1-AB42-9BDCCDA4540C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		9,709		9,409		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		4,855		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709				9,709

		LOAN TO STORM WATER																																								70,000

		TRANSFER TO CE. SINKING																																																		- 0				- 0

		TRANSFER TO FIRE SINKING FUND 		15,000

tc={7A27E26C-465F-44F4-8F98-0FB76C95D68B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={20283FDE-A1A6-40E4-AAEB-E3590BED0E1B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={265CC0AF-4E43-4314-9498-86D112BECAA4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={CAEAB9C1-C055-4674-AB11-718FA3E585F4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request												

asmith: asmith:
Plus marijuana tax
		15,000

tc={8BE267D5-60E3-47AB-BE6F-BD327D17B939}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={317465A3-2149-4596-996A-5A8709DF9F05}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    A lot of small revs added		

tc={2987D732-88D6-42E7-95EB-0F40EFF46572}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={B7E654C2-CE0C-4833-AAB3-846BEB3F0C62}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    1315 Wash S		

tc={58CDFE90-2156-43F1-94CA-85676257EAE6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={04C49AEA-54CE-434A-B72E-08DA2147D4C3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={03586CAD-D9EF-48B2-9C08-FD3295E81E18}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={A0A8188A-0414-4822-B4C0-560B3239F79A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={C33E9493-F642-41B4-8D69-F5AD8E18C2A6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax												

tc={C5069210-2B11-4BD6-A067-19025908F8E8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={F6375E07-3008-4848-8EA7-03DC5A614C02}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={E87F5F45-2EA7-461E-8F6C-5E9C96A8693F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={4D4EB522-4C15-442D-92EC-0751B0876FC3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={642C9308-82AA-43B6-9823-BF397BCC2B20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={B4290A4B-7413-46D1-8BE5-062DBDD716CE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={659313E3-7B2C-4616-97C8-FE559AF4D59C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

Gene: Gene:
paid 2012, repay CE $50,256 a year, 1% interest to pay off in 5 years, no pay in 2013.		

Gene: Gene:
repay current expense fund for lilft station loan.Done in 2020																		

asmith: asmith:
Includes new computer for Council Chambers 		

tc={D40A45D4-0EBB-4691-8DC3-33821D2EBC29}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    public defender conflict												

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk										

Gene: Gene:
One fourth of cost of new copier at $10K
		

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk				

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		

tc={3E3F1AD4-C824-4AB0-ACE4-F873DD1A3B27}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={665B0C13-5F90-45BB-8D19-1159750775C8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={A8FF7B72-4BEF-4943-98F4-872E9B1178B4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit				

tc={94ACB4DE-E66E-4ECA-A25C-DD252CFC03FB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={E94F1C6F-9882-4562-95E4-66FF0D487DA5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		

tc={D11B5CCA-2B5A-44B4-BF45-ED70F3AAE603}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={832C601E-3469-41DE-9579-658869464AB6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={878C660A-0A49-48A1-9B2A-310E892D898D}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		

tc={E37A3440-1C87-4D1B-8340-AE23AA84B28A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={7A4E61FC-D089-4FD6-92CE-94FAA21C83BA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={4FC3CFBF-D5FA-4662-B2F6-2D17BA098D70}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS																																								

Gene: Gene:
judge $1000 a month		

tc={F74C15BC-D75C-402E-855B-C168CCD38C40}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={269D58A5-818B-44BC-8FB5-3D3041DA120B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={F1F7D5AA-6FFA-44A7-ABD8-5E0D15249518}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={724551C8-DE03-4F29-9BE8-5BA1750ACDF5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		

tc={044E9680-6EEB-4069-A78D-3514347B2D84}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		

tc={1864F8DA-22DA-4B04-A400-B06EF77597E2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS																																

Gene: Gene:
Defense att $13,200
Pros $12000		

David Glasson: David Glasson:
L & I 16k		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum																														

DavidG: DavidG:
paid early on 2015 PCOG = $1500		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall																										

Gene: Gene:
one fourth of cost of new copier $10K		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

tc={F2A145D9-3507-498F-972C-50D7196DF9F1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Piers						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 				

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 								

asmith: asmith:
City Hall parking lot
		

tc={C83E5CD8-6FEA-44F1-AE0C-14C1BDE8C61F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Clerk / paving / Drainage		

tc={60D7EB5B-735C-43A3-8D0B-BF6218242165}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={C6E094B8-1BCB-46D5-AD5B-9767AF8A1B2B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $7500				

tc={1B78A2FF-33F0-4BD7-AFA5-938E21A3278F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={8D053119-A5FD-4354-A45B-E91EF26B69D2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64														

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		

tc={EB7E9645-CA2E-4B1E-B30E-39D01DFC52F0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={2AEF763F-5F64-426D-A3C8-36983EFF5C20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64														

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		

tc={0528852F-1BB1-479D-ADAD-6547B2300468}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={BE75E251-BE6D-46C4-A37A-7339CBBFD6DD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.										

tc={B736CF69-FBD1-44FE-95FC-2B570ED8D794}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={16A2189C-1AF5-4D72-945A-0BE755E5A774}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.										

tc={CB934693-8C11-40CD-B44D-0863AFB7B9CD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={7D002F1B-4EDA-4406-B5D2-5593D386D975}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.								

tc={490948C1-27A7-4B0E-9CFD-015A4C669CD0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

tc={39A758D5-28D6-4EBA-846F-2BBA06759D08}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={F51AB3B5-13B7-4CDC-A9EB-43A522EECFDF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request														

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

tc={26C1F331-4161-47A6-A277-F1EC4CF9085F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={2930C92C-2652-485B-95C0-98424E80FF90}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={A7FFB488-3DF1-4B41-8DA9-7E12E16D2FAA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 				

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt				

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		15,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,000		6,000				6,000												5,000										- 0				- 0		5,000				5,000

		CONTINGENT EXPENDITURES																																																				73

		TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS		910,000		890,000		879,709		1,079,409		879,709		874,709		774,709		949,709		769,709		766,709		733,709		733,709		739,709		715,709		715,709		709,709		751,174		444,855		669,709		751,709		454,376		676,709		676,709		624,709		654,709		681,032		598,876		724,709		680,599		675,840		636,959





		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		2,309,851		2,175,569		2,136,353		2,162,092		2,027,927		1,933,351		1,886,957		1,977,352		1,830,426		1,717,234		1,506,053		ERROR:#REF!		1,948,261		ERROR:#REF!		1,477,487		ERROR:#REF!		1,501,071		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		1,212,812		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		1,396,503		1,328,589		1,613,714		1,519,723		1,795,776		1,733,119





		Carry Over to next year		481,876		879,261		312,720		901,739		293,722		721,442		91,409		486,532		280,512		417,014		255,508		ERROR:#REF!		199,097		ERROR:#REF!		240,900		ERROR:#REF!		189,473		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		175,591		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		74,204		77,168		-		52,967		-		244,747



																																																																																2022 Budget 		2021 Estimated		2020 Actual		2019 Actual 		2018 Actual 		2017 Actual 		2016 Actual 		2015 Actual		2014 Actual		2013 Actual		2012 Actual		2011 Actual		2010 Actual

																																																																														Expenditures		213,635		216,209		193,335		197,735		171,723		150,605		194,826		147,748.70		150,107.08		121,281.23		139,650.33		132,858.88		151,972.29

																																																																														Ending Fund		312,720		901,739		721,442		486,532		417,014		255,508		199,097		240,900		189,473		175,591		74,204		77,168		52,967





































Expenditures Vs. Ending Fund



Expenditures	2022 Budget 	2021 Estimated	2020 Actual	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual 	213635.32553609606	216209.15	193335.13799999998	197735.18799999999	171723.446	Ending Fund	2022 Budget 	2021 Estimated	2020 Actual	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual 	312719.74463903951	901739.49000000022	721442	486531.83100000024	417013.74989000009	
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2023

		City of Long Beach														2021 Budget										2019 Budget

		CURRENT EXPENSE - 001



				2023		2022		2022		2021		2021		2020		2020		2019		2019		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015		2015		2014		2014		2014		2013		2013		2013		2013		2012		2012		2012		2011		2011		2010		2010		2009

		DESCRIPTION		Budget 		Estimated 		Budget  		Actual 		Budget		 Actual 		Budget COVID 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual		YTD Aug		Budget		Estimated		YTD Aug		Actual		Budget		Estimated		Budget		Actual		Actual		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual



		Revenues



		BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		879,261		903,438		624,907		724,934		539,634		486,532		486,532		419,332		378,988		252,770		142,192		143,399		240,900		202,203		189,473		224,688		175,591		162,669		ERROR:#REF!		74,204		61,379		60,695		ERROR:#REF!		106,380		77,168		37,874		52,967		52,967		244,747		573,482		718,929

		TOTAL BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		879,261		903,438		624,907		724,934		539,634		486,532		486,532		419,332		378,988		252,770		142,192		143,399		240,900		202,203		189,473		224,688		175,591		162,669		ERROR:#REF!		74,204		61,379		60,695		ERROR:#REF!		106,380		77,168		37,874		52,967		52,967		244,747		573,482		718,929



		TAXES

		PROPERTY TAXES (1% Increases)		472,630		467,950		467,950		502,910		461,090		488,975		482,175		433,380		471,078		466,414		440,703		452,970		406,598		407,672		327,750		407,400		399,639		213,012		400,970		397,000		237,059		393,489		397,000		394,750		393,000		449,535		395,596		386,750		371,602		378,893		313,166

		Local Crimal Justice 		15,000		20,000		15,000		29,708		15,000		22,379		17,687		21,784				15,468				18,556

		SALES TAX		700,000		800,000		600,000		856,248		550,000		655,314		550,000		731,409		500,000		598,127		526,625		450,000		500,115		410,000		476,415		400,000		455,570		213,094		370,000		395,000		191,030		408,896		370,500		364,500		368,500		370,112		352,629		350,000		371,467		330,000		372,293

		BUS. TAXES CABLE TV		15,000		30,000		- 0		20,298		28,000		30,214		20,000		10,155		20,000		28,056		21,870		20,000		24,085		20,000		19,777		20,000		21,573		11,854		21,000		24,000		20,014		27,992		20,000		19,415		22,000		18,119		19,312		22,000		20,094		22,000		24,755

		BUS. TAX - TELEPHONE		30,000		30,000		40,000		28,566		40,000		29,273		40,000		55,281		40,000		39,985		46,606		38,000		38,640		38,000		36,343		50,000		37,121		24,702		50,000		47,850		35,936		51,120		47,500		47,600		47,500		53,271		47,669		50,000		47,661		50,000		40,363

		BUS. TAX - PUD		120,000		122,000		120,000		141,884		120,000		134,493		120,000		127,856		120,000		126,845		130,947		115,000		118,324		115,000		111,811		118,000		117,710		66,381		115,000		115,000		92,101		114,263		110,000		110,000		95,000		116,974		108,656		98,000		105,139		98,000		69,267

		BUS. TAXES - WATER/SEWER		298,000		290,000		267,379		333,000		297,574		303,228		300,360		272,367		284,135		183,141		165,451		160,600		150,870		143,525		148,059		140,000		142,104		84,496		115,000		125,000		92,940		141,796		115,000		115,000		125,000		144,980		113,739		124,620		132,361		124,620		116,945

		BUS. TAX - GARBAGE		65,000		65,000		65,000		64,083		55,000		55,998		55,000		40,590		57,399

		BUS. TAX - STORM WATER		27,312		27,312		27,312		29,236		26,777		28,276		26,777		25,343		25,996		16,807		15,321		12,650		13,878		12,650		12,845		10,000		12,198		7,335		10,000		5,000		12		4,055		10,000		10,000		11,760		21,246		9,695		11,760		11,597		11,160		11,366

		PROPERTY TAXES - Uncollected		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0						(2,383)										(14,000)

		REET - Moved to fund 003		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0								- 0		- 0

		GAMBLING TAX		15,000		20,000		15,000		22,575		15,000		15,685		20,000		24,733		20,000		19,756		17,172		19,000		17,606		19,000		18,898		18,000		16,168		11,685		20,000		19,250		13,229		19,640		20,000		19,780		16,500		18,160		20,878		20,000		16,136		26,000		30,694

		TOTAL TAXES		1,757,942		1,872,262		1,617,641		2,028,508		1,608,441		1,763,835		1,631,999		1,742,898		1,538,608		1,494,599		1,364,695		1,286,776		1,270,116		1,165,847		1,151,897		1,163,400		1,202,083		632,559		1,101,970		1,128,100		682,319		1,161,251		1,090,000		1,081,045		1,076,877		1,192,395		1,068,175		1,063,130		1,076,057		1,026,673		978,848																		288,853		17331.174

																																																																																		3157055

		LICENSES & PERMITS

		BUSINESS LICENSES		45,000		55,000		45,000		76,062		45,000		63,878		50,000		73,055		50,000		68,947		54,409		60,000		64,490		57,000		61,756		57,000		70,693		44,959		54,500		55,000		43,248		61,465		58,400		58,400		56,800		53,183		58,456		54,000		58,526		50,000		56,538

		OTHER RECEIPTS												3,708

		BUILDING PERMITS - LONG BEACH		25,000		49,000		25,000		70,197		25,000		52,521		30,000		80,707		30,000		131,934		41,189		30,000		39,345		30,000		31,568		30,000		36,703		27,602		28,000		24,000		20,155		23,052		30,000		29,500		27,500		17,564		33,043		20,000		24,971		40,000		40,074

		BUILDING PERMIT - ILWACO		15,000		24,000		15,000		21,909		15,000		34,813		15,000		27,952		15,000		34,886		28,697		12,000		7,195		12,000		3,344		14,000		17,418		8,556		12,950		16,000		11,168		15,975		8,500		12,000		14,100		13,266		6,528		15,000		16,408		15,000		7,894

		VARIANCES & MISC. PLANNING		3,000		11,170		3,000		16,185		3,000		7,680		3,000		15,265		3,000		7,740		8,660		1,000		1,976		1,000		3,120		1,000		953		920		1,500		1,000		960		1,360		1,000		1,000		2,400		2,065		920		2,000		2,220		1,500		2,750

		USE 322.10.02		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		1,000		1,000						400		-		1,150		-

		WEAPONS PERMIT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				400		318		400		488		281		400		230		400		148		400		276		276		350		450		352		586		100		100				402		96		-		-		-

		FIRE INSPECTIONS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0														-

		TOTAL LICENSES & PERMITS		88,000		139,170		88,000		184,353		88,000		162,600		98,400		197,297		98,400		243,995		133,236		103,400		113,236		100,400		99,936		102,400		126,042		82,313		97,300		96,450		75,883		102,438		99,000		102,000		100,800		86,480		99,443		91,000		103,275		106,500		107,256																		2019		2018		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015

																																																																														DESCRIPTION				Budget 		Estimate		Budget 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Budget		Actual

		INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUE																																																																												Expenditures

		CTED GMA GRANT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		LOCAL LAW ENF. BLOCK GRANT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		ILWACO COURT CONTRACT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0		2,000		3,800		4,741		- 0		2,500		2,213		8,000		2,000

		ILWACO JAIL FEES		3,000		1,000		3,000		- 0		3,000		1,685		3,000		1,265		3,000		3,862		2,313		3,000		1,255		3,000		1,828		3,000		3,387		1,565		2,000		1,800		1,760		2,500		- 0		3,000		3,200		840		3,065		5,000		1,811		5,000		3,114

		PUD PRIVILEGE TAX		14,000		18,015		14,000		16,923		14,000		16,208		14,000		15,890		14,000		16,701		13,961		14,000		13,961		15,000		14,833		15,000		14,325		14,325		15,000		14,428		14,428		14,428		10,000		10,000		12,500		13,913		8,632		13,000		13,067		12,500		13,222

		JIS REIMBURSEMENT-COMPUTERS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0						- 0												-		2,050		-

		SOS ARCHIVING GRANT 								12,325		6,049		6,721		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0						- 0												-		-		-

		STREAMLINED SALES TAX		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		10,000		3,460		10,311		10,000		10,339		10,000		10,720		10,000		10,344		5,081		10,900		10,500		5,109		10,060		10,500		10,800		10,000		10,170		10,658		5,000		10,485				12,343

		CRIMINAL JUSTICE-HI CRM		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				1,500		1,000		- 0		- 0		1,000				1,000		1,000		1,000		658		658		1,200		1,000		929		929		1,500		1,000		2,500		702		711		2,000		-		2,500		1,930

		CRIMINAL JUSTICE-LOC-POP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				100		500						500				500		1,380		500				778		500		750		750		- 0								250

		MARIJUANA EXCISE 		1,200		1,200		1,200		2,037		1,200		1,665		- 0		1,682		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0

		CRIM JUS-POP		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		2,201		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,800		1,000		1,028				- 0		- 0				1,000		2,000		2,250		1,000		1,759		2,288		1,000		2,294		750		1,691

		CRIM JUS-DCD #1		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		500		1,560		500		1,509		1,467		500		1,426		500		343		500		685		343		- 0		- 0				- 0		500		800		100		288		616		100		-		100		302

		CRIM JUS-DCD #2		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				326								592

		DUI - CITIES		211		259		211		259		211		211		200		202		200		212		217		200		221		200		214		300		254		191		300		200		189		255		300		300		200		260		301		200		285		200		494

		LIQUOR EXCISE TAXES		9,170		10,000		9,170		11,078		9,170		9,170		6,000		7,911		6,000		7,279		6,893		3,000		6,625		3,000		3,839		1,800		2,649		1,959		12,000		13,036		- 0		939		12,000		5,134		7,000		5,134		7,017		7,000		7,606		5,500		7,379

		CITY HARDSHIP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0														212

		LIQUOR BOARD PROFITS		11,679		8,000		11,679		12,246		11,679		11,679		12,000		11,795		12,000		14,148

asmith: asmith:
Plus marijuana tax
		12,073		12,000		12,232		9,000		12,355		10,000		12,528		6,270						6,301		12,603		- 0		7,586		9,000		13,856		9,722		9,000		12,279		9,000		10,390

		TOTAL INTERGOVERNMENTAL REV.		41,891		41,105		41,891		57,499		47,940		49,970		36,700		42,905		48,200		49,371		48,235		45,200		47,272		43,200		48,311		43,100		45,860		31,170		41,900		41,714		29,466		43,040		36,800		42,869		49,300		52,504		43,010		44,800		52,090		43,550		52,866



		CHARGES FOR SERVICES

		CIVIL FILINGS, LAW LIBRARY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		9		- 0												- 0												-		-		-		-

		WARRANT COSTS		100		100		100				100		102		100		100		100		67		2		100		166		100		104		850		19		18		1,500		100		73		73		1,500		1,600		1,636		1,243		1,529		1,636		1,636		1,621		1,621

		DEF PROS ADM CS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		50								50		45		45								66				-		-		-

		COVID REIMBURSEMENT								31,738				86,700		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		4		25		11				100		10		1		1		100		100				486		193		-		8		-

		FIRE PROTECTION SERVICES		500		500		500		172		500		237		500		546		338		2,903		967		338		312		338		338		300		388				300		300				381		300		325		300		-		328		300		304		300		308

		MEDIX		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,400

		RECORDS CHECK FEE		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				450		450		450		600		686		450		1,575		450		475		450		1,206		483				350		324		474

		ADULT PROB. CHGS.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				100		100		100		250		- 0		100				100		865		100		- 0				500		400		100		100		500		400		340		1,250		666		340		340		340		340

		SNTNC COMPL FEE		3,409		4,090		3,409		4,090		3,409		3,409		6,000		5,428		6,000		10,653		5,907		8,000		10,229		8,000		14,661		3,500		7,360		4,877		1,800		2,400		1,685		3,358		1,800		1,850		- 0		2,337		2,319				1,949				2,117

		FFA Contribution 		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		5,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		100		117		117																										50

		IT time Pay Fee		300		50		300		50		300		300		250		250		250		16		8		250				250				250		250		250																				-		-		-

		CURRENT EXPENSE		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		4		4		3								15

		Booking Fees		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				125		125		125		400		212		125		212		125		130		150		221		124																				-		-		-

		TOTAL CHARGES FOR SERVICES		9,109		9,540		9,109		40,850		9,109		95,548		12,325		16,399		7,363		14,889		7,782		9,363		12,494		9,363		16,586		5,775		9,571		5,870		4,200		3,614		2,231		4,434		4,200		4,275		2,276		5,397		5,035		2,276		4,237		2,261		4,436



		FINES & FORFEITS																																																																																157.11

		MUNICIPAL COURT FINES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		(400)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0																																														4.19

		JIS/TRAUMA & LOCAL JIS ACCNT.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		200		238		238		150		45		38		- 0		150		150		260		90		131		589		589		256		256																		161.3

		LOCAL/JIS ACCOUNT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		81		- 0		- 0		- 0		118		394		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		350		475		336		600		250		161		197		600		400		1,252		983		385		1,252		1,252		1,970		1,970

		TRAFFIC INFRACTION		3,650		5,500		3,650		13,671		3,650		5,566		3,650		1,414		3,650		2,915		4,230		3,650		5,654		3,650		4,620		3,650		3,991		1,807		3,500		3,250		1,635		3,423		3,500		4,000		2,500		4,668		3,967		2,500		4,884		2,000		2,997

		LEGIS ASSMNT		200		200		200		428		200		313		200		3,103		200		183		233		200		422		200		375		200		370		171				230		230		354								374

		NON-TRAFFIC INFRACTION		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		721		- 0		- 0						- 0				17				- 0		20		- 0		- 0		17		17		-																				116.43

		CRIME VICTIMS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				10		- 0				- 0		10		10		10		- 0		10		14		14		-

		OTHER INFRACTIONS		100		100		100		29		100		292		100		100		100		73		45		100		93		100		108		100		114		42		250		75		20		133		250		250		244		52		217		244		244		343		343

		PARKING INFRACTION		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				30		- 0				- 0		30		30		30		90		30		210		210		50		50

		PARKING - HANDICAP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0

		DUI FINES		250		250		250		292		250		250		250		250		250		218		83		250		17		250		512		250		158		101		400		175		123		120		400		100		400		270		72		400		63				406														6.49

		CRI CNV FEE DUI		100		100		100		9		100		238		100				100		19				100		209		100		27		100		68		68				25		16		6

		CRI CONV FE CT		100		100		100		40		100		100		100				100		79		72		100		202		100		419		100		46		25				50		42		58

		CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISD.		300		300		300		160		300		- 0		300				300		- 0				300		38		300		926		300		365		325		150		400		396		- 0		150		75		200		- 0		51		334		334		57		57														122.92

		CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISDEMEANOR		500		500		500		- 0		500		302		500				500		671		299		500		506		500		- 0		500						1,500		800				397		1,500		1,200		2,100		965		1,116		1,214		1,214		2,318		2,318

		CNTY DRUG BUY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		14		500		233		9		800		300		40		40		800		600		2,000		366		518		992		992		2,128		2,128

		CITY DRUG BUY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		20		- 0		129		500		- 0		- 0		800		300		41		91		800		600		456		353		705		456		456		719		719

		INVESTIGATIVE  FUND ASSESSMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		300		- 0				500		- 0				84		500		600		360		41		560		360		360		578		578

		OTHER CRIMINAL NON-TRAFFIC		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				150		50				- 0		150		150		100		-		139		84		84		236		236

		COURT COST RECOUPMENTS																				- 0				3,000		- 0		1,800		2,848		1,800		2,545		1,726		500		1,100		971		1,393		500		700		533		354		715		533		533		2,347		2,347

		CRIME VICTIMS		800		800		800		800		800		100		800				800						800		96		800		48		800		429		424		1,800		200		146		159		1,800		1,800		2,200		1,207		1,522		782		782		1,443		1,443

		PUBLIC DEFENDER FEES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		700		1		- 0		-		-		944		944

		PUBLIC DEFENSE COSTS		1,000		2,200		1,000		1,435		1,000		1,359		1,000		1,642		1,000		2,799		1,378		1,000		6,039		1,000		1,860		1,000		1,320		607		1,500		1,280		466		663		1,500		1,750		200		1,878		1,517				1,260

		WARRANT/SUBP-SHF		350		350		350		- 0		350				350		350		350				- 0		350				350		772		350		275		206				500		477		799

		CRT COST RECOUP		350		350		350		- 0		350				350		350		350				- 0		350				350				350		301		301				50		49		49

		I Conv FEE CN		25		25		25		319		25		3,115
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Comment:
    A lot of small revs added		25		25		25				- 0		25		29		25		4		25		74		13

		D/M Int Income Current Expense		25		25		25		- 0		25				25		25		25		40		55		25		- 0		25		- 0		25		39		26

		Court Current Expense		3,000		3,000		3,000		4,177		3,000		3,029		3,000		2,950		3,000		7,722		2,788		3,000		2,645		25		4,392		25		60		26

		D/M Income		25		25		25		770		25				25		25		25		- 0		55		25		288		25		34		25		60		35

		INTERPRETER		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0								-		-		-

		TOTAL FINES & FORFEITS		10,775		13,825		10,775		22,131		10,775		14,745		10,775		10,234		10,775		14,835		9,633		13,775		15,857		9,600		17,809		11,450		11,160		6,486		12,640		9,080		4,849		7,982		12,640		12,415		13,565		11,691		11,655		9,981		13,288		15,390		16,793



		MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES

		INVESTMENT INTEREST		100		100		100		1,098		100		981		100		534		100		238		110		100		1,495		100		112		1,000		223		- 0		3,500		2,000		768		1,189		3,500		3,850		2,500		2,592		4,183		4,000		2,975		12,000		5,327

		Ilwaco Contract - Office Assistance		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		7,100		- 0		6,675		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0				(144)		(102)		-		-		-		-

		SALES INTEREST		150		150		150		567		150				150		1,578		150		938		424		150		294		150		195		200		196		143		275		31		31		52		275		500		750		89		192		750		504		500		1,188

		RENT REVENUE		100		100		100		- 0		100				100				100		500		886		100		776		100		- 0		100		100		100		500		- 0				- 0		500		300		4,500		- 0		275				12		3,000		4,550

		SMA Grant 2013		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										1,911						25,000		27,822		50,000		46,411		- 0		70,500		- 0						- 0		- 0		2,500		- 0		- 0		4,800		-		4,800

		FUND CONTRIBUTIONS		3,000		3,000		3,000		2,491		3,000		2,495		3,000		1,029		3,000		2,288		12,565		3,000		6,688		3,000		3,835		4,000		1,656		706		5,000		4,500		3,776		5,012		5,000		4,800		1,000		2,518		9,077		1,000		1,500		1,000		1,440

		Squirting Clam		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,092		1,300		1,222		1,300		1,322		1,271		1,300		1,210		1,300		1,329		1,500		1,193		813

		Fireworks Donations																				5,750		5,056		5,000		6,896

		PROJECT SAFE HAVEN																				28,676		26,052		49,000		367,260		393,750		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0												- 0																												399000

		MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES																						208		250		1,226		250		305		1,500		274		193		3,000		2,450		2,027		2,136		3,000		3,000		2,200		1,147		3,241		2,000		120		2,000		209																		57000

		Code Enforcement 				70,740
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    1315 Wash S		52,000
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    Sagmiller		- 0
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    Sagmiller		13,000
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    Sagmiller		47,059
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    Sagmiller		40,000
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    Sagmiller		2,836		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		9		- 0		- 0				15		10						15		- 0		15		9		(5)		(8)		(8)		12		12

		TOTAL MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES		4,650		75,390		56,650		5,456		17,650		51,627		44,650		7,199		4,650		39,711		55,583		58,900		392,520		423,650		33,607		58,300		50,052		1,955		82,790		8,991		6,603		8,389		12,290		12,450		13,465		6,212		16,861		12,542		5,103		23,312		97,428







		TOTAL REVENUES		1,912,367
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    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,151,292
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    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,824,066
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    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,338,797
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    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,781,915
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    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,138,325
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    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,467,879
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    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,988,198		1,707,996		1,857,400		1,619,164		1,517,414		1,851,496		1,752,060		1,368,146		1,384,425		1,444,769		760,353		1,340,800		1,287,949		801,351		1,327,534		1,254,930		1,255,054		1,256,283		1,354,679		1,244,180		1,223,729		1,254,050		1,217,685		1,257,628														202,451



		NON-REVENUES

		BINGO BOND ISSUE																																								- 0												- 0				-		-		-		-

		CRIME VICTIMS		100		100		100		100		100		110		100		100		100		224		108		100				100		301		100		185		108		- 0		- 0				131		- 0		- 0		100		65		- 0		90		90		105		105

		LOAN REPAYMENT - LODGING TAX		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0																														327.26				46.61

		LOAN REPAYMENT - STREETS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		90,000		- 0		- 0						- 0												23,854																		349.42				673

		TRANSFER FROM CE SINKING		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0						- 0		- 0		- 0				83,147		274,513		72,000												49.94				9.65		payments				loan

		TRAN WATER TO CURRENT EXP LOAN

Gene: Gene:
paid 2012, repay CE $50,256 a year, 1% interest to pay off in 5 years, no pay in 2013.																										54,744		50,256		70,000		50,256		70,000				50,256		50,256						50,256		50,256		50,256		50,256		- 0												100,512				49.07				310.85		295,256				251280		43,976

		TRAN SEWER TO CURRENT EXP LOAN

Gene: Gene:
repay current expense fund for lilft station loan.Done in 2020												23,854		23,854		23,854		23,854		23,854		- 0		23,854				23,854				23,854						23,854		23,854						23,854		23,854		23,854																				8.26				77.89		47,708				119270		(71,562)

		CONTINGENT REVENUES																																								- 0																														783.95				1118

		JIS/TRAUMA		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0				1,000		850				38		1,000		1,000		1,746		709		792		1,746		1,746		1,040		1,040								7.78

		LOCAL/JIS ACCOUNT																										- 0				- 0				- 0				35		30				4		35		35		37		37		35		37		37		86		86								791.73

		REFUNDS																										- 0				446				- 0						- 0												- 0				-		-		-		-

		OTHER RECEIPTS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		8,980		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		97		- 0		218		- 0		20		500		- 0				1,000		350		11				1,000		- 0		2,500		3,233		1,118		2,500		20		2,500		78

		TOTAL NON-REVENUES		100		100		100		100		100		32,944		23,954		23,954		23,954		24,078		205		23,954		54,962		74,210		160,768		75,710		70,185		108		76,145		75,340		11		173		76,145		75,145		78,493		78,154		85,093		278,886		73,893		3,731		1,309



		TOTAL REVENUES		2,791,727		3,054,830		2,449,073		3,063,831		2,321,649		2,657,801		1,978,365		2,463,884		2,110,938		2,134,248		1,761,561		1,684,767		2,147,357		2,028,473		1,718,387		1,684,823		1,690,544		923,130		ERROR:#REF!		1,437,493		862,741		1,388,403		ERROR:#REF!		1,436,579		1,411,944		1,470,707		1,382,240		1,555,582		1,572,690		1,794,898		1,977,866														30,865.55





		Expenditures



		CURRENT EXPENSE



		LEGISLATIVE

		SALARIES		26,400		26,400		26,400		24,000		26,400		26,400		26,400		25,950		26,400		26,200		23,700		24,000		23,400		24,000		24,000		24,000		22,500		14,500		24,000		20,700		13,900		20,700		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		21,100		24,000		23,400

		BENEFITS & TAXES		4,247		4,247		4,247		1,952		4,247		2,295		7,600		2,113		7,600		2,133		1,938		4,013		2,297		3,000		3,135		2,200		3,841		2,025		2,000		2,000		1,136		1,692		2,000		2,000		2,000		1,950		2,059		3,853		1,746		3,853		1,895

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		300		300		300		63		300		5		300		235		300		154		- 0		300		544		300		- 0		300		- 0		- 0		500		200		121		121		500		500		1,000		111		605		500		1,183		500		655

		TRAVEL		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		1,000		752		3,000		2,041		3,000		2,255		711		1,500		501		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		- 0		1,500		850		198		512		1,500		600		2,800		729		1,640		3,000		(50)		3,000		354

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		300		300		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		77		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		- 0		300		100		60		60		300		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		500		-		500		-

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		5,000		5,000		5,000		2,252		5,000		2,285		5,000		373		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Includes new computer for Council Chambers 		11,607		11,147		8,500		10,320		10,000		11,449		10,000		11,263		11,263		9,000		9,000		8,978		8,998		1,500		6,669		1,500		6,694		12,200		1,000		12,208		5,500		10,084

		ELECTIONS		10,000		10,000		10,000		7,404		10,000		9,084		10,000		10,065		10,000

		TRAINING		2,000		2,000		2,000		535		1,000		250		1,000		715		500		4,300		212		1,500				- 0		- 0		2,500

Gene: Gene:
One fourth of cost of new copier at $10K
		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0						200		- 0		- 0		1,000		-		1,000		-

		TOTAL LEGISLATIVE		51,247		51,247		51,247		36,206		48,247		41,071		53,600		41,492		53,100		46,726		37,708		40,113		37,062		39,100		38,584		40,800		37,603		27,787		37,300		32,850		24,393		32,082		29,800		33,769		32,000		33,484		40,504		33,853		36,187		38,353		36,388



		JUDICIAL

		SALARIES		32,400		32,400		32,400		28,800		28,800		28,650		28,800		26,950		26,400		26,400

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		35,136

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		34,720

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		33,655		33,600

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		13,652		12,000		26,845		25,438		12,000		12,000		25,901		38,788		12,000

Gene: Gene:
judge $1000 a month		43,221		43,221		43,029		43,085		40,843		42,767		40,843		45,642		30,000		-										over

		BENEFITS		2,946		2,946		2,946		1,813		2,946		2,398		6,115		2,037		6,115		2,056		2,341		7,626		2,698		1,000		1,329		1,000		12,540		3,836		1,000		1,000		6,900		8,327		1,000		14,200		15,150		10,461		6,586		14,639		4,411		14,639		10,173		10,000		12,000										over

		COURT CONTRACT WITH COUNTY																																																				- 0

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		1,000		1,000		1,000		478		1,000		260		1,000		250		1,000		322		2,968		50		1,231		50		537		50		- 0		- 0		100		100		65		1,379				825		2,000		605		796		2,000		1,455		2,000		1,632				13,200

		LEGAL FEES		15,000		15,000		15,000		16,116

tc={D40A45D4-0EBB-4691-8DC3-33821D2EBC29}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    public defender conflict		12,000		1,050		12,000		10,555		12,000		17,800		17,675		12,000		12,000		12,000		12,000		16,000		13,056		9,056		16,000		14,500		8,853		12,853		25,200

Gene: Gene:
Defense att $13,200
Pros $12000		12,260		12,000		13,056		12,623		11,000		12,612		11,000		12,389				25,200

		COUNTY COURT CONTRACT		33,293		32,640		32,640		28,515		28,091		27,231		27,540		25,995		23,479		23,019		14,252		14,280		10,499		14,000		15,166		19,000		13,943		4,110		14,000		14,000		10,500		12,833

		COMMUNICATIONS		500		500		500		540		500		521		500		524		500		491		485		500		507		500		500		500		491		287		500		450		360		528		500		490		800		450		482		800		484		800		460

		TRAVEL		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,068		- 0		1,928		- 0		146		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		287		750		-		750

		MISCELLANEOUS		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		130		100		233		100		56		56		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		400		1,000		252		-		1,000		50		1,000

		EQUIPMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		2,500		2,350		2,500		6,450

		COUNTY JAIL - LONG BEACH		8,800		8,800		8,800		2,564		8,800		3,430		8,800		3,925		8,000		5,261		4,860		8,000		4,518		8,000		9,139		8,000		12,781		8,048		6,000		6,000		4,290		6,245		8,000		5,725		8,000		5,000		5,955		12,500		4,473		12,500		5,452

		COUNTY JAIL - ILWACO		5,000		8,202		3,000		327		3,000		1,948		3,000		1,195		3,000		3,854		2,573				1,033				173		4,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		1,000		203		498		- 0		1,890		5,000		1,078		3,180		5,000		1,761		5,000		3,082

		TOTAL JUDICIAL		99,038		101,588		96,386		79,253		85,236		65,588		87,855		71,531		80,594		79,303		82,458		77,276		68,198		69,250		52,876		60,650		79,712		50,832		50,600		49,050		57,073		81,452		46,700		79,011		87,671		73,931		72,994		91,032		70,363		91,032		85,279



		FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION

		SALARIES		107,001		102,566		102,566		82,377		97,112		85,385		79,082		77,384		75,858		78,016		73,458		74,377		75,956		77,743		79,384		79,957		58,811		25,950		60,514		50,331		30,733		46,126		50,331		43,750		43,750		47,587		66,052		63,200		63,220		63,200		64,142		35000 left

		BENEFITS		62,469		61,556		61,556		54,454		56,142		51,578		44,595		52,483		39,649		50,139		46,238		39,058		37,941		38,491		25,154		20,068		13,618		9,363		27,864		14,250		10,070		15,195		10,286		17,250		17,250		18,487		23,988		23,887		21,922		23,887		23,361		11000 left																38491

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		22,000

tc={3E3F1AD4-C824-4AB0-ACE4-F873DD1A3B27}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		22,000

tc={665B0C13-5F90-45BB-8D19-1159750775C8}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		22,000

tc={94ACB4DE-E66E-4ECA-A25C-DD252CFC03FB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		20,374

tc={832C601E-3469-41DE-9579-658869464AB6}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		22,000

tc={7A4E61FC-D089-4FD6-92CE-94FAA21C83BA}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		20,007

tc={F74C15BC-D75C-402E-855B-C168CCD38C40}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		22,000

tc={F1F7D5AA-6FFA-44A7-ABD8-5E0D15249518}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		11,459		16,000		8,084		16,260		6,500		16,517		6,500		10,392		6,500		11,346		5,704		5,500		4,500		2,524		4,999		5,500		5,003		5,000		6,257		6,289		4,000		6,399		4,000		5,138

		ACCOUNTING SERVICES		40,000

tc={A8FF7B72-4BEF-4943-98F4-872E9B1178B4}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    2 year audit		20,000

tc={E94F1C6F-9882-4562-95E4-66FF0D487DA5}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    2 year audit		40,000

tc={878C660A-0A49-48A1-9B2A-310E892D898D}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    2 year audit		6,102		25,000		19,665		25,000		28,253		16,000		17,620		7,214		16,000		17,420		16,000		26,584		16,000		14,704		13,184		17,500		10,000		5,215		7,703		18,000		13,864		5,000		4,770		18,922		4,000		18,061		4,000		13,241

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		15,000

tc={D11B5CCA-2B5A-44B4-BF45-ED70F3AAE603}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={E37A3440-1C87-4D1B-8340-AE23AA84B28A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={4FC3CFBF-D5FA-4662-B2F6-2D17BA098D70}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		11,386

tc={269D58A5-818B-44BC-8FB5-3D3041DA120B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={724551C8-DE03-4F29-9BE8-5BA1750ACDF5}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		10,232

tc={044E9680-6EEB-4069-A78D-3514347B2D84}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={1864F8DA-22DA-4B04-A400-B06EF77597E2}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		1,617		5,000		4,383		6,211		2,000		16,597

David Glasson: David Glasson:
L & I 16k		2,000		4,011		2,000		155		35		5,000		1,000		415		2,450		5,000		120		18,400		10,869		5,861		18,400		1,976		18,400		11,090		JP - only 100 at this time

		COMMUNICATIONS		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,411		5,000		6,100		5,000		5,420		4,000		6,358		3,465		4,000		3,773		4,000		3,696		4,000		3,594		2,095		4,000		3,900		2,493		3,729		4,000		3,795		1,500		3,822		4,168		1,500		1,317		1,500		1,440

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		1,344		1,000		79		2,000		3,991		2,000		3,192		1,685		2,000		2,345		2,000		1,661		3,500		3,081		1,771		3,500		3,000		1,386		2,321		3,500		3,500		4,500		3,404		3,357		4,000		7,135		2,500		5,760

		TRAINING		2,500		2,500		2,500		- 0		2,500		70		2,500		1,095		2,500		2,433		3,593		1,500		3,667		1,500		2,891		500		117				500		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		300		50		1,500		-		1,500		140

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		500		500		500		918		500		510		500		912		500		1,537		1,234		500		909		500		605		500		490		41		500		750		731		838		500		200		500		395		212		500		196		500		176

		REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE																100		100		3,849		411		100		723		100		724		100		- 0		- 0		- 0		250		113		113		- 0		1,190		50		12		164				26				-

		INSURANCE		6,743		5,394		5,394		4,904		2,769		4,308		6,000		4,150		6,000		3,643		6,086		6,000		5,457		5,303		17,974		21,500		18,801		18,701		22,000		- 0				- 0		22,000		20,912		22,000		39,925		19,641		22,000		20,143		22,000		21,000

		Utilities																																														- 0		- 0		-				340

		DUES & ASSOCIATIONS		2,000		2,000		2,000		100		2,000		806		2,000		415		2,000		1,818		727		1,000		717		1,000		2,226		3,600		4,202

DavidG: DavidG:
paid early on 2015 PCOG = $1500		3,400		2,400		2,478		2,324		2,478		2,000		1,900		1,500		2,541		-		1,500		-		1,500		280

		PRINTING		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		45		43		43		- 0

		MISCELLANEOUS																								500		1,773		500		631		500		203		150		500		250		120		135		500		1,600		250		1,582		5				699				24

		CODIFICATION OF ORDINANCES		2,000		2,000		2,000		3,741		1,500		1,898		1,500		265		1,500		1,322		2,018				5,509

		EQUIPMENT		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		3,500

Gene: Gene:
one fourth of cost of new copier $10K		- 0		- 0		1,200		500				- 0		1,200		1,200		4,000		-		1,056		4,000		-		4,000		6,450																				0

		TOTAL FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION		268,713		242,017		262,017		192,111		232,523		202,638		207,177		201,041		173,107		182,394		168,602		154,536		189,303		156,637		175,933		162,226		129,121		80,394		150,978		91,254		56,167		86,129		124,316		114,284		125,200		139,951		150,105		148,486		141,094		146,986		152,242																				189303.41



		LEGAL

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		24,100

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		24,160

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		31,000		30,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		20,473		3,000		18,000		22,523		18,000		18,310		18,000		25,000		7,500		18,000		18,000		12,000		16,500		18,000		23,320		14,000		37,508		21,414		13,200		15,985		13,200		13,470

		TOTAL LEGAL		25,000		25,000		25,000		24,100		25,000		24,160		25,000		31,000		30,000		20,473		3,000		18,000		22,523		18,000		18,310		18,000		25,000		7,500		18,000		18,000		12,000		16,500		18,000		23,320		14,000		37,508		21,414		13,200		15,985		13,200		13,470



		FACILITIES

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		600		1,500		600		1,459		653		600		575				523

		UTILITIES		4,500		4,500		4,500		2,511		3,000		3,464		3,000		2,524		3,000		2,757		3,048		2,500		2,321		4,000		2,159		4,000		3,369		1,712		3,000		2,740		1,863		2,627		3,200		3,200		2,500		3,602		2,741		2,200		2,818		2,200		2,265

		OLD KITE MUSEUM																				2,500		- 0		1,000		2,714		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		- 0		400		150		131		131		500		1,165		500		1,166		43		500		537		1,000		506

		MISCELLANEOUS																						1,165		1,500		1,920		1,500		1,730		1,500		1,920		1,120		1,500		1,920		1,280		1,920		1,500		1,600		1,500		2,610		1,920		1,500		1,947		500		2,129

		CITY HALL REPAIRS		30,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		237

tc={F2A145D9-3507-498F-972C-50D7196DF9F1}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Piers		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		8,103

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		297		12,500

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		160				2,500		3,234

asmith: asmith:
City Hall parking lot
		2,500		4,011		2,500				- 0		- 0		500		458		458		1,000		8,681		1,000		4,376		305		1,000		3,742		6,500		10,937

		Obies Demolition		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		8,125		- 0		8,125

		28th Street Lift Station		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0														138,856

		TOTAL FACILITIES		34,500		9,500		24,500		2,748		23,000		11,567		23,000		2,821		15,500		5,417		4,213		7,500		10,189		11,000		7,900		11,000		5,289		2,832		4,900		5,310		3,732		5,136		6,800		24,271		6,100		21,338		5,662		5,800		9,619		10,200		155,216



		ASSOCIATION WASHINGTON CITIES

		CONTRIBUTIONS		1,079		952		952		- 0		782		- 0		782		782		782				700		700		717		700		- 0		700		698		- 0		800		800		- 0		- 0		800		685		800		685		- 0		760				760

		TOTAL AWC		1,079		952		952		-		782		-		782		782		782		-		700		700		717		700		-		700		698		-		800		800		-		-		800		685		800		685		-		760		-		760



		FIRE CONTROL																																																																																		current		proposed

		SALARIES		24,831		21,956		21,956		22,538		20,204		20,396		19,053		19,136		11,343

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		13,700

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		15,736		23,940		4,560		13,500		11,218		13,500		9,685		5,956		13,500		9,000		5,996		8,999		13,500		13,500		13,500		8,757		8,721		13,500		13,340		18,400		13,877																		Chief		6000		9000

		BENEFITS		16,464		16,235		16,235		18,042		15,230		14,312		9,735		10,185		4,473		12,913		12,724		7,500		8,412		12,000		13,585		12,000		11,106		5,075		10,500		10,500		6,836		13,335		12,980		12,980		4,800		14,359		14,635		4,800		10,604		4,800		5,483																		Asst. Chief		2400		3600

		BOARD OF VOL FIREMEN		3,000		3,000		3,000		2,130		3,000		- 0		3,000		2,600																								- 0												(170)

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		15,000		15,000		15,000		10,500		15,000		10,005		18,000		14,918		15,000		25,127		13,596		12,500		13,859		12,500		24,423		12,500		25,972		15,245		10,000		12,850		11,491		13,484		10,000		9,250		10,000		7,705		12,229		8,000		24,785		8,000		35,407																		Training		4500		4500

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		150		150		150		-		150		75		150		98		150		-		-		300		105		300		192		300		-		-		300		110		110		110		500		- 0		500		-		-		500		213		500		821																		shift				6840

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		24,700

tc={C83E5CD8-6FEA-44F1-AE0C-14C1BDE8C61F}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Clerk / paving / Drainage		3,500

tc={60D7EB5B-735C-43A3-8D0B-BF6218242165}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={1B78A2FF-33F0-4BD7-AFA5-938E21A3278F}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		4,865

tc={EB7E9645-CA2E-4B1E-B30E-39D01DFC52F0}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={0528852F-1BB1-479D-ADAD-6547B2300468}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		1,476

tc={B736CF69-FBD1-44FE-95FC-2B570ED8D794}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={CB934693-8C11-40CD-B44D-0863AFB7B9CD}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		5,212		3,000		12,843		2,965		1,300		1,401		900		2,584		900		738		298		500		1,000		906		906		250		250		250		952		-		250		-		250		172																				12900		23940

		COMMUNICATIONS		8,500

tc={C6E094B8-1BCB-46D5-AD5B-9767AF8A1B2B}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    PACCOM $7500		8,500

tc={8D053119-A5FD-4354-A45B-E91EF26B69D2}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		8,500

tc={2AEF763F-5F64-426D-A3C8-36983EFF5C20}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		8,465

tc={BE75E251-BE6D-46C4-A37A-7339CBBFD6DD}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		7,500

tc={16A2189C-1AF5-4D72-945A-0BE755E5A774}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		10,149

tc={7D002F1B-4EDA-4406-B5D2-5593D386D975}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		7,500

tc={490948C1-27A7-4B0E-9CFD-015A4C669CD0}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		4,445		7,500		4,498		5,461		12,000		29,787		11,107		13,689		14,000		8,254		7,884		9,500		9,000		6,127		8,698		5,500		7,000		5,500		8,527		6,631		5,500		5,259		5,500		5,678

		TRAVEL		2,500		2,500		2,500		1,145		2,500		300		2,500		1,446		1,500		-		1,253		1,000		650		500		177		500		221		172		500		-				-		1,500		2,950		1,500		4,438		223		1,500		1,046		1,500		557

		INSURANCE		32,330		25,864		25,864		23,512		19,128		20,665		21,000		19,899		21,000		24,955		20,330		19,500		18,228		17,714		17,974		21,000		18,701		18,701		21,000						-		21,000		20,912		21,000		39,925		19,641		21,000		20,143		21,000		19,890

		FACILITIES												20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		20,000		20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		40,000		64		20,000		25,738		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		-		20,000		20,000				20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000

		UTILITIES		7,700		7,700		7,700		5,825		7,700		7,419		7,700		6,306		6,500		6,146		6,346		6,000		4,669		6,500		5,153		6,500		6,497		4,139		6,500		6,500		4,207		6,012		6,500		6,750		6,500		6,508		6,953		6,500		7,216		4,500		4,836

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		18,000		18,000		18,000		27,327		18,000		17,180		18,000		14,131		18,000		20,575		15,587		10,000		5,805		10,000		11,519		10,000		6,350		4,790		10,000		8,450		5,069		6,083		10,000		9,865		10,000		7,871		12,764		12,000		19,119		12,000		28,308

		EMS/VOLUNTEER COMPENSATION		10,500		4,800		4,800		3,979		4,800		3,778		4,800		1,167		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-				-		-		2,000		2,000		-		-

		MISCELLANEOUS																								1,000		740		1,000		789		1,000		1,880		458		1,500		1,000		890		1,130		2,000		790		2,000		810		720		1,000		720		1,000		720

		EQUIPMENT		14,000		9,000		9,000		3,089		9,000		4,718		9,000		9,096		9,000		8,913		4,503		9,000		10,015		9,000		230		9,000		7,593		6,486		9,000		8,800		2,805		8,764		9,000		12,975		9,000		12,115		1,979		10,000		16,120		10,000		9,582

		TRAINING		14,000

tc={39A758D5-28D6-4EBA-846F-2BBA06759D08}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={F51AB3B5-13B7-4CDC-A9EB-43A522EECFDF}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={26C1F331-4161-47A6-A277-F1EC4CF9085F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		4,370

tc={2930C92C-2652-485B-95C0-98424E80FF90}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={A7FFB488-3DF1-4B41-8DA9-7E12E16D2FAA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		3,255		4,000		9,266		3,500		5,222		3,734		1,500		1,951		1,500		- 0		1,500		3,631		3,381		1,500		550		550		542		2,000		2,645		2,000		2,130		40		1,500		2,540		1,500		285

		TOTAL FIRE CONTROL		191,676		150,205		150,205		135,787		139,712		133,728		147,938		137,905		120,966		174,892		102,299		125,540		125,919		116,521		121,532		122,700		120,628		72,583		114,300		87,760		44,987		88,065		114,730		121,867		108,550		133,928		104,537		106,050		141,105		108,950		145,616



		BUILDING INSPECTOR

		SALARIES		40,585		37,324		37,324		30,947		37,582		28,613		26,949		26,112		26,290		25,360		24,752		22,543		21,782		22,643		30,247		30,000		30,000		21,997		29,640		3,011		1,491		3,125		3,011		25,000		22,500		22,500		30,423		30,514		50,995		30,514		46,497		4k to planning												15over

		BENEFITS		22,724		16,235		16,235		21,597		24,873		17,730		18,273		15,697		17,607		15,183		15,004		17,558		13,284		13,000		14,936		12,000		12,654		9,331		10,670		1,762		346		2,213		1,762		11,000		12,800		12,800		15,320		15,365		22,200		15,365		45,285		5k to planning												12 over

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,117		5,000		2,693		5,000		1,372		5,000		9,781		6,742		1,100		6,061		1,100		1,418		750		1,029		523		750		750		600		714		850		800		850		1,067		875		500		1,166		500		2,004

		CODE ENFORCEMENT		20,000		1,000		20,000		32,770		20,000		55,581		42,300		33,983		2,300						2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		150		- 0		150		-		-		150		-		150

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES																		35,000

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		6,815		8,208		600		- 0		600		- 0		600				- 0		600		600		476		476		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		500		-		500

		TRAINING		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		12		1,500		1,565		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,000		600		600		1,000		690		400		400		1,500		- 0		600		95		1,606		700		595		700		90

		DUES AND ASSOCIATIONS		135		135		135		- 0		135		55		135				135		95		40		135				135		260		135		135		135		100		95		95		95

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		501		1,500		463		1,500		1,282		1,000		940		402		1,000		63		1,000		49		1,000		1,026		1,026		600		600		448		588		800		833		850		1,217		981		1,850		2,902		1,850		1,248

		STATE REMITT/BUILDING PERMITS		9,000		9,000		9,000		8,528		9,000		9,000		9,000		9,029						300		300		- 0		300		- 0		150		- 0		- 0		250		50		24		24		500		- 0		500		50		-		500		-		500

		EQUIPMENT																		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt				- 0		1,000		- 0		6,200		- 0		2,500		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		-		2,000

		MEMBERSHIPS		575		575		575		95		575		500		575		575		575		180		- 0		575				575		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		350		95		350		-		-		350		-		350		-

		TOTAL BUILDING INSPECTOR		101,019		72,269		91,269		100,555		100,165		114,635		105,233		88,062		94,407		59,919		55,448		48,311		41,190		47,053		46,911		48,135		45,443		33,612		43,610		7,558		3,880		7,634		8,922		37,728		39,100		37,729		49,205		52,429		77,858		52,429		95,123



		CIVIL DEFENSE

		EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT		13,912		13,912		13,912		13,781		13,912		4,316		13,912		25,613		12,794		15,766		18,665		14,175		14,631		12,000		11,434		12,000		22,075		7,751		12,119		10,000		8,293		11,057		11,057		8,000		10,000		8,296		8,142		9,000		9,782		9,782		13,769

		COVID COSTS 						2,000		- 0		2,000		34,257

		TOTAL CIVIL DEFENSE		13,912		13,912		15,912		13,781		15,912		38,573		13,912		25,613		12,794		15,766		18,665		14,175		14,631		12,000		11,434		12,000		22,075		7,751		12,119		10,000		8,293		11,057		11,057		8,000		10,000		8,296		8,142		9,000		9,782		9,782		13,769



		AIR POLLUTION

		OLYMPIC AIR POLLUTION CONTROL		1,185		1,185		1,185		1,729		1,185		1,713		1,665		1,665		1,138		1,357		1,314		900		878		$   900		875		$   900		870		$   630		$   900		$   866		$   866		$   866		700		675		675		931		691		657		680		657		657

		TOTAL AIR POLLUTION		1,185		1,185		1,185		1,729		1,185		1,713		1,665		1,665		1,138		1,357		1,314		900		878		900		875		900		870		630		900		866		866		866		700		675		675		931		691		657		680		657		657														ERROR:#REF!



		PLANNING

		SALARIES		53,860		49,687		45,000		47,672		37,365		44,083		41,341		40,443		40,332		38,948		35,073		35,038		28,052		26,230		35,542		63,855		60,118		39,384		67,481		26,188		17,432		33,453		26,188		26,000		26,000		26,347		43,294		48,715		41,831		48,715		17,088		40k under

		BENEFITS		28,938		26,562		23,089		26,983		22,429		24,945		25,408		23,893		22,864		22,538		20,664		22,121		13,725		9,057		17,630		18,000		18,844		8,606		18,304		7,848		4,975		8,865		7,848		12,000		12,812		7,511		11,174		11,647		9,781		11,647		17,230		10k under

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		7,000		7,000		7,000		6,727		7,000		3,054		7,000		2,439		7,000		14,118		1,559		1,000		10,506		1,000		13,216		3,000		7,205		5,976		3,000		3,850		3,029		4,345		3,000		3,000		2,650		2,549		4,741		2,500		2,923		2,500		3,748

		PRINTING		100		100		100		- 0		100		- 0		100		- 0		100		- 0		- 0		100		1,278		100		- 0		50		- 0		- 0		- 0						43		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		-				-		-

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		10,000		10,000		10,000		15,787

tc={E7009D64-C8ED-42F5-8576-B76BD2635E3E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    SMP Update 5k		15,000

tc={A6503E55-E2C8-4608-9631-E1F2DA1AF5B1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    SMP Update 5k		13,261

tc={F894BE7F-81F5-4D97-A296-549899B699C5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Comp Plan - Buffer Study		15,000

tc={2616419E-EE5C-4C1D-81C9-B26C78195139}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Comp Plan - Buffer Study		48,710		45,000

asmith: asmith:
Comp Plan Update 		15,532		5,523		12,000		1,638		12,000		11,068		12,000		3,393		3,229		24,500		6,000		4,089		4,891		15,000		4,100		15,000		7,777		6,906		15,000		15,915		15,000		70,635

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		500		44		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		45		2,000		928		2,000		973		2,000		2,065		801		2,000		1,300		453		1,059		2,000		1,000		1,800		295		765		750		2,203		750		1,115

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,312		4,000		3,340		4,000		4,434		4,000		3,991		4,143		3,000		1,332		3,000		3,870		3,000		1,873		1,607		3,000		3,000		2,202		3,129		3,000		2,750		3,000		2,974		3,320		3,000		1,902		3,000		2,529

		Project Safe Haven																				29,171		14,602		56,000		439,647		420,000		10,307				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0

		EQUIPMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				7,500

Gene: Gene:
includes one fourth of the cost of a new copier at $10K.		- 0		- 0		10,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		650		1,000		877		85		1,000		1,488		1,000		701

		LEGAL SERVICES		5,000		5,000		5,000		- 0		5,000		330		5,000		1,335		5,000		6,690		16,070		4,000		25,827		4,000		8,132		4,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		5,000		5,000		5,000		4,785		342		25,000		-		25,000

		TRAINING		3,000		3,000		3,000		3,463		2,000		- 0		2,000		745		2,000		- 0		383		2,000		636		2,000		1,279		2,000		151		- 0		2,000		500		295		834		2,000		1,650		2,000		1,003		1,207		2,000		1,040		2,000

		Shoreline Master Program		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		239		2,000		279		279								266		- 0

		MEMBERSHIP		1,000		1,000		1,000		200		1,000		- 0		1,000		2,070		1,000		1,500		1,585		400		- 0		400		341		350		306		- 0		350		350		- 0		249		350		250		350		294		-		350		-		350

		TOTAL PLANNING		114,398		107,849		99,689		105,144		94,395		89,057		102,849		124,069		129,296		132,488		99,647		137,659		523,569		481,787		102,598		117,755		94,234		59,883		135,635		49,036		32,475		57,133		65,386		56,400		69,612		54,413		71,834		109,962		77,083		110,962		113,046



		PACE

		CONTRIBUTIONS																																														- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		-		-		5,000

		TOTAL PACE																																														-		-		-				-		-		-		5,000



		EDC ANNUAL DONATION 

		TECHNICAL SERVICES AGREEMENT 		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000

		TOTAL EDC DONATION 		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000



		ALCOHOLISM

		COUNTY CONTRIBUTION		750		750		750		- 0		750		- 0		750		95		750		372		565		750		716		350		413		250		216		153		365		365		189		252		360		360		300		362		348		300		383		300		356

		TOTAL ALCOHOLISM		750		750		750		-		750		-		750		95		750		372		565		750		716		350		413		250		216		153		365		365		189		252		360		360		300		362		348		300		383		300		356



		PARKS

		SALARIES		189,263		176,000		148,989		140,394		141,629		113,414		115,534		108,956		128,857

asmith: asmith:
Might be up due to Culbertson Improvements 		31,751		34,477		29,133		29,363		28,484		36,408		42,147		45,016		14,925		44,870		28,188		20,347		29,971		28,188		33,000		25,500		25,500		35,028		35,090		76,496		69,132		72,279		22k under

		BENEFITS		98,515		93,000		80,948		66,744		80,658		60,007		64,203		64,353		79,476		18,929		16,165		13,450		13,895		9,040		16,606		10,132		11,954		6,975		11,319		12,600		8,268		12,152		9,681		15,000		10,800		10,800		13,505		13,585		30,728		26,636		27,825

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		60,000		85,000		60,000		58,321		60,000		53,179		60,000		54,554		48,000

asmith: asmith:
picnic tables, cedar fencing, drinking fountain, benches 		82,135		72,796		35,000		51,016		35,000		48,674		35,000		54,001		33,145		30,000		31,000		23,828		35,675		30,000		28,500		30,000		31,944		34,606		30,000		34,250		28,000		30,673		Holiday Decs, Sani Cans 

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		250		250		250		5,399		250		375		250		400		250		2,843		701		250		398		250		1,340		250		156		156		150		125		125		125		- 0		- 0		- 0				97						17,000

		INSURANCE		9,807		7,845		7,845		7,132		1,274		6,265		6,000		6,036		6,000		5,532		5,900		6,000		5,290		5,141		9,516		12,000		9,900		9,900		12,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		12,000		10,755		12,000		20,821		10,101		12,000		10,359		12,000		11,000

		UTILITIES		30,000		30,000		30,000		30,500		22,000		24,912		11,000		10,680		11,000		12,433		12,867		9,500		10,322		10,000		9,589		11,000		10,251		5,950		10,500		9,000		4,868		7,029		10,500		10,500		8,000		9,681		10,290		8,000		10,516		8,000		6,952

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		40,000

tc={4E83CF4A-E83D-4B56-AA3C-645BF4816994}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500		40,000

tc={9B913701-F5EC-4F6F-A9DF-DF76C50AC8C0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500														

asmith: asmith:
Might be up due to Culbertson Improvements 		40,000

tc={9E375B21-B473-42D1-AC45-EC8EE40C92BF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500		37,460

tc={CB7244AE-8151-4C82-B1BE-88EEA607485E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		25,000

tc={B0346274-AE5A-4F75-9DF9-D982250E2D56}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		24,762

tc={D39E6AEE-2B36-41D6-A704-2FCDAAA5A19B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		27,000

tc={F8D76465-0C38-411A-B9FD-360BCFD6C697}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		23,474		25,000		23,697		20,354		27,000		32,820		27,000		27,268		26,800

Gene: Gene:
paint 5th st restroom; poles for discovery trail entry $4,000;		22,403		17,506		22,500		13,000		5,017		14,333		23,500		14,000		25,000		16,191		22,341		25,000		27,985		25,000		37,312

		MISCELLANEOUS																										- 0		500		330		500		571		571		- 0		27		27		27		- 0		- 0		18,000		-		4,751		18,000		27,351		18,000		26,274

		EQUIPMENT		20,000

tc={E3D990B9-3458-4071-8D1C-A5005F1E9EDD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500						

tc={CB7244AE-8151-4C82-B1BE-88EEA607485E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		20,000

tc={BA11AEF7-9E0C-44FE-BDF1-B99A2AD7032A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500														

asmith: asmith:
picnic tables, cedar fencing, drinking fountain, benches 		

tc={B0346274-AE5A-4F75-9DF9-D982250E2D56}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		20,000

tc={E7DC278A-F2E4-4FFE-B45F-338F46F9B044}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500						

tc={D39E6AEE-2B36-41D6-A704-2FCDAAA5A19B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		13,820

tc={F2216E08-DB6C-4E05-AE6A-AF15BD4CF290}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Backhoe - 5k						

tc={F8D76465-0C38-411A-B9FD-360BCFD6C697}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		5,000

tc={CDA13F87-3469-4228-898C-CA041AE376D3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Backhoe - 5k		871

tc={9354A10B-46A3-403A-A5A6-8F85D3440808}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Grinder pump - Sid Snyder Restroom
Weed eater
fencing
Backhoe - 5k
10k total		10,000

tc={8FDF49D9-377A-4AB5-BF88-777D128B75ED}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Grinder pump - Sid Snyder Restroom
Weed eater
fencing
Backhoe - 5k
10k total		5,200		5,200

asmith: asmith:
Pole Saw - $1200		5,206		5,696		4,000		- 0		4,000		6,386		4,000

Gene: Gene:
Power edger $700; 		2,680		2,680		3,500		3,000		- 0		- 0		3,200		3,000		3,500		2,588		25,211		2,000		5,241		2,000		1,240

		CULBERTSON PARK IMPROVEMENTS		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		3,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		- 0		6,000		1,296		7,100		107		7,000

Gene: Gene:
PUD connection for sprinklers at ballfield $4,000; ballfield materials $3,000;		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,813		1,813		1,136		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		3,700		-		3,700		-

		MISCELLANEOUS																						6,945		- 0		6,522		6,000		6,799		6,000		8,902		6,274		6,000		13,065		12,179		13,572		18,000		18,000		1,500		22,063		18,685				6,195

		TRAVEL		500		500		500		127		500		426		500		2,041		500		1,485		128		500		242		500		6		500		134		134		400		400		383		383				50				28		188				146				267

		LANDSCAPING		20,000		20,000		20,000		12,716		20,000		17,208		20,000		17,820		20,000		21,185		20,013		16,500		22,051		16,500		20,502		16,500		16,902		12,086		16,500		16,500		13,078		20,375		15,000		14,000		10,000		15,695		14,416		10,000		2,707		10,000		8,768

		RESTROOM FACILITIES		1,000		1,000		1,000		2,381		1,000		342		1,000		173		1,000		9,123		1,070		1,000		- 0		5,000		308		10,000						6,000

Gene: Gene:
Begin set aside for new restrooms on Bolstad Approach $1,000
		1,200		580		580		2,000		2,500		250		2,150		2,206		-		158		-		1,489

		TRAINING 		2,000		2,000		2,000		1,320		2,000		871		2,000		1,996		2,000														3,000				5,932		850		200		200		730		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		5,000		-		5,000		-

		TREE CONTROL		10,000

tc={8AF68ED8-5CFC-4305-9F4B-3FA8992906C9}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal																

asmith: asmith:
Pole Saw - $1200		13,000

tc={F5744904-C9EF-4344-82BB-BC4A16A18205}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal		10,000

tc={80ED6F91-13E9-47F0-9197-88485197C0EB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal		- 0

tc={A65A5525-6C06-4912-9AFD-75F46491EEAE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Parker		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 		9,852

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 																				

Gene: Gene:
paint 5th st restroom; poles for discovery trail entry $4,000;		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 																		

Gene: Gene:
Power edger $700; 		- 0		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0				2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		4,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		740		5,000		4,312

		COULTER PARK		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		313		1,500		1,537		613		4,000		444		4,000		576		4,000		119		89		4,000		4,000		3,187		3,638		4,500		3,000		6,500		5,785		7,931		15,000		653		22,000		29,264

		TOTAL PARKS		485,835		493,095		426,033		376,314		369,811		312,484		330,987		295,996		340,783		215,855		197,724		152,333		173,657		160,516		184,413		190,829		182,990		116,325		170,589		134,118		93,899		139,726		158,569		152,305		157,050		163,248		199,355		182,375		233,526		252,468		268,844





		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		1,392,351		1,273,569		1,249,144		1,071,728		1,140,718		1,039,214		1,104,747		1,022,072		1,053,217		934,962		772,343		ERROR:#REF!		1,208,551		ERROR:#REF!		761,778		ERROR:#REF!		743,880		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		526,032		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		705,803		724,790		767,905		813,665		853,080		1,092,006



		LOAN TO STREETS																																																								-		-		-

		LOAN TO 105 CAPITAL IMPROV.																																																								-		-		-

		AGENCY DISBURSEMENTS (ILWACO)

DavidG: DavidG:
Ilwaco Building permits
																																

Gene: Gene:
PUD connection for sprinklers at ballfield $4,000; ballfield materials $3,000;		7,500		12,000		7,500		10,955		7,500		19,428		7,500		5,571		7,500		15,563		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,500		6,017		1,968		6,475		10,071		91		10,071		- 0		6,901		7,500		9,669		4,923		7,500		4,698		7,500		4,154

		TOTAL NON-EXPENDITURES		7,500		12,000		7,500		10,955		7,500		19,428		7,500		5,571		7,500		15,563		-		6,000		-		6,000		-		6,500		6,017		1,968		6,475		10,071		91		10,071		-		6,901		7,500		9,669		4,923		7,500		4,698		7,500		4,154



		TRANSFERS

		TRANSFER TO LAW ENFORCEMENT		795,000

tc={3126887F-05BC-4A2B-AAE7-76D00626C743}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		775,000

tc={876262A2-DE65-457E-BBA9-F3658761C918}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={571C2F2A-36F4-446D-88C7-70D08DE883DF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={EB079E02-C2B8-4D92-B823-3E9E34F3DDB3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={CE6056A6-5116-4403-82BF-9456B55FA772}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		750,000

tc={DDE2C0A0-DC9D-4B55-ADFD-6B7BA1DD1664}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		710,000

tc={906D2659-9453-40E1-AB42-9BDCCDA4540C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		750,000		735,000		732,000		718,000		718,000		730,000		700,000		706,000		700,000		741,465		440,000		660,000		667,000		389,083		667,000		667,000		615,000		645,000		671,250		589,167		710,000		670,890		670,840		627,250

		TRANSFER TO 004 																																								- 0		55,583

		TRANSFER TO CURRENT EX. SINKING		100,000		100,000		100,000		300,000		100,000		100,000		50,000		200,000		20,000		20,000

		BINGO BUILDING BOND

David Glasson: David Glasson:
through 2021
																																						

Gene: Gene:
Begin set aside for new restrooms on Bolstad Approach $1,000
		

tc={EB079E02-C2B8-4D92-B823-3E9E34F3DDB3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		

tc={CE6056A6-5116-4403-82BF-9456B55FA772}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		

tc={DDE2C0A0-DC9D-4B55-ADFD-6B7BA1DD1664}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		

tc={906D2659-9453-40E1-AB42-9BDCCDA4540C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		9,709		9,409		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		4,855		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709				9,709

		LOAN TO STORM WATER																																								70,000

		TRANSFER TO CE. SINKING																																																		- 0				- 0

		TRANSFER TO FIRE SINKING FUND 		15,000

tc={7A27E26C-465F-44F4-8F98-0FB76C95D68B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={20283FDE-A1A6-40E4-AAEB-E3590BED0E1B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={265CC0AF-4E43-4314-9498-86D112BECAA4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={CAEAB9C1-C055-4674-AB11-718FA3E585F4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request												

asmith: asmith:
Plus marijuana tax
		15,000

tc={8BE267D5-60E3-47AB-BE6F-BD327D17B939}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={317465A3-2149-4596-996A-5A8709DF9F05}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    A lot of small revs added		

tc={2987D732-88D6-42E7-95EB-0F40EFF46572}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={B7E654C2-CE0C-4833-AAB3-846BEB3F0C62}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    1315 Wash S		

tc={58CDFE90-2156-43F1-94CA-85676257EAE6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={04C49AEA-54CE-434A-B72E-08DA2147D4C3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={03586CAD-D9EF-48B2-9C08-FD3295E81E18}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={A0A8188A-0414-4822-B4C0-560B3239F79A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={C33E9493-F642-41B4-8D69-F5AD8E18C2A6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax												

tc={C5069210-2B11-4BD6-A067-19025908F8E8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={F6375E07-3008-4848-8EA7-03DC5A614C02}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={E87F5F45-2EA7-461E-8F6C-5E9C96A8693F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={4D4EB522-4C15-442D-92EC-0751B0876FC3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={642C9308-82AA-43B6-9823-BF397BCC2B20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={B4290A4B-7413-46D1-8BE5-062DBDD716CE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={659313E3-7B2C-4616-97C8-FE559AF4D59C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

Gene: Gene:
paid 2012, repay CE $50,256 a year, 1% interest to pay off in 5 years, no pay in 2013.		

Gene: Gene:
repay current expense fund for lilft station loan.Done in 2020																		

asmith: asmith:
Includes new computer for Council Chambers 		

tc={D40A45D4-0EBB-4691-8DC3-33821D2EBC29}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    public defender conflict												

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk										

Gene: Gene:
One fourth of cost of new copier at $10K
		

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk				

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		

tc={3E3F1AD4-C824-4AB0-ACE4-F873DD1A3B27}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={665B0C13-5F90-45BB-8D19-1159750775C8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={A8FF7B72-4BEF-4943-98F4-872E9B1178B4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit				

tc={94ACB4DE-E66E-4ECA-A25C-DD252CFC03FB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={E94F1C6F-9882-4562-95E4-66FF0D487DA5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		

tc={D11B5CCA-2B5A-44B4-BF45-ED70F3AAE603}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={832C601E-3469-41DE-9579-658869464AB6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={878C660A-0A49-48A1-9B2A-310E892D898D}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		

tc={E37A3440-1C87-4D1B-8340-AE23AA84B28A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={7A4E61FC-D089-4FD6-92CE-94FAA21C83BA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={4FC3CFBF-D5FA-4662-B2F6-2D17BA098D70}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS																																								

Gene: Gene:
judge $1000 a month		

tc={F74C15BC-D75C-402E-855B-C168CCD38C40}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={269D58A5-818B-44BC-8FB5-3D3041DA120B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={F1F7D5AA-6FFA-44A7-ABD8-5E0D15249518}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={724551C8-DE03-4F29-9BE8-5BA1750ACDF5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		

tc={044E9680-6EEB-4069-A78D-3514347B2D84}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		

tc={1864F8DA-22DA-4B04-A400-B06EF77597E2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS																																

Gene: Gene:
Defense att $13,200
Pros $12000		

David Glasson: David Glasson:
L & I 16k		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum																														

DavidG: DavidG:
paid early on 2015 PCOG = $1500		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall																										

Gene: Gene:
one fourth of cost of new copier $10K		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

tc={F2A145D9-3507-498F-972C-50D7196DF9F1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Piers						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 				

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 								

asmith: asmith:
City Hall parking lot
		

tc={C83E5CD8-6FEA-44F1-AE0C-14C1BDE8C61F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Clerk / paving / Drainage		

tc={60D7EB5B-735C-43A3-8D0B-BF6218242165}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={C6E094B8-1BCB-46D5-AD5B-9767AF8A1B2B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $7500				

tc={1B78A2FF-33F0-4BD7-AFA5-938E21A3278F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={8D053119-A5FD-4354-A45B-E91EF26B69D2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64														

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		

tc={EB7E9645-CA2E-4B1E-B30E-39D01DFC52F0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={2AEF763F-5F64-426D-A3C8-36983EFF5C20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64														

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		

tc={0528852F-1BB1-479D-ADAD-6547B2300468}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={BE75E251-BE6D-46C4-A37A-7339CBBFD6DD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.										

tc={B736CF69-FBD1-44FE-95FC-2B570ED8D794}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={16A2189C-1AF5-4D72-945A-0BE755E5A774}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.										

tc={CB934693-8C11-40CD-B44D-0863AFB7B9CD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={7D002F1B-4EDA-4406-B5D2-5593D386D975}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.								

tc={490948C1-27A7-4B0E-9CFD-015A4C669CD0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

tc={39A758D5-28D6-4EBA-846F-2BBA06759D08}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={F51AB3B5-13B7-4CDC-A9EB-43A522EECFDF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request														

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

tc={26C1F331-4161-47A6-A277-F1EC4CF9085F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={2930C92C-2652-485B-95C0-98424E80FF90}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={A7FFB488-3DF1-4B41-8DA9-7E12E16D2FAA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 				

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt				

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		15,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,000		6,000				6,000												5,000										- 0				- 0		5,000				5,000

		CONTINGENT EXPENDITURES																																																				73

		TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS		910,000		890,000		879,709		1,079,409		879,709		874,709		774,709		949,709		769,709		766,709		733,709		733,709		739,709		715,709		715,709		709,709		751,174		444,855		669,709		751,709		454,376		676,709		676,709		624,709		654,709		681,032		598,876		724,709		680,599		675,840		636,959





		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		2,309,851		2,175,569		2,136,353		2,162,092		2,027,927		1,933,351		1,886,957		1,977,352		1,830,426		1,717,234		1,506,053		ERROR:#REF!		1,948,261		ERROR:#REF!		1,477,487		ERROR:#REF!		1,501,071		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		1,212,812		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		1,396,503		1,328,589		1,613,714		1,519,723		1,795,776		1,733,119





		Carry Over to next year		481,876		879,261		312,720		901,739		293,722		721,442		91,409		486,532		280,512		417,014		255,508		ERROR:#REF!		199,097		ERROR:#REF!		240,900		ERROR:#REF!		189,473		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		175,591		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		74,204		77,168		-		52,967		-		244,747



																																																																																2022 Budget 		2021 Estimated		2020 Actual		2019 Actual 		2018 Actual 		2017 Actual 		2016 Actual 		2015 Actual		2014 Actual		2013 Actual		2012 Actual		2011 Actual		2010 Actual

																																																																														Expenditures		213,635		216,209		193,335		197,735		171,723		150,605		194,826		147,748.70		150,107.08		121,281.23		139,650.33		132,858.88		151,972.29

																																																																														Ending Fund		312,720		901,739		721,442		486,532		417,014		255,508		199,097		240,900		189,473		175,591		74,204		77,168		52,967





































Expenditures Vs. Ending Fund



Expenditures	2022 Budget 	2021 Estimated	2020 Actual	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual 	213635.32553609606	216209.15	193335.13799999998	197735.18799999999	171723.446	Ending Fund	2022 Budget 	2021 Estimated	2020 Actual	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual 	312719.74463903951	901739.49000000022	721442	486531.83100000024	417013.74989000009	
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2023 Budget
General Fund

10/27/2022 9

Everything is included in the presented budget

Fire Department General Needs
1 Ladder truck annual testing $1,200.00
2 SCBA annual testing $1,500.00
3 Pump annual testing $3,500.00
4 Ground ladder and hose testing $2,500.00
5 Routine maintenance on Fire Hall and vehicles $10,000.00
6 Administrative Assistance $1,200.00
7 Paving and drainage repair $20,000.00

$39,900.00


Parks

				General Needs

		1		Grinder pump for Sid Snyder Restroom		$1,950.00

				Back-up for current pump

		2		Stihl		$400.00

				Commercial Weed eater 

		3		Automate planter timers 		$2,000.00

		4		Cedar Fencing 		$1,500.00

				Replace fencing at 5th Street pocket park 

		5		Field Maintenance 		$3,500.00

				Chalk, bases etc.. 

		6		Culbertson Park 		$3,000.00

				Wood Chips 

		7		Paint 		$1,000.00

				5th ST Restroom

						$13,350.00











Fire 

				Fire Department General Needs

		1		Ladder truck annual testing 		$1,200.00

		2		SCBA annual testing 		$1,500.00

		3		Pump annual testing 		$3,500.00

		4		Ground ladder and hose testing 		$2,500.00

		5		Routine maintenance on Fire Hall and vehicles 		$10,000.00

		6		Administrative Assistance 		$1,200.00

		7		Paving and drainage repair 		$20,000.00

						$39,900.00





Festivals

				Festivals 

		1		Tent Tops		$1,500.00

				Replace 

		2		Flags and Banners 		$3,500.00

		3		 Trail Markers 		$3,000.00

		4		12- No Parking Verticades		$1,900.00

						$9,900.00







		Future Tourism Related Needs:

		2		Boardwalk Reconstruction                     		$1,000,000

						$1,000,000















Streets

				Capital Projects

		1		South Washington 		$827,489.00

				General Needs

		2		Signage 		$3,000.00

				Stop signs, street name signs

		3		Paint		$10,000.00

				Thermoplastic for curbing, parking lots and stop bars

		4		Safety Gear 		$3,000.00

				Annual Replacement

		5		Arch Maintenance 

				Paint and add new lights 		$3,000.00

						$19,000.00

				Training 

				Annual  Training and Certification renewal 		$3,000

						$3,000





Storm 

				Capital Projects

		1		Stormwater Management Plan 		$25,000.00

		2		3rd Street Pump Rebuild and Electrical Upgrade		$50,000.00

		3		Replace Pipe from 3rd Street North and Oregon to 7th Street North		$40,000.00

		4		3rd Street Pump Station Generator 		$80,000.00

						$195,000.00

				General Needs

		5		Catch Basin Maintenance 		$8,000.00

				Cleaning and Repairs 

		6		Annual Pump Maintenance 		$10,000.00

		7		Culvert ditches at 16th and 17th and Oregon 		$4,000.00

						$22,000.00



		`







2023 Budget
General Fund

10/27/2022 10

2023 2022 2022 2021
DESCRIPTION Budget Estimated Budget  Actual 
FIRE CONTROL
SALARIES 24,831                                   21,956                           21,956                        22,538                      
BENEFITS 16,464                                   16,235                           16,235                        18,042                      
BOARD OF VOL FIREMEN 3,000                                     3,000                              3,000                           2,130                        
OPERATING SUPPLIES 15,000                                   15,000                           15,000                        10,500                      
OFFICE SUPPLIES 150                                         150                                 150                              -                                 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 24,700                                   3,500                              3,500                           4,865                        
COMMUNICATIONS 8,500                                     8,500                              8,500                           8,465                        
TRAVEL 2,500                                     2,500                              2,500                           1,145                        
INSURANCE 32,330                                   25,864                           25,864                        23,512                      
FACILITIES
UTILITIES 7,700                                     7,700                              7,700                           5,825                        
REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE 18,000                                   18,000                           18,000                        27,327                      
EMS/VOLUNTEER COMPENSATION 10,500                                   4,800                              4,800                           3,979                        
EQUIPMENT 14,000                                   9,000                              9,000                           3,089                        
TRAINING 14,000                                   14,000                           14,000                        4,370                        
TOTAL FIRE CONTROL 191,676                         150,205                   150,205                 135,787               


2023

		City of Long Beach														2021 Budget										2019 Budget

		CURRENT EXPENSE - 001



				2023		2022		2022		2021		2021		2020		2020		2019		2019		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015		2015		2014		2014		2014		2013		2013		2013		2013		2012		2012		2012		2011		2011		2010		2010		2009

		DESCRIPTION		Budget 		Estimated 		Budget  		Actual 		Budget		 Actual 		Budget COVID 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual		YTD Aug		Budget		Estimated		YTD Aug		Actual		Budget		Estimated		Budget		Actual		Actual		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual



		Revenues



		BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		879,261		903,438		624,907		724,934		539,634		486,532		486,532		419,332		378,988		252,770		142,192		143,399		240,900		202,203		189,473		224,688		175,591		162,669		ERROR:#REF!		74,204		61,379		60,695		ERROR:#REF!		106,380		77,168		37,874		52,967		52,967		244,747		573,482		718,929

		TOTAL BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		879,261		903,438		624,907		724,934		539,634		486,532		486,532		419,332		378,988		252,770		142,192		143,399		240,900		202,203		189,473		224,688		175,591		162,669		ERROR:#REF!		74,204		61,379		60,695		ERROR:#REF!		106,380		77,168		37,874		52,967		52,967		244,747		573,482		718,929



		TAXES

		PROPERTY TAXES (1% Increases)		472,630		467,950		467,950		502,910		461,090		488,975		482,175		433,380		471,078		466,414		440,703		452,970		406,598		407,672		327,750		407,400		399,639		213,012		400,970		397,000		237,059		393,489		397,000		394,750		393,000		449,535		395,596		386,750		371,602		378,893		313,166

		Local Crimal Justice 		15,000		20,000		15,000		29,708		15,000		22,379		17,687		21,784				15,468				18,556

		SALES TAX		700,000		800,000		600,000		856,248		550,000		655,314		550,000		731,409		500,000		598,127		526,625		450,000		500,115		410,000		476,415		400,000		455,570		213,094		370,000		395,000		191,030		408,896		370,500		364,500		368,500		370,112		352,629		350,000		371,467		330,000		372,293

		BUS. TAXES CABLE TV		15,000		30,000		- 0		20,298		28,000		30,214		20,000		10,155		20,000		28,056		21,870		20,000		24,085		20,000		19,777		20,000		21,573		11,854		21,000		24,000		20,014		27,992		20,000		19,415		22,000		18,119		19,312		22,000		20,094		22,000		24,755

		BUS. TAX - TELEPHONE		30,000		30,000		40,000		28,566		40,000		29,273		40,000		55,281		40,000		39,985		46,606		38,000		38,640		38,000		36,343		50,000		37,121		24,702		50,000		47,850		35,936		51,120		47,500		47,600		47,500		53,271		47,669		50,000		47,661		50,000		40,363

		BUS. TAX - PUD		120,000		122,000		120,000		141,884		120,000		134,493		120,000		127,856		120,000		126,845		130,947		115,000		118,324		115,000		111,811		118,000		117,710		66,381		115,000		115,000		92,101		114,263		110,000		110,000		95,000		116,974		108,656		98,000		105,139		98,000		69,267

		BUS. TAXES - WATER/SEWER		298,000		290,000		267,379		333,000		297,574		303,228		300,360		272,367		284,135		183,141		165,451		160,600		150,870		143,525		148,059		140,000		142,104		84,496		115,000		125,000		92,940		141,796		115,000		115,000		125,000		144,980		113,739		124,620		132,361		124,620		116,945

		BUS. TAX - GARBAGE		65,000		65,000		65,000		64,083		55,000		55,998		55,000		40,590		57,399

		BUS. TAX - STORM WATER		27,312		27,312		27,312		29,236		26,777		28,276		26,777		25,343		25,996		16,807		15,321		12,650		13,878		12,650		12,845		10,000		12,198		7,335		10,000		5,000		12		4,055		10,000		10,000		11,760		21,246		9,695		11,760		11,597		11,160		11,366

		PROPERTY TAXES - Uncollected		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0						(2,383)										(14,000)

		REET - Moved to fund 003		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0								- 0		- 0

		GAMBLING TAX		15,000		20,000		15,000		22,575		15,000		15,685		20,000		24,733		20,000		19,756		17,172		19,000		17,606		19,000		18,898		18,000		16,168		11,685		20,000		19,250		13,229		19,640		20,000		19,780		16,500		18,160		20,878		20,000		16,136		26,000		30,694

		TOTAL TAXES		1,757,942		1,872,262		1,617,641		2,028,508		1,608,441		1,763,835		1,631,999		1,742,898		1,538,608		1,494,599		1,364,695		1,286,776		1,270,116		1,165,847		1,151,897		1,163,400		1,202,083		632,559		1,101,970		1,128,100		682,319		1,161,251		1,090,000		1,081,045		1,076,877		1,192,395		1,068,175		1,063,130		1,076,057		1,026,673		978,848																		288,853		17331.174

																																																																																		3157055

		LICENSES & PERMITS

		BUSINESS LICENSES		45,000		55,000		45,000		76,062		45,000		63,878		50,000		73,055		50,000		68,947		54,409		60,000		64,490		57,000		61,756		57,000		70,693		44,959		54,500		55,000		43,248		61,465		58,400		58,400		56,800		53,183		58,456		54,000		58,526		50,000		56,538

		OTHER RECEIPTS												3,708

		BUILDING PERMITS - LONG BEACH		25,000		49,000		25,000		70,197		25,000		52,521		30,000		80,707		30,000		131,934		41,189		30,000		39,345		30,000		31,568		30,000		36,703		27,602		28,000		24,000		20,155		23,052		30,000		29,500		27,500		17,564		33,043		20,000		24,971		40,000		40,074

		BUILDING PERMIT - ILWACO		15,000		24,000		15,000		21,909		15,000		34,813		15,000		27,952		15,000		34,886		28,697		12,000		7,195		12,000		3,344		14,000		17,418		8,556		12,950		16,000		11,168		15,975		8,500		12,000		14,100		13,266		6,528		15,000		16,408		15,000		7,894

		VARIANCES & MISC. PLANNING		3,000		11,170		3,000		16,185		3,000		7,680		3,000		15,265		3,000		7,740		8,660		1,000		1,976		1,000		3,120		1,000		953		920		1,500		1,000		960		1,360		1,000		1,000		2,400		2,065		920		2,000		2,220		1,500		2,750

		USE 322.10.02		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		1,000		1,000						400		-		1,150		-

		WEAPONS PERMIT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				400		318		400		488		281		400		230		400		148		400		276		276		350		450		352		586		100		100				402		96		-		-		-

		FIRE INSPECTIONS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0														-

		TOTAL LICENSES & PERMITS		88,000		139,170		88,000		184,353		88,000		162,600		98,400		197,297		98,400		243,995		133,236		103,400		113,236		100,400		99,936		102,400		126,042		82,313		97,300		96,450		75,883		102,438		99,000		102,000		100,800		86,480		99,443		91,000		103,275		106,500		107,256																		2019		2018		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015

																																																																														DESCRIPTION				Budget 		Estimate		Budget 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Budget		Actual

		INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUE																																																																												Expenditures

		CTED GMA GRANT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		LOCAL LAW ENF. BLOCK GRANT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		ILWACO COURT CONTRACT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0		2,000		3,800		4,741		- 0		2,500		2,213		8,000		2,000

		ILWACO JAIL FEES		3,000		1,000		3,000		- 0		3,000		1,685		3,000		1,265		3,000		3,862		2,313		3,000		1,255		3,000		1,828		3,000		3,387		1,565		2,000		1,800		1,760		2,500		- 0		3,000		3,200		840		3,065		5,000		1,811		5,000		3,114

		PUD PRIVILEGE TAX		14,000		18,015		14,000		16,923		14,000		16,208		14,000		15,890		14,000		16,701		13,961		14,000		13,961		15,000		14,833		15,000		14,325		14,325		15,000		14,428		14,428		14,428		10,000		10,000		12,500		13,913		8,632		13,000		13,067		12,500		13,222

		JIS REIMBURSEMENT-COMPUTERS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0						- 0												-		2,050		-

		SOS ARCHIVING GRANT 								12,325		6,049		6,721		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0						- 0												-		-		-

		STREAMLINED SALES TAX		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		10,000		3,460		10,311		10,000		10,339		10,000		10,720		10,000		10,344		5,081		10,900		10,500		5,109		10,060		10,500		10,800		10,000		10,170		10,658		5,000		10,485				12,343

		CRIMINAL JUSTICE-HI CRM		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				1,500		1,000		- 0		- 0		1,000				1,000		1,000		1,000		658		658		1,200		1,000		929		929		1,500		1,000		2,500		702		711		2,000		-		2,500		1,930

		CRIMINAL JUSTICE-LOC-POP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				100		500						500				500		1,380		500				778		500		750		750		- 0								250

		MARIJUANA EXCISE 		1,200		1,200		1,200		2,037		1,200		1,665		- 0		1,682		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0

		CRIM JUS-POP		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		2,201		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,800		1,000		1,028				- 0		- 0				1,000		2,000		2,250		1,000		1,759		2,288		1,000		2,294		750		1,691

		CRIM JUS-DCD #1		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		500		1,560		500		1,509		1,467		500		1,426		500		343		500		685		343		- 0		- 0				- 0		500		800		100		288		616		100		-		100		302

		CRIM JUS-DCD #2		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				326								592

		DUI - CITIES		211		259		211		259		211		211		200		202		200		212		217		200		221		200		214		300		254		191		300		200		189		255		300		300		200		260		301		200		285		200		494

		LIQUOR EXCISE TAXES		9,170		10,000		9,170		11,078		9,170		9,170		6,000		7,911		6,000		7,279		6,893		3,000		6,625		3,000		3,839		1,800		2,649		1,959		12,000		13,036		- 0		939		12,000		5,134		7,000		5,134		7,017		7,000		7,606		5,500		7,379

		CITY HARDSHIP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0														212

		LIQUOR BOARD PROFITS		11,679		8,000		11,679		12,246		11,679		11,679		12,000		11,795		12,000		14,148

asmith: asmith:
Plus marijuana tax
		12,073		12,000		12,232		9,000		12,355		10,000		12,528		6,270						6,301		12,603		- 0		7,586		9,000		13,856		9,722		9,000		12,279		9,000		10,390

		TOTAL INTERGOVERNMENTAL REV.		41,891		41,105		41,891		57,499		47,940		49,970		36,700		42,905		48,200		49,371		48,235		45,200		47,272		43,200		48,311		43,100		45,860		31,170		41,900		41,714		29,466		43,040		36,800		42,869		49,300		52,504		43,010		44,800		52,090		43,550		52,866



		CHARGES FOR SERVICES

		CIVIL FILINGS, LAW LIBRARY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		9		- 0												- 0												-		-		-		-

		WARRANT COSTS		100		100		100				100		102		100		100		100		67		2		100		166		100		104		850		19		18		1,500		100		73		73		1,500		1,600		1,636		1,243		1,529		1,636		1,636		1,621		1,621

		DEF PROS ADM CS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		50								50		45		45								66				-		-		-

		COVID REIMBURSEMENT								31,738				86,700		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		4		25		11				100		10		1		1		100		100				486		193		-		8		-

		FIRE PROTECTION SERVICES		500		500		500		172		500		237		500		546		338		2,903		967		338		312		338		338		300		388				300		300				381		300		325		300		-		328		300		304		300		308

		MEDIX		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,400

		RECORDS CHECK FEE		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				450		450		450		600		686		450		1,575		450		475		450		1,206		483				350		324		474

		ADULT PROB. CHGS.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				100		100		100		250		- 0		100				100		865		100		- 0				500		400		100		100		500		400		340		1,250		666		340		340		340		340

		SNTNC COMPL FEE		3,409		4,090		3,409		4,090		3,409		3,409		6,000		5,428		6,000		10,653		5,907		8,000		10,229		8,000		14,661		3,500		7,360		4,877		1,800		2,400		1,685		3,358		1,800		1,850		- 0		2,337		2,319				1,949				2,117

		FFA Contribution 		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		5,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		100		117		117																										50

		IT time Pay Fee		300		50		300		50		300		300		250		250		250		16		8		250				250				250		250		250																				-		-		-

		CURRENT EXPENSE		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		4		4		3								15

		Booking Fees		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				125		125		125		400		212		125		212		125		130		150		221		124																				-		-		-

		TOTAL CHARGES FOR SERVICES		9,109		9,540		9,109		40,850		9,109		95,548		12,325		16,399		7,363		14,889		7,782		9,363		12,494		9,363		16,586		5,775		9,571		5,870		4,200		3,614		2,231		4,434		4,200		4,275		2,276		5,397		5,035		2,276		4,237		2,261		4,436



		FINES & FORFEITS																																																																																157.11

		MUNICIPAL COURT FINES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		(400)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0																																														4.19

		JIS/TRAUMA & LOCAL JIS ACCNT.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		200		238		238		150		45		38		- 0		150		150		260		90		131		589		589		256		256																		161.3

		LOCAL/JIS ACCOUNT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		81		- 0		- 0		- 0		118		394		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		350		475		336		600		250		161		197		600		400		1,252		983		385		1,252		1,252		1,970		1,970

		TRAFFIC INFRACTION		3,650		5,500		3,650		13,671		3,650		5,566		3,650		1,414		3,650		2,915		4,230		3,650		5,654		3,650		4,620		3,650		3,991		1,807		3,500		3,250		1,635		3,423		3,500		4,000		2,500		4,668		3,967		2,500		4,884		2,000		2,997

		LEGIS ASSMNT		200		200		200		428		200		313		200		3,103		200		183		233		200		422		200		375		200		370		171				230		230		354								374

		NON-TRAFFIC INFRACTION		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		721		- 0		- 0						- 0				17				- 0		20		- 0		- 0		17		17		-																				116.43

		CRIME VICTIMS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				10		- 0				- 0		10		10		10		- 0		10		14		14		-

		OTHER INFRACTIONS		100		100		100		29		100		292		100		100		100		73		45		100		93		100		108		100		114		42		250		75		20		133		250		250		244		52		217		244		244		343		343

		PARKING INFRACTION		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				30		- 0				- 0		30		30		30		90		30		210		210		50		50

		PARKING - HANDICAP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0

		DUI FINES		250		250		250		292		250		250		250		250		250		218		83		250		17		250		512		250		158		101		400		175		123		120		400		100		400		270		72		400		63				406														6.49

		CRI CNV FEE DUI		100		100		100		9		100		238		100				100		19				100		209		100		27		100		68		68				25		16		6

		CRI CONV FE CT		100		100		100		40		100		100		100				100		79		72		100		202		100		419		100		46		25				50		42		58

		CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISD.		300		300		300		160		300		- 0		300				300		- 0				300		38		300		926		300		365		325		150		400		396		- 0		150		75		200		- 0		51		334		334		57		57														122.92

		CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISDEMEANOR		500		500		500		- 0		500		302		500				500		671		299		500		506		500		- 0		500						1,500		800				397		1,500		1,200		2,100		965		1,116		1,214		1,214		2,318		2,318

		CNTY DRUG BUY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		14		500		233		9		800		300		40		40		800		600		2,000		366		518		992		992		2,128		2,128

		CITY DRUG BUY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		20		- 0		129		500		- 0		- 0		800		300		41		91		800		600		456		353		705		456		456		719		719

		INVESTIGATIVE  FUND ASSESSMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		300		- 0				500		- 0				84		500		600		360		41		560		360		360		578		578

		OTHER CRIMINAL NON-TRAFFIC		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				150		50				- 0		150		150		100		-		139		84		84		236		236

		COURT COST RECOUPMENTS																				- 0				3,000		- 0		1,800		2,848		1,800		2,545		1,726		500		1,100		971		1,393		500		700		533		354		715		533		533		2,347		2,347

		CRIME VICTIMS		800		800		800		800		800		100		800				800						800		96		800		48		800		429		424		1,800		200		146		159		1,800		1,800		2,200		1,207		1,522		782		782		1,443		1,443

		PUBLIC DEFENDER FEES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		700		1		- 0		-		-		944		944

		PUBLIC DEFENSE COSTS		1,000		2,200		1,000		1,435		1,000		1,359		1,000		1,642		1,000		2,799		1,378		1,000		6,039		1,000		1,860		1,000		1,320		607		1,500		1,280		466		663		1,500		1,750		200		1,878		1,517				1,260

		WARRANT/SUBP-SHF		350		350		350		- 0		350				350		350		350				- 0		350				350		772		350		275		206				500		477		799

		CRT COST RECOUP		350		350		350		- 0		350				350		350		350				- 0		350				350				350		301		301				50		49		49

		I Conv FEE CN		25		25		25		319		25		3,115

tc={317465A3-2149-4596-996A-5A8709DF9F05}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    A lot of small revs added		25		25		25				- 0		25		29		25		4		25		74		13

		D/M Int Income Current Expense		25		25		25		- 0		25				25		25		25		40		55		25		- 0		25		- 0		25		39		26

		Court Current Expense		3,000		3,000		3,000		4,177		3,000		3,029		3,000		2,950		3,000		7,722		2,788		3,000		2,645		25		4,392		25		60		26

		D/M Income		25		25		25		770		25				25		25		25		- 0		55		25		288		25		34		25		60		35

		INTERPRETER		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0								-		-		-

		TOTAL FINES & FORFEITS		10,775		13,825		10,775		22,131		10,775		14,745		10,775		10,234		10,775		14,835		9,633		13,775		15,857		9,600		17,809		11,450		11,160		6,486		12,640		9,080		4,849		7,982		12,640		12,415		13,565		11,691		11,655		9,981		13,288		15,390		16,793



		MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES

		INVESTMENT INTEREST		100		100		100		1,098		100		981		100		534		100		238		110		100		1,495		100		112		1,000		223		- 0		3,500		2,000		768		1,189		3,500		3,850		2,500		2,592		4,183		4,000		2,975		12,000		5,327

		Ilwaco Contract - Office Assistance		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		7,100		- 0		6,675		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0				(144)		(102)		-		-		-		-

		SALES INTEREST		150		150		150		567		150				150		1,578		150		938		424		150		294		150		195		200		196		143		275		31		31		52		275		500		750		89		192		750		504		500		1,188

		RENT REVENUE		100		100		100		- 0		100				100				100		500		886		100		776		100		- 0		100		100		100		500		- 0				- 0		500		300		4,500		- 0		275				12		3,000		4,550

		SMA Grant 2013		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										1,911						25,000		27,822		50,000		46,411		- 0		70,500		- 0						- 0		- 0		2,500		- 0		- 0		4,800		-		4,800

		FUND CONTRIBUTIONS		3,000		3,000		3,000		2,491		3,000		2,495		3,000		1,029		3,000		2,288		12,565		3,000		6,688		3,000		3,835		4,000		1,656		706		5,000		4,500		3,776		5,012		5,000		4,800		1,000		2,518		9,077		1,000		1,500		1,000		1,440

		Squirting Clam		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,092		1,300		1,222		1,300		1,322		1,271		1,300		1,210		1,300		1,329		1,500		1,193		813

		Fireworks Donations																				5,750		5,056		5,000		6,896

		PROJECT SAFE HAVEN																				28,676		26,052		49,000		367,260		393,750		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0												- 0																												399000

		MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES																						208		250		1,226		250		305		1,500		274		193		3,000		2,450		2,027		2,136		3,000		3,000		2,200		1,147		3,241		2,000		120		2,000		209																		57000

		Code Enforcement 				70,740

tc={B7E654C2-CE0C-4833-AAB3-846BEB3F0C62}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    1315 Wash S		52,000

tc={58CDFE90-2156-43F1-94CA-85676257EAE6}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Sagmiller		- 0

tc={04C49AEA-54CE-434A-B72E-08DA2147D4C3}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Sagmiller		13,000

tc={03586CAD-D9EF-48B2-9C08-FD3295E81E18}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Sagmiller		47,059

tc={A0A8188A-0414-4822-B4C0-560B3239F79A}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Sagmiller		40,000

tc={C5069210-2B11-4BD6-A067-19025908F8E8}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Sagmiller		2,836		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		9		- 0		- 0				15		10						15		- 0		15		9		(5)		(8)		(8)		12		12

		TOTAL MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES		4,650		75,390		56,650		5,456		17,650		51,627		44,650		7,199		4,650		39,711		55,583		58,900		392,520		423,650		33,607		58,300		50,052		1,955		82,790		8,991		6,603		8,389		12,290		12,450		13,465		6,212		16,861		12,542		5,103		23,312		97,428







		TOTAL REVENUES		1,912,367

tc={C33E9493-F642-41B4-8D69-F5AD8E18C2A6}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,151,292
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Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,824,066
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Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,338,797

tc={4D4EB522-4C15-442D-92EC-0751B0876FC3}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,781,915

tc={642C9308-82AA-43B6-9823-BF397BCC2B20}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,138,325

tc={B4290A4B-7413-46D1-8BE5-062DBDD716CE}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,467,879

tc={659313E3-7B2C-4616-97C8-FE559AF4D59C}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,988,198		1,707,996		1,857,400		1,619,164		1,517,414		1,851,496		1,752,060		1,368,146		1,384,425		1,444,769		760,353		1,340,800		1,287,949		801,351		1,327,534		1,254,930		1,255,054		1,256,283		1,354,679		1,244,180		1,223,729		1,254,050		1,217,685		1,257,628														202,451



		NON-REVENUES

		BINGO BOND ISSUE																																								- 0												- 0				-		-		-		-

		CRIME VICTIMS		100		100		100		100		100		110		100		100		100		224		108		100				100		301		100		185		108		- 0		- 0				131		- 0		- 0		100		65		- 0		90		90		105		105

		LOAN REPAYMENT - LODGING TAX		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0																														327.26				46.61

		LOAN REPAYMENT - STREETS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		90,000		- 0		- 0						- 0												23,854																		349.42				673

		TRANSFER FROM CE SINKING		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0						- 0		- 0		- 0				83,147		274,513		72,000												49.94				9.65		payments				loan

		TRAN WATER TO CURRENT EXP LOAN

Gene: Gene:
paid 2012, repay CE $50,256 a year, 1% interest to pay off in 5 years, no pay in 2013.																										54,744		50,256		70,000		50,256		70,000				50,256		50,256						50,256		50,256		50,256		50,256		- 0												100,512				49.07				310.85		295,256				251280		43,976

		TRAN SEWER TO CURRENT EXP LOAN

Gene: Gene:
repay current expense fund for lilft station loan.Done in 2020												23,854		23,854		23,854		23,854		23,854		- 0		23,854				23,854				23,854						23,854		23,854						23,854		23,854		23,854																				8.26				77.89		47,708				119270		(71,562)

		CONTINGENT REVENUES																																								- 0																														783.95				1118

		JIS/TRAUMA		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0				1,000		850				38		1,000		1,000		1,746		709		792		1,746		1,746		1,040		1,040								7.78

		LOCAL/JIS ACCOUNT																										- 0				- 0				- 0				35		30				4		35		35		37		37		35		37		37		86		86								791.73

		REFUNDS																										- 0				446				- 0						- 0												- 0				-		-		-		-

		OTHER RECEIPTS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		8,980		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		97		- 0		218		- 0		20		500		- 0				1,000		350		11				1,000		- 0		2,500		3,233		1,118		2,500		20		2,500		78

		TOTAL NON-REVENUES		100		100		100		100		100		32,944		23,954		23,954		23,954		24,078		205		23,954		54,962		74,210		160,768		75,710		70,185		108		76,145		75,340		11		173		76,145		75,145		78,493		78,154		85,093		278,886		73,893		3,731		1,309



		TOTAL REVENUES		2,791,727		3,054,830		2,449,073		3,063,831		2,321,649		2,657,801		1,978,365		2,463,884		2,110,938		2,134,248		1,761,561		1,684,767		2,147,357		2,028,473		1,718,387		1,684,823		1,690,544		923,130		ERROR:#REF!		1,437,493		862,741		1,388,403		ERROR:#REF!		1,436,579		1,411,944		1,470,707		1,382,240		1,555,582		1,572,690		1,794,898		1,977,866														30,865.55





		Expenditures



		CURRENT EXPENSE



		LEGISLATIVE

		SALARIES		26,400		26,400		26,400		24,000		26,400		26,400		26,400		25,950		26,400		26,200		23,700		24,000		23,400		24,000		24,000		24,000		22,500		14,500		24,000		20,700		13,900		20,700		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		21,100		24,000		23,400

		BENEFITS & TAXES		4,247		4,247		4,247		1,952		4,247		2,295		7,600		2,113		7,600		2,133		1,938		4,013		2,297		3,000		3,135		2,200		3,841		2,025		2,000		2,000		1,136		1,692		2,000		2,000		2,000		1,950		2,059		3,853		1,746		3,853		1,895

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		300		300		300		63		300		5		300		235		300		154		- 0		300		544		300		- 0		300		- 0		- 0		500		200		121		121		500		500		1,000		111		605		500		1,183		500		655

		TRAVEL		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		1,000		752		3,000		2,041		3,000		2,255		711		1,500		501		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		- 0		1,500		850		198		512		1,500		600		2,800		729		1,640		3,000		(50)		3,000		354

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		300		300		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		77		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		- 0		300		100		60		60		300		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		500		-		500		-

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		5,000		5,000		5,000		2,252		5,000		2,285		5,000		373		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Includes new computer for Council Chambers 		11,607		11,147		8,500		10,320		10,000		11,449		10,000		11,263		11,263		9,000		9,000		8,978		8,998		1,500		6,669		1,500		6,694		12,200		1,000		12,208		5,500		10,084

		ELECTIONS		10,000		10,000		10,000		7,404		10,000		9,084		10,000		10,065		10,000

		TRAINING		2,000		2,000		2,000		535		1,000		250		1,000		715		500		4,300		212		1,500				- 0		- 0		2,500

Gene: Gene:
One fourth of cost of new copier at $10K
		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0						200		- 0		- 0		1,000		-		1,000		-

		TOTAL LEGISLATIVE		51,247		51,247		51,247		36,206		48,247		41,071		53,600		41,492		53,100		46,726		37,708		40,113		37,062		39,100		38,584		40,800		37,603		27,787		37,300		32,850		24,393		32,082		29,800		33,769		32,000		33,484		40,504		33,853		36,187		38,353		36,388



		JUDICIAL

		SALARIES		32,400		32,400		32,400		28,800		28,800		28,650		28,800		26,950		26,400		26,400

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		35,136

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		34,720

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		33,655		33,600

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		13,652		12,000		26,845		25,438		12,000		12,000		25,901		38,788		12,000

Gene: Gene:
judge $1000 a month		43,221		43,221		43,029		43,085		40,843		42,767		40,843		45,642		30,000		-										over

		BENEFITS		2,946		2,946		2,946		1,813		2,946		2,398		6,115		2,037		6,115		2,056		2,341		7,626		2,698		1,000		1,329		1,000		12,540		3,836		1,000		1,000		6,900		8,327		1,000		14,200		15,150		10,461		6,586		14,639		4,411		14,639		10,173		10,000		12,000										over

		COURT CONTRACT WITH COUNTY																																																				- 0

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		1,000		1,000		1,000		478		1,000		260		1,000		250		1,000		322		2,968		50		1,231		50		537		50		- 0		- 0		100		100		65		1,379				825		2,000		605		796		2,000		1,455		2,000		1,632				13,200

		LEGAL FEES		15,000		15,000		15,000		16,116

tc={D40A45D4-0EBB-4691-8DC3-33821D2EBC29}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    public defender conflict		12,000		1,050		12,000		10,555		12,000		17,800		17,675		12,000		12,000		12,000		12,000		16,000		13,056		9,056		16,000		14,500		8,853		12,853		25,200

Gene: Gene:
Defense att $13,200
Pros $12000		12,260		12,000		13,056		12,623		11,000		12,612		11,000		12,389				25,200

		COUNTY COURT CONTRACT		33,293		32,640		32,640		28,515		28,091		27,231		27,540		25,995		23,479		23,019		14,252		14,280		10,499		14,000		15,166		19,000		13,943		4,110		14,000		14,000		10,500		12,833

		COMMUNICATIONS		500		500		500		540		500		521		500		524		500		491		485		500		507		500		500		500		491		287		500		450		360		528		500		490		800		450		482		800		484		800		460

		TRAVEL		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,068		- 0		1,928		- 0		146		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		287		750		-		750

		MISCELLANEOUS		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		130		100		233		100		56		56		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		400		1,000		252		-		1,000		50		1,000

		EQUIPMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		2,500		2,350		2,500		6,450

		COUNTY JAIL - LONG BEACH		8,800		8,800		8,800		2,564		8,800		3,430		8,800		3,925		8,000		5,261		4,860		8,000		4,518		8,000		9,139		8,000		12,781		8,048		6,000		6,000		4,290		6,245		8,000		5,725		8,000		5,000		5,955		12,500		4,473		12,500		5,452

		COUNTY JAIL - ILWACO		5,000		8,202		3,000		327		3,000		1,948		3,000		1,195		3,000		3,854		2,573				1,033				173		4,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		1,000		203		498		- 0		1,890		5,000		1,078		3,180		5,000		1,761		5,000		3,082

		TOTAL JUDICIAL		99,038		101,588		96,386		79,253		85,236		65,588		87,855		71,531		80,594		79,303		82,458		77,276		68,198		69,250		52,876		60,650		79,712		50,832		50,600		49,050		57,073		81,452		46,700		79,011		87,671		73,931		72,994		91,032		70,363		91,032		85,279



		FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION

		SALARIES		107,001		102,566		102,566		82,377		97,112		85,385		79,082		77,384		75,858		78,016		73,458		74,377		75,956		77,743		79,384		79,957		58,811		25,950		60,514		50,331		30,733		46,126		50,331		43,750		43,750		47,587		66,052		63,200		63,220		63,200		64,142		35000 left

		BENEFITS		62,469		61,556		61,556		54,454		56,142		51,578		44,595		52,483		39,649		50,139		46,238		39,058		37,941		38,491		25,154		20,068		13,618		9,363		27,864		14,250		10,070		15,195		10,286		17,250		17,250		18,487		23,988		23,887		21,922		23,887		23,361		11000 left																38491

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		22,000
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Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		22,000
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    $5200 of laserfishe		22,000
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Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		20,374

tc={832C601E-3469-41DE-9579-658869464AB6}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		22,000

tc={7A4E61FC-D089-4FD6-92CE-94FAA21C83BA}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		20,007

tc={F74C15BC-D75C-402E-855B-C168CCD38C40}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		22,000

tc={F1F7D5AA-6FFA-44A7-ABD8-5E0D15249518}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		11,459		16,000		8,084		16,260		6,500		16,517		6,500		10,392		6,500		11,346		5,704		5,500		4,500		2,524		4,999		5,500		5,003		5,000		6,257		6,289		4,000		6,399		4,000		5,138

		ACCOUNTING SERVICES		40,000

tc={A8FF7B72-4BEF-4943-98F4-872E9B1178B4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		20,000

tc={E94F1C6F-9882-4562-95E4-66FF0D487DA5}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    2 year audit		40,000

tc={878C660A-0A49-48A1-9B2A-310E892D898D}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		6,102		25,000		19,665		25,000		28,253		16,000		17,620		7,214		16,000		17,420		16,000		26,584		16,000		14,704		13,184		17,500		10,000		5,215		7,703		18,000		13,864		5,000		4,770		18,922		4,000		18,061		4,000		13,241

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		15,000

tc={D11B5CCA-2B5A-44B4-BF45-ED70F3AAE603}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={E37A3440-1C87-4D1B-8340-AE23AA84B28A}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={4FC3CFBF-D5FA-4662-B2F6-2D17BA098D70}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		11,386

tc={269D58A5-818B-44BC-8FB5-3D3041DA120B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={724551C8-DE03-4F29-9BE8-5BA1750ACDF5}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		10,232

tc={044E9680-6EEB-4069-A78D-3514347B2D84}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={1864F8DA-22DA-4B04-A400-B06EF77597E2}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		1,617		5,000		4,383		6,211		2,000		16,597

David Glasson: David Glasson:
L & I 16k		2,000		4,011		2,000		155		35		5,000		1,000		415		2,450		5,000		120		18,400		10,869		5,861		18,400		1,976		18,400		11,090		JP - only 100 at this time

		COMMUNICATIONS		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,411		5,000		6,100		5,000		5,420		4,000		6,358		3,465		4,000		3,773		4,000		3,696		4,000		3,594		2,095		4,000		3,900		2,493		3,729		4,000		3,795		1,500		3,822		4,168		1,500		1,317		1,500		1,440

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		1,344		1,000		79		2,000		3,991		2,000		3,192		1,685		2,000		2,345		2,000		1,661		3,500		3,081		1,771		3,500		3,000		1,386		2,321		3,500		3,500		4,500		3,404		3,357		4,000		7,135		2,500		5,760

		TRAINING		2,500		2,500		2,500		- 0		2,500		70		2,500		1,095		2,500		2,433		3,593		1,500		3,667		1,500		2,891		500		117				500		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		300		50		1,500		-		1,500		140

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		500		500		500		918		500		510		500		912		500		1,537		1,234		500		909		500		605		500		490		41		500		750		731		838		500		200		500		395		212		500		196		500		176

		REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE																100		100		3,849		411		100		723		100		724		100		- 0		- 0		- 0		250		113		113		- 0		1,190		50		12		164				26				-

		INSURANCE		6,743		5,394		5,394		4,904		2,769		4,308		6,000		4,150		6,000		3,643		6,086		6,000		5,457		5,303		17,974		21,500		18,801		18,701		22,000		- 0				- 0		22,000		20,912		22,000		39,925		19,641		22,000		20,143		22,000		21,000

		Utilities																																														- 0		- 0		-				340

		DUES & ASSOCIATIONS		2,000		2,000		2,000		100		2,000		806		2,000		415		2,000		1,818		727		1,000		717		1,000		2,226		3,600		4,202

DavidG: DavidG:
paid early on 2015 PCOG = $1500		3,400		2,400		2,478		2,324		2,478		2,000		1,900		1,500		2,541		-		1,500		-		1,500		280

		PRINTING		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		45		43		43		- 0

		MISCELLANEOUS																								500		1,773		500		631		500		203		150		500		250		120		135		500		1,600		250		1,582		5				699				24

		CODIFICATION OF ORDINANCES		2,000		2,000		2,000		3,741		1,500		1,898		1,500		265		1,500		1,322		2,018				5,509

		EQUIPMENT		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		3,500

Gene: Gene:
one fourth of cost of new copier $10K		- 0		- 0		1,200		500				- 0		1,200		1,200		4,000		-		1,056		4,000		-		4,000		6,450																				0

		TOTAL FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION		268,713		242,017		262,017		192,111		232,523		202,638		207,177		201,041		173,107		182,394		168,602		154,536		189,303		156,637		175,933		162,226		129,121		80,394		150,978		91,254		56,167		86,129		124,316		114,284		125,200		139,951		150,105		148,486		141,094		146,986		152,242																				189303.41



		LEGAL

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		24,100

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		24,160

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		31,000		30,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		20,473		3,000		18,000		22,523		18,000		18,310		18,000		25,000		7,500		18,000		18,000		12,000		16,500		18,000		23,320		14,000		37,508		21,414		13,200		15,985		13,200		13,470

		TOTAL LEGAL		25,000		25,000		25,000		24,100		25,000		24,160		25,000		31,000		30,000		20,473		3,000		18,000		22,523		18,000		18,310		18,000		25,000		7,500		18,000		18,000		12,000		16,500		18,000		23,320		14,000		37,508		21,414		13,200		15,985		13,200		13,470



		FACILITIES

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		600		1,500		600		1,459		653		600		575				523

		UTILITIES		4,500		4,500		4,500		2,511		3,000		3,464		3,000		2,524		3,000		2,757		3,048		2,500		2,321		4,000		2,159		4,000		3,369		1,712		3,000		2,740		1,863		2,627		3,200		3,200		2,500		3,602		2,741		2,200		2,818		2,200		2,265

		OLD KITE MUSEUM																				2,500		- 0		1,000		2,714		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		- 0		400		150		131		131		500		1,165		500		1,166		43		500		537		1,000		506

		MISCELLANEOUS																						1,165		1,500		1,920		1,500		1,730		1,500		1,920		1,120		1,500		1,920		1,280		1,920		1,500		1,600		1,500		2,610		1,920		1,500		1,947		500		2,129

		CITY HALL REPAIRS		30,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		237

tc={F2A145D9-3507-498F-972C-50D7196DF9F1}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Piers		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		8,103

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		297		12,500

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		160				2,500		3,234

asmith: asmith:
City Hall parking lot
		2,500		4,011		2,500				- 0		- 0		500		458		458		1,000		8,681		1,000		4,376		305		1,000		3,742		6,500		10,937

		Obies Demolition		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		8,125		- 0		8,125

		28th Street Lift Station		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0														138,856

		TOTAL FACILITIES		34,500		9,500		24,500		2,748		23,000		11,567		23,000		2,821		15,500		5,417		4,213		7,500		10,189		11,000		7,900		11,000		5,289		2,832		4,900		5,310		3,732		5,136		6,800		24,271		6,100		21,338		5,662		5,800		9,619		10,200		155,216



		ASSOCIATION WASHINGTON CITIES

		CONTRIBUTIONS		1,079		952		952		- 0		782		- 0		782		782		782				700		700		717		700		- 0		700		698		- 0		800		800		- 0		- 0		800		685		800		685		- 0		760				760

		TOTAL AWC		1,079		952		952		-		782		-		782		782		782		-		700		700		717		700		-		700		698		-		800		800		-		-		800		685		800		685		-		760		-		760



		FIRE CONTROL																																																																																		current		proposed

		SALARIES		24,831		21,956		21,956		22,538		20,204		20,396		19,053		19,136		11,343

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		13,700

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		15,736		23,940		4,560		13,500		11,218		13,500		9,685		5,956		13,500		9,000		5,996		8,999		13,500		13,500		13,500		8,757		8,721		13,500		13,340		18,400		13,877																		Chief		6000		9000

		BENEFITS		16,464		16,235		16,235		18,042		15,230		14,312		9,735		10,185		4,473		12,913		12,724		7,500		8,412		12,000		13,585		12,000		11,106		5,075		10,500		10,500		6,836		13,335		12,980		12,980		4,800		14,359		14,635		4,800		10,604		4,800		5,483																		Asst. Chief		2400		3600

		BOARD OF VOL FIREMEN		3,000		3,000		3,000		2,130		3,000		- 0		3,000		2,600																								- 0												(170)

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		15,000		15,000		15,000		10,500		15,000		10,005		18,000		14,918		15,000		25,127		13,596		12,500		13,859		12,500		24,423		12,500		25,972		15,245		10,000		12,850		11,491		13,484		10,000		9,250		10,000		7,705		12,229		8,000		24,785		8,000		35,407																		Training		4500		4500

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		150		150		150		-		150		75		150		98		150		-		-		300		105		300		192		300		-		-		300		110		110		110		500		- 0		500		-		-		500		213		500		821																		shift				6840

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		24,700

tc={C83E5CD8-6FEA-44F1-AE0C-14C1BDE8C61F}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Clerk / paving / Drainage		3,500

tc={60D7EB5B-735C-43A3-8D0B-BF6218242165}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={1B78A2FF-33F0-4BD7-AFA5-938E21A3278F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		4,865

tc={EB7E9645-CA2E-4B1E-B30E-39D01DFC52F0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={0528852F-1BB1-479D-ADAD-6547B2300468}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		1,476

tc={B736CF69-FBD1-44FE-95FC-2B570ED8D794}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={CB934693-8C11-40CD-B44D-0863AFB7B9CD}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		5,212		3,000		12,843		2,965		1,300		1,401		900		2,584		900		738		298		500		1,000		906		906		250		250		250		952		-		250		-		250		172																				12900		23940

		COMMUNICATIONS		8,500

tc={C6E094B8-1BCB-46D5-AD5B-9767AF8A1B2B}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    PACCOM $7500		8,500

tc={8D053119-A5FD-4354-A45B-E91EF26B69D2}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		8,500

tc={2AEF763F-5F64-426D-A3C8-36983EFF5C20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		8,465

tc={BE75E251-BE6D-46C4-A37A-7339CBBFD6DD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		7,500

tc={16A2189C-1AF5-4D72-945A-0BE755E5A774}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		10,149

tc={7D002F1B-4EDA-4406-B5D2-5593D386D975}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		7,500

tc={490948C1-27A7-4B0E-9CFD-015A4C669CD0}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		4,445		7,500		4,498		5,461		12,000		29,787		11,107		13,689		14,000		8,254		7,884		9,500		9,000		6,127		8,698		5,500		7,000		5,500		8,527		6,631		5,500		5,259		5,500		5,678

		TRAVEL		2,500		2,500		2,500		1,145		2,500		300		2,500		1,446		1,500		-		1,253		1,000		650		500		177		500		221		172		500		-				-		1,500		2,950		1,500		4,438		223		1,500		1,046		1,500		557

		INSURANCE		32,330		25,864		25,864		23,512		19,128		20,665		21,000		19,899		21,000		24,955		20,330		19,500		18,228		17,714		17,974		21,000		18,701		18,701		21,000						-		21,000		20,912		21,000		39,925		19,641		21,000		20,143		21,000		19,890

		FACILITIES												20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		20,000		20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		40,000		64		20,000		25,738		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		-		20,000		20,000				20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000

		UTILITIES		7,700		7,700		7,700		5,825		7,700		7,419		7,700		6,306		6,500		6,146		6,346		6,000		4,669		6,500		5,153		6,500		6,497		4,139		6,500		6,500		4,207		6,012		6,500		6,750		6,500		6,508		6,953		6,500		7,216		4,500		4,836

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		18,000		18,000		18,000		27,327		18,000		17,180		18,000		14,131		18,000		20,575		15,587		10,000		5,805		10,000		11,519		10,000		6,350		4,790		10,000		8,450		5,069		6,083		10,000		9,865		10,000		7,871		12,764		12,000		19,119		12,000		28,308

		EMS/VOLUNTEER COMPENSATION		10,500		4,800		4,800		3,979		4,800		3,778		4,800		1,167		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-				-		-		2,000		2,000		-		-

		MISCELLANEOUS																								1,000		740		1,000		789		1,000		1,880		458		1,500		1,000		890		1,130		2,000		790		2,000		810		720		1,000		720		1,000		720

		EQUIPMENT		14,000		9,000		9,000		3,089		9,000		4,718		9,000		9,096		9,000		8,913		4,503		9,000		10,015		9,000		230		9,000		7,593		6,486		9,000		8,800		2,805		8,764		9,000		12,975		9,000		12,115		1,979		10,000		16,120		10,000		9,582

		TRAINING		14,000
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Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000
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Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000
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Comment:
    Per Chief's request		4,370
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Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000
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Comment:
    Per Chief's request		3,255		4,000		9,266		3,500		5,222		3,734		1,500		1,951		1,500		- 0		1,500		3,631		3,381		1,500		550		550		542		2,000		2,645		2,000		2,130		40		1,500		2,540		1,500		285

		TOTAL FIRE CONTROL		191,676		150,205		150,205		135,787		139,712		133,728		147,938		137,905		120,966		174,892		102,299		125,540		125,919		116,521		121,532		122,700		120,628		72,583		114,300		87,760		44,987		88,065		114,730		121,867		108,550		133,928		104,537		106,050		141,105		108,950		145,616



		BUILDING INSPECTOR

		SALARIES		40,585		37,324		37,324		30,947		37,582		28,613		26,949		26,112		26,290		25,360		24,752		22,543		21,782		22,643		30,247		30,000		30,000		21,997		29,640		3,011		1,491		3,125		3,011		25,000		22,500		22,500		30,423		30,514		50,995		30,514		46,497		4k to planning												15over

		BENEFITS		22,724		16,235		16,235		21,597		24,873		17,730		18,273		15,697		17,607		15,183		15,004		17,558		13,284		13,000		14,936		12,000		12,654		9,331		10,670		1,762		346		2,213		1,762		11,000		12,800		12,800		15,320		15,365		22,200		15,365		45,285		5k to planning												12 over

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,117		5,000		2,693		5,000		1,372		5,000		9,781		6,742		1,100		6,061		1,100		1,418		750		1,029		523		750		750		600		714		850		800		850		1,067		875		500		1,166		500		2,004

		CODE ENFORCEMENT		20,000		1,000		20,000		32,770		20,000		55,581		42,300		33,983		2,300						2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		150		- 0		150		-		-		150		-		150

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES																		35,000

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		6,815		8,208		600		- 0		600		- 0		600				- 0		600		600		476		476		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		500		-		500

		TRAINING		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		12		1,500		1,565		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,000		600		600		1,000		690		400		400		1,500		- 0		600		95		1,606		700		595		700		90

		DUES AND ASSOCIATIONS		135		135		135		- 0		135		55		135				135		95		40		135				135		260		135		135		135		100		95		95		95

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		501		1,500		463		1,500		1,282		1,000		940		402		1,000		63		1,000		49		1,000		1,026		1,026		600		600		448		588		800		833		850		1,217		981		1,850		2,902		1,850		1,248

		STATE REMITT/BUILDING PERMITS		9,000		9,000		9,000		8,528		9,000		9,000		9,000		9,029						300		300		- 0		300		- 0		150		- 0		- 0		250		50		24		24		500		- 0		500		50		-		500		-		500

		EQUIPMENT																		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt				- 0		1,000		- 0		6,200		- 0		2,500		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		-		2,000

		MEMBERSHIPS		575		575		575		95		575		500		575		575		575		180		- 0		575				575		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		350		95		350		-		-		350		-		350		-

		TOTAL BUILDING INSPECTOR		101,019		72,269		91,269		100,555		100,165		114,635		105,233		88,062		94,407		59,919		55,448		48,311		41,190		47,053		46,911		48,135		45,443		33,612		43,610		7,558		3,880		7,634		8,922		37,728		39,100		37,729		49,205		52,429		77,858		52,429		95,123



		CIVIL DEFENSE

		EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT		13,912		13,912		13,912		13,781		13,912		4,316		13,912		25,613		12,794		15,766		18,665		14,175		14,631		12,000		11,434		12,000		22,075		7,751		12,119		10,000		8,293		11,057		11,057		8,000		10,000		8,296		8,142		9,000		9,782		9,782		13,769

		COVID COSTS 						2,000		- 0		2,000		34,257

		TOTAL CIVIL DEFENSE		13,912		13,912		15,912		13,781		15,912		38,573		13,912		25,613		12,794		15,766		18,665		14,175		14,631		12,000		11,434		12,000		22,075		7,751		12,119		10,000		8,293		11,057		11,057		8,000		10,000		8,296		8,142		9,000		9,782		9,782		13,769



		AIR POLLUTION

		OLYMPIC AIR POLLUTION CONTROL		1,185		1,185		1,185		1,729		1,185		1,713		1,665		1,665		1,138		1,357		1,314		900		878		$   900		875		$   900		870		$   630		$   900		$   866		$   866		$   866		700		675		675		931		691		657		680		657		657

		TOTAL AIR POLLUTION		1,185		1,185		1,185		1,729		1,185		1,713		1,665		1,665		1,138		1,357		1,314		900		878		900		875		900		870		630		900		866		866		866		700		675		675		931		691		657		680		657		657														ERROR:#REF!



		PLANNING

		SALARIES		53,860		49,687		45,000		47,672		37,365		44,083		41,341		40,443		40,332		38,948		35,073		35,038		28,052		26,230		35,542		63,855		60,118		39,384		67,481		26,188		17,432		33,453		26,188		26,000		26,000		26,347		43,294		48,715		41,831		48,715		17,088		40k under

		BENEFITS		28,938		26,562		23,089		26,983		22,429		24,945		25,408		23,893		22,864		22,538		20,664		22,121		13,725		9,057		17,630		18,000		18,844		8,606		18,304		7,848		4,975		8,865		7,848		12,000		12,812		7,511		11,174		11,647		9,781		11,647		17,230		10k under

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		7,000		7,000		7,000		6,727		7,000		3,054		7,000		2,439		7,000		14,118		1,559		1,000		10,506		1,000		13,216		3,000		7,205		5,976		3,000		3,850		3,029		4,345		3,000		3,000		2,650		2,549		4,741		2,500		2,923		2,500		3,748

		PRINTING		100		100		100		- 0		100		- 0		100		- 0		100		- 0		- 0		100		1,278		100		- 0		50		- 0		- 0		- 0						43		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		-				-		-

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		10,000		10,000		10,000		15,787
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Comment:
    Comp Plan - Buffer Study		48,710		45,000

asmith: asmith:
Comp Plan Update 		15,532		5,523		12,000		1,638		12,000		11,068		12,000		3,393		3,229		24,500		6,000		4,089		4,891		15,000		4,100		15,000		7,777		6,906		15,000		15,915		15,000		70,635

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		500		44		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		45		2,000		928		2,000		973		2,000		2,065		801		2,000		1,300		453		1,059		2,000		1,000		1,800		295		765		750		2,203		750		1,115

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,312		4,000		3,340		4,000		4,434		4,000		3,991		4,143		3,000		1,332		3,000		3,870		3,000		1,873		1,607		3,000		3,000		2,202		3,129		3,000		2,750		3,000		2,974		3,320		3,000		1,902		3,000		2,529

		Project Safe Haven																				29,171		14,602		56,000		439,647		420,000		10,307				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0

		EQUIPMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				7,500

Gene: Gene:
includes one fourth of the cost of a new copier at $10K.		- 0		- 0		10,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		650		1,000		877		85		1,000		1,488		1,000		701

		LEGAL SERVICES		5,000		5,000		5,000		- 0		5,000		330		5,000		1,335		5,000		6,690		16,070		4,000		25,827		4,000		8,132		4,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		5,000		5,000		5,000		4,785		342		25,000		-		25,000

		TRAINING		3,000		3,000		3,000		3,463		2,000		- 0		2,000		745		2,000		- 0		383		2,000		636		2,000		1,279		2,000		151		- 0		2,000		500		295		834		2,000		1,650		2,000		1,003		1,207		2,000		1,040		2,000

		Shoreline Master Program		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		239		2,000		279		279								266		- 0

		MEMBERSHIP		1,000		1,000		1,000		200		1,000		- 0		1,000		2,070		1,000		1,500		1,585		400		- 0		400		341		350		306		- 0		350		350		- 0		249		350		250		350		294		-		350		-		350

		TOTAL PLANNING		114,398		107,849		99,689		105,144		94,395		89,057		102,849		124,069		129,296		132,488		99,647		137,659		523,569		481,787		102,598		117,755		94,234		59,883		135,635		49,036		32,475		57,133		65,386		56,400		69,612		54,413		71,834		109,962		77,083		110,962		113,046



		PACE

		CONTRIBUTIONS																																														- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		-		-		5,000

		TOTAL PACE																																														-		-		-				-		-		-		5,000



		EDC ANNUAL DONATION 

		TECHNICAL SERVICES AGREEMENT 		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000

		TOTAL EDC DONATION 		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000



		ALCOHOLISM

		COUNTY CONTRIBUTION		750		750		750		- 0		750		- 0		750		95		750		372		565		750		716		350		413		250		216		153		365		365		189		252		360		360		300		362		348		300		383		300		356

		TOTAL ALCOHOLISM		750		750		750		-		750		-		750		95		750		372		565		750		716		350		413		250		216		153		365		365		189		252		360		360		300		362		348		300		383		300		356



		PARKS

		SALARIES		189,263		176,000		148,989		140,394		141,629		113,414		115,534		108,956		128,857

asmith: asmith:
Might be up due to Culbertson Improvements 		31,751		34,477		29,133		29,363		28,484		36,408		42,147		45,016		14,925		44,870		28,188		20,347		29,971		28,188		33,000		25,500		25,500		35,028		35,090		76,496		69,132		72,279		22k under

		BENEFITS		98,515		93,000		80,948		66,744		80,658		60,007		64,203		64,353		79,476		18,929		16,165		13,450		13,895		9,040		16,606		10,132		11,954		6,975		11,319		12,600		8,268		12,152		9,681		15,000		10,800		10,800		13,505		13,585		30,728		26,636		27,825

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		60,000		85,000		60,000		58,321		60,000		53,179		60,000		54,554		48,000

asmith: asmith:
picnic tables, cedar fencing, drinking fountain, benches 		82,135		72,796		35,000		51,016		35,000		48,674		35,000		54,001		33,145		30,000		31,000		23,828		35,675		30,000		28,500		30,000		31,944		34,606		30,000		34,250		28,000		30,673		Holiday Decs, Sani Cans 

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		250		250		250		5,399		250		375		250		400		250		2,843		701		250		398		250		1,340		250		156		156		150		125		125		125		- 0		- 0		- 0				97						17,000

		INSURANCE		9,807		7,845		7,845		7,132		1,274		6,265		6,000		6,036		6,000		5,532		5,900		6,000		5,290		5,141		9,516		12,000		9,900		9,900		12,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		12,000		10,755		12,000		20,821		10,101		12,000		10,359		12,000		11,000

		UTILITIES		30,000		30,000		30,000		30,500		22,000		24,912		11,000		10,680		11,000		12,433		12,867		9,500		10,322		10,000		9,589		11,000		10,251		5,950		10,500		9,000		4,868		7,029		10,500		10,500		8,000		9,681		10,290		8,000		10,516		8,000		6,952

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		40,000
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Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500		40,000

tc={9B913701-F5EC-4F6F-A9DF-DF76C50AC8C0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500														

asmith: asmith:
Might be up due to Culbertson Improvements 		40,000

tc={9E375B21-B473-42D1-AC45-EC8EE40C92BF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500		37,460

tc={CB7244AE-8151-4C82-B1BE-88EEA607485E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		25,000

tc={B0346274-AE5A-4F75-9DF9-D982250E2D56}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		24,762

tc={D39E6AEE-2B36-41D6-A704-2FCDAAA5A19B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		27,000

tc={F8D76465-0C38-411A-B9FD-360BCFD6C697}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		23,474		25,000		23,697		20,354		27,000		32,820		27,000		27,268		26,800

Gene: Gene:
paint 5th st restroom; poles for discovery trail entry $4,000;		22,403		17,506		22,500		13,000		5,017		14,333		23,500		14,000		25,000		16,191		22,341		25,000		27,985		25,000		37,312

		MISCELLANEOUS																										- 0		500		330		500		571		571		- 0		27		27		27		- 0		- 0		18,000		-		4,751		18,000		27,351		18,000		26,274

		EQUIPMENT		20,000

tc={E3D990B9-3458-4071-8D1C-A5005F1E9EDD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500						

tc={CB7244AE-8151-4C82-B1BE-88EEA607485E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		20,000

tc={BA11AEF7-9E0C-44FE-BDF1-B99A2AD7032A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500														

asmith: asmith:
picnic tables, cedar fencing, drinking fountain, benches 		

tc={B0346274-AE5A-4F75-9DF9-D982250E2D56}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		20,000

tc={E7DC278A-F2E4-4FFE-B45F-338F46F9B044}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500						

tc={D39E6AEE-2B36-41D6-A704-2FCDAAA5A19B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		13,820

tc={F2216E08-DB6C-4E05-AE6A-AF15BD4CF290}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Backhoe - 5k						

tc={F8D76465-0C38-411A-B9FD-360BCFD6C697}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		5,000

tc={CDA13F87-3469-4228-898C-CA041AE376D3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Backhoe - 5k		871

tc={9354A10B-46A3-403A-A5A6-8F85D3440808}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Grinder pump - Sid Snyder Restroom
Weed eater
fencing
Backhoe - 5k
10k total		10,000

tc={8FDF49D9-377A-4AB5-BF88-777D128B75ED}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Grinder pump - Sid Snyder Restroom
Weed eater
fencing
Backhoe - 5k
10k total		5,200		5,200

asmith: asmith:
Pole Saw - $1200		5,206		5,696		4,000		- 0		4,000		6,386		4,000

Gene: Gene:
Power edger $700; 		2,680		2,680		3,500		3,000		- 0		- 0		3,200		3,000		3,500		2,588		25,211		2,000		5,241		2,000		1,240

		CULBERTSON PARK IMPROVEMENTS		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		3,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		- 0		6,000		1,296		7,100		107		7,000

Gene: Gene:
PUD connection for sprinklers at ballfield $4,000; ballfield materials $3,000;		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,813		1,813		1,136		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		3,700		-		3,700		-

		MISCELLANEOUS																						6,945		- 0		6,522		6,000		6,799		6,000		8,902		6,274		6,000		13,065		12,179		13,572		18,000		18,000		1,500		22,063		18,685				6,195

		TRAVEL		500		500		500		127		500		426		500		2,041		500		1,485		128		500		242		500		6		500		134		134		400		400		383		383				50				28		188				146				267

		LANDSCAPING		20,000		20,000		20,000		12,716		20,000		17,208		20,000		17,820		20,000		21,185		20,013		16,500		22,051		16,500		20,502		16,500		16,902		12,086		16,500		16,500		13,078		20,375		15,000		14,000		10,000		15,695		14,416		10,000		2,707		10,000		8,768

		RESTROOM FACILITIES		1,000		1,000		1,000		2,381		1,000		342		1,000		173		1,000		9,123		1,070		1,000		- 0		5,000		308		10,000						6,000

Gene: Gene:
Begin set aside for new restrooms on Bolstad Approach $1,000
		1,200		580		580		2,000		2,500		250		2,150		2,206		-		158		-		1,489

		TRAINING 		2,000		2,000		2,000		1,320		2,000		871		2,000		1,996		2,000														3,000				5,932		850		200		200		730		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		5,000		-		5,000		-

		TREE CONTROL		10,000

tc={8AF68ED8-5CFC-4305-9F4B-3FA8992906C9}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal																

asmith: asmith:
Pole Saw - $1200		13,000

tc={F5744904-C9EF-4344-82BB-BC4A16A18205}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal		10,000

tc={80ED6F91-13E9-47F0-9197-88485197C0EB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal		- 0

tc={A65A5525-6C06-4912-9AFD-75F46491EEAE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Parker		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 		9,852

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 																				

Gene: Gene:
paint 5th st restroom; poles for discovery trail entry $4,000;		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 																		

Gene: Gene:
Power edger $700; 		- 0		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0				2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		4,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		740		5,000		4,312

		COULTER PARK		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		313		1,500		1,537		613		4,000		444		4,000		576		4,000		119		89		4,000		4,000		3,187		3,638		4,500		3,000		6,500		5,785		7,931		15,000		653		22,000		29,264

		TOTAL PARKS		485,835		493,095		426,033		376,314		369,811		312,484		330,987		295,996		340,783		215,855		197,724		152,333		173,657		160,516		184,413		190,829		182,990		116,325		170,589		134,118		93,899		139,726		158,569		152,305		157,050		163,248		199,355		182,375		233,526		252,468		268,844





		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		1,392,351		1,273,569		1,249,144		1,071,728		1,140,718		1,039,214		1,104,747		1,022,072		1,053,217		934,962		772,343		ERROR:#REF!		1,208,551		ERROR:#REF!		761,778		ERROR:#REF!		743,880		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		526,032		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		705,803		724,790		767,905		813,665		853,080		1,092,006



		LOAN TO STREETS																																																								-		-		-

		LOAN TO 105 CAPITAL IMPROV.																																																								-		-		-

		AGENCY DISBURSEMENTS (ILWACO)

DavidG: DavidG:
Ilwaco Building permits
																																

Gene: Gene:
PUD connection for sprinklers at ballfield $4,000; ballfield materials $3,000;		7,500		12,000		7,500		10,955		7,500		19,428		7,500		5,571		7,500		15,563		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,500		6,017		1,968		6,475		10,071		91		10,071		- 0		6,901		7,500		9,669		4,923		7,500		4,698		7,500		4,154

		TOTAL NON-EXPENDITURES		7,500		12,000		7,500		10,955		7,500		19,428		7,500		5,571		7,500		15,563		-		6,000		-		6,000		-		6,500		6,017		1,968		6,475		10,071		91		10,071		-		6,901		7,500		9,669		4,923		7,500		4,698		7,500		4,154



		TRANSFERS

		TRANSFER TO LAW ENFORCEMENT		795,000

tc={3126887F-05BC-4A2B-AAE7-76D00626C743}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		775,000

tc={876262A2-DE65-457E-BBA9-F3658761C918}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={571C2F2A-36F4-446D-88C7-70D08DE883DF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={EB079E02-C2B8-4D92-B823-3E9E34F3DDB3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={CE6056A6-5116-4403-82BF-9456B55FA772}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		750,000

tc={DDE2C0A0-DC9D-4B55-ADFD-6B7BA1DD1664}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		710,000

tc={906D2659-9453-40E1-AB42-9BDCCDA4540C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		750,000		735,000		732,000		718,000		718,000		730,000		700,000		706,000		700,000		741,465		440,000		660,000		667,000		389,083		667,000		667,000		615,000		645,000		671,250		589,167		710,000		670,890		670,840		627,250

		TRANSFER TO 004 																																								- 0		55,583

		TRANSFER TO CURRENT EX. SINKING		100,000		100,000		100,000		300,000		100,000		100,000		50,000		200,000		20,000		20,000

		BINGO BUILDING BOND

David Glasson: David Glasson:
through 2021
																																						

Gene: Gene:
Begin set aside for new restrooms on Bolstad Approach $1,000
		

tc={EB079E02-C2B8-4D92-B823-3E9E34F3DDB3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		

tc={CE6056A6-5116-4403-82BF-9456B55FA772}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		

tc={DDE2C0A0-DC9D-4B55-ADFD-6B7BA1DD1664}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		

tc={906D2659-9453-40E1-AB42-9BDCCDA4540C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		9,709		9,409		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		4,855		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709				9,709

		LOAN TO STORM WATER																																								70,000

		TRANSFER TO CE. SINKING																																																		- 0				- 0

		TRANSFER TO FIRE SINKING FUND 		15,000

tc={7A27E26C-465F-44F4-8F98-0FB76C95D68B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={20283FDE-A1A6-40E4-AAEB-E3590BED0E1B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={265CC0AF-4E43-4314-9498-86D112BECAA4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={CAEAB9C1-C055-4674-AB11-718FA3E585F4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request												

asmith: asmith:
Plus marijuana tax
		15,000

tc={8BE267D5-60E3-47AB-BE6F-BD327D17B939}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={317465A3-2149-4596-996A-5A8709DF9F05}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    A lot of small revs added		

tc={2987D732-88D6-42E7-95EB-0F40EFF46572}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={B7E654C2-CE0C-4833-AAB3-846BEB3F0C62}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    1315 Wash S		

tc={58CDFE90-2156-43F1-94CA-85676257EAE6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={04C49AEA-54CE-434A-B72E-08DA2147D4C3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={03586CAD-D9EF-48B2-9C08-FD3295E81E18}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={A0A8188A-0414-4822-B4C0-560B3239F79A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={C33E9493-F642-41B4-8D69-F5AD8E18C2A6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax												

tc={C5069210-2B11-4BD6-A067-19025908F8E8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={F6375E07-3008-4848-8EA7-03DC5A614C02}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={E87F5F45-2EA7-461E-8F6C-5E9C96A8693F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={4D4EB522-4C15-442D-92EC-0751B0876FC3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={642C9308-82AA-43B6-9823-BF397BCC2B20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={B4290A4B-7413-46D1-8BE5-062DBDD716CE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={659313E3-7B2C-4616-97C8-FE559AF4D59C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

Gene: Gene:
paid 2012, repay CE $50,256 a year, 1% interest to pay off in 5 years, no pay in 2013.		

Gene: Gene:
repay current expense fund for lilft station loan.Done in 2020																		

asmith: asmith:
Includes new computer for Council Chambers 		

tc={D40A45D4-0EBB-4691-8DC3-33821D2EBC29}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    public defender conflict												

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk										

Gene: Gene:
One fourth of cost of new copier at $10K
		

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk				

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		

tc={3E3F1AD4-C824-4AB0-ACE4-F873DD1A3B27}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={665B0C13-5F90-45BB-8D19-1159750775C8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={A8FF7B72-4BEF-4943-98F4-872E9B1178B4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit				

tc={94ACB4DE-E66E-4ECA-A25C-DD252CFC03FB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={E94F1C6F-9882-4562-95E4-66FF0D487DA5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		

tc={D11B5CCA-2B5A-44B4-BF45-ED70F3AAE603}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={832C601E-3469-41DE-9579-658869464AB6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={878C660A-0A49-48A1-9B2A-310E892D898D}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		

tc={E37A3440-1C87-4D1B-8340-AE23AA84B28A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={7A4E61FC-D089-4FD6-92CE-94FAA21C83BA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={4FC3CFBF-D5FA-4662-B2F6-2D17BA098D70}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS																																								

Gene: Gene:
judge $1000 a month		

tc={F74C15BC-D75C-402E-855B-C168CCD38C40}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={269D58A5-818B-44BC-8FB5-3D3041DA120B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={F1F7D5AA-6FFA-44A7-ABD8-5E0D15249518}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={724551C8-DE03-4F29-9BE8-5BA1750ACDF5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		

tc={044E9680-6EEB-4069-A78D-3514347B2D84}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		

tc={1864F8DA-22DA-4B04-A400-B06EF77597E2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS																																

Gene: Gene:
Defense att $13,200
Pros $12000		

David Glasson: David Glasson:
L & I 16k		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum																														

DavidG: DavidG:
paid early on 2015 PCOG = $1500		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall																										

Gene: Gene:
one fourth of cost of new copier $10K		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

tc={F2A145D9-3507-498F-972C-50D7196DF9F1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Piers						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 				

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 								

asmith: asmith:
City Hall parking lot
		

tc={C83E5CD8-6FEA-44F1-AE0C-14C1BDE8C61F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Clerk / paving / Drainage		

tc={60D7EB5B-735C-43A3-8D0B-BF6218242165}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={C6E094B8-1BCB-46D5-AD5B-9767AF8A1B2B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $7500				

tc={1B78A2FF-33F0-4BD7-AFA5-938E21A3278F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={8D053119-A5FD-4354-A45B-E91EF26B69D2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64														

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		

tc={EB7E9645-CA2E-4B1E-B30E-39D01DFC52F0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={2AEF763F-5F64-426D-A3C8-36983EFF5C20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64														

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		

tc={0528852F-1BB1-479D-ADAD-6547B2300468}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={BE75E251-BE6D-46C4-A37A-7339CBBFD6DD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.										

tc={B736CF69-FBD1-44FE-95FC-2B570ED8D794}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={16A2189C-1AF5-4D72-945A-0BE755E5A774}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.										

tc={CB934693-8C11-40CD-B44D-0863AFB7B9CD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={7D002F1B-4EDA-4406-B5D2-5593D386D975}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.								

tc={490948C1-27A7-4B0E-9CFD-015A4C669CD0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

tc={39A758D5-28D6-4EBA-846F-2BBA06759D08}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={F51AB3B5-13B7-4CDC-A9EB-43A522EECFDF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request														

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

tc={26C1F331-4161-47A6-A277-F1EC4CF9085F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={2930C92C-2652-485B-95C0-98424E80FF90}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={A7FFB488-3DF1-4B41-8DA9-7E12E16D2FAA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 				

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt				

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		15,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,000		6,000				6,000												5,000										- 0				- 0		5,000				5,000

		CONTINGENT EXPENDITURES																																																				73

		TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS		910,000		890,000		879,709		1,079,409		879,709		874,709		774,709		949,709		769,709		766,709		733,709		733,709		739,709		715,709		715,709		709,709		751,174		444,855		669,709		751,709		454,376		676,709		676,709		624,709		654,709		681,032		598,876		724,709		680,599		675,840		636,959





		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		2,309,851		2,175,569		2,136,353		2,162,092		2,027,927		1,933,351		1,886,957		1,977,352		1,830,426		1,717,234		1,506,053		ERROR:#REF!		1,948,261		ERROR:#REF!		1,477,487		ERROR:#REF!		1,501,071		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		1,212,812		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		1,396,503		1,328,589		1,613,714		1,519,723		1,795,776		1,733,119





		Carry Over to next year		481,876		879,261		312,720		901,739		293,722		721,442		91,409		486,532		280,512		417,014		255,508		ERROR:#REF!		199,097		ERROR:#REF!		240,900		ERROR:#REF!		189,473		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		175,591		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		74,204		77,168		-		52,967		-		244,747



																																																																																2022 Budget 		2021 Estimated		2020 Actual		2019 Actual 		2018 Actual 		2017 Actual 		2016 Actual 		2015 Actual		2014 Actual		2013 Actual		2012 Actual		2011 Actual		2010 Actual

																																																																														Expenditures		213,635		216,209		193,335		197,735		171,723		150,605		194,826		147,748.70		150,107.08		121,281.23		139,650.33		132,858.88		151,972.29

																																																																														Ending Fund		312,720		901,739		721,442		486,532		417,014		255,508		199,097		240,900		189,473		175,591		74,204		77,168		52,967





































Expenditures Vs. Ending Fund



Expenditures	2022 Budget 	2021 Estimated	2020 Actual	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual 	213635.32553609606	216209.15	193335.13799999998	197735.18799999999	171723.446	Ending Fund	2022 Budget 	2021 Estimated	2020 Actual	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual 	312719.74463903951	901739.49000000022	721442	486531.83100000024	417013.74989000009	
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2023

		City of Long Beach														2021 Budget										2019 Budget

		CURRENT EXPENSE - 001



				2023		2022		2022		2021		2021		2020		2020		2019		2019		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015		2015		2014		2014		2014		2013		2013		2013		2013		2012		2012		2012		2011		2011		2010		2010		2009

		DESCRIPTION		Budget 		Estimated 		Budget  		Actual 		Budget		 Actual 		Budget COVID 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual		YTD Aug		Budget		Estimated		YTD Aug		Actual		Budget		Estimated		Budget		Actual		Actual		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual



		Revenues



		BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		879,261		903,438		624,907		724,934		539,634		486,532		486,532		419,332		378,988		252,770		142,192		143,399		240,900		202,203		189,473		224,688		175,591		162,669		ERROR:#REF!		74,204		61,379		60,695		ERROR:#REF!		106,380		77,168		37,874		52,967		52,967		244,747		573,482		718,929

		TOTAL BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		879,261		903,438		624,907		724,934		539,634		486,532		486,532		419,332		378,988		252,770		142,192		143,399		240,900		202,203		189,473		224,688		175,591		162,669		ERROR:#REF!		74,204		61,379		60,695		ERROR:#REF!		106,380		77,168		37,874		52,967		52,967		244,747		573,482		718,929



		TAXES

		PROPERTY TAXES (1% Increases)		472,630		467,950		467,950		502,910		461,090		488,975		482,175		433,380		471,078		466,414		440,703		452,970		406,598		407,672		327,750		407,400		399,639		213,012		400,970		397,000		237,059		393,489		397,000		394,750		393,000		449,535		395,596		386,750		371,602		378,893		313,166

		Local Crimal Justice 		15,000		20,000		15,000		29,708		15,000		22,379		17,687		21,784				15,468				18,556

		SALES TAX		700,000		800,000		600,000		856,248		550,000		655,314		550,000		731,409		500,000		598,127		526,625		450,000		500,115		410,000		476,415		400,000		455,570		213,094		370,000		395,000		191,030		408,896		370,500		364,500		368,500		370,112		352,629		350,000		371,467		330,000		372,293

		BUS. TAXES CABLE TV		15,000		30,000		- 0		20,298		28,000		30,214		20,000		10,155		20,000		28,056		21,870		20,000		24,085		20,000		19,777		20,000		21,573		11,854		21,000		24,000		20,014		27,992		20,000		19,415		22,000		18,119		19,312		22,000		20,094		22,000		24,755

		BUS. TAX - TELEPHONE		30,000		30,000		40,000		28,566		40,000		29,273		40,000		55,281		40,000		39,985		46,606		38,000		38,640		38,000		36,343		50,000		37,121		24,702		50,000		47,850		35,936		51,120		47,500		47,600		47,500		53,271		47,669		50,000		47,661		50,000		40,363

		BUS. TAX - PUD		120,000		122,000		120,000		141,884		120,000		134,493		120,000		127,856		120,000		126,845		130,947		115,000		118,324		115,000		111,811		118,000		117,710		66,381		115,000		115,000		92,101		114,263		110,000		110,000		95,000		116,974		108,656		98,000		105,139		98,000		69,267

		BUS. TAXES - WATER/SEWER		298,000		290,000		267,379		333,000		297,574		303,228		300,360		272,367		284,135		183,141		165,451		160,600		150,870		143,525		148,059		140,000		142,104		84,496		115,000		125,000		92,940		141,796		115,000		115,000		125,000		144,980		113,739		124,620		132,361		124,620		116,945

		BUS. TAX - GARBAGE		65,000		65,000		65,000		64,083		55,000		55,998		55,000		40,590		57,399

		BUS. TAX - STORM WATER		27,312		27,312		27,312		29,236		26,777		28,276		26,777		25,343		25,996		16,807		15,321		12,650		13,878		12,650		12,845		10,000		12,198		7,335		10,000		5,000		12		4,055		10,000		10,000		11,760		21,246		9,695		11,760		11,597		11,160		11,366

		PROPERTY TAXES - Uncollected		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0						(2,383)										(14,000)

		REET - Moved to fund 003		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0								- 0		- 0

		GAMBLING TAX		15,000		20,000		15,000		22,575		15,000		15,685		20,000		24,733		20,000		19,756		17,172		19,000		17,606		19,000		18,898		18,000		16,168		11,685		20,000		19,250		13,229		19,640		20,000		19,780		16,500		18,160		20,878		20,000		16,136		26,000		30,694

		TOTAL TAXES		1,757,942		1,872,262		1,617,641		2,028,508		1,608,441		1,763,835		1,631,999		1,742,898		1,538,608		1,494,599		1,364,695		1,286,776		1,270,116		1,165,847		1,151,897		1,163,400		1,202,083		632,559		1,101,970		1,128,100		682,319		1,161,251		1,090,000		1,081,045		1,076,877		1,192,395		1,068,175		1,063,130		1,076,057		1,026,673		978,848																		288,853		17331.174

																																																																																		3157055

		LICENSES & PERMITS

		BUSINESS LICENSES		45,000		55,000		45,000		76,062		45,000		63,878		50,000		73,055		50,000		68,947		54,409		60,000		64,490		57,000		61,756		57,000		70,693		44,959		54,500		55,000		43,248		61,465		58,400		58,400		56,800		53,183		58,456		54,000		58,526		50,000		56,538

		OTHER RECEIPTS												3,708

		BUILDING PERMITS - LONG BEACH		25,000		49,000		25,000		70,197		25,000		52,521		30,000		80,707		30,000		131,934		41,189		30,000		39,345		30,000		31,568		30,000		36,703		27,602		28,000		24,000		20,155		23,052		30,000		29,500		27,500		17,564		33,043		20,000		24,971		40,000		40,074

		BUILDING PERMIT - ILWACO		15,000		24,000		15,000		21,909		15,000		34,813		15,000		27,952		15,000		34,886		28,697		12,000		7,195		12,000		3,344		14,000		17,418		8,556		12,950		16,000		11,168		15,975		8,500		12,000		14,100		13,266		6,528		15,000		16,408		15,000		7,894

		VARIANCES & MISC. PLANNING		3,000		11,170		3,000		16,185		3,000		7,680		3,000		15,265		3,000		7,740		8,660		1,000		1,976		1,000		3,120		1,000		953		920		1,500		1,000		960		1,360		1,000		1,000		2,400		2,065		920		2,000		2,220		1,500		2,750

		USE 322.10.02		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		1,000		1,000						400		-		1,150		-

		WEAPONS PERMIT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				400		318		400		488		281		400		230		400		148		400		276		276		350		450		352		586		100		100				402		96		-		-		-

		FIRE INSPECTIONS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0														-

		TOTAL LICENSES & PERMITS		88,000		139,170		88,000		184,353		88,000		162,600		98,400		197,297		98,400		243,995		133,236		103,400		113,236		100,400		99,936		102,400		126,042		82,313		97,300		96,450		75,883		102,438		99,000		102,000		100,800		86,480		99,443		91,000		103,275		106,500		107,256																		2019		2018		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015

																																																																														DESCRIPTION				Budget 		Estimate		Budget 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Budget		Actual

		INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUE																																																																												Expenditures

		CTED GMA GRANT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		LOCAL LAW ENF. BLOCK GRANT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		ILWACO COURT CONTRACT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0		2,000		3,800		4,741		- 0		2,500		2,213		8,000		2,000

		ILWACO JAIL FEES		3,000		1,000		3,000		- 0		3,000		1,685		3,000		1,265		3,000		3,862		2,313		3,000		1,255		3,000		1,828		3,000		3,387		1,565		2,000		1,800		1,760		2,500		- 0		3,000		3,200		840		3,065		5,000		1,811		5,000		3,114

		PUD PRIVILEGE TAX		14,000		18,015		14,000		16,923		14,000		16,208		14,000		15,890		14,000		16,701		13,961		14,000		13,961		15,000		14,833		15,000		14,325		14,325		15,000		14,428		14,428		14,428		10,000		10,000		12,500		13,913		8,632		13,000		13,067		12,500		13,222

		JIS REIMBURSEMENT-COMPUTERS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0						- 0												-		2,050		-

		SOS ARCHIVING GRANT 								12,325		6,049		6,721		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0						- 0												-		-		-

		STREAMLINED SALES TAX		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		10,000		3,460		10,311		10,000		10,339		10,000		10,720		10,000		10,344		5,081		10,900		10,500		5,109		10,060		10,500		10,800		10,000		10,170		10,658		5,000		10,485				12,343

		CRIMINAL JUSTICE-HI CRM		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				1,500		1,000		- 0		- 0		1,000				1,000		1,000		1,000		658		658		1,200		1,000		929		929		1,500		1,000		2,500		702		711		2,000		-		2,500		1,930

		CRIMINAL JUSTICE-LOC-POP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				100		500						500				500		1,380		500				778		500		750		750		- 0								250

		MARIJUANA EXCISE 		1,200		1,200		1,200		2,037		1,200		1,665		- 0		1,682		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0

		CRIM JUS-POP		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		2,201		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,800		1,000		1,028				- 0		- 0				1,000		2,000		2,250		1,000		1,759		2,288		1,000		2,294		750		1,691

		CRIM JUS-DCD #1		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		500		1,560		500		1,509		1,467		500		1,426		500		343		500		685		343		- 0		- 0				- 0		500		800		100		288		616		100		-		100		302

		CRIM JUS-DCD #2		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				326								592

		DUI - CITIES		211		259		211		259		211		211		200		202		200		212		217		200		221		200		214		300		254		191		300		200		189		255		300		300		200		260		301		200		285		200		494

		LIQUOR EXCISE TAXES		9,170		10,000		9,170		11,078		9,170		9,170		6,000		7,911		6,000		7,279		6,893		3,000		6,625		3,000		3,839		1,800		2,649		1,959		12,000		13,036		- 0		939		12,000		5,134		7,000		5,134		7,017		7,000		7,606		5,500		7,379

		CITY HARDSHIP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0														212

		LIQUOR BOARD PROFITS		11,679		8,000		11,679		12,246		11,679		11,679		12,000		11,795		12,000		14,148

asmith: asmith:
Plus marijuana tax
		12,073		12,000		12,232		9,000		12,355		10,000		12,528		6,270						6,301		12,603		- 0		7,586		9,000		13,856		9,722		9,000		12,279		9,000		10,390

		TOTAL INTERGOVERNMENTAL REV.		41,891		41,105		41,891		57,499		47,940		49,970		36,700		42,905		48,200		49,371		48,235		45,200		47,272		43,200		48,311		43,100		45,860		31,170		41,900		41,714		29,466		43,040		36,800		42,869		49,300		52,504		43,010		44,800		52,090		43,550		52,866



		CHARGES FOR SERVICES

		CIVIL FILINGS, LAW LIBRARY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		9		- 0												- 0												-		-		-		-

		WARRANT COSTS		100		100		100				100		102		100		100		100		67		2		100		166		100		104		850		19		18		1,500		100		73		73		1,500		1,600		1,636		1,243		1,529		1,636		1,636		1,621		1,621

		DEF PROS ADM CS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		50								50		45		45								66				-		-		-

		COVID REIMBURSEMENT								31,738				86,700		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		4		25		11				100		10		1		1		100		100				486		193		-		8		-

		FIRE PROTECTION SERVICES		500		500		500		172		500		237		500		546		338		2,903		967		338		312		338		338		300		388				300		300				381		300		325		300		-		328		300		304		300		308

		MEDIX		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,400

		RECORDS CHECK FEE		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				450		450		450		600		686		450		1,575		450		475		450		1,206		483				350		324		474

		ADULT PROB. CHGS.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				100		100		100		250		- 0		100				100		865		100		- 0				500		400		100		100		500		400		340		1,250		666		340		340		340		340

		SNTNC COMPL FEE		3,409		4,090		3,409		4,090		3,409		3,409		6,000		5,428		6,000		10,653		5,907		8,000		10,229		8,000		14,661		3,500		7,360		4,877		1,800		2,400		1,685		3,358		1,800		1,850		- 0		2,337		2,319				1,949				2,117

		FFA Contribution 		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		5,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		100		117		117																										50

		IT time Pay Fee		300		50		300		50		300		300		250		250		250		16		8		250				250				250		250		250																				-		-		-

		CURRENT EXPENSE		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		4		4		3								15

		Booking Fees		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				125		125		125		400		212		125		212		125		130		150		221		124																				-		-		-

		TOTAL CHARGES FOR SERVICES		9,109		9,540		9,109		40,850		9,109		95,548		12,325		16,399		7,363		14,889		7,782		9,363		12,494		9,363		16,586		5,775		9,571		5,870		4,200		3,614		2,231		4,434		4,200		4,275		2,276		5,397		5,035		2,276		4,237		2,261		4,436



		FINES & FORFEITS																																																																																157.11

		MUNICIPAL COURT FINES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		(400)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0																																														4.19

		JIS/TRAUMA & LOCAL JIS ACCNT.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		200		238		238		150		45		38		- 0		150		150		260		90		131		589		589		256		256																		161.3

		LOCAL/JIS ACCOUNT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		81		- 0		- 0		- 0		118		394		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		350		475		336		600		250		161		197		600		400		1,252		983		385		1,252		1,252		1,970		1,970

		TRAFFIC INFRACTION		3,650		5,500		3,650		13,671		3,650		5,566		3,650		1,414		3,650		2,915		4,230		3,650		5,654		3,650		4,620		3,650		3,991		1,807		3,500		3,250		1,635		3,423		3,500		4,000		2,500		4,668		3,967		2,500		4,884		2,000		2,997

		LEGIS ASSMNT		200		200		200		428		200		313		200		3,103		200		183		233		200		422		200		375		200		370		171				230		230		354								374

		NON-TRAFFIC INFRACTION		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		721		- 0		- 0						- 0				17				- 0		20		- 0		- 0		17		17		-																				116.43

		CRIME VICTIMS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				10		- 0				- 0		10		10		10		- 0		10		14		14		-

		OTHER INFRACTIONS		100		100		100		29		100		292		100		100		100		73		45		100		93		100		108		100		114		42		250		75		20		133		250		250		244		52		217		244		244		343		343

		PARKING INFRACTION		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				30		- 0				- 0		30		30		30		90		30		210		210		50		50

		PARKING - HANDICAP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0

		DUI FINES		250		250		250		292		250		250		250		250		250		218		83		250		17		250		512		250		158		101		400		175		123		120		400		100		400		270		72		400		63				406														6.49

		CRI CNV FEE DUI		100		100		100		9		100		238		100				100		19				100		209		100		27		100		68		68				25		16		6

		CRI CONV FE CT		100		100		100		40		100		100		100				100		79		72		100		202		100		419		100		46		25				50		42		58

		CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISD.		300		300		300		160		300		- 0		300				300		- 0				300		38		300		926		300		365		325		150		400		396		- 0		150		75		200		- 0		51		334		334		57		57														122.92

		CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISDEMEANOR		500		500		500		- 0		500		302		500				500		671		299		500		506		500		- 0		500						1,500		800				397		1,500		1,200		2,100		965		1,116		1,214		1,214		2,318		2,318

		CNTY DRUG BUY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		14		500		233		9		800		300		40		40		800		600		2,000		366		518		992		992		2,128		2,128

		CITY DRUG BUY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		20		- 0		129		500		- 0		- 0		800		300		41		91		800		600		456		353		705		456		456		719		719

		INVESTIGATIVE  FUND ASSESSMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		300		- 0				500		- 0				84		500		600		360		41		560		360		360		578		578

		OTHER CRIMINAL NON-TRAFFIC		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				150		50				- 0		150		150		100		-		139		84		84		236		236

		COURT COST RECOUPMENTS																				- 0				3,000		- 0		1,800		2,848		1,800		2,545		1,726		500		1,100		971		1,393		500		700		533		354		715		533		533		2,347		2,347

		CRIME VICTIMS		800		800		800		800		800		100		800				800						800		96		800		48		800		429		424		1,800		200		146		159		1,800		1,800		2,200		1,207		1,522		782		782		1,443		1,443

		PUBLIC DEFENDER FEES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		700		1		- 0		-		-		944		944

		PUBLIC DEFENSE COSTS		1,000		2,200		1,000		1,435		1,000		1,359		1,000		1,642		1,000		2,799		1,378		1,000		6,039		1,000		1,860		1,000		1,320		607		1,500		1,280		466		663		1,500		1,750		200		1,878		1,517				1,260

		WARRANT/SUBP-SHF		350		350		350		- 0		350				350		350		350				- 0		350				350		772		350		275		206				500		477		799

		CRT COST RECOUP		350		350		350		- 0		350				350		350		350				- 0		350				350				350		301		301				50		49		49

		I Conv FEE CN		25		25		25		319		25		3,115

tc={317465A3-2149-4596-996A-5A8709DF9F05}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    A lot of small revs added		25		25		25				- 0		25		29		25		4		25		74		13

		D/M Int Income Current Expense		25		25		25		- 0		25				25		25		25		40		55		25		- 0		25		- 0		25		39		26

		Court Current Expense		3,000		3,000		3,000		4,177		3,000		3,029		3,000		2,950		3,000		7,722		2,788		3,000		2,645		25		4,392		25		60		26

		D/M Income		25		25		25		770		25				25		25		25		- 0		55		25		288		25		34		25		60		35

		INTERPRETER		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0								-		-		-

		TOTAL FINES & FORFEITS		10,775		13,825		10,775		22,131		10,775		14,745		10,775		10,234		10,775		14,835		9,633		13,775		15,857		9,600		17,809		11,450		11,160		6,486		12,640		9,080		4,849		7,982		12,640		12,415		13,565		11,691		11,655		9,981		13,288		15,390		16,793



		MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES

		INVESTMENT INTEREST		100		100		100		1,098		100		981		100		534		100		238		110		100		1,495		100		112		1,000		223		- 0		3,500		2,000		768		1,189		3,500		3,850		2,500		2,592		4,183		4,000		2,975		12,000		5,327

		Ilwaco Contract - Office Assistance		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		7,100		- 0		6,675		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0				(144)		(102)		-		-		-		-

		SALES INTEREST		150		150		150		567		150				150		1,578		150		938		424		150		294		150		195		200		196		143		275		31		31		52		275		500		750		89		192		750		504		500		1,188

		RENT REVENUE		100		100		100		- 0		100				100				100		500		886		100		776		100		- 0		100		100		100		500		- 0				- 0		500		300		4,500		- 0		275				12		3,000		4,550

		SMA Grant 2013		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										1,911						25,000		27,822		50,000		46,411		- 0		70,500		- 0						- 0		- 0		2,500		- 0		- 0		4,800		-		4,800

		FUND CONTRIBUTIONS		3,000		3,000		3,000		2,491		3,000		2,495		3,000		1,029		3,000		2,288		12,565		3,000		6,688		3,000		3,835		4,000		1,656		706		5,000		4,500		3,776		5,012		5,000		4,800		1,000		2,518		9,077		1,000		1,500		1,000		1,440

		Squirting Clam		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,092		1,300		1,222		1,300		1,322		1,271		1,300		1,210		1,300		1,329		1,500		1,193		813

		Fireworks Donations																				5,750		5,056		5,000		6,896

		PROJECT SAFE HAVEN																				28,676		26,052		49,000		367,260		393,750		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0												- 0																												399000

		MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES																						208		250		1,226		250		305		1,500		274		193		3,000		2,450		2,027		2,136		3,000		3,000		2,200		1,147		3,241		2,000		120		2,000		209																		57000

		Code Enforcement 				70,740

tc={B7E654C2-CE0C-4833-AAB3-846BEB3F0C62}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    1315 Wash S		52,000

tc={58CDFE90-2156-43F1-94CA-85676257EAE6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		- 0

tc={04C49AEA-54CE-434A-B72E-08DA2147D4C3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		13,000

tc={03586CAD-D9EF-48B2-9C08-FD3295E81E18}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		47,059

tc={A0A8188A-0414-4822-B4C0-560B3239F79A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		40,000

tc={C5069210-2B11-4BD6-A067-19025908F8E8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		2,836		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		9		- 0		- 0				15		10						15		- 0		15		9		(5)		(8)		(8)		12		12

		TOTAL MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES		4,650		75,390		56,650		5,456		17,650		51,627		44,650		7,199		4,650		39,711		55,583		58,900		392,520		423,650		33,607		58,300		50,052		1,955		82,790		8,991		6,603		8,389		12,290		12,450		13,465		6,212		16,861		12,542		5,103		23,312		97,428







		TOTAL REVENUES		1,912,367

tc={C33E9493-F642-41B4-8D69-F5AD8E18C2A6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,151,292

tc={F6375E07-3008-4848-8EA7-03DC5A614C02}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,824,066

tc={E87F5F45-2EA7-461E-8F6C-5E9C96A8693F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,338,797

tc={4D4EB522-4C15-442D-92EC-0751B0876FC3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,781,915

tc={642C9308-82AA-43B6-9823-BF397BCC2B20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,138,325

tc={B4290A4B-7413-46D1-8BE5-062DBDD716CE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,467,879

tc={659313E3-7B2C-4616-97C8-FE559AF4D59C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,988,198		1,707,996		1,857,400		1,619,164		1,517,414		1,851,496		1,752,060		1,368,146		1,384,425		1,444,769		760,353		1,340,800		1,287,949		801,351		1,327,534		1,254,930		1,255,054		1,256,283		1,354,679		1,244,180		1,223,729		1,254,050		1,217,685		1,257,628														202,451



		NON-REVENUES

		BINGO BOND ISSUE																																								- 0												- 0				-		-		-		-

		CRIME VICTIMS		100		100		100		100		100		110		100		100		100		224		108		100				100		301		100		185		108		- 0		- 0				131		- 0		- 0		100		65		- 0		90		90		105		105

		LOAN REPAYMENT - LODGING TAX		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0																														327.26				46.61

		LOAN REPAYMENT - STREETS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		90,000		- 0		- 0						- 0												23,854																		349.42				673

		TRANSFER FROM CE SINKING		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0						- 0		- 0		- 0				83,147		274,513		72,000												49.94				9.65		payments				loan

		TRAN WATER TO CURRENT EXP LOAN

Gene: Gene:
paid 2012, repay CE $50,256 a year, 1% interest to pay off in 5 years, no pay in 2013.																										54,744		50,256		70,000		50,256		70,000				50,256		50,256						50,256		50,256		50,256		50,256		- 0												100,512				49.07				310.85		295,256				251280		43,976

		TRAN SEWER TO CURRENT EXP LOAN

Gene: Gene:
repay current expense fund for lilft station loan.Done in 2020												23,854		23,854		23,854		23,854		23,854		- 0		23,854				23,854				23,854						23,854		23,854						23,854		23,854		23,854																				8.26				77.89		47,708				119270		(71,562)

		CONTINGENT REVENUES																																								- 0																														783.95				1118

		JIS/TRAUMA		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0				1,000		850				38		1,000		1,000		1,746		709		792		1,746		1,746		1,040		1,040								7.78

		LOCAL/JIS ACCOUNT																										- 0				- 0				- 0				35		30				4		35		35		37		37		35		37		37		86		86								791.73

		REFUNDS																										- 0				446				- 0						- 0												- 0				-		-		-		-

		OTHER RECEIPTS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		8,980		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		97		- 0		218		- 0		20		500		- 0				1,000		350		11				1,000		- 0		2,500		3,233		1,118		2,500		20		2,500		78

		TOTAL NON-REVENUES		100		100		100		100		100		32,944		23,954		23,954		23,954		24,078		205		23,954		54,962		74,210		160,768		75,710		70,185		108		76,145		75,340		11		173		76,145		75,145		78,493		78,154		85,093		278,886		73,893		3,731		1,309



		TOTAL REVENUES		2,791,727		3,054,830		2,449,073		3,063,831		2,321,649		2,657,801		1,978,365		2,463,884		2,110,938		2,134,248		1,761,561		1,684,767		2,147,357		2,028,473		1,718,387		1,684,823		1,690,544		923,130		ERROR:#REF!		1,437,493		862,741		1,388,403		ERROR:#REF!		1,436,579		1,411,944		1,470,707		1,382,240		1,555,582		1,572,690		1,794,898		1,977,866														30,865.55





		Expenditures



		CURRENT EXPENSE



		LEGISLATIVE

		SALARIES		26,400		26,400		26,400		24,000		26,400		26,400		26,400		25,950		26,400		26,200		23,700		24,000		23,400		24,000		24,000		24,000		22,500		14,500		24,000		20,700		13,900		20,700		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		21,100		24,000		23,400

		BENEFITS & TAXES		4,247		4,247		4,247		1,952		4,247		2,295		7,600		2,113		7,600		2,133		1,938		4,013		2,297		3,000		3,135		2,200		3,841		2,025		2,000		2,000		1,136		1,692		2,000		2,000		2,000		1,950		2,059		3,853		1,746		3,853		1,895

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		300		300		300		63		300		5		300		235		300		154		- 0		300		544		300		- 0		300		- 0		- 0		500		200		121		121		500		500		1,000		111		605		500		1,183		500		655

		TRAVEL		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		1,000		752		3,000		2,041		3,000		2,255		711		1,500		501		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		- 0		1,500		850		198		512		1,500		600		2,800		729		1,640		3,000		(50)		3,000		354

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		300		300		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		77		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		- 0		300		100		60		60		300		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		500		-		500		-

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		5,000		5,000		5,000		2,252		5,000		2,285		5,000		373		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Includes new computer for Council Chambers 		11,607		11,147		8,500		10,320		10,000		11,449		10,000		11,263		11,263		9,000		9,000		8,978		8,998		1,500		6,669		1,500		6,694		12,200		1,000		12,208		5,500		10,084

		ELECTIONS		10,000		10,000		10,000		7,404		10,000		9,084		10,000		10,065		10,000

		TRAINING		2,000		2,000		2,000		535		1,000		250		1,000		715		500		4,300		212		1,500				- 0		- 0		2,500

Gene: Gene:
One fourth of cost of new copier at $10K
		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0						200		- 0		- 0		1,000		-		1,000		-

		TOTAL LEGISLATIVE		51,247		51,247		51,247		36,206		48,247		41,071		53,600		41,492		53,100		46,726		37,708		40,113		37,062		39,100		38,584		40,800		37,603		27,787		37,300		32,850		24,393		32,082		29,800		33,769		32,000		33,484		40,504		33,853		36,187		38,353		36,388



		JUDICIAL

		SALARIES		32,400		32,400		32,400		28,800		28,800		28,650		28,800		26,950		26,400		26,400

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		35,136

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		34,720

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		33,655		33,600

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		13,652		12,000		26,845		25,438		12,000		12,000		25,901		38,788		12,000

Gene: Gene:
judge $1000 a month		43,221		43,221		43,029		43,085		40,843		42,767		40,843		45,642		30,000		-										over

		BENEFITS		2,946		2,946		2,946		1,813		2,946		2,398		6,115		2,037		6,115		2,056		2,341		7,626		2,698		1,000		1,329		1,000		12,540		3,836		1,000		1,000		6,900		8,327		1,000		14,200		15,150		10,461		6,586		14,639		4,411		14,639		10,173		10,000		12,000										over

		COURT CONTRACT WITH COUNTY																																																				- 0

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		1,000		1,000		1,000		478		1,000		260		1,000		250		1,000		322		2,968		50		1,231		50		537		50		- 0		- 0		100		100		65		1,379				825		2,000		605		796		2,000		1,455		2,000		1,632				13,200

		LEGAL FEES		15,000		15,000		15,000		16,116

tc={D40A45D4-0EBB-4691-8DC3-33821D2EBC29}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    public defender conflict		12,000		1,050		12,000		10,555		12,000		17,800		17,675		12,000		12,000		12,000		12,000		16,000		13,056		9,056		16,000		14,500		8,853		12,853		25,200

Gene: Gene:
Defense att $13,200
Pros $12000		12,260		12,000		13,056		12,623		11,000		12,612		11,000		12,389				25,200

		COUNTY COURT CONTRACT		33,293		32,640		32,640		28,515		28,091		27,231		27,540		25,995		23,479		23,019		14,252		14,280		10,499		14,000		15,166		19,000		13,943		4,110		14,000		14,000		10,500		12,833

		COMMUNICATIONS		500		500		500		540		500		521		500		524		500		491		485		500		507		500		500		500		491		287		500		450		360		528		500		490		800		450		482		800		484		800		460

		TRAVEL		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,068		- 0		1,928		- 0		146		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		287		750		-		750

		MISCELLANEOUS		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		130		100		233		100		56		56		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		400		1,000		252		-		1,000		50		1,000

		EQUIPMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		2,500		2,350		2,500		6,450

		COUNTY JAIL - LONG BEACH		8,800		8,800		8,800		2,564		8,800		3,430		8,800		3,925		8,000		5,261		4,860		8,000		4,518		8,000		9,139		8,000		12,781		8,048		6,000		6,000		4,290		6,245		8,000		5,725		8,000		5,000		5,955		12,500		4,473		12,500		5,452

		COUNTY JAIL - ILWACO		5,000		8,202		3,000		327		3,000		1,948		3,000		1,195		3,000		3,854		2,573				1,033				173		4,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		1,000		203		498		- 0		1,890		5,000		1,078		3,180		5,000		1,761		5,000		3,082

		TOTAL JUDICIAL		99,038		101,588		96,386		79,253		85,236		65,588		87,855		71,531		80,594		79,303		82,458		77,276		68,198		69,250		52,876		60,650		79,712		50,832		50,600		49,050		57,073		81,452		46,700		79,011		87,671		73,931		72,994		91,032		70,363		91,032		85,279



		FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION

		SALARIES		107,001		102,566		102,566		82,377		97,112		85,385		79,082		77,384		75,858		78,016		73,458		74,377		75,956		77,743		79,384		79,957		58,811		25,950		60,514		50,331		30,733		46,126		50,331		43,750		43,750		47,587		66,052		63,200		63,220		63,200		64,142		35000 left

		BENEFITS		62,469		61,556		61,556		54,454		56,142		51,578		44,595		52,483		39,649		50,139		46,238		39,058		37,941		38,491		25,154		20,068		13,618		9,363		27,864		14,250		10,070		15,195		10,286		17,250		17,250		18,487		23,988		23,887		21,922		23,887		23,361		11000 left																38491

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		22,000

tc={3E3F1AD4-C824-4AB0-ACE4-F873DD1A3B27}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		22,000
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Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		22,000
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Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		20,374

tc={832C601E-3469-41DE-9579-658869464AB6}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		22,000
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Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		20,007
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Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		22,000
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Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		11,459		16,000		8,084		16,260		6,500		16,517		6,500		10,392		6,500		11,346		5,704		5,500		4,500		2,524		4,999		5,500		5,003		5,000		6,257		6,289		4,000		6,399		4,000		5,138

		ACCOUNTING SERVICES		40,000

tc={A8FF7B72-4BEF-4943-98F4-872E9B1178B4}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    2 year audit		20,000
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Comment:
    2 year audit		40,000

tc={878C660A-0A49-48A1-9B2A-310E892D898D}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    2 year audit		6,102		25,000		19,665		25,000		28,253		16,000		17,620		7,214		16,000		17,420		16,000		26,584		16,000		14,704		13,184		17,500		10,000		5,215		7,703		18,000		13,864		5,000		4,770		18,922		4,000		18,061		4,000		13,241

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		15,000

tc={D11B5CCA-2B5A-44B4-BF45-ED70F3AAE603}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={E37A3440-1C87-4D1B-8340-AE23AA84B28A}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={4FC3CFBF-D5FA-4662-B2F6-2D17BA098D70}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		11,386

tc={269D58A5-818B-44BC-8FB5-3D3041DA120B}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={724551C8-DE03-4F29-9BE8-5BA1750ACDF5}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		10,232
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		1,617		5,000		4,383		6,211		2,000		16,597

David Glasson: David Glasson:
L & I 16k		2,000		4,011		2,000		155		35		5,000		1,000		415		2,450		5,000		120		18,400		10,869		5,861		18,400		1,976		18,400		11,090		JP - only 100 at this time

		COMMUNICATIONS		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,411		5,000		6,100		5,000		5,420		4,000		6,358		3,465		4,000		3,773		4,000		3,696		4,000		3,594		2,095		4,000		3,900		2,493		3,729		4,000		3,795		1,500		3,822		4,168		1,500		1,317		1,500		1,440

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		1,344		1,000		79		2,000		3,991		2,000		3,192		1,685		2,000		2,345		2,000		1,661		3,500		3,081		1,771		3,500		3,000		1,386		2,321		3,500		3,500		4,500		3,404		3,357		4,000		7,135		2,500		5,760

		TRAINING		2,500		2,500		2,500		- 0		2,500		70		2,500		1,095		2,500		2,433		3,593		1,500		3,667		1,500		2,891		500		117				500		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		300		50		1,500		-		1,500		140

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		500		500		500		918		500		510		500		912		500		1,537		1,234		500		909		500		605		500		490		41		500		750		731		838		500		200		500		395		212		500		196		500		176

		REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE																100		100		3,849		411		100		723		100		724		100		- 0		- 0		- 0		250		113		113		- 0		1,190		50		12		164				26				-

		INSURANCE		6,743		5,394		5,394		4,904		2,769		4,308		6,000		4,150		6,000		3,643		6,086		6,000		5,457		5,303		17,974		21,500		18,801		18,701		22,000		- 0				- 0		22,000		20,912		22,000		39,925		19,641		22,000		20,143		22,000		21,000

		Utilities																																														- 0		- 0		-				340

		DUES & ASSOCIATIONS		2,000		2,000		2,000		100		2,000		806		2,000		415		2,000		1,818		727		1,000		717		1,000		2,226		3,600		4,202

DavidG: DavidG:
paid early on 2015 PCOG = $1500		3,400		2,400		2,478		2,324		2,478		2,000		1,900		1,500		2,541		-		1,500		-		1,500		280

		PRINTING		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		45		43		43		- 0

		MISCELLANEOUS																								500		1,773		500		631		500		203		150		500		250		120		135		500		1,600		250		1,582		5				699				24

		CODIFICATION OF ORDINANCES		2,000		2,000		2,000		3,741		1,500		1,898		1,500		265		1,500		1,322		2,018				5,509

		EQUIPMENT		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		3,500

Gene: Gene:
one fourth of cost of new copier $10K		- 0		- 0		1,200		500				- 0		1,200		1,200		4,000		-		1,056		4,000		-		4,000		6,450																				0

		TOTAL FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION		268,713		242,017		262,017		192,111		232,523		202,638		207,177		201,041		173,107		182,394		168,602		154,536		189,303		156,637		175,933		162,226		129,121		80,394		150,978		91,254		56,167		86,129		124,316		114,284		125,200		139,951		150,105		148,486		141,094		146,986		152,242																				189303.41



		LEGAL

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		24,100

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		24,160

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		31,000		30,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		20,473		3,000		18,000		22,523		18,000		18,310		18,000		25,000		7,500		18,000		18,000		12,000		16,500		18,000		23,320		14,000		37,508		21,414		13,200		15,985		13,200		13,470

		TOTAL LEGAL		25,000		25,000		25,000		24,100		25,000		24,160		25,000		31,000		30,000		20,473		3,000		18,000		22,523		18,000		18,310		18,000		25,000		7,500		18,000		18,000		12,000		16,500		18,000		23,320		14,000		37,508		21,414		13,200		15,985		13,200		13,470



		FACILITIES

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		600		1,500		600		1,459		653		600		575				523

		UTILITIES		4,500		4,500		4,500		2,511		3,000		3,464		3,000		2,524		3,000		2,757		3,048		2,500		2,321		4,000		2,159		4,000		3,369		1,712		3,000		2,740		1,863		2,627		3,200		3,200		2,500		3,602		2,741		2,200		2,818		2,200		2,265

		OLD KITE MUSEUM																				2,500		- 0		1,000		2,714		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		- 0		400		150		131		131		500		1,165		500		1,166		43		500		537		1,000		506

		MISCELLANEOUS																						1,165		1,500		1,920		1,500		1,730		1,500		1,920		1,120		1,500		1,920		1,280		1,920		1,500		1,600		1,500		2,610		1,920		1,500		1,947		500		2,129

		CITY HALL REPAIRS		30,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		237

tc={F2A145D9-3507-498F-972C-50D7196DF9F1}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Piers		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		8,103

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		297		12,500

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		160				2,500		3,234

asmith: asmith:
City Hall parking lot
		2,500		4,011		2,500				- 0		- 0		500		458		458		1,000		8,681		1,000		4,376		305		1,000		3,742		6,500		10,937

		Obies Demolition		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		8,125		- 0		8,125

		28th Street Lift Station		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0														138,856

		TOTAL FACILITIES		34,500		9,500		24,500		2,748		23,000		11,567		23,000		2,821		15,500		5,417		4,213		7,500		10,189		11,000		7,900		11,000		5,289		2,832		4,900		5,310		3,732		5,136		6,800		24,271		6,100		21,338		5,662		5,800		9,619		10,200		155,216



		ASSOCIATION WASHINGTON CITIES

		CONTRIBUTIONS		1,079		952		952		- 0		782		- 0		782		782		782				700		700		717		700		- 0		700		698		- 0		800		800		- 0		- 0		800		685		800		685		- 0		760				760

		TOTAL AWC		1,079		952		952		-		782		-		782		782		782		-		700		700		717		700		-		700		698		-		800		800		-		-		800		685		800		685		-		760		-		760



		FIRE CONTROL																																																																																		current		proposed

		SALARIES		24,831		21,956		21,956		22,538		20,204		20,396		19,053		19,136		11,343

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		13,700

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		15,736		23,940		4,560		13,500		11,218		13,500		9,685		5,956		13,500		9,000		5,996		8,999		13,500		13,500		13,500		8,757		8,721		13,500		13,340		18,400		13,877																		Chief		6000		9000

		BENEFITS		16,464		16,235		16,235		18,042		15,230		14,312		9,735		10,185		4,473		12,913		12,724		7,500		8,412		12,000		13,585		12,000		11,106		5,075		10,500		10,500		6,836		13,335		12,980		12,980		4,800		14,359		14,635		4,800		10,604		4,800		5,483																		Asst. Chief		2400		3600

		BOARD OF VOL FIREMEN		3,000		3,000		3,000		2,130		3,000		- 0		3,000		2,600																								- 0												(170)

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		15,000		15,000		15,000		10,500		15,000		10,005		18,000		14,918		15,000		25,127		13,596		12,500		13,859		12,500		24,423		12,500		25,972		15,245		10,000		12,850		11,491		13,484		10,000		9,250		10,000		7,705		12,229		8,000		24,785		8,000		35,407																		Training		4500		4500

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		150		150		150		-		150		75		150		98		150		-		-		300		105		300		192		300		-		-		300		110		110		110		500		- 0		500		-		-		500		213		500		821																		shift				6840

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		24,700

tc={C83E5CD8-6FEA-44F1-AE0C-14C1BDE8C61F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Clerk / paving / Drainage		3,500

tc={60D7EB5B-735C-43A3-8D0B-BF6218242165}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={1B78A2FF-33F0-4BD7-AFA5-938E21A3278F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		4,865

tc={EB7E9645-CA2E-4B1E-B30E-39D01DFC52F0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={0528852F-1BB1-479D-ADAD-6547B2300468}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		1,476

tc={B736CF69-FBD1-44FE-95FC-2B570ED8D794}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={CB934693-8C11-40CD-B44D-0863AFB7B9CD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		5,212		3,000		12,843		2,965		1,300		1,401		900		2,584		900		738		298		500		1,000		906		906		250		250		250		952		-		250		-		250		172																				12900		23940

		COMMUNICATIONS		8,500

tc={C6E094B8-1BCB-46D5-AD5B-9767AF8A1B2B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $7500		8,500

tc={8D053119-A5FD-4354-A45B-E91EF26B69D2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		8,500

tc={2AEF763F-5F64-426D-A3C8-36983EFF5C20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		8,465

tc={BE75E251-BE6D-46C4-A37A-7339CBBFD6DD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		7,500

tc={16A2189C-1AF5-4D72-945A-0BE755E5A774}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		10,149

tc={7D002F1B-4EDA-4406-B5D2-5593D386D975}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		7,500

tc={490948C1-27A7-4B0E-9CFD-015A4C669CD0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		4,445		7,500		4,498		5,461		12,000		29,787		11,107		13,689		14,000		8,254		7,884		9,500		9,000		6,127		8,698		5,500		7,000		5,500		8,527		6,631		5,500		5,259		5,500		5,678

		TRAVEL		2,500		2,500		2,500		1,145		2,500		300		2,500		1,446		1,500		-		1,253		1,000		650		500		177		500		221		172		500		-				-		1,500		2,950		1,500		4,438		223		1,500		1,046		1,500		557

		INSURANCE		32,330		25,864		25,864		23,512		19,128		20,665		21,000		19,899		21,000		24,955		20,330		19,500		18,228		17,714		17,974		21,000		18,701		18,701		21,000						-		21,000		20,912		21,000		39,925		19,641		21,000		20,143		21,000		19,890

		FACILITIES												20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		20,000		20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		40,000		64		20,000		25,738		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		-		20,000		20,000				20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000

		UTILITIES		7,700		7,700		7,700		5,825		7,700		7,419		7,700		6,306		6,500		6,146		6,346		6,000		4,669		6,500		5,153		6,500		6,497		4,139		6,500		6,500		4,207		6,012		6,500		6,750		6,500		6,508		6,953		6,500		7,216		4,500		4,836

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		18,000		18,000		18,000		27,327		18,000		17,180		18,000		14,131		18,000		20,575		15,587		10,000		5,805		10,000		11,519		10,000		6,350		4,790		10,000		8,450		5,069		6,083		10,000		9,865		10,000		7,871		12,764		12,000		19,119		12,000		28,308

		EMS/VOLUNTEER COMPENSATION		10,500		4,800		4,800		3,979		4,800		3,778		4,800		1,167		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-				-		-		2,000		2,000		-		-

		MISCELLANEOUS																								1,000		740		1,000		789		1,000		1,880		458		1,500		1,000		890		1,130		2,000		790		2,000		810		720		1,000		720		1,000		720

		EQUIPMENT		14,000		9,000		9,000		3,089		9,000		4,718		9,000		9,096		9,000		8,913		4,503		9,000		10,015		9,000		230		9,000		7,593		6,486		9,000		8,800		2,805		8,764		9,000		12,975		9,000		12,115		1,979		10,000		16,120		10,000		9,582

		TRAINING		14,000

tc={39A758D5-28D6-4EBA-846F-2BBA06759D08}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={F51AB3B5-13B7-4CDC-A9EB-43A522EECFDF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={26C1F331-4161-47A6-A277-F1EC4CF9085F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		4,370

tc={2930C92C-2652-485B-95C0-98424E80FF90}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={A7FFB488-3DF1-4B41-8DA9-7E12E16D2FAA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		3,255		4,000		9,266		3,500		5,222		3,734		1,500		1,951		1,500		- 0		1,500		3,631		3,381		1,500		550		550		542		2,000		2,645		2,000		2,130		40		1,500		2,540		1,500		285

		TOTAL FIRE CONTROL		191,676		150,205		150,205		135,787		139,712		133,728		147,938		137,905		120,966		174,892		102,299		125,540		125,919		116,521		121,532		122,700		120,628		72,583		114,300		87,760		44,987		88,065		114,730		121,867		108,550		133,928		104,537		106,050		141,105		108,950		145,616



		BUILDING INSPECTOR

		SALARIES		40,585		37,324		37,324		30,947		37,582		28,613		26,949		26,112		26,290		25,360		24,752		22,543		21,782		22,643		30,247		30,000		30,000		21,997		29,640		3,011		1,491		3,125		3,011		25,000		22,500		22,500		30,423		30,514		50,995		30,514		46,497		4k to planning												15over

		BENEFITS		22,724		16,235		16,235		21,597		24,873		17,730		18,273		15,697		17,607		15,183		15,004		17,558		13,284		13,000		14,936		12,000		12,654		9,331		10,670		1,762		346		2,213		1,762		11,000		12,800		12,800		15,320		15,365		22,200		15,365		45,285		5k to planning												12 over

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,117		5,000		2,693		5,000		1,372		5,000		9,781		6,742		1,100		6,061		1,100		1,418		750		1,029		523		750		750		600		714		850		800		850		1,067		875		500		1,166		500		2,004

		CODE ENFORCEMENT		20,000		1,000		20,000		32,770		20,000		55,581		42,300		33,983		2,300						2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		150		- 0		150		-		-		150		-		150

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES																		35,000

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		6,815		8,208		600		- 0		600		- 0		600				- 0		600		600		476		476		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		500		-		500

		TRAINING		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		12		1,500		1,565		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,000		600		600		1,000		690		400		400		1,500		- 0		600		95		1,606		700		595		700		90

		DUES AND ASSOCIATIONS		135		135		135		- 0		135		55		135				135		95		40		135				135		260		135		135		135		100		95		95		95

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		501		1,500		463		1,500		1,282		1,000		940		402		1,000		63		1,000		49		1,000		1,026		1,026		600		600		448		588		800		833		850		1,217		981		1,850		2,902		1,850		1,248

		STATE REMITT/BUILDING PERMITS		9,000		9,000		9,000		8,528		9,000		9,000		9,000		9,029						300		300		- 0		300		- 0		150		- 0		- 0		250		50		24		24		500		- 0		500		50		-		500		-		500

		EQUIPMENT																		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt				- 0		1,000		- 0		6,200		- 0		2,500		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		-		2,000

		MEMBERSHIPS		575		575		575		95		575		500		575		575		575		180		- 0		575				575		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		350		95		350		-		-		350		-		350		-

		TOTAL BUILDING INSPECTOR		101,019		72,269		91,269		100,555		100,165		114,635		105,233		88,062		94,407		59,919		55,448		48,311		41,190		47,053		46,911		48,135		45,443		33,612		43,610		7,558		3,880		7,634		8,922		37,728		39,100		37,729		49,205		52,429		77,858		52,429		95,123



		CIVIL DEFENSE

		EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT		13,912		13,912		13,912		13,781		13,912		4,316		13,912		25,613		12,794		15,766		18,665		14,175		14,631		12,000		11,434		12,000		22,075		7,751		12,119		10,000		8,293		11,057		11,057		8,000		10,000		8,296		8,142		9,000		9,782		9,782		13,769

		COVID COSTS 						2,000		- 0		2,000		34,257

		TOTAL CIVIL DEFENSE		13,912		13,912		15,912		13,781		15,912		38,573		13,912		25,613		12,794		15,766		18,665		14,175		14,631		12,000		11,434		12,000		22,075		7,751		12,119		10,000		8,293		11,057		11,057		8,000		10,000		8,296		8,142		9,000		9,782		9,782		13,769



		AIR POLLUTION

		OLYMPIC AIR POLLUTION CONTROL		1,185		1,185		1,185		1,729		1,185		1,713		1,665		1,665		1,138		1,357		1,314		900		878		$   900		875		$   900		870		$   630		$   900		$   866		$   866		$   866		700		675		675		931		691		657		680		657		657

		TOTAL AIR POLLUTION		1,185		1,185		1,185		1,729		1,185		1,713		1,665		1,665		1,138		1,357		1,314		900		878		900		875		900		870		630		900		866		866		866		700		675		675		931		691		657		680		657		657														ERROR:#REF!



		PLANNING

		SALARIES		53,860		49,687		45,000		47,672		37,365		44,083		41,341		40,443		40,332		38,948		35,073		35,038		28,052		26,230		35,542		63,855		60,118		39,384		67,481		26,188		17,432		33,453		26,188		26,000		26,000		26,347		43,294		48,715		41,831		48,715		17,088		40k under

		BENEFITS		28,938		26,562		23,089		26,983		22,429		24,945		25,408		23,893		22,864		22,538		20,664		22,121		13,725		9,057		17,630		18,000		18,844		8,606		18,304		7,848		4,975		8,865		7,848		12,000		12,812		7,511		11,174		11,647		9,781		11,647		17,230		10k under

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		7,000		7,000		7,000		6,727		7,000		3,054		7,000		2,439		7,000		14,118		1,559		1,000		10,506		1,000		13,216		3,000		7,205		5,976		3,000		3,850		3,029		4,345		3,000		3,000		2,650		2,549		4,741		2,500		2,923		2,500		3,748

		PRINTING		100		100		100		- 0		100		- 0		100		- 0		100		- 0		- 0		100		1,278		100		- 0		50		- 0		- 0		- 0						43		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		-				-		-

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		10,000		10,000		10,000		15,787

tc={E7009D64-C8ED-42F5-8576-B76BD2635E3E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    SMP Update 5k		15,000

tc={A6503E55-E2C8-4608-9631-E1F2DA1AF5B1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    SMP Update 5k		13,261

tc={F894BE7F-81F5-4D97-A296-549899B699C5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Comp Plan - Buffer Study		15,000

tc={2616419E-EE5C-4C1D-81C9-B26C78195139}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Comp Plan - Buffer Study		48,710		45,000

asmith: asmith:
Comp Plan Update 		15,532		5,523		12,000		1,638		12,000		11,068		12,000		3,393		3,229		24,500		6,000		4,089		4,891		15,000		4,100		15,000		7,777		6,906		15,000		15,915		15,000		70,635

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		500		44		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		45		2,000		928		2,000		973		2,000		2,065		801		2,000		1,300		453		1,059		2,000		1,000		1,800		295		765		750		2,203		750		1,115

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,312		4,000		3,340		4,000		4,434		4,000		3,991		4,143		3,000		1,332		3,000		3,870		3,000		1,873		1,607		3,000		3,000		2,202		3,129		3,000		2,750		3,000		2,974		3,320		3,000		1,902		3,000		2,529

		Project Safe Haven																				29,171		14,602		56,000		439,647		420,000		10,307				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0

		EQUIPMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				7,500

Gene: Gene:
includes one fourth of the cost of a new copier at $10K.		- 0		- 0		10,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		650		1,000		877		85		1,000		1,488		1,000		701

		LEGAL SERVICES		5,000		5,000		5,000		- 0		5,000		330		5,000		1,335		5,000		6,690		16,070		4,000		25,827		4,000		8,132		4,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		5,000		5,000		5,000		4,785		342		25,000		-		25,000

		TRAINING		3,000		3,000		3,000		3,463		2,000		- 0		2,000		745		2,000		- 0		383		2,000		636		2,000		1,279		2,000		151		- 0		2,000		500		295		834		2,000		1,650		2,000		1,003		1,207		2,000		1,040		2,000

		Shoreline Master Program		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		239		2,000		279		279								266		- 0

		MEMBERSHIP		1,000		1,000		1,000		200		1,000		- 0		1,000		2,070		1,000		1,500		1,585		400		- 0		400		341		350		306		- 0		350		350		- 0		249		350		250		350		294		-		350		-		350

		TOTAL PLANNING		114,398		107,849		99,689		105,144		94,395		89,057		102,849		124,069		129,296		132,488		99,647		137,659		523,569		481,787		102,598		117,755		94,234		59,883		135,635		49,036		32,475		57,133		65,386		56,400		69,612		54,413		71,834		109,962		77,083		110,962		113,046



		PACE

		CONTRIBUTIONS																																														- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		-		-		5,000

		TOTAL PACE																																														-		-		-				-		-		-		5,000



		EDC ANNUAL DONATION 

		TECHNICAL SERVICES AGREEMENT 		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000

		TOTAL EDC DONATION 		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000



		ALCOHOLISM

		COUNTY CONTRIBUTION		750		750		750		- 0		750		- 0		750		95		750		372		565		750		716		350		413		250		216		153		365		365		189		252		360		360		300		362		348		300		383		300		356

		TOTAL ALCOHOLISM		750		750		750		-		750		-		750		95		750		372		565		750		716		350		413		250		216		153		365		365		189		252		360		360		300		362		348		300		383		300		356



		PARKS

		SALARIES		189,263		176,000		148,989		140,394		141,629		113,414		115,534		108,956		128,857

asmith: asmith:
Might be up due to Culbertson Improvements 		31,751		34,477		29,133		29,363		28,484		36,408		42,147		45,016		14,925		44,870		28,188		20,347		29,971		28,188		33,000		25,500		25,500		35,028		35,090		76,496		69,132		72,279		22k under

		BENEFITS		98,515		93,000		80,948		66,744		80,658		60,007		64,203		64,353		79,476		18,929		16,165		13,450		13,895		9,040		16,606		10,132		11,954		6,975		11,319		12,600		8,268		12,152		9,681		15,000		10,800		10,800		13,505		13,585		30,728		26,636		27,825

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		60,000		85,000		60,000		58,321		60,000		53,179		60,000		54,554		48,000

asmith: asmith:
picnic tables, cedar fencing, drinking fountain, benches 		82,135		72,796		35,000		51,016		35,000		48,674		35,000		54,001		33,145		30,000		31,000		23,828		35,675		30,000		28,500		30,000		31,944		34,606		30,000		34,250		28,000		30,673		Holiday Decs, Sani Cans 

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		250		250		250		5,399		250		375		250		400		250		2,843		701		250		398		250		1,340		250		156		156		150		125		125		125		- 0		- 0		- 0				97						17,000

		INSURANCE		9,807		7,845		7,845		7,132		1,274		6,265		6,000		6,036		6,000		5,532		5,900		6,000		5,290		5,141		9,516		12,000		9,900		9,900		12,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		12,000		10,755		12,000		20,821		10,101		12,000		10,359		12,000		11,000

		UTILITIES		30,000		30,000		30,000		30,500		22,000		24,912		11,000		10,680		11,000		12,433		12,867		9,500		10,322		10,000		9,589		11,000		10,251		5,950		10,500		9,000		4,868		7,029		10,500		10,500		8,000		9,681		10,290		8,000		10,516		8,000		6,952

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		40,000

tc={4E83CF4A-E83D-4B56-AA3C-645BF4816994}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500		40,000

tc={9B913701-F5EC-4F6F-A9DF-DF76C50AC8C0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500														

asmith: asmith:
Might be up due to Culbertson Improvements 		40,000

tc={9E375B21-B473-42D1-AC45-EC8EE40C92BF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500		37,460

tc={CB7244AE-8151-4C82-B1BE-88EEA607485E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		25,000

tc={B0346274-AE5A-4F75-9DF9-D982250E2D56}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		24,762

tc={D39E6AEE-2B36-41D6-A704-2FCDAAA5A19B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		27,000

tc={F8D76465-0C38-411A-B9FD-360BCFD6C697}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		23,474		25,000		23,697		20,354		27,000		32,820		27,000		27,268		26,800

Gene: Gene:
paint 5th st restroom; poles for discovery trail entry $4,000;		22,403		17,506		22,500		13,000		5,017		14,333		23,500		14,000		25,000		16,191		22,341		25,000		27,985		25,000		37,312

		MISCELLANEOUS																										- 0		500		330		500		571		571		- 0		27		27		27		- 0		- 0		18,000		-		4,751		18,000		27,351		18,000		26,274

		EQUIPMENT		20,000

tc={E3D990B9-3458-4071-8D1C-A5005F1E9EDD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500						

tc={CB7244AE-8151-4C82-B1BE-88EEA607485E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		20,000

tc={BA11AEF7-9E0C-44FE-BDF1-B99A2AD7032A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500														

asmith: asmith:
picnic tables, cedar fencing, drinking fountain, benches 		

tc={B0346274-AE5A-4F75-9DF9-D982250E2D56}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		20,000

tc={E7DC278A-F2E4-4FFE-B45F-338F46F9B044}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500						

tc={D39E6AEE-2B36-41D6-A704-2FCDAAA5A19B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		13,820

tc={F2216E08-DB6C-4E05-AE6A-AF15BD4CF290}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Backhoe - 5k						

tc={F8D76465-0C38-411A-B9FD-360BCFD6C697}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		5,000

tc={CDA13F87-3469-4228-898C-CA041AE376D3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Backhoe - 5k		871

tc={9354A10B-46A3-403A-A5A6-8F85D3440808}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Grinder pump - Sid Snyder Restroom
Weed eater
fencing
Backhoe - 5k
10k total		10,000

tc={8FDF49D9-377A-4AB5-BF88-777D128B75ED}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Grinder pump - Sid Snyder Restroom
Weed eater
fencing
Backhoe - 5k
10k total		5,200		5,200

asmith: asmith:
Pole Saw - $1200		5,206		5,696		4,000		- 0		4,000		6,386		4,000

Gene: Gene:
Power edger $700; 		2,680		2,680		3,500		3,000		- 0		- 0		3,200		3,000		3,500		2,588		25,211		2,000		5,241		2,000		1,240

		CULBERTSON PARK IMPROVEMENTS		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		3,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		- 0		6,000		1,296		7,100		107		7,000

Gene: Gene:
PUD connection for sprinklers at ballfield $4,000; ballfield materials $3,000;		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,813		1,813		1,136		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		3,700		-		3,700		-

		MISCELLANEOUS																						6,945		- 0		6,522		6,000		6,799		6,000		8,902		6,274		6,000		13,065		12,179		13,572		18,000		18,000		1,500		22,063		18,685				6,195

		TRAVEL		500		500		500		127		500		426		500		2,041		500		1,485		128		500		242		500		6		500		134		134		400		400		383		383				50				28		188				146				267

		LANDSCAPING		20,000		20,000		20,000		12,716		20,000		17,208		20,000		17,820		20,000		21,185		20,013		16,500		22,051		16,500		20,502		16,500		16,902		12,086		16,500		16,500		13,078		20,375		15,000		14,000		10,000		15,695		14,416		10,000		2,707		10,000		8,768

		RESTROOM FACILITIES		1,000		1,000		1,000		2,381		1,000		342		1,000		173		1,000		9,123		1,070		1,000		- 0		5,000		308		10,000						6,000

Gene: Gene:
Begin set aside for new restrooms on Bolstad Approach $1,000
		1,200		580		580		2,000		2,500		250		2,150		2,206		-		158		-		1,489

		TRAINING 		2,000		2,000		2,000		1,320		2,000		871		2,000		1,996		2,000														3,000				5,932		850		200		200		730		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		5,000		-		5,000		-

		TREE CONTROL		10,000

tc={8AF68ED8-5CFC-4305-9F4B-3FA8992906C9}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal																

asmith: asmith:
Pole Saw - $1200		13,000

tc={F5744904-C9EF-4344-82BB-BC4A16A18205}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal		10,000

tc={80ED6F91-13E9-47F0-9197-88485197C0EB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal		- 0

tc={A65A5525-6C06-4912-9AFD-75F46491EEAE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Parker		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 		9,852

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 																				

Gene: Gene:
paint 5th st restroom; poles for discovery trail entry $4,000;		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 																		

Gene: Gene:
Power edger $700; 		- 0		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0				2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		4,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		740		5,000		4,312

		COULTER PARK		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		313		1,500		1,537		613		4,000		444		4,000		576		4,000		119		89		4,000		4,000		3,187		3,638		4,500		3,000		6,500		5,785		7,931		15,000		653		22,000		29,264

		TOTAL PARKS		485,835		493,095		426,033		376,314		369,811		312,484		330,987		295,996		340,783		215,855		197,724		152,333		173,657		160,516		184,413		190,829		182,990		116,325		170,589		134,118		93,899		139,726		158,569		152,305		157,050		163,248		199,355		182,375		233,526		252,468		268,844





		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		1,392,351		1,273,569		1,249,144		1,071,728		1,140,718		1,039,214		1,104,747		1,022,072		1,053,217		934,962		772,343		ERROR:#REF!		1,208,551		ERROR:#REF!		761,778		ERROR:#REF!		743,880		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		526,032		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		705,803		724,790		767,905		813,665		853,080		1,092,006



		LOAN TO STREETS																																																								-		-		-

		LOAN TO 105 CAPITAL IMPROV.																																																								-		-		-

		AGENCY DISBURSEMENTS (ILWACO)

DavidG: DavidG:
Ilwaco Building permits
																																

Gene: Gene:
PUD connection for sprinklers at ballfield $4,000; ballfield materials $3,000;		7,500		12,000		7,500		10,955		7,500		19,428		7,500		5,571		7,500		15,563		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,500		6,017		1,968		6,475		10,071		91		10,071		- 0		6,901		7,500		9,669		4,923		7,500		4,698		7,500		4,154

		TOTAL NON-EXPENDITURES		7,500		12,000		7,500		10,955		7,500		19,428		7,500		5,571		7,500		15,563		-		6,000		-		6,000		-		6,500		6,017		1,968		6,475		10,071		91		10,071		-		6,901		7,500		9,669		4,923		7,500		4,698		7,500		4,154



		TRANSFERS

		TRANSFER TO LAW ENFORCEMENT		795,000

tc={3126887F-05BC-4A2B-AAE7-76D00626C743}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		775,000

tc={876262A2-DE65-457E-BBA9-F3658761C918}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={571C2F2A-36F4-446D-88C7-70D08DE883DF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={EB079E02-C2B8-4D92-B823-3E9E34F3DDB3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={CE6056A6-5116-4403-82BF-9456B55FA772}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		750,000

tc={DDE2C0A0-DC9D-4B55-ADFD-6B7BA1DD1664}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		710,000

tc={906D2659-9453-40E1-AB42-9BDCCDA4540C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		750,000		735,000		732,000		718,000		718,000		730,000		700,000		706,000		700,000		741,465		440,000		660,000		667,000		389,083		667,000		667,000		615,000		645,000		671,250		589,167		710,000		670,890		670,840		627,250

		TRANSFER TO 004 																																								- 0		55,583

		TRANSFER TO CURRENT EX. SINKING		100,000		100,000		100,000		300,000		100,000		100,000		50,000		200,000		20,000		20,000

		BINGO BUILDING BOND

David Glasson: David Glasson:
through 2021
																																						

Gene: Gene:
Begin set aside for new restrooms on Bolstad Approach $1,000
		

tc={EB079E02-C2B8-4D92-B823-3E9E34F3DDB3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		

tc={CE6056A6-5116-4403-82BF-9456B55FA772}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		

tc={DDE2C0A0-DC9D-4B55-ADFD-6B7BA1DD1664}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		

tc={906D2659-9453-40E1-AB42-9BDCCDA4540C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		9,709		9,409		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		4,855		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709				9,709

		LOAN TO STORM WATER																																								70,000

		TRANSFER TO CE. SINKING																																																		- 0				- 0

		TRANSFER TO FIRE SINKING FUND 		15,000

tc={7A27E26C-465F-44F4-8F98-0FB76C95D68B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={20283FDE-A1A6-40E4-AAEB-E3590BED0E1B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={265CC0AF-4E43-4314-9498-86D112BECAA4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={CAEAB9C1-C055-4674-AB11-718FA3E585F4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request												

asmith: asmith:
Plus marijuana tax
		15,000

tc={8BE267D5-60E3-47AB-BE6F-BD327D17B939}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={317465A3-2149-4596-996A-5A8709DF9F05}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    A lot of small revs added		

tc={2987D732-88D6-42E7-95EB-0F40EFF46572}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={B7E654C2-CE0C-4833-AAB3-846BEB3F0C62}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    1315 Wash S		

tc={58CDFE90-2156-43F1-94CA-85676257EAE6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={04C49AEA-54CE-434A-B72E-08DA2147D4C3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={03586CAD-D9EF-48B2-9C08-FD3295E81E18}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={A0A8188A-0414-4822-B4C0-560B3239F79A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={C33E9493-F642-41B4-8D69-F5AD8E18C2A6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax												

tc={C5069210-2B11-4BD6-A067-19025908F8E8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={F6375E07-3008-4848-8EA7-03DC5A614C02}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={E87F5F45-2EA7-461E-8F6C-5E9C96A8693F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={4D4EB522-4C15-442D-92EC-0751B0876FC3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={642C9308-82AA-43B6-9823-BF397BCC2B20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={B4290A4B-7413-46D1-8BE5-062DBDD716CE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={659313E3-7B2C-4616-97C8-FE559AF4D59C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

Gene: Gene:
paid 2012, repay CE $50,256 a year, 1% interest to pay off in 5 years, no pay in 2013.		

Gene: Gene:
repay current expense fund for lilft station loan.Done in 2020																		

asmith: asmith:
Includes new computer for Council Chambers 		

tc={D40A45D4-0EBB-4691-8DC3-33821D2EBC29}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    public defender conflict												

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk										

Gene: Gene:
One fourth of cost of new copier at $10K
		

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk				

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		

tc={3E3F1AD4-C824-4AB0-ACE4-F873DD1A3B27}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={665B0C13-5F90-45BB-8D19-1159750775C8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={A8FF7B72-4BEF-4943-98F4-872E9B1178B4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit				

tc={94ACB4DE-E66E-4ECA-A25C-DD252CFC03FB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={E94F1C6F-9882-4562-95E4-66FF0D487DA5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		

tc={D11B5CCA-2B5A-44B4-BF45-ED70F3AAE603}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={832C601E-3469-41DE-9579-658869464AB6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={878C660A-0A49-48A1-9B2A-310E892D898D}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		

tc={E37A3440-1C87-4D1B-8340-AE23AA84B28A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={7A4E61FC-D089-4FD6-92CE-94FAA21C83BA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={4FC3CFBF-D5FA-4662-B2F6-2D17BA098D70}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS																																								

Gene: Gene:
judge $1000 a month		

tc={F74C15BC-D75C-402E-855B-C168CCD38C40}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={269D58A5-818B-44BC-8FB5-3D3041DA120B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={F1F7D5AA-6FFA-44A7-ABD8-5E0D15249518}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={724551C8-DE03-4F29-9BE8-5BA1750ACDF5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		

tc={044E9680-6EEB-4069-A78D-3514347B2D84}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		

tc={1864F8DA-22DA-4B04-A400-B06EF77597E2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS																																

Gene: Gene:
Defense att $13,200
Pros $12000		

David Glasson: David Glasson:
L & I 16k		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum																														

DavidG: DavidG:
paid early on 2015 PCOG = $1500		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall																										

Gene: Gene:
one fourth of cost of new copier $10K		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

tc={F2A145D9-3507-498F-972C-50D7196DF9F1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Piers						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 				

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 								

asmith: asmith:
City Hall parking lot
		

tc={C83E5CD8-6FEA-44F1-AE0C-14C1BDE8C61F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Clerk / paving / Drainage		

tc={60D7EB5B-735C-43A3-8D0B-BF6218242165}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={C6E094B8-1BCB-46D5-AD5B-9767AF8A1B2B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $7500				

tc={1B78A2FF-33F0-4BD7-AFA5-938E21A3278F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={8D053119-A5FD-4354-A45B-E91EF26B69D2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64														

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		

tc={EB7E9645-CA2E-4B1E-B30E-39D01DFC52F0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={2AEF763F-5F64-426D-A3C8-36983EFF5C20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64														

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		

tc={0528852F-1BB1-479D-ADAD-6547B2300468}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={BE75E251-BE6D-46C4-A37A-7339CBBFD6DD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.										

tc={B736CF69-FBD1-44FE-95FC-2B570ED8D794}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={16A2189C-1AF5-4D72-945A-0BE755E5A774}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.										

tc={CB934693-8C11-40CD-B44D-0863AFB7B9CD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={7D002F1B-4EDA-4406-B5D2-5593D386D975}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.								

tc={490948C1-27A7-4B0E-9CFD-015A4C669CD0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

tc={39A758D5-28D6-4EBA-846F-2BBA06759D08}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={F51AB3B5-13B7-4CDC-A9EB-43A522EECFDF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request														

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

tc={26C1F331-4161-47A6-A277-F1EC4CF9085F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={2930C92C-2652-485B-95C0-98424E80FF90}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={A7FFB488-3DF1-4B41-8DA9-7E12E16D2FAA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 				

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt				

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		15,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,000		6,000				6,000												5,000										- 0				- 0		5,000				5,000

		CONTINGENT EXPENDITURES																																																				73

		TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS		910,000		890,000		879,709		1,079,409		879,709		874,709		774,709		949,709		769,709		766,709		733,709		733,709		739,709		715,709		715,709		709,709		751,174		444,855		669,709		751,709		454,376		676,709		676,709		624,709		654,709		681,032		598,876		724,709		680,599		675,840		636,959





		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		2,309,851		2,175,569		2,136,353		2,162,092		2,027,927		1,933,351		1,886,957		1,977,352		1,830,426		1,717,234		1,506,053		ERROR:#REF!		1,948,261		ERROR:#REF!		1,477,487		ERROR:#REF!		1,501,071		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		1,212,812		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		1,396,503		1,328,589		1,613,714		1,519,723		1,795,776		1,733,119





		Carry Over to next year		481,876		879,261		312,720		901,739		293,722		721,442		91,409		486,532		280,512		417,014		255,508		ERROR:#REF!		199,097		ERROR:#REF!		240,900		ERROR:#REF!		189,473		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		175,591		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		74,204		77,168		-		52,967		-		244,747



																																																																																2022 Budget 		2021 Estimated		2020 Actual		2019 Actual 		2018 Actual 		2017 Actual 		2016 Actual 		2015 Actual		2014 Actual		2013 Actual		2012 Actual		2011 Actual		2010 Actual

																																																																														Expenditures		213,635		216,209		193,335		197,735		171,723		150,605		194,826		147,748.70		150,107.08		121,281.23		139,650.33		132,858.88		151,972.29

																																																																														Ending Fund		312,720		901,739		721,442		486,532		417,014		255,508		199,097		240,900		189,473		175,591		74,204		77,168		52,967





































Expenditures Vs. Ending Fund



Expenditures	2022 Budget 	2021 Estimated	2020 Actual	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual 	213635.32553609606	216209.15	193335.13799999998	197735.18799999999	171723.446	Ending Fund	2022 Budget 	2021 Estimated	2020 Actual	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual 	312719.74463903951	901739.49000000022	721442	486531.83100000024	417013.74989000009	
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2023 Budget
General Fund
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2023 2022 2022 2021
DESCRIPTION Budget Estimated Budget  Actual 
BUILDING INSPECTOR
SALARIES 40,585                                   37,324                           37,324                        30,947                      
BENEFITS 22,724                                   16,235                           16,235                        21,597                      
OPERATING SUPPLIES 5,000                                     5,000                              5,000                           6,117                        
CODE ENFORCEMENT 20,000                                   1,000                              20,000                        32,770                      
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
TRAINING 1,500                                     1,500                              1,500                           -                            
DUES AND ASSOCIATIONS 135                                         135                                 135                              -                            
TRAVEL 1,500                                     1,500                              1,500                           501                            
STATE REMITT/BUILDING PERMITS 9,000                                     9,000                              9,000                           8,528                        
EQUIPMENT
MEMBERSHIPS 575                                         575                                 575                              95                              
TOTAL BUILDING INSPECTOR 101,019                         72,269                     91,269                   100,555               

CIVIL DEFENSE
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT 13,912                                   13,912                           13,912                        13,781                      
COVID COSTS 2,000                           -                            
TOTAL CIVIL DEFENSE 13,912                           13,912                     15,912                   13,781                 

AIR POLLUTION
OLYMPIC AIR POLLUTION CONTROL 1,185                                     1,185                              1,185                           1,729                        
TOTAL AIR POLLUTION 1,185                             1,185                       1,185                     1,729                   


2023

		City of Long Beach														2021 Budget										2019 Budget

		CURRENT EXPENSE - 001



				2023		2022		2022		2021		2021		2020		2020		2019		2019		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015		2015		2014		2014		2014		2013		2013		2013		2013		2012		2012		2012		2011		2011		2010		2010		2009

		DESCRIPTION		Budget 		Estimated 		Budget  		Actual 		Budget		 Actual 		Budget COVID 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual		YTD Aug		Budget		Estimated		YTD Aug		Actual		Budget		Estimated		Budget		Actual		Actual		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual



		Revenues



		BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		879,261		903,438		624,907		724,934		539,634		486,532		486,532		419,332		378,988		252,770		142,192		143,399		240,900		202,203		189,473		224,688		175,591		162,669		ERROR:#REF!		74,204		61,379		60,695		ERROR:#REF!		106,380		77,168		37,874		52,967		52,967		244,747		573,482		718,929

		TOTAL BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		879,261		903,438		624,907		724,934		539,634		486,532		486,532		419,332		378,988		252,770		142,192		143,399		240,900		202,203		189,473		224,688		175,591		162,669		ERROR:#REF!		74,204		61,379		60,695		ERROR:#REF!		106,380		77,168		37,874		52,967		52,967		244,747		573,482		718,929



		TAXES

		PROPERTY TAXES (1% Increases)		472,630		467,950		467,950		502,910		461,090		488,975		482,175		433,380		471,078		466,414		440,703		452,970		406,598		407,672		327,750		407,400		399,639		213,012		400,970		397,000		237,059		393,489		397,000		394,750		393,000		449,535		395,596		386,750		371,602		378,893		313,166

		Local Crimal Justice 		15,000		20,000		15,000		29,708		15,000		22,379		17,687		21,784				15,468				18,556

		SALES TAX		700,000		800,000		600,000		856,248		550,000		655,314		550,000		731,409		500,000		598,127		526,625		450,000		500,115		410,000		476,415		400,000		455,570		213,094		370,000		395,000		191,030		408,896		370,500		364,500		368,500		370,112		352,629		350,000		371,467		330,000		372,293

		BUS. TAXES CABLE TV		15,000		30,000		- 0		20,298		28,000		30,214		20,000		10,155		20,000		28,056		21,870		20,000		24,085		20,000		19,777		20,000		21,573		11,854		21,000		24,000		20,014		27,992		20,000		19,415		22,000		18,119		19,312		22,000		20,094		22,000		24,755

		BUS. TAX - TELEPHONE		30,000		30,000		40,000		28,566		40,000		29,273		40,000		55,281		40,000		39,985		46,606		38,000		38,640		38,000		36,343		50,000		37,121		24,702		50,000		47,850		35,936		51,120		47,500		47,600		47,500		53,271		47,669		50,000		47,661		50,000		40,363

		BUS. TAX - PUD		120,000		122,000		120,000		141,884		120,000		134,493		120,000		127,856		120,000		126,845		130,947		115,000		118,324		115,000		111,811		118,000		117,710		66,381		115,000		115,000		92,101		114,263		110,000		110,000		95,000		116,974		108,656		98,000		105,139		98,000		69,267

		BUS. TAXES - WATER/SEWER		298,000		290,000		267,379		333,000		297,574		303,228		300,360		272,367		284,135		183,141		165,451		160,600		150,870		143,525		148,059		140,000		142,104		84,496		115,000		125,000		92,940		141,796		115,000		115,000		125,000		144,980		113,739		124,620		132,361		124,620		116,945

		BUS. TAX - GARBAGE		65,000		65,000		65,000		64,083		55,000		55,998		55,000		40,590		57,399

		BUS. TAX - STORM WATER		27,312		27,312		27,312		29,236		26,777		28,276		26,777		25,343		25,996		16,807		15,321		12,650		13,878		12,650		12,845		10,000		12,198		7,335		10,000		5,000		12		4,055		10,000		10,000		11,760		21,246		9,695		11,760		11,597		11,160		11,366

		PROPERTY TAXES - Uncollected		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0						(2,383)										(14,000)

		REET - Moved to fund 003		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0								- 0		- 0

		GAMBLING TAX		15,000		20,000		15,000		22,575		15,000		15,685		20,000		24,733		20,000		19,756		17,172		19,000		17,606		19,000		18,898		18,000		16,168		11,685		20,000		19,250		13,229		19,640		20,000		19,780		16,500		18,160		20,878		20,000		16,136		26,000		30,694

		TOTAL TAXES		1,757,942		1,872,262		1,617,641		2,028,508		1,608,441		1,763,835		1,631,999		1,742,898		1,538,608		1,494,599		1,364,695		1,286,776		1,270,116		1,165,847		1,151,897		1,163,400		1,202,083		632,559		1,101,970		1,128,100		682,319		1,161,251		1,090,000		1,081,045		1,076,877		1,192,395		1,068,175		1,063,130		1,076,057		1,026,673		978,848																		288,853		17331.174

																																																																																		3157055

		LICENSES & PERMITS

		BUSINESS LICENSES		45,000		55,000		45,000		76,062		45,000		63,878		50,000		73,055		50,000		68,947		54,409		60,000		64,490		57,000		61,756		57,000		70,693		44,959		54,500		55,000		43,248		61,465		58,400		58,400		56,800		53,183		58,456		54,000		58,526		50,000		56,538

		OTHER RECEIPTS												3,708

		BUILDING PERMITS - LONG BEACH		25,000		49,000		25,000		70,197		25,000		52,521		30,000		80,707		30,000		131,934		41,189		30,000		39,345		30,000		31,568		30,000		36,703		27,602		28,000		24,000		20,155		23,052		30,000		29,500		27,500		17,564		33,043		20,000		24,971		40,000		40,074

		BUILDING PERMIT - ILWACO		15,000		24,000		15,000		21,909		15,000		34,813		15,000		27,952		15,000		34,886		28,697		12,000		7,195		12,000		3,344		14,000		17,418		8,556		12,950		16,000		11,168		15,975		8,500		12,000		14,100		13,266		6,528		15,000		16,408		15,000		7,894

		VARIANCES & MISC. PLANNING		3,000		11,170		3,000		16,185		3,000		7,680		3,000		15,265		3,000		7,740		8,660		1,000		1,976		1,000		3,120		1,000		953		920		1,500		1,000		960		1,360		1,000		1,000		2,400		2,065		920		2,000		2,220		1,500		2,750

		USE 322.10.02		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		1,000		1,000						400		-		1,150		-

		WEAPONS PERMIT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				400		318		400		488		281		400		230		400		148		400		276		276		350		450		352		586		100		100				402		96		-		-		-

		FIRE INSPECTIONS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0														-

		TOTAL LICENSES & PERMITS		88,000		139,170		88,000		184,353		88,000		162,600		98,400		197,297		98,400		243,995		133,236		103,400		113,236		100,400		99,936		102,400		126,042		82,313		97,300		96,450		75,883		102,438		99,000		102,000		100,800		86,480		99,443		91,000		103,275		106,500		107,256																		2019		2018		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015

																																																																														DESCRIPTION				Budget 		Estimate		Budget 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Budget		Actual

		INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUE																																																																												Expenditures

		CTED GMA GRANT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		LOCAL LAW ENF. BLOCK GRANT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		ILWACO COURT CONTRACT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0		2,000		3,800		4,741		- 0		2,500		2,213		8,000		2,000

		ILWACO JAIL FEES		3,000		1,000		3,000		- 0		3,000		1,685		3,000		1,265		3,000		3,862		2,313		3,000		1,255		3,000		1,828		3,000		3,387		1,565		2,000		1,800		1,760		2,500		- 0		3,000		3,200		840		3,065		5,000		1,811		5,000		3,114

		PUD PRIVILEGE TAX		14,000		18,015		14,000		16,923		14,000		16,208		14,000		15,890		14,000		16,701		13,961		14,000		13,961		15,000		14,833		15,000		14,325		14,325		15,000		14,428		14,428		14,428		10,000		10,000		12,500		13,913		8,632		13,000		13,067		12,500		13,222

		JIS REIMBURSEMENT-COMPUTERS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0						- 0												-		2,050		-

		SOS ARCHIVING GRANT 								12,325		6,049		6,721		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0						- 0												-		-		-

		STREAMLINED SALES TAX		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		10,000		3,460		10,311		10,000		10,339		10,000		10,720		10,000		10,344		5,081		10,900		10,500		5,109		10,060		10,500		10,800		10,000		10,170		10,658		5,000		10,485				12,343

		CRIMINAL JUSTICE-HI CRM		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				1,500		1,000		- 0		- 0		1,000				1,000		1,000		1,000		658		658		1,200		1,000		929		929		1,500		1,000		2,500		702		711		2,000		-		2,500		1,930

		CRIMINAL JUSTICE-LOC-POP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				100		500						500				500		1,380		500				778		500		750		750		- 0								250

		MARIJUANA EXCISE 		1,200		1,200		1,200		2,037		1,200		1,665		- 0		1,682		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0

		CRIM JUS-POP		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		2,201		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,800		1,000		1,028				- 0		- 0				1,000		2,000		2,250		1,000		1,759		2,288		1,000		2,294		750		1,691

		CRIM JUS-DCD #1		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		500		1,560		500		1,509		1,467		500		1,426		500		343		500		685		343		- 0		- 0				- 0		500		800		100		288		616		100		-		100		302

		CRIM JUS-DCD #2		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				326								592

		DUI - CITIES		211		259		211		259		211		211		200		202		200		212		217		200		221		200		214		300		254		191		300		200		189		255		300		300		200		260		301		200		285		200		494

		LIQUOR EXCISE TAXES		9,170		10,000		9,170		11,078		9,170		9,170		6,000		7,911		6,000		7,279		6,893		3,000		6,625		3,000		3,839		1,800		2,649		1,959		12,000		13,036		- 0		939		12,000		5,134		7,000		5,134		7,017		7,000		7,606		5,500		7,379

		CITY HARDSHIP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0														212

		LIQUOR BOARD PROFITS		11,679		8,000		11,679		12,246		11,679		11,679		12,000		11,795		12,000		14,148

asmith: asmith:
Plus marijuana tax
		12,073		12,000		12,232		9,000		12,355		10,000		12,528		6,270						6,301		12,603		- 0		7,586		9,000		13,856		9,722		9,000		12,279		9,000		10,390

		TOTAL INTERGOVERNMENTAL REV.		41,891		41,105		41,891		57,499		47,940		49,970		36,700		42,905		48,200		49,371		48,235		45,200		47,272		43,200		48,311		43,100		45,860		31,170		41,900		41,714		29,466		43,040		36,800		42,869		49,300		52,504		43,010		44,800		52,090		43,550		52,866



		CHARGES FOR SERVICES

		CIVIL FILINGS, LAW LIBRARY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		9		- 0												- 0												-		-		-		-

		WARRANT COSTS		100		100		100				100		102		100		100		100		67		2		100		166		100		104		850		19		18		1,500		100		73		73		1,500		1,600		1,636		1,243		1,529		1,636		1,636		1,621		1,621

		DEF PROS ADM CS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		50								50		45		45								66				-		-		-

		COVID REIMBURSEMENT								31,738				86,700		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		4		25		11				100		10		1		1		100		100				486		193		-		8		-

		FIRE PROTECTION SERVICES		500		500		500		172		500		237		500		546		338		2,903		967		338		312		338		338		300		388				300		300				381		300		325		300		-		328		300		304		300		308

		MEDIX		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,400

		RECORDS CHECK FEE		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				450		450		450		600		686		450		1,575		450		475		450		1,206		483				350		324		474

		ADULT PROB. CHGS.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				100		100		100		250		- 0		100				100		865		100		- 0				500		400		100		100		500		400		340		1,250		666		340		340		340		340

		SNTNC COMPL FEE		3,409		4,090		3,409		4,090		3,409		3,409		6,000		5,428		6,000		10,653		5,907		8,000		10,229		8,000		14,661		3,500		7,360		4,877		1,800		2,400		1,685		3,358		1,800		1,850		- 0		2,337		2,319				1,949				2,117

		FFA Contribution 		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		5,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		100		117		117																										50

		IT time Pay Fee		300		50		300		50		300		300		250		250		250		16		8		250				250				250		250		250																				-		-		-

		CURRENT EXPENSE		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		4		4		3								15

		Booking Fees		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				125		125		125		400		212		125		212		125		130		150		221		124																				-		-		-

		TOTAL CHARGES FOR SERVICES		9,109		9,540		9,109		40,850		9,109		95,548		12,325		16,399		7,363		14,889		7,782		9,363		12,494		9,363		16,586		5,775		9,571		5,870		4,200		3,614		2,231		4,434		4,200		4,275		2,276		5,397		5,035		2,276		4,237		2,261		4,436



		FINES & FORFEITS																																																																																157.11

		MUNICIPAL COURT FINES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		(400)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0																																														4.19

		JIS/TRAUMA & LOCAL JIS ACCNT.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		200		238		238		150		45		38		- 0		150		150		260		90		131		589		589		256		256																		161.3

		LOCAL/JIS ACCOUNT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		81		- 0		- 0		- 0		118		394		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		350		475		336		600		250		161		197		600		400		1,252		983		385		1,252		1,252		1,970		1,970

		TRAFFIC INFRACTION		3,650		5,500		3,650		13,671		3,650		5,566		3,650		1,414		3,650		2,915		4,230		3,650		5,654		3,650		4,620		3,650		3,991		1,807		3,500		3,250		1,635		3,423		3,500		4,000		2,500		4,668		3,967		2,500		4,884		2,000		2,997

		LEGIS ASSMNT		200		200		200		428		200		313		200		3,103		200		183		233		200		422		200		375		200		370		171				230		230		354								374

		NON-TRAFFIC INFRACTION		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		721		- 0		- 0						- 0				17				- 0		20		- 0		- 0		17		17		-																				116.43

		CRIME VICTIMS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				10		- 0				- 0		10		10		10		- 0		10		14		14		-

		OTHER INFRACTIONS		100		100		100		29		100		292		100		100		100		73		45		100		93		100		108		100		114		42		250		75		20		133		250		250		244		52		217		244		244		343		343

		PARKING INFRACTION		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				30		- 0				- 0		30		30		30		90		30		210		210		50		50

		PARKING - HANDICAP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0

		DUI FINES		250		250		250		292		250		250		250		250		250		218		83		250		17		250		512		250		158		101		400		175		123		120		400		100		400		270		72		400		63				406														6.49

		CRI CNV FEE DUI		100		100		100		9		100		238		100				100		19				100		209		100		27		100		68		68				25		16		6

		CRI CONV FE CT		100		100		100		40		100		100		100				100		79		72		100		202		100		419		100		46		25				50		42		58

		CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISD.		300		300		300		160		300		- 0		300				300		- 0				300		38		300		926		300		365		325		150		400		396		- 0		150		75		200		- 0		51		334		334		57		57														122.92

		CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISDEMEANOR		500		500		500		- 0		500		302		500				500		671		299		500		506		500		- 0		500						1,500		800				397		1,500		1,200		2,100		965		1,116		1,214		1,214		2,318		2,318

		CNTY DRUG BUY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		14		500		233		9		800		300		40		40		800		600		2,000		366		518		992		992		2,128		2,128

		CITY DRUG BUY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		20		- 0		129		500		- 0		- 0		800		300		41		91		800		600		456		353		705		456		456		719		719

		INVESTIGATIVE  FUND ASSESSMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		300		- 0				500		- 0				84		500		600		360		41		560		360		360		578		578

		OTHER CRIMINAL NON-TRAFFIC		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				150		50				- 0		150		150		100		-		139		84		84		236		236

		COURT COST RECOUPMENTS																				- 0				3,000		- 0		1,800		2,848		1,800		2,545		1,726		500		1,100		971		1,393		500		700		533		354		715		533		533		2,347		2,347

		CRIME VICTIMS		800		800		800		800		800		100		800				800						800		96		800		48		800		429		424		1,800		200		146		159		1,800		1,800		2,200		1,207		1,522		782		782		1,443		1,443

		PUBLIC DEFENDER FEES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		700		1		- 0		-		-		944		944

		PUBLIC DEFENSE COSTS		1,000		2,200		1,000		1,435		1,000		1,359		1,000		1,642		1,000		2,799		1,378		1,000		6,039		1,000		1,860		1,000		1,320		607		1,500		1,280		466		663		1,500		1,750		200		1,878		1,517				1,260

		WARRANT/SUBP-SHF		350		350		350		- 0		350				350		350		350				- 0		350				350		772		350		275		206				500		477		799

		CRT COST RECOUP		350		350		350		- 0		350				350		350		350				- 0		350				350				350		301		301				50		49		49

		I Conv FEE CN		25		25		25		319		25		3,115
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    A lot of small revs added		25		25		25				- 0		25		29		25		4		25		74		13

		D/M Int Income Current Expense		25		25		25		- 0		25				25		25		25		40		55		25		- 0		25		- 0		25		39		26

		Court Current Expense		3,000		3,000		3,000		4,177		3,000		3,029		3,000		2,950		3,000		7,722		2,788		3,000		2,645		25		4,392		25		60		26

		D/M Income		25		25		25		770		25				25		25		25		- 0		55		25		288		25		34		25		60		35

		INTERPRETER		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0								-		-		-

		TOTAL FINES & FORFEITS		10,775		13,825		10,775		22,131		10,775		14,745		10,775		10,234		10,775		14,835		9,633		13,775		15,857		9,600		17,809		11,450		11,160		6,486		12,640		9,080		4,849		7,982		12,640		12,415		13,565		11,691		11,655		9,981		13,288		15,390		16,793



		MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES

		INVESTMENT INTEREST		100		100		100		1,098		100		981		100		534		100		238		110		100		1,495		100		112		1,000		223		- 0		3,500		2,000		768		1,189		3,500		3,850		2,500		2,592		4,183		4,000		2,975		12,000		5,327

		Ilwaco Contract - Office Assistance		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		7,100		- 0		6,675		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0				(144)		(102)		-		-		-		-

		SALES INTEREST		150		150		150		567		150				150		1,578		150		938		424		150		294		150		195		200		196		143		275		31		31		52		275		500		750		89		192		750		504		500		1,188

		RENT REVENUE		100		100		100		- 0		100				100				100		500		886		100		776		100		- 0		100		100		100		500		- 0				- 0		500		300		4,500		- 0		275				12		3,000		4,550

		SMA Grant 2013		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										1,911						25,000		27,822		50,000		46,411		- 0		70,500		- 0						- 0		- 0		2,500		- 0		- 0		4,800		-		4,800

		FUND CONTRIBUTIONS		3,000		3,000		3,000		2,491		3,000		2,495		3,000		1,029		3,000		2,288		12,565		3,000		6,688		3,000		3,835		4,000		1,656		706		5,000		4,500		3,776		5,012		5,000		4,800		1,000		2,518		9,077		1,000		1,500		1,000		1,440

		Squirting Clam		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,092		1,300		1,222		1,300		1,322		1,271		1,300		1,210		1,300		1,329		1,500		1,193		813

		Fireworks Donations																				5,750		5,056		5,000		6,896

		PROJECT SAFE HAVEN																				28,676		26,052		49,000		367,260		393,750		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0												- 0																												399000

		MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES																						208		250		1,226		250		305		1,500		274		193		3,000		2,450		2,027		2,136		3,000		3,000		2,200		1,147		3,241		2,000		120		2,000		209																		57000

		Code Enforcement 				70,740
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    Sagmiller		2,836		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		9		- 0		- 0				15		10						15		- 0		15		9		(5)		(8)		(8)		12		12

		TOTAL MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES		4,650		75,390		56,650		5,456		17,650		51,627		44,650		7,199		4,650		39,711		55,583		58,900		392,520		423,650		33,607		58,300		50,052		1,955		82,790		8,991		6,603		8,389		12,290		12,450		13,465		6,212		16,861		12,542		5,103		23,312		97,428







		TOTAL REVENUES		1,912,367
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    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,988,198		1,707,996		1,857,400		1,619,164		1,517,414		1,851,496		1,752,060		1,368,146		1,384,425		1,444,769		760,353		1,340,800		1,287,949		801,351		1,327,534		1,254,930		1,255,054		1,256,283		1,354,679		1,244,180		1,223,729		1,254,050		1,217,685		1,257,628														202,451



		NON-REVENUES

		BINGO BOND ISSUE																																								- 0												- 0				-		-		-		-

		CRIME VICTIMS		100		100		100		100		100		110		100		100		100		224		108		100				100		301		100		185		108		- 0		- 0				131		- 0		- 0		100		65		- 0		90		90		105		105

		LOAN REPAYMENT - LODGING TAX		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0																														327.26				46.61

		LOAN REPAYMENT - STREETS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		90,000		- 0		- 0						- 0												23,854																		349.42				673

		TRANSFER FROM CE SINKING		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0						- 0		- 0		- 0				83,147		274,513		72,000												49.94				9.65		payments				loan

		TRAN WATER TO CURRENT EXP LOAN

Gene: Gene:
paid 2012, repay CE $50,256 a year, 1% interest to pay off in 5 years, no pay in 2013.																										54,744		50,256		70,000		50,256		70,000				50,256		50,256						50,256		50,256		50,256		50,256		- 0												100,512				49.07				310.85		295,256				251280		43,976

		TRAN SEWER TO CURRENT EXP LOAN

Gene: Gene:
repay current expense fund for lilft station loan.Done in 2020												23,854		23,854		23,854		23,854		23,854		- 0		23,854				23,854				23,854						23,854		23,854						23,854		23,854		23,854																				8.26				77.89		47,708				119270		(71,562)

		CONTINGENT REVENUES																																								- 0																														783.95				1118

		JIS/TRAUMA		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0				1,000		850				38		1,000		1,000		1,746		709		792		1,746		1,746		1,040		1,040								7.78

		LOCAL/JIS ACCOUNT																										- 0				- 0				- 0				35		30				4		35		35		37		37		35		37		37		86		86								791.73

		REFUNDS																										- 0				446				- 0						- 0												- 0				-		-		-		-

		OTHER RECEIPTS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		8,980		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		97		- 0		218		- 0		20		500		- 0				1,000		350		11				1,000		- 0		2,500		3,233		1,118		2,500		20		2,500		78

		TOTAL NON-REVENUES		100		100		100		100		100		32,944		23,954		23,954		23,954		24,078		205		23,954		54,962		74,210		160,768		75,710		70,185		108		76,145		75,340		11		173		76,145		75,145		78,493		78,154		85,093		278,886		73,893		3,731		1,309



		TOTAL REVENUES		2,791,727		3,054,830		2,449,073		3,063,831		2,321,649		2,657,801		1,978,365		2,463,884		2,110,938		2,134,248		1,761,561		1,684,767		2,147,357		2,028,473		1,718,387		1,684,823		1,690,544		923,130		ERROR:#REF!		1,437,493		862,741		1,388,403		ERROR:#REF!		1,436,579		1,411,944		1,470,707		1,382,240		1,555,582		1,572,690		1,794,898		1,977,866														30,865.55





		Expenditures



		CURRENT EXPENSE



		LEGISLATIVE

		SALARIES		26,400		26,400		26,400		24,000		26,400		26,400		26,400		25,950		26,400		26,200		23,700		24,000		23,400		24,000		24,000		24,000		22,500		14,500		24,000		20,700		13,900		20,700		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		21,100		24,000		23,400

		BENEFITS & TAXES		4,247		4,247		4,247		1,952		4,247		2,295		7,600		2,113		7,600		2,133		1,938		4,013		2,297		3,000		3,135		2,200		3,841		2,025		2,000		2,000		1,136		1,692		2,000		2,000		2,000		1,950		2,059		3,853		1,746		3,853		1,895

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		300		300		300		63		300		5		300		235		300		154		- 0		300		544		300		- 0		300		- 0		- 0		500		200		121		121		500		500		1,000		111		605		500		1,183		500		655

		TRAVEL		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		1,000		752		3,000		2,041		3,000		2,255		711		1,500		501		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		- 0		1,500		850		198		512		1,500		600		2,800		729		1,640		3,000		(50)		3,000		354

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		300		300		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		77		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		- 0		300		100		60		60		300		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		500		-		500		-

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		5,000		5,000		5,000		2,252		5,000		2,285		5,000		373		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Includes new computer for Council Chambers 		11,607		11,147		8,500		10,320		10,000		11,449		10,000		11,263		11,263		9,000		9,000		8,978		8,998		1,500		6,669		1,500		6,694		12,200		1,000		12,208		5,500		10,084

		ELECTIONS		10,000		10,000		10,000		7,404		10,000		9,084		10,000		10,065		10,000

		TRAINING		2,000		2,000		2,000		535		1,000		250		1,000		715		500		4,300		212		1,500				- 0		- 0		2,500

Gene: Gene:
One fourth of cost of new copier at $10K
		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0						200		- 0		- 0		1,000		-		1,000		-

		TOTAL LEGISLATIVE		51,247		51,247		51,247		36,206		48,247		41,071		53,600		41,492		53,100		46,726		37,708		40,113		37,062		39,100		38,584		40,800		37,603		27,787		37,300		32,850		24,393		32,082		29,800		33,769		32,000		33,484		40,504		33,853		36,187		38,353		36,388



		JUDICIAL

		SALARIES		32,400		32,400		32,400		28,800		28,800		28,650		28,800		26,950		26,400		26,400

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		35,136

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		34,720

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		33,655		33,600

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		13,652		12,000		26,845		25,438		12,000		12,000		25,901		38,788		12,000

Gene: Gene:
judge $1000 a month		43,221		43,221		43,029		43,085		40,843		42,767		40,843		45,642		30,000		-										over

		BENEFITS		2,946		2,946		2,946		1,813		2,946		2,398		6,115		2,037		6,115		2,056		2,341		7,626		2,698		1,000		1,329		1,000		12,540		3,836		1,000		1,000		6,900		8,327		1,000		14,200		15,150		10,461		6,586		14,639		4,411		14,639		10,173		10,000		12,000										over

		COURT CONTRACT WITH COUNTY																																																				- 0

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		1,000		1,000		1,000		478		1,000		260		1,000		250		1,000		322		2,968		50		1,231		50		537		50		- 0		- 0		100		100		65		1,379				825		2,000		605		796		2,000		1,455		2,000		1,632				13,200

		LEGAL FEES		15,000		15,000		15,000		16,116
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Comment:
    public defender conflict		12,000		1,050		12,000		10,555		12,000		17,800		17,675		12,000		12,000		12,000		12,000		16,000		13,056		9,056		16,000		14,500		8,853		12,853		25,200

Gene: Gene:
Defense att $13,200
Pros $12000		12,260		12,000		13,056		12,623		11,000		12,612		11,000		12,389				25,200

		COUNTY COURT CONTRACT		33,293		32,640		32,640		28,515		28,091		27,231		27,540		25,995		23,479		23,019		14,252		14,280		10,499		14,000		15,166		19,000		13,943		4,110		14,000		14,000		10,500		12,833

		COMMUNICATIONS		500		500		500		540		500		521		500		524		500		491		485		500		507		500		500		500		491		287		500		450		360		528		500		490		800		450		482		800		484		800		460

		TRAVEL		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,068		- 0		1,928		- 0		146		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		287		750		-		750

		MISCELLANEOUS		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		130		100		233		100		56		56		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		400		1,000		252		-		1,000		50		1,000

		EQUIPMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		2,500		2,350		2,500		6,450

		COUNTY JAIL - LONG BEACH		8,800		8,800		8,800		2,564		8,800		3,430		8,800		3,925		8,000		5,261		4,860		8,000		4,518		8,000		9,139		8,000		12,781		8,048		6,000		6,000		4,290		6,245		8,000		5,725		8,000		5,000		5,955		12,500		4,473		12,500		5,452

		COUNTY JAIL - ILWACO		5,000		8,202		3,000		327		3,000		1,948		3,000		1,195		3,000		3,854		2,573				1,033				173		4,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		1,000		203		498		- 0		1,890		5,000		1,078		3,180		5,000		1,761		5,000		3,082

		TOTAL JUDICIAL		99,038		101,588		96,386		79,253		85,236		65,588		87,855		71,531		80,594		79,303		82,458		77,276		68,198		69,250		52,876		60,650		79,712		50,832		50,600		49,050		57,073		81,452		46,700		79,011		87,671		73,931		72,994		91,032		70,363		91,032		85,279



		FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION

		SALARIES		107,001		102,566		102,566		82,377		97,112		85,385		79,082		77,384		75,858		78,016		73,458		74,377		75,956		77,743		79,384		79,957		58,811		25,950		60,514		50,331		30,733		46,126		50,331		43,750		43,750		47,587		66,052		63,200		63,220		63,200		64,142		35000 left

		BENEFITS		62,469		61,556		61,556		54,454		56,142		51,578		44,595		52,483		39,649		50,139		46,238		39,058		37,941		38,491		25,154		20,068		13,618		9,363		27,864		14,250		10,070		15,195		10,286		17,250		17,250		18,487		23,988		23,887		21,922		23,887		23,361		11000 left																38491

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		22,000
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    $5200 of laserfishe		22,000
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    $5200 of laserfishe		22,000
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    $5200 of laserfishe		20,374
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    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		22,000
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    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		20,007
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    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		22,000
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    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		11,459		16,000		8,084		16,260		6,500		16,517		6,500		10,392		6,500		11,346		5,704		5,500		4,500		2,524		4,999		5,500		5,003		5,000		6,257		6,289		4,000		6,399		4,000		5,138

		ACCOUNTING SERVICES		40,000
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    2 year audit		20,000
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    2 year audit		40,000
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    2 year audit		6,102		25,000		19,665		25,000		28,253		16,000		17,620		7,214		16,000		17,420		16,000		26,584		16,000		14,704		13,184		17,500		10,000		5,215		7,703		18,000		13,864		5,000		4,770		18,922		4,000		18,061		4,000		13,241

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		15,000
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    Includes SDS		15,000
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    Includes SDS		11,386
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    Includes SDS		10,232
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    Includes SDS		15,000
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    Includes SDS		1,617		5,000		4,383		6,211		2,000		16,597

David Glasson: David Glasson:
L & I 16k		2,000		4,011		2,000		155		35		5,000		1,000		415		2,450		5,000		120		18,400		10,869		5,861		18,400		1,976		18,400		11,090		JP - only 100 at this time

		COMMUNICATIONS		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,411		5,000		6,100		5,000		5,420		4,000		6,358		3,465		4,000		3,773		4,000		3,696		4,000		3,594		2,095		4,000		3,900		2,493		3,729		4,000		3,795		1,500		3,822		4,168		1,500		1,317		1,500		1,440

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		1,344		1,000		79		2,000		3,991		2,000		3,192		1,685		2,000		2,345		2,000		1,661		3,500		3,081		1,771		3,500		3,000		1,386		2,321		3,500		3,500		4,500		3,404		3,357		4,000		7,135		2,500		5,760

		TRAINING		2,500		2,500		2,500		- 0		2,500		70		2,500		1,095		2,500		2,433		3,593		1,500		3,667		1,500		2,891		500		117				500		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		300		50		1,500		-		1,500		140

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		500		500		500		918		500		510		500		912		500		1,537		1,234		500		909		500		605		500		490		41		500		750		731		838		500		200		500		395		212		500		196		500		176

		REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE																100		100		3,849		411		100		723		100		724		100		- 0		- 0		- 0		250		113		113		- 0		1,190		50		12		164				26				-

		INSURANCE		6,743		5,394		5,394		4,904		2,769		4,308		6,000		4,150		6,000		3,643		6,086		6,000		5,457		5,303		17,974		21,500		18,801		18,701		22,000		- 0				- 0		22,000		20,912		22,000		39,925		19,641		22,000		20,143		22,000		21,000

		Utilities																																														- 0		- 0		-				340

		DUES & ASSOCIATIONS		2,000		2,000		2,000		100		2,000		806		2,000		415		2,000		1,818		727		1,000		717		1,000		2,226		3,600		4,202

DavidG: DavidG:
paid early on 2015 PCOG = $1500		3,400		2,400		2,478		2,324		2,478		2,000		1,900		1,500		2,541		-		1,500		-		1,500		280

		PRINTING		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		45		43		43		- 0

		MISCELLANEOUS																								500		1,773		500		631		500		203		150		500		250		120		135		500		1,600		250		1,582		5				699				24

		CODIFICATION OF ORDINANCES		2,000		2,000		2,000		3,741		1,500		1,898		1,500		265		1,500		1,322		2,018				5,509

		EQUIPMENT		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		3,500

Gene: Gene:
one fourth of cost of new copier $10K		- 0		- 0		1,200		500				- 0		1,200		1,200		4,000		-		1,056		4,000		-		4,000		6,450																				0

		TOTAL FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION		268,713		242,017		262,017		192,111		232,523		202,638		207,177		201,041		173,107		182,394		168,602		154,536		189,303		156,637		175,933		162,226		129,121		80,394		150,978		91,254		56,167		86,129		124,316		114,284		125,200		139,951		150,105		148,486		141,094		146,986		152,242																				189303.41



		LEGAL

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		24,100

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		24,160

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		31,000		30,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		20,473		3,000		18,000		22,523		18,000		18,310		18,000		25,000		7,500		18,000		18,000		12,000		16,500		18,000		23,320		14,000		37,508		21,414		13,200		15,985		13,200		13,470

		TOTAL LEGAL		25,000		25,000		25,000		24,100		25,000		24,160		25,000		31,000		30,000		20,473		3,000		18,000		22,523		18,000		18,310		18,000		25,000		7,500		18,000		18,000		12,000		16,500		18,000		23,320		14,000		37,508		21,414		13,200		15,985		13,200		13,470



		FACILITIES

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		600		1,500		600		1,459		653		600		575				523

		UTILITIES		4,500		4,500		4,500		2,511		3,000		3,464		3,000		2,524		3,000		2,757		3,048		2,500		2,321		4,000		2,159		4,000		3,369		1,712		3,000		2,740		1,863		2,627		3,200		3,200		2,500		3,602		2,741		2,200		2,818		2,200		2,265

		OLD KITE MUSEUM																				2,500		- 0		1,000		2,714		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		- 0		400		150		131		131		500		1,165		500		1,166		43		500		537		1,000		506

		MISCELLANEOUS																						1,165		1,500		1,920		1,500		1,730		1,500		1,920		1,120		1,500		1,920		1,280		1,920		1,500		1,600		1,500		2,610		1,920		1,500		1,947		500		2,129

		CITY HALL REPAIRS		30,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		237

tc={F2A145D9-3507-498F-972C-50D7196DF9F1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Piers		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		8,103

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		297		12,500

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		160				2,500		3,234

asmith: asmith:
City Hall parking lot
		2,500		4,011		2,500				- 0		- 0		500		458		458		1,000		8,681		1,000		4,376		305		1,000		3,742		6,500		10,937

		Obies Demolition		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		8,125		- 0		8,125

		28th Street Lift Station		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0														138,856

		TOTAL FACILITIES		34,500		9,500		24,500		2,748		23,000		11,567		23,000		2,821		15,500		5,417		4,213		7,500		10,189		11,000		7,900		11,000		5,289		2,832		4,900		5,310		3,732		5,136		6,800		24,271		6,100		21,338		5,662		5,800		9,619		10,200		155,216



		ASSOCIATION WASHINGTON CITIES

		CONTRIBUTIONS		1,079		952		952		- 0		782		- 0		782		782		782				700		700		717		700		- 0		700		698		- 0		800		800		- 0		- 0		800		685		800		685		- 0		760				760

		TOTAL AWC		1,079		952		952		-		782		-		782		782		782		-		700		700		717		700		-		700		698		-		800		800		-		-		800		685		800		685		-		760		-		760



		FIRE CONTROL																																																																																		current		proposed

		SALARIES		24,831		21,956		21,956		22,538		20,204		20,396		19,053		19,136		11,343

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		13,700

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		15,736		23,940		4,560		13,500		11,218		13,500		9,685		5,956		13,500		9,000		5,996		8,999		13,500		13,500		13,500		8,757		8,721		13,500		13,340		18,400		13,877																		Chief		6000		9000

		BENEFITS		16,464		16,235		16,235		18,042		15,230		14,312		9,735		10,185		4,473		12,913		12,724		7,500		8,412		12,000		13,585		12,000		11,106		5,075		10,500		10,500		6,836		13,335		12,980		12,980		4,800		14,359		14,635		4,800		10,604		4,800		5,483																		Asst. Chief		2400		3600

		BOARD OF VOL FIREMEN		3,000		3,000		3,000		2,130		3,000		- 0		3,000		2,600																								- 0												(170)

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		15,000		15,000		15,000		10,500		15,000		10,005		18,000		14,918		15,000		25,127		13,596		12,500		13,859		12,500		24,423		12,500		25,972		15,245		10,000		12,850		11,491		13,484		10,000		9,250		10,000		7,705		12,229		8,000		24,785		8,000		35,407																		Training		4500		4500

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		150		150		150		-		150		75		150		98		150		-		-		300		105		300		192		300		-		-		300		110		110		110		500		- 0		500		-		-		500		213		500		821																		shift				6840

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		24,700

tc={C83E5CD8-6FEA-44F1-AE0C-14C1BDE8C61F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Clerk / paving / Drainage		3,500

tc={60D7EB5B-735C-43A3-8D0B-BF6218242165}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={1B78A2FF-33F0-4BD7-AFA5-938E21A3278F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		4,865

tc={EB7E9645-CA2E-4B1E-B30E-39D01DFC52F0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={0528852F-1BB1-479D-ADAD-6547B2300468}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		1,476

tc={B736CF69-FBD1-44FE-95FC-2B570ED8D794}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={CB934693-8C11-40CD-B44D-0863AFB7B9CD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		5,212		3,000		12,843		2,965		1,300		1,401		900		2,584		900		738		298		500		1,000		906		906		250		250		250		952		-		250		-		250		172																				12900		23940

		COMMUNICATIONS		8,500

tc={C6E094B8-1BCB-46D5-AD5B-9767AF8A1B2B}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    PACCOM $7500		8,500

tc={8D053119-A5FD-4354-A45B-E91EF26B69D2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		8,500

tc={2AEF763F-5F64-426D-A3C8-36983EFF5C20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		8,465

tc={BE75E251-BE6D-46C4-A37A-7339CBBFD6DD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		7,500

tc={16A2189C-1AF5-4D72-945A-0BE755E5A774}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		10,149

tc={7D002F1B-4EDA-4406-B5D2-5593D386D975}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		7,500

tc={490948C1-27A7-4B0E-9CFD-015A4C669CD0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		4,445		7,500		4,498		5,461		12,000		29,787		11,107		13,689		14,000		8,254		7,884		9,500		9,000		6,127		8,698		5,500		7,000		5,500		8,527		6,631		5,500		5,259		5,500		5,678

		TRAVEL		2,500		2,500		2,500		1,145		2,500		300		2,500		1,446		1,500		-		1,253		1,000		650		500		177		500		221		172		500		-				-		1,500		2,950		1,500		4,438		223		1,500		1,046		1,500		557

		INSURANCE		32,330		25,864		25,864		23,512		19,128		20,665		21,000		19,899		21,000		24,955		20,330		19,500		18,228		17,714		17,974		21,000		18,701		18,701		21,000						-		21,000		20,912		21,000		39,925		19,641		21,000		20,143		21,000		19,890

		FACILITIES												20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		20,000		20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		40,000		64		20,000		25,738		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		-		20,000		20,000				20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000

		UTILITIES		7,700		7,700		7,700		5,825		7,700		7,419		7,700		6,306		6,500		6,146		6,346		6,000		4,669		6,500		5,153		6,500		6,497		4,139		6,500		6,500		4,207		6,012		6,500		6,750		6,500		6,508		6,953		6,500		7,216		4,500		4,836

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		18,000		18,000		18,000		27,327		18,000		17,180		18,000		14,131		18,000		20,575		15,587		10,000		5,805		10,000		11,519		10,000		6,350		4,790		10,000		8,450		5,069		6,083		10,000		9,865		10,000		7,871		12,764		12,000		19,119		12,000		28,308

		EMS/VOLUNTEER COMPENSATION		10,500		4,800		4,800		3,979		4,800		3,778		4,800		1,167		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-				-		-		2,000		2,000		-		-

		MISCELLANEOUS																								1,000		740		1,000		789		1,000		1,880		458		1,500		1,000		890		1,130		2,000		790		2,000		810		720		1,000		720		1,000		720

		EQUIPMENT		14,000		9,000		9,000		3,089		9,000		4,718		9,000		9,096		9,000		8,913		4,503		9,000		10,015		9,000		230		9,000		7,593		6,486		9,000		8,800		2,805		8,764		9,000		12,975		9,000		12,115		1,979		10,000		16,120		10,000		9,582

		TRAINING		14,000

tc={39A758D5-28D6-4EBA-846F-2BBA06759D08}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={F51AB3B5-13B7-4CDC-A9EB-43A522EECFDF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={26C1F331-4161-47A6-A277-F1EC4CF9085F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		4,370

tc={2930C92C-2652-485B-95C0-98424E80FF90}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={A7FFB488-3DF1-4B41-8DA9-7E12E16D2FAA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		3,255		4,000		9,266		3,500		5,222		3,734		1,500		1,951		1,500		- 0		1,500		3,631		3,381		1,500		550		550		542		2,000		2,645		2,000		2,130		40		1,500		2,540		1,500		285

		TOTAL FIRE CONTROL		191,676		150,205		150,205		135,787		139,712		133,728		147,938		137,905		120,966		174,892		102,299		125,540		125,919		116,521		121,532		122,700		120,628		72,583		114,300		87,760		44,987		88,065		114,730		121,867		108,550		133,928		104,537		106,050		141,105		108,950		145,616



		BUILDING INSPECTOR

		SALARIES		40,585		37,324		37,324		30,947		37,582		28,613		26,949		26,112		26,290		25,360		24,752		22,543		21,782		22,643		30,247		30,000		30,000		21,997		29,640		3,011		1,491		3,125		3,011		25,000		22,500		22,500		30,423		30,514		50,995		30,514		46,497		4k to planning												15over

		BENEFITS		22,724		16,235		16,235		21,597		24,873		17,730		18,273		15,697		17,607		15,183		15,004		17,558		13,284		13,000		14,936		12,000		12,654		9,331		10,670		1,762		346		2,213		1,762		11,000		12,800		12,800		15,320		15,365		22,200		15,365		45,285		5k to planning												12 over

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,117		5,000		2,693		5,000		1,372		5,000		9,781		6,742		1,100		6,061		1,100		1,418		750		1,029		523		750		750		600		714		850		800		850		1,067		875		500		1,166		500		2,004

		CODE ENFORCEMENT		20,000		1,000		20,000		32,770		20,000		55,581		42,300		33,983		2,300						2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		150		- 0		150		-		-		150		-		150

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES																		35,000

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		6,815		8,208		600		- 0		600		- 0		600				- 0		600		600		476		476		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		500		-		500

		TRAINING		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		12		1,500		1,565		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,000		600		600		1,000		690		400		400		1,500		- 0		600		95		1,606		700		595		700		90

		DUES AND ASSOCIATIONS		135		135		135		- 0		135		55		135				135		95		40		135				135		260		135		135		135		100		95		95		95

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		501		1,500		463		1,500		1,282		1,000		940		402		1,000		63		1,000		49		1,000		1,026		1,026		600		600		448		588		800		833		850		1,217		981		1,850		2,902		1,850		1,248

		STATE REMITT/BUILDING PERMITS		9,000		9,000		9,000		8,528		9,000		9,000		9,000		9,029						300		300		- 0		300		- 0		150		- 0		- 0		250		50		24		24		500		- 0		500		50		-		500		-		500

		EQUIPMENT																		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt				- 0		1,000		- 0		6,200		- 0		2,500		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		-		2,000

		MEMBERSHIPS		575		575		575		95		575		500		575		575		575		180		- 0		575				575		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		350		95		350		-		-		350		-		350		-

		TOTAL BUILDING INSPECTOR		101,019		72,269		91,269		100,555		100,165		114,635		105,233		88,062		94,407		59,919		55,448		48,311		41,190		47,053		46,911		48,135		45,443		33,612		43,610		7,558		3,880		7,634		8,922		37,728		39,100		37,729		49,205		52,429		77,858		52,429		95,123



		CIVIL DEFENSE

		EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT		13,912		13,912		13,912		13,781		13,912		4,316		13,912		25,613		12,794		15,766		18,665		14,175		14,631		12,000		11,434		12,000		22,075		7,751		12,119		10,000		8,293		11,057		11,057		8,000		10,000		8,296		8,142		9,000		9,782		9,782		13,769

		COVID COSTS 						2,000		- 0		2,000		34,257

		TOTAL CIVIL DEFENSE		13,912		13,912		15,912		13,781		15,912		38,573		13,912		25,613		12,794		15,766		18,665		14,175		14,631		12,000		11,434		12,000		22,075		7,751		12,119		10,000		8,293		11,057		11,057		8,000		10,000		8,296		8,142		9,000		9,782		9,782		13,769



		AIR POLLUTION

		OLYMPIC AIR POLLUTION CONTROL		1,185		1,185		1,185		1,729		1,185		1,713		1,665		1,665		1,138		1,357		1,314		900		878		$   900		875		$   900		870		$   630		$   900		$   866		$   866		$   866		700		675		675		931		691		657		680		657		657

		TOTAL AIR POLLUTION		1,185		1,185		1,185		1,729		1,185		1,713		1,665		1,665		1,138		1,357		1,314		900		878		900		875		900		870		630		900		866		866		866		700		675		675		931		691		657		680		657		657														ERROR:#REF!



		PLANNING

		SALARIES		53,860		49,687		45,000		47,672		37,365		44,083		41,341		40,443		40,332		38,948		35,073		35,038		28,052		26,230		35,542		63,855		60,118		39,384		67,481		26,188		17,432		33,453		26,188		26,000		26,000		26,347		43,294		48,715		41,831		48,715		17,088		40k under

		BENEFITS		28,938		26,562		23,089		26,983		22,429		24,945		25,408		23,893		22,864		22,538		20,664		22,121		13,725		9,057		17,630		18,000		18,844		8,606		18,304		7,848		4,975		8,865		7,848		12,000		12,812		7,511		11,174		11,647		9,781		11,647		17,230		10k under

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		7,000		7,000		7,000		6,727		7,000		3,054		7,000		2,439		7,000		14,118		1,559		1,000		10,506		1,000		13,216		3,000		7,205		5,976		3,000		3,850		3,029		4,345		3,000		3,000		2,650		2,549		4,741		2,500		2,923		2,500		3,748

		PRINTING		100		100		100		- 0		100		- 0		100		- 0		100		- 0		- 0		100		1,278		100		- 0		50		- 0		- 0		- 0						43		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		-				-		-

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		10,000		10,000		10,000		15,787

tc={E7009D64-C8ED-42F5-8576-B76BD2635E3E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    SMP Update 5k		15,000

tc={A6503E55-E2C8-4608-9631-E1F2DA1AF5B1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    SMP Update 5k		13,261

tc={F894BE7F-81F5-4D97-A296-549899B699C5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Comp Plan - Buffer Study		15,000

tc={2616419E-EE5C-4C1D-81C9-B26C78195139}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Comp Plan - Buffer Study		48,710		45,000

asmith: asmith:
Comp Plan Update 		15,532		5,523		12,000		1,638		12,000		11,068		12,000		3,393		3,229		24,500		6,000		4,089		4,891		15,000		4,100		15,000		7,777		6,906		15,000		15,915		15,000		70,635

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		500		44		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		45		2,000		928		2,000		973		2,000		2,065		801		2,000		1,300		453		1,059		2,000		1,000		1,800		295		765		750		2,203		750		1,115

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,312		4,000		3,340		4,000		4,434		4,000		3,991		4,143		3,000		1,332		3,000		3,870		3,000		1,873		1,607		3,000		3,000		2,202		3,129		3,000		2,750		3,000		2,974		3,320		3,000		1,902		3,000		2,529

		Project Safe Haven																				29,171		14,602		56,000		439,647		420,000		10,307				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0

		EQUIPMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				7,500

Gene: Gene:
includes one fourth of the cost of a new copier at $10K.		- 0		- 0		10,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		650		1,000		877		85		1,000		1,488		1,000		701

		LEGAL SERVICES		5,000		5,000		5,000		- 0		5,000		330		5,000		1,335		5,000		6,690		16,070		4,000		25,827		4,000		8,132		4,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		5,000		5,000		5,000		4,785		342		25,000		-		25,000

		TRAINING		3,000		3,000		3,000		3,463		2,000		- 0		2,000		745		2,000		- 0		383		2,000		636		2,000		1,279		2,000		151		- 0		2,000		500		295		834		2,000		1,650		2,000		1,003		1,207		2,000		1,040		2,000

		Shoreline Master Program		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		239		2,000		279		279								266		- 0

		MEMBERSHIP		1,000		1,000		1,000		200		1,000		- 0		1,000		2,070		1,000		1,500		1,585		400		- 0		400		341		350		306		- 0		350		350		- 0		249		350		250		350		294		-		350		-		350

		TOTAL PLANNING		114,398		107,849		99,689		105,144		94,395		89,057		102,849		124,069		129,296		132,488		99,647		137,659		523,569		481,787		102,598		117,755		94,234		59,883		135,635		49,036		32,475		57,133		65,386		56,400		69,612		54,413		71,834		109,962		77,083		110,962		113,046



		PACE

		CONTRIBUTIONS																																														- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		-		-		5,000

		TOTAL PACE																																														-		-		-				-		-		-		5,000



		EDC ANNUAL DONATION 

		TECHNICAL SERVICES AGREEMENT 		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000

		TOTAL EDC DONATION 		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000



		ALCOHOLISM

		COUNTY CONTRIBUTION		750		750		750		- 0		750		- 0		750		95		750		372		565		750		716		350		413		250		216		153		365		365		189		252		360		360		300		362		348		300		383		300		356

		TOTAL ALCOHOLISM		750		750		750		-		750		-		750		95		750		372		565		750		716		350		413		250		216		153		365		365		189		252		360		360		300		362		348		300		383		300		356



		PARKS

		SALARIES		189,263		176,000		148,989		140,394		141,629		113,414		115,534		108,956		128,857

asmith: asmith:
Might be up due to Culbertson Improvements 		31,751		34,477		29,133		29,363		28,484		36,408		42,147		45,016		14,925		44,870		28,188		20,347		29,971		28,188		33,000		25,500		25,500		35,028		35,090		76,496		69,132		72,279		22k under

		BENEFITS		98,515		93,000		80,948		66,744		80,658		60,007		64,203		64,353		79,476		18,929		16,165		13,450		13,895		9,040		16,606		10,132		11,954		6,975		11,319		12,600		8,268		12,152		9,681		15,000		10,800		10,800		13,505		13,585		30,728		26,636		27,825

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		60,000		85,000		60,000		58,321		60,000		53,179		60,000		54,554		48,000

asmith: asmith:
picnic tables, cedar fencing, drinking fountain, benches 		82,135		72,796		35,000		51,016		35,000		48,674		35,000		54,001		33,145		30,000		31,000		23,828		35,675		30,000		28,500		30,000		31,944		34,606		30,000		34,250		28,000		30,673		Holiday Decs, Sani Cans 

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		250		250		250		5,399		250		375		250		400		250		2,843		701		250		398		250		1,340		250		156		156		150		125		125		125		- 0		- 0		- 0				97						17,000

		INSURANCE		9,807		7,845		7,845		7,132		1,274		6,265		6,000		6,036		6,000		5,532		5,900		6,000		5,290		5,141		9,516		12,000		9,900		9,900		12,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		12,000		10,755		12,000		20,821		10,101		12,000		10,359		12,000		11,000

		UTILITIES		30,000		30,000		30,000		30,500		22,000		24,912		11,000		10,680		11,000		12,433		12,867		9,500		10,322		10,000		9,589		11,000		10,251		5,950		10,500		9,000		4,868		7,029		10,500		10,500		8,000		9,681		10,290		8,000		10,516		8,000		6,952

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		40,000

tc={4E83CF4A-E83D-4B56-AA3C-645BF4816994}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500		40,000

tc={9B913701-F5EC-4F6F-A9DF-DF76C50AC8C0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500														

asmith: asmith:
Might be up due to Culbertson Improvements 		40,000

tc={9E375B21-B473-42D1-AC45-EC8EE40C92BF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500		37,460

tc={CB7244AE-8151-4C82-B1BE-88EEA607485E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		25,000

tc={B0346274-AE5A-4F75-9DF9-D982250E2D56}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		24,762

tc={D39E6AEE-2B36-41D6-A704-2FCDAAA5A19B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		27,000

tc={F8D76465-0C38-411A-B9FD-360BCFD6C697}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		23,474		25,000		23,697		20,354		27,000		32,820		27,000		27,268		26,800

Gene: Gene:
paint 5th st restroom; poles for discovery trail entry $4,000;		22,403		17,506		22,500		13,000		5,017		14,333		23,500		14,000		25,000		16,191		22,341		25,000		27,985		25,000		37,312

		MISCELLANEOUS																										- 0		500		330		500		571		571		- 0		27		27		27		- 0		- 0		18,000		-		4,751		18,000		27,351		18,000		26,274

		EQUIPMENT		20,000

tc={E3D990B9-3458-4071-8D1C-A5005F1E9EDD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500						

tc={CB7244AE-8151-4C82-B1BE-88EEA607485E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		20,000

tc={BA11AEF7-9E0C-44FE-BDF1-B99A2AD7032A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500														

asmith: asmith:
picnic tables, cedar fencing, drinking fountain, benches 		

tc={B0346274-AE5A-4F75-9DF9-D982250E2D56}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		20,000

tc={E7DC278A-F2E4-4FFE-B45F-338F46F9B044}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500						

tc={D39E6AEE-2B36-41D6-A704-2FCDAAA5A19B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		13,820

tc={F2216E08-DB6C-4E05-AE6A-AF15BD4CF290}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Backhoe - 5k						

tc={F8D76465-0C38-411A-B9FD-360BCFD6C697}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		5,000

tc={CDA13F87-3469-4228-898C-CA041AE376D3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Backhoe - 5k		871

tc={9354A10B-46A3-403A-A5A6-8F85D3440808}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Grinder pump - Sid Snyder Restroom
Weed eater
fencing
Backhoe - 5k
10k total		10,000

tc={8FDF49D9-377A-4AB5-BF88-777D128B75ED}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Grinder pump - Sid Snyder Restroom
Weed eater
fencing
Backhoe - 5k
10k total		5,200		5,200

asmith: asmith:
Pole Saw - $1200		5,206		5,696		4,000		- 0		4,000		6,386		4,000

Gene: Gene:
Power edger $700; 		2,680		2,680		3,500		3,000		- 0		- 0		3,200		3,000		3,500		2,588		25,211		2,000		5,241		2,000		1,240

		CULBERTSON PARK IMPROVEMENTS		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		3,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		- 0		6,000		1,296		7,100		107		7,000

Gene: Gene:
PUD connection for sprinklers at ballfield $4,000; ballfield materials $3,000;		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,813		1,813		1,136		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		3,700		-		3,700		-

		MISCELLANEOUS																						6,945		- 0		6,522		6,000		6,799		6,000		8,902		6,274		6,000		13,065		12,179		13,572		18,000		18,000		1,500		22,063		18,685				6,195

		TRAVEL		500		500		500		127		500		426		500		2,041		500		1,485		128		500		242		500		6		500		134		134		400		400		383		383				50				28		188				146				267

		LANDSCAPING		20,000		20,000		20,000		12,716		20,000		17,208		20,000		17,820		20,000		21,185		20,013		16,500		22,051		16,500		20,502		16,500		16,902		12,086		16,500		16,500		13,078		20,375		15,000		14,000		10,000		15,695		14,416		10,000		2,707		10,000		8,768

		RESTROOM FACILITIES		1,000		1,000		1,000		2,381		1,000		342		1,000		173		1,000		9,123		1,070		1,000		- 0		5,000		308		10,000						6,000

Gene: Gene:
Begin set aside for new restrooms on Bolstad Approach $1,000
		1,200		580		580		2,000		2,500		250		2,150		2,206		-		158		-		1,489

		TRAINING 		2,000		2,000		2,000		1,320		2,000		871		2,000		1,996		2,000														3,000				5,932		850		200		200		730		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		5,000		-		5,000		-

		TREE CONTROL		10,000

tc={8AF68ED8-5CFC-4305-9F4B-3FA8992906C9}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal																

asmith: asmith:
Pole Saw - $1200		13,000

tc={F5744904-C9EF-4344-82BB-BC4A16A18205}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal		10,000

tc={80ED6F91-13E9-47F0-9197-88485197C0EB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal		- 0

tc={A65A5525-6C06-4912-9AFD-75F46491EEAE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Parker		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 		9,852

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 																				

Gene: Gene:
paint 5th st restroom; poles for discovery trail entry $4,000;		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 																		

Gene: Gene:
Power edger $700; 		- 0		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0				2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		4,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		740		5,000		4,312

		COULTER PARK		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		313		1,500		1,537		613		4,000		444		4,000		576		4,000		119		89		4,000		4,000		3,187		3,638		4,500		3,000		6,500		5,785		7,931		15,000		653		22,000		29,264

		TOTAL PARKS		485,835		493,095		426,033		376,314		369,811		312,484		330,987		295,996		340,783		215,855		197,724		152,333		173,657		160,516		184,413		190,829		182,990		116,325		170,589		134,118		93,899		139,726		158,569		152,305		157,050		163,248		199,355		182,375		233,526		252,468		268,844





		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		1,392,351		1,273,569		1,249,144		1,071,728		1,140,718		1,039,214		1,104,747		1,022,072		1,053,217		934,962		772,343		ERROR:#REF!		1,208,551		ERROR:#REF!		761,778		ERROR:#REF!		743,880		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		526,032		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		705,803		724,790		767,905		813,665		853,080		1,092,006



		LOAN TO STREETS																																																								-		-		-

		LOAN TO 105 CAPITAL IMPROV.																																																								-		-		-

		AGENCY DISBURSEMENTS (ILWACO)

DavidG: DavidG:
Ilwaco Building permits
																																

Gene: Gene:
PUD connection for sprinklers at ballfield $4,000; ballfield materials $3,000;		7,500		12,000		7,500		10,955		7,500		19,428		7,500		5,571		7,500		15,563		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,500		6,017		1,968		6,475		10,071		91		10,071		- 0		6,901		7,500		9,669		4,923		7,500		4,698		7,500		4,154

		TOTAL NON-EXPENDITURES		7,500		12,000		7,500		10,955		7,500		19,428		7,500		5,571		7,500		15,563		-		6,000		-		6,000		-		6,500		6,017		1,968		6,475		10,071		91		10,071		-		6,901		7,500		9,669		4,923		7,500		4,698		7,500		4,154



		TRANSFERS

		TRANSFER TO LAW ENFORCEMENT		795,000

tc={3126887F-05BC-4A2B-AAE7-76D00626C743}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		775,000

tc={876262A2-DE65-457E-BBA9-F3658761C918}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={571C2F2A-36F4-446D-88C7-70D08DE883DF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={EB079E02-C2B8-4D92-B823-3E9E34F3DDB3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={CE6056A6-5116-4403-82BF-9456B55FA772}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		750,000

tc={DDE2C0A0-DC9D-4B55-ADFD-6B7BA1DD1664}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		710,000

tc={906D2659-9453-40E1-AB42-9BDCCDA4540C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		750,000		735,000		732,000		718,000		718,000		730,000		700,000		706,000		700,000		741,465		440,000		660,000		667,000		389,083		667,000		667,000		615,000		645,000		671,250		589,167		710,000		670,890		670,840		627,250

		TRANSFER TO 004 																																								- 0		55,583

		TRANSFER TO CURRENT EX. SINKING		100,000		100,000		100,000		300,000		100,000		100,000		50,000		200,000		20,000		20,000

		BINGO BUILDING BOND

David Glasson: David Glasson:
through 2021
																																						

Gene: Gene:
Begin set aside for new restrooms on Bolstad Approach $1,000
		

tc={EB079E02-C2B8-4D92-B823-3E9E34F3DDB3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		

tc={CE6056A6-5116-4403-82BF-9456B55FA772}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		

tc={DDE2C0A0-DC9D-4B55-ADFD-6B7BA1DD1664}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		

tc={906D2659-9453-40E1-AB42-9BDCCDA4540C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		9,709		9,409		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		4,855		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709				9,709

		LOAN TO STORM WATER																																								70,000

		TRANSFER TO CE. SINKING																																																		- 0				- 0

		TRANSFER TO FIRE SINKING FUND 		15,000

tc={7A27E26C-465F-44F4-8F98-0FB76C95D68B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={20283FDE-A1A6-40E4-AAEB-E3590BED0E1B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={265CC0AF-4E43-4314-9498-86D112BECAA4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={CAEAB9C1-C055-4674-AB11-718FA3E585F4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request												

asmith: asmith:
Plus marijuana tax
		15,000

tc={8BE267D5-60E3-47AB-BE6F-BD327D17B939}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={317465A3-2149-4596-996A-5A8709DF9F05}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    A lot of small revs added		

tc={2987D732-88D6-42E7-95EB-0F40EFF46572}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={B7E654C2-CE0C-4833-AAB3-846BEB3F0C62}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    1315 Wash S		

tc={58CDFE90-2156-43F1-94CA-85676257EAE6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={04C49AEA-54CE-434A-B72E-08DA2147D4C3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={03586CAD-D9EF-48B2-9C08-FD3295E81E18}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={A0A8188A-0414-4822-B4C0-560B3239F79A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={C33E9493-F642-41B4-8D69-F5AD8E18C2A6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax												

tc={C5069210-2B11-4BD6-A067-19025908F8E8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={F6375E07-3008-4848-8EA7-03DC5A614C02}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={E87F5F45-2EA7-461E-8F6C-5E9C96A8693F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={4D4EB522-4C15-442D-92EC-0751B0876FC3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={642C9308-82AA-43B6-9823-BF397BCC2B20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={B4290A4B-7413-46D1-8BE5-062DBDD716CE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={659313E3-7B2C-4616-97C8-FE559AF4D59C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

Gene: Gene:
paid 2012, repay CE $50,256 a year, 1% interest to pay off in 5 years, no pay in 2013.		

Gene: Gene:
repay current expense fund for lilft station loan.Done in 2020																		

asmith: asmith:
Includes new computer for Council Chambers 		

tc={D40A45D4-0EBB-4691-8DC3-33821D2EBC29}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    public defender conflict												

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk										

Gene: Gene:
One fourth of cost of new copier at $10K
		

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk				

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		

tc={3E3F1AD4-C824-4AB0-ACE4-F873DD1A3B27}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={665B0C13-5F90-45BB-8D19-1159750775C8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={A8FF7B72-4BEF-4943-98F4-872E9B1178B4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit				

tc={94ACB4DE-E66E-4ECA-A25C-DD252CFC03FB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={E94F1C6F-9882-4562-95E4-66FF0D487DA5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		

tc={D11B5CCA-2B5A-44B4-BF45-ED70F3AAE603}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={832C601E-3469-41DE-9579-658869464AB6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={878C660A-0A49-48A1-9B2A-310E892D898D}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		

tc={E37A3440-1C87-4D1B-8340-AE23AA84B28A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={7A4E61FC-D089-4FD6-92CE-94FAA21C83BA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={4FC3CFBF-D5FA-4662-B2F6-2D17BA098D70}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS																																								

Gene: Gene:
judge $1000 a month		

tc={F74C15BC-D75C-402E-855B-C168CCD38C40}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={269D58A5-818B-44BC-8FB5-3D3041DA120B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={F1F7D5AA-6FFA-44A7-ABD8-5E0D15249518}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={724551C8-DE03-4F29-9BE8-5BA1750ACDF5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		

tc={044E9680-6EEB-4069-A78D-3514347B2D84}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		

tc={1864F8DA-22DA-4B04-A400-B06EF77597E2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS																																

Gene: Gene:
Defense att $13,200
Pros $12000		

David Glasson: David Glasson:
L & I 16k		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum																														

DavidG: DavidG:
paid early on 2015 PCOG = $1500		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall																										

Gene: Gene:
one fourth of cost of new copier $10K		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

tc={F2A145D9-3507-498F-972C-50D7196DF9F1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Piers						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 				

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 								

asmith: asmith:
City Hall parking lot
		

tc={C83E5CD8-6FEA-44F1-AE0C-14C1BDE8C61F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Clerk / paving / Drainage		

tc={60D7EB5B-735C-43A3-8D0B-BF6218242165}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={C6E094B8-1BCB-46D5-AD5B-9767AF8A1B2B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $7500				

tc={1B78A2FF-33F0-4BD7-AFA5-938E21A3278F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={8D053119-A5FD-4354-A45B-E91EF26B69D2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64														

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		

tc={EB7E9645-CA2E-4B1E-B30E-39D01DFC52F0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={2AEF763F-5F64-426D-A3C8-36983EFF5C20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64														

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		

tc={0528852F-1BB1-479D-ADAD-6547B2300468}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={BE75E251-BE6D-46C4-A37A-7339CBBFD6DD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.										

tc={B736CF69-FBD1-44FE-95FC-2B570ED8D794}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={16A2189C-1AF5-4D72-945A-0BE755E5A774}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.										

tc={CB934693-8C11-40CD-B44D-0863AFB7B9CD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={7D002F1B-4EDA-4406-B5D2-5593D386D975}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.								

tc={490948C1-27A7-4B0E-9CFD-015A4C669CD0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

tc={39A758D5-28D6-4EBA-846F-2BBA06759D08}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={F51AB3B5-13B7-4CDC-A9EB-43A522EECFDF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request														

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

tc={26C1F331-4161-47A6-A277-F1EC4CF9085F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={2930C92C-2652-485B-95C0-98424E80FF90}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={A7FFB488-3DF1-4B41-8DA9-7E12E16D2FAA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 				

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt				

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		15,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,000		6,000				6,000												5,000										- 0				- 0		5,000				5,000

		CONTINGENT EXPENDITURES																																																				73

		TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS		910,000		890,000		879,709		1,079,409		879,709		874,709		774,709		949,709		769,709		766,709		733,709		733,709		739,709		715,709		715,709		709,709		751,174		444,855		669,709		751,709		454,376		676,709		676,709		624,709		654,709		681,032		598,876		724,709		680,599		675,840		636,959





		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		2,309,851		2,175,569		2,136,353		2,162,092		2,027,927		1,933,351		1,886,957		1,977,352		1,830,426		1,717,234		1,506,053		ERROR:#REF!		1,948,261		ERROR:#REF!		1,477,487		ERROR:#REF!		1,501,071		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		1,212,812		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		1,396,503		1,328,589		1,613,714		1,519,723		1,795,776		1,733,119





		Carry Over to next year		481,876		879,261		312,720		901,739		293,722		721,442		91,409		486,532		280,512		417,014		255,508		ERROR:#REF!		199,097		ERROR:#REF!		240,900		ERROR:#REF!		189,473		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		175,591		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		74,204		77,168		-		52,967		-		244,747



																																																																																2022 Budget 		2021 Estimated		2020 Actual		2019 Actual 		2018 Actual 		2017 Actual 		2016 Actual 		2015 Actual		2014 Actual		2013 Actual		2012 Actual		2011 Actual		2010 Actual

																																																																														Expenditures		213,635		216,209		193,335		197,735		171,723		150,605		194,826		147,748.70		150,107.08		121,281.23		139,650.33		132,858.88		151,972.29

																																																																														Ending Fund		312,720		901,739		721,442		486,532		417,014		255,508		199,097		240,900		189,473		175,591		74,204		77,168		52,967





































Expenditures Vs. Ending Fund



Expenditures	2022 Budget 	2021 Estimated	2020 Actual	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual 	213635.32553609606	216209.15	193335.13799999998	197735.18799999999	171723.446	Ending Fund	2022 Budget 	2021 Estimated	2020 Actual	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual 	312719.74463903951	901739.49000000022	721442	486531.83100000024	417013.74989000009	
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2023

		City of Long Beach														2021 Budget										2019 Budget

		CURRENT EXPENSE - 001



				2023		2022		2022		2021		2021		2020		2020		2019		2019		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015		2015		2014		2014		2014		2013		2013		2013		2013		2012		2012		2012		2011		2011		2010		2010		2009

		DESCRIPTION		Budget 		Estimated 		Budget  		Actual 		Budget		 Actual 		Budget COVID 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual		YTD Aug		Budget		Estimated		YTD Aug		Actual		Budget		Estimated		Budget		Actual		Actual		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual



		Revenues



		BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		879,261		903,438		624,907		724,934		539,634		486,532		486,532		419,332		378,988		252,770		142,192		143,399		229,856		202,203		182,746		224,688		173,427		162,669		ERROR:#REF!		71,761		61,379		60,695		ERROR:#REF!		106,380		77,168		37,874		52,967		52,967		244,747		573,482		718,929

		TOTAL BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		879,261		903,438		624,907		724,934		539,634		486,532		486,532		419,332		378,988		252,770		142,192		143,399		229,856		202,203		182,746		224,688		173,427		162,669		ERROR:#REF!		71,761		61,379		60,695		ERROR:#REF!		106,380		77,168		37,874		52,967		52,967		244,747		573,482		718,929



		TAXES

		PROPERTY TAXES (1% Increases)		472,056		467,950		467,950		502,910		461,090		488,975		482,175		433,380		471,078		466,414		440,703		452,970		406,598		407,672		327,750		407,400		399,639		213,012		400,970		397,000		237,059		393,489		397,000		394,750		393,000		449,535		395,596		386,750		371,602		378,893		313,166

		Local Crimal Justice 		15,000		20,000		15,000		29,708		15,000		22,379		17,687		21,784				15,468				18,556

		SALES TAX		700,000		800,000		600,000		856,248		550,000		655,314		550,000		731,409		500,000		598,127		526,625		450,000		500,115		410,000		476,415		400,000		455,570		213,094		370,000		395,000		191,030		408,896		370,500		364,500		368,500		370,112		352,629		350,000		371,467		330,000		372,293

		BUS. TAXES CABLE TV		15,000		30,000		- 0		20,298		28,000		30,214		20,000		10,155		20,000		28,056		21,870		20,000		24,085		20,000		19,777		20,000		21,573		11,854		21,000		24,000		20,014		27,992		20,000		19,415		22,000		18,119		19,312		22,000		20,094		22,000		24,755

		BUS. TAX - TELEPHONE		30,000		30,000		40,000		28,566		40,000		29,273		40,000		55,281		40,000		39,985		46,606		38,000		38,640		38,000		36,343		50,000		37,121		24,702		50,000		47,850		35,936		51,120		47,500		47,600		47,500		53,271		47,669		50,000		47,661		50,000		40,363

		BUS. TAX - PUD		120,000		122,000		120,000		141,884		120,000		134,493		120,000		127,856		120,000		126,845		130,947		115,000		118,324		115,000		111,811		118,000		117,710		66,381		115,000		115,000		92,101		114,263		110,000		110,000		95,000		116,974		108,656		98,000		105,139		98,000		69,267

		BUS. TAXES - WATER/SEWER		298,000		290,000		267,379		333,000		297,574		303,228		300,360		272,367		284,135		183,141		165,451		160,600		150,870		143,525		148,059		140,000		142,104		84,496		115,000		125,000		92,940		141,796		115,000		115,000		125,000		144,980		113,739		124,620		132,361		124,620		116,945

		BUS. TAX - GARBAGE		65,000		65,000		65,000		64,083		55,000		55,998		55,000		40,590		57,399

		BUS. TAX - STORM WATER		27,312		27,312		27,312		29,236		26,777		28,276		26,777		25,343		25,996		16,807		15,321		12,650		13,878		12,650		12,845		10,000		12,198		7,335		10,000		5,000		12		4,055		10,000		10,000		11,760		21,246		9,695		11,760		11,597		11,160		11,366

		PROPERTY TAXES - Uncollected		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0						(2,383)										(14,000)

		REET - Moved to fund 003		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0								- 0		- 0

		GAMBLING TAX		15,000		20,000		15,000		22,575		15,000		15,685		20,000		24,733		20,000		19,756		17,172		19,000		17,606		19,000		18,898		18,000		16,168		11,685		20,000		19,250		13,229		19,640		20,000		19,780		16,500		18,160		20,878		20,000		16,136		26,000		30,694

		TOTAL TAXES		1,757,368		1,872,262		1,617,641		2,028,508		1,608,441		1,763,835		1,631,999		1,742,898		1,538,608		1,494,599		1,364,695		1,286,776		1,270,116		1,165,847		1,151,897		1,163,400		1,202,083		632,559		1,101,970		1,128,100		682,319		1,161,251		1,090,000		1,081,045		1,076,877		1,192,395		1,068,175		1,063,130		1,076,057		1,026,673		978,848																		288,853		17331.174

																																																																																		3157055

		LICENSES & PERMITS

		BUSINESS LICENSES		50,000		55,000		45,000		76,062		45,000		63,878		50,000		73,055		50,000		68,947		54,409		60,000		64,490		57,000		61,756		57,000		70,693		44,959		54,500		55,000		43,248		61,465		58,400		58,400		56,800		53,183		58,456		54,000		58,526		50,000		56,538

		OTHER RECEIPTS												3,708

		BUILDING PERMITS - LONG BEACH		25,000		49,000		25,000		70,197		25,000		52,521		30,000		80,707		30,000		131,934		41,189		30,000		39,345		30,000		31,568		30,000		36,703		27,602		28,000		24,000		20,155		23,052		30,000		29,500		27,500		17,564		33,043		20,000		24,971		40,000		40,074

		BUILDING PERMIT - ILWACO		15,000		24,000		15,000		21,909		15,000		34,813		15,000		27,952		15,000		34,886		28,697		12,000		7,195		12,000		3,344		14,000		17,418		8,556		12,950		16,000		11,168		15,975		8,500		12,000		14,100		13,266		6,528		15,000		16,408		15,000		7,894

		VARIANCES & MISC. PLANNING		3,000		11,170		3,000		16,185		3,000		7,680		3,000		15,265		3,000		7,740		8,660		1,000		1,976		1,000		3,120		1,000		953		920		1,500		1,000		960		1,360		1,000		1,000		2,400		2,065		920		2,000		2,220		1,500		2,750

		USE 322.10.02		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		1,000		1,000						400		-		1,150		-

		WEAPONS PERMIT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				400		318		400		488		281		400		230		400		148		400		276		276		350		450		352		586		100		100				402		96		-		-		-

		FIRE INSPECTIONS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0														-

		TOTAL LICENSES & PERMITS		93,000		139,170		88,000		184,353		88,000		162,600		98,400		197,297		98,400		243,995		133,236		103,400		113,236		100,400		99,936		102,400		126,042		82,313		97,300		96,450		75,883		102,438		99,000		102,000		100,800		86,480		99,443		91,000		103,275		106,500		107,256																		2019		2018		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015

																																																																														DESCRIPTION				Budget 		Estimate		Budget 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Budget		Actual

		INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUE																																																																												Expenditures

		CTED GMA GRANT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		LOCAL LAW ENF. BLOCK GRANT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		ILWACO COURT CONTRACT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0		2,000		3,800		4,741		- 0		2,500		2,213		8,000		2,000

		ILWACO JAIL FEES		3,000		1,000		3,000		- 0		3,000		1,685		3,000		1,265		3,000		3,862		2,313		3,000		1,255		3,000		1,828		3,000		3,387		1,565		2,000		1,800		1,760		2,500		- 0		3,000		3,200		840		3,065		5,000		1,811		5,000		3,114

		PUD PRIVILEGE TAX		14,000		18,015		14,000		16,923		14,000		16,208		14,000		15,890		14,000		16,701		13,961		14,000		13,961		15,000		14,833		15,000		14,325		14,325		15,000		14,428		14,428		14,428		10,000		10,000		12,500		13,913		8,632		13,000		13,067		12,500		13,222

		JIS REIMBURSEMENT-COMPUTERS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0						- 0												-		2,050		-

		SOS ARCHIVING GRANT 								12,325		6,049		6,721		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0						- 0												-		-		-

		STREAMLINED SALES TAX		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		10,000		3,460		10,311		10,000		10,339		10,000		10,720		10,000		10,344		5,081		10,900		10,500		5,109		10,060		10,500		10,800		10,000		10,170		10,658		5,000		10,485				12,343

		CRIMINAL JUSTICE-HI CRM		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				1,500		1,000		- 0		- 0		1,000				1,000		1,000		1,000		658		658		1,200		1,000		929		929		1,500		1,000		2,500		702		711		2,000		-		2,500		1,930

		CRIMINAL JUSTICE-LOC-POP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				100		500						500				500		1,380		500				778		500		750		750		- 0								250

		MARIJUANA EXCISE 		1,200		1,200		1,200		2,037		1,200		1,665		- 0		1,682		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0

		CRIM JUS-POP		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		2,201		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,800		1,000		1,028				- 0		- 0				1,000		2,000		2,250		1,000		1,759		2,288		1,000		2,294		750		1,691

		CRIM JUS-DCD #1		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		500		1,560		500		1,509		1,467		500		1,426		500		343		500		685		343		- 0		- 0				- 0		500		800		100		288		616		100		-		100		302

		CRIM JUS-DCD #2		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				326								592

		DUI - CITIES		211		259		211		259		211		211		200		202		200		212		217		200		221		200		214		300		254		191		300		200		189		255		300		300		200		260		301		200		285		200		494

		LIQUOR EXCISE TAXES		9,170		10,000		9,170		11,078		9,170		9,170		6,000		7,911		6,000		7,279		6,893		3,000		6,625		3,000		3,839		1,800		2,649		1,959		12,000		13,036		- 0		939		12,000		5,134		7,000		5,134		7,017		7,000		7,606		5,500		7,379

		CITY HARDSHIP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0														212

		LIQUOR BOARD PROFITS		11,679		8,000		11,679		12,246		11,679		11,679		12,000		11,795		12,000		14,148

asmith: asmith:
Plus marijuana tax
		12,073		12,000		12,232		9,000		12,355		10,000		12,528		6,270						6,301		12,603		- 0		7,586		9,000		13,856		9,722		9,000		12,279		9,000		10,390

		TOTAL INTERGOVERNMENTAL REV.		41,891		41,105		41,891		57,499		47,940		49,970		36,700		42,905		48,200		49,371		48,235		45,200		47,272		43,200		48,311		43,100		45,860		31,170		41,900		41,714		29,466		43,040		36,800		42,869		49,300		52,504		43,010		44,800		52,090		43,550		52,866



		CHARGES FOR SERVICES

		CIVIL FILINGS, LAW LIBRARY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		9		- 0												- 0												-		-		-		-

		WARRANT COSTS		100		100		100				100		102		100		100		100		67		2		100		166		100		104		850		19		18		1,500		100		73		73		1,500		1,600		1,636		1,243		1,529		1,636		1,636		1,621		1,621

		DEF PROS ADM CS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		50								50		45		45								66				-		-		-

		COVID REIMBURSEMENT								31,738				86,700		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		4		25		11				100		10		1		1		100		100				486		193		-		8		-

		FIRE PROTECTION SERVICES		500		500		500		172		500		237		500		546		338		2,903		967		338		312		338		338		300		388				300		300				381		300		325		300		-		328		300		304		300		308

		MEDIX		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,400

		SNTNC COMPL FEE		3,409		4,090		3,409		4,090		3,409		3,409		6,000		5,428		6,000		10,653		5,907		8,000		10,229		8,000		14,661		3,500		7,360		4,877		1,800		2,400		1,685		3,358		1,800		1,850		- 0		2,337		2,319				1,949				2,117

		IT time Pay Fee		300		50		300		50		300		300		250		250		250		16		8		250				250				250		250		250																				-		-		-

		CURRENT EXPENSE		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		4		4		3								15

		TOTAL CHARGES FOR SERVICES		9,109		9,540		9,109		40,850		9,109		95,548		11,650		10,724		6,688		13,639		6,884		8,688		10,707		8,688		15,116		4,975		8,027		5,145		3,700		2,864		1,807		3,860		3,700		3,875		1,936		4,147		4,369		1,936		3,897		2,261		4,436



		FINES & FORFEITS																																																																																157.11

		MUNICIPAL COURT FINES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		(400)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0																																														4.19

		JIS/TRAUMA & LOCAL JIS ACCNT.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		200		238		238		150		45		38		- 0		150		150		260		90		131		589		589		256		256																		161.3

		TRAFFIC INFRACTION		3,650		5,500		3,650		13,671		3,650		5,566		3,650		1,414		3,650		2,915		4,230		3,650		5,654		3,650		4,620		3,650		3,991		1,807		3,500		3,250		1,635		3,423		3,500		4,000		2,500		4,668		3,967		2,500		4,884		2,000		2,997

		LEGIS ASSMNT		200		200		200		428		200		313		200		3,103		200		183		233		200		422		200		375		200		370		171				230		230		354								374

		NON-TRAFFIC INFRACTION		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		721		- 0		- 0						- 0				17				- 0		20		- 0		- 0		17		17		-																				116.43

		CRIME VICTIMS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				10		- 0				- 0		10		10		10		- 0		10		14		14		-

		OTHER INFRACTIONS		100		100		100		29		100		292		100		100		100		73		45		100		93		100		108		100		114		42		250		75		20		133		250		250		244		52		217		244		244		343		343

		PARKING INFRACTION		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				30		- 0				- 0		30		30		30		90		30		210		210		50		50

		PARKING - HANDICAP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0

		DUI FINES		250		250		250		292		250		250		250		250		250		218		83		250		17		250		512		250		158		101		400		175		123		120		400		100		400		270		72		400		63				406														6.49

		CRI CNV FEE DUI		100		100		100		9		100		238		100				100		19				100		209		100		27		100		68		68				25		16		6

		CRI CONV FE CT		100		100		100		40		100		100		100				100		79		72		100		202		100		419		100		46		25				50		42		58

		CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISD.		300		300		300		160		300		- 0		300				300		- 0				300		38		300		926		300		365		325		150		400		396		- 0		150		75		200		- 0		51		334		334		57		57														122.92

		CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISDEMEANOR		500		500		500		- 0		500		302		500				500		671		299		500		506		500		- 0		500						1,500		800				397		1,500		1,200		2,100		965		1,116		1,214		1,214		2,318		2,318

		CNTY DRUG BUY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		14		500		233		9		800		300		40		40		800		600		2,000		366		518		992		992		2,128		2,128

		CITY DRUG BUY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		20		- 0		129		500		- 0		- 0		800		300		41		91		800		600		456		353		705		456		456		719		719

		INVESTIGATIVE  FUND ASSESSMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		300		- 0				500		- 0				84		500		600		360		41		560		360		360		578		578

		OTHER CRIMINAL NON-TRAFFIC		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				150		50				- 0		150		150		100		-		139		84		84		236		236

		CRIME VICTIMS		800		800		800		800		800		100		800				800						800		96		800		48		800		429		424		1,800		200		146		159		1,800		1,800		2,200		1,207		1,522		782		782		1,443		1,443

		PUBLIC DEFENDER FEES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		700		1		- 0		-		-		944		944

		PUBLIC DEFENSE COSTS		1,000		2,200		1,000		1,435		1,000		1,359		1,000		1,642		1,000		2,799		1,378		1,000		6,039		1,000		1,860		1,000		1,320		607		1,500		1,280		466		663		1,500		1,750		200		1,878		1,517				1,260

		WARRANT/SUBP-SHF		350		350		350		- 0		350				350		350		350				- 0		350				350		772		350		275		206				500		477		799

		CRT COST RECOUP		350		350		350		- 0		350				350		350		350				- 0		350				350				350		301		301				50		49		49

		I Conv FEE CN		25		25		25		319		25		3,115
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    A lot of small revs added		25		25		25				- 0		25		29		25		4		25		74		13

		D/M Int Income Current Expense		25		25		25		- 0		25				25		25		25		40		55		25		- 0		25		- 0		25		39		26

		Court Current Expense		3,000		3,000		3,000		4,177		3,000		3,029		3,000		2,950		3,000		7,722		2,788		3,000		2,645		25		4,392		25		60		26

		D/M Income		25		25		25		770		25				25		25		25		- 0		55		25		288		25		34		25		60		35

		INTERPRETER		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0								-		-		-

		TOTAL FINES & FORFEITS		10,775		13,825		10,775		22,131		10,775		14,664		10,775		10,234		10,775		14,717		9,238		10,775		15,857		7,800		14,961		9,300		8,141		4,425		11,540		7,730		3,717		6,393		11,540		11,315		11,780		10,354		10,555		9,981		11,503		15,390		16,793



		MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES

		INVESTMENT INTEREST		100		100		100		1,098		100		981		100		534		100		238		110		100		1,495		100		112		1,000		223		- 0		3,500		2,000		768		1,189		3,500		3,850		2,500		2,592		4,183		4,000		2,975		12,000		5,327

		SALES INTEREST		150		150		150		567		150				150		1,578		150		938		424		150		294		150		195		200		196		143		275		31		31		52		275		500		750		89		192		750		504		500		1,188

		RENT REVENUE		100		100		100		- 0		100				100				100		500		886		100		776		100		- 0		100		100		100		500		- 0				- 0		500		300		4,500		- 0		275				12		3,000		4,550

		SMA Grant 2013		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										1,911						25,000		27,822		50,000		46,411		- 0		70,500		- 0						- 0		- 0		2,500		- 0		- 0		4,800		-		4,800

		FUND CONTRIBUTIONS		3,000		3,000		3,000		2,491		3,000		2,495		3,000		1,029		3,000		2,288		12,565		3,000		6,688		3,000		3,835		4,000		1,656		706		5,000		4,500		3,776		5,012		5,000		4,800		1,000		2,518		9,077		1,000		1,500		1,000		1,440

		Squirting Clam		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,092		1,300		1,222		1,300		1,322		1,271		1,300		1,210		1,300		1,329		1,500		1,193		813

		Fireworks Donations																				5,750		5,056		5,000		6,896

		PROJECT SAFE HAVEN																				28,676		26,052		49,000		367,260		393,750		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0												- 0																												399000

		MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES																						208		250		1,226		250		305		1,500		274		193		3,000		2,450		2,027		2,136		3,000		3,000		2,200		1,147		3,241		2,000		120		2,000		209																		57000

		Code Enforcement 				70,740
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Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		40,000

tc={C5069210-2B11-4BD6-A067-19025908F8E8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		2,836		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		9		- 0		- 0				15		10						15		- 0		15		9		(5)		(8)		(8)		12		12

		TOTAL MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES		4,650		75,390		56,650		5,456		17,650		51,627		44,650		7,199		4,650		39,711		48,483		58,900		385,845		423,650		33,607		58,300		50,052		1,955		82,790		8,991		6,603		8,389		12,290		12,450		13,465		6,356		16,964		12,542		5,103		23,312		97,428







		TOTAL REVENUES		1,916,793

tc={C33E9493-F642-41B4-8D69-F5AD8E18C2A6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,151,292

tc={F6375E07-3008-4848-8EA7-03DC5A614C02}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,824,066

tc={E87F5F45-2EA7-461E-8F6C-5E9C96A8693F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,338,797

tc={4D4EB522-4C15-442D-92EC-0751B0876FC3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,781,915

tc={642C9308-82AA-43B6-9823-BF397BCC2B20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,138,244

tc={B4290A4B-7413-46D1-8BE5-062DBDD716CE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,467,204

tc={659313E3-7B2C-4616-97C8-FE559AF4D59C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,988,198		1,707,321		1,856,032		1,610,772		1,513,739		1,843,033		1,749,585		1,363,828		1,381,475		1,440,205		757,567		1,339,200		1,285,849		799,795		1,325,371		1,253,330		1,253,554		1,254,158		1,352,236		1,242,517		1,223,729		1,251,925		1,217,685		1,257,628														193,988



		NON-REVENUES

		BINGO BOND ISSUE																																								- 0												- 0				-		-		-		-

		CRIME VICTIMS		100		100		100		100		100		110		100		100		100		224		108		100				100		301		100		185		108		- 0		- 0				131		- 0		- 0		100		65		- 0		90		90		105		105

		LOAN REPAYMENT - LODGING TAX		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0																														327.26				46.61

		LOAN REPAYMENT - STREETS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		90,000		- 0		- 0						- 0												23,854																		349.42				673

		TRANSFER FROM CE SINKING		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0						- 0		- 0		- 0				83,147		274,513		72,000												49.94				9.65		payments				loan

		TRAN WATER TO CURRENT EXP LOAN

Gene: Gene:
paid 2012, repay CE $50,256 a year, 1% interest to pay off in 5 years, no pay in 2013.																										54,744		50,256		70,000		50,256		70,000				50,256		50,256						50,256		50,256		50,256		50,256		- 0												100,512				49.07				310.85		295,256				251280		43,976

		TRAN SEWER TO CURRENT EXP LOAN

Gene: Gene:
repay current expense fund for lilft station loan.Done in 2020												23,854		23,854		23,854		23,854		23,854		- 0		23,854				23,854				23,854						23,854		23,854						23,854		23,854		23,854																				8.26				77.89		47,708				119270		(71,562)

		CONTINGENT REVENUES																																								- 0																														783.95				1118

		JIS/TRAUMA		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0				1,000		850				38		1,000		1,000		1,746		709		792		1,746		1,746		1,040		1,040								7.78

		LOCAL/JIS ACCOUNT																										- 0				- 0				- 0				35		30				4		35		35		37		37		35		37		37		86		86								791.73

		REFUNDS																										- 0				446				- 0						- 0												- 0				-		-		-		-

		OTHER RECEIPTS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		8,980		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		97		- 0		218		- 0		20		500		- 0				1,000		350		11				1,000		- 0		2,500		3,233		1,118		2,500		20		2,500		78

		TOTAL NON-REVENUES		100		100		100		100		100		32,944		23,954		23,954		23,954		24,078		205		23,954		54,962		74,210		160,768		75,710		70,185		108		76,145		75,340		11		173		76,145		75,145		78,493		78,154		85,093		278,886		73,893		3,731		1,309



		TOTAL REVENUES		2,796,154		3,054,830		2,449,073		3,063,831		2,321,649		2,657,720		1,977,690		2,463,884		2,110,263		2,132,880		1,753,169		1,681,092		2,127,851		2,025,998		1,707,342		1,681,873		1,683,817		920,343		ERROR:#REF!		1,432,950		861,185		1,386,239		ERROR:#REF!		1,435,079		1,409,819		1,468,264		1,380,576		1,555,582		1,572,690		1,794,898		1,977,866														19,821.27





		Expenditures



		CURRENT EXPENSE



		LEGISLATIVE

		SALARIES		26,400		26,400		26,400		24,000		26,400		26,400		26,400		25,950		26,400		26,200		23,700		24,000		23,400		24,000		24,000		24,000		22,500		14,500		24,000		20,700		13,900		20,700		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		21,100		24,000		23,400

		BENEFITS & TAXES		4,247		4,247		4,247		1,952		4,247		2,295		7,600		2,113		7,600		2,133		1,938		4,013		2,297		3,000		3,135		2,200		3,841		2,025		2,000		2,000		1,136		1,692		2,000		2,000		2,000		1,950		2,059		3,853		1,746		3,853		1,895

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		300		300		300		63		300		5		300		235		300		154		- 0		300		544		300		- 0		300		- 0		- 0		500		200		121		121		500		500		1,000		111		605		500		1,183		500		655

		TRAVEL		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		1,000		752		3,000		2,041		3,000		2,255		711		1,500		501		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		- 0		1,500		850		198		512		1,500		600		2,800		729		1,640		3,000		(50)		3,000		354

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		300		300		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		77		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		- 0		300		100		60		60		300		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		500		-		500		-

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		5,000		5,000		5,000		2,252		5,000		2,285		5,000		373		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Includes new computer for Council Chambers 		11,607		11,147		8,500		10,320		10,000		11,449		10,000		11,263		11,263		9,000		9,000		8,978		8,998		1,500		6,669		1,500		6,694		12,200		1,000		12,208		5,500		10,084

		ELECTIONS		10,000		10,000		10,000		7,404		10,000		9,084		10,000		10,065		10,000

		TRAINING		2,000		2,000		2,000		535		1,000		250		1,000		715		500		4,300		212		1,500				- 0		- 0		2,500

Gene: Gene:
One fourth of cost of new copier at $10K
		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0						200		- 0		- 0		1,000		-		1,000		-

		TOTAL LEGISLATIVE		51,247		51,247		51,247		36,206		48,247		41,071		53,600		41,492		53,100		46,726		37,708		40,113		37,062		39,100		38,584		40,800		37,603		27,787		37,300		32,850		24,393		32,082		29,800		33,769		32,000		33,484		40,504		33,853		36,187		38,353		36,388



		JUDICIAL

		SALARIES		32,400		32,400		32,400		28,800		28,800		28,650		28,800		26,950		26,400		26,400

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		35,136

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		34,720

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		33,655		33,600

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		13,652		12,000		26,845		25,438		12,000		12,000		25,901		38,788		12,000

Gene: Gene:
judge $1000 a month		43,221		43,221		43,029		43,085		40,843		42,767		40,843		45,642		30,000		-										over

		BENEFITS		2,946		2,946		2,946		1,813		2,946		2,398		6,115		2,037		6,115		2,056		2,341		7,626		2,698		1,000		1,329		1,000		12,540		3,836		1,000		1,000		6,900		8,327		1,000		14,200		15,150		10,461		6,586		14,639		4,411		14,639		10,173		10,000		12,000										over

		COURT CONTRACT WITH COUNTY																																																				- 0

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		1,000		1,000		1,000		478		1,000		260		1,000		250		1,000		322		2,968		50		1,231		50		537		50		- 0		- 0		100		100		65		1,379				825		2,000		605		796		2,000		1,455		2,000		1,632				13,200

		LEGAL FEES		15,000		15,000		15,000		16,116

tc={D40A45D4-0EBB-4691-8DC3-33821D2EBC29}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    public defender conflict		12,000		1,050		12,000		10,555		12,000		17,800		17,675		12,000		12,000		12,000		12,000		16,000		13,056		9,056		16,000		14,500		8,853		12,853		25,200

Gene: Gene:
Defense att $13,200
Pros $12000		12,260		12,000		13,056		12,623		11,000		12,612		11,000		12,389				25,200

		COUNTY COURT CONTRACT		33,293		32,640		32,640		28,515		28,091		27,231		27,540		25,995		23,479		23,019		14,252		14,280		10,499		14,000		15,166		19,000		13,943		4,110		14,000		14,000		10,500		12,833

		COMMUNICATIONS		500		500		500		540		500		521		500		524		500		491		485		500		507		500		500		500		491		287		500		450		360		528		500		490		800		450		482		800		484		800		460

		TRAVEL		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,068		- 0		1,928		- 0		146		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		287		750		-		750

		MISCELLANEOUS		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		130		100		233		100		56		56		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		400		1,000		252		-		1,000		50		1,000

		EQUIPMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		2,500		2,350		2,500		6,450

		COUNTY JAIL - LONG BEACH		10,000		8,800		8,800		2,564		8,800		3,430		8,800		3,925		8,000		5,261		4,860		8,000		4,518		8,000		9,139		8,000		12,781		8,048		6,000		6,000		4,290		6,245		8,000		5,725		8,000		5,000		5,955		12,500		4,473		12,500		5,452

		COUNTY JAIL - ILWACO		5,000		8,202		3,000		327		3,000		1,948		3,000		1,195		3,000		3,854		2,573				1,033				173		4,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		1,000		203		498		- 0		1,890		5,000		1,078		3,180		5,000		1,761		5,000		3,082

		TOTAL JUDICIAL		100,238		101,588		96,386		79,253		85,236		65,588		87,855		71,531		80,594		79,303		82,458		77,276		68,198		69,250		52,876		60,650		79,712		50,832		50,600		49,050		57,073		81,452		46,700		79,011		87,671		73,931		72,994		91,032		70,363		91,032		85,279



		FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION

		SALARIES		107,001		102,566		102,566		82,377		97,112		85,385		79,082		77,384		75,858		78,016		73,458		74,377		75,956		77,743		79,384		79,957		58,811		25,950		60,514		50,331		30,733		46,126		50,331		43,750		43,750		47,587		66,052		63,200		63,220		63,200		64,142		35000 left

		BENEFITS		62,469		61,556		61,556		54,454		56,142		51,578		44,595		52,483		39,649		50,139		46,238		39,058		37,941		38,491		25,154		20,068		13,618		9,363		27,864		14,250		10,070		15,195		10,286		17,250		17,250		18,487		23,988		23,887		21,922		23,887		23,361		11000 left																38491

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		22,000

tc={3E3F1AD4-C824-4AB0-ACE4-F873DD1A3B27}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		22,000

tc={665B0C13-5F90-45BB-8D19-1159750775C8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		22,000

tc={94ACB4DE-E66E-4ECA-A25C-DD252CFC03FB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		20,374

tc={832C601E-3469-41DE-9579-658869464AB6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		22,000

tc={7A4E61FC-D089-4FD6-92CE-94FAA21C83BA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		20,007

tc={F74C15BC-D75C-402E-855B-C168CCD38C40}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		22,000

tc={F1F7D5AA-6FFA-44A7-ABD8-5E0D15249518}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		11,459		16,000		8,084		16,260		6,500		16,517		6,500		10,392		6,500		11,346		5,704		5,500		4,500		2,524		4,999		5,500		5,003		5,000		6,257		6,289		4,000		6,399		4,000		5,138

		ACCOUNTING SERVICES		40,000

tc={A8FF7B72-4BEF-4943-98F4-872E9B1178B4}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    2 year audit		20,000

tc={E94F1C6F-9882-4562-95E4-66FF0D487DA5}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    2 year audit		40,000

tc={878C660A-0A49-48A1-9B2A-310E892D898D}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    2 year audit		6,102		25,000		19,665		25,000		28,253		16,000		17,620		7,214		16,000		17,420		16,000		26,584		16,000		14,704		13,184		17,500		10,000		5,215		7,703		18,000		13,864		5,000		4,770		18,922		4,000		18,061		4,000		13,241

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		15,000

tc={D11B5CCA-2B5A-44B4-BF45-ED70F3AAE603}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={E37A3440-1C87-4D1B-8340-AE23AA84B28A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={4FC3CFBF-D5FA-4662-B2F6-2D17BA098D70}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		11,386

tc={269D58A5-818B-44BC-8FB5-3D3041DA120B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={724551C8-DE03-4F29-9BE8-5BA1750ACDF5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		10,232

tc={044E9680-6EEB-4069-A78D-3514347B2D84}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={1864F8DA-22DA-4B04-A400-B06EF77597E2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		1,617		5,000		4,383		6,211		2,000		16,597

David Glasson: David Glasson:
L & I 16k		2,000		4,011		2,000		155		35		5,000		1,000		415		2,450		5,000		120		18,400		10,869		5,861		18,400		1,976		18,400		11,090		JP - only 100 at this time

		COMMUNICATIONS		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,411		5,000		6,100		5,000		5,420		4,000		6,358		3,465		4,000		3,773		4,000		3,696		4,000		3,594		2,095		4,000		3,900		2,493		3,729		4,000		3,795		1,500		3,822		4,168		1,500		1,317		1,500		1,440

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		1,344		1,000		79		2,000		3,991		2,000		3,192		1,685		2,000		2,345		2,000		1,661		3,500		3,081		1,771		3,500		3,000		1,386		2,321		3,500		3,500		4,500		3,404		3,357		4,000		7,135		2,500		5,760

		TRAINING		2,500		2,500		2,500		- 0		2,500		70		2,500		1,095		2,500		2,433		3,593		1,500		3,667		1,500		2,891		500		117				500		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		300		50		1,500		-		1,500		140

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		500		500		500		918		500		510		500		912		500		1,537		1,234		500		909		500		605		500		490		41		500		750		731		838		500		200		500		395		212		500		196		500		176

		REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE																100		100		3,849		411		100		723		100		724		100		- 0		- 0		- 0		250		113		113		- 0		1,190		50		12		164				26				-

		INSURANCE		6,743		5,394		5,394		4,904		2,769		4,308		6,000		4,150		6,000		3,643		6,086		6,000		5,457		5,303		17,974		21,500		18,801		18,701		22,000		- 0				- 0		22,000		20,912		22,000		39,925		19,641		22,000		20,143		22,000		21,000

		Utilities																																														- 0		- 0		-				340

		DUES & ASSOCIATIONS		2,000		2,000		2,000		100		2,000		806		2,000		415		2,000		1,818		727		1,000		717		1,000		2,226		3,600		4,202

DavidG: DavidG:
paid early on 2015 PCOG = $1500		3,400		2,400		2,478		2,324		2,478		2,000		1,900		1,500		2,541		-		1,500		-		1,500		280

		PRINTING		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		45		43		43		- 0

		MISCELLANEOUS																								500		1,773		500		631		500		203		150		500		250		120		135		500		1,600		250		1,582		5				699				24

		CODIFICATION OF ORDINANCES		2,000		2,000		2,000		3,741		1,500		1,898		1,500		265		1,500		1,322		2,018				5,509

		EQUIPMENT		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		3,500

Gene: Gene:
one fourth of cost of new copier $10K		- 0		- 0		1,200		500				- 0		1,200		1,200		4,000		-		1,056		4,000		-		4,000		6,450																				0

		TOTAL FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION		268,713		242,017		262,017		192,111		232,523		202,638		207,177		201,041		173,107		182,394		168,602		154,536		189,303		156,637		175,933		162,226		129,121		80,394		150,978		91,254		56,167		86,129		124,316		114,284		125,200		139,951		150,105		148,486		141,094		146,986		152,242																				189303.41



		LEGAL

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		24,100

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		24,160

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		31,000		30,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		20,473		3,000		18,000		22,523		18,000		18,310		18,000		25,000		7,500		18,000		18,000		12,000		16,500		18,000		23,320		14,000		37,508		21,414		13,200		15,985		13,200		13,470

		TOTAL LEGAL		25,000		25,000		25,000		24,100		25,000		24,160		25,000		31,000		30,000		20,473		3,000		18,000		22,523		18,000		18,310		18,000		25,000		7,500		18,000		18,000		12,000		16,500		18,000		23,320		14,000		37,508		21,414		13,200		15,985		13,200		13,470



		FACILITIES

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		600		1,500		600		1,459		653		600		575				523

		UTILITIES		4,500		4,500		4,500		2,511		3,000		3,464		3,000		2,524		3,000		2,757		3,048		2,500		2,321		4,000		2,159		4,000		3,369		1,712		3,000		2,740		1,863		2,627		3,200		3,200		2,500		3,602		2,741		2,200		2,818		2,200		2,265

		OLD KITE MUSEUM																				2,500		- 0		1,000		2,714		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		- 0		400		150		131		131		500		1,165		500		1,166		43		500		537		1,000		506

		MISCELLANEOUS																						1,165		1,500		1,920		1,500		1,730		1,500		1,920		1,120		1,500		1,920		1,280		1,920		1,500		1,600		1,500		2,610		1,920		1,500		1,947		500		2,129

		CITY HALL REPAIRS		30,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		237

tc={F2A145D9-3507-498F-972C-50D7196DF9F1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Piers		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		8,103

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		297		12,500

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		160				2,500		3,234

asmith: asmith:
City Hall parking lot
		2,500		4,011		2,500				- 0		- 0		500		458		458		1,000		8,681		1,000		4,376		305		1,000		3,742		6,500		10,937

		Obies Demolition		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		8,125		- 0		8,125

		28th Street Lift Station		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0														138,856

		TOTAL FACILITIES		34,500		9,500		24,500		2,748		23,000		11,567		23,000		2,821		15,500		5,417		4,213		7,500		10,189		11,000		7,900		11,000		5,289		2,832		4,900		5,310		3,732		5,136		6,800		24,271		6,100		21,338		5,662		5,800		9,619		10,200		155,216



		ASSOCIATION WASHINGTON CITIES

		CONTRIBUTIONS		1,079		952		952		- 0		782		- 0		782		782		782				700		700		717		700		- 0		700		698		- 0		800		800		- 0		- 0		800		685		800		685		- 0		760				760

		TOTAL AWC		1,079		952		952		-		782		-		782		782		782		-		700		700		717		700		-		700		698		-		800		800		-		-		800		685		800		685		-		760		-		760



		FIRE CONTROL																																																																																		current		proposed

		SALARIES		24,831		21,956		21,956		22,538		20,204		20,396		19,053		19,136		11,343

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		13,700

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		15,736		23,940		4,560		13,500		11,218		13,500		9,685		5,956		13,500		9,000		5,996		8,999		13,500		13,500		13,500		8,757		8,721		13,500		13,340		18,400		13,877																		Chief		6000		9000

		BENEFITS		16,464		16,235		16,235		18,042		15,230		14,312		9,735		10,185		4,473		12,913		12,724		7,500		8,412		12,000		13,585		12,000		11,106		5,075		10,500		10,500		6,836		13,335		12,980		12,980		4,800		14,359		14,635		4,800		10,604		4,800		5,483																		Asst. Chief		2400		3600

		BOARD OF VOL FIREMEN		3,000		3,000		3,000		2,130		3,000		- 0		3,000		2,600																								- 0												(170)

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		15,000		15,000		15,000		10,500		15,000		10,005		18,000		14,918		15,000		25,127		13,596		12,500		13,859		12,500		24,423		12,500		25,972		15,245		10,000		12,850		11,491		13,484		10,000		9,250		10,000		7,705		12,229		8,000		24,785		8,000		35,407																		Training		4500		4500

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		150		150		150		-		150		75		150		98		150		-		-		300		105		300		192		300		-		-		300		110		110		110		500		- 0		500		-		-		500		213		500		821																		shift				6840

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		24,700

tc={C83E5CD8-6FEA-44F1-AE0C-14C1BDE8C61F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Clerk / paving / Drainage		3,500

tc={60D7EB5B-735C-43A3-8D0B-BF6218242165}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={1B78A2FF-33F0-4BD7-AFA5-938E21A3278F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		4,865

tc={EB7E9645-CA2E-4B1E-B30E-39D01DFC52F0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={0528852F-1BB1-479D-ADAD-6547B2300468}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		1,476

tc={B736CF69-FBD1-44FE-95FC-2B570ED8D794}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={CB934693-8C11-40CD-B44D-0863AFB7B9CD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		5,212		3,000		12,843		2,965		1,300		1,401		900		2,584		900		738		298		500		1,000		906		906		250		250		250		952		-		250		-		250		172																				12900		23940

		COMMUNICATIONS		8,500

tc={C6E094B8-1BCB-46D5-AD5B-9767AF8A1B2B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $7500		8,500

tc={8D053119-A5FD-4354-A45B-E91EF26B69D2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		8,500

tc={2AEF763F-5F64-426D-A3C8-36983EFF5C20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		8,465

tc={BE75E251-BE6D-46C4-A37A-7339CBBFD6DD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		7,500

tc={16A2189C-1AF5-4D72-945A-0BE755E5A774}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		10,149

tc={7D002F1B-4EDA-4406-B5D2-5593D386D975}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		7,500

tc={490948C1-27A7-4B0E-9CFD-015A4C669CD0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		4,445		7,500		4,498		5,461		12,000		29,787		11,107		13,689		14,000		8,254		7,884		9,500		9,000		6,127		8,698		5,500		7,000		5,500		8,527		6,631		5,500		5,259		5,500		5,678

		TRAVEL		2,500		2,500		2,500		1,145		2,500		300		2,500		1,446		1,500		-		1,253		1,000		650		500		177		500		221		172		500		-				-		1,500		2,950		1,500		4,438		223		1,500		1,046		1,500		557

		INSURANCE		32,330		25,864		25,864		23,512		19,128		20,665		21,000		19,899		21,000		24,955		20,330		19,500		18,228		17,714		17,974		21,000		18,701		18,701		21,000						-		21,000		20,912		21,000		39,925		19,641		21,000		20,143		21,000		19,890

		FACILITIES												20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		20,000		20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		40,000		64		20,000		25,738		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		-		20,000		20,000				20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000

		UTILITIES		7,700		7,700		7,700		5,825		7,700		7,419		7,700		6,306		6,500		6,146		6,346		6,000		4,669		6,500		5,153		6,500		6,497		4,139		6,500		6,500		4,207		6,012		6,500		6,750		6,500		6,508		6,953		6,500		7,216		4,500		4,836

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		18,000		18,000		18,000		27,327		18,000		17,180		18,000		14,131		18,000		20,575		15,587		10,000		5,805		10,000		11,519		10,000		6,350		4,790		10,000		8,450		5,069		6,083		10,000		9,865		10,000		7,871		12,764		12,000		19,119		12,000		28,308

		EMS/VOLUNTEER COMPENSATION		10,500		4,800		4,800		3,979		4,800		3,778		4,800		1,167		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-				-		-		2,000		2,000		-		-

		MISCELLANEOUS																								1,000		740		1,000		789		1,000		1,880		458		1,500		1,000		890		1,130		2,000		790		2,000		810		720		1,000		720		1,000		720

		EQUIPMENT		14,000		9,000		9,000		3,089		9,000		4,718		9,000		9,096		9,000		8,913		4,503		9,000		10,015		9,000		230		9,000		7,593		6,486		9,000		8,800		2,805		8,764		9,000		12,975		9,000		12,115		1,979		10,000		16,120		10,000		9,582

		TRAINING		14,000

tc={39A758D5-28D6-4EBA-846F-2BBA06759D08}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={F51AB3B5-13B7-4CDC-A9EB-43A522EECFDF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={26C1F331-4161-47A6-A277-F1EC4CF9085F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		4,370

tc={2930C92C-2652-485B-95C0-98424E80FF90}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={A7FFB488-3DF1-4B41-8DA9-7E12E16D2FAA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		3,255		4,000		9,266		3,500		5,222		3,734		1,500		1,951		1,500		- 0		1,500		3,631		3,381		1,500		550		550		542		2,000		2,645		2,000		2,130		40		1,500		2,540		1,500		285

		TOTAL FIRE CONTROL		191,676		150,205		150,205		135,787		139,712		133,728		147,938		137,905		120,966		174,892		102,299		125,540		125,919		116,521		121,532		122,700		120,628		72,583		114,300		87,760		44,987		88,065		114,730		121,867		108,550		133,928		104,537		106,050		141,105		108,950		145,616



		BUILDING INSPECTOR

		SALARIES		40,585		37,324		37,324		30,947		37,582		28,613		26,949		26,112		26,290		25,360		24,752		22,543		21,782		22,643		30,247		30,000		30,000		21,997		29,640		3,011		1,491		3,125		3,011		25,000		22,500		22,500		30,423		30,514		50,995		30,514		46,497		4k to planning												15over

		BENEFITS		22,724		16,235		16,235		21,597		24,873		17,730		18,273		15,697		17,607		15,183		15,004		17,558		13,284		13,000		14,936		12,000		12,654		9,331		10,670		1,762		346		2,213		1,762		11,000		12,800		12,800		15,320		15,365		22,200		15,365		45,285		5k to planning												12 over

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,117		5,000		2,693		5,000		1,372		5,000		9,781		6,742		1,100		6,061		1,100		1,418		750		1,029		523		750		750		600		714		850		800		850		1,067		875		500		1,166		500		2,004

		CODE ENFORCEMENT		20,000		1,000		20,000		32,770		20,000		55,581		42,300		33,983		2,300						2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		150		- 0		150		-		-		150		-		150

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES																		35,000

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		6,815		8,208		600		- 0		600		- 0		600				- 0		600		600		476		476		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		500		-		500

		TRAINING		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		12		1,500		1,565		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,000		600		600		1,000		690		400		400		1,500		- 0		600		95		1,606		700		595		700		90

		DUES AND ASSOCIATIONS		135		135		135		- 0		135		55		135				135		95		40		135				135		260		135		135		135		100		95		95		95

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		501		1,500		463		1,500		1,282		1,000		940		402		1,000		63		1,000		49		1,000		1,026		1,026		600		600		448		588		800		833		850		1,217		981		1,850		2,902		1,850		1,248

		STATE REMITT/BUILDING PERMITS		9,000		9,000		9,000		8,528		9,000		9,000		9,000		9,029						300		300		- 0		300		- 0		150		- 0		- 0		250		50		24		24		500		- 0		500		50		-		500		-		500

		EQUIPMENT																		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt				- 0		1,000		- 0		6,200		- 0		2,500		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		-		2,000

		MEMBERSHIPS		575		575		575		95		575		500		575		575		575		180		- 0		575				575		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		350		95		350		-		-		350		-		350		-

		TOTAL BUILDING INSPECTOR		101,019		72,269		91,269		100,555		100,165		114,635		105,233		88,062		94,407		59,919		55,448		48,311		41,190		47,053		46,911		48,135		45,443		33,612		43,610		7,558		3,880		7,634		8,922		37,728		39,100		37,729		49,205		52,429		77,858		52,429		95,123



		CIVIL DEFENSE

		EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT		13,912		13,912		13,912		13,781		13,912		4,316		13,912		25,613		12,794		15,766		18,665		14,175		14,631		12,000		11,434		12,000		22,075		7,751		12,119		10,000		8,293		11,057		11,057		8,000		10,000		8,296		8,142		9,000		9,782		9,782		13,769

		COVID COSTS 						2,000		- 0		2,000		34,257

		TOTAL CIVIL DEFENSE		13,912		13,912		15,912		13,781		15,912		38,573		13,912		25,613		12,794		15,766		18,665		14,175		14,631		12,000		11,434		12,000		22,075		7,751		12,119		10,000		8,293		11,057		11,057		8,000		10,000		8,296		8,142		9,000		9,782		9,782		13,769



		AIR POLLUTION

		OLYMPIC AIR POLLUTION CONTROL		1,185		1,185		1,185		1,729		1,185		1,713		1,665		1,665		1,138		1,357		1,314		900		878		$   900		875		$   900		870		$   630		$   900		$   866		$   866		$   866		700		675		675		931		691		657		680		657		657

		TOTAL AIR POLLUTION		1,185		1,185		1,185		1,729		1,185		1,713		1,665		1,665		1,138		1,357		1,314		900		878		900		875		900		870		630		900		866		866		866		700		675		675		931		691		657		680		657		657														ERROR:#REF!



		PLANNING

		SALARIES		53,860		49,687		45,000		47,672		37,365		44,083		41,341		40,443		40,332		38,948		35,073		35,038		28,052		26,230		35,542		63,855		60,118		39,384		67,481		26,188		17,432		33,453		26,188		26,000		26,000		26,347		43,294		48,715		41,831		48,715		17,088		40k under

		BENEFITS		28,938		26,562		23,089		26,983		22,429		24,945		25,408		23,893		22,864		22,538		20,664		22,121		13,725		9,057		17,630		18,000		18,844		8,606		18,304		7,848		4,975		8,865		7,848		12,000		12,812		7,511		11,174		11,647		9,781		11,647		17,230		10k under

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		7,000		7,000		7,000		6,727		7,000		3,054		7,000		2,439		7,000		14,118		1,559		1,000		10,506		1,000		13,216		3,000		7,205		5,976		3,000		3,850		3,029		4,345		3,000		3,000		2,650		2,549		4,741		2,500		2,923		2,500		3,748

		PRINTING		100		100		100		- 0		100		- 0		100		- 0		100		- 0		- 0		100		1,278		100		- 0		50		- 0		- 0		- 0						43		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		-				-		-

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		10,000		10,000		10,000		15,787

tc={E7009D64-C8ED-42F5-8576-B76BD2635E3E}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    SMP Update 5k		15,000

tc={A6503E55-E2C8-4608-9631-E1F2DA1AF5B1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    SMP Update 5k		13,261

tc={F894BE7F-81F5-4D97-A296-549899B699C5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Comp Plan - Buffer Study		15,000

tc={2616419E-EE5C-4C1D-81C9-B26C78195139}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Comp Plan - Buffer Study		48,710		45,000

asmith: asmith:
Comp Plan Update 		15,532		5,523		12,000		1,638		12,000		11,068		12,000		3,393		3,229		24,500		6,000		4,089		4,891		15,000		4,100		15,000		7,777		6,906		15,000		15,915		15,000		70,635

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		500		44		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		45		2,000		928		2,000		973		2,000		2,065		801		2,000		1,300		453		1,059		2,000		1,000		1,800		295		765		750		2,203		750		1,115

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,312		4,000		3,340		4,000		4,434		4,000		3,991		4,143		3,000		1,332		3,000		3,870		3,000		1,873		1,607		3,000		3,000		2,202		3,129		3,000		2,750		3,000		2,974		3,320		3,000		1,902		3,000		2,529

		Project Safe Haven																				29,171		14,602		56,000		439,647		420,000		10,307				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0

		EQUIPMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				7,500

Gene: Gene:
includes one fourth of the cost of a new copier at $10K.		- 0		- 0		10,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		650		1,000		877		85		1,000		1,488		1,000		701

		LEGAL SERVICES		5,000		5,000		5,000		- 0		5,000		330		5,000		1,335		5,000		6,690		16,070		4,000		25,827		4,000		8,132		4,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		5,000		5,000		5,000		4,785		342		25,000		-		25,000

		TRAINING		3,000		3,000		3,000		3,463		2,000		- 0		2,000		745		2,000		- 0		383		2,000		636		2,000		1,279		2,000		151		- 0		2,000		500		295		834		2,000		1,650		2,000		1,003		1,207		2,000		1,040		2,000

		Shoreline Master Program		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		239		2,000		279		279								266		- 0

		MEMBERSHIP		1,000		1,000		1,000		200		1,000		- 0		1,000		2,070		1,000		1,500		1,585		400		- 0		400		341		350		306		- 0		350		350		- 0		249		350		250		350		294		-		350		-		350

		TOTAL PLANNING		114,398		107,849		99,689		105,144		94,395		89,057		102,849		124,069		129,296		132,488		99,647		137,659		523,569		481,787		102,598		117,755		94,234		59,883		135,635		49,036		32,475		57,133		65,386		56,400		69,612		54,413		71,834		109,962		77,083		110,962		113,046



		PACE

		CONTRIBUTIONS																																														- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		-		-		5,000

		TOTAL PACE																																														-		-		-				-		-		-		5,000



		EDC ANNUAL DONATION 

		TECHNICAL SERVICES AGREEMENT 		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000

		TOTAL EDC DONATION 		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000



		ALCOHOLISM

		COUNTY CONTRIBUTION		750		750		750		- 0		750		- 0		750		95		750		372		565		750		716		350		413		250		216		153		365		365		189		252		360		360		300		362		348		300		383		300		356

		TOTAL ALCOHOLISM		750		750		750		-		750		-		750		95		750		372		565		750		716		350		413		250		216		153		365		365		189		252		360		360		300		362		348		300		383		300		356



		PARKS

		SALARIES		189,263		176,000		148,989		140,394		141,629		113,414		115,534		108,956		128,857

asmith: asmith:
Might be up due to Culbertson Improvements 		31,751		34,477		29,133		29,363		28,484		36,408		42,147		45,016		14,925		44,870		28,188		20,347		29,971		28,188		33,000		25,500		25,500		35,028		35,090		76,496		69,132		72,279		22k under

		BENEFITS		98,515		93,000		80,948		66,744		80,658		60,007		64,203		64,353		79,476		18,929		16,165		13,450		13,895		9,040		16,606		10,132		11,954		6,975		11,319		12,600		8,268		12,152		9,681		15,000		10,800		10,800		13,505		13,585		30,728		26,636		27,825

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		60,000		85,000		60,000		58,321		60,000		53,179		60,000		54,554		48,000

asmith: asmith:
picnic tables, cedar fencing, drinking fountain, benches 		82,135		72,796		35,000		51,016		35,000		48,674		35,000		54,001		33,145		30,000		31,000		23,828		35,675		30,000		28,500		30,000		31,944		34,606		30,000		34,250		28,000		30,673		Holiday Decs, Sani Cans 

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		250		250		250		5,399		250		375		250		400		250		2,843		701		250		398		250		1,340		250		156		156		150		125		125		125		- 0		- 0		- 0				97						17,000

		INSURANCE		9,807		7,845		7,845		7,132		1,274		6,265		6,000		6,036		6,000		5,532		5,900		6,000		5,290		5,141		9,516		12,000		9,900		9,900		12,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		12,000		10,755		12,000		20,821		10,101		12,000		10,359		12,000		11,000

		UTILITIES		30,000		30,000		30,000		30,500		22,000		24,912		11,000		10,680		11,000		12,433		12,867		9,500		10,322		10,000		9,589		11,000		10,251		5,950		10,500		9,000		4,868		7,029		10,500		10,500		8,000		9,681		10,290		8,000		10,516		8,000		6,952

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		40,000

tc={4E83CF4A-E83D-4B56-AA3C-645BF4816994}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500		40,000

tc={9B913701-F5EC-4F6F-A9DF-DF76C50AC8C0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500														

asmith: asmith:
Might be up due to Culbertson Improvements 		40,000

tc={9E375B21-B473-42D1-AC45-EC8EE40C92BF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500		37,460

tc={CB7244AE-8151-4C82-B1BE-88EEA607485E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		25,000

tc={B0346274-AE5A-4F75-9DF9-D982250E2D56}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		24,762

tc={D39E6AEE-2B36-41D6-A704-2FCDAAA5A19B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		27,000

tc={F8D76465-0C38-411A-B9FD-360BCFD6C697}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		23,474		25,000		23,697		20,354		27,000		32,820		27,000		27,268		26,800

Gene: Gene:
paint 5th st restroom; poles for discovery trail entry $4,000;		22,403		17,506		22,500		13,000		5,017		14,333		23,500		14,000		25,000		16,191		22,341		25,000		27,985		25,000		37,312

		MISCELLANEOUS																										- 0		500		330		500		571		571		- 0		27		27		27		- 0		- 0		18,000		-		4,751		18,000		27,351		18,000		26,274

		EQUIPMENT		20,000

tc={E3D990B9-3458-4071-8D1C-A5005F1E9EDD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500						

tc={CB7244AE-8151-4C82-B1BE-88EEA607485E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		20,000

tc={BA11AEF7-9E0C-44FE-BDF1-B99A2AD7032A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500														

asmith: asmith:
picnic tables, cedar fencing, drinking fountain, benches 		

tc={B0346274-AE5A-4F75-9DF9-D982250E2D56}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		20,000

tc={E7DC278A-F2E4-4FFE-B45F-338F46F9B044}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500						

tc={D39E6AEE-2B36-41D6-A704-2FCDAAA5A19B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		13,820

tc={F2216E08-DB6C-4E05-AE6A-AF15BD4CF290}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Backhoe - 5k						

tc={F8D76465-0C38-411A-B9FD-360BCFD6C697}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		5,000

tc={CDA13F87-3469-4228-898C-CA041AE376D3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Backhoe - 5k		871

tc={9354A10B-46A3-403A-A5A6-8F85D3440808}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Grinder pump - Sid Snyder Restroom
Weed eater
fencing
Backhoe - 5k
10k total		10,000

tc={8FDF49D9-377A-4AB5-BF88-777D128B75ED}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Grinder pump - Sid Snyder Restroom
Weed eater
fencing
Backhoe - 5k
10k total		5,200		5,200

asmith: asmith:
Pole Saw - $1200		5,206		5,696		4,000		- 0		4,000		6,386		4,000

Gene: Gene:
Power edger $700; 		2,680		2,680		3,500		3,000		- 0		- 0		3,200		3,000		3,500		2,588		25,211		2,000		5,241		2,000		1,240

		CULBERTSON PARK IMPROVEMENTS		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		3,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		- 0		6,000		1,296		7,100		107		7,000

Gene: Gene:
PUD connection for sprinklers at ballfield $4,000; ballfield materials $3,000;		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,813		1,813		1,136		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		3,700		-		3,700		-

		MISCELLANEOUS																						6,945		- 0		6,522		6,000		6,799		6,000		8,902		6,274		6,000		13,065		12,179		13,572		18,000		18,000		1,500		22,063		18,685				6,195

		TRAVEL		500		500		500		127		500		426		500		2,041		500		1,485		128		500		242		500		6		500		134		134		400		400		383		383				50				28		188				146				267

		LANDSCAPING		20,000		20,000		20,000		12,716		20,000		17,208		20,000		17,820		20,000		21,185		20,013		16,500		22,051		16,500		20,502		16,500		16,902		12,086		16,500		16,500		13,078		20,375		15,000		14,000		10,000		15,695		14,416		10,000		2,707		10,000		8,768

		RESTROOM FACILITIES		1,000		1,000		1,000		2,381		1,000		342		1,000		173		1,000		9,123		1,070		1,000		- 0		5,000		308		10,000						6,000

Gene: Gene:
Begin set aside for new restrooms on Bolstad Approach $1,000
		1,200		580		580		2,000		2,500		250		2,150		2,206		-		158		-		1,489

		TRAINING 		2,000		2,000		2,000		1,320		2,000		871		2,000		1,996		2,000														3,000				5,932		850		200		200		730		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		5,000		-		5,000		-

		TREE CONTROL		10,000

tc={8AF68ED8-5CFC-4305-9F4B-3FA8992906C9}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal																

asmith: asmith:
Pole Saw - $1200		13,000

tc={F5744904-C9EF-4344-82BB-BC4A16A18205}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal		10,000

tc={80ED6F91-13E9-47F0-9197-88485197C0EB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal		- 0

tc={A65A5525-6C06-4912-9AFD-75F46491EEAE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Parker		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 		9,852

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 																				

Gene: Gene:
paint 5th st restroom; poles for discovery trail entry $4,000;		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 																		

Gene: Gene:
Power edger $700; 		- 0		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0				2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		4,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		740		5,000		4,312

		COULTER PARK		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		313		1,500		1,537		613		4,000		444		4,000		576		4,000		119		89		4,000		4,000		3,187		3,638		4,500		3,000		6,500		5,785		7,931		15,000		653		22,000		29,264

		TOTAL PARKS		485,835		493,095		426,033		376,314		369,811		312,484		330,987		295,996		340,783		215,855		197,724		152,333		173,657		160,516		184,413		190,829		182,990		116,325		170,589		134,118		93,899		139,726		158,569		152,305		157,050		163,248		199,355		182,375		233,526		252,468		268,844





		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		1,393,551		1,273,569		1,249,144		1,071,728		1,140,718		1,039,214		1,104,747		1,022,072		1,053,217		934,962		772,343		ERROR:#REF!		1,208,551		ERROR:#REF!		761,778		ERROR:#REF!		743,880		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		526,032		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		705,803		724,790		767,905		813,665		853,080		1,092,006



		LOAN TO STREETS																																																								-		-		-

		LOAN TO 105 CAPITAL IMPROV.																																																								-		-		-

		AGENCY DISBURSEMENTS (ILWACO)

DavidG: DavidG:
Ilwaco Building permits
																																

Gene: Gene:
PUD connection for sprinklers at ballfield $4,000; ballfield materials $3,000;		7,500		12,000		7,500		10,955		7,500		19,428		7,500		5,571		7,500		15,563		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,500		6,017		1,968		6,475		10,071		91		10,071		- 0		6,901		7,500		9,669		4,923		7,500		4,698		7,500		4,154

		TOTAL NON-EXPENDITURES		7,500		12,000		7,500		10,955		7,500		19,428		7,500		5,571		7,500		15,563		-		6,000		-		6,000		-		6,500		6,017		1,968		6,475		10,071		91		10,071		-		6,901		7,500		9,669		4,923		7,500		4,698		7,500		4,154



		TRANSFERS

		TRANSFER TO LAW ENFORCEMENT		795,000

tc={3126887F-05BC-4A2B-AAE7-76D00626C743}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		775,000

tc={876262A2-DE65-457E-BBA9-F3658761C918}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={571C2F2A-36F4-446D-88C7-70D08DE883DF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={EB079E02-C2B8-4D92-B823-3E9E34F3DDB3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={CE6056A6-5116-4403-82BF-9456B55FA772}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		750,000

tc={DDE2C0A0-DC9D-4B55-ADFD-6B7BA1DD1664}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		710,000

tc={906D2659-9453-40E1-AB42-9BDCCDA4540C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		750,000		735,000		732,000		718,000		718,000		730,000		700,000		706,000		700,000		741,465		440,000		660,000		667,000		389,083		667,000		667,000		615,000		645,000		671,250		589,167		710,000		670,890		670,840		627,250

		TRANSFER TO 004 																																								- 0		55,583

		TRANSFER TO CURRENT EX. SINKING		100,000		100,000		100,000		300,000		100,000		100,000		50,000		200,000		20,000		20,000

		BINGO BUILDING BOND

David Glasson: David Glasson:
through 2021
																																						

Gene: Gene:
Begin set aside for new restrooms on Bolstad Approach $1,000
		

tc={EB079E02-C2B8-4D92-B823-3E9E34F3DDB3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		

tc={CE6056A6-5116-4403-82BF-9456B55FA772}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		

tc={DDE2C0A0-DC9D-4B55-ADFD-6B7BA1DD1664}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		

tc={906D2659-9453-40E1-AB42-9BDCCDA4540C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		9,709		9,409		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		4,855		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709				9,709

		LOAN TO STORM WATER																																								70,000

		TRANSFER TO CE. SINKING																																																		- 0				- 0

		TRANSFER TO FIRE SINKING FUND 		15,000

tc={7A27E26C-465F-44F4-8F98-0FB76C95D68B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={20283FDE-A1A6-40E4-AAEB-E3590BED0E1B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={265CC0AF-4E43-4314-9498-86D112BECAA4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={CAEAB9C1-C055-4674-AB11-718FA3E585F4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={8BE267D5-60E3-47AB-BE6F-BD327D17B939}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request										

asmith: asmith:
Plus marijuana tax
		

tc={317465A3-2149-4596-996A-5A8709DF9F05}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    A lot of small revs added		

tc={2987D732-88D6-42E7-95EB-0F40EFF46572}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={B7E654C2-CE0C-4833-AAB3-846BEB3F0C62}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    1315 Wash S		

tc={58CDFE90-2156-43F1-94CA-85676257EAE6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={04C49AEA-54CE-434A-B72E-08DA2147D4C3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={03586CAD-D9EF-48B2-9C08-FD3295E81E18}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={A0A8188A-0414-4822-B4C0-560B3239F79A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={C33E9493-F642-41B4-8D69-F5AD8E18C2A6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax												

tc={C5069210-2B11-4BD6-A067-19025908F8E8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={F6375E07-3008-4848-8EA7-03DC5A614C02}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={E87F5F45-2EA7-461E-8F6C-5E9C96A8693F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={4D4EB522-4C15-442D-92EC-0751B0876FC3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={642C9308-82AA-43B6-9823-BF397BCC2B20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={B4290A4B-7413-46D1-8BE5-062DBDD716CE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={659313E3-7B2C-4616-97C8-FE559AF4D59C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

Gene: Gene:
paid 2012, repay CE $50,256 a year, 1% interest to pay off in 5 years, no pay in 2013.		

Gene: Gene:
repay current expense fund for lilft station loan.Done in 2020																		

asmith: asmith:
Includes new computer for Council Chambers 		

tc={D40A45D4-0EBB-4691-8DC3-33821D2EBC29}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    public defender conflict												

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk										

Gene: Gene:
One fourth of cost of new copier at $10K
		

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk				

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		

tc={3E3F1AD4-C824-4AB0-ACE4-F873DD1A3B27}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={665B0C13-5F90-45BB-8D19-1159750775C8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={A8FF7B72-4BEF-4943-98F4-872E9B1178B4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit				

tc={94ACB4DE-E66E-4ECA-A25C-DD252CFC03FB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={E94F1C6F-9882-4562-95E4-66FF0D487DA5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		

tc={D11B5CCA-2B5A-44B4-BF45-ED70F3AAE603}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={832C601E-3469-41DE-9579-658869464AB6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={878C660A-0A49-48A1-9B2A-310E892D898D}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		

tc={E37A3440-1C87-4D1B-8340-AE23AA84B28A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={7A4E61FC-D089-4FD6-92CE-94FAA21C83BA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={4FC3CFBF-D5FA-4662-B2F6-2D17BA098D70}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS																																								

Gene: Gene:
judge $1000 a month		

tc={F74C15BC-D75C-402E-855B-C168CCD38C40}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={269D58A5-818B-44BC-8FB5-3D3041DA120B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={F1F7D5AA-6FFA-44A7-ABD8-5E0D15249518}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={724551C8-DE03-4F29-9BE8-5BA1750ACDF5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		

tc={044E9680-6EEB-4069-A78D-3514347B2D84}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		

tc={1864F8DA-22DA-4B04-A400-B06EF77597E2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS																																

Gene: Gene:
Defense att $13,200
Pros $12000		

David Glasson: David Glasson:
L & I 16k		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum																														

DavidG: DavidG:
paid early on 2015 PCOG = $1500		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall																										

Gene: Gene:
one fourth of cost of new copier $10K		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

tc={F2A145D9-3507-498F-972C-50D7196DF9F1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Piers						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 				

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 								

asmith: asmith:
City Hall parking lot
		

tc={C83E5CD8-6FEA-44F1-AE0C-14C1BDE8C61F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Clerk / paving / Drainage		

tc={60D7EB5B-735C-43A3-8D0B-BF6218242165}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={C6E094B8-1BCB-46D5-AD5B-9767AF8A1B2B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $7500				

tc={1B78A2FF-33F0-4BD7-AFA5-938E21A3278F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={8D053119-A5FD-4354-A45B-E91EF26B69D2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64														

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		

tc={EB7E9645-CA2E-4B1E-B30E-39D01DFC52F0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={2AEF763F-5F64-426D-A3C8-36983EFF5C20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64														

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		

tc={0528852F-1BB1-479D-ADAD-6547B2300468}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={BE75E251-BE6D-46C4-A37A-7339CBBFD6DD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.										

tc={B736CF69-FBD1-44FE-95FC-2B570ED8D794}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={16A2189C-1AF5-4D72-945A-0BE755E5A774}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.										

tc={CB934693-8C11-40CD-B44D-0863AFB7B9CD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={7D002F1B-4EDA-4406-B5D2-5593D386D975}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.								

tc={490948C1-27A7-4B0E-9CFD-015A4C669CD0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

tc={39A758D5-28D6-4EBA-846F-2BBA06759D08}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={F51AB3B5-13B7-4CDC-A9EB-43A522EECFDF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request														

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

tc={26C1F331-4161-47A6-A277-F1EC4CF9085F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={2930C92C-2652-485B-95C0-98424E80FF90}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={A7FFB488-3DF1-4B41-8DA9-7E12E16D2FAA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 				

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt				

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

tc={E7009D64-C8ED-42F5-8576-B76BD2635E3E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    SMP Update 5k				15,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,000		6,000				6,000												5,000										- 0				- 0		5,000				5,000

		CONTINGENT EXPENDITURES																																																				73

		TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS		910,000		890,000		879,709		1,079,409		879,709		874,709		774,709		949,709		769,709		766,709		733,709		733,709		739,709		715,709		715,709		709,709		751,174		444,855		669,709		751,709		454,376		676,709		676,709		624,709		654,709		681,032		598,876		724,709		680,599		675,840		636,959





		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		2,311,051		2,175,569		2,136,353		2,162,092		2,027,927		1,933,351		1,886,957		1,977,352		1,830,426		1,717,234		1,506,053		ERROR:#REF!		1,948,261		ERROR:#REF!		1,477,487		ERROR:#REF!		1,501,071		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		1,212,812		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		1,396,503		1,328,589		1,613,714		1,519,723		1,795,776		1,733,119





		Carry Over to next year		485,103		879,261		312,720		901,739		293,722		721,442		90,734		486,532		279,837		415,646		247,116		ERROR:#REF!		179,590		ERROR:#REF!		229,856		ERROR:#REF!		182,746		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		173,427		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		71,761		77,168		-		52,967		-		244,747



																																																																																2022 Budget 		2021 Estimated		2020 Actual		2019 Actual 		2018 Actual 		2017 Actual 		2016 Actual 		2015 Actual		2014 Actual		2013 Actual		2012 Actual		2011 Actual		2010 Actual

																																																																														Expenditures		213,635		216,209		193,335		197,735		171,723		150,605		194,826		147,748.70		150,107.08		121,281.23		139,650.33		132,858.88		151,972.29

																																																																														Ending Fund		312,720		901,739		721,442		486,532		415,646		247,116		179,590		229,856		182,746		173,427		71,761		77,168		52,967





































Expenditures Vs. Ending Fund



Expenditures	2022 Budget 	2021 Estimated	2020 Actual	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual 	213635.32553609606	216209.15	193335.13799999998	197735.18799999999	171723.446	Ending Fund	2022 Budget 	2021 Estimated	2020 Actual	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual 	312719.74463903951	901739.49000000022	721442	486531.83100000024	415645.81988999993	
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2023 Budget
General Fund

10/27/2022 12

2023 2022 2022 2021
DESCRIPTION Budget Estimated Budget  Actual 
PLANNING
SALARIES 53,860                                   49,687                           45,000                        47,672                      
BENEFITS 28,938                                   26,562                           23,089                        26,983                      
OPERATING SUPPLIES 7,000                                     7,000                              7,000                           6,727                        
PRINTING 100                                         100                                 100                              -                            
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 10,000                                   10,000                           10,000                        15,787                      
TRAVEL 1,500                                     1,500                              1,500                           -                            
LEGAL ADVERTISING 4,000                                     4,000                              4,000                           4,312                        
LEGAL SERVICES 5,000                                     5,000                              5,000                           -                            
TRAINING 3,000                                     3,000                              3,000                           3,463                        
MEMBERSHIP 1,000                                     1,000                              1,000                           200                            
TOTAL PLANNING 114,398                         107,849                   99,689                   105,144               

EDC ANNUAL DONATION 
TECHNICAL SERVICES AGREEMENT 4,000                                     4,000                              4,000                           4,000                        
TOTAL EDC DONATION 4,000                                     4,000                              4,000                           4,000                        

ALCOHOLISM
COUNTY CONTRIBUTION 750                                         750                                 750                              -                            
TOTAL ALCOHOLISM 750                               750                          750                       -                          


2023

		City of Long Beach														2021 Budget										2019 Budget

		CURRENT EXPENSE - 001



				2023		2022		2022		2021		2021		2020		2020		2019		2019		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015		2015		2014		2014		2014		2013		2013		2013		2013		2012		2012		2012		2011		2011		2010		2010		2009

		DESCRIPTION		Budget 		Estimated 		Budget  		Actual 		Budget		 Actual 		Budget COVID 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual		YTD Aug		Budget		Estimated		YTD Aug		Actual		Budget		Estimated		Budget		Actual		Actual		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual



		Revenues



		BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		879,261		903,438		624,907		724,934		539,634		486,532		486,532		419,332		378,988		252,770		142,192		143,399		240,900		202,203		189,473		224,688		175,591		162,669		ERROR:#REF!		74,204		61,379		60,695		ERROR:#REF!		106,380		77,168		37,874		52,967		52,967		244,747		573,482		718,929

		TOTAL BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		879,261		903,438		624,907		724,934		539,634		486,532		486,532		419,332		378,988		252,770		142,192		143,399		240,900		202,203		189,473		224,688		175,591		162,669		ERROR:#REF!		74,204		61,379		60,695		ERROR:#REF!		106,380		77,168		37,874		52,967		52,967		244,747		573,482		718,929



		TAXES

		PROPERTY TAXES (1% Increases)		472,630		467,950		467,950		502,910		461,090		488,975		482,175		433,380		471,078		466,414		440,703		452,970		406,598		407,672		327,750		407,400		399,639		213,012		400,970		397,000		237,059		393,489		397,000		394,750		393,000		449,535		395,596		386,750		371,602		378,893		313,166

		Local Crimal Justice 		15,000		20,000		15,000		29,708		15,000		22,379		17,687		21,784				15,468				18,556

		SALES TAX		700,000		800,000		600,000		856,248		550,000		655,314		550,000		731,409		500,000		598,127		526,625		450,000		500,115		410,000		476,415		400,000		455,570		213,094		370,000		395,000		191,030		408,896		370,500		364,500		368,500		370,112		352,629		350,000		371,467		330,000		372,293

		BUS. TAXES CABLE TV		15,000		30,000		- 0		20,298		28,000		30,214		20,000		10,155		20,000		28,056		21,870		20,000		24,085		20,000		19,777		20,000		21,573		11,854		21,000		24,000		20,014		27,992		20,000		19,415		22,000		18,119		19,312		22,000		20,094		22,000		24,755

		BUS. TAX - TELEPHONE		30,000		30,000		40,000		28,566		40,000		29,273		40,000		55,281		40,000		39,985		46,606		38,000		38,640		38,000		36,343		50,000		37,121		24,702		50,000		47,850		35,936		51,120		47,500		47,600		47,500		53,271		47,669		50,000		47,661		50,000		40,363

		BUS. TAX - PUD		120,000		122,000		120,000		141,884		120,000		134,493		120,000		127,856		120,000		126,845		130,947		115,000		118,324		115,000		111,811		118,000		117,710		66,381		115,000		115,000		92,101		114,263		110,000		110,000		95,000		116,974		108,656		98,000		105,139		98,000		69,267

		BUS. TAXES - WATER/SEWER		298,000		290,000		267,379		333,000		297,574		303,228		300,360		272,367		284,135		183,141		165,451		160,600		150,870		143,525		148,059		140,000		142,104		84,496		115,000		125,000		92,940		141,796		115,000		115,000		125,000		144,980		113,739		124,620		132,361		124,620		116,945

		BUS. TAX - GARBAGE		65,000		65,000		65,000		64,083		55,000		55,998		55,000		40,590		57,399

		BUS. TAX - STORM WATER		27,312		27,312		27,312		29,236		26,777		28,276		26,777		25,343		25,996		16,807		15,321		12,650		13,878		12,650		12,845		10,000		12,198		7,335		10,000		5,000		12		4,055		10,000		10,000		11,760		21,246		9,695		11,760		11,597		11,160		11,366

		PROPERTY TAXES - Uncollected		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0						(2,383)										(14,000)

		REET - Moved to fund 003		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0								- 0		- 0

		GAMBLING TAX		15,000		20,000		15,000		22,575		15,000		15,685		20,000		24,733		20,000		19,756		17,172		19,000		17,606		19,000		18,898		18,000		16,168		11,685		20,000		19,250		13,229		19,640		20,000		19,780		16,500		18,160		20,878		20,000		16,136		26,000		30,694

		TOTAL TAXES		1,757,942		1,872,262		1,617,641		2,028,508		1,608,441		1,763,835		1,631,999		1,742,898		1,538,608		1,494,599		1,364,695		1,286,776		1,270,116		1,165,847		1,151,897		1,163,400		1,202,083		632,559		1,101,970		1,128,100		682,319		1,161,251		1,090,000		1,081,045		1,076,877		1,192,395		1,068,175		1,063,130		1,076,057		1,026,673		978,848																		288,853		17331.174

																																																																																		3157055

		LICENSES & PERMITS

		BUSINESS LICENSES		45,000		55,000		45,000		76,062		45,000		63,878		50,000		73,055		50,000		68,947		54,409		60,000		64,490		57,000		61,756		57,000		70,693		44,959		54,500		55,000		43,248		61,465		58,400		58,400		56,800		53,183		58,456		54,000		58,526		50,000		56,538

		OTHER RECEIPTS												3,708

		BUILDING PERMITS - LONG BEACH		25,000		49,000		25,000		70,197		25,000		52,521		30,000		80,707		30,000		131,934		41,189		30,000		39,345		30,000		31,568		30,000		36,703		27,602		28,000		24,000		20,155		23,052		30,000		29,500		27,500		17,564		33,043		20,000		24,971		40,000		40,074

		BUILDING PERMIT - ILWACO		15,000		24,000		15,000		21,909		15,000		34,813		15,000		27,952		15,000		34,886		28,697		12,000		7,195		12,000		3,344		14,000		17,418		8,556		12,950		16,000		11,168		15,975		8,500		12,000		14,100		13,266		6,528		15,000		16,408		15,000		7,894

		VARIANCES & MISC. PLANNING		3,000		11,170		3,000		16,185		3,000		7,680		3,000		15,265		3,000		7,740		8,660		1,000		1,976		1,000		3,120		1,000		953		920		1,500		1,000		960		1,360		1,000		1,000		2,400		2,065		920		2,000		2,220		1,500		2,750

		USE 322.10.02		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		1,000		1,000						400		-		1,150		-

		WEAPONS PERMIT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				400		318		400		488		281		400		230		400		148		400		276		276		350		450		352		586		100		100				402		96		-		-		-

		FIRE INSPECTIONS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0														-

		TOTAL LICENSES & PERMITS		88,000		139,170		88,000		184,353		88,000		162,600		98,400		197,297		98,400		243,995		133,236		103,400		113,236		100,400		99,936		102,400		126,042		82,313		97,300		96,450		75,883		102,438		99,000		102,000		100,800		86,480		99,443		91,000		103,275		106,500		107,256																		2019		2018		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015

																																																																														DESCRIPTION				Budget 		Estimate		Budget 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Budget		Actual

		INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUE																																																																												Expenditures

		CTED GMA GRANT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		LOCAL LAW ENF. BLOCK GRANT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		ILWACO COURT CONTRACT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0		2,000		3,800		4,741		- 0		2,500		2,213		8,000		2,000

		ILWACO JAIL FEES		3,000		1,000		3,000		- 0		3,000		1,685		3,000		1,265		3,000		3,862		2,313		3,000		1,255		3,000		1,828		3,000		3,387		1,565		2,000		1,800		1,760		2,500		- 0		3,000		3,200		840		3,065		5,000		1,811		5,000		3,114

		PUD PRIVILEGE TAX		14,000		18,015		14,000		16,923		14,000		16,208		14,000		15,890		14,000		16,701		13,961		14,000		13,961		15,000		14,833		15,000		14,325		14,325		15,000		14,428		14,428		14,428		10,000		10,000		12,500		13,913		8,632		13,000		13,067		12,500		13,222

		JIS REIMBURSEMENT-COMPUTERS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0						- 0												-		2,050		-

		SOS ARCHIVING GRANT 								12,325		6,049		6,721		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0						- 0												-		-		-

		STREAMLINED SALES TAX		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		10,000		3,460		10,311		10,000		10,339		10,000		10,720		10,000		10,344		5,081		10,900		10,500		5,109		10,060		10,500		10,800		10,000		10,170		10,658		5,000		10,485				12,343

		CRIMINAL JUSTICE-HI CRM		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				1,500		1,000		- 0		- 0		1,000				1,000		1,000		1,000		658		658		1,200		1,000		929		929		1,500		1,000		2,500		702		711		2,000		-		2,500		1,930

		CRIMINAL JUSTICE-LOC-POP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				100		500						500				500		1,380		500				778		500		750		750		- 0								250

		MARIJUANA EXCISE 		1,200		1,200		1,200		2,037		1,200		1,665		- 0		1,682		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0

		CRIM JUS-POP		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		2,201		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,800		1,000		1,028				- 0		- 0				1,000		2,000		2,250		1,000		1,759		2,288		1,000		2,294		750		1,691

		CRIM JUS-DCD #1		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		500		1,560		500		1,509		1,467		500		1,426		500		343		500		685		343		- 0		- 0				- 0		500		800		100		288		616		100		-		100		302

		CRIM JUS-DCD #2		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				326								592

		DUI - CITIES		211		259		211		259		211		211		200		202		200		212		217		200		221		200		214		300		254		191		300		200		189		255		300		300		200		260		301		200		285		200		494

		LIQUOR EXCISE TAXES		9,170		10,000		9,170		11,078		9,170		9,170		6,000		7,911		6,000		7,279		6,893		3,000		6,625		3,000		3,839		1,800		2,649		1,959		12,000		13,036		- 0		939		12,000		5,134		7,000		5,134		7,017		7,000		7,606		5,500		7,379

		CITY HARDSHIP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0														212

		LIQUOR BOARD PROFITS		11,679		8,000		11,679		12,246		11,679		11,679		12,000		11,795		12,000		14,148

asmith: asmith:
Plus marijuana tax
		12,073		12,000		12,232		9,000		12,355		10,000		12,528		6,270						6,301		12,603		- 0		7,586		9,000		13,856		9,722		9,000		12,279		9,000		10,390

		TOTAL INTERGOVERNMENTAL REV.		41,891		41,105		41,891		57,499		47,940		49,970		36,700		42,905		48,200		49,371		48,235		45,200		47,272		43,200		48,311		43,100		45,860		31,170		41,900		41,714		29,466		43,040		36,800		42,869		49,300		52,504		43,010		44,800		52,090		43,550		52,866



		CHARGES FOR SERVICES

		CIVIL FILINGS, LAW LIBRARY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		9		- 0												- 0												-		-		-		-

		WARRANT COSTS		100		100		100				100		102		100		100		100		67		2		100		166		100		104		850		19		18		1,500		100		73		73		1,500		1,600		1,636		1,243		1,529		1,636		1,636		1,621		1,621

		DEF PROS ADM CS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		50								50		45		45								66				-		-		-

		COVID REIMBURSEMENT								31,738				86,700		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		4		25		11				100		10		1		1		100		100				486		193		-		8		-

		FIRE PROTECTION SERVICES		500		500		500		172		500		237		500		546		338		2,903		967		338		312		338		338		300		388				300		300				381		300		325		300		-		328		300		304		300		308

		MEDIX		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,400

		RECORDS CHECK FEE		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				450		450		450		600		686		450		1,575		450		475		450		1,206		483				350		324		474

		ADULT PROB. CHGS.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				100		100		100		250		- 0		100				100		865		100		- 0				500		400		100		100		500		400		340		1,250		666		340		340		340		340

		SNTNC COMPL FEE		3,409		4,090		3,409		4,090		3,409		3,409		6,000		5,428		6,000		10,653		5,907		8,000		10,229		8,000		14,661		3,500		7,360		4,877		1,800		2,400		1,685		3,358		1,800		1,850		- 0		2,337		2,319				1,949				2,117

		FFA Contribution 		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		5,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		100		117		117																										50

		IT time Pay Fee		300		50		300		50		300		300		250		250		250		16		8		250				250				250		250		250																				-		-		-

		CURRENT EXPENSE		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		4		4		3								15

		Booking Fees		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				125		125		125		400		212		125		212		125		130		150		221		124																				-		-		-

		TOTAL CHARGES FOR SERVICES		9,109		9,540		9,109		40,850		9,109		95,548		12,325		16,399		7,363		14,889		7,782		9,363		12,494		9,363		16,586		5,775		9,571		5,870		4,200		3,614		2,231		4,434		4,200		4,275		2,276		5,397		5,035		2,276		4,237		2,261		4,436



		FINES & FORFEITS																																																																																157.11

		MUNICIPAL COURT FINES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		(400)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0																																														4.19

		JIS/TRAUMA & LOCAL JIS ACCNT.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		200		238		238		150		45		38		- 0		150		150		260		90		131		589		589		256		256																		161.3

		LOCAL/JIS ACCOUNT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		81		- 0		- 0		- 0		118		394		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		350		475		336		600		250		161		197		600		400		1,252		983		385		1,252		1,252		1,970		1,970

		TRAFFIC INFRACTION		3,650		5,500		3,650		13,671		3,650		5,566		3,650		1,414		3,650		2,915		4,230		3,650		5,654		3,650		4,620		3,650		3,991		1,807		3,500		3,250		1,635		3,423		3,500		4,000		2,500		4,668		3,967		2,500		4,884		2,000		2,997

		LEGIS ASSMNT		200		200		200		428		200		313		200		3,103		200		183		233		200		422		200		375		200		370		171				230		230		354								374

		NON-TRAFFIC INFRACTION		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		721		- 0		- 0						- 0				17				- 0		20		- 0		- 0		17		17		-																				116.43

		CRIME VICTIMS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				10		- 0				- 0		10		10		10		- 0		10		14		14		-

		OTHER INFRACTIONS		100		100		100		29		100		292		100		100		100		73		45		100		93		100		108		100		114		42		250		75		20		133		250		250		244		52		217		244		244		343		343

		PARKING INFRACTION		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				30		- 0				- 0		30		30		30		90		30		210		210		50		50

		PARKING - HANDICAP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0

		DUI FINES		250		250		250		292		250		250		250		250		250		218		83		250		17		250		512		250		158		101		400		175		123		120		400		100		400		270		72		400		63				406														6.49

		CRI CNV FEE DUI		100		100		100		9		100		238		100				100		19				100		209		100		27		100		68		68				25		16		6

		CRI CONV FE CT		100		100		100		40		100		100		100				100		79		72		100		202		100		419		100		46		25				50		42		58

		CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISD.		300		300		300		160		300		- 0		300				300		- 0				300		38		300		926		300		365		325		150		400		396		- 0		150		75		200		- 0		51		334		334		57		57														122.92

		CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISDEMEANOR		500		500		500		- 0		500		302		500				500		671		299		500		506		500		- 0		500						1,500		800				397		1,500		1,200		2,100		965		1,116		1,214		1,214		2,318		2,318

		CNTY DRUG BUY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		14		500		233		9		800		300		40		40		800		600		2,000		366		518		992		992		2,128		2,128

		CITY DRUG BUY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		20		- 0		129		500		- 0		- 0		800		300		41		91		800		600		456		353		705		456		456		719		719

		INVESTIGATIVE  FUND ASSESSMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		300		- 0				500		- 0				84		500		600		360		41		560		360		360		578		578

		OTHER CRIMINAL NON-TRAFFIC		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				150		50				- 0		150		150		100		-		139		84		84		236		236

		COURT COST RECOUPMENTS																				- 0				3,000		- 0		1,800		2,848		1,800		2,545		1,726		500		1,100		971		1,393		500		700		533		354		715		533		533		2,347		2,347

		CRIME VICTIMS		800		800		800		800		800		100		800				800						800		96		800		48		800		429		424		1,800		200		146		159		1,800		1,800		2,200		1,207		1,522		782		782		1,443		1,443

		PUBLIC DEFENDER FEES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		700		1		- 0		-		-		944		944

		PUBLIC DEFENSE COSTS		1,000		2,200		1,000		1,435		1,000		1,359		1,000		1,642		1,000		2,799		1,378		1,000		6,039		1,000		1,860		1,000		1,320		607		1,500		1,280		466		663		1,500		1,750		200		1,878		1,517				1,260

		WARRANT/SUBP-SHF		350		350		350		- 0		350				350		350		350				- 0		350				350		772		350		275		206				500		477		799

		CRT COST RECOUP		350		350		350		- 0		350				350		350		350				- 0		350				350				350		301		301				50		49		49

		I Conv FEE CN		25		25		25		319		25		3,115

tc={317465A3-2149-4596-996A-5A8709DF9F05}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    A lot of small revs added		25		25		25				- 0		25		29		25		4		25		74		13

		D/M Int Income Current Expense		25		25		25		- 0		25				25		25		25		40		55		25		- 0		25		- 0		25		39		26

		Court Current Expense		3,000		3,000		3,000		4,177		3,000		3,029		3,000		2,950		3,000		7,722		2,788		3,000		2,645		25		4,392		25		60		26

		D/M Income		25		25		25		770		25				25		25		25		- 0		55		25		288		25		34		25		60		35

		INTERPRETER		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0								-		-		-

		TOTAL FINES & FORFEITS		10,775		13,825		10,775		22,131		10,775		14,745		10,775		10,234		10,775		14,835		9,633		13,775		15,857		9,600		17,809		11,450		11,160		6,486		12,640		9,080		4,849		7,982		12,640		12,415		13,565		11,691		11,655		9,981		13,288		15,390		16,793



		MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES

		INVESTMENT INTEREST		100		100		100		1,098		100		981		100		534		100		238		110		100		1,495		100		112		1,000		223		- 0		3,500		2,000		768		1,189		3,500		3,850		2,500		2,592		4,183		4,000		2,975		12,000		5,327

		Ilwaco Contract - Office Assistance		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		7,100		- 0		6,675		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0				(144)		(102)		-		-		-		-

		SALES INTEREST		150		150		150		567		150				150		1,578		150		938		424		150		294		150		195		200		196		143		275		31		31		52		275		500		750		89		192		750		504		500		1,188

		RENT REVENUE		100		100		100		- 0		100				100				100		500		886		100		776		100		- 0		100		100		100		500		- 0				- 0		500		300		4,500		- 0		275				12		3,000		4,550

		SMA Grant 2013		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										1,911						25,000		27,822		50,000		46,411		- 0		70,500		- 0						- 0		- 0		2,500		- 0		- 0		4,800		-		4,800

		FUND CONTRIBUTIONS		3,000		3,000		3,000		2,491		3,000		2,495		3,000		1,029		3,000		2,288		12,565		3,000		6,688		3,000		3,835		4,000		1,656		706		5,000		4,500		3,776		5,012		5,000		4,800		1,000		2,518		9,077		1,000		1,500		1,000		1,440

		Squirting Clam		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,092		1,300		1,222		1,300		1,322		1,271		1,300		1,210		1,300		1,329		1,500		1,193		813

		Fireworks Donations																				5,750		5,056		5,000		6,896

		PROJECT SAFE HAVEN																				28,676		26,052		49,000		367,260		393,750		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0												- 0																												399000

		MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES																						208		250		1,226		250		305		1,500		274		193		3,000		2,450		2,027		2,136		3,000		3,000		2,200		1,147		3,241		2,000		120		2,000		209																		57000

		Code Enforcement 				70,740

tc={B7E654C2-CE0C-4833-AAB3-846BEB3F0C62}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    1315 Wash S		52,000

tc={58CDFE90-2156-43F1-94CA-85676257EAE6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		- 0

tc={04C49AEA-54CE-434A-B72E-08DA2147D4C3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		13,000

tc={03586CAD-D9EF-48B2-9C08-FD3295E81E18}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		47,059

tc={A0A8188A-0414-4822-B4C0-560B3239F79A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		40,000

tc={C5069210-2B11-4BD6-A067-19025908F8E8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		2,836		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		9		- 0		- 0				15		10						15		- 0		15		9		(5)		(8)		(8)		12		12

		TOTAL MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES		4,650		75,390		56,650		5,456		17,650		51,627		44,650		7,199		4,650		39,711		55,583		58,900		392,520		423,650		33,607		58,300		50,052		1,955		82,790		8,991		6,603		8,389		12,290		12,450		13,465		6,212		16,861		12,542		5,103		23,312		97,428







		TOTAL REVENUES		1,912,367

tc={C33E9493-F642-41B4-8D69-F5AD8E18C2A6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,151,292

tc={F6375E07-3008-4848-8EA7-03DC5A614C02}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,824,066

tc={E87F5F45-2EA7-461E-8F6C-5E9C96A8693F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,338,797

tc={4D4EB522-4C15-442D-92EC-0751B0876FC3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,781,915

tc={642C9308-82AA-43B6-9823-BF397BCC2B20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,138,325

tc={B4290A4B-7413-46D1-8BE5-062DBDD716CE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,467,879

tc={659313E3-7B2C-4616-97C8-FE559AF4D59C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,988,198		1,707,996		1,857,400		1,619,164		1,517,414		1,851,496		1,752,060		1,368,146		1,384,425		1,444,769		760,353		1,340,800		1,287,949		801,351		1,327,534		1,254,930		1,255,054		1,256,283		1,354,679		1,244,180		1,223,729		1,254,050		1,217,685		1,257,628														202,451



		NON-REVENUES

		BINGO BOND ISSUE																																								- 0												- 0				-		-		-		-

		CRIME VICTIMS		100		100		100		100		100		110		100		100		100		224		108		100				100		301		100		185		108		- 0		- 0				131		- 0		- 0		100		65		- 0		90		90		105		105

		LOAN REPAYMENT - LODGING TAX		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0																														327.26				46.61

		LOAN REPAYMENT - STREETS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		90,000		- 0		- 0						- 0												23,854																		349.42				673

		TRANSFER FROM CE SINKING		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0						- 0		- 0		- 0				83,147		274,513		72,000												49.94				9.65		payments				loan

		TRAN WATER TO CURRENT EXP LOAN

Gene: Gene:
paid 2012, repay CE $50,256 a year, 1% interest to pay off in 5 years, no pay in 2013.																										54,744		50,256		70,000		50,256		70,000				50,256		50,256						50,256		50,256		50,256		50,256		- 0												100,512				49.07				310.85		295,256				251280		43,976

		TRAN SEWER TO CURRENT EXP LOAN

Gene: Gene:
repay current expense fund for lilft station loan.Done in 2020												23,854		23,854		23,854		23,854		23,854		- 0		23,854				23,854				23,854						23,854		23,854						23,854		23,854		23,854																				8.26				77.89		47,708				119270		(71,562)

		CONTINGENT REVENUES																																								- 0																														783.95				1118

		JIS/TRAUMA		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0				1,000		850				38		1,000		1,000		1,746		709		792		1,746		1,746		1,040		1,040								7.78

		LOCAL/JIS ACCOUNT																										- 0				- 0				- 0				35		30				4		35		35		37		37		35		37		37		86		86								791.73

		REFUNDS																										- 0				446				- 0						- 0												- 0				-		-		-		-

		OTHER RECEIPTS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		8,980		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		97		- 0		218		- 0		20		500		- 0				1,000		350		11				1,000		- 0		2,500		3,233		1,118		2,500		20		2,500		78

		TOTAL NON-REVENUES		100		100		100		100		100		32,944		23,954		23,954		23,954		24,078		205		23,954		54,962		74,210		160,768		75,710		70,185		108		76,145		75,340		11		173		76,145		75,145		78,493		78,154		85,093		278,886		73,893		3,731		1,309



		TOTAL REVENUES		2,791,727		3,054,830		2,449,073		3,063,831		2,321,649		2,657,801		1,978,365		2,463,884		2,110,938		2,134,248		1,761,561		1,684,767		2,147,357		2,028,473		1,718,387		1,684,823		1,690,544		923,130		ERROR:#REF!		1,437,493		862,741		1,388,403		ERROR:#REF!		1,436,579		1,411,944		1,470,707		1,382,240		1,555,582		1,572,690		1,794,898		1,977,866														30,865.55





		Expenditures



		CURRENT EXPENSE



		LEGISLATIVE

		SALARIES		26,400		26,400		26,400		24,000		26,400		26,400		26,400		25,950		26,400		26,200		23,700		24,000		23,400		24,000		24,000		24,000		22,500		14,500		24,000		20,700		13,900		20,700		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		21,100		24,000		23,400

		BENEFITS & TAXES		4,247		4,247		4,247		1,952		4,247		2,295		7,600		2,113		7,600		2,133		1,938		4,013		2,297		3,000		3,135		2,200		3,841		2,025		2,000		2,000		1,136		1,692		2,000		2,000		2,000		1,950		2,059		3,853		1,746		3,853		1,895

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		300		300		300		63		300		5		300		235		300		154		- 0		300		544		300		- 0		300		- 0		- 0		500		200		121		121		500		500		1,000		111		605		500		1,183		500		655

		TRAVEL		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		1,000		752		3,000		2,041		3,000		2,255		711		1,500		501		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		- 0		1,500		850		198		512		1,500		600		2,800		729		1,640		3,000		(50)		3,000		354

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		300		300		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		77		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		- 0		300		100		60		60		300		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		500		-		500		-

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		5,000		5,000		5,000		2,252		5,000		2,285		5,000		373		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Includes new computer for Council Chambers 		11,607		11,147		8,500		10,320		10,000		11,449		10,000		11,263		11,263		9,000		9,000		8,978		8,998		1,500		6,669		1,500		6,694		12,200		1,000		12,208		5,500		10,084

		ELECTIONS		10,000		10,000		10,000		7,404		10,000		9,084		10,000		10,065		10,000

		TRAINING		2,000		2,000		2,000		535		1,000		250		1,000		715		500		4,300		212		1,500				- 0		- 0		2,500

Gene: Gene:
One fourth of cost of new copier at $10K
		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0						200		- 0		- 0		1,000		-		1,000		-

		TOTAL LEGISLATIVE		51,247		51,247		51,247		36,206		48,247		41,071		53,600		41,492		53,100		46,726		37,708		40,113		37,062		39,100		38,584		40,800		37,603		27,787		37,300		32,850		24,393		32,082		29,800		33,769		32,000		33,484		40,504		33,853		36,187		38,353		36,388



		JUDICIAL

		SALARIES		32,400		32,400		32,400		28,800		28,800		28,650		28,800		26,950		26,400		26,400

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		35,136

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		34,720

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		33,655		33,600

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		13,652		12,000		26,845		25,438		12,000		12,000		25,901		38,788		12,000

Gene: Gene:
judge $1000 a month		43,221		43,221		43,029		43,085		40,843		42,767		40,843		45,642		30,000		-										over

		BENEFITS		2,946		2,946		2,946		1,813		2,946		2,398		6,115		2,037		6,115		2,056		2,341		7,626		2,698		1,000		1,329		1,000		12,540		3,836		1,000		1,000		6,900		8,327		1,000		14,200		15,150		10,461		6,586		14,639		4,411		14,639		10,173		10,000		12,000										over

		COURT CONTRACT WITH COUNTY																																																				- 0

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		1,000		1,000		1,000		478		1,000		260		1,000		250		1,000		322		2,968		50		1,231		50		537		50		- 0		- 0		100		100		65		1,379				825		2,000		605		796		2,000		1,455		2,000		1,632				13,200

		LEGAL FEES		15,000		15,000		15,000		16,116

tc={D40A45D4-0EBB-4691-8DC3-33821D2EBC29}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    public defender conflict		12,000		1,050		12,000		10,555		12,000		17,800		17,675		12,000		12,000		12,000		12,000		16,000		13,056		9,056		16,000		14,500		8,853		12,853		25,200

Gene: Gene:
Defense att $13,200
Pros $12000		12,260		12,000		13,056		12,623		11,000		12,612		11,000		12,389				25,200

		COUNTY COURT CONTRACT		33,293		32,640		32,640		28,515		28,091		27,231		27,540		25,995		23,479		23,019		14,252		14,280		10,499		14,000		15,166		19,000		13,943		4,110		14,000		14,000		10,500		12,833

		COMMUNICATIONS		500		500		500		540		500		521		500		524		500		491		485		500		507		500		500		500		491		287		500		450		360		528		500		490		800		450		482		800		484		800		460

		TRAVEL		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,068		- 0		1,928		- 0		146		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		287		750		-		750

		MISCELLANEOUS		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		130		100		233		100		56		56		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		400		1,000		252		-		1,000		50		1,000

		EQUIPMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		2,500		2,350		2,500		6,450

		COUNTY JAIL - LONG BEACH		8,800		8,800		8,800		2,564		8,800		3,430		8,800		3,925		8,000		5,261		4,860		8,000		4,518		8,000		9,139		8,000		12,781		8,048		6,000		6,000		4,290		6,245		8,000		5,725		8,000		5,000		5,955		12,500		4,473		12,500		5,452

		COUNTY JAIL - ILWACO		5,000		8,202		3,000		327		3,000		1,948		3,000		1,195		3,000		3,854		2,573				1,033				173		4,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		1,000		203		498		- 0		1,890		5,000		1,078		3,180		5,000		1,761		5,000		3,082

		TOTAL JUDICIAL		99,038		101,588		96,386		79,253		85,236		65,588		87,855		71,531		80,594		79,303		82,458		77,276		68,198		69,250		52,876		60,650		79,712		50,832		50,600		49,050		57,073		81,452		46,700		79,011		87,671		73,931		72,994		91,032		70,363		91,032		85,279



		FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION

		SALARIES		107,001		102,566		102,566		82,377		97,112		85,385		79,082		77,384		75,858		78,016		73,458		74,377		75,956		77,743		79,384		79,957		58,811		25,950		60,514		50,331		30,733		46,126		50,331		43,750		43,750		47,587		66,052		63,200		63,220		63,200		64,142		35000 left

		BENEFITS		62,469		61,556		61,556		54,454		56,142		51,578		44,595		52,483		39,649		50,139		46,238		39,058		37,941		38,491		25,154		20,068		13,618		9,363		27,864		14,250		10,070		15,195		10,286		17,250		17,250		18,487		23,988		23,887		21,922		23,887		23,361		11000 left																38491

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		22,000

tc={3E3F1AD4-C824-4AB0-ACE4-F873DD1A3B27}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		22,000

tc={665B0C13-5F90-45BB-8D19-1159750775C8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		22,000

tc={94ACB4DE-E66E-4ECA-A25C-DD252CFC03FB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		20,374

tc={832C601E-3469-41DE-9579-658869464AB6}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		22,000

tc={7A4E61FC-D089-4FD6-92CE-94FAA21C83BA}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		20,007

tc={F74C15BC-D75C-402E-855B-C168CCD38C40}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		22,000

tc={F1F7D5AA-6FFA-44A7-ABD8-5E0D15249518}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		11,459		16,000		8,084		16,260		6,500		16,517		6,500		10,392		6,500		11,346		5,704		5,500		4,500		2,524		4,999		5,500		5,003		5,000		6,257		6,289		4,000		6,399		4,000		5,138

		ACCOUNTING SERVICES		40,000

tc={A8FF7B72-4BEF-4943-98F4-872E9B1178B4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		20,000

tc={E94F1C6F-9882-4562-95E4-66FF0D487DA5}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    2 year audit		40,000

tc={878C660A-0A49-48A1-9B2A-310E892D898D}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		6,102		25,000		19,665		25,000		28,253		16,000		17,620		7,214		16,000		17,420		16,000		26,584		16,000		14,704		13,184		17,500		10,000		5,215		7,703		18,000		13,864		5,000		4,770		18,922		4,000		18,061		4,000		13,241

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		15,000

tc={D11B5CCA-2B5A-44B4-BF45-ED70F3AAE603}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={E37A3440-1C87-4D1B-8340-AE23AA84B28A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={4FC3CFBF-D5FA-4662-B2F6-2D17BA098D70}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		11,386

tc={269D58A5-818B-44BC-8FB5-3D3041DA120B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={724551C8-DE03-4F29-9BE8-5BA1750ACDF5}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		10,232

tc={044E9680-6EEB-4069-A78D-3514347B2D84}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={1864F8DA-22DA-4B04-A400-B06EF77597E2}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		1,617		5,000		4,383		6,211		2,000		16,597

David Glasson: David Glasson:
L & I 16k		2,000		4,011		2,000		155		35		5,000		1,000		415		2,450		5,000		120		18,400		10,869		5,861		18,400		1,976		18,400		11,090		JP - only 100 at this time

		COMMUNICATIONS		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,411		5,000		6,100		5,000		5,420		4,000		6,358		3,465		4,000		3,773		4,000		3,696		4,000		3,594		2,095		4,000		3,900		2,493		3,729		4,000		3,795		1,500		3,822		4,168		1,500		1,317		1,500		1,440

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		1,344		1,000		79		2,000		3,991		2,000		3,192		1,685		2,000		2,345		2,000		1,661		3,500		3,081		1,771		3,500		3,000		1,386		2,321		3,500		3,500		4,500		3,404		3,357		4,000		7,135		2,500		5,760

		TRAINING		2,500		2,500		2,500		- 0		2,500		70		2,500		1,095		2,500		2,433		3,593		1,500		3,667		1,500		2,891		500		117				500		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		300		50		1,500		-		1,500		140

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		500		500		500		918		500		510		500		912		500		1,537		1,234		500		909		500		605		500		490		41		500		750		731		838		500		200		500		395		212		500		196		500		176

		REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE																100		100		3,849		411		100		723		100		724		100		- 0		- 0		- 0		250		113		113		- 0		1,190		50		12		164				26				-

		INSURANCE		6,743		5,394		5,394		4,904		2,769		4,308		6,000		4,150		6,000		3,643		6,086		6,000		5,457		5,303		17,974		21,500		18,801		18,701		22,000		- 0				- 0		22,000		20,912		22,000		39,925		19,641		22,000		20,143		22,000		21,000

		Utilities																																														- 0		- 0		-				340

		DUES & ASSOCIATIONS		2,000		2,000		2,000		100		2,000		806		2,000		415		2,000		1,818		727		1,000		717		1,000		2,226		3,600		4,202

DavidG: DavidG:
paid early on 2015 PCOG = $1500		3,400		2,400		2,478		2,324		2,478		2,000		1,900		1,500		2,541		-		1,500		-		1,500		280

		PRINTING		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		45		43		43		- 0

		MISCELLANEOUS																								500		1,773		500		631		500		203		150		500		250		120		135		500		1,600		250		1,582		5				699				24

		CODIFICATION OF ORDINANCES		2,000		2,000		2,000		3,741		1,500		1,898		1,500		265		1,500		1,322		2,018				5,509

		EQUIPMENT		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		3,500

Gene: Gene:
one fourth of cost of new copier $10K		- 0		- 0		1,200		500				- 0		1,200		1,200		4,000		-		1,056		4,000		-		4,000		6,450																				0

		TOTAL FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION		268,713		242,017		262,017		192,111		232,523		202,638		207,177		201,041		173,107		182,394		168,602		154,536		189,303		156,637		175,933		162,226		129,121		80,394		150,978		91,254		56,167		86,129		124,316		114,284		125,200		139,951		150,105		148,486		141,094		146,986		152,242																				189303.41



		LEGAL

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		24,100

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		24,160

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		31,000		30,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		20,473		3,000		18,000		22,523		18,000		18,310		18,000		25,000		7,500		18,000		18,000		12,000		16,500		18,000		23,320		14,000		37,508		21,414		13,200		15,985		13,200		13,470

		TOTAL LEGAL		25,000		25,000		25,000		24,100		25,000		24,160		25,000		31,000		30,000		20,473		3,000		18,000		22,523		18,000		18,310		18,000		25,000		7,500		18,000		18,000		12,000		16,500		18,000		23,320		14,000		37,508		21,414		13,200		15,985		13,200		13,470



		FACILITIES

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		600		1,500		600		1,459		653		600		575				523

		UTILITIES		4,500		4,500		4,500		2,511		3,000		3,464		3,000		2,524		3,000		2,757		3,048		2,500		2,321		4,000		2,159		4,000		3,369		1,712		3,000		2,740		1,863		2,627		3,200		3,200		2,500		3,602		2,741		2,200		2,818		2,200		2,265

		OLD KITE MUSEUM																				2,500		- 0		1,000		2,714		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		- 0		400		150		131		131		500		1,165		500		1,166		43		500		537		1,000		506

		MISCELLANEOUS																						1,165		1,500		1,920		1,500		1,730		1,500		1,920		1,120		1,500		1,920		1,280		1,920		1,500		1,600		1,500		2,610		1,920		1,500		1,947		500		2,129

		CITY HALL REPAIRS		30,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		237

tc={F2A145D9-3507-498F-972C-50D7196DF9F1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Piers		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		8,103

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		297		12,500

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		160				2,500		3,234

asmith: asmith:
City Hall parking lot
		2,500		4,011		2,500				- 0		- 0		500		458		458		1,000		8,681		1,000		4,376		305		1,000		3,742		6,500		10,937

		Obies Demolition		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		8,125		- 0		8,125

		28th Street Lift Station		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0														138,856

		TOTAL FACILITIES		34,500		9,500		24,500		2,748		23,000		11,567		23,000		2,821		15,500		5,417		4,213		7,500		10,189		11,000		7,900		11,000		5,289		2,832		4,900		5,310		3,732		5,136		6,800		24,271		6,100		21,338		5,662		5,800		9,619		10,200		155,216



		ASSOCIATION WASHINGTON CITIES

		CONTRIBUTIONS		1,079		952		952		- 0		782		- 0		782		782		782				700		700		717		700		- 0		700		698		- 0		800		800		- 0		- 0		800		685		800		685		- 0		760				760

		TOTAL AWC		1,079		952		952		-		782		-		782		782		782		-		700		700		717		700		-		700		698		-		800		800		-		-		800		685		800		685		-		760		-		760



		FIRE CONTROL																																																																																		current		proposed

		SALARIES		24,831		21,956		21,956		22,538		20,204		20,396		19,053		19,136		11,343

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		13,700

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		15,736		23,940		4,560		13,500		11,218		13,500		9,685		5,956		13,500		9,000		5,996		8,999		13,500		13,500		13,500		8,757		8,721		13,500		13,340		18,400		13,877																		Chief		6000		9000

		BENEFITS		16,464		16,235		16,235		18,042		15,230		14,312		9,735		10,185		4,473		12,913		12,724		7,500		8,412		12,000		13,585		12,000		11,106		5,075		10,500		10,500		6,836		13,335		12,980		12,980		4,800		14,359		14,635		4,800		10,604		4,800		5,483																		Asst. Chief		2400		3600

		BOARD OF VOL FIREMEN		3,000		3,000		3,000		2,130		3,000		- 0		3,000		2,600																								- 0												(170)

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		15,000		15,000		15,000		10,500		15,000		10,005		18,000		14,918		15,000		25,127		13,596		12,500		13,859		12,500		24,423		12,500		25,972		15,245		10,000		12,850		11,491		13,484		10,000		9,250		10,000		7,705		12,229		8,000		24,785		8,000		35,407																		Training		4500		4500

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		150		150		150		-		150		75		150		98		150		-		-		300		105		300		192		300		-		-		300		110		110		110		500		- 0		500		-		-		500		213		500		821																		shift				6840

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		24,700

tc={C83E5CD8-6FEA-44F1-AE0C-14C1BDE8C61F}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Clerk / paving / Drainage		3,500

tc={60D7EB5B-735C-43A3-8D0B-BF6218242165}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={1B78A2FF-33F0-4BD7-AFA5-938E21A3278F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		4,865

tc={EB7E9645-CA2E-4B1E-B30E-39D01DFC52F0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={0528852F-1BB1-479D-ADAD-6547B2300468}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		1,476

tc={B736CF69-FBD1-44FE-95FC-2B570ED8D794}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={CB934693-8C11-40CD-B44D-0863AFB7B9CD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		5,212		3,000		12,843		2,965		1,300		1,401		900		2,584		900		738		298		500		1,000		906		906		250		250		250		952		-		250		-		250		172																				12900		23940

		COMMUNICATIONS		8,500

tc={C6E094B8-1BCB-46D5-AD5B-9767AF8A1B2B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $7500		8,500

tc={8D053119-A5FD-4354-A45B-E91EF26B69D2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		8,500

tc={2AEF763F-5F64-426D-A3C8-36983EFF5C20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		8,465

tc={BE75E251-BE6D-46C4-A37A-7339CBBFD6DD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		7,500

tc={16A2189C-1AF5-4D72-945A-0BE755E5A774}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		10,149

tc={7D002F1B-4EDA-4406-B5D2-5593D386D975}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		7,500

tc={490948C1-27A7-4B0E-9CFD-015A4C669CD0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		4,445		7,500		4,498		5,461		12,000		29,787		11,107		13,689		14,000		8,254		7,884		9,500		9,000		6,127		8,698		5,500		7,000		5,500		8,527		6,631		5,500		5,259		5,500		5,678

		TRAVEL		2,500		2,500		2,500		1,145		2,500		300		2,500		1,446		1,500		-		1,253		1,000		650		500		177		500		221		172		500		-				-		1,500		2,950		1,500		4,438		223		1,500		1,046		1,500		557

		INSURANCE		32,330		25,864		25,864		23,512		19,128		20,665		21,000		19,899		21,000		24,955		20,330		19,500		18,228		17,714		17,974		21,000		18,701		18,701		21,000						-		21,000		20,912		21,000		39,925		19,641		21,000		20,143		21,000		19,890

		FACILITIES												20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		20,000		20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		40,000		64		20,000		25,738		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		-		20,000		20,000				20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000

		UTILITIES		7,700		7,700		7,700		5,825		7,700		7,419		7,700		6,306		6,500		6,146		6,346		6,000		4,669		6,500		5,153		6,500		6,497		4,139		6,500		6,500		4,207		6,012		6,500		6,750		6,500		6,508		6,953		6,500		7,216		4,500		4,836

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		18,000		18,000		18,000		27,327		18,000		17,180		18,000		14,131		18,000		20,575		15,587		10,000		5,805		10,000		11,519		10,000		6,350		4,790		10,000		8,450		5,069		6,083		10,000		9,865		10,000		7,871		12,764		12,000		19,119		12,000		28,308

		EMS/VOLUNTEER COMPENSATION		10,500		4,800		4,800		3,979		4,800		3,778		4,800		1,167		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-				-		-		2,000		2,000		-		-

		MISCELLANEOUS																								1,000		740		1,000		789		1,000		1,880		458		1,500		1,000		890		1,130		2,000		790		2,000		810		720		1,000		720		1,000		720

		EQUIPMENT		14,000		9,000		9,000		3,089		9,000		4,718		9,000		9,096		9,000		8,913		4,503		9,000		10,015		9,000		230		9,000		7,593		6,486		9,000		8,800		2,805		8,764		9,000		12,975		9,000		12,115		1,979		10,000		16,120		10,000		9,582

		TRAINING		14,000

tc={39A758D5-28D6-4EBA-846F-2BBA06759D08}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={F51AB3B5-13B7-4CDC-A9EB-43A522EECFDF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={26C1F331-4161-47A6-A277-F1EC4CF9085F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		4,370

tc={2930C92C-2652-485B-95C0-98424E80FF90}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={A7FFB488-3DF1-4B41-8DA9-7E12E16D2FAA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		3,255		4,000		9,266		3,500		5,222		3,734		1,500		1,951		1,500		- 0		1,500		3,631		3,381		1,500		550		550		542		2,000		2,645		2,000		2,130		40		1,500		2,540		1,500		285

		TOTAL FIRE CONTROL		191,676		150,205		150,205		135,787		139,712		133,728		147,938		137,905		120,966		174,892		102,299		125,540		125,919		116,521		121,532		122,700		120,628		72,583		114,300		87,760		44,987		88,065		114,730		121,867		108,550		133,928		104,537		106,050		141,105		108,950		145,616



		BUILDING INSPECTOR

		SALARIES		40,585		37,324		37,324		30,947		37,582		28,613		26,949		26,112		26,290		25,360		24,752		22,543		21,782		22,643		30,247		30,000		30,000		21,997		29,640		3,011		1,491		3,125		3,011		25,000		22,500		22,500		30,423		30,514		50,995		30,514		46,497		4k to planning												15over

		BENEFITS		22,724		16,235		16,235		21,597		24,873		17,730		18,273		15,697		17,607		15,183		15,004		17,558		13,284		13,000		14,936		12,000		12,654		9,331		10,670		1,762		346		2,213		1,762		11,000		12,800		12,800		15,320		15,365		22,200		15,365		45,285		5k to planning												12 over

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,117		5,000		2,693		5,000		1,372		5,000		9,781		6,742		1,100		6,061		1,100		1,418		750		1,029		523		750		750		600		714		850		800		850		1,067		875		500		1,166		500		2,004

		CODE ENFORCEMENT		20,000		1,000		20,000		32,770		20,000		55,581		42,300		33,983		2,300						2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		150		- 0		150		-		-		150		-		150

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES																		35,000

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		6,815		8,208		600		- 0		600		- 0		600				- 0		600		600		476		476		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		500		-		500

		TRAINING		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		12		1,500		1,565		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,000		600		600		1,000		690		400		400		1,500		- 0		600		95		1,606		700		595		700		90

		DUES AND ASSOCIATIONS		135		135		135		- 0		135		55		135				135		95		40		135				135		260		135		135		135		100		95		95		95

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		501		1,500		463		1,500		1,282		1,000		940		402		1,000		63		1,000		49		1,000		1,026		1,026		600		600		448		588		800		833		850		1,217		981		1,850		2,902		1,850		1,248

		STATE REMITT/BUILDING PERMITS		9,000		9,000		9,000		8,528		9,000		9,000		9,000		9,029						300		300		- 0		300		- 0		150		- 0		- 0		250		50		24		24		500		- 0		500		50		-		500		-		500

		EQUIPMENT																		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt				- 0		1,000		- 0		6,200		- 0		2,500		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		-		2,000

		MEMBERSHIPS		575		575		575		95		575		500		575		575		575		180		- 0		575				575		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		350		95		350		-		-		350		-		350		-

		TOTAL BUILDING INSPECTOR		101,019		72,269		91,269		100,555		100,165		114,635		105,233		88,062		94,407		59,919		55,448		48,311		41,190		47,053		46,911		48,135		45,443		33,612		43,610		7,558		3,880		7,634		8,922		37,728		39,100		37,729		49,205		52,429		77,858		52,429		95,123



		CIVIL DEFENSE

		EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT		13,912		13,912		13,912		13,781		13,912		4,316		13,912		25,613		12,794		15,766		18,665		14,175		14,631		12,000		11,434		12,000		22,075		7,751		12,119		10,000		8,293		11,057		11,057		8,000		10,000		8,296		8,142		9,000		9,782		9,782		13,769

		COVID COSTS 						2,000		- 0		2,000		34,257

		TOTAL CIVIL DEFENSE		13,912		13,912		15,912		13,781		15,912		38,573		13,912		25,613		12,794		15,766		18,665		14,175		14,631		12,000		11,434		12,000		22,075		7,751		12,119		10,000		8,293		11,057		11,057		8,000		10,000		8,296		8,142		9,000		9,782		9,782		13,769



		AIR POLLUTION

		OLYMPIC AIR POLLUTION CONTROL		1,185		1,185		1,185		1,729		1,185		1,713		1,665		1,665		1,138		1,357		1,314		900		878		$   900		875		$   900		870		$   630		$   900		$   866		$   866		$   866		700		675		675		931		691		657		680		657		657

		TOTAL AIR POLLUTION		1,185		1,185		1,185		1,729		1,185		1,713		1,665		1,665		1,138		1,357		1,314		900		878		900		875		900		870		630		900		866		866		866		700		675		675		931		691		657		680		657		657														ERROR:#REF!



		PLANNING

		SALARIES		53,860		49,687		45,000		47,672		37,365		44,083		41,341		40,443		40,332		38,948		35,073		35,038		28,052		26,230		35,542		63,855		60,118		39,384		67,481		26,188		17,432		33,453		26,188		26,000		26,000		26,347		43,294		48,715		41,831		48,715		17,088		40k under

		BENEFITS		28,938		26,562		23,089		26,983		22,429		24,945		25,408		23,893		22,864		22,538		20,664		22,121		13,725		9,057		17,630		18,000		18,844		8,606		18,304		7,848		4,975		8,865		7,848		12,000		12,812		7,511		11,174		11,647		9,781		11,647		17,230		10k under

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		7,000		7,000		7,000		6,727		7,000		3,054		7,000		2,439		7,000		14,118		1,559		1,000		10,506		1,000		13,216		3,000		7,205		5,976		3,000		3,850		3,029		4,345		3,000		3,000		2,650		2,549		4,741		2,500		2,923		2,500		3,748

		PRINTING		100		100		100		- 0		100		- 0		100		- 0		100		- 0		- 0		100		1,278		100		- 0		50		- 0		- 0		- 0						43		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		-				-		-

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		10,000		10,000		10,000		15,787

tc={E7009D64-C8ED-42F5-8576-B76BD2635E3E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    SMP Update 5k		15,000

tc={A6503E55-E2C8-4608-9631-E1F2DA1AF5B1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    SMP Update 5k		13,261

tc={F894BE7F-81F5-4D97-A296-549899B699C5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Comp Plan - Buffer Study		15,000

tc={2616419E-EE5C-4C1D-81C9-B26C78195139}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Comp Plan - Buffer Study		48,710		45,000

asmith: asmith:
Comp Plan Update 		15,532		5,523		12,000		1,638		12,000		11,068		12,000		3,393		3,229		24,500		6,000		4,089		4,891		15,000		4,100		15,000		7,777		6,906		15,000		15,915		15,000		70,635

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		500		44		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		45		2,000		928		2,000		973		2,000		2,065		801		2,000		1,300		453		1,059		2,000		1,000		1,800		295		765		750		2,203		750		1,115

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,312		4,000		3,340		4,000		4,434		4,000		3,991		4,143		3,000		1,332		3,000		3,870		3,000		1,873		1,607		3,000		3,000		2,202		3,129		3,000		2,750		3,000		2,974		3,320		3,000		1,902		3,000		2,529

		Project Safe Haven																				29,171		14,602		56,000		439,647		420,000		10,307				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0

		EQUIPMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				7,500

Gene: Gene:
includes one fourth of the cost of a new copier at $10K.		- 0		- 0		10,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		650		1,000		877		85		1,000		1,488		1,000		701

		LEGAL SERVICES		5,000		5,000		5,000		- 0		5,000		330		5,000		1,335		5,000		6,690		16,070		4,000		25,827		4,000		8,132		4,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		5,000		5,000		5,000		4,785		342		25,000		-		25,000

		TRAINING		3,000		3,000		3,000		3,463		2,000		- 0		2,000		745		2,000		- 0		383		2,000		636		2,000		1,279		2,000		151		- 0		2,000		500		295		834		2,000		1,650		2,000		1,003		1,207		2,000		1,040		2,000

		Shoreline Master Program		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		239		2,000		279		279								266		- 0

		MEMBERSHIP		1,000		1,000		1,000		200		1,000		- 0		1,000		2,070		1,000		1,500		1,585		400		- 0		400		341		350		306		- 0		350		350		- 0		249		350		250		350		294		-		350		-		350

		TOTAL PLANNING		114,398		107,849		99,689		105,144		94,395		89,057		102,849		124,069		129,296		132,488		99,647		137,659		523,569		481,787		102,598		117,755		94,234		59,883		135,635		49,036		32,475		57,133		65,386		56,400		69,612		54,413		71,834		109,962		77,083		110,962		113,046



		PACE

		CONTRIBUTIONS																																														- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		-		-		5,000

		TOTAL PACE																																														-		-		-				-		-		-		5,000



		EDC ANNUAL DONATION 

		TECHNICAL SERVICES AGREEMENT 		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000

		TOTAL EDC DONATION 		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000



		ALCOHOLISM

		COUNTY CONTRIBUTION		750		750		750		- 0		750		- 0		750		95		750		372		565		750		716		350		413		250		216		153		365		365		189		252		360		360		300		362		348		300		383		300		356

		TOTAL ALCOHOLISM		750		750		750		-		750		-		750		95		750		372		565		750		716		350		413		250		216		153		365		365		189		252		360		360		300		362		348		300		383		300		356



		PARKS

		SALARIES		189,263		176,000		148,989		140,394		141,629		113,414		115,534		108,956		128,857

asmith: asmith:
Might be up due to Culbertson Improvements 		31,751		34,477		29,133		29,363		28,484		36,408		42,147		45,016		14,925		44,870		28,188		20,347		29,971		28,188		33,000		25,500		25,500		35,028		35,090		76,496		69,132		72,279		22k under

		BENEFITS		98,515		93,000		80,948		66,744		80,658		60,007		64,203		64,353		79,476		18,929		16,165		13,450		13,895		9,040		16,606		10,132		11,954		6,975		11,319		12,600		8,268		12,152		9,681		15,000		10,800		10,800		13,505		13,585		30,728		26,636		27,825

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		60,000		85,000		60,000		58,321		60,000		53,179		60,000		54,554		48,000

asmith: asmith:
picnic tables, cedar fencing, drinking fountain, benches 		82,135		72,796		35,000		51,016		35,000		48,674		35,000		54,001		33,145		30,000		31,000		23,828		35,675		30,000		28,500		30,000		31,944		34,606		30,000		34,250		28,000		30,673		Holiday Decs, Sani Cans 

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		250		250		250		5,399		250		375		250		400		250		2,843		701		250		398		250		1,340		250		156		156		150		125		125		125		- 0		- 0		- 0				97						17,000

		INSURANCE		9,807		7,845		7,845		7,132		1,274		6,265		6,000		6,036		6,000		5,532		5,900		6,000		5,290		5,141		9,516		12,000		9,900		9,900		12,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		12,000		10,755		12,000		20,821		10,101		12,000		10,359		12,000		11,000

		UTILITIES		30,000		30,000		30,000		30,500		22,000		24,912		11,000		10,680		11,000		12,433		12,867		9,500		10,322		10,000		9,589		11,000		10,251		5,950		10,500		9,000		4,868		7,029		10,500		10,500		8,000		9,681		10,290		8,000		10,516		8,000		6,952

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		40,000

tc={4E83CF4A-E83D-4B56-AA3C-645BF4816994}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500		40,000

tc={9B913701-F5EC-4F6F-A9DF-DF76C50AC8C0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500														

asmith: asmith:
Might be up due to Culbertson Improvements 		40,000

tc={9E375B21-B473-42D1-AC45-EC8EE40C92BF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500		37,460

tc={CB7244AE-8151-4C82-B1BE-88EEA607485E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		25,000

tc={B0346274-AE5A-4F75-9DF9-D982250E2D56}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		24,762

tc={D39E6AEE-2B36-41D6-A704-2FCDAAA5A19B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		27,000

tc={F8D76465-0C38-411A-B9FD-360BCFD6C697}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		23,474		25,000		23,697		20,354		27,000		32,820		27,000		27,268		26,800

Gene: Gene:
paint 5th st restroom; poles for discovery trail entry $4,000;		22,403		17,506		22,500		13,000		5,017		14,333		23,500		14,000		25,000		16,191		22,341		25,000		27,985		25,000		37,312

		MISCELLANEOUS																										- 0		500		330		500		571		571		- 0		27		27		27		- 0		- 0		18,000		-		4,751		18,000		27,351		18,000		26,274

		EQUIPMENT		20,000

tc={E3D990B9-3458-4071-8D1C-A5005F1E9EDD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500						

tc={CB7244AE-8151-4C82-B1BE-88EEA607485E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		20,000

tc={BA11AEF7-9E0C-44FE-BDF1-B99A2AD7032A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500														

asmith: asmith:
picnic tables, cedar fencing, drinking fountain, benches 		

tc={B0346274-AE5A-4F75-9DF9-D982250E2D56}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		20,000

tc={E7DC278A-F2E4-4FFE-B45F-338F46F9B044}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500						

tc={D39E6AEE-2B36-41D6-A704-2FCDAAA5A19B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		13,820

tc={F2216E08-DB6C-4E05-AE6A-AF15BD4CF290}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Backhoe - 5k						

tc={F8D76465-0C38-411A-B9FD-360BCFD6C697}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		5,000

tc={CDA13F87-3469-4228-898C-CA041AE376D3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Backhoe - 5k		871

tc={9354A10B-46A3-403A-A5A6-8F85D3440808}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Grinder pump - Sid Snyder Restroom
Weed eater
fencing
Backhoe - 5k
10k total		10,000

tc={8FDF49D9-377A-4AB5-BF88-777D128B75ED}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Grinder pump - Sid Snyder Restroom
Weed eater
fencing
Backhoe - 5k
10k total		5,200		5,200

asmith: asmith:
Pole Saw - $1200		5,206		5,696		4,000		- 0		4,000		6,386		4,000

Gene: Gene:
Power edger $700; 		2,680		2,680		3,500		3,000		- 0		- 0		3,200		3,000		3,500		2,588		25,211		2,000		5,241		2,000		1,240

		CULBERTSON PARK IMPROVEMENTS		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		3,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		- 0		6,000		1,296		7,100		107		7,000

Gene: Gene:
PUD connection for sprinklers at ballfield $4,000; ballfield materials $3,000;		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,813		1,813		1,136		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		3,700		-		3,700		-

		MISCELLANEOUS																						6,945		- 0		6,522		6,000		6,799		6,000		8,902		6,274		6,000		13,065		12,179		13,572		18,000		18,000		1,500		22,063		18,685				6,195

		TRAVEL		500		500		500		127		500		426		500		2,041		500		1,485		128		500		242		500		6		500		134		134		400		400		383		383				50				28		188				146				267

		LANDSCAPING		20,000		20,000		20,000		12,716		20,000		17,208		20,000		17,820		20,000		21,185		20,013		16,500		22,051		16,500		20,502		16,500		16,902		12,086		16,500		16,500		13,078		20,375		15,000		14,000		10,000		15,695		14,416		10,000		2,707		10,000		8,768

		RESTROOM FACILITIES		1,000		1,000		1,000		2,381		1,000		342		1,000		173		1,000		9,123		1,070		1,000		- 0		5,000		308		10,000						6,000

Gene: Gene:
Begin set aside for new restrooms on Bolstad Approach $1,000
		1,200		580		580		2,000		2,500		250		2,150		2,206		-		158		-		1,489

		TRAINING 		2,000		2,000		2,000		1,320		2,000		871		2,000		1,996		2,000														3,000				5,932		850		200		200		730		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		5,000		-		5,000		-

		TREE CONTROL		10,000

tc={8AF68ED8-5CFC-4305-9F4B-3FA8992906C9}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal																

asmith: asmith:
Pole Saw - $1200		13,000

tc={F5744904-C9EF-4344-82BB-BC4A16A18205}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal		10,000

tc={80ED6F91-13E9-47F0-9197-88485197C0EB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal		- 0

tc={A65A5525-6C06-4912-9AFD-75F46491EEAE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Parker		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 		9,852

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 																				

Gene: Gene:
paint 5th st restroom; poles for discovery trail entry $4,000;		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 																		

Gene: Gene:
Power edger $700; 		- 0		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0				2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		4,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		740		5,000		4,312

		COULTER PARK		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		313		1,500		1,537		613		4,000		444		4,000		576		4,000		119		89		4,000		4,000		3,187		3,638		4,500		3,000		6,500		5,785		7,931		15,000		653		22,000		29,264

		TOTAL PARKS		485,835		493,095		426,033		376,314		369,811		312,484		330,987		295,996		340,783		215,855		197,724		152,333		173,657		160,516		184,413		190,829		182,990		116,325		170,589		134,118		93,899		139,726		158,569		152,305		157,050		163,248		199,355		182,375		233,526		252,468		268,844





		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		1,392,351		1,273,569		1,249,144		1,071,728		1,140,718		1,039,214		1,104,747		1,022,072		1,053,217		934,962		772,343		ERROR:#REF!		1,208,551		ERROR:#REF!		761,778		ERROR:#REF!		743,880		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		526,032		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		705,803		724,790		767,905		813,665		853,080		1,092,006



		LOAN TO STREETS																																																								-		-		-

		LOAN TO 105 CAPITAL IMPROV.																																																								-		-		-

		AGENCY DISBURSEMENTS (ILWACO)

DavidG: DavidG:
Ilwaco Building permits
																																

Gene: Gene:
PUD connection for sprinklers at ballfield $4,000; ballfield materials $3,000;		7,500		12,000		7,500		10,955		7,500		19,428		7,500		5,571		7,500		15,563		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,500		6,017		1,968		6,475		10,071		91		10,071		- 0		6,901		7,500		9,669		4,923		7,500		4,698		7,500		4,154

		TOTAL NON-EXPENDITURES		7,500		12,000		7,500		10,955		7,500		19,428		7,500		5,571		7,500		15,563		-		6,000		-		6,000		-		6,500		6,017		1,968		6,475		10,071		91		10,071		-		6,901		7,500		9,669		4,923		7,500		4,698		7,500		4,154



		TRANSFERS

		TRANSFER TO LAW ENFORCEMENT		795,000

tc={3126887F-05BC-4A2B-AAE7-76D00626C743}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		775,000

tc={876262A2-DE65-457E-BBA9-F3658761C918}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={571C2F2A-36F4-446D-88C7-70D08DE883DF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={EB079E02-C2B8-4D92-B823-3E9E34F3DDB3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={CE6056A6-5116-4403-82BF-9456B55FA772}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		750,000

tc={DDE2C0A0-DC9D-4B55-ADFD-6B7BA1DD1664}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		710,000

tc={906D2659-9453-40E1-AB42-9BDCCDA4540C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		750,000		735,000		732,000		718,000		718,000		730,000		700,000		706,000		700,000		741,465		440,000		660,000		667,000		389,083		667,000		667,000		615,000		645,000		671,250		589,167		710,000		670,890		670,840		627,250

		TRANSFER TO 004 																																								- 0		55,583

		TRANSFER TO CURRENT EX. SINKING		100,000		100,000		100,000		300,000		100,000		100,000		50,000		200,000		20,000		20,000

		BINGO BUILDING BOND

David Glasson: David Glasson:
through 2021
																																						

Gene: Gene:
Begin set aside for new restrooms on Bolstad Approach $1,000
		

tc={EB079E02-C2B8-4D92-B823-3E9E34F3DDB3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		

tc={CE6056A6-5116-4403-82BF-9456B55FA772}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		

tc={DDE2C0A0-DC9D-4B55-ADFD-6B7BA1DD1664}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		

tc={906D2659-9453-40E1-AB42-9BDCCDA4540C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		9,709		9,409		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		4,855		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709				9,709

		LOAN TO STORM WATER																																								70,000

		TRANSFER TO CE. SINKING																																																		- 0				- 0

		TRANSFER TO FIRE SINKING FUND 		15,000

tc={7A27E26C-465F-44F4-8F98-0FB76C95D68B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={20283FDE-A1A6-40E4-AAEB-E3590BED0E1B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={265CC0AF-4E43-4314-9498-86D112BECAA4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={CAEAB9C1-C055-4674-AB11-718FA3E585F4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request												

asmith: asmith:
Plus marijuana tax
		15,000

tc={8BE267D5-60E3-47AB-BE6F-BD327D17B939}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={317465A3-2149-4596-996A-5A8709DF9F05}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    A lot of small revs added		

tc={2987D732-88D6-42E7-95EB-0F40EFF46572}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={B7E654C2-CE0C-4833-AAB3-846BEB3F0C62}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    1315 Wash S		

tc={58CDFE90-2156-43F1-94CA-85676257EAE6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={04C49AEA-54CE-434A-B72E-08DA2147D4C3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={03586CAD-D9EF-48B2-9C08-FD3295E81E18}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={A0A8188A-0414-4822-B4C0-560B3239F79A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={C33E9493-F642-41B4-8D69-F5AD8E18C2A6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax												

tc={C5069210-2B11-4BD6-A067-19025908F8E8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={F6375E07-3008-4848-8EA7-03DC5A614C02}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={E87F5F45-2EA7-461E-8F6C-5E9C96A8693F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={4D4EB522-4C15-442D-92EC-0751B0876FC3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={642C9308-82AA-43B6-9823-BF397BCC2B20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={B4290A4B-7413-46D1-8BE5-062DBDD716CE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={659313E3-7B2C-4616-97C8-FE559AF4D59C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

Gene: Gene:
paid 2012, repay CE $50,256 a year, 1% interest to pay off in 5 years, no pay in 2013.		

Gene: Gene:
repay current expense fund for lilft station loan.Done in 2020																		

asmith: asmith:
Includes new computer for Council Chambers 		

tc={D40A45D4-0EBB-4691-8DC3-33821D2EBC29}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    public defender conflict												

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk										

Gene: Gene:
One fourth of cost of new copier at $10K
		

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk				

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		

tc={3E3F1AD4-C824-4AB0-ACE4-F873DD1A3B27}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={665B0C13-5F90-45BB-8D19-1159750775C8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={A8FF7B72-4BEF-4943-98F4-872E9B1178B4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit				

tc={94ACB4DE-E66E-4ECA-A25C-DD252CFC03FB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={E94F1C6F-9882-4562-95E4-66FF0D487DA5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		

tc={D11B5CCA-2B5A-44B4-BF45-ED70F3AAE603}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={832C601E-3469-41DE-9579-658869464AB6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={878C660A-0A49-48A1-9B2A-310E892D898D}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		

tc={E37A3440-1C87-4D1B-8340-AE23AA84B28A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={7A4E61FC-D089-4FD6-92CE-94FAA21C83BA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={4FC3CFBF-D5FA-4662-B2F6-2D17BA098D70}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS																																								

Gene: Gene:
judge $1000 a month		

tc={F74C15BC-D75C-402E-855B-C168CCD38C40}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={269D58A5-818B-44BC-8FB5-3D3041DA120B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={F1F7D5AA-6FFA-44A7-ABD8-5E0D15249518}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={724551C8-DE03-4F29-9BE8-5BA1750ACDF5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		

tc={044E9680-6EEB-4069-A78D-3514347B2D84}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		

tc={1864F8DA-22DA-4B04-A400-B06EF77597E2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS																																

Gene: Gene:
Defense att $13,200
Pros $12000		

David Glasson: David Glasson:
L & I 16k		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum																														

DavidG: DavidG:
paid early on 2015 PCOG = $1500		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall																										

Gene: Gene:
one fourth of cost of new copier $10K		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

tc={F2A145D9-3507-498F-972C-50D7196DF9F1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Piers						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 				

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 								

asmith: asmith:
City Hall parking lot
		

tc={C83E5CD8-6FEA-44F1-AE0C-14C1BDE8C61F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Clerk / paving / Drainage		

tc={60D7EB5B-735C-43A3-8D0B-BF6218242165}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={C6E094B8-1BCB-46D5-AD5B-9767AF8A1B2B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $7500				

tc={1B78A2FF-33F0-4BD7-AFA5-938E21A3278F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={8D053119-A5FD-4354-A45B-E91EF26B69D2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64														

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		

tc={EB7E9645-CA2E-4B1E-B30E-39D01DFC52F0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={2AEF763F-5F64-426D-A3C8-36983EFF5C20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64														

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		

tc={0528852F-1BB1-479D-ADAD-6547B2300468}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={BE75E251-BE6D-46C4-A37A-7339CBBFD6DD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.										

tc={B736CF69-FBD1-44FE-95FC-2B570ED8D794}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={16A2189C-1AF5-4D72-945A-0BE755E5A774}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.										

tc={CB934693-8C11-40CD-B44D-0863AFB7B9CD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={7D002F1B-4EDA-4406-B5D2-5593D386D975}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.								

tc={490948C1-27A7-4B0E-9CFD-015A4C669CD0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

tc={39A758D5-28D6-4EBA-846F-2BBA06759D08}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={F51AB3B5-13B7-4CDC-A9EB-43A522EECFDF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request														

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

tc={26C1F331-4161-47A6-A277-F1EC4CF9085F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={2930C92C-2652-485B-95C0-98424E80FF90}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={A7FFB488-3DF1-4B41-8DA9-7E12E16D2FAA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 				

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt				

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		15,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,000		6,000				6,000												5,000										- 0				- 0		5,000				5,000

		CONTINGENT EXPENDITURES																																																				73

		TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS		910,000		890,000		879,709		1,079,409		879,709		874,709		774,709		949,709		769,709		766,709		733,709		733,709		739,709		715,709		715,709		709,709		751,174		444,855		669,709		751,709		454,376		676,709		676,709		624,709		654,709		681,032		598,876		724,709		680,599		675,840		636,959





		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		2,309,851		2,175,569		2,136,353		2,162,092		2,027,927		1,933,351		1,886,957		1,977,352		1,830,426		1,717,234		1,506,053		ERROR:#REF!		1,948,261		ERROR:#REF!		1,477,487		ERROR:#REF!		1,501,071		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		1,212,812		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		1,396,503		1,328,589		1,613,714		1,519,723		1,795,776		1,733,119





		Carry Over to next year		481,876		879,261		312,720		901,739		293,722		721,442		91,409		486,532		280,512		417,014		255,508		ERROR:#REF!		199,097		ERROR:#REF!		240,900		ERROR:#REF!		189,473		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		175,591		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		74,204		77,168		-		52,967		-		244,747



																																																																																2022 Budget 		2021 Estimated		2020 Actual		2019 Actual 		2018 Actual 		2017 Actual 		2016 Actual 		2015 Actual		2014 Actual		2013 Actual		2012 Actual		2011 Actual		2010 Actual

																																																																														Expenditures		213,635		216,209		193,335		197,735		171,723		150,605		194,826		147,748.70		150,107.08		121,281.23		139,650.33		132,858.88		151,972.29

																																																																														Ending Fund		312,720		901,739		721,442		486,532		417,014		255,508		199,097		240,900		189,473		175,591		74,204		77,168		52,967





































Expenditures Vs. Ending Fund



Expenditures	2022 Budget 	2021 Estimated	2020 Actual	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual 	213635.32553609606	216209.15	193335.13799999998	197735.18799999999	171723.446	Ending Fund	2022 Budget 	2021 Estimated	2020 Actual	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual 	312719.74463903951	901739.49000000022	721442	486531.83100000024	417013.74989000009	
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2023

		City of Long Beach														2021 Budget										2019 Budget

		CURRENT EXPENSE - 001



				2023		2022		2022		2021		2021		2020		2020		2019		2019		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015		2015		2014		2014		2014		2013		2013		2013		2013		2012		2012		2012		2011		2011		2010		2010		2009

		DESCRIPTION		Budget 		Estimated 		Budget  		Actual 		Budget		 Actual 		Budget COVID 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual		YTD Aug		Budget		Estimated		YTD Aug		Actual		Budget		Estimated		Budget		Actual		Actual		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual



		Revenues



		BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		879,261		903,438		624,907		724,934		539,634		486,532		486,532		419,332		378,988		252,770		142,192		143,399		240,900		202,203		189,473		224,688		175,591		162,669		ERROR:#REF!		74,204		61,379		60,695		ERROR:#REF!		106,380		77,168		37,874		52,967		52,967		244,747		573,482		718,929

		TOTAL BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		879,261		903,438		624,907		724,934		539,634		486,532		486,532		419,332		378,988		252,770		142,192		143,399		240,900		202,203		189,473		224,688		175,591		162,669		ERROR:#REF!		74,204		61,379		60,695		ERROR:#REF!		106,380		77,168		37,874		52,967		52,967		244,747		573,482		718,929



		TAXES

		PROPERTY TAXES (1% Increases)		472,630		467,950		467,950		502,910		461,090		488,975		482,175		433,380		471,078		466,414		440,703		452,970		406,598		407,672		327,750		407,400		399,639		213,012		400,970		397,000		237,059		393,489		397,000		394,750		393,000		449,535		395,596		386,750		371,602		378,893		313,166

		Local Crimal Justice 		15,000		20,000		15,000		29,708		15,000		22,379		17,687		21,784				15,468				18,556

		SALES TAX		700,000		800,000		600,000		856,248		550,000		655,314		550,000		731,409		500,000		598,127		526,625		450,000		500,115		410,000		476,415		400,000		455,570		213,094		370,000		395,000		191,030		408,896		370,500		364,500		368,500		370,112		352,629		350,000		371,467		330,000		372,293

		BUS. TAXES CABLE TV		15,000		30,000		- 0		20,298		28,000		30,214		20,000		10,155		20,000		28,056		21,870		20,000		24,085		20,000		19,777		20,000		21,573		11,854		21,000		24,000		20,014		27,992		20,000		19,415		22,000		18,119		19,312		22,000		20,094		22,000		24,755

		BUS. TAX - TELEPHONE		30,000		30,000		40,000		28,566		40,000		29,273		40,000		55,281		40,000		39,985		46,606		38,000		38,640		38,000		36,343		50,000		37,121		24,702		50,000		47,850		35,936		51,120		47,500		47,600		47,500		53,271		47,669		50,000		47,661		50,000		40,363

		BUS. TAX - PUD		120,000		122,000		120,000		141,884		120,000		134,493		120,000		127,856		120,000		126,845		130,947		115,000		118,324		115,000		111,811		118,000		117,710		66,381		115,000		115,000		92,101		114,263		110,000		110,000		95,000		116,974		108,656		98,000		105,139		98,000		69,267

		BUS. TAXES - WATER/SEWER		298,000		290,000		267,379		333,000		297,574		303,228		300,360		272,367		284,135		183,141		165,451		160,600		150,870		143,525		148,059		140,000		142,104		84,496		115,000		125,000		92,940		141,796		115,000		115,000		125,000		144,980		113,739		124,620		132,361		124,620		116,945

		BUS. TAX - GARBAGE		65,000		65,000		65,000		64,083		55,000		55,998		55,000		40,590		57,399

		BUS. TAX - STORM WATER		27,312		27,312		27,312		29,236		26,777		28,276		26,777		25,343		25,996		16,807		15,321		12,650		13,878		12,650		12,845		10,000		12,198		7,335		10,000		5,000		12		4,055		10,000		10,000		11,760		21,246		9,695		11,760		11,597		11,160		11,366

		PROPERTY TAXES - Uncollected		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0						(2,383)										(14,000)

		REET - Moved to fund 003		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0								- 0		- 0

		GAMBLING TAX		15,000		20,000		15,000		22,575		15,000		15,685		20,000		24,733		20,000		19,756		17,172		19,000		17,606		19,000		18,898		18,000		16,168		11,685		20,000		19,250		13,229		19,640		20,000		19,780		16,500		18,160		20,878		20,000		16,136		26,000		30,694

		TOTAL TAXES		1,757,942		1,872,262		1,617,641		2,028,508		1,608,441		1,763,835		1,631,999		1,742,898		1,538,608		1,494,599		1,364,695		1,286,776		1,270,116		1,165,847		1,151,897		1,163,400		1,202,083		632,559		1,101,970		1,128,100		682,319		1,161,251		1,090,000		1,081,045		1,076,877		1,192,395		1,068,175		1,063,130		1,076,057		1,026,673		978,848																		288,853		17331.174

																																																																																		3157055

		LICENSES & PERMITS

		BUSINESS LICENSES		45,000		55,000		45,000		76,062		45,000		63,878		50,000		73,055		50,000		68,947		54,409		60,000		64,490		57,000		61,756		57,000		70,693		44,959		54,500		55,000		43,248		61,465		58,400		58,400		56,800		53,183		58,456		54,000		58,526		50,000		56,538

		OTHER RECEIPTS												3,708

		BUILDING PERMITS - LONG BEACH		25,000		49,000		25,000		70,197		25,000		52,521		30,000		80,707		30,000		131,934		41,189		30,000		39,345		30,000		31,568		30,000		36,703		27,602		28,000		24,000		20,155		23,052		30,000		29,500		27,500		17,564		33,043		20,000		24,971		40,000		40,074

		BUILDING PERMIT - ILWACO		15,000		24,000		15,000		21,909		15,000		34,813		15,000		27,952		15,000		34,886		28,697		12,000		7,195		12,000		3,344		14,000		17,418		8,556		12,950		16,000		11,168		15,975		8,500		12,000		14,100		13,266		6,528		15,000		16,408		15,000		7,894

		VARIANCES & MISC. PLANNING		3,000		11,170		3,000		16,185		3,000		7,680		3,000		15,265		3,000		7,740		8,660		1,000		1,976		1,000		3,120		1,000		953		920		1,500		1,000		960		1,360		1,000		1,000		2,400		2,065		920		2,000		2,220		1,500		2,750

		USE 322.10.02		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		1,000		1,000						400		-		1,150		-

		WEAPONS PERMIT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				400		318		400		488		281		400		230		400		148		400		276		276		350		450		352		586		100		100				402		96		-		-		-

		FIRE INSPECTIONS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0														-

		TOTAL LICENSES & PERMITS		88,000		139,170		88,000		184,353		88,000		162,600		98,400		197,297		98,400		243,995		133,236		103,400		113,236		100,400		99,936		102,400		126,042		82,313		97,300		96,450		75,883		102,438		99,000		102,000		100,800		86,480		99,443		91,000		103,275		106,500		107,256																		2019		2018		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015

																																																																														DESCRIPTION				Budget 		Estimate		Budget 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Budget		Actual

		INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUE																																																																												Expenditures

		CTED GMA GRANT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		LOCAL LAW ENF. BLOCK GRANT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		ILWACO COURT CONTRACT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0		2,000		3,800		4,741		- 0		2,500		2,213		8,000		2,000

		ILWACO JAIL FEES		3,000		1,000		3,000		- 0		3,000		1,685		3,000		1,265		3,000		3,862		2,313		3,000		1,255		3,000		1,828		3,000		3,387		1,565		2,000		1,800		1,760		2,500		- 0		3,000		3,200		840		3,065		5,000		1,811		5,000		3,114

		PUD PRIVILEGE TAX		14,000		18,015		14,000		16,923		14,000		16,208		14,000		15,890		14,000		16,701		13,961		14,000		13,961		15,000		14,833		15,000		14,325		14,325		15,000		14,428		14,428		14,428		10,000		10,000		12,500		13,913		8,632		13,000		13,067		12,500		13,222

		JIS REIMBURSEMENT-COMPUTERS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0						- 0												-		2,050		-

		SOS ARCHIVING GRANT 								12,325		6,049		6,721		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0						- 0												-		-		-

		STREAMLINED SALES TAX		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		10,000		3,460		10,311		10,000		10,339		10,000		10,720		10,000		10,344		5,081		10,900		10,500		5,109		10,060		10,500		10,800		10,000		10,170		10,658		5,000		10,485				12,343

		CRIMINAL JUSTICE-HI CRM		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				1,500		1,000		- 0		- 0		1,000				1,000		1,000		1,000		658		658		1,200		1,000		929		929		1,500		1,000		2,500		702		711		2,000		-		2,500		1,930

		CRIMINAL JUSTICE-LOC-POP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				100		500						500				500		1,380		500				778		500		750		750		- 0								250

		MARIJUANA EXCISE 		1,200		1,200		1,200		2,037		1,200		1,665		- 0		1,682		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0

		CRIM JUS-POP		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		2,201		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,800		1,000		1,028				- 0		- 0				1,000		2,000		2,250		1,000		1,759		2,288		1,000		2,294		750		1,691

		CRIM JUS-DCD #1		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		500		1,560		500		1,509		1,467		500		1,426		500		343		500		685		343		- 0		- 0				- 0		500		800		100		288		616		100		-		100		302

		CRIM JUS-DCD #2		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				326								592

		DUI - CITIES		211		259		211		259		211		211		200		202		200		212		217		200		221		200		214		300		254		191		300		200		189		255		300		300		200		260		301		200		285		200		494

		LIQUOR EXCISE TAXES		9,170		10,000		9,170		11,078		9,170		9,170		6,000		7,911		6,000		7,279		6,893		3,000		6,625		3,000		3,839		1,800		2,649		1,959		12,000		13,036		- 0		939		12,000		5,134		7,000		5,134		7,017		7,000		7,606		5,500		7,379

		CITY HARDSHIP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0														212

		LIQUOR BOARD PROFITS		11,679		8,000		11,679		12,246		11,679		11,679		12,000		11,795		12,000		14,148

asmith: asmith:
Plus marijuana tax
		12,073		12,000		12,232		9,000		12,355		10,000		12,528		6,270						6,301		12,603		- 0		7,586		9,000		13,856		9,722		9,000		12,279		9,000		10,390

		TOTAL INTERGOVERNMENTAL REV.		41,891		41,105		41,891		57,499		47,940		49,970		36,700		42,905		48,200		49,371		48,235		45,200		47,272		43,200		48,311		43,100		45,860		31,170		41,900		41,714		29,466		43,040		36,800		42,869		49,300		52,504		43,010		44,800		52,090		43,550		52,866



		CHARGES FOR SERVICES

		CIVIL FILINGS, LAW LIBRARY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		9		- 0												- 0												-		-		-		-

		WARRANT COSTS		100		100		100				100		102		100		100		100		67		2		100		166		100		104		850		19		18		1,500		100		73		73		1,500		1,600		1,636		1,243		1,529		1,636		1,636		1,621		1,621

		DEF PROS ADM CS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		50								50		45		45								66				-		-		-

		COVID REIMBURSEMENT								31,738				86,700		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		4		25		11				100		10		1		1		100		100				486		193		-		8		-

		FIRE PROTECTION SERVICES		500		500		500		172		500		237		500		546		338		2,903		967		338		312		338		338		300		388				300		300				381		300		325		300		-		328		300		304		300		308

		MEDIX		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,400

		RECORDS CHECK FEE		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				450		450		450		600		686		450		1,575		450		475		450		1,206		483				350		324		474

		ADULT PROB. CHGS.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				100		100		100		250		- 0		100				100		865		100		- 0				500		400		100		100		500		400		340		1,250		666		340		340		340		340

		SNTNC COMPL FEE		3,409		4,090		3,409		4,090		3,409		3,409		6,000		5,428		6,000		10,653		5,907		8,000		10,229		8,000		14,661		3,500		7,360		4,877		1,800		2,400		1,685		3,358		1,800		1,850		- 0		2,337		2,319				1,949				2,117

		FFA Contribution 		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		5,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		100		117		117																										50

		IT time Pay Fee		300		50		300		50		300		300		250		250		250		16		8		250				250				250		250		250																				-		-		-

		CURRENT EXPENSE		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		4		4		3								15

		Booking Fees		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				125		125		125		400		212		125		212		125		130		150		221		124																				-		-		-

		TOTAL CHARGES FOR SERVICES		9,109		9,540		9,109		40,850		9,109		95,548		12,325		16,399		7,363		14,889		7,782		9,363		12,494		9,363		16,586		5,775		9,571		5,870		4,200		3,614		2,231		4,434		4,200		4,275		2,276		5,397		5,035		2,276		4,237		2,261		4,436



		FINES & FORFEITS																																																																																157.11

		MUNICIPAL COURT FINES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		(400)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0																																														4.19

		JIS/TRAUMA & LOCAL JIS ACCNT.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		200		238		238		150		45		38		- 0		150		150		260		90		131		589		589		256		256																		161.3

		LOCAL/JIS ACCOUNT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		81		- 0		- 0		- 0		118		394		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		350		475		336		600		250		161		197		600		400		1,252		983		385		1,252		1,252		1,970		1,970

		TRAFFIC INFRACTION		3,650		5,500		3,650		13,671		3,650		5,566		3,650		1,414		3,650		2,915		4,230		3,650		5,654		3,650		4,620		3,650		3,991		1,807		3,500		3,250		1,635		3,423		3,500		4,000		2,500		4,668		3,967		2,500		4,884		2,000		2,997

		LEGIS ASSMNT		200		200		200		428		200		313		200		3,103		200		183		233		200		422		200		375		200		370		171				230		230		354								374

		NON-TRAFFIC INFRACTION		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		721		- 0		- 0						- 0				17				- 0		20		- 0		- 0		17		17		-																				116.43

		CRIME VICTIMS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				10		- 0				- 0		10		10		10		- 0		10		14		14		-

		OTHER INFRACTIONS		100		100		100		29		100		292		100		100		100		73		45		100		93		100		108		100		114		42		250		75		20		133		250		250		244		52		217		244		244		343		343

		PARKING INFRACTION		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				30		- 0				- 0		30		30		30		90		30		210		210		50		50

		PARKING - HANDICAP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0

		DUI FINES		250		250		250		292		250		250		250		250		250		218		83		250		17		250		512		250		158		101		400		175		123		120		400		100		400		270		72		400		63				406														6.49

		CRI CNV FEE DUI		100		100		100		9		100		238		100				100		19				100		209		100		27		100		68		68				25		16		6

		CRI CONV FE CT		100		100		100		40		100		100		100				100		79		72		100		202		100		419		100		46		25				50		42		58

		CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISD.		300		300		300		160		300		- 0		300				300		- 0				300		38		300		926		300		365		325		150		400		396		- 0		150		75		200		- 0		51		334		334		57		57														122.92

		CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISDEMEANOR		500		500		500		- 0		500		302		500				500		671		299		500		506		500		- 0		500						1,500		800				397		1,500		1,200		2,100		965		1,116		1,214		1,214		2,318		2,318

		CNTY DRUG BUY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		14		500		233		9		800		300		40		40		800		600		2,000		366		518		992		992		2,128		2,128

		CITY DRUG BUY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		20		- 0		129		500		- 0		- 0		800		300		41		91		800		600		456		353		705		456		456		719		719

		INVESTIGATIVE  FUND ASSESSMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		300		- 0				500		- 0				84		500		600		360		41		560		360		360		578		578

		OTHER CRIMINAL NON-TRAFFIC		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				150		50				- 0		150		150		100		-		139		84		84		236		236

		COURT COST RECOUPMENTS																				- 0				3,000		- 0		1,800		2,848		1,800		2,545		1,726		500		1,100		971		1,393		500		700		533		354		715		533		533		2,347		2,347

		CRIME VICTIMS		800		800		800		800		800		100		800				800						800		96		800		48		800		429		424		1,800		200		146		159		1,800		1,800		2,200		1,207		1,522		782		782		1,443		1,443

		PUBLIC DEFENDER FEES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		700		1		- 0		-		-		944		944

		PUBLIC DEFENSE COSTS		1,000		2,200		1,000		1,435		1,000		1,359		1,000		1,642		1,000		2,799		1,378		1,000		6,039		1,000		1,860		1,000		1,320		607		1,500		1,280		466		663		1,500		1,750		200		1,878		1,517				1,260

		WARRANT/SUBP-SHF		350		350		350		- 0		350				350		350		350				- 0		350				350		772		350		275		206				500		477		799

		CRT COST RECOUP		350		350		350		- 0		350				350		350		350				- 0		350				350				350		301		301				50		49		49

		I Conv FEE CN		25		25		25		319		25		3,115
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Comment:
    A lot of small revs added		25		25		25				- 0		25		29		25		4		25		74		13

		D/M Int Income Current Expense		25		25		25		- 0		25				25		25		25		40		55		25		- 0		25		- 0		25		39		26

		Court Current Expense		3,000		3,000		3,000		4,177		3,000		3,029		3,000		2,950		3,000		7,722		2,788		3,000		2,645		25		4,392		25		60		26

		D/M Income		25		25		25		770		25				25		25		25		- 0		55		25		288		25		34		25		60		35

		INTERPRETER		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0								-		-		-

		TOTAL FINES & FORFEITS		10,775		13,825		10,775		22,131		10,775		14,745		10,775		10,234		10,775		14,835		9,633		13,775		15,857		9,600		17,809		11,450		11,160		6,486		12,640		9,080		4,849		7,982		12,640		12,415		13,565		11,691		11,655		9,981		13,288		15,390		16,793



		MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES

		INVESTMENT INTEREST		100		100		100		1,098		100		981		100		534		100		238		110		100		1,495		100		112		1,000		223		- 0		3,500		2,000		768		1,189		3,500		3,850		2,500		2,592		4,183		4,000		2,975		12,000		5,327

		Ilwaco Contract - Office Assistance		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		7,100		- 0		6,675		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0				(144)		(102)		-		-		-		-

		SALES INTEREST		150		150		150		567		150				150		1,578		150		938		424		150		294		150		195		200		196		143		275		31		31		52		275		500		750		89		192		750		504		500		1,188

		RENT REVENUE		100		100		100		- 0		100				100				100		500		886		100		776		100		- 0		100		100		100		500		- 0				- 0		500		300		4,500		- 0		275				12		3,000		4,550

		SMA Grant 2013		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										1,911						25,000		27,822		50,000		46,411		- 0		70,500		- 0						- 0		- 0		2,500		- 0		- 0		4,800		-		4,800

		FUND CONTRIBUTIONS		3,000		3,000		3,000		2,491		3,000		2,495		3,000		1,029		3,000		2,288		12,565		3,000		6,688		3,000		3,835		4,000		1,656		706		5,000		4,500		3,776		5,012		5,000		4,800		1,000		2,518		9,077		1,000		1,500		1,000		1,440

		Squirting Clam		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,092		1,300		1,222		1,300		1,322		1,271		1,300		1,210		1,300		1,329		1,500		1,193		813

		Fireworks Donations																				5,750		5,056		5,000		6,896

		PROJECT SAFE HAVEN																				28,676		26,052		49,000		367,260		393,750		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0												- 0																												399000

		MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES																						208		250		1,226		250		305		1,500		274		193		3,000		2,450		2,027		2,136		3,000		3,000		2,200		1,147		3,241		2,000		120		2,000		209																		57000

		Code Enforcement 				70,740
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    1315 Wash S		52,000
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    Sagmiller		- 0
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    Sagmiller		13,000
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    Sagmiller		47,059
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Comment:
    Sagmiller		40,000
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    Sagmiller		2,836		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		9		- 0		- 0				15		10						15		- 0		15		9		(5)		(8)		(8)		12		12

		TOTAL MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES		4,650		75,390		56,650		5,456		17,650		51,627		44,650		7,199		4,650		39,711		55,583		58,900		392,520		423,650		33,607		58,300		50,052		1,955		82,790		8,991		6,603		8,389		12,290		12,450		13,465		6,212		16,861		12,542		5,103		23,312		97,428







		TOTAL REVENUES		1,912,367
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    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,151,292
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    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,824,066
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    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,338,797
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    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,781,915
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    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,138,325
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    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,467,879
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Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,988,198		1,707,996		1,857,400		1,619,164		1,517,414		1,851,496		1,752,060		1,368,146		1,384,425		1,444,769		760,353		1,340,800		1,287,949		801,351		1,327,534		1,254,930		1,255,054		1,256,283		1,354,679		1,244,180		1,223,729		1,254,050		1,217,685		1,257,628														202,451



		NON-REVENUES

		BINGO BOND ISSUE																																								- 0												- 0				-		-		-		-

		CRIME VICTIMS		100		100		100		100		100		110		100		100		100		224		108		100				100		301		100		185		108		- 0		- 0				131		- 0		- 0		100		65		- 0		90		90		105		105

		LOAN REPAYMENT - LODGING TAX		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0																														327.26				46.61

		LOAN REPAYMENT - STREETS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		90,000		- 0		- 0						- 0												23,854																		349.42				673

		TRANSFER FROM CE SINKING		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0						- 0		- 0		- 0				83,147		274,513		72,000												49.94				9.65		payments				loan

		TRAN WATER TO CURRENT EXP LOAN

Gene: Gene:
paid 2012, repay CE $50,256 a year, 1% interest to pay off in 5 years, no pay in 2013.																										54,744		50,256		70,000		50,256		70,000				50,256		50,256						50,256		50,256		50,256		50,256		- 0												100,512				49.07				310.85		295,256				251280		43,976

		TRAN SEWER TO CURRENT EXP LOAN

Gene: Gene:
repay current expense fund for lilft station loan.Done in 2020												23,854		23,854		23,854		23,854		23,854		- 0		23,854				23,854				23,854						23,854		23,854						23,854		23,854		23,854																				8.26				77.89		47,708				119270		(71,562)

		CONTINGENT REVENUES																																								- 0																														783.95				1118

		JIS/TRAUMA		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0				1,000		850				38		1,000		1,000		1,746		709		792		1,746		1,746		1,040		1,040								7.78

		LOCAL/JIS ACCOUNT																										- 0				- 0				- 0				35		30				4		35		35		37		37		35		37		37		86		86								791.73

		REFUNDS																										- 0				446				- 0						- 0												- 0				-		-		-		-

		OTHER RECEIPTS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		8,980		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		97		- 0		218		- 0		20		500		- 0				1,000		350		11				1,000		- 0		2,500		3,233		1,118		2,500		20		2,500		78

		TOTAL NON-REVENUES		100		100		100		100		100		32,944		23,954		23,954		23,954		24,078		205		23,954		54,962		74,210		160,768		75,710		70,185		108		76,145		75,340		11		173		76,145		75,145		78,493		78,154		85,093		278,886		73,893		3,731		1,309



		TOTAL REVENUES		2,791,727		3,054,830		2,449,073		3,063,831		2,321,649		2,657,801		1,978,365		2,463,884		2,110,938		2,134,248		1,761,561		1,684,767		2,147,357		2,028,473		1,718,387		1,684,823		1,690,544		923,130		ERROR:#REF!		1,437,493		862,741		1,388,403		ERROR:#REF!		1,436,579		1,411,944		1,470,707		1,382,240		1,555,582		1,572,690		1,794,898		1,977,866														30,865.55





		Expenditures



		CURRENT EXPENSE



		LEGISLATIVE

		SALARIES		26,400		26,400		26,400		24,000		26,400		26,400		26,400		25,950		26,400		26,200		23,700		24,000		23,400		24,000		24,000		24,000		22,500		14,500		24,000		20,700		13,900		20,700		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		21,100		24,000		23,400

		BENEFITS & TAXES		4,247		4,247		4,247		1,952		4,247		2,295		7,600		2,113		7,600		2,133		1,938		4,013		2,297		3,000		3,135		2,200		3,841		2,025		2,000		2,000		1,136		1,692		2,000		2,000		2,000		1,950		2,059		3,853		1,746		3,853		1,895

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		300		300		300		63		300		5		300		235		300		154		- 0		300		544		300		- 0		300		- 0		- 0		500		200		121		121		500		500		1,000		111		605		500		1,183		500		655

		TRAVEL		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		1,000		752		3,000		2,041		3,000		2,255		711		1,500		501		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		- 0		1,500		850		198		512		1,500		600		2,800		729		1,640		3,000		(50)		3,000		354

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		300		300		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		77		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		- 0		300		100		60		60		300		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		500		-		500		-

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		5,000		5,000		5,000		2,252		5,000		2,285		5,000		373		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Includes new computer for Council Chambers 		11,607		11,147		8,500		10,320		10,000		11,449		10,000		11,263		11,263		9,000		9,000		8,978		8,998		1,500		6,669		1,500		6,694		12,200		1,000		12,208		5,500		10,084

		ELECTIONS		10,000		10,000		10,000		7,404		10,000		9,084		10,000		10,065		10,000

		TRAINING		2,000		2,000		2,000		535		1,000		250		1,000		715		500		4,300		212		1,500				- 0		- 0		2,500

Gene: Gene:
One fourth of cost of new copier at $10K
		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0						200		- 0		- 0		1,000		-		1,000		-

		TOTAL LEGISLATIVE		51,247		51,247		51,247		36,206		48,247		41,071		53,600		41,492		53,100		46,726		37,708		40,113		37,062		39,100		38,584		40,800		37,603		27,787		37,300		32,850		24,393		32,082		29,800		33,769		32,000		33,484		40,504		33,853		36,187		38,353		36,388



		JUDICIAL

		SALARIES		32,400		32,400		32,400		28,800		28,800		28,650		28,800		26,950		26,400		26,400

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		35,136

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		34,720

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		33,655		33,600

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		13,652		12,000		26,845		25,438		12,000		12,000		25,901		38,788		12,000

Gene: Gene:
judge $1000 a month		43,221		43,221		43,029		43,085		40,843		42,767		40,843		45,642		30,000		-										over

		BENEFITS		2,946		2,946		2,946		1,813		2,946		2,398		6,115		2,037		6,115		2,056		2,341		7,626		2,698		1,000		1,329		1,000		12,540		3,836		1,000		1,000		6,900		8,327		1,000		14,200		15,150		10,461		6,586		14,639		4,411		14,639		10,173		10,000		12,000										over

		COURT CONTRACT WITH COUNTY																																																				- 0

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		1,000		1,000		1,000		478		1,000		260		1,000		250		1,000		322		2,968		50		1,231		50		537		50		- 0		- 0		100		100		65		1,379				825		2,000		605		796		2,000		1,455		2,000		1,632				13,200

		LEGAL FEES		15,000		15,000		15,000		16,116

tc={D40A45D4-0EBB-4691-8DC3-33821D2EBC29}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    public defender conflict		12,000		1,050		12,000		10,555		12,000		17,800		17,675		12,000		12,000		12,000		12,000		16,000		13,056		9,056		16,000		14,500		8,853		12,853		25,200

Gene: Gene:
Defense att $13,200
Pros $12000		12,260		12,000		13,056		12,623		11,000		12,612		11,000		12,389				25,200

		COUNTY COURT CONTRACT		33,293		32,640		32,640		28,515		28,091		27,231		27,540		25,995		23,479		23,019		14,252		14,280		10,499		14,000		15,166		19,000		13,943		4,110		14,000		14,000		10,500		12,833

		COMMUNICATIONS		500		500		500		540		500		521		500		524		500		491		485		500		507		500		500		500		491		287		500		450		360		528		500		490		800		450		482		800		484		800		460

		TRAVEL		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,068		- 0		1,928		- 0		146		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		287		750		-		750

		MISCELLANEOUS		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		130		100		233		100		56		56		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		400		1,000		252		-		1,000		50		1,000

		EQUIPMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		2,500		2,350		2,500		6,450

		COUNTY JAIL - LONG BEACH		8,800		8,800		8,800		2,564		8,800		3,430		8,800		3,925		8,000		5,261		4,860		8,000		4,518		8,000		9,139		8,000		12,781		8,048		6,000		6,000		4,290		6,245		8,000		5,725		8,000		5,000		5,955		12,500		4,473		12,500		5,452

		COUNTY JAIL - ILWACO		5,000		8,202		3,000		327		3,000		1,948		3,000		1,195		3,000		3,854		2,573				1,033				173		4,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		1,000		203		498		- 0		1,890		5,000		1,078		3,180		5,000		1,761		5,000		3,082

		TOTAL JUDICIAL		99,038		101,588		96,386		79,253		85,236		65,588		87,855		71,531		80,594		79,303		82,458		77,276		68,198		69,250		52,876		60,650		79,712		50,832		50,600		49,050		57,073		81,452		46,700		79,011		87,671		73,931		72,994		91,032		70,363		91,032		85,279



		FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION

		SALARIES		107,001		102,566		102,566		82,377		97,112		85,385		79,082		77,384		75,858		78,016		73,458		74,377		75,956		77,743		79,384		79,957		58,811		25,950		60,514		50,331		30,733		46,126		50,331		43,750		43,750		47,587		66,052		63,200		63,220		63,200		64,142		35000 left

		BENEFITS		62,469		61,556		61,556		54,454		56,142		51,578		44,595		52,483		39,649		50,139		46,238		39,058		37,941		38,491		25,154		20,068		13,618		9,363		27,864		14,250		10,070		15,195		10,286		17,250		17,250		18,487		23,988		23,887		21,922		23,887		23,361		11000 left																38491

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		22,000

tc={3E3F1AD4-C824-4AB0-ACE4-F873DD1A3B27}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		22,000

tc={665B0C13-5F90-45BB-8D19-1159750775C8}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		22,000

tc={94ACB4DE-E66E-4ECA-A25C-DD252CFC03FB}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		20,374

tc={832C601E-3469-41DE-9579-658869464AB6}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		22,000

tc={7A4E61FC-D089-4FD6-92CE-94FAA21C83BA}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		20,007

tc={F74C15BC-D75C-402E-855B-C168CCD38C40}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		22,000

tc={F1F7D5AA-6FFA-44A7-ABD8-5E0D15249518}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		11,459		16,000		8,084		16,260		6,500		16,517		6,500		10,392		6,500		11,346		5,704		5,500		4,500		2,524		4,999		5,500		5,003		5,000		6,257		6,289		4,000		6,399		4,000		5,138

		ACCOUNTING SERVICES		40,000

tc={A8FF7B72-4BEF-4943-98F4-872E9B1178B4}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    2 year audit		20,000

tc={E94F1C6F-9882-4562-95E4-66FF0D487DA5}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    2 year audit		40,000

tc={878C660A-0A49-48A1-9B2A-310E892D898D}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    2 year audit		6,102		25,000		19,665		25,000		28,253		16,000		17,620		7,214		16,000		17,420		16,000		26,584		16,000		14,704		13,184		17,500		10,000		5,215		7,703		18,000		13,864		5,000		4,770		18,922		4,000		18,061		4,000		13,241

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		15,000

tc={D11B5CCA-2B5A-44B4-BF45-ED70F3AAE603}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={E37A3440-1C87-4D1B-8340-AE23AA84B28A}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={4FC3CFBF-D5FA-4662-B2F6-2D17BA098D70}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		11,386

tc={269D58A5-818B-44BC-8FB5-3D3041DA120B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={724551C8-DE03-4F29-9BE8-5BA1750ACDF5}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		10,232

tc={044E9680-6EEB-4069-A78D-3514347B2D84}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={1864F8DA-22DA-4B04-A400-B06EF77597E2}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		1,617		5,000		4,383		6,211		2,000		16,597

David Glasson: David Glasson:
L & I 16k		2,000		4,011		2,000		155		35		5,000		1,000		415		2,450		5,000		120		18,400		10,869		5,861		18,400		1,976		18,400		11,090		JP - only 100 at this time

		COMMUNICATIONS		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,411		5,000		6,100		5,000		5,420		4,000		6,358		3,465		4,000		3,773		4,000		3,696		4,000		3,594		2,095		4,000		3,900		2,493		3,729		4,000		3,795		1,500		3,822		4,168		1,500		1,317		1,500		1,440

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		1,344		1,000		79		2,000		3,991		2,000		3,192		1,685		2,000		2,345		2,000		1,661		3,500		3,081		1,771		3,500		3,000		1,386		2,321		3,500		3,500		4,500		3,404		3,357		4,000		7,135		2,500		5,760

		TRAINING		2,500		2,500		2,500		- 0		2,500		70		2,500		1,095		2,500		2,433		3,593		1,500		3,667		1,500		2,891		500		117				500		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		300		50		1,500		-		1,500		140

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		500		500		500		918		500		510		500		912		500		1,537		1,234		500		909		500		605		500		490		41		500		750		731		838		500		200		500		395		212		500		196		500		176

		REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE																100		100		3,849		411		100		723		100		724		100		- 0		- 0		- 0		250		113		113		- 0		1,190		50		12		164				26				-

		INSURANCE		6,743		5,394		5,394		4,904		2,769		4,308		6,000		4,150		6,000		3,643		6,086		6,000		5,457		5,303		17,974		21,500		18,801		18,701		22,000		- 0				- 0		22,000		20,912		22,000		39,925		19,641		22,000		20,143		22,000		21,000

		Utilities																																														- 0		- 0		-				340

		DUES & ASSOCIATIONS		2,000		2,000		2,000		100		2,000		806		2,000		415		2,000		1,818		727		1,000		717		1,000		2,226		3,600		4,202

DavidG: DavidG:
paid early on 2015 PCOG = $1500		3,400		2,400		2,478		2,324		2,478		2,000		1,900		1,500		2,541		-		1,500		-		1,500		280

		PRINTING		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		45		43		43		- 0

		MISCELLANEOUS																								500		1,773		500		631		500		203		150		500		250		120		135		500		1,600		250		1,582		5				699				24

		CODIFICATION OF ORDINANCES		2,000		2,000		2,000		3,741		1,500		1,898		1,500		265		1,500		1,322		2,018				5,509

		EQUIPMENT		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		3,500

Gene: Gene:
one fourth of cost of new copier $10K		- 0		- 0		1,200		500				- 0		1,200		1,200		4,000		-		1,056		4,000		-		4,000		6,450																				0

		TOTAL FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION		268,713		242,017		262,017		192,111		232,523		202,638		207,177		201,041		173,107		182,394		168,602		154,536		189,303		156,637		175,933		162,226		129,121		80,394		150,978		91,254		56,167		86,129		124,316		114,284		125,200		139,951		150,105		148,486		141,094		146,986		152,242																				189303.41



		LEGAL

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		24,100

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		24,160

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		31,000		30,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		20,473		3,000		18,000		22,523		18,000		18,310		18,000		25,000		7,500		18,000		18,000		12,000		16,500		18,000		23,320		14,000		37,508		21,414		13,200		15,985		13,200		13,470

		TOTAL LEGAL		25,000		25,000		25,000		24,100		25,000		24,160		25,000		31,000		30,000		20,473		3,000		18,000		22,523		18,000		18,310		18,000		25,000		7,500		18,000		18,000		12,000		16,500		18,000		23,320		14,000		37,508		21,414		13,200		15,985		13,200		13,470



		FACILITIES

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		600		1,500		600		1,459		653		600		575				523

		UTILITIES		4,500		4,500		4,500		2,511		3,000		3,464		3,000		2,524		3,000		2,757		3,048		2,500		2,321		4,000		2,159		4,000		3,369		1,712		3,000		2,740		1,863		2,627		3,200		3,200		2,500		3,602		2,741		2,200		2,818		2,200		2,265

		OLD KITE MUSEUM																				2,500		- 0		1,000		2,714		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		- 0		400		150		131		131		500		1,165		500		1,166		43		500		537		1,000		506

		MISCELLANEOUS																						1,165		1,500		1,920		1,500		1,730		1,500		1,920		1,120		1,500		1,920		1,280		1,920		1,500		1,600		1,500		2,610		1,920		1,500		1,947		500		2,129

		CITY HALL REPAIRS		30,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		237

tc={F2A145D9-3507-498F-972C-50D7196DF9F1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Piers		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		8,103

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		297		12,500

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		160				2,500		3,234

asmith: asmith:
City Hall parking lot
		2,500		4,011		2,500				- 0		- 0		500		458		458		1,000		8,681		1,000		4,376		305		1,000		3,742		6,500		10,937

		Obies Demolition		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		8,125		- 0		8,125

		28th Street Lift Station		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0														138,856

		TOTAL FACILITIES		34,500		9,500		24,500		2,748		23,000		11,567		23,000		2,821		15,500		5,417		4,213		7,500		10,189		11,000		7,900		11,000		5,289		2,832		4,900		5,310		3,732		5,136		6,800		24,271		6,100		21,338		5,662		5,800		9,619		10,200		155,216



		ASSOCIATION WASHINGTON CITIES

		CONTRIBUTIONS		1,079		952		952		- 0		782		- 0		782		782		782				700		700		717		700		- 0		700		698		- 0		800		800		- 0		- 0		800		685		800		685		- 0		760				760

		TOTAL AWC		1,079		952		952		-		782		-		782		782		782		-		700		700		717		700		-		700		698		-		800		800		-		-		800		685		800		685		-		760		-		760



		FIRE CONTROL																																																																																		current		proposed

		SALARIES		24,831		21,956		21,956		22,538		20,204		20,396		19,053		19,136		11,343

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		13,700

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		15,736		23,940		4,560		13,500		11,218		13,500		9,685		5,956		13,500		9,000		5,996		8,999		13,500		13,500		13,500		8,757		8,721		13,500		13,340		18,400		13,877																		Chief		6000		9000

		BENEFITS		16,464		16,235		16,235		18,042		15,230		14,312		9,735		10,185		4,473		12,913		12,724		7,500		8,412		12,000		13,585		12,000		11,106		5,075		10,500		10,500		6,836		13,335		12,980		12,980		4,800		14,359		14,635		4,800		10,604		4,800		5,483																		Asst. Chief		2400		3600

		BOARD OF VOL FIREMEN		3,000		3,000		3,000		2,130		3,000		- 0		3,000		2,600																								- 0												(170)

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		15,000		15,000		15,000		10,500		15,000		10,005		18,000		14,918		15,000		25,127		13,596		12,500		13,859		12,500		24,423		12,500		25,972		15,245		10,000		12,850		11,491		13,484		10,000		9,250		10,000		7,705		12,229		8,000		24,785		8,000		35,407																		Training		4500		4500

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		150		150		150		-		150		75		150		98		150		-		-		300		105		300		192		300		-		-		300		110		110		110		500		- 0		500		-		-		500		213		500		821																		shift				6840

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		24,700

tc={C83E5CD8-6FEA-44F1-AE0C-14C1BDE8C61F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Clerk / paving / Drainage		3,500

tc={60D7EB5B-735C-43A3-8D0B-BF6218242165}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={1B78A2FF-33F0-4BD7-AFA5-938E21A3278F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		4,865

tc={EB7E9645-CA2E-4B1E-B30E-39D01DFC52F0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={0528852F-1BB1-479D-ADAD-6547B2300468}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		1,476

tc={B736CF69-FBD1-44FE-95FC-2B570ED8D794}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={CB934693-8C11-40CD-B44D-0863AFB7B9CD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		5,212		3,000		12,843		2,965		1,300		1,401		900		2,584		900		738		298		500		1,000		906		906		250		250		250		952		-		250		-		250		172																				12900		23940

		COMMUNICATIONS		8,500

tc={C6E094B8-1BCB-46D5-AD5B-9767AF8A1B2B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $7500		8,500

tc={8D053119-A5FD-4354-A45B-E91EF26B69D2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		8,500

tc={2AEF763F-5F64-426D-A3C8-36983EFF5C20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		8,465

tc={BE75E251-BE6D-46C4-A37A-7339CBBFD6DD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		7,500

tc={16A2189C-1AF5-4D72-945A-0BE755E5A774}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		10,149

tc={7D002F1B-4EDA-4406-B5D2-5593D386D975}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		7,500

tc={490948C1-27A7-4B0E-9CFD-015A4C669CD0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		4,445		7,500		4,498		5,461		12,000		29,787		11,107		13,689		14,000		8,254		7,884		9,500		9,000		6,127		8,698		5,500		7,000		5,500		8,527		6,631		5,500		5,259		5,500		5,678

		TRAVEL		2,500		2,500		2,500		1,145		2,500		300		2,500		1,446		1,500		-		1,253		1,000		650		500		177		500		221		172		500		-				-		1,500		2,950		1,500		4,438		223		1,500		1,046		1,500		557

		INSURANCE		32,330		25,864		25,864		23,512		19,128		20,665		21,000		19,899		21,000		24,955		20,330		19,500		18,228		17,714		17,974		21,000		18,701		18,701		21,000						-		21,000		20,912		21,000		39,925		19,641		21,000		20,143		21,000		19,890

		FACILITIES												20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		20,000		20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		40,000		64		20,000		25,738		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		-		20,000		20,000				20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000

		UTILITIES		7,700		7,700		7,700		5,825		7,700		7,419		7,700		6,306		6,500		6,146		6,346		6,000		4,669		6,500		5,153		6,500		6,497		4,139		6,500		6,500		4,207		6,012		6,500		6,750		6,500		6,508		6,953		6,500		7,216		4,500		4,836

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		18,000		18,000		18,000		27,327		18,000		17,180		18,000		14,131		18,000		20,575		15,587		10,000		5,805		10,000		11,519		10,000		6,350		4,790		10,000		8,450		5,069		6,083		10,000		9,865		10,000		7,871		12,764		12,000		19,119		12,000		28,308

		EMS/VOLUNTEER COMPENSATION		10,500		4,800		4,800		3,979		4,800		3,778		4,800		1,167		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-				-		-		2,000		2,000		-		-

		MISCELLANEOUS																								1,000		740		1,000		789		1,000		1,880		458		1,500		1,000		890		1,130		2,000		790		2,000		810		720		1,000		720		1,000		720

		EQUIPMENT		14,000		9,000		9,000		3,089		9,000		4,718		9,000		9,096		9,000		8,913		4,503		9,000		10,015		9,000		230		9,000		7,593		6,486		9,000		8,800		2,805		8,764		9,000		12,975		9,000		12,115		1,979		10,000		16,120		10,000		9,582

		TRAINING		14,000

tc={39A758D5-28D6-4EBA-846F-2BBA06759D08}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={F51AB3B5-13B7-4CDC-A9EB-43A522EECFDF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={26C1F331-4161-47A6-A277-F1EC4CF9085F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		4,370

tc={2930C92C-2652-485B-95C0-98424E80FF90}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={A7FFB488-3DF1-4B41-8DA9-7E12E16D2FAA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		3,255		4,000		9,266		3,500		5,222		3,734		1,500		1,951		1,500		- 0		1,500		3,631		3,381		1,500		550		550		542		2,000		2,645		2,000		2,130		40		1,500		2,540		1,500		285

		TOTAL FIRE CONTROL		191,676		150,205		150,205		135,787		139,712		133,728		147,938		137,905		120,966		174,892		102,299		125,540		125,919		116,521		121,532		122,700		120,628		72,583		114,300		87,760		44,987		88,065		114,730		121,867		108,550		133,928		104,537		106,050		141,105		108,950		145,616



		BUILDING INSPECTOR

		SALARIES		40,585		37,324		37,324		30,947		37,582		28,613		26,949		26,112		26,290		25,360		24,752		22,543		21,782		22,643		30,247		30,000		30,000		21,997		29,640		3,011		1,491		3,125		3,011		25,000		22,500		22,500		30,423		30,514		50,995		30,514		46,497		4k to planning												15over

		BENEFITS		22,724		16,235		16,235		21,597		24,873		17,730		18,273		15,697		17,607		15,183		15,004		17,558		13,284		13,000		14,936		12,000		12,654		9,331		10,670		1,762		346		2,213		1,762		11,000		12,800		12,800		15,320		15,365		22,200		15,365		45,285		5k to planning												12 over

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,117		5,000		2,693		5,000		1,372		5,000		9,781		6,742		1,100		6,061		1,100		1,418		750		1,029		523		750		750		600		714		850		800		850		1,067		875		500		1,166		500		2,004

		CODE ENFORCEMENT		20,000		1,000		20,000		32,770		20,000		55,581		42,300		33,983		2,300						2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		150		- 0		150		-		-		150		-		150

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES																		35,000

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		6,815		8,208		600		- 0		600		- 0		600				- 0		600		600		476		476		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		500		-		500

		TRAINING		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		12		1,500		1,565		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,000		600		600		1,000		690		400		400		1,500		- 0		600		95		1,606		700		595		700		90

		DUES AND ASSOCIATIONS		135		135		135		- 0		135		55		135				135		95		40		135				135		260		135		135		135		100		95		95		95

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		501		1,500		463		1,500		1,282		1,000		940		402		1,000		63		1,000		49		1,000		1,026		1,026		600		600		448		588		800		833		850		1,217		981		1,850		2,902		1,850		1,248

		STATE REMITT/BUILDING PERMITS		9,000		9,000		9,000		8,528		9,000		9,000		9,000		9,029						300		300		- 0		300		- 0		150		- 0		- 0		250		50		24		24		500		- 0		500		50		-		500		-		500

		EQUIPMENT																		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt				- 0		1,000		- 0		6,200		- 0		2,500		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		-		2,000

		MEMBERSHIPS		575		575		575		95		575		500		575		575		575		180		- 0		575				575		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		350		95		350		-		-		350		-		350		-

		TOTAL BUILDING INSPECTOR		101,019		72,269		91,269		100,555		100,165		114,635		105,233		88,062		94,407		59,919		55,448		48,311		41,190		47,053		46,911		48,135		45,443		33,612		43,610		7,558		3,880		7,634		8,922		37,728		39,100		37,729		49,205		52,429		77,858		52,429		95,123



		CIVIL DEFENSE

		EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT		13,912		13,912		13,912		13,781		13,912		4,316		13,912		25,613		12,794		15,766		18,665		14,175		14,631		12,000		11,434		12,000		22,075		7,751		12,119		10,000		8,293		11,057		11,057		8,000		10,000		8,296		8,142		9,000		9,782		9,782		13,769

		COVID COSTS 						2,000		- 0		2,000		34,257

		TOTAL CIVIL DEFENSE		13,912		13,912		15,912		13,781		15,912		38,573		13,912		25,613		12,794		15,766		18,665		14,175		14,631		12,000		11,434		12,000		22,075		7,751		12,119		10,000		8,293		11,057		11,057		8,000		10,000		8,296		8,142		9,000		9,782		9,782		13,769



		AIR POLLUTION

		OLYMPIC AIR POLLUTION CONTROL		1,185		1,185		1,185		1,729		1,185		1,713		1,665		1,665		1,138		1,357		1,314		900		878		$   900		875		$   900		870		$   630		$   900		$   866		$   866		$   866		700		675		675		931		691		657		680		657		657

		TOTAL AIR POLLUTION		1,185		1,185		1,185		1,729		1,185		1,713		1,665		1,665		1,138		1,357		1,314		900		878		900		875		900		870		630		900		866		866		866		700		675		675		931		691		657		680		657		657														ERROR:#REF!



		PLANNING

		SALARIES		53,860		49,687		45,000		47,672		37,365		44,083		41,341		40,443		40,332		38,948		35,073		35,038		28,052		26,230		35,542		63,855		60,118		39,384		67,481		26,188		17,432		33,453		26,188		26,000		26,000		26,347		43,294		48,715		41,831		48,715		17,088		40k under

		BENEFITS		28,938		26,562		23,089		26,983		22,429		24,945		25,408		23,893		22,864		22,538		20,664		22,121		13,725		9,057		17,630		18,000		18,844		8,606		18,304		7,848		4,975		8,865		7,848		12,000		12,812		7,511		11,174		11,647		9,781		11,647		17,230		10k under

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		7,000		7,000		7,000		6,727		7,000		3,054		7,000		2,439		7,000		14,118		1,559		1,000		10,506		1,000		13,216		3,000		7,205		5,976		3,000		3,850		3,029		4,345		3,000		3,000		2,650		2,549		4,741		2,500		2,923		2,500		3,748

		PRINTING		100		100		100		- 0		100		- 0		100		- 0		100		- 0		- 0		100		1,278		100		- 0		50		- 0		- 0		- 0						43		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		-				-		-

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		10,000		10,000		10,000		15,787

tc={E7009D64-C8ED-42F5-8576-B76BD2635E3E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    SMP Update 5k		15,000

tc={A6503E55-E2C8-4608-9631-E1F2DA1AF5B1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    SMP Update 5k		13,261

tc={F894BE7F-81F5-4D97-A296-549899B699C5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Comp Plan - Buffer Study		15,000

tc={2616419E-EE5C-4C1D-81C9-B26C78195139}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Comp Plan - Buffer Study		48,710		45,000

asmith: asmith:
Comp Plan Update 		15,532		5,523		12,000		1,638		12,000		11,068		12,000		3,393		3,229		24,500		6,000		4,089		4,891		15,000		4,100		15,000		7,777		6,906		15,000		15,915		15,000		70,635

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		500		44		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		45		2,000		928		2,000		973		2,000		2,065		801		2,000		1,300		453		1,059		2,000		1,000		1,800		295		765		750		2,203		750		1,115

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,312		4,000		3,340		4,000		4,434		4,000		3,991		4,143		3,000		1,332		3,000		3,870		3,000		1,873		1,607		3,000		3,000		2,202		3,129		3,000		2,750		3,000		2,974		3,320		3,000		1,902		3,000		2,529

		Project Safe Haven																				29,171		14,602		56,000		439,647		420,000		10,307				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0

		EQUIPMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				7,500

Gene: Gene:
includes one fourth of the cost of a new copier at $10K.		- 0		- 0		10,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		650		1,000		877		85		1,000		1,488		1,000		701

		LEGAL SERVICES		5,000		5,000		5,000		- 0		5,000		330		5,000		1,335		5,000		6,690		16,070		4,000		25,827		4,000		8,132		4,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		5,000		5,000		5,000		4,785		342		25,000		-		25,000

		TRAINING		3,000		3,000		3,000		3,463		2,000		- 0		2,000		745		2,000		- 0		383		2,000		636		2,000		1,279		2,000		151		- 0		2,000		500		295		834		2,000		1,650		2,000		1,003		1,207		2,000		1,040		2,000

		Shoreline Master Program		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		239		2,000		279		279								266		- 0

		MEMBERSHIP		1,000		1,000		1,000		200		1,000		- 0		1,000		2,070		1,000		1,500		1,585		400		- 0		400		341		350		306		- 0		350		350		- 0		249		350		250		350		294		-		350		-		350

		TOTAL PLANNING		114,398		107,849		99,689		105,144		94,395		89,057		102,849		124,069		129,296		132,488		99,647		137,659		523,569		481,787		102,598		117,755		94,234		59,883		135,635		49,036		32,475		57,133		65,386		56,400		69,612		54,413		71,834		109,962		77,083		110,962		113,046



		PACE

		CONTRIBUTIONS																																														- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		-		-		5,000

		TOTAL PACE																																														-		-		-				-		-		-		5,000



		EDC ANNUAL DONATION 

		TECHNICAL SERVICES AGREEMENT 		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000

		TOTAL EDC DONATION 		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000



		ALCOHOLISM

		COUNTY CONTRIBUTION		750		750		750		- 0		750		- 0		750		95		750		372		565		750		716		350		413		250		216		153		365		365		189		252		360		360		300		362		348		300		383		300		356

		TOTAL ALCOHOLISM		750		750		750		-		750		-		750		95		750		372		565		750		716		350		413		250		216		153		365		365		189		252		360		360		300		362		348		300		383		300		356



		PARKS

		SALARIES		189,263		176,000		148,989		140,394		141,629		113,414		115,534		108,956		128,857

asmith: asmith:
Might be up due to Culbertson Improvements 		31,751		34,477		29,133		29,363		28,484		36,408		42,147		45,016		14,925		44,870		28,188		20,347		29,971		28,188		33,000		25,500		25,500		35,028		35,090		76,496		69,132		72,279		22k under

		BENEFITS		98,515		93,000		80,948		66,744		80,658		60,007		64,203		64,353		79,476		18,929		16,165		13,450		13,895		9,040		16,606		10,132		11,954		6,975		11,319		12,600		8,268		12,152		9,681		15,000		10,800		10,800		13,505		13,585		30,728		26,636		27,825

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		60,000		85,000		60,000		58,321		60,000		53,179		60,000		54,554		48,000

asmith: asmith:
picnic tables, cedar fencing, drinking fountain, benches 		82,135		72,796		35,000		51,016		35,000		48,674		35,000		54,001		33,145		30,000		31,000		23,828		35,675		30,000		28,500		30,000		31,944		34,606		30,000		34,250		28,000		30,673		Holiday Decs, Sani Cans 

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		250		250		250		5,399		250		375		250		400		250		2,843		701		250		398		250		1,340		250		156		156		150		125		125		125		- 0		- 0		- 0				97						17,000

		INSURANCE		9,807		7,845		7,845		7,132		1,274		6,265		6,000		6,036		6,000		5,532		5,900		6,000		5,290		5,141		9,516		12,000		9,900		9,900		12,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		12,000		10,755		12,000		20,821		10,101		12,000		10,359		12,000		11,000

		UTILITIES		30,000		30,000		30,000		30,500		22,000		24,912		11,000		10,680		11,000		12,433		12,867		9,500		10,322		10,000		9,589		11,000		10,251		5,950		10,500		9,000		4,868		7,029		10,500		10,500		8,000		9,681		10,290		8,000		10,516		8,000		6,952

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		40,000

tc={4E83CF4A-E83D-4B56-AA3C-645BF4816994}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500		40,000

tc={9B913701-F5EC-4F6F-A9DF-DF76C50AC8C0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500														

asmith: asmith:
Might be up due to Culbertson Improvements 		40,000

tc={9E375B21-B473-42D1-AC45-EC8EE40C92BF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500		37,460

tc={CB7244AE-8151-4C82-B1BE-88EEA607485E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		25,000

tc={B0346274-AE5A-4F75-9DF9-D982250E2D56}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		24,762

tc={D39E6AEE-2B36-41D6-A704-2FCDAAA5A19B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		27,000

tc={F8D76465-0C38-411A-B9FD-360BCFD6C697}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		23,474		25,000		23,697		20,354		27,000		32,820		27,000		27,268		26,800

Gene: Gene:
paint 5th st restroom; poles for discovery trail entry $4,000;		22,403		17,506		22,500		13,000		5,017		14,333		23,500		14,000		25,000		16,191		22,341		25,000		27,985		25,000		37,312

		MISCELLANEOUS																										- 0		500		330		500		571		571		- 0		27		27		27		- 0		- 0		18,000		-		4,751		18,000		27,351		18,000		26,274

		EQUIPMENT		20,000

tc={E3D990B9-3458-4071-8D1C-A5005F1E9EDD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500						

tc={CB7244AE-8151-4C82-B1BE-88EEA607485E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		20,000

tc={BA11AEF7-9E0C-44FE-BDF1-B99A2AD7032A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500														

asmith: asmith:
picnic tables, cedar fencing, drinking fountain, benches 		

tc={B0346274-AE5A-4F75-9DF9-D982250E2D56}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		20,000

tc={E7DC278A-F2E4-4FFE-B45F-338F46F9B044}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500						

tc={D39E6AEE-2B36-41D6-A704-2FCDAAA5A19B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		13,820

tc={F2216E08-DB6C-4E05-AE6A-AF15BD4CF290}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Backhoe - 5k						

tc={F8D76465-0C38-411A-B9FD-360BCFD6C697}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		5,000

tc={CDA13F87-3469-4228-898C-CA041AE376D3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Backhoe - 5k		871

tc={9354A10B-46A3-403A-A5A6-8F85D3440808}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Grinder pump - Sid Snyder Restroom
Weed eater
fencing
Backhoe - 5k
10k total		10,000

tc={8FDF49D9-377A-4AB5-BF88-777D128B75ED}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Grinder pump - Sid Snyder Restroom
Weed eater
fencing
Backhoe - 5k
10k total		5,200		5,200

asmith: asmith:
Pole Saw - $1200		5,206		5,696		4,000		- 0		4,000		6,386		4,000

Gene: Gene:
Power edger $700; 		2,680		2,680		3,500		3,000		- 0		- 0		3,200		3,000		3,500		2,588		25,211		2,000		5,241		2,000		1,240

		CULBERTSON PARK IMPROVEMENTS		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		3,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		- 0		6,000		1,296		7,100		107		7,000

Gene: Gene:
PUD connection for sprinklers at ballfield $4,000; ballfield materials $3,000;		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,813		1,813		1,136		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		3,700		-		3,700		-

		MISCELLANEOUS																						6,945		- 0		6,522		6,000		6,799		6,000		8,902		6,274		6,000		13,065		12,179		13,572		18,000		18,000		1,500		22,063		18,685				6,195

		TRAVEL		500		500		500		127		500		426		500		2,041		500		1,485		128		500		242		500		6		500		134		134		400		400		383		383				50				28		188				146				267

		LANDSCAPING		20,000		20,000		20,000		12,716		20,000		17,208		20,000		17,820		20,000		21,185		20,013		16,500		22,051		16,500		20,502		16,500		16,902		12,086		16,500		16,500		13,078		20,375		15,000		14,000		10,000		15,695		14,416		10,000		2,707		10,000		8,768

		RESTROOM FACILITIES		1,000		1,000		1,000		2,381		1,000		342		1,000		173		1,000		9,123		1,070		1,000		- 0		5,000		308		10,000						6,000

Gene: Gene:
Begin set aside for new restrooms on Bolstad Approach $1,000
		1,200		580		580		2,000		2,500		250		2,150		2,206		-		158		-		1,489

		TRAINING 		2,000		2,000		2,000		1,320		2,000		871		2,000		1,996		2,000														3,000				5,932		850		200		200		730		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		5,000		-		5,000		-

		TREE CONTROL		10,000

tc={8AF68ED8-5CFC-4305-9F4B-3FA8992906C9}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal																

asmith: asmith:
Pole Saw - $1200		13,000

tc={F5744904-C9EF-4344-82BB-BC4A16A18205}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal		10,000

tc={80ED6F91-13E9-47F0-9197-88485197C0EB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal		- 0

tc={A65A5525-6C06-4912-9AFD-75F46491EEAE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Parker		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 		9,852

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 																				

Gene: Gene:
paint 5th st restroom; poles for discovery trail entry $4,000;		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 																		

Gene: Gene:
Power edger $700; 		- 0		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0				2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		4,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		740		5,000		4,312

		COULTER PARK		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		313		1,500		1,537		613		4,000		444		4,000		576		4,000		119		89		4,000		4,000		3,187		3,638		4,500		3,000		6,500		5,785		7,931		15,000		653		22,000		29,264

		TOTAL PARKS		485,835		493,095		426,033		376,314		369,811		312,484		330,987		295,996		340,783		215,855		197,724		152,333		173,657		160,516		184,413		190,829		182,990		116,325		170,589		134,118		93,899		139,726		158,569		152,305		157,050		163,248		199,355		182,375		233,526		252,468		268,844





		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		1,392,351		1,273,569		1,249,144		1,071,728		1,140,718		1,039,214		1,104,747		1,022,072		1,053,217		934,962		772,343		ERROR:#REF!		1,208,551		ERROR:#REF!		761,778		ERROR:#REF!		743,880		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		526,032		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		705,803		724,790		767,905		813,665		853,080		1,092,006



		LOAN TO STREETS																																																								-		-		-

		LOAN TO 105 CAPITAL IMPROV.																																																								-		-		-

		AGENCY DISBURSEMENTS (ILWACO)

DavidG: DavidG:
Ilwaco Building permits
																																

Gene: Gene:
PUD connection for sprinklers at ballfield $4,000; ballfield materials $3,000;		7,500		12,000		7,500		10,955		7,500		19,428		7,500		5,571		7,500		15,563		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,500		6,017		1,968		6,475		10,071		91		10,071		- 0		6,901		7,500		9,669		4,923		7,500		4,698		7,500		4,154

		TOTAL NON-EXPENDITURES		7,500		12,000		7,500		10,955		7,500		19,428		7,500		5,571		7,500		15,563		-		6,000		-		6,000		-		6,500		6,017		1,968		6,475		10,071		91		10,071		-		6,901		7,500		9,669		4,923		7,500		4,698		7,500		4,154



		TRANSFERS

		TRANSFER TO LAW ENFORCEMENT		795,000

tc={3126887F-05BC-4A2B-AAE7-76D00626C743}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		775,000

tc={876262A2-DE65-457E-BBA9-F3658761C918}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={571C2F2A-36F4-446D-88C7-70D08DE883DF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={EB079E02-C2B8-4D92-B823-3E9E34F3DDB3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={CE6056A6-5116-4403-82BF-9456B55FA772}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		750,000

tc={DDE2C0A0-DC9D-4B55-ADFD-6B7BA1DD1664}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		710,000

tc={906D2659-9453-40E1-AB42-9BDCCDA4540C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		750,000		735,000		732,000		718,000		718,000		730,000		700,000		706,000		700,000		741,465		440,000		660,000		667,000		389,083		667,000		667,000		615,000		645,000		671,250		589,167		710,000		670,890		670,840		627,250

		TRANSFER TO 004 																																								- 0		55,583

		TRANSFER TO CURRENT EX. SINKING		100,000		100,000		100,000		300,000		100,000		100,000		50,000		200,000		20,000		20,000

		BINGO BUILDING BOND

David Glasson: David Glasson:
through 2021
																																						

Gene: Gene:
Begin set aside for new restrooms on Bolstad Approach $1,000
		

tc={EB079E02-C2B8-4D92-B823-3E9E34F3DDB3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		

tc={CE6056A6-5116-4403-82BF-9456B55FA772}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		

tc={DDE2C0A0-DC9D-4B55-ADFD-6B7BA1DD1664}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		

tc={906D2659-9453-40E1-AB42-9BDCCDA4540C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		9,709		9,409		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		4,855		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709				9,709

		LOAN TO STORM WATER																																								70,000

		TRANSFER TO CE. SINKING																																																		- 0				- 0

		TRANSFER TO FIRE SINKING FUND 		15,000

tc={7A27E26C-465F-44F4-8F98-0FB76C95D68B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={20283FDE-A1A6-40E4-AAEB-E3590BED0E1B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={265CC0AF-4E43-4314-9498-86D112BECAA4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={CAEAB9C1-C055-4674-AB11-718FA3E585F4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request												

asmith: asmith:
Plus marijuana tax
		15,000

tc={8BE267D5-60E3-47AB-BE6F-BD327D17B939}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={317465A3-2149-4596-996A-5A8709DF9F05}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    A lot of small revs added		

tc={2987D732-88D6-42E7-95EB-0F40EFF46572}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={B7E654C2-CE0C-4833-AAB3-846BEB3F0C62}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    1315 Wash S		

tc={58CDFE90-2156-43F1-94CA-85676257EAE6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={04C49AEA-54CE-434A-B72E-08DA2147D4C3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={03586CAD-D9EF-48B2-9C08-FD3295E81E18}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={A0A8188A-0414-4822-B4C0-560B3239F79A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={C33E9493-F642-41B4-8D69-F5AD8E18C2A6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax												

tc={C5069210-2B11-4BD6-A067-19025908F8E8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={F6375E07-3008-4848-8EA7-03DC5A614C02}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={E87F5F45-2EA7-461E-8F6C-5E9C96A8693F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={4D4EB522-4C15-442D-92EC-0751B0876FC3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={642C9308-82AA-43B6-9823-BF397BCC2B20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={B4290A4B-7413-46D1-8BE5-062DBDD716CE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={659313E3-7B2C-4616-97C8-FE559AF4D59C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

Gene: Gene:
paid 2012, repay CE $50,256 a year, 1% interest to pay off in 5 years, no pay in 2013.		

Gene: Gene:
repay current expense fund for lilft station loan.Done in 2020																		

asmith: asmith:
Includes new computer for Council Chambers 		

tc={D40A45D4-0EBB-4691-8DC3-33821D2EBC29}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    public defender conflict												

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk										

Gene: Gene:
One fourth of cost of new copier at $10K
		

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk				

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		

tc={3E3F1AD4-C824-4AB0-ACE4-F873DD1A3B27}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={665B0C13-5F90-45BB-8D19-1159750775C8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={A8FF7B72-4BEF-4943-98F4-872E9B1178B4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit				

tc={94ACB4DE-E66E-4ECA-A25C-DD252CFC03FB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={E94F1C6F-9882-4562-95E4-66FF0D487DA5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		

tc={D11B5CCA-2B5A-44B4-BF45-ED70F3AAE603}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={832C601E-3469-41DE-9579-658869464AB6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={878C660A-0A49-48A1-9B2A-310E892D898D}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		

tc={E37A3440-1C87-4D1B-8340-AE23AA84B28A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={7A4E61FC-D089-4FD6-92CE-94FAA21C83BA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={4FC3CFBF-D5FA-4662-B2F6-2D17BA098D70}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS																																								

Gene: Gene:
judge $1000 a month		

tc={F74C15BC-D75C-402E-855B-C168CCD38C40}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={269D58A5-818B-44BC-8FB5-3D3041DA120B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={F1F7D5AA-6FFA-44A7-ABD8-5E0D15249518}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={724551C8-DE03-4F29-9BE8-5BA1750ACDF5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		

tc={044E9680-6EEB-4069-A78D-3514347B2D84}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		

tc={1864F8DA-22DA-4B04-A400-B06EF77597E2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS																																

Gene: Gene:
Defense att $13,200
Pros $12000		

David Glasson: David Glasson:
L & I 16k		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum																														

DavidG: DavidG:
paid early on 2015 PCOG = $1500		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall																										

Gene: Gene:
one fourth of cost of new copier $10K		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

tc={F2A145D9-3507-498F-972C-50D7196DF9F1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Piers						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 				

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 								

asmith: asmith:
City Hall parking lot
		

tc={C83E5CD8-6FEA-44F1-AE0C-14C1BDE8C61F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Clerk / paving / Drainage		

tc={60D7EB5B-735C-43A3-8D0B-BF6218242165}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={C6E094B8-1BCB-46D5-AD5B-9767AF8A1B2B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $7500				

tc={1B78A2FF-33F0-4BD7-AFA5-938E21A3278F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={8D053119-A5FD-4354-A45B-E91EF26B69D2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64														

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		

tc={EB7E9645-CA2E-4B1E-B30E-39D01DFC52F0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={2AEF763F-5F64-426D-A3C8-36983EFF5C20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64														

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		

tc={0528852F-1BB1-479D-ADAD-6547B2300468}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={BE75E251-BE6D-46C4-A37A-7339CBBFD6DD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.										

tc={B736CF69-FBD1-44FE-95FC-2B570ED8D794}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={16A2189C-1AF5-4D72-945A-0BE755E5A774}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.										

tc={CB934693-8C11-40CD-B44D-0863AFB7B9CD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={7D002F1B-4EDA-4406-B5D2-5593D386D975}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.								

tc={490948C1-27A7-4B0E-9CFD-015A4C669CD0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

tc={39A758D5-28D6-4EBA-846F-2BBA06759D08}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={F51AB3B5-13B7-4CDC-A9EB-43A522EECFDF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request														

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

tc={26C1F331-4161-47A6-A277-F1EC4CF9085F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={2930C92C-2652-485B-95C0-98424E80FF90}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={A7FFB488-3DF1-4B41-8DA9-7E12E16D2FAA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 				

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt				

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		15,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,000		6,000				6,000												5,000										- 0				- 0		5,000				5,000

		CONTINGENT EXPENDITURES																																																				73

		TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS		910,000		890,000		879,709		1,079,409		879,709		874,709		774,709		949,709		769,709		766,709		733,709		733,709		739,709		715,709		715,709		709,709		751,174		444,855		669,709		751,709		454,376		676,709		676,709		624,709		654,709		681,032		598,876		724,709		680,599		675,840		636,959





		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		2,309,851		2,175,569		2,136,353		2,162,092		2,027,927		1,933,351		1,886,957		1,977,352		1,830,426		1,717,234		1,506,053		ERROR:#REF!		1,948,261		ERROR:#REF!		1,477,487		ERROR:#REF!		1,501,071		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		1,212,812		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		1,396,503		1,328,589		1,613,714		1,519,723		1,795,776		1,733,119





		Carry Over to next year		481,876		879,261		312,720		901,739		293,722		721,442		91,409		486,532		280,512		417,014		255,508		ERROR:#REF!		199,097		ERROR:#REF!		240,900		ERROR:#REF!		189,473		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		175,591		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		74,204		77,168		-		52,967		-		244,747



																																																																																2022 Budget 		2021 Estimated		2020 Actual		2019 Actual 		2018 Actual 		2017 Actual 		2016 Actual 		2015 Actual		2014 Actual		2013 Actual		2012 Actual		2011 Actual		2010 Actual

																																																																														Expenditures		213,635		216,209		193,335		197,735		171,723		150,605		194,826		147,748.70		150,107.08		121,281.23		139,650.33		132,858.88		151,972.29

																																																																														Ending Fund		312,720		901,739		721,442		486,532		417,014		255,508		199,097		240,900		189,473		175,591		74,204		77,168		52,967





































Expenditures Vs. Ending Fund



Expenditures	2022 Budget 	2021 Estimated	2020 Actual	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual 	213635.32553609606	216209.15	193335.13799999998	197735.18799999999	171723.446	Ending Fund	2022 Budget 	2021 Estimated	2020 Actual	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual 	312719.74463903951	901739.49000000022	721442	486531.83100000024	417013.74989000009	
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2023 Budget
General Fund

10/27/2022 13

Everything is included in the presented budget

General Needs - Parks
1 5th Street Restroom Repairs - Siding & Paint (Carryover) $2,500
2 Mower Trailer (Carryover) $4,000
3 New door & trim repair at former PD building (Carryover) $4,000
4 Culbertson & Stanley Field - Sports Field Supplies $4,000
5 Culbertson Park - Playground Chips (75CY) $2,500
6 Culbertson Park - Playground Miantenance & Repair $1,000
7 Squirting Claim - Electrical (Carryover ?) $8,000
8 Picnic Tables, Portable - Maintenance 2x10x8 PT & 6 New Tables $7,500
9 Irrigation (Sprinkler System) Clocks - 4 Replacements $1,600

10 Bolstad Approach - 4 Concrete Picnic Table Pads (South of Walking Path) $1,500
11 Veteran's Field - 4' high decorative pedestrian fence - West property line $2,000
12 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) - Safety Supplies $1,000
13 Equipment - 1CY Ground Driven Topdresser for Compost Spreading on Turf $15,000

$54,600


Parks

				General Needs - Parks

		1		5th Street Restroom Repairs - Siding & Paint (Carryover)		$2,500

		2		Mower Trailer (Carryover)		$4,000

		3		New door & trim repair at former PD building (Carryover)		$4,000

		4		Culbertson & Stanley Field - Sports Field Supplies		$4,000

		5		Culbertson Park - Playground Chips (75CY)		$2,500

		6		Culbertson Park - Playground Miantenance & Repair		$1,000

		7		Squirting Claim - Electrical (Carryover ?)		$8,000

		8		Picnic Tables, Portable - Maintenance 2x10x8 PT & 6 New Tables		$7,500

		9		Irrigation (Sprinkler System) Clocks - 4 Replacements		$1,600

		10		Bolstad Approach - 4 Concrete Picnic Table Pads (South of Walking Path)		$1,500

		11		Veteran's Field - 4' high decorative pedestrian fence - West property line		$2,000

		12		Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) - Safety Supplies		$1,000

		13		Equipment - 1CY Ground Driven Topdresser for Compost Spreading on Turf		$15,000

						$54,600











Festivals

				Festivals 

		1		Tent Tops		$1,500.00

				Replace 

		2		Flags and Banners 		$3,500.00

		3		 Trail Markers 		$3,000.00

		4		12- No Parking Verticades		$1,900.00

						$9,900.00







		Future Tourism Related Needs:

		2		Boardwalk Reconstruction                     		$1,000,000

						$1,000,000







Streets

				Capital Projects

		1		South Washington 		$827,489.00

				General Needs

		2		Signage 		$3,000.00

				Stop signs, street name signs

		3		Paint		$10,000.00

				Thermoplastic for curbing, parking lots and stop bars

		4		Safety Gear 		$3,000.00

				Annual Replacement

		5		Arch Maintenance 

				Paint and add new lights 		$3,000.00

						$19,000.00

				Training 

				Annual  Training and Certification renewal 		$3,000

						$3,000





Storm 

				Capital Projects

		1		Stormwater Management Plan 		$25,000.00

		2		3rd Street Pump Rebuild and Electrical Upgrade		$50,000.00

		3		Replace Pipe from 3rd Street North and Oregon to 7th Street North		$40,000.00

		4		3rd Street Pump Station Generator 		$80,000.00

						$195,000.00

				General Needs

		5		Catch Basin Maintenance 		$8,000.00

				Cleaning and Repairs 

		6		Annual Pump Maintenance 		$10,000.00

		7		Culvert ditches at 16th and 17th and Oregon 		$4,000.00

						$22,000.00



		`







2023 Budget
General Fund

10/27/2022 14

2023 2022 2022 2021
DESCRIPTION Budget Estimated Budget  Actual 
PARKS
SALARIES 189,263                                 176,000                         148,989                      140,394                   
BENEFITS 98,515                                   93,000                           80,948                        66,744                      
OPERATING SUPPLIES 60,000                                   85,000                           60,000                        58,321                      
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 250                                         250                                 250                              5,399                        
INSURANCE 9,807                                     7,845                              7,845                           7,132                        
UTILITIES 30,000                                   30,000                           30,000                        30,500                      
REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE 40,000                                   40,000                           40,000                        37,460                      
EQUIPMENT 20,000                                   20,000                           20,000                        13,820                      
CULBERTSON PARK IMPROVEMENTS 3,000                                     3,000                              3,000                           -                            
TRAVEL 500                                         500                                 500                              127                            
LANDSCAPING 20,000                                   20,000                           20,000                        12,716                      
RESTROOM FACILITIES 1,000                                     1,000                              1,000                           2,381                        
TRAINING 2,000                                     2,000                              2,000                           1,320                        
TREE CONTROL 10,000                                   13,000                           10,000                        -                            
COULTER PARK 1,500                                     1,500                              1,500                           -                            
TOTAL PARKS 485,835                         493,095                   426,033                 376,314               


2023

		City of Long Beach														2021 Budget										2019 Budget

		CURRENT EXPENSE - 001



				2023		2022		2022		2021		2021		2020		2020		2019		2019		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015		2015		2014		2014		2014		2013		2013		2013		2013		2012		2012		2012		2011		2011		2010		2010		2009

		DESCRIPTION		Budget 		Estimated 		Budget  		Actual 		Budget		 Actual 		Budget COVID 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual		YTD Aug		Budget		Estimated		YTD Aug		Actual		Budget		Estimated		Budget		Actual		Actual		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual



		Revenues



		BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		879,261		903,438		624,907		724,934		539,634		486,532		486,532		419,332		378,988		252,770		142,192		143,399		240,900		202,203		189,473		224,688		175,591		162,669		ERROR:#REF!		74,204		61,379		60,695		ERROR:#REF!		106,380		77,168		37,874		52,967		52,967		244,747		573,482		718,929

		TOTAL BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		879,261		903,438		624,907		724,934		539,634		486,532		486,532		419,332		378,988		252,770		142,192		143,399		240,900		202,203		189,473		224,688		175,591		162,669		ERROR:#REF!		74,204		61,379		60,695		ERROR:#REF!		106,380		77,168		37,874		52,967		52,967		244,747		573,482		718,929



		TAXES

		PROPERTY TAXES (1% Increases)		472,630		467,950		467,950		502,910		461,090		488,975		482,175		433,380		471,078		466,414		440,703		452,970		406,598		407,672		327,750		407,400		399,639		213,012		400,970		397,000		237,059		393,489		397,000		394,750		393,000		449,535		395,596		386,750		371,602		378,893		313,166

		Local Crimal Justice 		15,000		20,000		15,000		29,708		15,000		22,379		17,687		21,784				15,468				18,556

		SALES TAX		700,000		800,000		600,000		856,248		550,000		655,314		550,000		731,409		500,000		598,127		526,625		450,000		500,115		410,000		476,415		400,000		455,570		213,094		370,000		395,000		191,030		408,896		370,500		364,500		368,500		370,112		352,629		350,000		371,467		330,000		372,293

		BUS. TAXES CABLE TV		15,000		30,000		- 0		20,298		28,000		30,214		20,000		10,155		20,000		28,056		21,870		20,000		24,085		20,000		19,777		20,000		21,573		11,854		21,000		24,000		20,014		27,992		20,000		19,415		22,000		18,119		19,312		22,000		20,094		22,000		24,755

		BUS. TAX - TELEPHONE		30,000		30,000		40,000		28,566		40,000		29,273		40,000		55,281		40,000		39,985		46,606		38,000		38,640		38,000		36,343		50,000		37,121		24,702		50,000		47,850		35,936		51,120		47,500		47,600		47,500		53,271		47,669		50,000		47,661		50,000		40,363

		BUS. TAX - PUD		120,000		122,000		120,000		141,884		120,000		134,493		120,000		127,856		120,000		126,845		130,947		115,000		118,324		115,000		111,811		118,000		117,710		66,381		115,000		115,000		92,101		114,263		110,000		110,000		95,000		116,974		108,656		98,000		105,139		98,000		69,267

		BUS. TAXES - WATER/SEWER		298,000		290,000		267,379		333,000		297,574		303,228		300,360		272,367		284,135		183,141		165,451		160,600		150,870		143,525		148,059		140,000		142,104		84,496		115,000		125,000		92,940		141,796		115,000		115,000		125,000		144,980		113,739		124,620		132,361		124,620		116,945

		BUS. TAX - GARBAGE		65,000		65,000		65,000		64,083		55,000		55,998		55,000		40,590		57,399

		BUS. TAX - STORM WATER		27,312		27,312		27,312		29,236		26,777		28,276		26,777		25,343		25,996		16,807		15,321		12,650		13,878		12,650		12,845		10,000		12,198		7,335		10,000		5,000		12		4,055		10,000		10,000		11,760		21,246		9,695		11,760		11,597		11,160		11,366

		PROPERTY TAXES - Uncollected		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0						(2,383)										(14,000)

		REET - Moved to fund 003		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0								- 0		- 0

		GAMBLING TAX		15,000		20,000		15,000		22,575		15,000		15,685		20,000		24,733		20,000		19,756		17,172		19,000		17,606		19,000		18,898		18,000		16,168		11,685		20,000		19,250		13,229		19,640		20,000		19,780		16,500		18,160		20,878		20,000		16,136		26,000		30,694

		TOTAL TAXES		1,757,942		1,872,262		1,617,641		2,028,508		1,608,441		1,763,835		1,631,999		1,742,898		1,538,608		1,494,599		1,364,695		1,286,776		1,270,116		1,165,847		1,151,897		1,163,400		1,202,083		632,559		1,101,970		1,128,100		682,319		1,161,251		1,090,000		1,081,045		1,076,877		1,192,395		1,068,175		1,063,130		1,076,057		1,026,673		978,848																		288,853		17331.174

																																																																																		3157055

		LICENSES & PERMITS

		BUSINESS LICENSES		45,000		55,000		45,000		76,062		45,000		63,878		50,000		73,055		50,000		68,947		54,409		60,000		64,490		57,000		61,756		57,000		70,693		44,959		54,500		55,000		43,248		61,465		58,400		58,400		56,800		53,183		58,456		54,000		58,526		50,000		56,538

		OTHER RECEIPTS												3,708

		BUILDING PERMITS - LONG BEACH		25,000		49,000		25,000		70,197		25,000		52,521		30,000		80,707		30,000		131,934		41,189		30,000		39,345		30,000		31,568		30,000		36,703		27,602		28,000		24,000		20,155		23,052		30,000		29,500		27,500		17,564		33,043		20,000		24,971		40,000		40,074

		BUILDING PERMIT - ILWACO		15,000		24,000		15,000		21,909		15,000		34,813		15,000		27,952		15,000		34,886		28,697		12,000		7,195		12,000		3,344		14,000		17,418		8,556		12,950		16,000		11,168		15,975		8,500		12,000		14,100		13,266		6,528		15,000		16,408		15,000		7,894

		VARIANCES & MISC. PLANNING		3,000		11,170		3,000		16,185		3,000		7,680		3,000		15,265		3,000		7,740		8,660		1,000		1,976		1,000		3,120		1,000		953		920		1,500		1,000		960		1,360		1,000		1,000		2,400		2,065		920		2,000		2,220		1,500		2,750

		USE 322.10.02		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		1,000		1,000						400		-		1,150		-

		WEAPONS PERMIT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				400		318		400		488		281		400		230		400		148		400		276		276		350		450		352		586		100		100				402		96		-		-		-

		FIRE INSPECTIONS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0														-

		TOTAL LICENSES & PERMITS		88,000		139,170		88,000		184,353		88,000		162,600		98,400		197,297		98,400		243,995		133,236		103,400		113,236		100,400		99,936		102,400		126,042		82,313		97,300		96,450		75,883		102,438		99,000		102,000		100,800		86,480		99,443		91,000		103,275		106,500		107,256																		2019		2018		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015

																																																																														DESCRIPTION				Budget 		Estimate		Budget 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Budget		Actual

		INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUE																																																																												Expenditures

		CTED GMA GRANT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		LOCAL LAW ENF. BLOCK GRANT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		ILWACO COURT CONTRACT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0		2,000		3,800		4,741		- 0		2,500		2,213		8,000		2,000

		ILWACO JAIL FEES		3,000		1,000		3,000		- 0		3,000		1,685		3,000		1,265		3,000		3,862		2,313		3,000		1,255		3,000		1,828		3,000		3,387		1,565		2,000		1,800		1,760		2,500		- 0		3,000		3,200		840		3,065		5,000		1,811		5,000		3,114

		PUD PRIVILEGE TAX		14,000		18,015		14,000		16,923		14,000		16,208		14,000		15,890		14,000		16,701		13,961		14,000		13,961		15,000		14,833		15,000		14,325		14,325		15,000		14,428		14,428		14,428		10,000		10,000		12,500		13,913		8,632		13,000		13,067		12,500		13,222

		JIS REIMBURSEMENT-COMPUTERS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0						- 0												-		2,050		-

		SOS ARCHIVING GRANT 								12,325		6,049		6,721		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0						- 0												-		-		-

		STREAMLINED SALES TAX		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		10,000		3,460		10,311		10,000		10,339		10,000		10,720		10,000		10,344		5,081		10,900		10,500		5,109		10,060		10,500		10,800		10,000		10,170		10,658		5,000		10,485				12,343

		CRIMINAL JUSTICE-HI CRM		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				1,500		1,000		- 0		- 0		1,000				1,000		1,000		1,000		658		658		1,200		1,000		929		929		1,500		1,000		2,500		702		711		2,000		-		2,500		1,930

		CRIMINAL JUSTICE-LOC-POP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				100		500						500				500		1,380		500				778		500		750		750		- 0								250

		MARIJUANA EXCISE 		1,200		1,200		1,200		2,037		1,200		1,665		- 0		1,682		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0

		CRIM JUS-POP		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		2,201		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,800		1,000		1,028				- 0		- 0				1,000		2,000		2,250		1,000		1,759		2,288		1,000		2,294		750		1,691

		CRIM JUS-DCD #1		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		500		1,560		500		1,509		1,467		500		1,426		500		343		500		685		343		- 0		- 0				- 0		500		800		100		288		616		100		-		100		302

		CRIM JUS-DCD #2		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				326								592

		DUI - CITIES		211		259		211		259		211		211		200		202		200		212		217		200		221		200		214		300		254		191		300		200		189		255		300		300		200		260		301		200		285		200		494

		LIQUOR EXCISE TAXES		9,170		10,000		9,170		11,078		9,170		9,170		6,000		7,911		6,000		7,279		6,893		3,000		6,625		3,000		3,839		1,800		2,649		1,959		12,000		13,036		- 0		939		12,000		5,134		7,000		5,134		7,017		7,000		7,606		5,500		7,379

		CITY HARDSHIP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0														212

		LIQUOR BOARD PROFITS		11,679		8,000		11,679		12,246		11,679		11,679		12,000		11,795		12,000		14,148

asmith: asmith:
Plus marijuana tax
		12,073		12,000		12,232		9,000		12,355		10,000		12,528		6,270						6,301		12,603		- 0		7,586		9,000		13,856		9,722		9,000		12,279		9,000		10,390

		TOTAL INTERGOVERNMENTAL REV.		41,891		41,105		41,891		57,499		47,940		49,970		36,700		42,905		48,200		49,371		48,235		45,200		47,272		43,200		48,311		43,100		45,860		31,170		41,900		41,714		29,466		43,040		36,800		42,869		49,300		52,504		43,010		44,800		52,090		43,550		52,866



		CHARGES FOR SERVICES

		CIVIL FILINGS, LAW LIBRARY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		9		- 0												- 0												-		-		-		-

		WARRANT COSTS		100		100		100				100		102		100		100		100		67		2		100		166		100		104		850		19		18		1,500		100		73		73		1,500		1,600		1,636		1,243		1,529		1,636		1,636		1,621		1,621

		DEF PROS ADM CS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		50								50		45		45								66				-		-		-

		COVID REIMBURSEMENT								31,738				86,700		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		4		25		11				100		10		1		1		100		100				486		193		-		8		-

		FIRE PROTECTION SERVICES		500		500		500		172		500		237		500		546		338		2,903		967		338		312		338		338		300		388				300		300				381		300		325		300		-		328		300		304		300		308

		MEDIX		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,400

		RECORDS CHECK FEE		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				450		450		450		600		686		450		1,575		450		475		450		1,206		483				350		324		474

		ADULT PROB. CHGS.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				100		100		100		250		- 0		100				100		865		100		- 0				500		400		100		100		500		400		340		1,250		666		340		340		340		340

		SNTNC COMPL FEE		3,409		4,090		3,409		4,090		3,409		3,409		6,000		5,428		6,000		10,653		5,907		8,000		10,229		8,000		14,661		3,500		7,360		4,877		1,800		2,400		1,685		3,358		1,800		1,850		- 0		2,337		2,319				1,949				2,117

		FFA Contribution 		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		5,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		100		117		117																										50

		IT time Pay Fee		300		50		300		50		300		300		250		250		250		16		8		250				250				250		250		250																				-		-		-

		CURRENT EXPENSE		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		4		4		3								15

		Booking Fees		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				125		125		125		400		212		125		212		125		130		150		221		124																				-		-		-

		TOTAL CHARGES FOR SERVICES		9,109		9,540		9,109		40,850		9,109		95,548		12,325		16,399		7,363		14,889		7,782		9,363		12,494		9,363		16,586		5,775		9,571		5,870		4,200		3,614		2,231		4,434		4,200		4,275		2,276		5,397		5,035		2,276		4,237		2,261		4,436



		FINES & FORFEITS																																																																																157.11

		MUNICIPAL COURT FINES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		(400)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0																																														4.19

		JIS/TRAUMA & LOCAL JIS ACCNT.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		200		238		238		150		45		38		- 0		150		150		260		90		131		589		589		256		256																		161.3

		LOCAL/JIS ACCOUNT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		81		- 0		- 0		- 0		118		394		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		350		475		336		600		250		161		197		600		400		1,252		983		385		1,252		1,252		1,970		1,970

		TRAFFIC INFRACTION		3,650		5,500		3,650		13,671		3,650		5,566		3,650		1,414		3,650		2,915		4,230		3,650		5,654		3,650		4,620		3,650		3,991		1,807		3,500		3,250		1,635		3,423		3,500		4,000		2,500		4,668		3,967		2,500		4,884		2,000		2,997

		LEGIS ASSMNT		200		200		200		428		200		313		200		3,103		200		183		233		200		422		200		375		200		370		171				230		230		354								374

		NON-TRAFFIC INFRACTION		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		721		- 0		- 0						- 0				17				- 0		20		- 0		- 0		17		17		-																				116.43

		CRIME VICTIMS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				10		- 0				- 0		10		10		10		- 0		10		14		14		-

		OTHER INFRACTIONS		100		100		100		29		100		292		100		100		100		73		45		100		93		100		108		100		114		42		250		75		20		133		250		250		244		52		217		244		244		343		343

		PARKING INFRACTION		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				30		- 0				- 0		30		30		30		90		30		210		210		50		50

		PARKING - HANDICAP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0

		DUI FINES		250		250		250		292		250		250		250		250		250		218		83		250		17		250		512		250		158		101		400		175		123		120		400		100		400		270		72		400		63				406														6.49

		CRI CNV FEE DUI		100		100		100		9		100		238		100				100		19				100		209		100		27		100		68		68				25		16		6

		CRI CONV FE CT		100		100		100		40		100		100		100				100		79		72		100		202		100		419		100		46		25				50		42		58

		CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISD.		300		300		300		160		300		- 0		300				300		- 0				300		38		300		926		300		365		325		150		400		396		- 0		150		75		200		- 0		51		334		334		57		57														122.92

		CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISDEMEANOR		500		500		500		- 0		500		302		500				500		671		299		500		506		500		- 0		500						1,500		800				397		1,500		1,200		2,100		965		1,116		1,214		1,214		2,318		2,318

		CNTY DRUG BUY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		14		500		233		9		800		300		40		40		800		600		2,000		366		518		992		992		2,128		2,128

		CITY DRUG BUY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		20		- 0		129		500		- 0		- 0		800		300		41		91		800		600		456		353		705		456		456		719		719

		INVESTIGATIVE  FUND ASSESSMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		300		- 0				500		- 0				84		500		600		360		41		560		360		360		578		578

		OTHER CRIMINAL NON-TRAFFIC		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				150		50				- 0		150		150		100		-		139		84		84		236		236

		COURT COST RECOUPMENTS																				- 0				3,000		- 0		1,800		2,848		1,800		2,545		1,726		500		1,100		971		1,393		500		700		533		354		715		533		533		2,347		2,347

		CRIME VICTIMS		800		800		800		800		800		100		800				800						800		96		800		48		800		429		424		1,800		200		146		159		1,800		1,800		2,200		1,207		1,522		782		782		1,443		1,443

		PUBLIC DEFENDER FEES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		700		1		- 0		-		-		944		944

		PUBLIC DEFENSE COSTS		1,000		2,200		1,000		1,435		1,000		1,359		1,000		1,642		1,000		2,799		1,378		1,000		6,039		1,000		1,860		1,000		1,320		607		1,500		1,280		466		663		1,500		1,750		200		1,878		1,517				1,260

		WARRANT/SUBP-SHF		350		350		350		- 0		350				350		350		350				- 0		350				350		772		350		275		206				500		477		799

		CRT COST RECOUP		350		350		350		- 0		350				350		350		350				- 0		350				350				350		301		301				50		49		49

		I Conv FEE CN		25		25		25		319		25		3,115

tc={317465A3-2149-4596-996A-5A8709DF9F05}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    A lot of small revs added		25		25		25				- 0		25		29		25		4		25		74		13

		D/M Int Income Current Expense		25		25		25		- 0		25				25		25		25		40		55		25		- 0		25		- 0		25		39		26

		Court Current Expense		3,000		3,000		3,000		4,177		3,000		3,029		3,000		2,950		3,000		7,722		2,788		3,000		2,645		25		4,392		25		60		26

		D/M Income		25		25		25		770		25				25		25		25		- 0		55		25		288		25		34		25		60		35

		INTERPRETER		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0								-		-		-

		TOTAL FINES & FORFEITS		10,775		13,825		10,775		22,131		10,775		14,745		10,775		10,234		10,775		14,835		9,633		13,775		15,857		9,600		17,809		11,450		11,160		6,486		12,640		9,080		4,849		7,982		12,640		12,415		13,565		11,691		11,655		9,981		13,288		15,390		16,793



		MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES

		INVESTMENT INTEREST		100		100		100		1,098		100		981		100		534		100		238		110		100		1,495		100		112		1,000		223		- 0		3,500		2,000		768		1,189		3,500		3,850		2,500		2,592		4,183		4,000		2,975		12,000		5,327

		Ilwaco Contract - Office Assistance		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		7,100		- 0		6,675		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0				(144)		(102)		-		-		-		-

		SALES INTEREST		150		150		150		567		150				150		1,578		150		938		424		150		294		150		195		200		196		143		275		31		31		52		275		500		750		89		192		750		504		500		1,188

		RENT REVENUE		100		100		100		- 0		100				100				100		500		886		100		776		100		- 0		100		100		100		500		- 0				- 0		500		300		4,500		- 0		275				12		3,000		4,550

		SMA Grant 2013		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										1,911						25,000		27,822		50,000		46,411		- 0		70,500		- 0						- 0		- 0		2,500		- 0		- 0		4,800		-		4,800

		FUND CONTRIBUTIONS		3,000		3,000		3,000		2,491		3,000		2,495		3,000		1,029		3,000		2,288		12,565		3,000		6,688		3,000		3,835		4,000		1,656		706		5,000		4,500		3,776		5,012		5,000		4,800		1,000		2,518		9,077		1,000		1,500		1,000		1,440

		Squirting Clam		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,092		1,300		1,222		1,300		1,322		1,271		1,300		1,210		1,300		1,329		1,500		1,193		813

		Fireworks Donations																				5,750		5,056		5,000		6,896

		PROJECT SAFE HAVEN																				28,676		26,052		49,000		367,260		393,750		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0												- 0																												399000

		MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES																						208		250		1,226		250		305		1,500		274		193		3,000		2,450		2,027		2,136		3,000		3,000		2,200		1,147		3,241		2,000		120		2,000		209																		57000

		Code Enforcement 				70,740

tc={B7E654C2-CE0C-4833-AAB3-846BEB3F0C62}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    1315 Wash S		52,000

tc={58CDFE90-2156-43F1-94CA-85676257EAE6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		- 0

tc={04C49AEA-54CE-434A-B72E-08DA2147D4C3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		13,000

tc={03586CAD-D9EF-48B2-9C08-FD3295E81E18}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		47,059

tc={A0A8188A-0414-4822-B4C0-560B3239F79A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		40,000

tc={C5069210-2B11-4BD6-A067-19025908F8E8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		2,836		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		9		- 0		- 0				15		10						15		- 0		15		9		(5)		(8)		(8)		12		12

		TOTAL MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES		4,650		75,390		56,650		5,456		17,650		51,627		44,650		7,199		4,650		39,711		55,583		58,900		392,520		423,650		33,607		58,300		50,052		1,955		82,790		8,991		6,603		8,389		12,290		12,450		13,465		6,212		16,861		12,542		5,103		23,312		97,428







		TOTAL REVENUES		1,912,367

tc={C33E9493-F642-41B4-8D69-F5AD8E18C2A6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,151,292

tc={F6375E07-3008-4848-8EA7-03DC5A614C02}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,824,066

tc={E87F5F45-2EA7-461E-8F6C-5E9C96A8693F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,338,797

tc={4D4EB522-4C15-442D-92EC-0751B0876FC3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,781,915

tc={642C9308-82AA-43B6-9823-BF397BCC2B20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,138,325

tc={B4290A4B-7413-46D1-8BE5-062DBDD716CE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,467,879

tc={659313E3-7B2C-4616-97C8-FE559AF4D59C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,988,198		1,707,996		1,857,400		1,619,164		1,517,414		1,851,496		1,752,060		1,368,146		1,384,425		1,444,769		760,353		1,340,800		1,287,949		801,351		1,327,534		1,254,930		1,255,054		1,256,283		1,354,679		1,244,180		1,223,729		1,254,050		1,217,685		1,257,628														202,451



		NON-REVENUES

		BINGO BOND ISSUE																																								- 0												- 0				-		-		-		-

		CRIME VICTIMS		100		100		100		100		100		110		100		100		100		224		108		100				100		301		100		185		108		- 0		- 0				131		- 0		- 0		100		65		- 0		90		90		105		105

		LOAN REPAYMENT - LODGING TAX		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0																														327.26				46.61

		LOAN REPAYMENT - STREETS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		90,000		- 0		- 0						- 0												23,854																		349.42				673

		TRANSFER FROM CE SINKING		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0						- 0		- 0		- 0				83,147		274,513		72,000												49.94				9.65		payments				loan

		TRAN WATER TO CURRENT EXP LOAN

Gene: Gene:
paid 2012, repay CE $50,256 a year, 1% interest to pay off in 5 years, no pay in 2013.																										54,744		50,256		70,000		50,256		70,000				50,256		50,256						50,256		50,256		50,256		50,256		- 0												100,512				49.07				310.85		295,256				251280		43,976

		TRAN SEWER TO CURRENT EXP LOAN

Gene: Gene:
repay current expense fund for lilft station loan.Done in 2020												23,854		23,854		23,854		23,854		23,854		- 0		23,854				23,854				23,854						23,854		23,854						23,854		23,854		23,854																				8.26				77.89		47,708				119270		(71,562)

		CONTINGENT REVENUES																																								- 0																														783.95				1118

		JIS/TRAUMA		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0				1,000		850				38		1,000		1,000		1,746		709		792		1,746		1,746		1,040		1,040								7.78

		LOCAL/JIS ACCOUNT																										- 0				- 0				- 0				35		30				4		35		35		37		37		35		37		37		86		86								791.73

		REFUNDS																										- 0				446				- 0						- 0												- 0				-		-		-		-

		OTHER RECEIPTS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		8,980		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		97		- 0		218		- 0		20		500		- 0				1,000		350		11				1,000		- 0		2,500		3,233		1,118		2,500		20		2,500		78

		TOTAL NON-REVENUES		100		100		100		100		100		32,944		23,954		23,954		23,954		24,078		205		23,954		54,962		74,210		160,768		75,710		70,185		108		76,145		75,340		11		173		76,145		75,145		78,493		78,154		85,093		278,886		73,893		3,731		1,309



		TOTAL REVENUES		2,791,727		3,054,830		2,449,073		3,063,831		2,321,649		2,657,801		1,978,365		2,463,884		2,110,938		2,134,248		1,761,561		1,684,767		2,147,357		2,028,473		1,718,387		1,684,823		1,690,544		923,130		ERROR:#REF!		1,437,493		862,741		1,388,403		ERROR:#REF!		1,436,579		1,411,944		1,470,707		1,382,240		1,555,582		1,572,690		1,794,898		1,977,866														30,865.55





		Expenditures



		CURRENT EXPENSE



		LEGISLATIVE

		SALARIES		26,400		26,400		26,400		24,000		26,400		26,400		26,400		25,950		26,400		26,200		23,700		24,000		23,400		24,000		24,000		24,000		22,500		14,500		24,000		20,700		13,900		20,700		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		21,100		24,000		23,400

		BENEFITS & TAXES		4,247		4,247		4,247		1,952		4,247		2,295		7,600		2,113		7,600		2,133		1,938		4,013		2,297		3,000		3,135		2,200		3,841		2,025		2,000		2,000		1,136		1,692		2,000		2,000		2,000		1,950		2,059		3,853		1,746		3,853		1,895

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		300		300		300		63		300		5		300		235		300		154		- 0		300		544		300		- 0		300		- 0		- 0		500		200		121		121		500		500		1,000		111		605		500		1,183		500		655

		TRAVEL		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		1,000		752		3,000		2,041		3,000		2,255		711		1,500		501		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		- 0		1,500		850		198		512		1,500		600		2,800		729		1,640		3,000		(50)		3,000		354

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		300		300		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		77		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		- 0		300		100		60		60		300		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		500		-		500		-

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		5,000		5,000		5,000		2,252		5,000		2,285		5,000		373		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Includes new computer for Council Chambers 		11,607		11,147		8,500		10,320		10,000		11,449		10,000		11,263		11,263		9,000		9,000		8,978		8,998		1,500		6,669		1,500		6,694		12,200		1,000		12,208		5,500		10,084

		ELECTIONS		10,000		10,000		10,000		7,404		10,000		9,084		10,000		10,065		10,000

		TRAINING		2,000		2,000		2,000		535		1,000		250		1,000		715		500		4,300		212		1,500				- 0		- 0		2,500

Gene: Gene:
One fourth of cost of new copier at $10K
		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0						200		- 0		- 0		1,000		-		1,000		-

		TOTAL LEGISLATIVE		51,247		51,247		51,247		36,206		48,247		41,071		53,600		41,492		53,100		46,726		37,708		40,113		37,062		39,100		38,584		40,800		37,603		27,787		37,300		32,850		24,393		32,082		29,800		33,769		32,000		33,484		40,504		33,853		36,187		38,353		36,388



		JUDICIAL

		SALARIES		32,400		32,400		32,400		28,800		28,800		28,650		28,800		26,950		26,400		26,400

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		35,136

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		34,720

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		33,655		33,600

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		13,652		12,000		26,845		25,438		12,000		12,000		25,901		38,788		12,000

Gene: Gene:
judge $1000 a month		43,221		43,221		43,029		43,085		40,843		42,767		40,843		45,642		30,000		-										over

		BENEFITS		2,946		2,946		2,946		1,813		2,946		2,398		6,115		2,037		6,115		2,056		2,341		7,626		2,698		1,000		1,329		1,000		12,540		3,836		1,000		1,000		6,900		8,327		1,000		14,200		15,150		10,461		6,586		14,639		4,411		14,639		10,173		10,000		12,000										over

		COURT CONTRACT WITH COUNTY																																																				- 0

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		1,000		1,000		1,000		478		1,000		260		1,000		250		1,000		322		2,968		50		1,231		50		537		50		- 0		- 0		100		100		65		1,379				825		2,000		605		796		2,000		1,455		2,000		1,632				13,200

		LEGAL FEES		15,000		15,000		15,000		16,116

tc={D40A45D4-0EBB-4691-8DC3-33821D2EBC29}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    public defender conflict		12,000		1,050		12,000		10,555		12,000		17,800		17,675		12,000		12,000		12,000		12,000		16,000		13,056		9,056		16,000		14,500		8,853		12,853		25,200

Gene: Gene:
Defense att $13,200
Pros $12000		12,260		12,000		13,056		12,623		11,000		12,612		11,000		12,389				25,200

		COUNTY COURT CONTRACT		33,293		32,640		32,640		28,515		28,091		27,231		27,540		25,995		23,479		23,019		14,252		14,280		10,499		14,000		15,166		19,000		13,943		4,110		14,000		14,000		10,500		12,833

		COMMUNICATIONS		500		500		500		540		500		521		500		524		500		491		485		500		507		500		500		500		491		287		500		450		360		528		500		490		800		450		482		800		484		800		460

		TRAVEL		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,068		- 0		1,928		- 0		146		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		287		750		-		750

		MISCELLANEOUS		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		130		100		233		100		56		56		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		400		1,000		252		-		1,000		50		1,000

		EQUIPMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		2,500		2,350		2,500		6,450

		COUNTY JAIL - LONG BEACH		8,800		8,800		8,800		2,564		8,800		3,430		8,800		3,925		8,000		5,261		4,860		8,000		4,518		8,000		9,139		8,000		12,781		8,048		6,000		6,000		4,290		6,245		8,000		5,725		8,000		5,000		5,955		12,500		4,473		12,500		5,452

		COUNTY JAIL - ILWACO		5,000		8,202		3,000		327		3,000		1,948		3,000		1,195		3,000		3,854		2,573				1,033				173		4,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		1,000		203		498		- 0		1,890		5,000		1,078		3,180		5,000		1,761		5,000		3,082

		TOTAL JUDICIAL		99,038		101,588		96,386		79,253		85,236		65,588		87,855		71,531		80,594		79,303		82,458		77,276		68,198		69,250		52,876		60,650		79,712		50,832		50,600		49,050		57,073		81,452		46,700		79,011		87,671		73,931		72,994		91,032		70,363		91,032		85,279



		FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION

		SALARIES		107,001		102,566		102,566		82,377		97,112		85,385		79,082		77,384		75,858		78,016		73,458		74,377		75,956		77,743		79,384		79,957		58,811		25,950		60,514		50,331		30,733		46,126		50,331		43,750		43,750		47,587		66,052		63,200		63,220		63,200		64,142		35000 left

		BENEFITS		62,469		61,556		61,556		54,454		56,142		51,578		44,595		52,483		39,649		50,139		46,238		39,058		37,941		38,491		25,154		20,068		13,618		9,363		27,864		14,250		10,070		15,195		10,286		17,250		17,250		18,487		23,988		23,887		21,922		23,887		23,361		11000 left																38491

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		22,000

tc={3E3F1AD4-C824-4AB0-ACE4-F873DD1A3B27}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		22,000

tc={665B0C13-5F90-45BB-8D19-1159750775C8}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		22,000

tc={94ACB4DE-E66E-4ECA-A25C-DD252CFC03FB}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		20,374

tc={832C601E-3469-41DE-9579-658869464AB6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		22,000

tc={7A4E61FC-D089-4FD6-92CE-94FAA21C83BA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		20,007

tc={F74C15BC-D75C-402E-855B-C168CCD38C40}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		22,000

tc={F1F7D5AA-6FFA-44A7-ABD8-5E0D15249518}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		11,459		16,000		8,084		16,260		6,500		16,517		6,500		10,392		6,500		11,346		5,704		5,500		4,500		2,524		4,999		5,500		5,003		5,000		6,257		6,289		4,000		6,399		4,000		5,138

		ACCOUNTING SERVICES		40,000

tc={A8FF7B72-4BEF-4943-98F4-872E9B1178B4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		20,000

tc={E94F1C6F-9882-4562-95E4-66FF0D487DA5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		40,000

tc={878C660A-0A49-48A1-9B2A-310E892D898D}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		6,102		25,000		19,665		25,000		28,253		16,000		17,620		7,214		16,000		17,420		16,000		26,584		16,000		14,704		13,184		17,500		10,000		5,215		7,703		18,000		13,864		5,000		4,770		18,922		4,000		18,061		4,000		13,241

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		15,000

tc={D11B5CCA-2B5A-44B4-BF45-ED70F3AAE603}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={E37A3440-1C87-4D1B-8340-AE23AA84B28A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={4FC3CFBF-D5FA-4662-B2F6-2D17BA098D70}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		11,386

tc={269D58A5-818B-44BC-8FB5-3D3041DA120B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={724551C8-DE03-4F29-9BE8-5BA1750ACDF5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		10,232

tc={044E9680-6EEB-4069-A78D-3514347B2D84}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={1864F8DA-22DA-4B04-A400-B06EF77597E2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		1,617		5,000		4,383		6,211		2,000		16,597

David Glasson: David Glasson:
L & I 16k		2,000		4,011		2,000		155		35		5,000		1,000		415		2,450		5,000		120		18,400		10,869		5,861		18,400		1,976		18,400		11,090		JP - only 100 at this time

		COMMUNICATIONS		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,411		5,000		6,100		5,000		5,420		4,000		6,358		3,465		4,000		3,773		4,000		3,696		4,000		3,594		2,095		4,000		3,900		2,493		3,729		4,000		3,795		1,500		3,822		4,168		1,500		1,317		1,500		1,440

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		1,344		1,000		79		2,000		3,991		2,000		3,192		1,685		2,000		2,345		2,000		1,661		3,500		3,081		1,771		3,500		3,000		1,386		2,321		3,500		3,500		4,500		3,404		3,357		4,000		7,135		2,500		5,760

		TRAINING		2,500		2,500		2,500		- 0		2,500		70		2,500		1,095		2,500		2,433		3,593		1,500		3,667		1,500		2,891		500		117				500		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		300		50		1,500		-		1,500		140

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		500		500		500		918		500		510		500		912		500		1,537		1,234		500		909		500		605		500		490		41		500		750		731		838		500		200		500		395		212		500		196		500		176

		REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE																100		100		3,849		411		100		723		100		724		100		- 0		- 0		- 0		250		113		113		- 0		1,190		50		12		164				26				-

		INSURANCE		6,743		5,394		5,394		4,904		2,769		4,308		6,000		4,150		6,000		3,643		6,086		6,000		5,457		5,303		17,974		21,500		18,801		18,701		22,000		- 0				- 0		22,000		20,912		22,000		39,925		19,641		22,000		20,143		22,000		21,000

		Utilities																																														- 0		- 0		-				340

		DUES & ASSOCIATIONS		2,000		2,000		2,000		100		2,000		806		2,000		415		2,000		1,818		727		1,000		717		1,000		2,226		3,600		4,202

DavidG: DavidG:
paid early on 2015 PCOG = $1500		3,400		2,400		2,478		2,324		2,478		2,000		1,900		1,500		2,541		-		1,500		-		1,500		280

		PRINTING		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		45		43		43		- 0

		MISCELLANEOUS																								500		1,773		500		631		500		203		150		500		250		120		135		500		1,600		250		1,582		5				699				24

		CODIFICATION OF ORDINANCES		2,000		2,000		2,000		3,741		1,500		1,898		1,500		265		1,500		1,322		2,018				5,509

		EQUIPMENT		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		3,500

Gene: Gene:
one fourth of cost of new copier $10K		- 0		- 0		1,200		500				- 0		1,200		1,200		4,000		-		1,056		4,000		-		4,000		6,450																				0

		TOTAL FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION		268,713		242,017		262,017		192,111		232,523		202,638		207,177		201,041		173,107		182,394		168,602		154,536		189,303		156,637		175,933		162,226		129,121		80,394		150,978		91,254		56,167		86,129		124,316		114,284		125,200		139,951		150,105		148,486		141,094		146,986		152,242																				189303.41



		LEGAL

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		24,100

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		24,160

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		31,000		30,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		20,473		3,000		18,000		22,523		18,000		18,310		18,000		25,000		7,500		18,000		18,000		12,000		16,500		18,000		23,320		14,000		37,508		21,414		13,200		15,985		13,200		13,470

		TOTAL LEGAL		25,000		25,000		25,000		24,100		25,000		24,160		25,000		31,000		30,000		20,473		3,000		18,000		22,523		18,000		18,310		18,000		25,000		7,500		18,000		18,000		12,000		16,500		18,000		23,320		14,000		37,508		21,414		13,200		15,985		13,200		13,470



		FACILITIES

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		600		1,500		600		1,459		653		600		575				523

		UTILITIES		4,500		4,500		4,500		2,511		3,000		3,464		3,000		2,524		3,000		2,757		3,048		2,500		2,321		4,000		2,159		4,000		3,369		1,712		3,000		2,740		1,863		2,627		3,200		3,200		2,500		3,602		2,741		2,200		2,818		2,200		2,265

		OLD KITE MUSEUM																				2,500		- 0		1,000		2,714		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		- 0		400		150		131		131		500		1,165		500		1,166		43		500		537		1,000		506

		MISCELLANEOUS																						1,165		1,500		1,920		1,500		1,730		1,500		1,920		1,120		1,500		1,920		1,280		1,920		1,500		1,600		1,500		2,610		1,920		1,500		1,947		500		2,129

		CITY HALL REPAIRS		30,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		237

tc={F2A145D9-3507-498F-972C-50D7196DF9F1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Piers		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		8,103

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		297		12,500

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		160				2,500		3,234

asmith: asmith:
City Hall parking lot
		2,500		4,011		2,500				- 0		- 0		500		458		458		1,000		8,681		1,000		4,376		305		1,000		3,742		6,500		10,937

		Obies Demolition		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		8,125		- 0		8,125

		28th Street Lift Station		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0														138,856

		TOTAL FACILITIES		34,500		9,500		24,500		2,748		23,000		11,567		23,000		2,821		15,500		5,417		4,213		7,500		10,189		11,000		7,900		11,000		5,289		2,832		4,900		5,310		3,732		5,136		6,800		24,271		6,100		21,338		5,662		5,800		9,619		10,200		155,216



		ASSOCIATION WASHINGTON CITIES

		CONTRIBUTIONS		1,079		952		952		- 0		782		- 0		782		782		782				700		700		717		700		- 0		700		698		- 0		800		800		- 0		- 0		800		685		800		685		- 0		760				760

		TOTAL AWC		1,079		952		952		-		782		-		782		782		782		-		700		700		717		700		-		700		698		-		800		800		-		-		800		685		800		685		-		760		-		760



		FIRE CONTROL																																																																																		current		proposed

		SALARIES		24,831		21,956		21,956		22,538		20,204		20,396		19,053		19,136		11,343

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		13,700

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		15,736		23,940		4,560		13,500		11,218		13,500		9,685		5,956		13,500		9,000		5,996		8,999		13,500		13,500		13,500		8,757		8,721		13,500		13,340		18,400		13,877																		Chief		6000		9000

		BENEFITS		16,464		16,235		16,235		18,042		15,230		14,312		9,735		10,185		4,473		12,913		12,724		7,500		8,412		12,000		13,585		12,000		11,106		5,075		10,500		10,500		6,836		13,335		12,980		12,980		4,800		14,359		14,635		4,800		10,604		4,800		5,483																		Asst. Chief		2400		3600

		BOARD OF VOL FIREMEN		3,000		3,000		3,000		2,130		3,000		- 0		3,000		2,600																								- 0												(170)

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		15,000		15,000		15,000		10,500		15,000		10,005		18,000		14,918		15,000		25,127		13,596		12,500		13,859		12,500		24,423		12,500		25,972		15,245		10,000		12,850		11,491		13,484		10,000		9,250		10,000		7,705		12,229		8,000		24,785		8,000		35,407																		Training		4500		4500

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		150		150		150		-		150		75		150		98		150		-		-		300		105		300		192		300		-		-		300		110		110		110		500		- 0		500		-		-		500		213		500		821																		shift				6840

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		24,700

tc={C83E5CD8-6FEA-44F1-AE0C-14C1BDE8C61F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Clerk / paving / Drainage		3,500

tc={60D7EB5B-735C-43A3-8D0B-BF6218242165}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={1B78A2FF-33F0-4BD7-AFA5-938E21A3278F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		4,865

tc={EB7E9645-CA2E-4B1E-B30E-39D01DFC52F0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={0528852F-1BB1-479D-ADAD-6547B2300468}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		1,476

tc={B736CF69-FBD1-44FE-95FC-2B570ED8D794}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={CB934693-8C11-40CD-B44D-0863AFB7B9CD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		5,212		3,000		12,843		2,965		1,300		1,401		900		2,584		900		738		298		500		1,000		906		906		250		250		250		952		-		250		-		250		172																				12900		23940

		COMMUNICATIONS		8,500

tc={C6E094B8-1BCB-46D5-AD5B-9767AF8A1B2B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $7500		8,500

tc={8D053119-A5FD-4354-A45B-E91EF26B69D2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		8,500

tc={2AEF763F-5F64-426D-A3C8-36983EFF5C20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		8,465

tc={BE75E251-BE6D-46C4-A37A-7339CBBFD6DD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		7,500

tc={16A2189C-1AF5-4D72-945A-0BE755E5A774}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		10,149

tc={7D002F1B-4EDA-4406-B5D2-5593D386D975}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		7,500

tc={490948C1-27A7-4B0E-9CFD-015A4C669CD0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		4,445		7,500		4,498		5,461		12,000		29,787		11,107		13,689		14,000		8,254		7,884		9,500		9,000		6,127		8,698		5,500		7,000		5,500		8,527		6,631		5,500		5,259		5,500		5,678

		TRAVEL		2,500		2,500		2,500		1,145		2,500		300		2,500		1,446		1,500		-		1,253		1,000		650		500		177		500		221		172		500		-				-		1,500		2,950		1,500		4,438		223		1,500		1,046		1,500		557

		INSURANCE		32,330		25,864		25,864		23,512		19,128		20,665		21,000		19,899		21,000		24,955		20,330		19,500		18,228		17,714		17,974		21,000		18,701		18,701		21,000						-		21,000		20,912		21,000		39,925		19,641		21,000		20,143		21,000		19,890

		FACILITIES												20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		20,000		20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		40,000		64		20,000		25,738		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		-		20,000		20,000				20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000

		UTILITIES		7,700		7,700		7,700		5,825		7,700		7,419		7,700		6,306		6,500		6,146		6,346		6,000		4,669		6,500		5,153		6,500		6,497		4,139		6,500		6,500		4,207		6,012		6,500		6,750		6,500		6,508		6,953		6,500		7,216		4,500		4,836

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		18,000		18,000		18,000		27,327		18,000		17,180		18,000		14,131		18,000		20,575		15,587		10,000		5,805		10,000		11,519		10,000		6,350		4,790		10,000		8,450		5,069		6,083		10,000		9,865		10,000		7,871		12,764		12,000		19,119		12,000		28,308

		EMS/VOLUNTEER COMPENSATION		10,500		4,800		4,800		3,979		4,800		3,778		4,800		1,167		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-				-		-		2,000		2,000		-		-

		MISCELLANEOUS																								1,000		740		1,000		789		1,000		1,880		458		1,500		1,000		890		1,130		2,000		790		2,000		810		720		1,000		720		1,000		720

		EQUIPMENT		14,000		9,000		9,000		3,089		9,000		4,718		9,000		9,096		9,000		8,913		4,503		9,000		10,015		9,000		230		9,000		7,593		6,486		9,000		8,800		2,805		8,764		9,000		12,975		9,000		12,115		1,979		10,000		16,120		10,000		9,582

		TRAINING		14,000
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Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000
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Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000
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Comment:
    Per Chief's request		4,370
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Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000
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Comment:
    Per Chief's request		3,255		4,000		9,266		3,500		5,222		3,734		1,500		1,951		1,500		- 0		1,500		3,631		3,381		1,500		550		550		542		2,000		2,645		2,000		2,130		40		1,500		2,540		1,500		285

		TOTAL FIRE CONTROL		191,676		150,205		150,205		135,787		139,712		133,728		147,938		137,905		120,966		174,892		102,299		125,540		125,919		116,521		121,532		122,700		120,628		72,583		114,300		87,760		44,987		88,065		114,730		121,867		108,550		133,928		104,537		106,050		141,105		108,950		145,616



		BUILDING INSPECTOR

		SALARIES		40,585		37,324		37,324		30,947		37,582		28,613		26,949		26,112		26,290		25,360		24,752		22,543		21,782		22,643		30,247		30,000		30,000		21,997		29,640		3,011		1,491		3,125		3,011		25,000		22,500		22,500		30,423		30,514		50,995		30,514		46,497		4k to planning												15over

		BENEFITS		22,724		16,235		16,235		21,597		24,873		17,730		18,273		15,697		17,607		15,183		15,004		17,558		13,284		13,000		14,936		12,000		12,654		9,331		10,670		1,762		346		2,213		1,762		11,000		12,800		12,800		15,320		15,365		22,200		15,365		45,285		5k to planning												12 over

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,117		5,000		2,693		5,000		1,372		5,000		9,781		6,742		1,100		6,061		1,100		1,418		750		1,029		523		750		750		600		714		850		800		850		1,067		875		500		1,166		500		2,004

		CODE ENFORCEMENT		20,000		1,000		20,000		32,770		20,000		55,581		42,300		33,983		2,300						2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		150		- 0		150		-		-		150		-		150

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES																		35,000

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		6,815		8,208		600		- 0		600		- 0		600				- 0		600		600		476		476		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		500		-		500

		TRAINING		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		12		1,500		1,565		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,000		600		600		1,000		690		400		400		1,500		- 0		600		95		1,606		700		595		700		90

		DUES AND ASSOCIATIONS		135		135		135		- 0		135		55		135				135		95		40		135				135		260		135		135		135		100		95		95		95

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		501		1,500		463		1,500		1,282		1,000		940		402		1,000		63		1,000		49		1,000		1,026		1,026		600		600		448		588		800		833		850		1,217		981		1,850		2,902		1,850		1,248

		STATE REMITT/BUILDING PERMITS		9,000		9,000		9,000		8,528		9,000		9,000		9,000		9,029						300		300		- 0		300		- 0		150		- 0		- 0		250		50		24		24		500		- 0		500		50		-		500		-		500

		EQUIPMENT																		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt				- 0		1,000		- 0		6,200		- 0		2,500		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		-		2,000

		MEMBERSHIPS		575		575		575		95		575		500		575		575		575		180		- 0		575				575		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		350		95		350		-		-		350		-		350		-

		TOTAL BUILDING INSPECTOR		101,019		72,269		91,269		100,555		100,165		114,635		105,233		88,062		94,407		59,919		55,448		48,311		41,190		47,053		46,911		48,135		45,443		33,612		43,610		7,558		3,880		7,634		8,922		37,728		39,100		37,729		49,205		52,429		77,858		52,429		95,123



		CIVIL DEFENSE

		EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT		13,912		13,912		13,912		13,781		13,912		4,316		13,912		25,613		12,794		15,766		18,665		14,175		14,631		12,000		11,434		12,000		22,075		7,751		12,119		10,000		8,293		11,057		11,057		8,000		10,000		8,296		8,142		9,000		9,782		9,782		13,769

		COVID COSTS 						2,000		- 0		2,000		34,257

		TOTAL CIVIL DEFENSE		13,912		13,912		15,912		13,781		15,912		38,573		13,912		25,613		12,794		15,766		18,665		14,175		14,631		12,000		11,434		12,000		22,075		7,751		12,119		10,000		8,293		11,057		11,057		8,000		10,000		8,296		8,142		9,000		9,782		9,782		13,769



		AIR POLLUTION

		OLYMPIC AIR POLLUTION CONTROL		1,185		1,185		1,185		1,729		1,185		1,713		1,665		1,665		1,138		1,357		1,314		900		878		$   900		875		$   900		870		$   630		$   900		$   866		$   866		$   866		700		675		675		931		691		657		680		657		657

		TOTAL AIR POLLUTION		1,185		1,185		1,185		1,729		1,185		1,713		1,665		1,665		1,138		1,357		1,314		900		878		900		875		900		870		630		900		866		866		866		700		675		675		931		691		657		680		657		657														ERROR:#REF!



		PLANNING

		SALARIES		53,860		49,687		45,000		47,672		37,365		44,083		41,341		40,443		40,332		38,948		35,073		35,038		28,052		26,230		35,542		63,855		60,118		39,384		67,481		26,188		17,432		33,453		26,188		26,000		26,000		26,347		43,294		48,715		41,831		48,715		17,088		40k under

		BENEFITS		28,938		26,562		23,089		26,983		22,429		24,945		25,408		23,893		22,864		22,538		20,664		22,121		13,725		9,057		17,630		18,000		18,844		8,606		18,304		7,848		4,975		8,865		7,848		12,000		12,812		7,511		11,174		11,647		9,781		11,647		17,230		10k under

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		7,000		7,000		7,000		6,727		7,000		3,054		7,000		2,439		7,000		14,118		1,559		1,000		10,506		1,000		13,216		3,000		7,205		5,976		3,000		3,850		3,029		4,345		3,000		3,000		2,650		2,549		4,741		2,500		2,923		2,500		3,748

		PRINTING		100		100		100		- 0		100		- 0		100		- 0		100		- 0		- 0		100		1,278		100		- 0		50		- 0		- 0		- 0						43		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		-				-		-

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		10,000		10,000		10,000		15,787
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    SMP Update 5k		13,261
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Comment:
    Comp Plan - Buffer Study		15,000
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Comment:
    Comp Plan - Buffer Study		48,710		45,000

asmith: asmith:
Comp Plan Update 		15,532		5,523		12,000		1,638		12,000		11,068		12,000		3,393		3,229		24,500		6,000		4,089		4,891		15,000		4,100		15,000		7,777		6,906		15,000		15,915		15,000		70,635

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		500		44		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		45		2,000		928		2,000		973		2,000		2,065		801		2,000		1,300		453		1,059		2,000		1,000		1,800		295		765		750		2,203		750		1,115

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,312		4,000		3,340		4,000		4,434		4,000		3,991		4,143		3,000		1,332		3,000		3,870		3,000		1,873		1,607		3,000		3,000		2,202		3,129		3,000		2,750		3,000		2,974		3,320		3,000		1,902		3,000		2,529

		Project Safe Haven																				29,171		14,602		56,000		439,647		420,000		10,307				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0

		EQUIPMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				7,500

Gene: Gene:
includes one fourth of the cost of a new copier at $10K.		- 0		- 0		10,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		650		1,000		877		85		1,000		1,488		1,000		701

		LEGAL SERVICES		5,000		5,000		5,000		- 0		5,000		330		5,000		1,335		5,000		6,690		16,070		4,000		25,827		4,000		8,132		4,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		5,000		5,000		5,000		4,785		342		25,000		-		25,000

		TRAINING		3,000		3,000		3,000		3,463		2,000		- 0		2,000		745		2,000		- 0		383		2,000		636		2,000		1,279		2,000		151		- 0		2,000		500		295		834		2,000		1,650		2,000		1,003		1,207		2,000		1,040		2,000

		Shoreline Master Program		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		239		2,000		279		279								266		- 0

		MEMBERSHIP		1,000		1,000		1,000		200		1,000		- 0		1,000		2,070		1,000		1,500		1,585		400		- 0		400		341		350		306		- 0		350		350		- 0		249		350		250		350		294		-		350		-		350

		TOTAL PLANNING		114,398		107,849		99,689		105,144		94,395		89,057		102,849		124,069		129,296		132,488		99,647		137,659		523,569		481,787		102,598		117,755		94,234		59,883		135,635		49,036		32,475		57,133		65,386		56,400		69,612		54,413		71,834		109,962		77,083		110,962		113,046



		PACE

		CONTRIBUTIONS																																														- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		-		-		5,000

		TOTAL PACE																																														-		-		-				-		-		-		5,000



		EDC ANNUAL DONATION 

		TECHNICAL SERVICES AGREEMENT 		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000

		TOTAL EDC DONATION 		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000



		ALCOHOLISM

		COUNTY CONTRIBUTION		750		750		750		- 0		750		- 0		750		95		750		372		565		750		716		350		413		250		216		153		365		365		189		252		360		360		300		362		348		300		383		300		356

		TOTAL ALCOHOLISM		750		750		750		-		750		-		750		95		750		372		565		750		716		350		413		250		216		153		365		365		189		252		360		360		300		362		348		300		383		300		356



		PARKS

		SALARIES		189,263		176,000		148,989		140,394		141,629		113,414		115,534		108,956		128,857

asmith: asmith:
Might be up due to Culbertson Improvements 		31,751		34,477		29,133		29,363		28,484		36,408		42,147		45,016		14,925		44,870		28,188		20,347		29,971		28,188		33,000		25,500		25,500		35,028		35,090		76,496		69,132		72,279		22k under

		BENEFITS		98,515		93,000		80,948		66,744		80,658		60,007		64,203		64,353		79,476		18,929		16,165		13,450		13,895		9,040		16,606		10,132		11,954		6,975		11,319		12,600		8,268		12,152		9,681		15,000		10,800		10,800		13,505		13,585		30,728		26,636		27,825

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		60,000		85,000		60,000		58,321		60,000		53,179		60,000		54,554		48,000

asmith: asmith:
picnic tables, cedar fencing, drinking fountain, benches 		82,135		72,796		35,000		51,016		35,000		48,674		35,000		54,001		33,145		30,000		31,000		23,828		35,675		30,000		28,500		30,000		31,944		34,606		30,000		34,250		28,000		30,673		Holiday Decs, Sani Cans 

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		250		250		250		5,399		250		375		250		400		250		2,843		701		250		398		250		1,340		250		156		156		150		125		125		125		- 0		- 0		- 0				97						17,000

		INSURANCE		9,807		7,845		7,845		7,132		1,274		6,265		6,000		6,036		6,000		5,532		5,900		6,000		5,290		5,141		9,516		12,000		9,900		9,900		12,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		12,000		10,755		12,000		20,821		10,101		12,000		10,359		12,000		11,000

		UTILITIES		30,000		30,000		30,000		30,500		22,000		24,912		11,000		10,680		11,000		12,433		12,867		9,500		10,322		10,000		9,589		11,000		10,251		5,950		10,500		9,000		4,868		7,029		10,500		10,500		8,000		9,681		10,290		8,000		10,516		8,000		6,952

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		40,000
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Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500		40,000

tc={9B913701-F5EC-4F6F-A9DF-DF76C50AC8C0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500														

asmith: asmith:
Might be up due to Culbertson Improvements 		40,000

tc={9E375B21-B473-42D1-AC45-EC8EE40C92BF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500		37,460

tc={CB7244AE-8151-4C82-B1BE-88EEA607485E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		25,000

tc={B0346274-AE5A-4F75-9DF9-D982250E2D56}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		24,762

tc={D39E6AEE-2B36-41D6-A704-2FCDAAA5A19B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		27,000

tc={F8D76465-0C38-411A-B9FD-360BCFD6C697}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		23,474		25,000		23,697		20,354		27,000		32,820		27,000		27,268		26,800

Gene: Gene:
paint 5th st restroom; poles for discovery trail entry $4,000;		22,403		17,506		22,500		13,000		5,017		14,333		23,500		14,000		25,000		16,191		22,341		25,000		27,985		25,000		37,312

		MISCELLANEOUS																										- 0		500		330		500		571		571		- 0		27		27		27		- 0		- 0		18,000		-		4,751		18,000		27,351		18,000		26,274

		EQUIPMENT		20,000

tc={E3D990B9-3458-4071-8D1C-A5005F1E9EDD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500						

tc={CB7244AE-8151-4C82-B1BE-88EEA607485E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		20,000

tc={BA11AEF7-9E0C-44FE-BDF1-B99A2AD7032A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500														

asmith: asmith:
picnic tables, cedar fencing, drinking fountain, benches 		

tc={B0346274-AE5A-4F75-9DF9-D982250E2D56}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		20,000

tc={E7DC278A-F2E4-4FFE-B45F-338F46F9B044}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500						

tc={D39E6AEE-2B36-41D6-A704-2FCDAAA5A19B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		13,820

tc={F2216E08-DB6C-4E05-AE6A-AF15BD4CF290}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Backhoe - 5k						

tc={F8D76465-0C38-411A-B9FD-360BCFD6C697}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		5,000

tc={CDA13F87-3469-4228-898C-CA041AE376D3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Backhoe - 5k		871

tc={9354A10B-46A3-403A-A5A6-8F85D3440808}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Grinder pump - Sid Snyder Restroom
Weed eater
fencing
Backhoe - 5k
10k total		10,000

tc={8FDF49D9-377A-4AB5-BF88-777D128B75ED}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Grinder pump - Sid Snyder Restroom
Weed eater
fencing
Backhoe - 5k
10k total		5,200		5,200

asmith: asmith:
Pole Saw - $1200		5,206		5,696		4,000		- 0		4,000		6,386		4,000

Gene: Gene:
Power edger $700; 		2,680		2,680		3,500		3,000		- 0		- 0		3,200		3,000		3,500		2,588		25,211		2,000		5,241		2,000		1,240

		CULBERTSON PARK IMPROVEMENTS		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		3,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		- 0		6,000		1,296		7,100		107		7,000

Gene: Gene:
PUD connection for sprinklers at ballfield $4,000; ballfield materials $3,000;		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,813		1,813		1,136		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		3,700		-		3,700		-

		MISCELLANEOUS																						6,945		- 0		6,522		6,000		6,799		6,000		8,902		6,274		6,000		13,065		12,179		13,572		18,000		18,000		1,500		22,063		18,685				6,195

		TRAVEL		500		500		500		127		500		426		500		2,041		500		1,485		128		500		242		500		6		500		134		134		400		400		383		383				50				28		188				146				267

		LANDSCAPING		20,000		20,000		20,000		12,716		20,000		17,208		20,000		17,820		20,000		21,185		20,013		16,500		22,051		16,500		20,502		16,500		16,902		12,086		16,500		16,500		13,078		20,375		15,000		14,000		10,000		15,695		14,416		10,000		2,707		10,000		8,768

		RESTROOM FACILITIES		1,000		1,000		1,000		2,381		1,000		342		1,000		173		1,000		9,123		1,070		1,000		- 0		5,000		308		10,000						6,000

Gene: Gene:
Begin set aside for new restrooms on Bolstad Approach $1,000
		1,200		580		580		2,000		2,500		250		2,150		2,206		-		158		-		1,489

		TRAINING 		2,000		2,000		2,000		1,320		2,000		871		2,000		1,996		2,000														3,000				5,932		850		200		200		730		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		5,000		-		5,000		-

		TREE CONTROL		10,000

tc={8AF68ED8-5CFC-4305-9F4B-3FA8992906C9}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal																

asmith: asmith:
Pole Saw - $1200		13,000

tc={F5744904-C9EF-4344-82BB-BC4A16A18205}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal		10,000

tc={80ED6F91-13E9-47F0-9197-88485197C0EB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal		- 0

tc={A65A5525-6C06-4912-9AFD-75F46491EEAE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Parker		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 		9,852

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 																				

Gene: Gene:
paint 5th st restroom; poles for discovery trail entry $4,000;		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 																		

Gene: Gene:
Power edger $700; 		- 0		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0				2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		4,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		740		5,000		4,312

		COULTER PARK		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		313		1,500		1,537		613		4,000		444		4,000		576		4,000		119		89		4,000		4,000		3,187		3,638		4,500		3,000		6,500		5,785		7,931		15,000		653		22,000		29,264

		TOTAL PARKS		485,835		493,095		426,033		376,314		369,811		312,484		330,987		295,996		340,783		215,855		197,724		152,333		173,657		160,516		184,413		190,829		182,990		116,325		170,589		134,118		93,899		139,726		158,569		152,305		157,050		163,248		199,355		182,375		233,526		252,468		268,844





		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		1,392,351		1,273,569		1,249,144		1,071,728		1,140,718		1,039,214		1,104,747		1,022,072		1,053,217		934,962		772,343		ERROR:#REF!		1,208,551		ERROR:#REF!		761,778		ERROR:#REF!		743,880		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		526,032		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		705,803		724,790		767,905		813,665		853,080		1,092,006



		LOAN TO STREETS																																																								-		-		-

		LOAN TO 105 CAPITAL IMPROV.																																																								-		-		-

		AGENCY DISBURSEMENTS (ILWACO)

DavidG: DavidG:
Ilwaco Building permits
																																

Gene: Gene:
PUD connection for sprinklers at ballfield $4,000; ballfield materials $3,000;		7,500		12,000		7,500		10,955		7,500		19,428		7,500		5,571		7,500		15,563		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,500		6,017		1,968		6,475		10,071		91		10,071		- 0		6,901		7,500		9,669		4,923		7,500		4,698		7,500		4,154

		TOTAL NON-EXPENDITURES		7,500		12,000		7,500		10,955		7,500		19,428		7,500		5,571		7,500		15,563		-		6,000		-		6,000		-		6,500		6,017		1,968		6,475		10,071		91		10,071		-		6,901		7,500		9,669		4,923		7,500		4,698		7,500		4,154



		TRANSFERS

		TRANSFER TO LAW ENFORCEMENT		795,000

tc={3126887F-05BC-4A2B-AAE7-76D00626C743}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		775,000

tc={876262A2-DE65-457E-BBA9-F3658761C918}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={571C2F2A-36F4-446D-88C7-70D08DE883DF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={EB079E02-C2B8-4D92-B823-3E9E34F3DDB3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={CE6056A6-5116-4403-82BF-9456B55FA772}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		750,000

tc={DDE2C0A0-DC9D-4B55-ADFD-6B7BA1DD1664}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		710,000

tc={906D2659-9453-40E1-AB42-9BDCCDA4540C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		750,000		735,000		732,000		718,000		718,000		730,000		700,000		706,000		700,000		741,465		440,000		660,000		667,000		389,083		667,000		667,000		615,000		645,000		671,250		589,167		710,000		670,890		670,840		627,250

		TRANSFER TO 004 																																								- 0		55,583

		TRANSFER TO CURRENT EX. SINKING		100,000		100,000		100,000		300,000		100,000		100,000		50,000		200,000		20,000		20,000

		BINGO BUILDING BOND

David Glasson: David Glasson:
through 2021
																																						

Gene: Gene:
Begin set aside for new restrooms on Bolstad Approach $1,000
		

tc={EB079E02-C2B8-4D92-B823-3E9E34F3DDB3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		

tc={CE6056A6-5116-4403-82BF-9456B55FA772}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		

tc={DDE2C0A0-DC9D-4B55-ADFD-6B7BA1DD1664}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		

tc={906D2659-9453-40E1-AB42-9BDCCDA4540C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		9,709		9,409		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		4,855		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709				9,709

		LOAN TO STORM WATER																																								70,000

		TRANSFER TO CE. SINKING																																																		- 0				- 0

		TRANSFER TO FIRE SINKING FUND 		15,000

tc={7A27E26C-465F-44F4-8F98-0FB76C95D68B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={20283FDE-A1A6-40E4-AAEB-E3590BED0E1B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={265CC0AF-4E43-4314-9498-86D112BECAA4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={CAEAB9C1-C055-4674-AB11-718FA3E585F4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request												

asmith: asmith:
Plus marijuana tax
		15,000

tc={8BE267D5-60E3-47AB-BE6F-BD327D17B939}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={317465A3-2149-4596-996A-5A8709DF9F05}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    A lot of small revs added		

tc={2987D732-88D6-42E7-95EB-0F40EFF46572}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={B7E654C2-CE0C-4833-AAB3-846BEB3F0C62}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    1315 Wash S		

tc={58CDFE90-2156-43F1-94CA-85676257EAE6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={04C49AEA-54CE-434A-B72E-08DA2147D4C3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={03586CAD-D9EF-48B2-9C08-FD3295E81E18}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={A0A8188A-0414-4822-B4C0-560B3239F79A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={C33E9493-F642-41B4-8D69-F5AD8E18C2A6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax												

tc={C5069210-2B11-4BD6-A067-19025908F8E8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={F6375E07-3008-4848-8EA7-03DC5A614C02}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={E87F5F45-2EA7-461E-8F6C-5E9C96A8693F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={4D4EB522-4C15-442D-92EC-0751B0876FC3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={642C9308-82AA-43B6-9823-BF397BCC2B20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={B4290A4B-7413-46D1-8BE5-062DBDD716CE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={659313E3-7B2C-4616-97C8-FE559AF4D59C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

Gene: Gene:
paid 2012, repay CE $50,256 a year, 1% interest to pay off in 5 years, no pay in 2013.		

Gene: Gene:
repay current expense fund for lilft station loan.Done in 2020																		

asmith: asmith:
Includes new computer for Council Chambers 		

tc={D40A45D4-0EBB-4691-8DC3-33821D2EBC29}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    public defender conflict												

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk										

Gene: Gene:
One fourth of cost of new copier at $10K
		

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk				

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		

tc={3E3F1AD4-C824-4AB0-ACE4-F873DD1A3B27}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={665B0C13-5F90-45BB-8D19-1159750775C8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={A8FF7B72-4BEF-4943-98F4-872E9B1178B4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit				

tc={94ACB4DE-E66E-4ECA-A25C-DD252CFC03FB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={E94F1C6F-9882-4562-95E4-66FF0D487DA5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		

tc={D11B5CCA-2B5A-44B4-BF45-ED70F3AAE603}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={832C601E-3469-41DE-9579-658869464AB6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={878C660A-0A49-48A1-9B2A-310E892D898D}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		

tc={E37A3440-1C87-4D1B-8340-AE23AA84B28A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={7A4E61FC-D089-4FD6-92CE-94FAA21C83BA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={4FC3CFBF-D5FA-4662-B2F6-2D17BA098D70}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS																																								

Gene: Gene:
judge $1000 a month		

tc={F74C15BC-D75C-402E-855B-C168CCD38C40}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={269D58A5-818B-44BC-8FB5-3D3041DA120B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={F1F7D5AA-6FFA-44A7-ABD8-5E0D15249518}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={724551C8-DE03-4F29-9BE8-5BA1750ACDF5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		

tc={044E9680-6EEB-4069-A78D-3514347B2D84}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		

tc={1864F8DA-22DA-4B04-A400-B06EF77597E2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS																																

Gene: Gene:
Defense att $13,200
Pros $12000		

David Glasson: David Glasson:
L & I 16k		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum																														

DavidG: DavidG:
paid early on 2015 PCOG = $1500		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall																										

Gene: Gene:
one fourth of cost of new copier $10K		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

tc={F2A145D9-3507-498F-972C-50D7196DF9F1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Piers						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 				

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 								

asmith: asmith:
City Hall parking lot
		

tc={C83E5CD8-6FEA-44F1-AE0C-14C1BDE8C61F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Clerk / paving / Drainage		

tc={60D7EB5B-735C-43A3-8D0B-BF6218242165}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={C6E094B8-1BCB-46D5-AD5B-9767AF8A1B2B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $7500				

tc={1B78A2FF-33F0-4BD7-AFA5-938E21A3278F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={8D053119-A5FD-4354-A45B-E91EF26B69D2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64														

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		

tc={EB7E9645-CA2E-4B1E-B30E-39D01DFC52F0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={2AEF763F-5F64-426D-A3C8-36983EFF5C20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64														

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		

tc={0528852F-1BB1-479D-ADAD-6547B2300468}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={BE75E251-BE6D-46C4-A37A-7339CBBFD6DD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.										

tc={B736CF69-FBD1-44FE-95FC-2B570ED8D794}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={16A2189C-1AF5-4D72-945A-0BE755E5A774}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.										

tc={CB934693-8C11-40CD-B44D-0863AFB7B9CD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={7D002F1B-4EDA-4406-B5D2-5593D386D975}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.								

tc={490948C1-27A7-4B0E-9CFD-015A4C669CD0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

tc={39A758D5-28D6-4EBA-846F-2BBA06759D08}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={F51AB3B5-13B7-4CDC-A9EB-43A522EECFDF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request														

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

tc={26C1F331-4161-47A6-A277-F1EC4CF9085F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={2930C92C-2652-485B-95C0-98424E80FF90}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={A7FFB488-3DF1-4B41-8DA9-7E12E16D2FAA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 				

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt				

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		15,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,000		6,000				6,000												5,000										- 0				- 0		5,000				5,000

		CONTINGENT EXPENDITURES																																																				73

		TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS		910,000		890,000		879,709		1,079,409		879,709		874,709		774,709		949,709		769,709		766,709		733,709		733,709		739,709		715,709		715,709		709,709		751,174		444,855		669,709		751,709		454,376		676,709		676,709		624,709		654,709		681,032		598,876		724,709		680,599		675,840		636,959





		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		2,309,851		2,175,569		2,136,353		2,162,092		2,027,927		1,933,351		1,886,957		1,977,352		1,830,426		1,717,234		1,506,053		ERROR:#REF!		1,948,261		ERROR:#REF!		1,477,487		ERROR:#REF!		1,501,071		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		1,212,812		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		1,396,503		1,328,589		1,613,714		1,519,723		1,795,776		1,733,119





		Carry Over to next year		481,876		879,261		312,720		901,739		293,722		721,442		91,409		486,532		280,512		417,014		255,508		ERROR:#REF!		199,097		ERROR:#REF!		240,900		ERROR:#REF!		189,473		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		175,591		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		74,204		77,168		-		52,967		-		244,747



																																																																																2022 Budget 		2021 Estimated		2020 Actual		2019 Actual 		2018 Actual 		2017 Actual 		2016 Actual 		2015 Actual		2014 Actual		2013 Actual		2012 Actual		2011 Actual		2010 Actual

																																																																														Expenditures		213,635		216,209		193,335		197,735		171,723		150,605		194,826		147,748.70		150,107.08		121,281.23		139,650.33		132,858.88		151,972.29

																																																																														Ending Fund		312,720		901,739		721,442		486,532		417,014		255,508		199,097		240,900		189,473		175,591		74,204		77,168		52,967





































Expenditures Vs. Ending Fund



Expenditures	2022 Budget 	2021 Estimated	2020 Actual	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual 	213635.32553609606	216209.15	193335.13799999998	197735.18799999999	171723.446	Ending Fund	2022 Budget 	2021 Estimated	2020 Actual	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual 	312719.74463903951	901739.49000000022	721442	486531.83100000024	417013.74989000009	
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2023

		City of Long Beach														2021 Budget										2019 Budget

		CURRENT EXPENSE - 001



				2023		2022		2022		2021		2021		2020		2020		2019		2019		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015		2015		2014		2014		2014		2013		2013		2013		2013		2012		2012		2012		2011		2011		2010		2010		2009

		DESCRIPTION		Budget 		Estimated 		Budget  		Actual 		Budget		 Actual 		Budget COVID 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual		YTD Aug		Budget		Estimated		YTD Aug		Actual		Budget		Estimated		Budget		Actual		Actual		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual



		Revenues



		BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		879,261		903,438		624,907		724,934		539,634		486,532		486,532		419,332		378,988		252,770		142,192		143,399		240,900		202,203		189,473		224,688		175,591		162,669		ERROR:#REF!		74,204		61,379		60,695		ERROR:#REF!		106,380		77,168		37,874		52,967		52,967		244,747		573,482		718,929

		TOTAL BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		879,261		903,438		624,907		724,934		539,634		486,532		486,532		419,332		378,988		252,770		142,192		143,399		240,900		202,203		189,473		224,688		175,591		162,669		ERROR:#REF!		74,204		61,379		60,695		ERROR:#REF!		106,380		77,168		37,874		52,967		52,967		244,747		573,482		718,929



		TAXES

		PROPERTY TAXES (1% Increases)		472,630		467,950		467,950		502,910		461,090		488,975		482,175		433,380		471,078		466,414		440,703		452,970		406,598		407,672		327,750		407,400		399,639		213,012		400,970		397,000		237,059		393,489		397,000		394,750		393,000		449,535		395,596		386,750		371,602		378,893		313,166

		Local Crimal Justice 		15,000		20,000		15,000		29,708		15,000		22,379		17,687		21,784				15,468				18,556

		SALES TAX		700,000		800,000		600,000		856,248		550,000		655,314		550,000		731,409		500,000		598,127		526,625		450,000		500,115		410,000		476,415		400,000		455,570		213,094		370,000		395,000		191,030		408,896		370,500		364,500		368,500		370,112		352,629		350,000		371,467		330,000		372,293

		BUS. TAXES CABLE TV		15,000		30,000		- 0		20,298		28,000		30,214		20,000		10,155		20,000		28,056		21,870		20,000		24,085		20,000		19,777		20,000		21,573		11,854		21,000		24,000		20,014		27,992		20,000		19,415		22,000		18,119		19,312		22,000		20,094		22,000		24,755

		BUS. TAX - TELEPHONE		30,000		30,000		40,000		28,566		40,000		29,273		40,000		55,281		40,000		39,985		46,606		38,000		38,640		38,000		36,343		50,000		37,121		24,702		50,000		47,850		35,936		51,120		47,500		47,600		47,500		53,271		47,669		50,000		47,661		50,000		40,363

		BUS. TAX - PUD		120,000		122,000		120,000		141,884		120,000		134,493		120,000		127,856		120,000		126,845		130,947		115,000		118,324		115,000		111,811		118,000		117,710		66,381		115,000		115,000		92,101		114,263		110,000		110,000		95,000		116,974		108,656		98,000		105,139		98,000		69,267

		BUS. TAXES - WATER/SEWER		298,000		290,000		267,379		333,000		297,574		303,228		300,360		272,367		284,135		183,141		165,451		160,600		150,870		143,525		148,059		140,000		142,104		84,496		115,000		125,000		92,940		141,796		115,000		115,000		125,000		144,980		113,739		124,620		132,361		124,620		116,945

		BUS. TAX - GARBAGE		65,000		65,000		65,000		64,083		55,000		55,998		55,000		40,590		57,399

		BUS. TAX - STORM WATER		27,312		27,312		27,312		29,236		26,777		28,276		26,777		25,343		25,996		16,807		15,321		12,650		13,878		12,650		12,845		10,000		12,198		7,335		10,000		5,000		12		4,055		10,000		10,000		11,760		21,246		9,695		11,760		11,597		11,160		11,366

		PROPERTY TAXES - Uncollected		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0						(2,383)										(14,000)

		REET - Moved to fund 003		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0								- 0		- 0

		GAMBLING TAX		15,000		20,000		15,000		22,575		15,000		15,685		20,000		24,733		20,000		19,756		17,172		19,000		17,606		19,000		18,898		18,000		16,168		11,685		20,000		19,250		13,229		19,640		20,000		19,780		16,500		18,160		20,878		20,000		16,136		26,000		30,694

		TOTAL TAXES		1,757,942		1,872,262		1,617,641		2,028,508		1,608,441		1,763,835		1,631,999		1,742,898		1,538,608		1,494,599		1,364,695		1,286,776		1,270,116		1,165,847		1,151,897		1,163,400		1,202,083		632,559		1,101,970		1,128,100		682,319		1,161,251		1,090,000		1,081,045		1,076,877		1,192,395		1,068,175		1,063,130		1,076,057		1,026,673		978,848																		288,853		17331.174

																																																																																		3157055

		LICENSES & PERMITS

		BUSINESS LICENSES		45,000		55,000		45,000		76,062		45,000		63,878		50,000		73,055		50,000		68,947		54,409		60,000		64,490		57,000		61,756		57,000		70,693		44,959		54,500		55,000		43,248		61,465		58,400		58,400		56,800		53,183		58,456		54,000		58,526		50,000		56,538

		OTHER RECEIPTS												3,708

		BUILDING PERMITS - LONG BEACH		25,000		49,000		25,000		70,197		25,000		52,521		30,000		80,707		30,000		131,934		41,189		30,000		39,345		30,000		31,568		30,000		36,703		27,602		28,000		24,000		20,155		23,052		30,000		29,500		27,500		17,564		33,043		20,000		24,971		40,000		40,074

		BUILDING PERMIT - ILWACO		15,000		24,000		15,000		21,909		15,000		34,813		15,000		27,952		15,000		34,886		28,697		12,000		7,195		12,000		3,344		14,000		17,418		8,556		12,950		16,000		11,168		15,975		8,500		12,000		14,100		13,266		6,528		15,000		16,408		15,000		7,894

		VARIANCES & MISC. PLANNING		3,000		11,170		3,000		16,185		3,000		7,680		3,000		15,265		3,000		7,740		8,660		1,000		1,976		1,000		3,120		1,000		953		920		1,500		1,000		960		1,360		1,000		1,000		2,400		2,065		920		2,000		2,220		1,500		2,750

		USE 322.10.02		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		1,000		1,000						400		-		1,150		-

		WEAPONS PERMIT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				400		318		400		488		281		400		230		400		148		400		276		276		350		450		352		586		100		100				402		96		-		-		-

		FIRE INSPECTIONS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0														-

		TOTAL LICENSES & PERMITS		88,000		139,170		88,000		184,353		88,000		162,600		98,400		197,297		98,400		243,995		133,236		103,400		113,236		100,400		99,936		102,400		126,042		82,313		97,300		96,450		75,883		102,438		99,000		102,000		100,800		86,480		99,443		91,000		103,275		106,500		107,256																		2019		2018		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015

																																																																														DESCRIPTION				Budget 		Estimate		Budget 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Budget		Actual

		INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUE																																																																												Expenditures

		CTED GMA GRANT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		LOCAL LAW ENF. BLOCK GRANT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		ILWACO COURT CONTRACT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0		2,000		3,800		4,741		- 0		2,500		2,213		8,000		2,000

		ILWACO JAIL FEES		3,000		1,000		3,000		- 0		3,000		1,685		3,000		1,265		3,000		3,862		2,313		3,000		1,255		3,000		1,828		3,000		3,387		1,565		2,000		1,800		1,760		2,500		- 0		3,000		3,200		840		3,065		5,000		1,811		5,000		3,114

		PUD PRIVILEGE TAX		14,000		18,015		14,000		16,923		14,000		16,208		14,000		15,890		14,000		16,701		13,961		14,000		13,961		15,000		14,833		15,000		14,325		14,325		15,000		14,428		14,428		14,428		10,000		10,000		12,500		13,913		8,632		13,000		13,067		12,500		13,222

		JIS REIMBURSEMENT-COMPUTERS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0						- 0												-		2,050		-

		SOS ARCHIVING GRANT 								12,325		6,049		6,721		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0						- 0												-		-		-

		STREAMLINED SALES TAX		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		10,000		3,460		10,311		10,000		10,339		10,000		10,720		10,000		10,344		5,081		10,900		10,500		5,109		10,060		10,500		10,800		10,000		10,170		10,658		5,000		10,485				12,343

		CRIMINAL JUSTICE-HI CRM		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				1,500		1,000		- 0		- 0		1,000				1,000		1,000		1,000		658		658		1,200		1,000		929		929		1,500		1,000		2,500		702		711		2,000		-		2,500		1,930

		CRIMINAL JUSTICE-LOC-POP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				100		500						500				500		1,380		500				778		500		750		750		- 0								250

		MARIJUANA EXCISE 		1,200		1,200		1,200		2,037		1,200		1,665		- 0		1,682		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0

		CRIM JUS-POP		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		2,201		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,800		1,000		1,028				- 0		- 0				1,000		2,000		2,250		1,000		1,759		2,288		1,000		2,294		750		1,691

		CRIM JUS-DCD #1		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		500		1,560		500		1,509		1,467		500		1,426		500		343		500		685		343		- 0		- 0				- 0		500		800		100		288		616		100		-		100		302

		CRIM JUS-DCD #2		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				326								592

		DUI - CITIES		211		259		211		259		211		211		200		202		200		212		217		200		221		200		214		300		254		191		300		200		189		255		300		300		200		260		301		200		285		200		494

		LIQUOR EXCISE TAXES		9,170		10,000		9,170		11,078		9,170		9,170		6,000		7,911		6,000		7,279		6,893		3,000		6,625		3,000		3,839		1,800		2,649		1,959		12,000		13,036		- 0		939		12,000		5,134		7,000		5,134		7,017		7,000		7,606		5,500		7,379

		CITY HARDSHIP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0														212

		LIQUOR BOARD PROFITS		11,679		8,000		11,679		12,246		11,679		11,679		12,000		11,795		12,000		14,148

asmith: asmith:
Plus marijuana tax
		12,073		12,000		12,232		9,000		12,355		10,000		12,528		6,270						6,301		12,603		- 0		7,586		9,000		13,856		9,722		9,000		12,279		9,000		10,390

		TOTAL INTERGOVERNMENTAL REV.		41,891		41,105		41,891		57,499		47,940		49,970		36,700		42,905		48,200		49,371		48,235		45,200		47,272		43,200		48,311		43,100		45,860		31,170		41,900		41,714		29,466		43,040		36,800		42,869		49,300		52,504		43,010		44,800		52,090		43,550		52,866



		CHARGES FOR SERVICES

		CIVIL FILINGS, LAW LIBRARY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		9		- 0												- 0												-		-		-		-

		WARRANT COSTS		100		100		100				100		102		100		100		100		67		2		100		166		100		104		850		19		18		1,500		100		73		73		1,500		1,600		1,636		1,243		1,529		1,636		1,636		1,621		1,621

		DEF PROS ADM CS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		50								50		45		45								66				-		-		-

		COVID REIMBURSEMENT								31,738				86,700		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		4		25		11				100		10		1		1		100		100				486		193		-		8		-

		FIRE PROTECTION SERVICES		500		500		500		172		500		237		500		546		338		2,903		967		338		312		338		338		300		388				300		300				381		300		325		300		-		328		300		304		300		308

		MEDIX		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,400

		RECORDS CHECK FEE		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				450		450		450		600		686		450		1,575		450		475		450		1,206		483				350		324		474

		ADULT PROB. CHGS.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				100		100		100		250		- 0		100				100		865		100		- 0				500		400		100		100		500		400		340		1,250		666		340		340		340		340

		SNTNC COMPL FEE		3,409		4,090		3,409		4,090		3,409		3,409		6,000		5,428		6,000		10,653		5,907		8,000		10,229		8,000		14,661		3,500		7,360		4,877		1,800		2,400		1,685		3,358		1,800		1,850		- 0		2,337		2,319				1,949				2,117

		FFA Contribution 		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		5,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		100		117		117																										50

		IT time Pay Fee		300		50		300		50		300		300		250		250		250		16		8		250				250				250		250		250																				-		-		-

		CURRENT EXPENSE		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		4		4		3								15

		Booking Fees		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				125		125		125		400		212		125		212		125		130		150		221		124																				-		-		-

		TOTAL CHARGES FOR SERVICES		9,109		9,540		9,109		40,850		9,109		95,548		12,325		16,399		7,363		14,889		7,782		9,363		12,494		9,363		16,586		5,775		9,571		5,870		4,200		3,614		2,231		4,434		4,200		4,275		2,276		5,397		5,035		2,276		4,237		2,261		4,436



		FINES & FORFEITS																																																																																157.11

		MUNICIPAL COURT FINES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		(400)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0																																														4.19

		JIS/TRAUMA & LOCAL JIS ACCNT.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		200		238		238		150		45		38		- 0		150		150		260		90		131		589		589		256		256																		161.3

		LOCAL/JIS ACCOUNT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		81		- 0		- 0		- 0		118		394		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		350		475		336		600		250		161		197		600		400		1,252		983		385		1,252		1,252		1,970		1,970

		TRAFFIC INFRACTION		3,650		5,500		3,650		13,671		3,650		5,566		3,650		1,414		3,650		2,915		4,230		3,650		5,654		3,650		4,620		3,650		3,991		1,807		3,500		3,250		1,635		3,423		3,500		4,000		2,500		4,668		3,967		2,500		4,884		2,000		2,997

		LEGIS ASSMNT		200		200		200		428		200		313		200		3,103		200		183		233		200		422		200		375		200		370		171				230		230		354								374

		NON-TRAFFIC INFRACTION		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		721		- 0		- 0						- 0				17				- 0		20		- 0		- 0		17		17		-																				116.43

		CRIME VICTIMS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				10		- 0				- 0		10		10		10		- 0		10		14		14		-

		OTHER INFRACTIONS		100		100		100		29		100		292		100		100		100		73		45		100		93		100		108		100		114		42		250		75		20		133		250		250		244		52		217		244		244		343		343

		PARKING INFRACTION		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				30		- 0				- 0		30		30		30		90		30		210		210		50		50

		PARKING - HANDICAP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0

		DUI FINES		250		250		250		292		250		250		250		250		250		218		83		250		17		250		512		250		158		101		400		175		123		120		400		100		400		270		72		400		63				406														6.49

		CRI CNV FEE DUI		100		100		100		9		100		238		100				100		19				100		209		100		27		100		68		68				25		16		6

		CRI CONV FE CT		100		100		100		40		100		100		100				100		79		72		100		202		100		419		100		46		25				50		42		58

		CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISD.		300		300		300		160		300		- 0		300				300		- 0				300		38		300		926		300		365		325		150		400		396		- 0		150		75		200		- 0		51		334		334		57		57														122.92

		CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISDEMEANOR		500		500		500		- 0		500		302		500				500		671		299		500		506		500		- 0		500						1,500		800				397		1,500		1,200		2,100		965		1,116		1,214		1,214		2,318		2,318

		CNTY DRUG BUY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		14		500		233		9		800		300		40		40		800		600		2,000		366		518		992		992		2,128		2,128

		CITY DRUG BUY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		20		- 0		129		500		- 0		- 0		800		300		41		91		800		600		456		353		705		456		456		719		719

		INVESTIGATIVE  FUND ASSESSMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		300		- 0				500		- 0				84		500		600		360		41		560		360		360		578		578

		OTHER CRIMINAL NON-TRAFFIC		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				150		50				- 0		150		150		100		-		139		84		84		236		236

		COURT COST RECOUPMENTS																				- 0				3,000		- 0		1,800		2,848		1,800		2,545		1,726		500		1,100		971		1,393		500		700		533		354		715		533		533		2,347		2,347

		CRIME VICTIMS		800		800		800		800		800		100		800				800						800		96		800		48		800		429		424		1,800		200		146		159		1,800		1,800		2,200		1,207		1,522		782		782		1,443		1,443

		PUBLIC DEFENDER FEES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		700		1		- 0		-		-		944		944

		PUBLIC DEFENSE COSTS		1,000		2,200		1,000		1,435		1,000		1,359		1,000		1,642		1,000		2,799		1,378		1,000		6,039		1,000		1,860		1,000		1,320		607		1,500		1,280		466		663		1,500		1,750		200		1,878		1,517				1,260

		WARRANT/SUBP-SHF		350		350		350		- 0		350				350		350		350				- 0		350				350		772		350		275		206				500		477		799

		CRT COST RECOUP		350		350		350		- 0		350				350		350		350				- 0		350				350				350		301		301				50		49		49

		I Conv FEE CN		25		25		25		319		25		3,115

tc={317465A3-2149-4596-996A-5A8709DF9F05}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    A lot of small revs added		25		25		25				- 0		25		29		25		4		25		74		13

		D/M Int Income Current Expense		25		25		25		- 0		25				25		25		25		40		55		25		- 0		25		- 0		25		39		26

		Court Current Expense		3,000		3,000		3,000		4,177		3,000		3,029		3,000		2,950		3,000		7,722		2,788		3,000		2,645		25		4,392		25		60		26

		D/M Income		25		25		25		770		25				25		25		25		- 0		55		25		288		25		34		25		60		35

		INTERPRETER		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0								-		-		-

		TOTAL FINES & FORFEITS		10,775		13,825		10,775		22,131		10,775		14,745		10,775		10,234		10,775		14,835		9,633		13,775		15,857		9,600		17,809		11,450		11,160		6,486		12,640		9,080		4,849		7,982		12,640		12,415		13,565		11,691		11,655		9,981		13,288		15,390		16,793



		MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES

		INVESTMENT INTEREST		100		100		100		1,098		100		981		100		534		100		238		110		100		1,495		100		112		1,000		223		- 0		3,500		2,000		768		1,189		3,500		3,850		2,500		2,592		4,183		4,000		2,975		12,000		5,327

		Ilwaco Contract - Office Assistance		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		7,100		- 0		6,675		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0				(144)		(102)		-		-		-		-

		SALES INTEREST		150		150		150		567		150				150		1,578		150		938		424		150		294		150		195		200		196		143		275		31		31		52		275		500		750		89		192		750		504		500		1,188

		RENT REVENUE		100		100		100		- 0		100				100				100		500		886		100		776		100		- 0		100		100		100		500		- 0				- 0		500		300		4,500		- 0		275				12		3,000		4,550

		SMA Grant 2013		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										1,911						25,000		27,822		50,000		46,411		- 0		70,500		- 0						- 0		- 0		2,500		- 0		- 0		4,800		-		4,800

		FUND CONTRIBUTIONS		3,000		3,000		3,000		2,491		3,000		2,495		3,000		1,029		3,000		2,288		12,565		3,000		6,688		3,000		3,835		4,000		1,656		706		5,000		4,500		3,776		5,012		5,000		4,800		1,000		2,518		9,077		1,000		1,500		1,000		1,440

		Squirting Clam		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,092		1,300		1,222		1,300		1,322		1,271		1,300		1,210		1,300		1,329		1,500		1,193		813

		Fireworks Donations																				5,750		5,056		5,000		6,896

		PROJECT SAFE HAVEN																				28,676		26,052		49,000		367,260		393,750		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0												- 0																												399000

		MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES																						208		250		1,226		250		305		1,500		274		193		3,000		2,450		2,027		2,136		3,000		3,000		2,200		1,147		3,241		2,000		120		2,000		209																		57000

		Code Enforcement 				70,740

tc={B7E654C2-CE0C-4833-AAB3-846BEB3F0C62}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    1315 Wash S		52,000

tc={58CDFE90-2156-43F1-94CA-85676257EAE6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		- 0

tc={04C49AEA-54CE-434A-B72E-08DA2147D4C3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		13,000

tc={03586CAD-D9EF-48B2-9C08-FD3295E81E18}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		47,059

tc={A0A8188A-0414-4822-B4C0-560B3239F79A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		40,000

tc={C5069210-2B11-4BD6-A067-19025908F8E8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		2,836		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		9		- 0		- 0				15		10						15		- 0		15		9		(5)		(8)		(8)		12		12

		TOTAL MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES		4,650		75,390		56,650		5,456		17,650		51,627		44,650		7,199		4,650		39,711		55,583		58,900		392,520		423,650		33,607		58,300		50,052		1,955		82,790		8,991		6,603		8,389		12,290		12,450		13,465		6,212		16,861		12,542		5,103		23,312		97,428







		TOTAL REVENUES		1,912,367

tc={C33E9493-F642-41B4-8D69-F5AD8E18C2A6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,151,292

tc={F6375E07-3008-4848-8EA7-03DC5A614C02}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,824,066

tc={E87F5F45-2EA7-461E-8F6C-5E9C96A8693F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,338,797

tc={4D4EB522-4C15-442D-92EC-0751B0876FC3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,781,915

tc={642C9308-82AA-43B6-9823-BF397BCC2B20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,138,325

tc={B4290A4B-7413-46D1-8BE5-062DBDD716CE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,467,879

tc={659313E3-7B2C-4616-97C8-FE559AF4D59C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,988,198		1,707,996		1,857,400		1,619,164		1,517,414		1,851,496		1,752,060		1,368,146		1,384,425		1,444,769		760,353		1,340,800		1,287,949		801,351		1,327,534		1,254,930		1,255,054		1,256,283		1,354,679		1,244,180		1,223,729		1,254,050		1,217,685		1,257,628														202,451



		NON-REVENUES

		BINGO BOND ISSUE																																								- 0												- 0				-		-		-		-

		CRIME VICTIMS		100		100		100		100		100		110		100		100		100		224		108		100				100		301		100		185		108		- 0		- 0				131		- 0		- 0		100		65		- 0		90		90		105		105

		LOAN REPAYMENT - LODGING TAX		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0																														327.26				46.61

		LOAN REPAYMENT - STREETS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		90,000		- 0		- 0						- 0												23,854																		349.42				673

		TRANSFER FROM CE SINKING		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0						- 0		- 0		- 0				83,147		274,513		72,000												49.94				9.65		payments				loan

		TRAN WATER TO CURRENT EXP LOAN

Gene: Gene:
paid 2012, repay CE $50,256 a year, 1% interest to pay off in 5 years, no pay in 2013.																										54,744		50,256		70,000		50,256		70,000				50,256		50,256						50,256		50,256		50,256		50,256		- 0												100,512				49.07				310.85		295,256				251280		43,976

		TRAN SEWER TO CURRENT EXP LOAN

Gene: Gene:
repay current expense fund for lilft station loan.Done in 2020												23,854		23,854		23,854		23,854		23,854		- 0		23,854				23,854				23,854						23,854		23,854						23,854		23,854		23,854																				8.26				77.89		47,708				119270		(71,562)

		CONTINGENT REVENUES																																								- 0																														783.95				1118

		JIS/TRAUMA		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0				1,000		850				38		1,000		1,000		1,746		709		792		1,746		1,746		1,040		1,040								7.78

		LOCAL/JIS ACCOUNT																										- 0				- 0				- 0				35		30				4		35		35		37		37		35		37		37		86		86								791.73

		REFUNDS																										- 0				446				- 0						- 0												- 0				-		-		-		-

		OTHER RECEIPTS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		8,980		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		97		- 0		218		- 0		20		500		- 0				1,000		350		11				1,000		- 0		2,500		3,233		1,118		2,500		20		2,500		78

		TOTAL NON-REVENUES		100		100		100		100		100		32,944		23,954		23,954		23,954		24,078		205		23,954		54,962		74,210		160,768		75,710		70,185		108		76,145		75,340		11		173		76,145		75,145		78,493		78,154		85,093		278,886		73,893		3,731		1,309



		TOTAL REVENUES		2,791,727		3,054,830		2,449,073		3,063,831		2,321,649		2,657,801		1,978,365		2,463,884		2,110,938		2,134,248		1,761,561		1,684,767		2,147,357		2,028,473		1,718,387		1,684,823		1,690,544		923,130		ERROR:#REF!		1,437,493		862,741		1,388,403		ERROR:#REF!		1,436,579		1,411,944		1,470,707		1,382,240		1,555,582		1,572,690		1,794,898		1,977,866														30,865.55





		Expenditures



		CURRENT EXPENSE



		LEGISLATIVE

		SALARIES		26,400		26,400		26,400		24,000		26,400		26,400		26,400		25,950		26,400		26,200		23,700		24,000		23,400		24,000		24,000		24,000		22,500		14,500		24,000		20,700		13,900		20,700		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		21,100		24,000		23,400

		BENEFITS & TAXES		4,247		4,247		4,247		1,952		4,247		2,295		7,600		2,113		7,600		2,133		1,938		4,013		2,297		3,000		3,135		2,200		3,841		2,025		2,000		2,000		1,136		1,692		2,000		2,000		2,000		1,950		2,059		3,853		1,746		3,853		1,895

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		300		300		300		63		300		5		300		235		300		154		- 0		300		544		300		- 0		300		- 0		- 0		500		200		121		121		500		500		1,000		111		605		500		1,183		500		655

		TRAVEL		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		1,000		752		3,000		2,041		3,000		2,255		711		1,500		501		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		- 0		1,500		850		198		512		1,500		600		2,800		729		1,640		3,000		(50)		3,000		354

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		300		300		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		77		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		- 0		300		100		60		60		300		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		500		-		500		-

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		5,000		5,000		5,000		2,252		5,000		2,285		5,000		373		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Includes new computer for Council Chambers 		11,607		11,147		8,500		10,320		10,000		11,449		10,000		11,263		11,263		9,000		9,000		8,978		8,998		1,500		6,669		1,500		6,694		12,200		1,000		12,208		5,500		10,084

		ELECTIONS		10,000		10,000		10,000		7,404		10,000		9,084		10,000		10,065		10,000

		TRAINING		2,000		2,000		2,000		535		1,000		250		1,000		715		500		4,300		212		1,500				- 0		- 0		2,500

Gene: Gene:
One fourth of cost of new copier at $10K
		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0						200		- 0		- 0		1,000		-		1,000		-

		TOTAL LEGISLATIVE		51,247		51,247		51,247		36,206		48,247		41,071		53,600		41,492		53,100		46,726		37,708		40,113		37,062		39,100		38,584		40,800		37,603		27,787		37,300		32,850		24,393		32,082		29,800		33,769		32,000		33,484		40,504		33,853		36,187		38,353		36,388



		JUDICIAL

		SALARIES		32,400		32,400		32,400		28,800		28,800		28,650		28,800		26,950		26,400		26,400

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		35,136

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		34,720

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		33,655		33,600

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		13,652		12,000		26,845		25,438		12,000		12,000		25,901		38,788		12,000

Gene: Gene:
judge $1000 a month		43,221		43,221		43,029		43,085		40,843		42,767		40,843		45,642		30,000		-										over

		BENEFITS		2,946		2,946		2,946		1,813		2,946		2,398		6,115		2,037		6,115		2,056		2,341		7,626		2,698		1,000		1,329		1,000		12,540		3,836		1,000		1,000		6,900		8,327		1,000		14,200		15,150		10,461		6,586		14,639		4,411		14,639		10,173		10,000		12,000										over

		COURT CONTRACT WITH COUNTY																																																				- 0

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		1,000		1,000		1,000		478		1,000		260		1,000		250		1,000		322		2,968		50		1,231		50		537		50		- 0		- 0		100		100		65		1,379				825		2,000		605		796		2,000		1,455		2,000		1,632				13,200

		LEGAL FEES		15,000		15,000		15,000		16,116

tc={D40A45D4-0EBB-4691-8DC3-33821D2EBC29}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    public defender conflict		12,000		1,050		12,000		10,555		12,000		17,800		17,675		12,000		12,000		12,000		12,000		16,000		13,056		9,056		16,000		14,500		8,853		12,853		25,200

Gene: Gene:
Defense att $13,200
Pros $12000		12,260		12,000		13,056		12,623		11,000		12,612		11,000		12,389				25,200

		COUNTY COURT CONTRACT		33,293		32,640		32,640		28,515		28,091		27,231		27,540		25,995		23,479		23,019		14,252		14,280		10,499		14,000		15,166		19,000		13,943		4,110		14,000		14,000		10,500		12,833

		COMMUNICATIONS		500		500		500		540		500		521		500		524		500		491		485		500		507		500		500		500		491		287		500		450		360		528		500		490		800		450		482		800		484		800		460

		TRAVEL		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,068		- 0		1,928		- 0		146		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		287		750		-		750

		MISCELLANEOUS		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		130		100		233		100		56		56		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		400		1,000		252		-		1,000		50		1,000

		EQUIPMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		2,500		2,350		2,500		6,450

		COUNTY JAIL - LONG BEACH		8,800		8,800		8,800		2,564		8,800		3,430		8,800		3,925		8,000		5,261		4,860		8,000		4,518		8,000		9,139		8,000		12,781		8,048		6,000		6,000		4,290		6,245		8,000		5,725		8,000		5,000		5,955		12,500		4,473		12,500		5,452

		COUNTY JAIL - ILWACO		5,000		8,202		3,000		327		3,000		1,948		3,000		1,195		3,000		3,854		2,573				1,033				173		4,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		1,000		203		498		- 0		1,890		5,000		1,078		3,180		5,000		1,761		5,000		3,082

		TOTAL JUDICIAL		99,038		101,588		96,386		79,253		85,236		65,588		87,855		71,531		80,594		79,303		82,458		77,276		68,198		69,250		52,876		60,650		79,712		50,832		50,600		49,050		57,073		81,452		46,700		79,011		87,671		73,931		72,994		91,032		70,363		91,032		85,279



		FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION

		SALARIES		107,001		102,566		102,566		82,377		97,112		85,385		79,082		77,384		75,858		78,016		73,458		74,377		75,956		77,743		79,384		79,957		58,811		25,950		60,514		50,331		30,733		46,126		50,331		43,750		43,750		47,587		66,052		63,200		63,220		63,200		64,142		35000 left

		BENEFITS		62,469		61,556		61,556		54,454		56,142		51,578		44,595		52,483		39,649		50,139		46,238		39,058		37,941		38,491		25,154		20,068		13,618		9,363		27,864		14,250		10,070		15,195		10,286		17,250		17,250		18,487		23,988		23,887		21,922		23,887		23,361		11000 left																38491

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		22,000
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Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		22,000
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Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		22,000
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Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		20,374
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Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		22,000
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Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		20,007
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    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		22,000
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    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		11,459		16,000		8,084		16,260		6,500		16,517		6,500		10,392		6,500		11,346		5,704		5,500		4,500		2,524		4,999		5,500		5,003		5,000		6,257		6,289		4,000		6,399		4,000		5,138

		ACCOUNTING SERVICES		40,000

tc={A8FF7B72-4BEF-4943-98F4-872E9B1178B4}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    2 year audit		20,000
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Comment:
    2 year audit		40,000
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Comment:
    2 year audit		6,102		25,000		19,665		25,000		28,253		16,000		17,620		7,214		16,000		17,420		16,000		26,584		16,000		14,704		13,184		17,500		10,000		5,215		7,703		18,000		13,864		5,000		4,770		18,922		4,000		18,061		4,000		13,241

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		15,000
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		11,386
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    Includes SDS		15,000
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    Includes SDS		10,232
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		1,617		5,000		4,383		6,211		2,000		16,597

David Glasson: David Glasson:
L & I 16k		2,000		4,011		2,000		155		35		5,000		1,000		415		2,450		5,000		120		18,400		10,869		5,861		18,400		1,976		18,400		11,090		JP - only 100 at this time

		COMMUNICATIONS		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,411		5,000		6,100		5,000		5,420		4,000		6,358		3,465		4,000		3,773		4,000		3,696		4,000		3,594		2,095		4,000		3,900		2,493		3,729		4,000		3,795		1,500		3,822		4,168		1,500		1,317		1,500		1,440

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		1,344		1,000		79		2,000		3,991		2,000		3,192		1,685		2,000		2,345		2,000		1,661		3,500		3,081		1,771		3,500		3,000		1,386		2,321		3,500		3,500		4,500		3,404		3,357		4,000		7,135		2,500		5,760

		TRAINING		2,500		2,500		2,500		- 0		2,500		70		2,500		1,095		2,500		2,433		3,593		1,500		3,667		1,500		2,891		500		117				500		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		300		50		1,500		-		1,500		140

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		500		500		500		918		500		510		500		912		500		1,537		1,234		500		909		500		605		500		490		41		500		750		731		838		500		200		500		395		212		500		196		500		176

		REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE																100		100		3,849		411		100		723		100		724		100		- 0		- 0		- 0		250		113		113		- 0		1,190		50		12		164				26				-

		INSURANCE		6,743		5,394		5,394		4,904		2,769		4,308		6,000		4,150		6,000		3,643		6,086		6,000		5,457		5,303		17,974		21,500		18,801		18,701		22,000		- 0				- 0		22,000		20,912		22,000		39,925		19,641		22,000		20,143		22,000		21,000

		Utilities																																														- 0		- 0		-				340

		DUES & ASSOCIATIONS		2,000		2,000		2,000		100		2,000		806		2,000		415		2,000		1,818		727		1,000		717		1,000		2,226		3,600		4,202

DavidG: DavidG:
paid early on 2015 PCOG = $1500		3,400		2,400		2,478		2,324		2,478		2,000		1,900		1,500		2,541		-		1,500		-		1,500		280

		PRINTING		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		45		43		43		- 0

		MISCELLANEOUS																								500		1,773		500		631		500		203		150		500		250		120		135		500		1,600		250		1,582		5				699				24

		CODIFICATION OF ORDINANCES		2,000		2,000		2,000		3,741		1,500		1,898		1,500		265		1,500		1,322		2,018				5,509

		EQUIPMENT		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		3,500

Gene: Gene:
one fourth of cost of new copier $10K		- 0		- 0		1,200		500				- 0		1,200		1,200		4,000		-		1,056		4,000		-		4,000		6,450																				0

		TOTAL FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION		268,713		242,017		262,017		192,111		232,523		202,638		207,177		201,041		173,107		182,394		168,602		154,536		189,303		156,637		175,933		162,226		129,121		80,394		150,978		91,254		56,167		86,129		124,316		114,284		125,200		139,951		150,105		148,486		141,094		146,986		152,242																				189303.41



		LEGAL

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		24,100

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		24,160

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		31,000		30,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		20,473		3,000		18,000		22,523		18,000		18,310		18,000		25,000		7,500		18,000		18,000		12,000		16,500		18,000		23,320		14,000		37,508		21,414		13,200		15,985		13,200		13,470

		TOTAL LEGAL		25,000		25,000		25,000		24,100		25,000		24,160		25,000		31,000		30,000		20,473		3,000		18,000		22,523		18,000		18,310		18,000		25,000		7,500		18,000		18,000		12,000		16,500		18,000		23,320		14,000		37,508		21,414		13,200		15,985		13,200		13,470



		FACILITIES

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		600		1,500		600		1,459		653		600		575				523

		UTILITIES		4,500		4,500		4,500		2,511		3,000		3,464		3,000		2,524		3,000		2,757		3,048		2,500		2,321		4,000		2,159		4,000		3,369		1,712		3,000		2,740		1,863		2,627		3,200		3,200		2,500		3,602		2,741		2,200		2,818		2,200		2,265

		OLD KITE MUSEUM																				2,500		- 0		1,000		2,714		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		- 0		400		150		131		131		500		1,165		500		1,166		43		500		537		1,000		506

		MISCELLANEOUS																						1,165		1,500		1,920		1,500		1,730		1,500		1,920		1,120		1,500		1,920		1,280		1,920		1,500		1,600		1,500		2,610		1,920		1,500		1,947		500		2,129

		CITY HALL REPAIRS		30,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		237

tc={F2A145D9-3507-498F-972C-50D7196DF9F1}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Piers		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		8,103

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		297		12,500

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		160				2,500		3,234

asmith: asmith:
City Hall parking lot
		2,500		4,011		2,500				- 0		- 0		500		458		458		1,000		8,681		1,000		4,376		305		1,000		3,742		6,500		10,937

		Obies Demolition		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		8,125		- 0		8,125

		28th Street Lift Station		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0														138,856

		TOTAL FACILITIES		34,500		9,500		24,500		2,748		23,000		11,567		23,000		2,821		15,500		5,417		4,213		7,500		10,189		11,000		7,900		11,000		5,289		2,832		4,900		5,310		3,732		5,136		6,800		24,271		6,100		21,338		5,662		5,800		9,619		10,200		155,216



		ASSOCIATION WASHINGTON CITIES

		CONTRIBUTIONS		1,079		952		952		- 0		782		- 0		782		782		782				700		700		717		700		- 0		700		698		- 0		800		800		- 0		- 0		800		685		800		685		- 0		760				760

		TOTAL AWC		1,079		952		952		-		782		-		782		782		782		-		700		700		717		700		-		700		698		-		800		800		-		-		800		685		800		685		-		760		-		760



		FIRE CONTROL																																																																																		current		proposed

		SALARIES		24,831		21,956		21,956		22,538		20,204		20,396		19,053		19,136		11,343

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		13,700

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		15,736		23,940		4,560		13,500		11,218		13,500		9,685		5,956		13,500		9,000		5,996		8,999		13,500		13,500		13,500		8,757		8,721		13,500		13,340		18,400		13,877																		Chief		6000		9000

		BENEFITS		16,464		16,235		16,235		18,042		15,230		14,312		9,735		10,185		4,473		12,913		12,724		7,500		8,412		12,000		13,585		12,000		11,106		5,075		10,500		10,500		6,836		13,335		12,980		12,980		4,800		14,359		14,635		4,800		10,604		4,800		5,483																		Asst. Chief		2400		3600

		BOARD OF VOL FIREMEN		3,000		3,000		3,000		2,130		3,000		- 0		3,000		2,600																								- 0												(170)

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		15,000		15,000		15,000		10,500		15,000		10,005		18,000		14,918		15,000		25,127		13,596		12,500		13,859		12,500		24,423		12,500		25,972		15,245		10,000		12,850		11,491		13,484		10,000		9,250		10,000		7,705		12,229		8,000		24,785		8,000		35,407																		Training		4500		4500

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		150		150		150		-		150		75		150		98		150		-		-		300		105		300		192		300		-		-		300		110		110		110		500		- 0		500		-		-		500		213		500		821																		shift				6840

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		24,700

tc={C83E5CD8-6FEA-44F1-AE0C-14C1BDE8C61F}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Clerk / paving / Drainage		3,500

tc={60D7EB5B-735C-43A3-8D0B-BF6218242165}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={1B78A2FF-33F0-4BD7-AFA5-938E21A3278F}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		4,865

tc={EB7E9645-CA2E-4B1E-B30E-39D01DFC52F0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={0528852F-1BB1-479D-ADAD-6547B2300468}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		1,476

tc={B736CF69-FBD1-44FE-95FC-2B570ED8D794}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={CB934693-8C11-40CD-B44D-0863AFB7B9CD}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		5,212		3,000		12,843		2,965		1,300		1,401		900		2,584		900		738		298		500		1,000		906		906		250		250		250		952		-		250		-		250		172																				12900		23940

		COMMUNICATIONS		8,500

tc={C6E094B8-1BCB-46D5-AD5B-9767AF8A1B2B}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    PACCOM $7500		8,500
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Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		8,500
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Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		8,465
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Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		7,500

tc={16A2189C-1AF5-4D72-945A-0BE755E5A774}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		10,149

tc={7D002F1B-4EDA-4406-B5D2-5593D386D975}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		7,500

tc={490948C1-27A7-4B0E-9CFD-015A4C669CD0}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		4,445		7,500		4,498		5,461		12,000		29,787		11,107		13,689		14,000		8,254		7,884		9,500		9,000		6,127		8,698		5,500		7,000		5,500		8,527		6,631		5,500		5,259		5,500		5,678

		TRAVEL		2,500		2,500		2,500		1,145		2,500		300		2,500		1,446		1,500		-		1,253		1,000		650		500		177		500		221		172		500		-				-		1,500		2,950		1,500		4,438		223		1,500		1,046		1,500		557

		INSURANCE		32,330		25,864		25,864		23,512		19,128		20,665		21,000		19,899		21,000		24,955		20,330		19,500		18,228		17,714		17,974		21,000		18,701		18,701		21,000						-		21,000		20,912		21,000		39,925		19,641		21,000		20,143		21,000		19,890

		FACILITIES												20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		20,000		20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		40,000		64		20,000		25,738		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		-		20,000		20,000				20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000

		UTILITIES		7,700		7,700		7,700		5,825		7,700		7,419		7,700		6,306		6,500		6,146		6,346		6,000		4,669		6,500		5,153		6,500		6,497		4,139		6,500		6,500		4,207		6,012		6,500		6,750		6,500		6,508		6,953		6,500		7,216		4,500		4,836

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		18,000		18,000		18,000		27,327		18,000		17,180		18,000		14,131		18,000		20,575		15,587		10,000		5,805		10,000		11,519		10,000		6,350		4,790		10,000		8,450		5,069		6,083		10,000		9,865		10,000		7,871		12,764		12,000		19,119		12,000		28,308

		EMS/VOLUNTEER COMPENSATION		10,500		4,800		4,800		3,979		4,800		3,778		4,800		1,167		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-				-		-		2,000		2,000		-		-

		MISCELLANEOUS																								1,000		740		1,000		789		1,000		1,880		458		1,500		1,000		890		1,130		2,000		790		2,000		810		720		1,000		720		1,000		720

		EQUIPMENT		14,000		9,000		9,000		3,089		9,000		4,718		9,000		9,096		9,000		8,913		4,503		9,000		10,015		9,000		230		9,000		7,593		6,486		9,000		8,800		2,805		8,764		9,000		12,975		9,000		12,115		1,979		10,000		16,120		10,000		9,582

		TRAINING		14,000

tc={39A758D5-28D6-4EBA-846F-2BBA06759D08}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={F51AB3B5-13B7-4CDC-A9EB-43A522EECFDF}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={26C1F331-4161-47A6-A277-F1EC4CF9085F}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Per Chief's request		4,370

tc={2930C92C-2652-485B-95C0-98424E80FF90}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={A7FFB488-3DF1-4B41-8DA9-7E12E16D2FAA}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Per Chief's request		3,255		4,000		9,266		3,500		5,222		3,734		1,500		1,951		1,500		- 0		1,500		3,631		3,381		1,500		550		550		542		2,000		2,645		2,000		2,130		40		1,500		2,540		1,500		285

		TOTAL FIRE CONTROL		191,676		150,205		150,205		135,787		139,712		133,728		147,938		137,905		120,966		174,892		102,299		125,540		125,919		116,521		121,532		122,700		120,628		72,583		114,300		87,760		44,987		88,065		114,730		121,867		108,550		133,928		104,537		106,050		141,105		108,950		145,616



		BUILDING INSPECTOR

		SALARIES		40,585		37,324		37,324		30,947		37,582		28,613		26,949		26,112		26,290		25,360		24,752		22,543		21,782		22,643		30,247		30,000		30,000		21,997		29,640		3,011		1,491		3,125		3,011		25,000		22,500		22,500		30,423		30,514		50,995		30,514		46,497		4k to planning												15over

		BENEFITS		22,724		16,235		16,235		21,597		24,873		17,730		18,273		15,697		17,607		15,183		15,004		17,558		13,284		13,000		14,936		12,000		12,654		9,331		10,670		1,762		346		2,213		1,762		11,000		12,800		12,800		15,320		15,365		22,200		15,365		45,285		5k to planning												12 over

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,117		5,000		2,693		5,000		1,372		5,000		9,781		6,742		1,100		6,061		1,100		1,418		750		1,029		523		750		750		600		714		850		800		850		1,067		875		500		1,166		500		2,004

		CODE ENFORCEMENT		20,000		1,000		20,000		32,770		20,000		55,581		42,300		33,983		2,300						2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		150		- 0		150		-		-		150		-		150

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES																		35,000

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		6,815		8,208		600		- 0		600		- 0		600				- 0		600		600		476		476		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		500		-		500

		TRAINING		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		12		1,500		1,565		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,000		600		600		1,000		690		400		400		1,500		- 0		600		95		1,606		700		595		700		90

		DUES AND ASSOCIATIONS		135		135		135		- 0		135		55		135				135		95		40		135				135		260		135		135		135		100		95		95		95

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		501		1,500		463		1,500		1,282		1,000		940		402		1,000		63		1,000		49		1,000		1,026		1,026		600		600		448		588		800		833		850		1,217		981		1,850		2,902		1,850		1,248

		STATE REMITT/BUILDING PERMITS		9,000		9,000		9,000		8,528		9,000		9,000		9,000		9,029						300		300		- 0		300		- 0		150		- 0		- 0		250		50		24		24		500		- 0		500		50		-		500		-		500

		EQUIPMENT																		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt				- 0		1,000		- 0		6,200		- 0		2,500		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		-		2,000

		MEMBERSHIPS		575		575		575		95		575		500		575		575		575		180		- 0		575				575		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		350		95		350		-		-		350		-		350		-

		TOTAL BUILDING INSPECTOR		101,019		72,269		91,269		100,555		100,165		114,635		105,233		88,062		94,407		59,919		55,448		48,311		41,190		47,053		46,911		48,135		45,443		33,612		43,610		7,558		3,880		7,634		8,922		37,728		39,100		37,729		49,205		52,429		77,858		52,429		95,123



		CIVIL DEFENSE

		EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT		13,912		13,912		13,912		13,781		13,912		4,316		13,912		25,613		12,794		15,766		18,665		14,175		14,631		12,000		11,434		12,000		22,075		7,751		12,119		10,000		8,293		11,057		11,057		8,000		10,000		8,296		8,142		9,000		9,782		9,782		13,769

		COVID COSTS 						2,000		- 0		2,000		34,257

		TOTAL CIVIL DEFENSE		13,912		13,912		15,912		13,781		15,912		38,573		13,912		25,613		12,794		15,766		18,665		14,175		14,631		12,000		11,434		12,000		22,075		7,751		12,119		10,000		8,293		11,057		11,057		8,000		10,000		8,296		8,142		9,000		9,782		9,782		13,769



		AIR POLLUTION

		OLYMPIC AIR POLLUTION CONTROL		1,185		1,185		1,185		1,729		1,185		1,713		1,665		1,665		1,138		1,357		1,314		900		878		$   900		875		$   900		870		$   630		$   900		$   866		$   866		$   866		700		675		675		931		691		657		680		657		657

		TOTAL AIR POLLUTION		1,185		1,185		1,185		1,729		1,185		1,713		1,665		1,665		1,138		1,357		1,314		900		878		900		875		900		870		630		900		866		866		866		700		675		675		931		691		657		680		657		657														ERROR:#REF!



		PLANNING

		SALARIES		53,860		49,687		45,000		47,672		37,365		44,083		41,341		40,443		40,332		38,948		35,073		35,038		28,052		26,230		35,542		63,855		60,118		39,384		67,481		26,188		17,432		33,453		26,188		26,000		26,000		26,347		43,294		48,715		41,831		48,715		17,088		40k under

		BENEFITS		28,938		26,562		23,089		26,983		22,429		24,945		25,408		23,893		22,864		22,538		20,664		22,121		13,725		9,057		17,630		18,000		18,844		8,606		18,304		7,848		4,975		8,865		7,848		12,000		12,812		7,511		11,174		11,647		9,781		11,647		17,230		10k under

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		7,000		7,000		7,000		6,727		7,000		3,054		7,000		2,439		7,000		14,118		1,559		1,000		10,506		1,000		13,216		3,000		7,205		5,976		3,000		3,850		3,029		4,345		3,000		3,000		2,650		2,549		4,741		2,500		2,923		2,500		3,748

		PRINTING		100		100		100		- 0		100		- 0		100		- 0		100		- 0		- 0		100		1,278		100		- 0		50		- 0		- 0		- 0						43		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		-				-		-

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		10,000		10,000		10,000		15,787

tc={E7009D64-C8ED-42F5-8576-B76BD2635E3E}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    SMP Update 5k		15,000

tc={A6503E55-E2C8-4608-9631-E1F2DA1AF5B1}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    SMP Update 5k		13,261

tc={F894BE7F-81F5-4D97-A296-549899B699C5}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Comp Plan - Buffer Study		15,000

tc={2616419E-EE5C-4C1D-81C9-B26C78195139}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Comp Plan - Buffer Study		48,710		45,000

asmith: asmith:
Comp Plan Update 		15,532		5,523		12,000		1,638		12,000		11,068		12,000		3,393		3,229		24,500		6,000		4,089		4,891		15,000		4,100		15,000		7,777		6,906		15,000		15,915		15,000		70,635

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		500		44		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		45		2,000		928		2,000		973		2,000		2,065		801		2,000		1,300		453		1,059		2,000		1,000		1,800		295		765		750		2,203		750		1,115

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,312		4,000		3,340		4,000		4,434		4,000		3,991		4,143		3,000		1,332		3,000		3,870		3,000		1,873		1,607		3,000		3,000		2,202		3,129		3,000		2,750		3,000		2,974		3,320		3,000		1,902		3,000		2,529

		Project Safe Haven																				29,171		14,602		56,000		439,647		420,000		10,307				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0

		EQUIPMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				7,500

Gene: Gene:
includes one fourth of the cost of a new copier at $10K.		- 0		- 0		10,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		650		1,000		877		85		1,000		1,488		1,000		701

		LEGAL SERVICES		5,000		5,000		5,000		- 0		5,000		330		5,000		1,335		5,000		6,690		16,070		4,000		25,827		4,000		8,132		4,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		5,000		5,000		5,000		4,785		342		25,000		-		25,000

		TRAINING		3,000		3,000		3,000		3,463		2,000		- 0		2,000		745		2,000		- 0		383		2,000		636		2,000		1,279		2,000		151		- 0		2,000		500		295		834		2,000		1,650		2,000		1,003		1,207		2,000		1,040		2,000

		Shoreline Master Program		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		239		2,000		279		279								266		- 0

		MEMBERSHIP		1,000		1,000		1,000		200		1,000		- 0		1,000		2,070		1,000		1,500		1,585		400		- 0		400		341		350		306		- 0		350		350		- 0		249		350		250		350		294		-		350		-		350

		TOTAL PLANNING		114,398		107,849		99,689		105,144		94,395		89,057		102,849		124,069		129,296		132,488		99,647		137,659		523,569		481,787		102,598		117,755		94,234		59,883		135,635		49,036		32,475		57,133		65,386		56,400		69,612		54,413		71,834		109,962		77,083		110,962		113,046



		PACE

		CONTRIBUTIONS																																														- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		-		-		5,000

		TOTAL PACE																																														-		-		-				-		-		-		5,000



		EDC ANNUAL DONATION 

		TECHNICAL SERVICES AGREEMENT 		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000

		TOTAL EDC DONATION 		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000



		ALCOHOLISM

		COUNTY CONTRIBUTION		750		750		750		- 0		750		- 0		750		95		750		372		565		750		716		350		413		250		216		153		365		365		189		252		360		360		300		362		348		300		383		300		356

		TOTAL ALCOHOLISM		750		750		750		-		750		-		750		95		750		372		565		750		716		350		413		250		216		153		365		365		189		252		360		360		300		362		348		300		383		300		356



		PARKS

		SALARIES		189,263		176,000		148,989		140,394		141,629		113,414		115,534		108,956		128,857

asmith: asmith:
Might be up due to Culbertson Improvements 		31,751		34,477		29,133		29,363		28,484		36,408		42,147		45,016		14,925		44,870		28,188		20,347		29,971		28,188		33,000		25,500		25,500		35,028		35,090		76,496		69,132		72,279		22k under

		BENEFITS		98,515		93,000		80,948		66,744		80,658		60,007		64,203		64,353		79,476		18,929		16,165		13,450		13,895		9,040		16,606		10,132		11,954		6,975		11,319		12,600		8,268		12,152		9,681		15,000		10,800		10,800		13,505		13,585		30,728		26,636		27,825

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		60,000		85,000		60,000		58,321		60,000		53,179		60,000		54,554		48,000

asmith: asmith:
picnic tables, cedar fencing, drinking fountain, benches 		82,135		72,796		35,000		51,016		35,000		48,674		35,000		54,001		33,145		30,000		31,000		23,828		35,675		30,000		28,500		30,000		31,944		34,606		30,000		34,250		28,000		30,673		Holiday Decs, Sani Cans 

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		250		250		250		5,399		250		375		250		400		250		2,843		701		250		398		250		1,340		250		156		156		150		125		125		125		- 0		- 0		- 0				97						17,000

		INSURANCE		9,807		7,845		7,845		7,132		1,274		6,265		6,000		6,036		6,000		5,532		5,900		6,000		5,290		5,141		9,516		12,000		9,900		9,900		12,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		12,000		10,755		12,000		20,821		10,101		12,000		10,359		12,000		11,000

		UTILITIES		30,000		30,000		30,000		30,500		22,000		24,912		11,000		10,680		11,000		12,433		12,867		9,500		10,322		10,000		9,589		11,000		10,251		5,950		10,500		9,000		4,868		7,029		10,500		10,500		8,000		9,681		10,290		8,000		10,516		8,000		6,952

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		40,000

tc={4E83CF4A-E83D-4B56-AA3C-645BF4816994}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500		40,000

tc={9B913701-F5EC-4F6F-A9DF-DF76C50AC8C0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500														

asmith: asmith:
Might be up due to Culbertson Improvements 		40,000

tc={9E375B21-B473-42D1-AC45-EC8EE40C92BF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500		37,460

tc={CB7244AE-8151-4C82-B1BE-88EEA607485E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		25,000

tc={B0346274-AE5A-4F75-9DF9-D982250E2D56}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		24,762

tc={D39E6AEE-2B36-41D6-A704-2FCDAAA5A19B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		27,000

tc={F8D76465-0C38-411A-B9FD-360BCFD6C697}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		23,474		25,000		23,697		20,354		27,000		32,820		27,000		27,268		26,800

Gene: Gene:
paint 5th st restroom; poles for discovery trail entry $4,000;		22,403		17,506		22,500		13,000		5,017		14,333		23,500		14,000		25,000		16,191		22,341		25,000		27,985		25,000		37,312

		MISCELLANEOUS																										- 0		500		330		500		571		571		- 0		27		27		27		- 0		- 0		18,000		-		4,751		18,000		27,351		18,000		26,274

		EQUIPMENT		20,000

tc={E3D990B9-3458-4071-8D1C-A5005F1E9EDD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500						

tc={CB7244AE-8151-4C82-B1BE-88EEA607485E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		20,000

tc={BA11AEF7-9E0C-44FE-BDF1-B99A2AD7032A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500														

asmith: asmith:
picnic tables, cedar fencing, drinking fountain, benches 		

tc={B0346274-AE5A-4F75-9DF9-D982250E2D56}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		20,000

tc={E7DC278A-F2E4-4FFE-B45F-338F46F9B044}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500						

tc={D39E6AEE-2B36-41D6-A704-2FCDAAA5A19B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		13,820

tc={F2216E08-DB6C-4E05-AE6A-AF15BD4CF290}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Backhoe - 5k						

tc={F8D76465-0C38-411A-B9FD-360BCFD6C697}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		5,000

tc={CDA13F87-3469-4228-898C-CA041AE376D3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Backhoe - 5k		871

tc={9354A10B-46A3-403A-A5A6-8F85D3440808}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Grinder pump - Sid Snyder Restroom
Weed eater
fencing
Backhoe - 5k
10k total		10,000

tc={8FDF49D9-377A-4AB5-BF88-777D128B75ED}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Grinder pump - Sid Snyder Restroom
Weed eater
fencing
Backhoe - 5k
10k total		5,200		5,200

asmith: asmith:
Pole Saw - $1200		5,206		5,696		4,000		- 0		4,000		6,386		4,000

Gene: Gene:
Power edger $700; 		2,680		2,680		3,500		3,000		- 0		- 0		3,200		3,000		3,500		2,588		25,211		2,000		5,241		2,000		1,240

		CULBERTSON PARK IMPROVEMENTS		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		3,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		- 0		6,000		1,296		7,100		107		7,000

Gene: Gene:
PUD connection for sprinklers at ballfield $4,000; ballfield materials $3,000;		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,813		1,813		1,136		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		3,700		-		3,700		-

		MISCELLANEOUS																						6,945		- 0		6,522		6,000		6,799		6,000		8,902		6,274		6,000		13,065		12,179		13,572		18,000		18,000		1,500		22,063		18,685				6,195

		TRAVEL		500		500		500		127		500		426		500		2,041		500		1,485		128		500		242		500		6		500		134		134		400		400		383		383				50				28		188				146				267

		LANDSCAPING		20,000		20,000		20,000		12,716		20,000		17,208		20,000		17,820		20,000		21,185		20,013		16,500		22,051		16,500		20,502		16,500		16,902		12,086		16,500		16,500		13,078		20,375		15,000		14,000		10,000		15,695		14,416		10,000		2,707		10,000		8,768

		RESTROOM FACILITIES		1,000		1,000		1,000		2,381		1,000		342		1,000		173		1,000		9,123		1,070		1,000		- 0		5,000		308		10,000						6,000

Gene: Gene:
Begin set aside for new restrooms on Bolstad Approach $1,000
		1,200		580		580		2,000		2,500		250		2,150		2,206		-		158		-		1,489

		TRAINING 		2,000		2,000		2,000		1,320		2,000		871		2,000		1,996		2,000														3,000				5,932		850		200		200		730		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		5,000		-		5,000		-

		TREE CONTROL		10,000

tc={8AF68ED8-5CFC-4305-9F4B-3FA8992906C9}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal																

asmith: asmith:
Pole Saw - $1200		13,000

tc={F5744904-C9EF-4344-82BB-BC4A16A18205}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal		10,000

tc={80ED6F91-13E9-47F0-9197-88485197C0EB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal		- 0

tc={A65A5525-6C06-4912-9AFD-75F46491EEAE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Parker		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 		9,852

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 																				

Gene: Gene:
paint 5th st restroom; poles for discovery trail entry $4,000;		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 																		

Gene: Gene:
Power edger $700; 		- 0		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0				2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		4,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		740		5,000		4,312

		COULTER PARK		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		313		1,500		1,537		613		4,000		444		4,000		576		4,000		119		89		4,000		4,000		3,187		3,638		4,500		3,000		6,500		5,785		7,931		15,000		653		22,000		29,264

		TOTAL PARKS		485,835		493,095		426,033		376,314		369,811		312,484		330,987		295,996		340,783		215,855		197,724		152,333		173,657		160,516		184,413		190,829		182,990		116,325		170,589		134,118		93,899		139,726		158,569		152,305		157,050		163,248		199,355		182,375		233,526		252,468		268,844





		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		1,392,351		1,273,569		1,249,144		1,071,728		1,140,718		1,039,214		1,104,747		1,022,072		1,053,217		934,962		772,343		ERROR:#REF!		1,208,551		ERROR:#REF!		761,778		ERROR:#REF!		743,880		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		526,032		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		705,803		724,790		767,905		813,665		853,080		1,092,006



		LOAN TO STREETS																																																								-		-		-

		LOAN TO 105 CAPITAL IMPROV.																																																								-		-		-

		AGENCY DISBURSEMENTS (ILWACO)

DavidG: DavidG:
Ilwaco Building permits
																																

Gene: Gene:
PUD connection for sprinklers at ballfield $4,000; ballfield materials $3,000;		7,500		12,000		7,500		10,955		7,500		19,428		7,500		5,571		7,500		15,563		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,500		6,017		1,968		6,475		10,071		91		10,071		- 0		6,901		7,500		9,669		4,923		7,500		4,698		7,500		4,154

		TOTAL NON-EXPENDITURES		7,500		12,000		7,500		10,955		7,500		19,428		7,500		5,571		7,500		15,563		-		6,000		-		6,000		-		6,500		6,017		1,968		6,475		10,071		91		10,071		-		6,901		7,500		9,669		4,923		7,500		4,698		7,500		4,154



		TRANSFERS

		TRANSFER TO LAW ENFORCEMENT		795,000

tc={3126887F-05BC-4A2B-AAE7-76D00626C743}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		775,000

tc={876262A2-DE65-457E-BBA9-F3658761C918}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={571C2F2A-36F4-446D-88C7-70D08DE883DF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={EB079E02-C2B8-4D92-B823-3E9E34F3DDB3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={CE6056A6-5116-4403-82BF-9456B55FA772}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		750,000

tc={DDE2C0A0-DC9D-4B55-ADFD-6B7BA1DD1664}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		710,000

tc={906D2659-9453-40E1-AB42-9BDCCDA4540C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		750,000		735,000		732,000		718,000		718,000		730,000		700,000		706,000		700,000		741,465		440,000		660,000		667,000		389,083		667,000		667,000		615,000		645,000		671,250		589,167		710,000		670,890		670,840		627,250

		TRANSFER TO 004 																																								- 0		55,583

		TRANSFER TO CURRENT EX. SINKING		100,000		100,000		100,000		300,000		100,000		100,000		50,000		200,000		20,000		20,000

		BINGO BUILDING BOND

David Glasson: David Glasson:
through 2021
																																						

Gene: Gene:
Begin set aside for new restrooms on Bolstad Approach $1,000
		

tc={EB079E02-C2B8-4D92-B823-3E9E34F3DDB3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		

tc={CE6056A6-5116-4403-82BF-9456B55FA772}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		

tc={DDE2C0A0-DC9D-4B55-ADFD-6B7BA1DD1664}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		

tc={906D2659-9453-40E1-AB42-9BDCCDA4540C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		9,709		9,409		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		4,855		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709				9,709

		LOAN TO STORM WATER																																								70,000

		TRANSFER TO CE. SINKING																																																		- 0				- 0

		TRANSFER TO FIRE SINKING FUND 		15,000

tc={7A27E26C-465F-44F4-8F98-0FB76C95D68B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={20283FDE-A1A6-40E4-AAEB-E3590BED0E1B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={265CC0AF-4E43-4314-9498-86D112BECAA4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={CAEAB9C1-C055-4674-AB11-718FA3E585F4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request												

asmith: asmith:
Plus marijuana tax
		15,000

tc={8BE267D5-60E3-47AB-BE6F-BD327D17B939}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={317465A3-2149-4596-996A-5A8709DF9F05}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    A lot of small revs added		

tc={2987D732-88D6-42E7-95EB-0F40EFF46572}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={B7E654C2-CE0C-4833-AAB3-846BEB3F0C62}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    1315 Wash S		

tc={58CDFE90-2156-43F1-94CA-85676257EAE6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={04C49AEA-54CE-434A-B72E-08DA2147D4C3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={03586CAD-D9EF-48B2-9C08-FD3295E81E18}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={A0A8188A-0414-4822-B4C0-560B3239F79A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={C33E9493-F642-41B4-8D69-F5AD8E18C2A6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax												

tc={C5069210-2B11-4BD6-A067-19025908F8E8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={F6375E07-3008-4848-8EA7-03DC5A614C02}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={E87F5F45-2EA7-461E-8F6C-5E9C96A8693F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={4D4EB522-4C15-442D-92EC-0751B0876FC3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={642C9308-82AA-43B6-9823-BF397BCC2B20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={B4290A4B-7413-46D1-8BE5-062DBDD716CE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={659313E3-7B2C-4616-97C8-FE559AF4D59C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

Gene: Gene:
paid 2012, repay CE $50,256 a year, 1% interest to pay off in 5 years, no pay in 2013.		

Gene: Gene:
repay current expense fund for lilft station loan.Done in 2020																		

asmith: asmith:
Includes new computer for Council Chambers 		

tc={D40A45D4-0EBB-4691-8DC3-33821D2EBC29}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    public defender conflict												

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk										

Gene: Gene:
One fourth of cost of new copier at $10K
		

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk				

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		

tc={3E3F1AD4-C824-4AB0-ACE4-F873DD1A3B27}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={665B0C13-5F90-45BB-8D19-1159750775C8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={A8FF7B72-4BEF-4943-98F4-872E9B1178B4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit				

tc={94ACB4DE-E66E-4ECA-A25C-DD252CFC03FB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={E94F1C6F-9882-4562-95E4-66FF0D487DA5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		

tc={D11B5CCA-2B5A-44B4-BF45-ED70F3AAE603}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={832C601E-3469-41DE-9579-658869464AB6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={878C660A-0A49-48A1-9B2A-310E892D898D}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		

tc={E37A3440-1C87-4D1B-8340-AE23AA84B28A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={7A4E61FC-D089-4FD6-92CE-94FAA21C83BA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={4FC3CFBF-D5FA-4662-B2F6-2D17BA098D70}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS																																								

Gene: Gene:
judge $1000 a month		

tc={F74C15BC-D75C-402E-855B-C168CCD38C40}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={269D58A5-818B-44BC-8FB5-3D3041DA120B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={F1F7D5AA-6FFA-44A7-ABD8-5E0D15249518}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={724551C8-DE03-4F29-9BE8-5BA1750ACDF5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		

tc={044E9680-6EEB-4069-A78D-3514347B2D84}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		

tc={1864F8DA-22DA-4B04-A400-B06EF77597E2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS																																

Gene: Gene:
Defense att $13,200
Pros $12000		

David Glasson: David Glasson:
L & I 16k		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum																														

DavidG: DavidG:
paid early on 2015 PCOG = $1500		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall																										

Gene: Gene:
one fourth of cost of new copier $10K		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

tc={F2A145D9-3507-498F-972C-50D7196DF9F1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Piers						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 				

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 								

asmith: asmith:
City Hall parking lot
		

tc={C83E5CD8-6FEA-44F1-AE0C-14C1BDE8C61F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Clerk / paving / Drainage		

tc={60D7EB5B-735C-43A3-8D0B-BF6218242165}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={C6E094B8-1BCB-46D5-AD5B-9767AF8A1B2B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $7500				

tc={1B78A2FF-33F0-4BD7-AFA5-938E21A3278F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={8D053119-A5FD-4354-A45B-E91EF26B69D2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64														

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		

tc={EB7E9645-CA2E-4B1E-B30E-39D01DFC52F0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={2AEF763F-5F64-426D-A3C8-36983EFF5C20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64														

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		

tc={0528852F-1BB1-479D-ADAD-6547B2300468}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={BE75E251-BE6D-46C4-A37A-7339CBBFD6DD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.										

tc={B736CF69-FBD1-44FE-95FC-2B570ED8D794}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={16A2189C-1AF5-4D72-945A-0BE755E5A774}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.										

tc={CB934693-8C11-40CD-B44D-0863AFB7B9CD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={7D002F1B-4EDA-4406-B5D2-5593D386D975}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.								

tc={490948C1-27A7-4B0E-9CFD-015A4C669CD0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

tc={39A758D5-28D6-4EBA-846F-2BBA06759D08}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={F51AB3B5-13B7-4CDC-A9EB-43A522EECFDF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request														

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

tc={26C1F331-4161-47A6-A277-F1EC4CF9085F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={2930C92C-2652-485B-95C0-98424E80FF90}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={A7FFB488-3DF1-4B41-8DA9-7E12E16D2FAA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 				

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt				

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		15,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,000		6,000				6,000												5,000										- 0				- 0		5,000				5,000

		CONTINGENT EXPENDITURES																																																				73

		TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS		910,000		890,000		879,709		1,079,409		879,709		874,709		774,709		949,709		769,709		766,709		733,709		733,709		739,709		715,709		715,709		709,709		751,174		444,855		669,709		751,709		454,376		676,709		676,709		624,709		654,709		681,032		598,876		724,709		680,599		675,840		636,959





		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		2,309,851		2,175,569		2,136,353		2,162,092		2,027,927		1,933,351		1,886,957		1,977,352		1,830,426		1,717,234		1,506,053		ERROR:#REF!		1,948,261		ERROR:#REF!		1,477,487		ERROR:#REF!		1,501,071		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		1,212,812		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		1,396,503		1,328,589		1,613,714		1,519,723		1,795,776		1,733,119





		Carry Over to next year		481,876		879,261		312,720		901,739		293,722		721,442		91,409		486,532		280,512		417,014		255,508		ERROR:#REF!		199,097		ERROR:#REF!		240,900		ERROR:#REF!		189,473		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		175,591		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		74,204		77,168		-		52,967		-		244,747



																																																																																2022 Budget 		2021 Estimated		2020 Actual		2019 Actual 		2018 Actual 		2017 Actual 		2016 Actual 		2015 Actual		2014 Actual		2013 Actual		2012 Actual		2011 Actual		2010 Actual

																																																																														Expenditures		213,635		216,209		193,335		197,735		171,723		150,605		194,826		147,748.70		150,107.08		121,281.23		139,650.33		132,858.88		151,972.29

																																																																														Ending Fund		312,720		901,739		721,442		486,532		417,014		255,508		199,097		240,900		189,473		175,591		74,204		77,168		52,967





































Expenditures Vs. Ending Fund



Expenditures	2022 Budget 	2021 Estimated	2020 Actual	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual 	213635.32553609606	216209.15	193335.13799999998	197735.18799999999	171723.446	Ending Fund	2022 Budget 	2021 Estimated	2020 Actual	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual 	312719.74463903951	901739.49000000022	721442	486531.83100000024	417013.74989000009	
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2023 Budget
General Fund

10/27/2022 15

2023 2022 2022 2021
DESCRIPTION Budget Estimated Budget  Actual 
AGENCY DISBURSEMENTS (ILWACO) 7,500                                     12,000                           7,500                           10,955                      
TOTAL NON-EXPENDITURES 7,500                             12,000                     7,500                     10,955                 

TRANSFERS
TRANSFER TO LAW ENFORCEMENT 795,000                                 775,000                         755,000                      755,000                   
TRANSFER TO CURRENT EX. SINKING 100,000                                 100,000                         100,000                      300,000                   
BINGO BUILDING BOND 9,709                           9,409                           
TRANSFER TO FIRE SINKING FUND 15,000                                   15,000                           15,000                        15,000                       
TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS 910,000                         890,000                   879,709                 1,079,409            

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 2,311,051                      2,175,569                 2,136,353              2,162,092            

Carry Over to next year 485,103                                 879,261                         312,720                      901,739                   


2023

		City of Long Beach														2021 Budget										2019 Budget

		CURRENT EXPENSE - 001



				2023		2022		2022		2021		2021		2020		2020		2019		2019		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015		2015		2014		2014		2014		2013		2013		2013		2013		2012		2012		2012		2011		2011		2010		2010		2009

		DESCRIPTION		Budget 		Estimated 		Budget  		Actual 		Budget		 Actual 		Budget COVID 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual		YTD Aug		Budget		Estimated		YTD Aug		Actual		Budget		Estimated		Budget		Actual		Actual		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual



		Revenues



		BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		879,261		903,438		624,907		724,934		539,634		486,532		486,532		419,332		378,988		252,770		142,192		143,399		240,900		202,203		189,473		224,688		175,591		162,669		ERROR:#REF!		74,204		61,379		60,695		ERROR:#REF!		106,380		77,168		37,874		52,967		52,967		244,747		573,482		718,929

		TOTAL BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		879,261		903,438		624,907		724,934		539,634		486,532		486,532		419,332		378,988		252,770		142,192		143,399		240,900		202,203		189,473		224,688		175,591		162,669		ERROR:#REF!		74,204		61,379		60,695		ERROR:#REF!		106,380		77,168		37,874		52,967		52,967		244,747		573,482		718,929



		TAXES

		PROPERTY TAXES (1% Increases)		472,630		467,950		467,950		502,910		461,090		488,975		482,175		433,380		471,078		466,414		440,703		452,970		406,598		407,672		327,750		407,400		399,639		213,012		400,970		397,000		237,059		393,489		397,000		394,750		393,000		449,535		395,596		386,750		371,602		378,893		313,166

		Local Crimal Justice 		15,000		20,000		15,000		29,708		15,000		22,379		17,687		21,784				15,468				18,556

		SALES TAX		700,000		800,000		600,000		856,248		550,000		655,314		550,000		731,409		500,000		598,127		526,625		450,000		500,115		410,000		476,415		400,000		455,570		213,094		370,000		395,000		191,030		408,896		370,500		364,500		368,500		370,112		352,629		350,000		371,467		330,000		372,293

		BUS. TAXES CABLE TV		15,000		30,000		- 0		20,298		28,000		30,214		20,000		10,155		20,000		28,056		21,870		20,000		24,085		20,000		19,777		20,000		21,573		11,854		21,000		24,000		20,014		27,992		20,000		19,415		22,000		18,119		19,312		22,000		20,094		22,000		24,755

		BUS. TAX - TELEPHONE		30,000		30,000		40,000		28,566		40,000		29,273		40,000		55,281		40,000		39,985		46,606		38,000		38,640		38,000		36,343		50,000		37,121		24,702		50,000		47,850		35,936		51,120		47,500		47,600		47,500		53,271		47,669		50,000		47,661		50,000		40,363

		BUS. TAX - PUD		120,000		122,000		120,000		141,884		120,000		134,493		120,000		127,856		120,000		126,845		130,947		115,000		118,324		115,000		111,811		118,000		117,710		66,381		115,000		115,000		92,101		114,263		110,000		110,000		95,000		116,974		108,656		98,000		105,139		98,000		69,267

		BUS. TAXES - WATER/SEWER		298,000		290,000		267,379		333,000		297,574		303,228		300,360		272,367		284,135		183,141		165,451		160,600		150,870		143,525		148,059		140,000		142,104		84,496		115,000		125,000		92,940		141,796		115,000		115,000		125,000		144,980		113,739		124,620		132,361		124,620		116,945

		BUS. TAX - GARBAGE		65,000		65,000		65,000		64,083		55,000		55,998		55,000		40,590		57,399

		BUS. TAX - STORM WATER		27,312		27,312		27,312		29,236		26,777		28,276		26,777		25,343		25,996		16,807		15,321		12,650		13,878		12,650		12,845		10,000		12,198		7,335		10,000		5,000		12		4,055		10,000		10,000		11,760		21,246		9,695		11,760		11,597		11,160		11,366

		PROPERTY TAXES - Uncollected		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0						(2,383)										(14,000)

		REET - Moved to fund 003		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0								- 0		- 0

		GAMBLING TAX		15,000		20,000		15,000		22,575		15,000		15,685		20,000		24,733		20,000		19,756		17,172		19,000		17,606		19,000		18,898		18,000		16,168		11,685		20,000		19,250		13,229		19,640		20,000		19,780		16,500		18,160		20,878		20,000		16,136		26,000		30,694

		TOTAL TAXES		1,757,942		1,872,262		1,617,641		2,028,508		1,608,441		1,763,835		1,631,999		1,742,898		1,538,608		1,494,599		1,364,695		1,286,776		1,270,116		1,165,847		1,151,897		1,163,400		1,202,083		632,559		1,101,970		1,128,100		682,319		1,161,251		1,090,000		1,081,045		1,076,877		1,192,395		1,068,175		1,063,130		1,076,057		1,026,673		978,848																		288,853		17331.174

																																																																																		3157055

		LICENSES & PERMITS

		BUSINESS LICENSES		45,000		55,000		45,000		76,062		45,000		63,878		50,000		73,055		50,000		68,947		54,409		60,000		64,490		57,000		61,756		57,000		70,693		44,959		54,500		55,000		43,248		61,465		58,400		58,400		56,800		53,183		58,456		54,000		58,526		50,000		56,538

		OTHER RECEIPTS												3,708

		BUILDING PERMITS - LONG BEACH		25,000		49,000		25,000		70,197		25,000		52,521		30,000		80,707		30,000		131,934		41,189		30,000		39,345		30,000		31,568		30,000		36,703		27,602		28,000		24,000		20,155		23,052		30,000		29,500		27,500		17,564		33,043		20,000		24,971		40,000		40,074

		BUILDING PERMIT - ILWACO		15,000		24,000		15,000		21,909		15,000		34,813		15,000		27,952		15,000		34,886		28,697		12,000		7,195		12,000		3,344		14,000		17,418		8,556		12,950		16,000		11,168		15,975		8,500		12,000		14,100		13,266		6,528		15,000		16,408		15,000		7,894

		VARIANCES & MISC. PLANNING		3,000		11,170		3,000		16,185		3,000		7,680		3,000		15,265		3,000		7,740		8,660		1,000		1,976		1,000		3,120		1,000		953		920		1,500		1,000		960		1,360		1,000		1,000		2,400		2,065		920		2,000		2,220		1,500		2,750

		USE 322.10.02		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		1,000		1,000						400		-		1,150		-

		WEAPONS PERMIT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				400		318		400		488		281		400		230		400		148		400		276		276		350		450		352		586		100		100				402		96		-		-		-

		FIRE INSPECTIONS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0														-

		TOTAL LICENSES & PERMITS		88,000		139,170		88,000		184,353		88,000		162,600		98,400		197,297		98,400		243,995		133,236		103,400		113,236		100,400		99,936		102,400		126,042		82,313		97,300		96,450		75,883		102,438		99,000		102,000		100,800		86,480		99,443		91,000		103,275		106,500		107,256																		2019		2018		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015

																																																																														DESCRIPTION				Budget 		Estimate		Budget 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Budget		Actual

		INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUE																																																																												Expenditures

		CTED GMA GRANT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		LOCAL LAW ENF. BLOCK GRANT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		ILWACO COURT CONTRACT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0		2,000		3,800		4,741		- 0		2,500		2,213		8,000		2,000

		ILWACO JAIL FEES		3,000		1,000		3,000		- 0		3,000		1,685		3,000		1,265		3,000		3,862		2,313		3,000		1,255		3,000		1,828		3,000		3,387		1,565		2,000		1,800		1,760		2,500		- 0		3,000		3,200		840		3,065		5,000		1,811		5,000		3,114

		PUD PRIVILEGE TAX		14,000		18,015		14,000		16,923		14,000		16,208		14,000		15,890		14,000		16,701		13,961		14,000		13,961		15,000		14,833		15,000		14,325		14,325		15,000		14,428		14,428		14,428		10,000		10,000		12,500		13,913		8,632		13,000		13,067		12,500		13,222

		JIS REIMBURSEMENT-COMPUTERS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0						- 0												-		2,050		-

		SOS ARCHIVING GRANT 								12,325		6,049		6,721		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0						- 0												-		-		-

		STREAMLINED SALES TAX		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		10,000		3,460		10,311		10,000		10,339		10,000		10,720		10,000		10,344		5,081		10,900		10,500		5,109		10,060		10,500		10,800		10,000		10,170		10,658		5,000		10,485				12,343

		CRIMINAL JUSTICE-HI CRM		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				1,500		1,000		- 0		- 0		1,000				1,000		1,000		1,000		658		658		1,200		1,000		929		929		1,500		1,000		2,500		702		711		2,000		-		2,500		1,930

		CRIMINAL JUSTICE-LOC-POP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				100		500						500				500		1,380		500				778		500		750		750		- 0								250

		MARIJUANA EXCISE 		1,200		1,200		1,200		2,037		1,200		1,665		- 0		1,682		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0

		CRIM JUS-POP		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		2,201		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,800		1,000		1,028				- 0		- 0				1,000		2,000		2,250		1,000		1,759		2,288		1,000		2,294		750		1,691

		CRIM JUS-DCD #1		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		500		1,560		500		1,509		1,467		500		1,426		500		343		500		685		343		- 0		- 0				- 0		500		800		100		288		616		100		-		100		302

		CRIM JUS-DCD #2		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				326								592

		DUI - CITIES		211		259		211		259		211		211		200		202		200		212		217		200		221		200		214		300		254		191		300		200		189		255		300		300		200		260		301		200		285		200		494

		LIQUOR EXCISE TAXES		9,170		10,000		9,170		11,078		9,170		9,170		6,000		7,911		6,000		7,279		6,893		3,000		6,625		3,000		3,839		1,800		2,649		1,959		12,000		13,036		- 0		939		12,000		5,134		7,000		5,134		7,017		7,000		7,606		5,500		7,379

		CITY HARDSHIP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0														212

		LIQUOR BOARD PROFITS		11,679		8,000		11,679		12,246		11,679		11,679		12,000		11,795		12,000		14,148

asmith: asmith:
Plus marijuana tax
		12,073		12,000		12,232		9,000		12,355		10,000		12,528		6,270						6,301		12,603		- 0		7,586		9,000		13,856		9,722		9,000		12,279		9,000		10,390

		TOTAL INTERGOVERNMENTAL REV.		41,891		41,105		41,891		57,499		47,940		49,970		36,700		42,905		48,200		49,371		48,235		45,200		47,272		43,200		48,311		43,100		45,860		31,170		41,900		41,714		29,466		43,040		36,800		42,869		49,300		52,504		43,010		44,800		52,090		43,550		52,866



		CHARGES FOR SERVICES

		CIVIL FILINGS, LAW LIBRARY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		9		- 0												- 0												-		-		-		-

		WARRANT COSTS		100		100		100				100		102		100		100		100		67		2		100		166		100		104		850		19		18		1,500		100		73		73		1,500		1,600		1,636		1,243		1,529		1,636		1,636		1,621		1,621

		DEF PROS ADM CS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		50								50		45		45								66				-		-		-

		COVID REIMBURSEMENT								31,738				86,700		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		4		25		11				100		10		1		1		100		100				486		193		-		8		-

		FIRE PROTECTION SERVICES		500		500		500		172		500		237		500		546		338		2,903		967		338		312		338		338		300		388				300		300				381		300		325		300		-		328		300		304		300		308

		MEDIX		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,400

		RECORDS CHECK FEE		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				450		450		450		600		686		450		1,575		450		475		450		1,206		483				350		324		474

		ADULT PROB. CHGS.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				100		100		100		250		- 0		100				100		865		100		- 0				500		400		100		100		500		400		340		1,250		666		340		340		340		340

		SNTNC COMPL FEE		3,409		4,090		3,409		4,090		3,409		3,409		6,000		5,428		6,000		10,653		5,907		8,000		10,229		8,000		14,661		3,500		7,360		4,877		1,800		2,400		1,685		3,358		1,800		1,850		- 0		2,337		2,319				1,949				2,117

		FFA Contribution 		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		5,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		100		117		117																										50

		IT time Pay Fee		300		50		300		50		300		300		250		250		250		16		8		250				250				250		250		250																				-		-		-

		CURRENT EXPENSE		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		4		4		3								15

		Booking Fees		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				125		125		125		400		212		125		212		125		130		150		221		124																				-		-		-

		TOTAL CHARGES FOR SERVICES		9,109		9,540		9,109		40,850		9,109		95,548		12,325		16,399		7,363		14,889		7,782		9,363		12,494		9,363		16,586		5,775		9,571		5,870		4,200		3,614		2,231		4,434		4,200		4,275		2,276		5,397		5,035		2,276		4,237		2,261		4,436



		FINES & FORFEITS																																																																																157.11

		MUNICIPAL COURT FINES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		(400)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0																																														4.19

		JIS/TRAUMA & LOCAL JIS ACCNT.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		200		238		238		150		45		38		- 0		150		150		260		90		131		589		589		256		256																		161.3

		LOCAL/JIS ACCOUNT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		81		- 0		- 0		- 0		118		394		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		350		475		336		600		250		161		197		600		400		1,252		983		385		1,252		1,252		1,970		1,970

		TRAFFIC INFRACTION		3,650		5,500		3,650		13,671		3,650		5,566		3,650		1,414		3,650		2,915		4,230		3,650		5,654		3,650		4,620		3,650		3,991		1,807		3,500		3,250		1,635		3,423		3,500		4,000		2,500		4,668		3,967		2,500		4,884		2,000		2,997

		LEGIS ASSMNT		200		200		200		428		200		313		200		3,103		200		183		233		200		422		200		375		200		370		171				230		230		354								374

		NON-TRAFFIC INFRACTION		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		721		- 0		- 0						- 0				17				- 0		20		- 0		- 0		17		17		-																				116.43

		CRIME VICTIMS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				10		- 0				- 0		10		10		10		- 0		10		14		14		-

		OTHER INFRACTIONS		100		100		100		29		100		292		100		100		100		73		45		100		93		100		108		100		114		42		250		75		20		133		250		250		244		52		217		244		244		343		343

		PARKING INFRACTION		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				30		- 0				- 0		30		30		30		90		30		210		210		50		50

		PARKING - HANDICAP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0

		DUI FINES		250		250		250		292		250		250		250		250		250		218		83		250		17		250		512		250		158		101		400		175		123		120		400		100		400		270		72		400		63				406														6.49

		CRI CNV FEE DUI		100		100		100		9		100		238		100				100		19				100		209		100		27		100		68		68				25		16		6

		CRI CONV FE CT		100		100		100		40		100		100		100				100		79		72		100		202		100		419		100		46		25				50		42		58

		CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISD.		300		300		300		160		300		- 0		300				300		- 0				300		38		300		926		300		365		325		150		400		396		- 0		150		75		200		- 0		51		334		334		57		57														122.92

		CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISDEMEANOR		500		500		500		- 0		500		302		500				500		671		299		500		506		500		- 0		500						1,500		800				397		1,500		1,200		2,100		965		1,116		1,214		1,214		2,318		2,318

		CNTY DRUG BUY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		14		500		233		9		800		300		40		40		800		600		2,000		366		518		992		992		2,128		2,128

		CITY DRUG BUY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		20		- 0		129		500		- 0		- 0		800		300		41		91		800		600		456		353		705		456		456		719		719

		INVESTIGATIVE  FUND ASSESSMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		300		- 0				500		- 0				84		500		600		360		41		560		360		360		578		578

		OTHER CRIMINAL NON-TRAFFIC		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				150		50				- 0		150		150		100		-		139		84		84		236		236

		COURT COST RECOUPMENTS																				- 0				3,000		- 0		1,800		2,848		1,800		2,545		1,726		500		1,100		971		1,393		500		700		533		354		715		533		533		2,347		2,347

		CRIME VICTIMS		800		800		800		800		800		100		800				800						800		96		800		48		800		429		424		1,800		200		146		159		1,800		1,800		2,200		1,207		1,522		782		782		1,443		1,443

		PUBLIC DEFENDER FEES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		700		1		- 0		-		-		944		944

		PUBLIC DEFENSE COSTS		1,000		2,200		1,000		1,435		1,000		1,359		1,000		1,642		1,000		2,799		1,378		1,000		6,039		1,000		1,860		1,000		1,320		607		1,500		1,280		466		663		1,500		1,750		200		1,878		1,517				1,260

		WARRANT/SUBP-SHF		350		350		350		- 0		350				350		350		350				- 0		350				350		772		350		275		206				500		477		799

		CRT COST RECOUP		350		350		350		- 0		350				350		350		350				- 0		350				350				350		301		301				50		49		49

		I Conv FEE CN		25		25		25		319		25		3,115
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Comment:
    A lot of small revs added		25		25		25				- 0		25		29		25		4		25		74		13

		D/M Int Income Current Expense		25		25		25		- 0		25				25		25		25		40		55		25		- 0		25		- 0		25		39		26

		Court Current Expense		3,000		3,000		3,000		4,177		3,000		3,029		3,000		2,950		3,000		7,722		2,788		3,000		2,645		25		4,392		25		60		26

		D/M Income		25		25		25		770		25				25		25		25		- 0		55		25		288		25		34		25		60		35

		INTERPRETER		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0								-		-		-

		TOTAL FINES & FORFEITS		10,775		13,825		10,775		22,131		10,775		14,745		10,775		10,234		10,775		14,835		9,633		13,775		15,857		9,600		17,809		11,450		11,160		6,486		12,640		9,080		4,849		7,982		12,640		12,415		13,565		11,691		11,655		9,981		13,288		15,390		16,793



		MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES

		INVESTMENT INTEREST		100		100		100		1,098		100		981		100		534		100		238		110		100		1,495		100		112		1,000		223		- 0		3,500		2,000		768		1,189		3,500		3,850		2,500		2,592		4,183		4,000		2,975		12,000		5,327

		Ilwaco Contract - Office Assistance		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		7,100		- 0		6,675		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0				(144)		(102)		-		-		-		-

		SALES INTEREST		150		150		150		567		150				150		1,578		150		938		424		150		294		150		195		200		196		143		275		31		31		52		275		500		750		89		192		750		504		500		1,188

		RENT REVENUE		100		100		100		- 0		100				100				100		500		886		100		776		100		- 0		100		100		100		500		- 0				- 0		500		300		4,500		- 0		275				12		3,000		4,550

		SMA Grant 2013		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										1,911						25,000		27,822		50,000		46,411		- 0		70,500		- 0						- 0		- 0		2,500		- 0		- 0		4,800		-		4,800

		FUND CONTRIBUTIONS		3,000		3,000		3,000		2,491		3,000		2,495		3,000		1,029		3,000		2,288		12,565		3,000		6,688		3,000		3,835		4,000		1,656		706		5,000		4,500		3,776		5,012		5,000		4,800		1,000		2,518		9,077		1,000		1,500		1,000		1,440

		Squirting Clam		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,092		1,300		1,222		1,300		1,322		1,271		1,300		1,210		1,300		1,329		1,500		1,193		813

		Fireworks Donations																				5,750		5,056		5,000		6,896

		PROJECT SAFE HAVEN																				28,676		26,052		49,000		367,260		393,750		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0												- 0																												399000

		MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES																						208		250		1,226		250		305		1,500		274		193		3,000		2,450		2,027		2,136		3,000		3,000		2,200		1,147		3,241		2,000		120		2,000		209																		57000

		Code Enforcement 				70,740
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    1315 Wash S		52,000
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    Sagmiller		- 0
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    Sagmiller		2,836		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		9		- 0		- 0				15		10						15		- 0		15		9		(5)		(8)		(8)		12		12

		TOTAL MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES		4,650		75,390		56,650		5,456		17,650		51,627		44,650		7,199		4,650		39,711		55,583		58,900		392,520		423,650		33,607		58,300		50,052		1,955		82,790		8,991		6,603		8,389		12,290		12,450		13,465		6,212		16,861		12,542		5,103		23,312		97,428







		TOTAL REVENUES		1,912,367
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    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,151,292
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    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,824,066
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    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,338,797
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    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,138,325
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    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,467,879
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    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,988,198		1,707,996		1,857,400		1,619,164		1,517,414		1,851,496		1,752,060		1,368,146		1,384,425		1,444,769		760,353		1,340,800		1,287,949		801,351		1,327,534		1,254,930		1,255,054		1,256,283		1,354,679		1,244,180		1,223,729		1,254,050		1,217,685		1,257,628														202,451



		NON-REVENUES

		BINGO BOND ISSUE																																								- 0												- 0				-		-		-		-

		CRIME VICTIMS		100		100		100		100		100		110		100		100		100		224		108		100				100		301		100		185		108		- 0		- 0				131		- 0		- 0		100		65		- 0		90		90		105		105

		LOAN REPAYMENT - LODGING TAX		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0																														327.26				46.61

		LOAN REPAYMENT - STREETS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		90,000		- 0		- 0						- 0												23,854																		349.42				673

		TRANSFER FROM CE SINKING		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0						- 0		- 0		- 0				83,147		274,513		72,000												49.94				9.65		payments				loan

		TRAN WATER TO CURRENT EXP LOAN

Gene: Gene:
paid 2012, repay CE $50,256 a year, 1% interest to pay off in 5 years, no pay in 2013.																										54,744		50,256		70,000		50,256		70,000				50,256		50,256						50,256		50,256		50,256		50,256		- 0												100,512				49.07				310.85		295,256				251280		43,976

		TRAN SEWER TO CURRENT EXP LOAN

Gene: Gene:
repay current expense fund for lilft station loan.Done in 2020												23,854		23,854		23,854		23,854		23,854		- 0		23,854				23,854				23,854						23,854		23,854						23,854		23,854		23,854																				8.26				77.89		47,708				119270		(71,562)

		CONTINGENT REVENUES																																								- 0																														783.95				1118

		JIS/TRAUMA		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0				1,000		850				38		1,000		1,000		1,746		709		792		1,746		1,746		1,040		1,040								7.78

		LOCAL/JIS ACCOUNT																										- 0				- 0				- 0				35		30				4		35		35		37		37		35		37		37		86		86								791.73

		REFUNDS																										- 0				446				- 0						- 0												- 0				-		-		-		-

		OTHER RECEIPTS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		8,980		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		97		- 0		218		- 0		20		500		- 0				1,000		350		11				1,000		- 0		2,500		3,233		1,118		2,500		20		2,500		78

		TOTAL NON-REVENUES		100		100		100		100		100		32,944		23,954		23,954		23,954		24,078		205		23,954		54,962		74,210		160,768		75,710		70,185		108		76,145		75,340		11		173		76,145		75,145		78,493		78,154		85,093		278,886		73,893		3,731		1,309



		TOTAL REVENUES		2,791,727		3,054,830		2,449,073		3,063,831		2,321,649		2,657,801		1,978,365		2,463,884		2,110,938		2,134,248		1,761,561		1,684,767		2,147,357		2,028,473		1,718,387		1,684,823		1,690,544		923,130		ERROR:#REF!		1,437,493		862,741		1,388,403		ERROR:#REF!		1,436,579		1,411,944		1,470,707		1,382,240		1,555,582		1,572,690		1,794,898		1,977,866														30,865.55





		Expenditures



		CURRENT EXPENSE



		LEGISLATIVE

		SALARIES		26,400		26,400		26,400		24,000		26,400		26,400		26,400		25,950		26,400		26,200		23,700		24,000		23,400		24,000		24,000		24,000		22,500		14,500		24,000		20,700		13,900		20,700		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		21,100		24,000		23,400

		BENEFITS & TAXES		4,247		4,247		4,247		1,952		4,247		2,295		7,600		2,113		7,600		2,133		1,938		4,013		2,297		3,000		3,135		2,200		3,841		2,025		2,000		2,000		1,136		1,692		2,000		2,000		2,000		1,950		2,059		3,853		1,746		3,853		1,895

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		300		300		300		63		300		5		300		235		300		154		- 0		300		544		300		- 0		300		- 0		- 0		500		200		121		121		500		500		1,000		111		605		500		1,183		500		655

		TRAVEL		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		1,000		752		3,000		2,041		3,000		2,255		711		1,500		501		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		- 0		1,500		850		198		512		1,500		600		2,800		729		1,640		3,000		(50)		3,000		354

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		300		300		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		77		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		- 0		300		100		60		60		300		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		500		-		500		-

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		5,000		5,000		5,000		2,252		5,000		2,285		5,000		373		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Includes new computer for Council Chambers 		11,607		11,147		8,500		10,320		10,000		11,449		10,000		11,263		11,263		9,000		9,000		8,978		8,998		1,500		6,669		1,500		6,694		12,200		1,000		12,208		5,500		10,084

		ELECTIONS		10,000		10,000		10,000		7,404		10,000		9,084		10,000		10,065		10,000

		TRAINING		2,000		2,000		2,000		535		1,000		250		1,000		715		500		4,300		212		1,500				- 0		- 0		2,500

Gene: Gene:
One fourth of cost of new copier at $10K
		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0						200		- 0		- 0		1,000		-		1,000		-

		TOTAL LEGISLATIVE		51,247		51,247		51,247		36,206		48,247		41,071		53,600		41,492		53,100		46,726		37,708		40,113		37,062		39,100		38,584		40,800		37,603		27,787		37,300		32,850		24,393		32,082		29,800		33,769		32,000		33,484		40,504		33,853		36,187		38,353		36,388



		JUDICIAL

		SALARIES		32,400		32,400		32,400		28,800		28,800		28,650		28,800		26,950		26,400		26,400

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		35,136

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		34,720

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		33,655		33,600

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		13,652		12,000		26,845		25,438		12,000		12,000		25,901		38,788		12,000

Gene: Gene:
judge $1000 a month		43,221		43,221		43,029		43,085		40,843		42,767		40,843		45,642		30,000		-										over

		BENEFITS		2,946		2,946		2,946		1,813		2,946		2,398		6,115		2,037		6,115		2,056		2,341		7,626		2,698		1,000		1,329		1,000		12,540		3,836		1,000		1,000		6,900		8,327		1,000		14,200		15,150		10,461		6,586		14,639		4,411		14,639		10,173		10,000		12,000										over

		COURT CONTRACT WITH COUNTY																																																				- 0

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		1,000		1,000		1,000		478		1,000		260		1,000		250		1,000		322		2,968		50		1,231		50		537		50		- 0		- 0		100		100		65		1,379				825		2,000		605		796		2,000		1,455		2,000		1,632				13,200

		LEGAL FEES		15,000		15,000		15,000		16,116
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Comment:
    public defender conflict		12,000		1,050		12,000		10,555		12,000		17,800		17,675		12,000		12,000		12,000		12,000		16,000		13,056		9,056		16,000		14,500		8,853		12,853		25,200

Gene: Gene:
Defense att $13,200
Pros $12000		12,260		12,000		13,056		12,623		11,000		12,612		11,000		12,389				25,200

		COUNTY COURT CONTRACT		33,293		32,640		32,640		28,515		28,091		27,231		27,540		25,995		23,479		23,019		14,252		14,280		10,499		14,000		15,166		19,000		13,943		4,110		14,000		14,000		10,500		12,833

		COMMUNICATIONS		500		500		500		540		500		521		500		524		500		491		485		500		507		500		500		500		491		287		500		450		360		528		500		490		800		450		482		800		484		800		460

		TRAVEL		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,068		- 0		1,928		- 0		146		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		287		750		-		750

		MISCELLANEOUS		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		130		100		233		100		56		56		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		400		1,000		252		-		1,000		50		1,000

		EQUIPMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		2,500		2,350		2,500		6,450

		COUNTY JAIL - LONG BEACH		8,800		8,800		8,800		2,564		8,800		3,430		8,800		3,925		8,000		5,261		4,860		8,000		4,518		8,000		9,139		8,000		12,781		8,048		6,000		6,000		4,290		6,245		8,000		5,725		8,000		5,000		5,955		12,500		4,473		12,500		5,452

		COUNTY JAIL - ILWACO		5,000		8,202		3,000		327		3,000		1,948		3,000		1,195		3,000		3,854		2,573				1,033				173		4,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		1,000		203		498		- 0		1,890		5,000		1,078		3,180		5,000		1,761		5,000		3,082

		TOTAL JUDICIAL		99,038		101,588		96,386		79,253		85,236		65,588		87,855		71,531		80,594		79,303		82,458		77,276		68,198		69,250		52,876		60,650		79,712		50,832		50,600		49,050		57,073		81,452		46,700		79,011		87,671		73,931		72,994		91,032		70,363		91,032		85,279



		FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION

		SALARIES		107,001		102,566		102,566		82,377		97,112		85,385		79,082		77,384		75,858		78,016		73,458		74,377		75,956		77,743		79,384		79,957		58,811		25,950		60,514		50,331		30,733		46,126		50,331		43,750		43,750		47,587		66,052		63,200		63,220		63,200		64,142		35000 left

		BENEFITS		62,469		61,556		61,556		54,454		56,142		51,578		44,595		52,483		39,649		50,139		46,238		39,058		37,941		38,491		25,154		20,068		13,618		9,363		27,864		14,250		10,070		15,195		10,286		17,250		17,250		18,487		23,988		23,887		21,922		23,887		23,361		11000 left																38491

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		22,000
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    $5200 of laserfishe		22,000
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    $5200 of laserfishe		22,000
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    $5200 of laserfishe		20,374
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    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		22,000
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    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		20,007
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    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		22,000
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    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		11,459		16,000		8,084		16,260		6,500		16,517		6,500		10,392		6,500		11,346		5,704		5,500		4,500		2,524		4,999		5,500		5,003		5,000		6,257		6,289		4,000		6,399		4,000		5,138

		ACCOUNTING SERVICES		40,000
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    2 year audit		20,000
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    2 year audit		40,000
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    2 year audit		6,102		25,000		19,665		25,000		28,253		16,000		17,620		7,214		16,000		17,420		16,000		26,584		16,000		14,704		13,184		17,500		10,000		5,215		7,703		18,000		13,864		5,000		4,770		18,922		4,000		18,061		4,000		13,241

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		15,000
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    Includes SDS		15,000
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    Includes SDS		11,386
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    Includes SDS		10,232
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    Includes SDS		15,000
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    Includes SDS		1,617		5,000		4,383		6,211		2,000		16,597

David Glasson: David Glasson:
L & I 16k		2,000		4,011		2,000		155		35		5,000		1,000		415		2,450		5,000		120		18,400		10,869		5,861		18,400		1,976		18,400		11,090		JP - only 100 at this time

		COMMUNICATIONS		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,411		5,000		6,100		5,000		5,420		4,000		6,358		3,465		4,000		3,773		4,000		3,696		4,000		3,594		2,095		4,000		3,900		2,493		3,729		4,000		3,795		1,500		3,822		4,168		1,500		1,317		1,500		1,440

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		1,344		1,000		79		2,000		3,991		2,000		3,192		1,685		2,000		2,345		2,000		1,661		3,500		3,081		1,771		3,500		3,000		1,386		2,321		3,500		3,500		4,500		3,404		3,357		4,000		7,135		2,500		5,760

		TRAINING		2,500		2,500		2,500		- 0		2,500		70		2,500		1,095		2,500		2,433		3,593		1,500		3,667		1,500		2,891		500		117				500		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		300		50		1,500		-		1,500		140

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		500		500		500		918		500		510		500		912		500		1,537		1,234		500		909		500		605		500		490		41		500		750		731		838		500		200		500		395		212		500		196		500		176

		REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE																100		100		3,849		411		100		723		100		724		100		- 0		- 0		- 0		250		113		113		- 0		1,190		50		12		164				26				-

		INSURANCE		6,743		5,394		5,394		4,904		2,769		4,308		6,000		4,150		6,000		3,643		6,086		6,000		5,457		5,303		17,974		21,500		18,801		18,701		22,000		- 0				- 0		22,000		20,912		22,000		39,925		19,641		22,000		20,143		22,000		21,000

		Utilities																																														- 0		- 0		-				340

		DUES & ASSOCIATIONS		2,000		2,000		2,000		100		2,000		806		2,000		415		2,000		1,818		727		1,000		717		1,000		2,226		3,600		4,202

DavidG: DavidG:
paid early on 2015 PCOG = $1500		3,400		2,400		2,478		2,324		2,478		2,000		1,900		1,500		2,541		-		1,500		-		1,500		280

		PRINTING		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		45		43		43		- 0

		MISCELLANEOUS																								500		1,773		500		631		500		203		150		500		250		120		135		500		1,600		250		1,582		5				699				24

		CODIFICATION OF ORDINANCES		2,000		2,000		2,000		3,741		1,500		1,898		1,500		265		1,500		1,322		2,018				5,509

		EQUIPMENT		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		3,500

Gene: Gene:
one fourth of cost of new copier $10K		- 0		- 0		1,200		500				- 0		1,200		1,200		4,000		-		1,056		4,000		-		4,000		6,450																				0

		TOTAL FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION		268,713		242,017		262,017		192,111		232,523		202,638		207,177		201,041		173,107		182,394		168,602		154,536		189,303		156,637		175,933		162,226		129,121		80,394		150,978		91,254		56,167		86,129		124,316		114,284		125,200		139,951		150,105		148,486		141,094		146,986		152,242																				189303.41



		LEGAL

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		24,100

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		24,160

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		31,000		30,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		20,473		3,000		18,000		22,523		18,000		18,310		18,000		25,000		7,500		18,000		18,000		12,000		16,500		18,000		23,320		14,000		37,508		21,414		13,200		15,985		13,200		13,470

		TOTAL LEGAL		25,000		25,000		25,000		24,100		25,000		24,160		25,000		31,000		30,000		20,473		3,000		18,000		22,523		18,000		18,310		18,000		25,000		7,500		18,000		18,000		12,000		16,500		18,000		23,320		14,000		37,508		21,414		13,200		15,985		13,200		13,470



		FACILITIES

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		600		1,500		600		1,459		653		600		575				523

		UTILITIES		4,500		4,500		4,500		2,511		3,000		3,464		3,000		2,524		3,000		2,757		3,048		2,500		2,321		4,000		2,159		4,000		3,369		1,712		3,000		2,740		1,863		2,627		3,200		3,200		2,500		3,602		2,741		2,200		2,818		2,200		2,265

		OLD KITE MUSEUM																				2,500		- 0		1,000		2,714		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		- 0		400		150		131		131		500		1,165		500		1,166		43		500		537		1,000		506

		MISCELLANEOUS																						1,165		1,500		1,920		1,500		1,730		1,500		1,920		1,120		1,500		1,920		1,280		1,920		1,500		1,600		1,500		2,610		1,920		1,500		1,947		500		2,129

		CITY HALL REPAIRS		30,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		237

tc={F2A145D9-3507-498F-972C-50D7196DF9F1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Piers		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		8,103

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		297		12,500

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		160				2,500		3,234

asmith: asmith:
City Hall parking lot
		2,500		4,011		2,500				- 0		- 0		500		458		458		1,000		8,681		1,000		4,376		305		1,000		3,742		6,500		10,937

		Obies Demolition		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		8,125		- 0		8,125

		28th Street Lift Station		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0														138,856

		TOTAL FACILITIES		34,500		9,500		24,500		2,748		23,000		11,567		23,000		2,821		15,500		5,417		4,213		7,500		10,189		11,000		7,900		11,000		5,289		2,832		4,900		5,310		3,732		5,136		6,800		24,271		6,100		21,338		5,662		5,800		9,619		10,200		155,216



		ASSOCIATION WASHINGTON CITIES

		CONTRIBUTIONS		1,079		952		952		- 0		782		- 0		782		782		782				700		700		717		700		- 0		700		698		- 0		800		800		- 0		- 0		800		685		800		685		- 0		760				760

		TOTAL AWC		1,079		952		952		-		782		-		782		782		782		-		700		700		717		700		-		700		698		-		800		800		-		-		800		685		800		685		-		760		-		760



		FIRE CONTROL																																																																																		current		proposed

		SALARIES		24,831		21,956		21,956		22,538		20,204		20,396		19,053		19,136		11,343

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		13,700

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		15,736		23,940		4,560		13,500		11,218		13,500		9,685		5,956		13,500		9,000		5,996		8,999		13,500		13,500		13,500		8,757		8,721		13,500		13,340		18,400		13,877																		Chief		6000		9000

		BENEFITS		16,464		16,235		16,235		18,042		15,230		14,312		9,735		10,185		4,473		12,913		12,724		7,500		8,412		12,000		13,585		12,000		11,106		5,075		10,500		10,500		6,836		13,335		12,980		12,980		4,800		14,359		14,635		4,800		10,604		4,800		5,483																		Asst. Chief		2400		3600

		BOARD OF VOL FIREMEN		3,000		3,000		3,000		2,130		3,000		- 0		3,000		2,600																								- 0												(170)

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		15,000		15,000		15,000		10,500		15,000		10,005		18,000		14,918		15,000		25,127		13,596		12,500		13,859		12,500		24,423		12,500		25,972		15,245		10,000		12,850		11,491		13,484		10,000		9,250		10,000		7,705		12,229		8,000		24,785		8,000		35,407																		Training		4500		4500

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		150		150		150		-		150		75		150		98		150		-		-		300		105		300		192		300		-		-		300		110		110		110		500		- 0		500		-		-		500		213		500		821																		shift				6840

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		24,700

tc={C83E5CD8-6FEA-44F1-AE0C-14C1BDE8C61F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Clerk / paving / Drainage		3,500

tc={60D7EB5B-735C-43A3-8D0B-BF6218242165}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={1B78A2FF-33F0-4BD7-AFA5-938E21A3278F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		4,865

tc={EB7E9645-CA2E-4B1E-B30E-39D01DFC52F0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={0528852F-1BB1-479D-ADAD-6547B2300468}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		1,476

tc={B736CF69-FBD1-44FE-95FC-2B570ED8D794}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={CB934693-8C11-40CD-B44D-0863AFB7B9CD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		5,212		3,000		12,843		2,965		1,300		1,401		900		2,584		900		738		298		500		1,000		906		906		250		250		250		952		-		250		-		250		172																				12900		23940

		COMMUNICATIONS		8,500

tc={C6E094B8-1BCB-46D5-AD5B-9767AF8A1B2B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $7500		8,500

tc={8D053119-A5FD-4354-A45B-E91EF26B69D2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		8,500

tc={2AEF763F-5F64-426D-A3C8-36983EFF5C20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		8,465

tc={BE75E251-BE6D-46C4-A37A-7339CBBFD6DD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		7,500

tc={16A2189C-1AF5-4D72-945A-0BE755E5A774}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		10,149

tc={7D002F1B-4EDA-4406-B5D2-5593D386D975}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		7,500

tc={490948C1-27A7-4B0E-9CFD-015A4C669CD0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		4,445		7,500		4,498		5,461		12,000		29,787		11,107		13,689		14,000		8,254		7,884		9,500		9,000		6,127		8,698		5,500		7,000		5,500		8,527		6,631		5,500		5,259		5,500		5,678

		TRAVEL		2,500		2,500		2,500		1,145		2,500		300		2,500		1,446		1,500		-		1,253		1,000		650		500		177		500		221		172		500		-				-		1,500		2,950		1,500		4,438		223		1,500		1,046		1,500		557

		INSURANCE		32,330		25,864		25,864		23,512		19,128		20,665		21,000		19,899		21,000		24,955		20,330		19,500		18,228		17,714		17,974		21,000		18,701		18,701		21,000						-		21,000		20,912		21,000		39,925		19,641		21,000		20,143		21,000		19,890

		FACILITIES												20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		20,000		20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		40,000		64		20,000		25,738		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		-		20,000		20,000				20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000

		UTILITIES		7,700		7,700		7,700		5,825		7,700		7,419		7,700		6,306		6,500		6,146		6,346		6,000		4,669		6,500		5,153		6,500		6,497		4,139		6,500		6,500		4,207		6,012		6,500		6,750		6,500		6,508		6,953		6,500		7,216		4,500		4,836

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		18,000		18,000		18,000		27,327		18,000		17,180		18,000		14,131		18,000		20,575		15,587		10,000		5,805		10,000		11,519		10,000		6,350		4,790		10,000		8,450		5,069		6,083		10,000		9,865		10,000		7,871		12,764		12,000		19,119		12,000		28,308

		EMS/VOLUNTEER COMPENSATION		10,500		4,800		4,800		3,979		4,800		3,778		4,800		1,167		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-				-		-		2,000		2,000		-		-

		MISCELLANEOUS																								1,000		740		1,000		789		1,000		1,880		458		1,500		1,000		890		1,130		2,000		790		2,000		810		720		1,000		720		1,000		720

		EQUIPMENT		14,000		9,000		9,000		3,089		9,000		4,718		9,000		9,096		9,000		8,913		4,503		9,000		10,015		9,000		230		9,000		7,593		6,486		9,000		8,800		2,805		8,764		9,000		12,975		9,000		12,115		1,979		10,000		16,120		10,000		9,582

		TRAINING		14,000

tc={39A758D5-28D6-4EBA-846F-2BBA06759D08}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={F51AB3B5-13B7-4CDC-A9EB-43A522EECFDF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={26C1F331-4161-47A6-A277-F1EC4CF9085F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		4,370

tc={2930C92C-2652-485B-95C0-98424E80FF90}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={A7FFB488-3DF1-4B41-8DA9-7E12E16D2FAA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		3,255		4,000		9,266		3,500		5,222		3,734		1,500		1,951		1,500		- 0		1,500		3,631		3,381		1,500		550		550		542		2,000		2,645		2,000		2,130		40		1,500		2,540		1,500		285

		TOTAL FIRE CONTROL		191,676		150,205		150,205		135,787		139,712		133,728		147,938		137,905		120,966		174,892		102,299		125,540		125,919		116,521		121,532		122,700		120,628		72,583		114,300		87,760		44,987		88,065		114,730		121,867		108,550		133,928		104,537		106,050		141,105		108,950		145,616



		BUILDING INSPECTOR

		SALARIES		40,585		37,324		37,324		30,947		37,582		28,613		26,949		26,112		26,290		25,360		24,752		22,543		21,782		22,643		30,247		30,000		30,000		21,997		29,640		3,011		1,491		3,125		3,011		25,000		22,500		22,500		30,423		30,514		50,995		30,514		46,497		4k to planning												15over

		BENEFITS		22,724		16,235		16,235		21,597		24,873		17,730		18,273		15,697		17,607		15,183		15,004		17,558		13,284		13,000		14,936		12,000		12,654		9,331		10,670		1,762		346		2,213		1,762		11,000		12,800		12,800		15,320		15,365		22,200		15,365		45,285		5k to planning												12 over

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,117		5,000		2,693		5,000		1,372		5,000		9,781		6,742		1,100		6,061		1,100		1,418		750		1,029		523		750		750		600		714		850		800		850		1,067		875		500		1,166		500		2,004

		CODE ENFORCEMENT		20,000		1,000		20,000		32,770		20,000		55,581		42,300		33,983		2,300						2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		150		- 0		150		-		-		150		-		150

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES																		35,000

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		6,815		8,208		600		- 0		600		- 0		600				- 0		600		600		476		476		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		500		-		500

		TRAINING		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		12		1,500		1,565		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,000		600		600		1,000		690		400		400		1,500		- 0		600		95		1,606		700		595		700		90

		DUES AND ASSOCIATIONS		135		135		135		- 0		135		55		135				135		95		40		135				135		260		135		135		135		100		95		95		95

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		501		1,500		463		1,500		1,282		1,000		940		402		1,000		63		1,000		49		1,000		1,026		1,026		600		600		448		588		800		833		850		1,217		981		1,850		2,902		1,850		1,248

		STATE REMITT/BUILDING PERMITS		9,000		9,000		9,000		8,528		9,000		9,000		9,000		9,029						300		300		- 0		300		- 0		150		- 0		- 0		250		50		24		24		500		- 0		500		50		-		500		-		500

		EQUIPMENT																		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt				- 0		1,000		- 0		6,200		- 0		2,500		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		-		2,000

		MEMBERSHIPS		575		575		575		95		575		500		575		575		575		180		- 0		575				575		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		350		95		350		-		-		350		-		350		-

		TOTAL BUILDING INSPECTOR		101,019		72,269		91,269		100,555		100,165		114,635		105,233		88,062		94,407		59,919		55,448		48,311		41,190		47,053		46,911		48,135		45,443		33,612		43,610		7,558		3,880		7,634		8,922		37,728		39,100		37,729		49,205		52,429		77,858		52,429		95,123



		CIVIL DEFENSE

		EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT		13,912		13,912		13,912		13,781		13,912		4,316		13,912		25,613		12,794		15,766		18,665		14,175		14,631		12,000		11,434		12,000		22,075		7,751		12,119		10,000		8,293		11,057		11,057		8,000		10,000		8,296		8,142		9,000		9,782		9,782		13,769

		COVID COSTS 						2,000		- 0		2,000		34,257

		TOTAL CIVIL DEFENSE		13,912		13,912		15,912		13,781		15,912		38,573		13,912		25,613		12,794		15,766		18,665		14,175		14,631		12,000		11,434		12,000		22,075		7,751		12,119		10,000		8,293		11,057		11,057		8,000		10,000		8,296		8,142		9,000		9,782		9,782		13,769



		AIR POLLUTION

		OLYMPIC AIR POLLUTION CONTROL		1,185		1,185		1,185		1,729		1,185		1,713		1,665		1,665		1,138		1,357		1,314		900		878		$   900		875		$   900		870		$   630		$   900		$   866		$   866		$   866		700		675		675		931		691		657		680		657		657

		TOTAL AIR POLLUTION		1,185		1,185		1,185		1,729		1,185		1,713		1,665		1,665		1,138		1,357		1,314		900		878		900		875		900		870		630		900		866		866		866		700		675		675		931		691		657		680		657		657														ERROR:#REF!



		PLANNING

		SALARIES		53,860		49,687		45,000		47,672		37,365		44,083		41,341		40,443		40,332		38,948		35,073		35,038		28,052		26,230		35,542		63,855		60,118		39,384		67,481		26,188		17,432		33,453		26,188		26,000		26,000		26,347		43,294		48,715		41,831		48,715		17,088		40k under

		BENEFITS		28,938		26,562		23,089		26,983		22,429		24,945		25,408		23,893		22,864		22,538		20,664		22,121		13,725		9,057		17,630		18,000		18,844		8,606		18,304		7,848		4,975		8,865		7,848		12,000		12,812		7,511		11,174		11,647		9,781		11,647		17,230		10k under

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		7,000		7,000		7,000		6,727		7,000		3,054		7,000		2,439		7,000		14,118		1,559		1,000		10,506		1,000		13,216		3,000		7,205		5,976		3,000		3,850		3,029		4,345		3,000		3,000		2,650		2,549		4,741		2,500		2,923		2,500		3,748

		PRINTING		100		100		100		- 0		100		- 0		100		- 0		100		- 0		- 0		100		1,278		100		- 0		50		- 0		- 0		- 0						43		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		-				-		-

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		10,000		10,000		10,000		15,787

tc={E7009D64-C8ED-42F5-8576-B76BD2635E3E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    SMP Update 5k		15,000

tc={A6503E55-E2C8-4608-9631-E1F2DA1AF5B1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    SMP Update 5k		13,261

tc={F894BE7F-81F5-4D97-A296-549899B699C5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Comp Plan - Buffer Study		15,000

tc={2616419E-EE5C-4C1D-81C9-B26C78195139}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Comp Plan - Buffer Study		48,710		45,000

asmith: asmith:
Comp Plan Update 		15,532		5,523		12,000		1,638		12,000		11,068		12,000		3,393		3,229		24,500		6,000		4,089		4,891		15,000		4,100		15,000		7,777		6,906		15,000		15,915		15,000		70,635

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		500		44		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		45		2,000		928		2,000		973		2,000		2,065		801		2,000		1,300		453		1,059		2,000		1,000		1,800		295		765		750		2,203		750		1,115

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,312		4,000		3,340		4,000		4,434		4,000		3,991		4,143		3,000		1,332		3,000		3,870		3,000		1,873		1,607		3,000		3,000		2,202		3,129		3,000		2,750		3,000		2,974		3,320		3,000		1,902		3,000		2,529

		Project Safe Haven																				29,171		14,602		56,000		439,647		420,000		10,307				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0

		EQUIPMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				7,500

Gene: Gene:
includes one fourth of the cost of a new copier at $10K.		- 0		- 0		10,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		650		1,000		877		85		1,000		1,488		1,000		701

		LEGAL SERVICES		5,000		5,000		5,000		- 0		5,000		330		5,000		1,335		5,000		6,690		16,070		4,000		25,827		4,000		8,132		4,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		5,000		5,000		5,000		4,785		342		25,000		-		25,000

		TRAINING		3,000		3,000		3,000		3,463		2,000		- 0		2,000		745		2,000		- 0		383		2,000		636		2,000		1,279		2,000		151		- 0		2,000		500		295		834		2,000		1,650		2,000		1,003		1,207		2,000		1,040		2,000

		Shoreline Master Program		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		239		2,000		279		279								266		- 0

		MEMBERSHIP		1,000		1,000		1,000		200		1,000		- 0		1,000		2,070		1,000		1,500		1,585		400		- 0		400		341		350		306		- 0		350		350		- 0		249		350		250		350		294		-		350		-		350

		TOTAL PLANNING		114,398		107,849		99,689		105,144		94,395		89,057		102,849		124,069		129,296		132,488		99,647		137,659		523,569		481,787		102,598		117,755		94,234		59,883		135,635		49,036		32,475		57,133		65,386		56,400		69,612		54,413		71,834		109,962		77,083		110,962		113,046



		PACE

		CONTRIBUTIONS																																														- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		-		-		5,000

		TOTAL PACE																																														-		-		-				-		-		-		5,000



		EDC ANNUAL DONATION 

		TECHNICAL SERVICES AGREEMENT 		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000

		TOTAL EDC DONATION 		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000



		ALCOHOLISM

		COUNTY CONTRIBUTION		750		750		750		- 0		750		- 0		750		95		750		372		565		750		716		350		413		250		216		153		365		365		189		252		360		360		300		362		348		300		383		300		356

		TOTAL ALCOHOLISM		750		750		750		-		750		-		750		95		750		372		565		750		716		350		413		250		216		153		365		365		189		252		360		360		300		362		348		300		383		300		356



		PARKS

		SALARIES		189,263		176,000		148,989		140,394		141,629		113,414		115,534		108,956		128,857

asmith: asmith:
Might be up due to Culbertson Improvements 		31,751		34,477		29,133		29,363		28,484		36,408		42,147		45,016		14,925		44,870		28,188		20,347		29,971		28,188		33,000		25,500		25,500		35,028		35,090		76,496		69,132		72,279		22k under

		BENEFITS		98,515		93,000		80,948		66,744		80,658		60,007		64,203		64,353		79,476		18,929		16,165		13,450		13,895		9,040		16,606		10,132		11,954		6,975		11,319		12,600		8,268		12,152		9,681		15,000		10,800		10,800		13,505		13,585		30,728		26,636		27,825

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		60,000		85,000		60,000		58,321		60,000		53,179		60,000		54,554		48,000

asmith: asmith:
picnic tables, cedar fencing, drinking fountain, benches 		82,135		72,796		35,000		51,016		35,000		48,674		35,000		54,001		33,145		30,000		31,000		23,828		35,675		30,000		28,500		30,000		31,944		34,606		30,000		34,250		28,000		30,673		Holiday Decs, Sani Cans 

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		250		250		250		5,399		250		375		250		400		250		2,843		701		250		398		250		1,340		250		156		156		150		125		125		125		- 0		- 0		- 0				97						17,000

		INSURANCE		9,807		7,845		7,845		7,132		1,274		6,265		6,000		6,036		6,000		5,532		5,900		6,000		5,290		5,141		9,516		12,000		9,900		9,900		12,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		12,000		10,755		12,000		20,821		10,101		12,000		10,359		12,000		11,000

		UTILITIES		30,000		30,000		30,000		30,500		22,000		24,912		11,000		10,680		11,000		12,433		12,867		9,500		10,322		10,000		9,589		11,000		10,251		5,950		10,500		9,000		4,868		7,029		10,500		10,500		8,000		9,681		10,290		8,000		10,516		8,000		6,952

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		40,000

tc={4E83CF4A-E83D-4B56-AA3C-645BF4816994}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500		40,000

tc={9B913701-F5EC-4F6F-A9DF-DF76C50AC8C0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500														

asmith: asmith:
Might be up due to Culbertson Improvements 		40,000

tc={9E375B21-B473-42D1-AC45-EC8EE40C92BF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500		37,460

tc={CB7244AE-8151-4C82-B1BE-88EEA607485E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		25,000

tc={B0346274-AE5A-4F75-9DF9-D982250E2D56}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		24,762

tc={D39E6AEE-2B36-41D6-A704-2FCDAAA5A19B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		27,000

tc={F8D76465-0C38-411A-B9FD-360BCFD6C697}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		23,474		25,000		23,697		20,354		27,000		32,820		27,000		27,268		26,800

Gene: Gene:
paint 5th st restroom; poles for discovery trail entry $4,000;		22,403		17,506		22,500		13,000		5,017		14,333		23,500		14,000		25,000		16,191		22,341		25,000		27,985		25,000		37,312

		MISCELLANEOUS																										- 0		500		330		500		571		571		- 0		27		27		27		- 0		- 0		18,000		-		4,751		18,000		27,351		18,000		26,274

		EQUIPMENT		20,000

tc={E3D990B9-3458-4071-8D1C-A5005F1E9EDD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500						

tc={CB7244AE-8151-4C82-B1BE-88EEA607485E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		20,000

tc={BA11AEF7-9E0C-44FE-BDF1-B99A2AD7032A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500														

asmith: asmith:
picnic tables, cedar fencing, drinking fountain, benches 		

tc={B0346274-AE5A-4F75-9DF9-D982250E2D56}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		20,000

tc={E7DC278A-F2E4-4FFE-B45F-338F46F9B044}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500						

tc={D39E6AEE-2B36-41D6-A704-2FCDAAA5A19B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		13,820

tc={F2216E08-DB6C-4E05-AE6A-AF15BD4CF290}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Backhoe - 5k						

tc={F8D76465-0C38-411A-B9FD-360BCFD6C697}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		5,000

tc={CDA13F87-3469-4228-898C-CA041AE376D3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Backhoe - 5k		871

tc={9354A10B-46A3-403A-A5A6-8F85D3440808}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Grinder pump - Sid Snyder Restroom
Weed eater
fencing
Backhoe - 5k
10k total		10,000

tc={8FDF49D9-377A-4AB5-BF88-777D128B75ED}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Grinder pump - Sid Snyder Restroom
Weed eater
fencing
Backhoe - 5k
10k total		5,200		5,200

asmith: asmith:
Pole Saw - $1200		5,206		5,696		4,000		- 0		4,000		6,386		4,000

Gene: Gene:
Power edger $700; 		2,680		2,680		3,500		3,000		- 0		- 0		3,200		3,000		3,500		2,588		25,211		2,000		5,241		2,000		1,240

		CULBERTSON PARK IMPROVEMENTS		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		3,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		- 0		6,000		1,296		7,100		107		7,000

Gene: Gene:
PUD connection for sprinklers at ballfield $4,000; ballfield materials $3,000;		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,813		1,813		1,136		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		3,700		-		3,700		-

		MISCELLANEOUS																						6,945		- 0		6,522		6,000		6,799		6,000		8,902		6,274		6,000		13,065		12,179		13,572		18,000		18,000		1,500		22,063		18,685				6,195

		TRAVEL		500		500		500		127		500		426		500		2,041		500		1,485		128		500		242		500		6		500		134		134		400		400		383		383				50				28		188				146				267

		LANDSCAPING		20,000		20,000		20,000		12,716		20,000		17,208		20,000		17,820		20,000		21,185		20,013		16,500		22,051		16,500		20,502		16,500		16,902		12,086		16,500		16,500		13,078		20,375		15,000		14,000		10,000		15,695		14,416		10,000		2,707		10,000		8,768

		RESTROOM FACILITIES		1,000		1,000		1,000		2,381		1,000		342		1,000		173		1,000		9,123		1,070		1,000		- 0		5,000		308		10,000						6,000

Gene: Gene:
Begin set aside for new restrooms on Bolstad Approach $1,000
		1,200		580		580		2,000		2,500		250		2,150		2,206		-		158		-		1,489

		TRAINING 		2,000		2,000		2,000		1,320		2,000		871		2,000		1,996		2,000														3,000				5,932		850		200		200		730		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		5,000		-		5,000		-

		TREE CONTROL		10,000

tc={8AF68ED8-5CFC-4305-9F4B-3FA8992906C9}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal																

asmith: asmith:
Pole Saw - $1200		13,000

tc={F5744904-C9EF-4344-82BB-BC4A16A18205}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal		10,000

tc={80ED6F91-13E9-47F0-9197-88485197C0EB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal		- 0

tc={A65A5525-6C06-4912-9AFD-75F46491EEAE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Parker		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 		9,852

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 																				

Gene: Gene:
paint 5th st restroom; poles for discovery trail entry $4,000;		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 																		

Gene: Gene:
Power edger $700; 		- 0		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0				2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		4,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		740		5,000		4,312

		COULTER PARK		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		313		1,500		1,537		613		4,000		444		4,000		576		4,000		119		89		4,000		4,000		3,187		3,638		4,500		3,000		6,500		5,785		7,931		15,000		653		22,000		29,264

		TOTAL PARKS		485,835		493,095		426,033		376,314		369,811		312,484		330,987		295,996		340,783		215,855		197,724		152,333		173,657		160,516		184,413		190,829		182,990		116,325		170,589		134,118		93,899		139,726		158,569		152,305		157,050		163,248		199,355		182,375		233,526		252,468		268,844





		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		1,392,351		1,273,569		1,249,144		1,071,728		1,140,718		1,039,214		1,104,747		1,022,072		1,053,217		934,962		772,343		ERROR:#REF!		1,208,551		ERROR:#REF!		761,778		ERROR:#REF!		743,880		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		526,032		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		705,803		724,790		767,905		813,665		853,080		1,092,006



		LOAN TO STREETS																																																								-		-		-

		LOAN TO 105 CAPITAL IMPROV.																																																								-		-		-

		AGENCY DISBURSEMENTS (ILWACO)

DavidG: DavidG:
Ilwaco Building permits
																																

Gene: Gene:
PUD connection for sprinklers at ballfield $4,000; ballfield materials $3,000;		7,500		12,000		7,500		10,955		7,500		19,428		7,500		5,571		7,500		15,563		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,500		6,017		1,968		6,475		10,071		91		10,071		- 0		6,901		7,500		9,669		4,923		7,500		4,698		7,500		4,154

		TOTAL NON-EXPENDITURES		7,500		12,000		7,500		10,955		7,500		19,428		7,500		5,571		7,500		15,563		-		6,000		-		6,000		-		6,500		6,017		1,968		6,475		10,071		91		10,071		-		6,901		7,500		9,669		4,923		7,500		4,698		7,500		4,154



		TRANSFERS

		TRANSFER TO LAW ENFORCEMENT		795,000

tc={3126887F-05BC-4A2B-AAE7-76D00626C743}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		775,000

tc={876262A2-DE65-457E-BBA9-F3658761C918}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={571C2F2A-36F4-446D-88C7-70D08DE883DF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={EB079E02-C2B8-4D92-B823-3E9E34F3DDB3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={CE6056A6-5116-4403-82BF-9456B55FA772}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		750,000

tc={DDE2C0A0-DC9D-4B55-ADFD-6B7BA1DD1664}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		710,000

tc={906D2659-9453-40E1-AB42-9BDCCDA4540C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		750,000		735,000		732,000		718,000		718,000		730,000		700,000		706,000		700,000		741,465		440,000		660,000		667,000		389,083		667,000		667,000		615,000		645,000		671,250		589,167		710,000		670,890		670,840		627,250

		TRANSFER TO 004 																																								- 0		55,583

		TRANSFER TO CURRENT EX. SINKING		100,000		100,000		100,000		300,000		100,000		100,000		50,000		200,000		20,000		20,000

		BINGO BUILDING BOND

David Glasson: David Glasson:
through 2021
																																						

Gene: Gene:
Begin set aside for new restrooms on Bolstad Approach $1,000
		

tc={EB079E02-C2B8-4D92-B823-3E9E34F3DDB3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		

tc={CE6056A6-5116-4403-82BF-9456B55FA772}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		

tc={DDE2C0A0-DC9D-4B55-ADFD-6B7BA1DD1664}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		

tc={906D2659-9453-40E1-AB42-9BDCCDA4540C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		9,709		9,409		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		4,855		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709				9,709

		LOAN TO STORM WATER																																								70,000

		TRANSFER TO CE. SINKING																																																		- 0				- 0

		TRANSFER TO FIRE SINKING FUND 		15,000

tc={7A27E26C-465F-44F4-8F98-0FB76C95D68B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={20283FDE-A1A6-40E4-AAEB-E3590BED0E1B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={265CC0AF-4E43-4314-9498-86D112BECAA4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={CAEAB9C1-C055-4674-AB11-718FA3E585F4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request												

asmith: asmith:
Plus marijuana tax
		15,000

tc={8BE267D5-60E3-47AB-BE6F-BD327D17B939}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={317465A3-2149-4596-996A-5A8709DF9F05}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    A lot of small revs added		

tc={2987D732-88D6-42E7-95EB-0F40EFF46572}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={B7E654C2-CE0C-4833-AAB3-846BEB3F0C62}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    1315 Wash S		

tc={58CDFE90-2156-43F1-94CA-85676257EAE6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={04C49AEA-54CE-434A-B72E-08DA2147D4C3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={03586CAD-D9EF-48B2-9C08-FD3295E81E18}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={A0A8188A-0414-4822-B4C0-560B3239F79A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={C33E9493-F642-41B4-8D69-F5AD8E18C2A6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax												

tc={C5069210-2B11-4BD6-A067-19025908F8E8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={F6375E07-3008-4848-8EA7-03DC5A614C02}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={E87F5F45-2EA7-461E-8F6C-5E9C96A8693F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={4D4EB522-4C15-442D-92EC-0751B0876FC3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={642C9308-82AA-43B6-9823-BF397BCC2B20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={B4290A4B-7413-46D1-8BE5-062DBDD716CE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={659313E3-7B2C-4616-97C8-FE559AF4D59C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

Gene: Gene:
paid 2012, repay CE $50,256 a year, 1% interest to pay off in 5 years, no pay in 2013.		

Gene: Gene:
repay current expense fund for lilft station loan.Done in 2020																		

asmith: asmith:
Includes new computer for Council Chambers 		

tc={D40A45D4-0EBB-4691-8DC3-33821D2EBC29}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    public defender conflict												

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk										

Gene: Gene:
One fourth of cost of new copier at $10K
		

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk				

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		

tc={3E3F1AD4-C824-4AB0-ACE4-F873DD1A3B27}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={665B0C13-5F90-45BB-8D19-1159750775C8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={A8FF7B72-4BEF-4943-98F4-872E9B1178B4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit				

tc={94ACB4DE-E66E-4ECA-A25C-DD252CFC03FB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={E94F1C6F-9882-4562-95E4-66FF0D487DA5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		

tc={D11B5CCA-2B5A-44B4-BF45-ED70F3AAE603}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={832C601E-3469-41DE-9579-658869464AB6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={878C660A-0A49-48A1-9B2A-310E892D898D}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		

tc={E37A3440-1C87-4D1B-8340-AE23AA84B28A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={7A4E61FC-D089-4FD6-92CE-94FAA21C83BA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={4FC3CFBF-D5FA-4662-B2F6-2D17BA098D70}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS																																								

Gene: Gene:
judge $1000 a month		

tc={F74C15BC-D75C-402E-855B-C168CCD38C40}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={269D58A5-818B-44BC-8FB5-3D3041DA120B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={F1F7D5AA-6FFA-44A7-ABD8-5E0D15249518}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={724551C8-DE03-4F29-9BE8-5BA1750ACDF5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		

tc={044E9680-6EEB-4069-A78D-3514347B2D84}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		

tc={1864F8DA-22DA-4B04-A400-B06EF77597E2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS																																

Gene: Gene:
Defense att $13,200
Pros $12000		

David Glasson: David Glasson:
L & I 16k		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum																														

DavidG: DavidG:
paid early on 2015 PCOG = $1500		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall																										

Gene: Gene:
one fourth of cost of new copier $10K		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

tc={F2A145D9-3507-498F-972C-50D7196DF9F1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Piers						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 				

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 								

asmith: asmith:
City Hall parking lot
		

tc={C83E5CD8-6FEA-44F1-AE0C-14C1BDE8C61F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Clerk / paving / Drainage		

tc={60D7EB5B-735C-43A3-8D0B-BF6218242165}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={C6E094B8-1BCB-46D5-AD5B-9767AF8A1B2B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $7500				

tc={1B78A2FF-33F0-4BD7-AFA5-938E21A3278F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={8D053119-A5FD-4354-A45B-E91EF26B69D2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64														

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		

tc={EB7E9645-CA2E-4B1E-B30E-39D01DFC52F0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={2AEF763F-5F64-426D-A3C8-36983EFF5C20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64														

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		

tc={0528852F-1BB1-479D-ADAD-6547B2300468}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={BE75E251-BE6D-46C4-A37A-7339CBBFD6DD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.										

tc={B736CF69-FBD1-44FE-95FC-2B570ED8D794}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={16A2189C-1AF5-4D72-945A-0BE755E5A774}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.										

tc={CB934693-8C11-40CD-B44D-0863AFB7B9CD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={7D002F1B-4EDA-4406-B5D2-5593D386D975}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.								

tc={490948C1-27A7-4B0E-9CFD-015A4C669CD0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

tc={39A758D5-28D6-4EBA-846F-2BBA06759D08}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={F51AB3B5-13B7-4CDC-A9EB-43A522EECFDF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request														

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

tc={26C1F331-4161-47A6-A277-F1EC4CF9085F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={2930C92C-2652-485B-95C0-98424E80FF90}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={A7FFB488-3DF1-4B41-8DA9-7E12E16D2FAA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 				

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt				

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		15,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,000		6,000				6,000												5,000										- 0				- 0		5,000				5,000

		CONTINGENT EXPENDITURES																																																				73

		TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS		910,000		890,000		879,709		1,079,409		879,709		874,709		774,709		949,709		769,709		766,709		733,709		733,709		739,709		715,709		715,709		709,709		751,174		444,855		669,709		751,709		454,376		676,709		676,709		624,709		654,709		681,032		598,876		724,709		680,599		675,840		636,959





		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		2,309,851		2,175,569		2,136,353		2,162,092		2,027,927		1,933,351		1,886,957		1,977,352		1,830,426		1,717,234		1,506,053		ERROR:#REF!		1,948,261		ERROR:#REF!		1,477,487		ERROR:#REF!		1,501,071		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		1,212,812		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		1,396,503		1,328,589		1,613,714		1,519,723		1,795,776		1,733,119





		Carry Over to next year		481,876		879,261		312,720		901,739		293,722		721,442		91,409		486,532		280,512		417,014		255,508		ERROR:#REF!		199,097		ERROR:#REF!		240,900		ERROR:#REF!		189,473		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		175,591		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		74,204		77,168		-		52,967		-		244,747



																																																																																2022 Budget 		2021 Estimated		2020 Actual		2019 Actual 		2018 Actual 		2017 Actual 		2016 Actual 		2015 Actual		2014 Actual		2013 Actual		2012 Actual		2011 Actual		2010 Actual

																																																																														Expenditures		213,635		216,209		193,335		197,735		171,723		150,605		194,826		147,748.70		150,107.08		121,281.23		139,650.33		132,858.88		151,972.29

																																																																														Ending Fund		312,720		901,739		721,442		486,532		417,014		255,508		199,097		240,900		189,473		175,591		74,204		77,168		52,967





































Expenditures Vs. Ending Fund



Expenditures	2022 Budget 	2021 Estimated	2020 Actual	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual 	213635.32553609606	216209.15	193335.13799999998	197735.18799999999	171723.446	Ending Fund	2022 Budget 	2021 Estimated	2020 Actual	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual 	312719.74463903951	901739.49000000022	721442	486531.83100000024	417013.74989000009	









Sheet3






2023

		City of Long Beach														2021 Budget										2019 Budget

		CURRENT EXPENSE - 001



				2023		2022		2022		2021		2021		2020		2020		2019		2019		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015		2015		2014		2014		2014		2013		2013		2013		2013		2012		2012		2012		2011		2011		2010		2010		2009

		DESCRIPTION		Budget 		Estimated 		Budget  		Actual 		Budget		 Actual 		Budget COVID 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual		YTD Aug		Budget		Estimated		YTD Aug		Actual		Budget		Estimated		Budget		Actual		Actual		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual



		Revenues



		BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		879,261		903,438		624,907		724,934		539,634		486,532		486,532		419,332		378,988		252,770		142,192		143,399		229,856		202,203		182,746		224,688		173,427		162,669		ERROR:#REF!		71,761		61,379		60,695		ERROR:#REF!		106,380		77,168		37,874		52,967		52,967		244,747		573,482		718,929

		TOTAL BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		879,261		903,438		624,907		724,934		539,634		486,532		486,532		419,332		378,988		252,770		142,192		143,399		229,856		202,203		182,746		224,688		173,427		162,669		ERROR:#REF!		71,761		61,379		60,695		ERROR:#REF!		106,380		77,168		37,874		52,967		52,967		244,747		573,482		718,929



		TAXES

		PROPERTY TAXES (1% Increases)		472,056		467,950		467,950		502,910		461,090		488,975		482,175		433,380		471,078		466,414		440,703		452,970		406,598		407,672		327,750		407,400		399,639		213,012		400,970		397,000		237,059		393,489		397,000		394,750		393,000		449,535		395,596		386,750		371,602		378,893		313,166

		Local Crimal Justice 		15,000		20,000		15,000		29,708		15,000		22,379		17,687		21,784				15,468				18,556

		SALES TAX		700,000		800,000		600,000		856,248		550,000		655,314		550,000		731,409		500,000		598,127		526,625		450,000		500,115		410,000		476,415		400,000		455,570		213,094		370,000		395,000		191,030		408,896		370,500		364,500		368,500		370,112		352,629		350,000		371,467		330,000		372,293

		BUS. TAXES CABLE TV		15,000		30,000		- 0		20,298		28,000		30,214		20,000		10,155		20,000		28,056		21,870		20,000		24,085		20,000		19,777		20,000		21,573		11,854		21,000		24,000		20,014		27,992		20,000		19,415		22,000		18,119		19,312		22,000		20,094		22,000		24,755

		BUS. TAX - TELEPHONE		30,000		30,000		40,000		28,566		40,000		29,273		40,000		55,281		40,000		39,985		46,606		38,000		38,640		38,000		36,343		50,000		37,121		24,702		50,000		47,850		35,936		51,120		47,500		47,600		47,500		53,271		47,669		50,000		47,661		50,000		40,363

		BUS. TAX - PUD		120,000		122,000		120,000		141,884		120,000		134,493		120,000		127,856		120,000		126,845		130,947		115,000		118,324		115,000		111,811		118,000		117,710		66,381		115,000		115,000		92,101		114,263		110,000		110,000		95,000		116,974		108,656		98,000		105,139		98,000		69,267

		BUS. TAXES - WATER/SEWER		298,000		290,000		267,379		333,000		297,574		303,228		300,360		272,367		284,135		183,141		165,451		160,600		150,870		143,525		148,059		140,000		142,104		84,496		115,000		125,000		92,940		141,796		115,000		115,000		125,000		144,980		113,739		124,620		132,361		124,620		116,945

		BUS. TAX - GARBAGE		65,000		65,000		65,000		64,083		55,000		55,998		55,000		40,590		57,399

		BUS. TAX - STORM WATER		27,312		27,312		27,312		29,236		26,777		28,276		26,777		25,343		25,996		16,807		15,321		12,650		13,878		12,650		12,845		10,000		12,198		7,335		10,000		5,000		12		4,055		10,000		10,000		11,760		21,246		9,695		11,760		11,597		11,160		11,366

		PROPERTY TAXES - Uncollected		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0						(2,383)										(14,000)

		REET - Moved to fund 003		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0								- 0		- 0

		GAMBLING TAX		15,000		20,000		15,000		22,575		15,000		15,685		20,000		24,733		20,000		19,756		17,172		19,000		17,606		19,000		18,898		18,000		16,168		11,685		20,000		19,250		13,229		19,640		20,000		19,780		16,500		18,160		20,878		20,000		16,136		26,000		30,694

		TOTAL TAXES		1,757,368		1,872,262		1,617,641		2,028,508		1,608,441		1,763,835		1,631,999		1,742,898		1,538,608		1,494,599		1,364,695		1,286,776		1,270,116		1,165,847		1,151,897		1,163,400		1,202,083		632,559		1,101,970		1,128,100		682,319		1,161,251		1,090,000		1,081,045		1,076,877		1,192,395		1,068,175		1,063,130		1,076,057		1,026,673		978,848																		288,853		17331.174

																																																																																		3157055

		LICENSES & PERMITS

		BUSINESS LICENSES		50,000		55,000		45,000		76,062		45,000		63,878		50,000		73,055		50,000		68,947		54,409		60,000		64,490		57,000		61,756		57,000		70,693		44,959		54,500		55,000		43,248		61,465		58,400		58,400		56,800		53,183		58,456		54,000		58,526		50,000		56,538

		OTHER RECEIPTS												3,708

		BUILDING PERMITS - LONG BEACH		25,000		49,000		25,000		70,197		25,000		52,521		30,000		80,707		30,000		131,934		41,189		30,000		39,345		30,000		31,568		30,000		36,703		27,602		28,000		24,000		20,155		23,052		30,000		29,500		27,500		17,564		33,043		20,000		24,971		40,000		40,074

		BUILDING PERMIT - ILWACO		15,000		24,000		15,000		21,909		15,000		34,813		15,000		27,952		15,000		34,886		28,697		12,000		7,195		12,000		3,344		14,000		17,418		8,556		12,950		16,000		11,168		15,975		8,500		12,000		14,100		13,266		6,528		15,000		16,408		15,000		7,894

		VARIANCES & MISC. PLANNING		3,000		11,170		3,000		16,185		3,000		7,680		3,000		15,265		3,000		7,740		8,660		1,000		1,976		1,000		3,120		1,000		953		920		1,500		1,000		960		1,360		1,000		1,000		2,400		2,065		920		2,000		2,220		1,500		2,750

		USE 322.10.02		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		1,000		1,000						400		-		1,150		-

		WEAPONS PERMIT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				400		318		400		488		281		400		230		400		148		400		276		276		350		450		352		586		100		100				402		96		-		-		-

		FIRE INSPECTIONS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0														-

		TOTAL LICENSES & PERMITS		93,000		139,170		88,000		184,353		88,000		162,600		98,400		197,297		98,400		243,995		133,236		103,400		113,236		100,400		99,936		102,400		126,042		82,313		97,300		96,450		75,883		102,438		99,000		102,000		100,800		86,480		99,443		91,000		103,275		106,500		107,256																		2019		2018		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015

																																																																														DESCRIPTION				Budget 		Estimate		Budget 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Budget		Actual

		INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUE																																																																												Expenditures

		CTED GMA GRANT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		LOCAL LAW ENF. BLOCK GRANT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0

		ILWACO COURT CONTRACT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0		2,000		3,800		4,741		- 0		2,500		2,213		8,000		2,000

		ILWACO JAIL FEES		3,000		1,000		3,000		- 0		3,000		1,685		3,000		1,265		3,000		3,862		2,313		3,000		1,255		3,000		1,828		3,000		3,387		1,565		2,000		1,800		1,760		2,500		- 0		3,000		3,200		840		3,065		5,000		1,811		5,000		3,114

		PUD PRIVILEGE TAX		14,000		18,015		14,000		16,923		14,000		16,208		14,000		15,890		14,000		16,701		13,961		14,000		13,961		15,000		14,833		15,000		14,325		14,325		15,000		14,428		14,428		14,428		10,000		10,000		12,500		13,913		8,632		13,000		13,067		12,500		13,222

		JIS REIMBURSEMENT-COMPUTERS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0						- 0												-		2,050		-

		SOS ARCHIVING GRANT 								12,325		6,049		6,721		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0						- 0												-		-		-

		STREAMLINED SALES TAX		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		10,000		3,460		10,311		10,000		10,339		10,000		10,720		10,000		10,344		5,081		10,900		10,500		5,109		10,060		10,500		10,800		10,000		10,170		10,658		5,000		10,485				12,343

		CRIMINAL JUSTICE-HI CRM		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				1,500		1,000		- 0		- 0		1,000				1,000		1,000		1,000		658		658		1,200		1,000		929		929		1,500		1,000		2,500		702		711		2,000		-		2,500		1,930

		CRIMINAL JUSTICE-LOC-POP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				100		500						500				500		1,380		500				778		500		750		750		- 0								250

		MARIJUANA EXCISE 		1,200		1,200		1,200		2,037		1,200		1,665		- 0		1,682		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										- 0

		CRIM JUS-POP		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		2,201		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,000		1,800		1,000		1,028				- 0		- 0				1,000		2,000		2,250		1,000		1,759		2,288		1,000		2,294		750		1,691

		CRIM JUS-DCD #1		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		1,631		500		1,560		500		1,509		1,467		500		1,426		500		343		500		685		343		- 0		- 0				- 0		500		800		100		288		616		100		-		100		302

		CRIM JUS-DCD #2		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				326								592

		DUI - CITIES		211		259		211		259		211		211		200		202		200		212		217		200		221		200		214		300		254		191		300		200		189		255		300		300		200		260		301		200		285		200		494

		LIQUOR EXCISE TAXES		9,170		10,000		9,170		11,078		9,170		9,170		6,000		7,911		6,000		7,279		6,893		3,000		6,625		3,000		3,839		1,800		2,649		1,959		12,000		13,036		- 0		939		12,000		5,134		7,000		5,134		7,017		7,000		7,606		5,500		7,379

		CITY HARDSHIP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0														212

		LIQUOR BOARD PROFITS		11,679		8,000		11,679		12,246		11,679		11,679		12,000		11,795		12,000		14,148

asmith: asmith:
Plus marijuana tax
		12,073		12,000		12,232		9,000		12,355		10,000		12,528		6,270						6,301		12,603		- 0		7,586		9,000		13,856		9,722		9,000		12,279		9,000		10,390

		TOTAL INTERGOVERNMENTAL REV.		41,891		41,105		41,891		57,499		47,940		49,970		36,700		42,905		48,200		49,371		48,235		45,200		47,272		43,200		48,311		43,100		45,860		31,170		41,900		41,714		29,466		43,040		36,800		42,869		49,300		52,504		43,010		44,800		52,090		43,550		52,866



		CHARGES FOR SERVICES

		CIVIL FILINGS, LAW LIBRARY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		9		- 0												- 0												-		-		-		-

		WARRANT COSTS		100		100		100				100		102		100		100		100		67		2		100		166		100		104		850		19		18		1,500		100		73		73		1,500		1,600		1,636		1,243		1,529		1,636		1,636		1,621		1,621

		DEF PROS ADM CS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		50								50		45		45								66				-		-		-

		COVID REIMBURSEMENT								31,738				86,700		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		4		25		11				100		10		1		1		100		100				486		193		-		8		-

		FIRE PROTECTION SERVICES		500		500		500		172		500		237		500		546		338		2,903		967		338		312		338		338		300		388				300		300				381		300		325		300		-		328		300		304		300		308

		MEDIX		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,800		4,400

		SNTNC COMPL FEE		3,409		4,090		3,409		4,090		3,409		3,409		6,000		5,428		6,000		10,653		5,907		8,000		10,229		8,000		14,661		3,500		7,360		4,877		1,800		2,400		1,685		3,358		1,800		1,850		- 0		2,337		2,319				1,949				2,117

		IT time Pay Fee		300		50		300		50		300		300		250		250		250		16		8		250				250				250		250		250																				-		-		-

		CURRENT EXPENSE		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		4		4		3								15

		TOTAL CHARGES FOR SERVICES		9,109		9,540		9,109		40,850		9,109		95,548		11,650		10,724		6,688		13,639		6,884		8,688		10,707		8,688		15,116		4,975		8,027		5,145		3,700		2,864		1,807		3,860		3,700		3,875		1,936		4,147		4,369		1,936		3,897		2,261		4,436



		FINES & FORFEITS																																																																																157.11

		MUNICIPAL COURT FINES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		(400)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0																																														4.19

		JIS/TRAUMA & LOCAL JIS ACCNT.		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		200		238		238		150		45		38		- 0		150		150		260		90		131		589		589		256		256																		161.3

		TRAFFIC INFRACTION		3,650		5,500		3,650		13,671		3,650		5,566		3,650		1,414		3,650		2,915		4,230		3,650		5,654		3,650		4,620		3,650		3,991		1,807		3,500		3,250		1,635		3,423		3,500		4,000		2,500		4,668		3,967		2,500		4,884		2,000		2,997

		LEGIS ASSMNT		200		200		200		428		200		313		200		3,103		200		183		233		200		422		200		375		200		370		171				230		230		354								374

		NON-TRAFFIC INFRACTION		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		721		- 0		- 0						- 0				17				- 0		20		- 0		- 0		17		17		-																				116.43

		CRIME VICTIMS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				10		- 0				- 0		10		10		10		- 0		10		14		14		-

		OTHER INFRACTIONS		100		100		100		29		100		292		100		100		100		73		45		100		93		100		108		100		114		42		250		75		20		133		250		250		244		52		217		244		244		343		343

		PARKING INFRACTION		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				30		- 0				- 0		30		30		30		90		30		210		210		50		50

		PARKING - HANDICAP		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0

		DUI FINES		250		250		250		292		250		250		250		250		250		218		83		250		17		250		512		250		158		101		400		175		123		120		400		100		400		270		72		400		63				406														6.49

		CRI CNV FEE DUI		100		100		100		9		100		238		100				100		19				100		209		100		27		100		68		68				25		16		6

		CRI CONV FE CT		100		100		100		40		100		100		100				100		79		72		100		202		100		419		100		46		25				50		42		58

		CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISD.		300		300		300		160		300		- 0		300				300		- 0				300		38		300		926		300		365		325		150		400		396		- 0		150		75		200		- 0		51		334		334		57		57														122.92

		CRIMINAL TRAFFIC MISDEMEANOR		500		500		500		- 0		500		302		500				500		671		299		500		506		500		- 0		500						1,500		800				397		1,500		1,200		2,100		965		1,116		1,214		1,214		2,318		2,318

		CNTY DRUG BUY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		14		500		233		9		800		300		40		40		800		600		2,000		366		518		992		992		2,128		2,128

		CITY DRUG BUY		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		20		- 0		129		500		- 0		- 0		800		300		41		91		800		600		456		353		705		456		456		719		719

		INVESTIGATIVE  FUND ASSESSMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		300		- 0				500		- 0				84		500		600		360		41		560		360		360		578		578

		OTHER CRIMINAL NON-TRAFFIC		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				150		50				- 0		150		150		100		-		139		84		84		236		236

		CRIME VICTIMS		800		800		800		800		800		100		800				800						800		96		800		48		800		429		424		1,800		200		146		159		1,800		1,800		2,200		1,207		1,522		782		782		1,443		1,443

		PUBLIC DEFENDER FEES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		700		1		- 0		-		-		944		944

		PUBLIC DEFENSE COSTS		1,000		2,200		1,000		1,435		1,000		1,359		1,000		1,642		1,000		2,799		1,378		1,000		6,039		1,000		1,860		1,000		1,320		607		1,500		1,280		466		663		1,500		1,750		200		1,878		1,517				1,260

		WARRANT/SUBP-SHF		350		350		350		- 0		350				350		350		350				- 0		350				350		772		350		275		206				500		477		799

		CRT COST RECOUP		350		350		350		- 0		350				350		350		350				- 0		350				350				350		301		301				50		49		49

		I Conv FEE CN		25		25		25		319		25		3,115
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    A lot of small revs added		25		25		25				- 0		25		29		25		4		25		74		13

		D/M Int Income Current Expense		25		25		25		- 0		25				25		25		25		40		55		25		- 0		25		- 0		25		39		26

		Court Current Expense		3,000		3,000		3,000		4,177		3,000		3,029		3,000		2,950		3,000		7,722		2,788		3,000		2,645		25		4,392		25		60		26

		D/M Income		25		25		25		770		25				25		25		25		- 0		55		25		288		25		34		25		60		35

		INTERPRETER		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0								-		-		-

		TOTAL FINES & FORFEITS		10,775		13,825		10,775		22,131		10,775		14,664		10,775		10,234		10,775		14,717		9,238		10,775		15,857		7,800		14,961		9,300		8,141		4,425		11,540		7,730		3,717		6,393		11,540		11,315		11,780		10,354		10,555		9,981		11,503		15,390		16,793



		MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES

		INVESTMENT INTEREST		100		100		100		1,098		100		981		100		534		100		238		110		100		1,495		100		112		1,000		223		- 0		3,500		2,000		768		1,189		3,500		3,850		2,500		2,592		4,183		4,000		2,975		12,000		5,327

		SALES INTEREST		150		150		150		567		150				150		1,578		150		938		424		150		294		150		195		200		196		143		275		31		31		52		275		500		750		89		192		750		504		500		1,188

		RENT REVENUE		100		100		100		- 0		100				100				100		500		886		100		776		100		- 0		100		100		100		500		- 0				- 0		500		300		4,500		- 0		275				12		3,000		4,550

		SMA Grant 2013		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0										1,911						25,000		27,822		50,000		46,411		- 0		70,500		- 0						- 0		- 0		2,500		- 0		- 0		4,800		-		4,800

		FUND CONTRIBUTIONS		3,000		3,000		3,000		2,491		3,000		2,495		3,000		1,029		3,000		2,288		12,565		3,000		6,688		3,000		3,835		4,000		1,656		706		5,000		4,500		3,776		5,012		5,000		4,800		1,000		2,518		9,077		1,000		1,500		1,000		1,440

		Squirting Clam		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,300		1,092		1,300		1,222		1,300		1,322		1,271		1,300		1,210		1,300		1,329		1,500		1,193		813

		Fireworks Donations																				5,750		5,056		5,000		6,896

		PROJECT SAFE HAVEN																				28,676		26,052		49,000		367,260		393,750		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0												- 0																												399000

		MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES																						208		250		1,226		250		305		1,500		274		193		3,000		2,450		2,027		2,136		3,000		3,000		2,200		1,147		3,241		2,000		120		2,000		209																		57000

		Code Enforcement 				70,740
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Comment:
    Sagmiller		2,836		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		9		- 0		- 0				15		10						15		- 0		15		9		(5)		(8)		(8)		12		12

		TOTAL MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES		4,650		75,390		56,650		5,456		17,650		51,627		44,650		7,199		4,650		39,711		48,483		58,900		385,845		423,650		33,607		58,300		50,052		1,955		82,790		8,991		6,603		8,389		12,290		12,450		13,465		6,356		16,964		12,542		5,103		23,312		97,428







		TOTAL REVENUES		1,916,793
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    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,151,292
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    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,824,066
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    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,338,797
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    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,781,915
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    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		2,138,244
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Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,467,204
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Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		1,988,198		1,707,321		1,856,032		1,610,772		1,513,739		1,843,033		1,749,585		1,363,828		1,381,475		1,440,205		757,567		1,339,200		1,285,849		799,795		1,325,371		1,253,330		1,253,554		1,254,158		1,352,236		1,242,517		1,223,729		1,251,925		1,217,685		1,257,628														193,988



		NON-REVENUES

		BINGO BOND ISSUE																																								- 0												- 0				-		-		-		-

		CRIME VICTIMS		100		100		100		100		100		110		100		100		100		224		108		100				100		301		100		185		108		- 0		- 0				131		- 0		- 0		100		65		- 0		90		90		105		105

		LOAN REPAYMENT - LODGING TAX		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0																														327.26				46.61

		LOAN REPAYMENT - STREETS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		90,000		- 0		- 0						- 0												23,854																		349.42				673

		TRANSFER FROM CE SINKING		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0						- 0		- 0		- 0				83,147		274,513		72,000												49.94				9.65		payments				loan

		TRAN WATER TO CURRENT EXP LOAN

Gene: Gene:
paid 2012, repay CE $50,256 a year, 1% interest to pay off in 5 years, no pay in 2013.																										54,744		50,256		70,000		50,256		70,000				50,256		50,256						50,256		50,256		50,256		50,256		- 0												100,512				49.07				310.85		295,256				251280		43,976

		TRAN SEWER TO CURRENT EXP LOAN

Gene: Gene:
repay current expense fund for lilft station loan.Done in 2020												23,854		23,854		23,854		23,854		23,854		- 0		23,854				23,854				23,854						23,854		23,854						23,854		23,854		23,854																				8.26				77.89		47,708				119270		(71,562)

		CONTINGENT REVENUES																																								- 0																														783.95				1118

		JIS/TRAUMA		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0				1,000		850				38		1,000		1,000		1,746		709		792		1,746		1,746		1,040		1,040								7.78

		LOCAL/JIS ACCOUNT																										- 0				- 0				- 0				35		30				4		35		35		37		37		35		37		37		86		86								791.73

		REFUNDS																										- 0				446				- 0						- 0												- 0				-		-		-		-

		OTHER RECEIPTS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		8,980		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		97		- 0		218		- 0		20		500		- 0				1,000		350		11				1,000		- 0		2,500		3,233		1,118		2,500		20		2,500		78

		TOTAL NON-REVENUES		100		100		100		100		100		32,944		23,954		23,954		23,954		24,078		205		23,954		54,962		74,210		160,768		75,710		70,185		108		76,145		75,340		11		173		76,145		75,145		78,493		78,154		85,093		278,886		73,893		3,731		1,309



		TOTAL REVENUES		2,796,154		3,054,830		2,449,073		3,063,831		2,321,649		2,657,720		1,977,690		2,463,884		2,110,263		2,132,880		1,753,169		1,681,092		2,127,851		2,025,998		1,707,342		1,681,873		1,683,817		920,343		ERROR:#REF!		1,432,950		861,185		1,386,239		ERROR:#REF!		1,435,079		1,409,819		1,468,264		1,380,576		1,555,582		1,572,690		1,794,898		1,977,866														19,821.27





		Expenditures



		CURRENT EXPENSE



		LEGISLATIVE

		SALARIES		26,400		26,400		26,400		24,000		26,400		26,400		26,400		25,950		26,400		26,200		23,700		24,000		23,400		24,000		24,000		24,000		22,500		14,500		24,000		20,700		13,900		20,700		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		24,000		21,100		24,000		23,400

		BENEFITS & TAXES		4,247		4,247		4,247		1,952		4,247		2,295		7,600		2,113		7,600		2,133		1,938		4,013		2,297		3,000		3,135		2,200		3,841		2,025		2,000		2,000		1,136		1,692		2,000		2,000		2,000		1,950		2,059		3,853		1,746		3,853		1,895

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		300		300		300		63		300		5		300		235		300		154		- 0		300		544		300		- 0		300		- 0		- 0		500		200		121		121		500		500		1,000		111		605		500		1,183		500		655

		TRAVEL		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		1,000		752		3,000		2,041		3,000		2,255		711		1,500		501		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		- 0		1,500		850		198		512		1,500		600		2,800		729		1,640		3,000		(50)		3,000		354

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		300		300		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		77		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		300		- 0		- 0		300		100		60		60		300		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		500		-		500		-

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		5,000		5,000		5,000		2,252		5,000		2,285		5,000		373		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Includes new computer for Council Chambers 		11,607		11,147		8,500		10,320		10,000		11,449		10,000		11,263		11,263		9,000		9,000		8,978		8,998		1,500		6,669		1,500		6,694		12,200		1,000		12,208		5,500		10,084

		ELECTIONS		10,000		10,000		10,000		7,404		10,000		9,084		10,000		10,065		10,000

		TRAINING		2,000		2,000		2,000		535		1,000		250		1,000		715		500		4,300		212		1,500				- 0		- 0		2,500

Gene: Gene:
One fourth of cost of new copier at $10K
		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0						200		- 0		- 0		1,000		-		1,000		-

		TOTAL LEGISLATIVE		51,247		51,247		51,247		36,206		48,247		41,071		53,600		41,492		53,100		46,726		37,708		40,113		37,062		39,100		38,584		40,800		37,603		27,787		37,300		32,850		24,393		32,082		29,800		33,769		32,000		33,484		40,504		33,853		36,187		38,353		36,388



		JUDICIAL

		SALARIES		32,400		32,400		32,400		28,800		28,800		28,650		28,800		26,950		26,400		26,400

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		35,136

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		34,720

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		33,655		33,600

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		13,652		12,000		26,845		25,438		12,000		12,000		25,901		38,788		12,000

Gene: Gene:
judge $1000 a month		43,221		43,221		43,029		43,085		40,843		42,767		40,843		45,642		30,000		-										over

		BENEFITS		2,946		2,946		2,946		1,813		2,946		2,398		6,115		2,037		6,115		2,056		2,341		7,626		2,698		1,000		1,329		1,000		12,540		3,836		1,000		1,000		6,900		8,327		1,000		14,200		15,150		10,461		6,586		14,639		4,411		14,639		10,173		10,000		12,000										over

		COURT CONTRACT WITH COUNTY																																																				- 0

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		1,000		1,000		1,000		478		1,000		260		1,000		250		1,000		322		2,968		50		1,231		50		537		50		- 0		- 0		100		100		65		1,379				825		2,000		605		796		2,000		1,455		2,000		1,632				13,200

		LEGAL FEES		15,000		15,000		15,000		16,116
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Comment:
    public defender conflict		12,000		1,050		12,000		10,555		12,000		17,800		17,675		12,000		12,000		12,000		12,000		16,000		13,056		9,056		16,000		14,500		8,853		12,853		25,200

Gene: Gene:
Defense att $13,200
Pros $12000		12,260		12,000		13,056		12,623		11,000		12,612		11,000		12,389				25,200

		COUNTY COURT CONTRACT		33,293		32,640		32,640		28,515		28,091		27,231		27,540		25,995		23,479		23,019		14,252		14,280		10,499		14,000		15,166		19,000		13,943		4,110		14,000		14,000		10,500		12,833

		COMMUNICATIONS		500		500		500		540		500		521		500		524		500		491		485		500		507		500		500		500		491		287		500		450		360		528		500		490		800		450		482		800		484		800		460

		TRAVEL		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,068		- 0		1,928		- 0		146		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		287		750		-		750

		MISCELLANEOUS		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		100		130		100		233		100		56		56		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		400		1,000		252		-		1,000		50		1,000

		EQUIPMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		2,500		2,350		2,500		6,450

		COUNTY JAIL - LONG BEACH		10,000		8,800		8,800		2,564		8,800		3,430		8,800		3,925		8,000		5,261		4,860		8,000		4,518		8,000		9,139		8,000		12,781		8,048		6,000		6,000		4,290		6,245		8,000		5,725		8,000		5,000		5,955		12,500		4,473		12,500		5,452

		COUNTY JAIL - ILWACO		5,000		8,202		3,000		327		3,000		1,948		3,000		1,195		3,000		3,854		2,573				1,033				173		4,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		1,000		203		498		- 0		1,890		5,000		1,078		3,180		5,000		1,761		5,000		3,082

		TOTAL JUDICIAL		100,238		101,588		96,386		79,253		85,236		65,588		87,855		71,531		80,594		79,303		82,458		77,276		68,198		69,250		52,876		60,650		79,712		50,832		50,600		49,050		57,073		81,452		46,700		79,011		87,671		73,931		72,994		91,032		70,363		91,032		85,279



		FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION

		SALARIES		107,001		102,566		102,566		82,377		97,112		85,385		79,082		77,384		75,858		78,016		73,458		74,377		75,956		77,743		79,384		79,957		58,811		25,950		60,514		50,331		30,733		46,126		50,331		43,750		43,750		47,587		66,052		63,200		63,220		63,200		64,142		35000 left

		BENEFITS		62,469		61,556		61,556		54,454		56,142		51,578		44,595		52,483		39,649		50,139		46,238		39,058		37,941		38,491		25,154		20,068		13,618		9,363		27,864		14,250		10,070		15,195		10,286		17,250		17,250		18,487		23,988		23,887		21,922		23,887		23,361		11000 left																38491

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		22,000
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    $5200 of laserfishe		22,000
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    $5200 of laserfishe		22,000
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    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		11,459		16,000		8,084		16,260		6,500		16,517		6,500		10,392		6,500		11,346		5,704		5,500		4,500		2,524		4,999		5,500		5,003		5,000		6,257		6,289		4,000		6,399		4,000		5,138

		ACCOUNTING SERVICES		40,000
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    2 year audit		6,102		25,000		19,665		25,000		28,253		16,000		17,620		7,214		16,000		17,420		16,000		26,584		16,000		14,704		13,184		17,500		10,000		5,215		7,703		18,000		13,864		5,000		4,770		18,922		4,000		18,061		4,000		13,241

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		15,000
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Comment:
    Includes SDS		11,386

tc={269D58A5-818B-44BC-8FB5-3D3041DA120B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={724551C8-DE03-4F29-9BE8-5BA1750ACDF5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		10,232

tc={044E9680-6EEB-4069-A78D-3514347B2D84}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		15,000

tc={1864F8DA-22DA-4B04-A400-B06EF77597E2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		1,617		5,000		4,383		6,211		2,000		16,597

David Glasson: David Glasson:
L & I 16k		2,000		4,011		2,000		155		35		5,000		1,000		415		2,450		5,000		120		18,400		10,869		5,861		18,400		1,976		18,400		11,090		JP - only 100 at this time

		COMMUNICATIONS		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,411		5,000		6,100		5,000		5,420		4,000		6,358		3,465		4,000		3,773		4,000		3,696		4,000		3,594		2,095		4,000		3,900		2,493		3,729		4,000		3,795		1,500		3,822		4,168		1,500		1,317		1,500		1,440

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		1,344		1,000		79		2,000		3,991		2,000		3,192		1,685		2,000		2,345		2,000		1,661		3,500		3,081		1,771		3,500		3,000		1,386		2,321		3,500		3,500		4,500		3,404		3,357		4,000		7,135		2,500		5,760

		TRAINING		2,500		2,500		2,500		- 0		2,500		70		2,500		1,095		2,500		2,433		3,593		1,500		3,667		1,500		2,891		500		117				500		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		300		50		1,500		-		1,500		140

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		500		500		500		918		500		510		500		912		500		1,537		1,234		500		909		500		605		500		490		41		500		750		731		838		500		200		500		395		212		500		196		500		176

		REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE																100		100		3,849		411		100		723		100		724		100		- 0		- 0		- 0		250		113		113		- 0		1,190		50		12		164				26				-

		INSURANCE		6,743		5,394		5,394		4,904		2,769		4,308		6,000		4,150		6,000		3,643		6,086		6,000		5,457		5,303		17,974		21,500		18,801		18,701		22,000		- 0				- 0		22,000		20,912		22,000		39,925		19,641		22,000		20,143		22,000		21,000

		Utilities																																														- 0		- 0		-				340

		DUES & ASSOCIATIONS		2,000		2,000		2,000		100		2,000		806		2,000		415		2,000		1,818		727		1,000		717		1,000		2,226		3,600		4,202

DavidG: DavidG:
paid early on 2015 PCOG = $1500		3,400		2,400		2,478		2,324		2,478		2,000		1,900		1,500		2,541		-		1,500		-		1,500		280

		PRINTING		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		45		43		43		- 0

		MISCELLANEOUS																								500		1,773		500		631		500		203		150		500		250		120		135		500		1,600		250		1,582		5				699				24

		CODIFICATION OF ORDINANCES		2,000		2,000		2,000		3,741		1,500		1,898		1,500		265		1,500		1,322		2,018				5,509

		EQUIPMENT		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000		2,000		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		3,500

Gene: Gene:
one fourth of cost of new copier $10K		- 0		- 0		1,200		500				- 0		1,200		1,200		4,000		-		1,056		4,000		-		4,000		6,450																				0

		TOTAL FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION		268,713		242,017		262,017		192,111		232,523		202,638		207,177		201,041		173,107		182,394		168,602		154,536		189,303		156,637		175,933		162,226		129,121		80,394		150,978		91,254		56,167		86,129		124,316		114,284		125,200		139,951		150,105		148,486		141,094		146,986		152,242																				189303.41



		LEGAL

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		24,100

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		24,160

asmith: asmith:
Joel		25,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		31,000		30,000

asmith: asmith:
Joel		20,473		3,000		18,000		22,523		18,000		18,310		18,000		25,000		7,500		18,000		18,000		12,000		16,500		18,000		23,320		14,000		37,508		21,414		13,200		15,985		13,200		13,470

		TOTAL LEGAL		25,000		25,000		25,000		24,100		25,000		24,160		25,000		31,000		30,000		20,473		3,000		18,000		22,523		18,000		18,310		18,000		25,000		7,500		18,000		18,000		12,000		16,500		18,000		23,320		14,000		37,508		21,414		13,200		15,985		13,200		13,470



		FACILITIES

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		600		1,500		600		1,459		653		600		575				523

		UTILITIES		4,500		4,500		4,500		2,511		3,000		3,464		3,000		2,524		3,000		2,757		3,048		2,500		2,321		4,000		2,159		4,000		3,369		1,712		3,000		2,740		1,863		2,627		3,200		3,200		2,500		3,602		2,741		2,200		2,818		2,200		2,265

		OLD KITE MUSEUM																				2,500		- 0		1,000		2,714		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		- 0		400		150		131		131		500		1,165		500		1,166		43		500		537		1,000		506

		MISCELLANEOUS																						1,165		1,500		1,920		1,500		1,730		1,500		1,920		1,120		1,500		1,920		1,280		1,920		1,500		1,600		1,500		2,610		1,920		1,500		1,947		500		2,129

		CITY HALL REPAIRS		30,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall		237

tc={F2A145D9-3507-498F-972C-50D7196DF9F1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Piers		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		8,103

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		20,000

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		297		12,500

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		160				2,500		3,234

asmith: asmith:
City Hall parking lot
		2,500		4,011		2,500				- 0		- 0		500		458		458		1,000		8,681		1,000		4,376		305		1,000		3,742		6,500		10,937

		Obies Demolition		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		8,125		- 0		8,125

		28th Street Lift Station		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0				- 0														138,856

		TOTAL FACILITIES		34,500		9,500		24,500		2,748		23,000		11,567		23,000		2,821		15,500		5,417		4,213		7,500		10,189		11,000		7,900		11,000		5,289		2,832		4,900		5,310		3,732		5,136		6,800		24,271		6,100		21,338		5,662		5,800		9,619		10,200		155,216



		ASSOCIATION WASHINGTON CITIES

		CONTRIBUTIONS		1,079		952		952		- 0		782		- 0		782		782		782				700		700		717		700		- 0		700		698		- 0		800		800		- 0		- 0		800		685		800		685		- 0		760				760

		TOTAL AWC		1,079		952		952		-		782		-		782		782		782		-		700		700		717		700		-		700		698		-		800		800		-		-		800		685		800		685		-		760		-		760



		FIRE CONTROL																																																																																		current		proposed

		SALARIES		24,831		21,956		21,956		22,538		20,204		20,396		19,053		19,136		11,343

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		13,700

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		15,736		23,940		4,560		13,500		11,218		13,500		9,685		5,956		13,500		9,000		5,996		8,999		13,500		13,500		13,500		8,757		8,721		13,500		13,340		18,400		13,877																		Chief		6000		9000

		BENEFITS		16,464		16,235		16,235		18,042		15,230		14,312		9,735		10,185		4,473		12,913		12,724		7,500		8,412		12,000		13,585		12,000		11,106		5,075		10,500		10,500		6,836		13,335		12,980		12,980		4,800		14,359		14,635		4,800		10,604		4,800		5,483																		Asst. Chief		2400		3600

		BOARD OF VOL FIREMEN		3,000		3,000		3,000		2,130		3,000		- 0		3,000		2,600																								- 0												(170)

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		15,000		15,000		15,000		10,500		15,000		10,005		18,000		14,918		15,000		25,127		13,596		12,500		13,859		12,500		24,423		12,500		25,972		15,245		10,000		12,850		11,491		13,484		10,000		9,250		10,000		7,705		12,229		8,000		24,785		8,000		35,407																		Training		4500		4500

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		150		150		150		-		150		75		150		98		150		-		-		300		105		300		192		300		-		-		300		110		110		110		500		- 0		500		-		-		500		213		500		821																		shift				6840

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		24,700

tc={C83E5CD8-6FEA-44F1-AE0C-14C1BDE8C61F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Clerk / paving / Drainage		3,500

tc={60D7EB5B-735C-43A3-8D0B-BF6218242165}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={1B78A2FF-33F0-4BD7-AFA5-938E21A3278F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		4,865

tc={EB7E9645-CA2E-4B1E-B30E-39D01DFC52F0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={0528852F-1BB1-479D-ADAD-6547B2300468}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		1,476

tc={B736CF69-FBD1-44FE-95FC-2B570ED8D794}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		3,500

tc={CB934693-8C11-40CD-B44D-0863AFB7B9CD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		5,212		3,000		12,843		2,965		1,300		1,401		900		2,584		900		738		298		500		1,000		906		906		250		250		250		952		-		250		-		250		172																				12900		23940

		COMMUNICATIONS		8,500

tc={C6E094B8-1BCB-46D5-AD5B-9767AF8A1B2B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $7500		8,500

tc={8D053119-A5FD-4354-A45B-E91EF26B69D2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		8,500

tc={2AEF763F-5F64-426D-A3C8-36983EFF5C20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		8,465

tc={BE75E251-BE6D-46C4-A37A-7339CBBFD6DD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		7,500

tc={16A2189C-1AF5-4D72-945A-0BE755E5A774}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		10,149

tc={7D002F1B-4EDA-4406-B5D2-5593D386D975}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		7,500

tc={490948C1-27A7-4B0E-9CFD-015A4C669CD0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		4,445		7,500		4,498		5,461		12,000		29,787		11,107		13,689		14,000		8,254		7,884		9,500		9,000		6,127		8,698		5,500		7,000		5,500		8,527		6,631		5,500		5,259		5,500		5,678

		TRAVEL		2,500		2,500		2,500		1,145		2,500		300		2,500		1,446		1,500		-		1,253		1,000		650		500		177		500		221		172		500		-				-		1,500		2,950		1,500		4,438		223		1,500		1,046		1,500		557

		INSURANCE		32,330		25,864		25,864		23,512		19,128		20,665		21,000		19,899		21,000		24,955		20,330		19,500		18,228		17,714		17,974		21,000		18,701		18,701		21,000						-		21,000		20,912		21,000		39,925		19,641		21,000		20,143		21,000		19,890

		FACILITIES												20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		20,000		20,000

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		40,000		64		20,000		25,738		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		-		20,000		20,000				20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000		20,000

		UTILITIES		7,700		7,700		7,700		5,825		7,700		7,419		7,700		6,306		6,500		6,146		6,346		6,000		4,669		6,500		5,153		6,500		6,497		4,139		6,500		6,500		4,207		6,012		6,500		6,750		6,500		6,508		6,953		6,500		7,216		4,500		4,836

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		18,000		18,000		18,000		27,327		18,000		17,180		18,000		14,131		18,000		20,575		15,587		10,000		5,805		10,000		11,519		10,000		6,350		4,790		10,000		8,450		5,069		6,083		10,000		9,865		10,000		7,871		12,764		12,000		19,119		12,000		28,308

		EMS/VOLUNTEER COMPENSATION		10,500		4,800		4,800		3,979		4,800		3,778		4,800		1,167		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-				-		-		2,000		2,000		-		-

		MISCELLANEOUS																								1,000		740		1,000		789		1,000		1,880		458		1,500		1,000		890		1,130		2,000		790		2,000		810		720		1,000		720		1,000		720

		EQUIPMENT		14,000		9,000		9,000		3,089		9,000		4,718		9,000		9,096		9,000		8,913		4,503		9,000		10,015		9,000		230		9,000		7,593		6,486		9,000		8,800		2,805		8,764		9,000		12,975		9,000		12,115		1,979		10,000		16,120		10,000		9,582

		TRAINING		14,000

tc={39A758D5-28D6-4EBA-846F-2BBA06759D08}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={F51AB3B5-13B7-4CDC-A9EB-43A522EECFDF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={26C1F331-4161-47A6-A277-F1EC4CF9085F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		4,370

tc={2930C92C-2652-485B-95C0-98424E80FF90}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		14,000

tc={A7FFB488-3DF1-4B41-8DA9-7E12E16D2FAA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		3,255		4,000		9,266		3,500		5,222		3,734		1,500		1,951		1,500		- 0		1,500		3,631		3,381		1,500		550		550		542		2,000		2,645		2,000		2,130		40		1,500		2,540		1,500		285

		TOTAL FIRE CONTROL		191,676		150,205		150,205		135,787		139,712		133,728		147,938		137,905		120,966		174,892		102,299		125,540		125,919		116,521		121,532		122,700		120,628		72,583		114,300		87,760		44,987		88,065		114,730		121,867		108,550		133,928		104,537		106,050		141,105		108,950		145,616



		BUILDING INSPECTOR

		SALARIES		40,585		37,324		37,324		30,947		37,582		28,613		26,949		26,112		26,290		25,360		24,752		22,543		21,782		22,643		30,247		30,000		30,000		21,997		29,640		3,011		1,491		3,125		3,011		25,000		22,500		22,500		30,423		30,514		50,995		30,514		46,497		4k to planning												15over

		BENEFITS		22,724		16,235		16,235		21,597		24,873		17,730		18,273		15,697		17,607		15,183		15,004		17,558		13,284		13,000		14,936		12,000		12,654		9,331		10,670		1,762		346		2,213		1,762		11,000		12,800		12,800		15,320		15,365		22,200		15,365		45,285		5k to planning												12 over

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,117		5,000		2,693		5,000		1,372		5,000		9,781		6,742		1,100		6,061		1,100		1,418		750		1,029		523		750		750		600		714		850		800		850		1,067		875		500		1,166		500		2,004

		CODE ENFORCEMENT		20,000		1,000		20,000		32,770		20,000		55,581		42,300		33,983		2,300						2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		150		- 0		150		-		-		150		-		150

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES																		35,000

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		6,815		8,208		600		- 0		600		- 0		600				- 0		600		600		476		476		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		- 0		500		-		500

		TRAINING		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		12		1,500		1,565		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,000		600		600		1,000		690		400		400		1,500		- 0		600		95		1,606		700		595		700		90

		DUES AND ASSOCIATIONS		135		135		135		- 0		135		55		135				135		95		40		135				135		260		135		135		135		100		95		95		95

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		501		1,500		463		1,500		1,282		1,000		940		402		1,000		63		1,000		49		1,000		1,026		1,026		600		600		448		588		800		833		850		1,217		981		1,850		2,902		1,850		1,248

		STATE REMITT/BUILDING PERMITS		9,000		9,000		9,000		8,528		9,000		9,000		9,000		9,029						300		300		- 0		300		- 0		150		- 0		- 0		250		50		24		24		500		- 0		500		50		-		500		-		500

		EQUIPMENT																		5,000

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt				- 0		1,000		- 0		6,200		- 0		2,500		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		-		2,000

		MEMBERSHIPS		575		575		575		95		575		500		575		575		575		180		- 0		575				575		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		350		95		350		-		-		350		-		350		-

		TOTAL BUILDING INSPECTOR		101,019		72,269		91,269		100,555		100,165		114,635		105,233		88,062		94,407		59,919		55,448		48,311		41,190		47,053		46,911		48,135		45,443		33,612		43,610		7,558		3,880		7,634		8,922		37,728		39,100		37,729		49,205		52,429		77,858		52,429		95,123



		CIVIL DEFENSE

		EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT		13,912		13,912		13,912		13,781		13,912		4,316		13,912		25,613		12,794		15,766		18,665		14,175		14,631		12,000		11,434		12,000		22,075		7,751		12,119		10,000		8,293		11,057		11,057		8,000		10,000		8,296		8,142		9,000		9,782		9,782		13,769

		COVID COSTS 						2,000		- 0		2,000		34,257

		TOTAL CIVIL DEFENSE		13,912		13,912		15,912		13,781		15,912		38,573		13,912		25,613		12,794		15,766		18,665		14,175		14,631		12,000		11,434		12,000		22,075		7,751		12,119		10,000		8,293		11,057		11,057		8,000		10,000		8,296		8,142		9,000		9,782		9,782		13,769



		AIR POLLUTION

		OLYMPIC AIR POLLUTION CONTROL		1,185		1,185		1,185		1,729		1,185		1,713		1,665		1,665		1,138		1,357		1,314		900		878		$   900		875		$   900		870		$   630		$   900		$   866		$   866		$   866		700		675		675		931		691		657		680		657		657

		TOTAL AIR POLLUTION		1,185		1,185		1,185		1,729		1,185		1,713		1,665		1,665		1,138		1,357		1,314		900		878		900		875		900		870		630		900		866		866		866		700		675		675		931		691		657		680		657		657														ERROR:#REF!



		PLANNING

		SALARIES		53,860		49,687		45,000		47,672		37,365		44,083		41,341		40,443		40,332		38,948		35,073		35,038		28,052		26,230		35,542		63,855		60,118		39,384		67,481		26,188		17,432		33,453		26,188		26,000		26,000		26,347		43,294		48,715		41,831		48,715		17,088		40k under

		BENEFITS		28,938		26,562		23,089		26,983		22,429		24,945		25,408		23,893		22,864		22,538		20,664		22,121		13,725		9,057		17,630		18,000		18,844		8,606		18,304		7,848		4,975		8,865		7,848		12,000		12,812		7,511		11,174		11,647		9,781		11,647		17,230		10k under

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		7,000		7,000		7,000		6,727		7,000		3,054		7,000		2,439		7,000		14,118		1,559		1,000		10,506		1,000		13,216		3,000		7,205		5,976		3,000		3,850		3,029		4,345		3,000		3,000		2,650		2,549		4,741		2,500		2,923		2,500		3,748

		PRINTING		100		100		100		- 0		100		- 0		100		- 0		100		- 0		- 0		100		1,278		100		- 0		50		- 0		- 0		- 0						43		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		-				-		-

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		10,000		10,000		10,000		15,787

tc={E7009D64-C8ED-42F5-8576-B76BD2635E3E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    SMP Update 5k		15,000

tc={A6503E55-E2C8-4608-9631-E1F2DA1AF5B1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    SMP Update 5k		13,261

tc={F894BE7F-81F5-4D97-A296-549899B699C5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Comp Plan - Buffer Study		15,000

tc={2616419E-EE5C-4C1D-81C9-B26C78195139}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Comp Plan - Buffer Study		48,710		45,000

asmith: asmith:
Comp Plan Update 		15,532		5,523		12,000		1,638		12,000		11,068		12,000		3,393		3,229		24,500		6,000		4,089		4,891		15,000		4,100		15,000		7,777		6,906		15,000		15,915		15,000		70,635

		TRAVEL		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		500		44		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0		45		2,000		928		2,000		973		2,000		2,065		801		2,000		1,300		453		1,059		2,000		1,000		1,800		295		765		750		2,203		750		1,115

		LEGAL ADVERTISING		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,312		4,000		3,340		4,000		4,434		4,000		3,991		4,143		3,000		1,332		3,000		3,870		3,000		1,873		1,607		3,000		3,000		2,202		3,129		3,000		2,750		3,000		2,974		3,320		3,000		1,902		3,000		2,529

		Project Safe Haven																				29,171		14,602		56,000		439,647		420,000		10,307				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0						- 0

		EQUIPMENT		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				7,500

Gene: Gene:
includes one fourth of the cost of a new copier at $10K.		- 0		- 0		10,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,000		650		1,000		877		85		1,000		1,488		1,000		701

		LEGAL SERVICES		5,000		5,000		5,000		- 0		5,000		330		5,000		1,335		5,000		6,690		16,070		4,000		25,827		4,000		8,132		4,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		5,000		5,000		5,000		4,785		342		25,000		-		25,000

		TRAINING		3,000		3,000		3,000		3,463		2,000		- 0		2,000		745		2,000		- 0		383		2,000		636		2,000		1,279		2,000		151		- 0		2,000		500		295		834		2,000		1,650		2,000		1,003		1,207		2,000		1,040		2,000

		Shoreline Master Program		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		239		2,000		279		279								266		- 0

		MEMBERSHIP		1,000		1,000		1,000		200		1,000		- 0		1,000		2,070		1,000		1,500		1,585		400		- 0		400		341		350		306		- 0		350		350		- 0		249		350		250		350		294		-		350		-		350

		TOTAL PLANNING		114,398		107,849		99,689		105,144		94,395		89,057		102,849		124,069		129,296		132,488		99,647		137,659		523,569		481,787		102,598		117,755		94,234		59,883		135,635		49,036		32,475		57,133		65,386		56,400		69,612		54,413		71,834		109,962		77,083		110,962		113,046



		PACE

		CONTRIBUTIONS																																														- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		-		-		5,000

		TOTAL PACE																																														-		-		-				-		-		-		5,000



		EDC ANNUAL DONATION 

		TECHNICAL SERVICES AGREEMENT 		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000

		TOTAL EDC DONATION 		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000		4,000



		ALCOHOLISM

		COUNTY CONTRIBUTION		750		750		750		- 0		750		- 0		750		95		750		372		565		750		716		350		413		250		216		153		365		365		189		252		360		360		300		362		348		300		383		300		356

		TOTAL ALCOHOLISM		750		750		750		-		750		-		750		95		750		372		565		750		716		350		413		250		216		153		365		365		189		252		360		360		300		362		348		300		383		300		356



		PARKS

		SALARIES		189,263		176,000		148,989		140,394		141,629		113,414		115,534		108,956		128,857

asmith: asmith:
Might be up due to Culbertson Improvements 		31,751		34,477		29,133		29,363		28,484		36,408		42,147		45,016		14,925		44,870		28,188		20,347		29,971		28,188		33,000		25,500		25,500		35,028		35,090		76,496		69,132		72,279		22k under

		BENEFITS		98,515		93,000		80,948		66,744		80,658		60,007		64,203		64,353		79,476		18,929		16,165		13,450		13,895		9,040		16,606		10,132		11,954		6,975		11,319		12,600		8,268		12,152		9,681		15,000		10,800		10,800		13,505		13,585		30,728		26,636		27,825

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		60,000		85,000		60,000		58,321		60,000		53,179		60,000		54,554		48,000

asmith: asmith:
picnic tables, cedar fencing, drinking fountain, benches 		82,135		72,796		35,000		51,016		35,000		48,674		35,000		54,001		33,145		30,000		31,000		23,828		35,675		30,000		28,500		30,000		31,944		34,606		30,000		34,250		28,000		30,673		Holiday Decs, Sani Cans 

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		250		250		250		5,399		250		375		250		400		250		2,843		701		250		398		250		1,340		250		156		156		150		125		125		125		- 0		- 0		- 0				97						17,000

		INSURANCE		9,807		7,845		7,845		7,132		1,274		6,265		6,000		6,036		6,000		5,532		5,900		6,000		5,290		5,141		9,516		12,000		9,900		9,900		12,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		12,000		10,755		12,000		20,821		10,101		12,000		10,359		12,000		11,000

		UTILITIES		30,000		30,000		30,000		30,500		22,000		24,912		11,000		10,680		11,000		12,433		12,867		9,500		10,322		10,000		9,589		11,000		10,251		5,950		10,500		9,000		4,868		7,029		10,500		10,500		8,000		9,681		10,290		8,000		10,516		8,000		6,952

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		40,000

tc={4E83CF4A-E83D-4B56-AA3C-645BF4816994}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500		40,000

tc={9B913701-F5EC-4F6F-A9DF-DF76C50AC8C0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500														

asmith: asmith:
Might be up due to Culbertson Improvements 		40,000

tc={9E375B21-B473-42D1-AC45-EC8EE40C92BF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Old PD Trim and Door - $4,000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $2,500
Clam Meter Electrical - $8,000
5th St Bathrooms Electrical - $8,000
Table and Compound saws - $2,000
Ball field turface - $2,000
Wood Chips - $3000
Total 29,500		37,460

tc={CB7244AE-8151-4C82-B1BE-88EEA607485E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		25,000

tc={B0346274-AE5A-4F75-9DF9-D982250E2D56}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		24,762

tc={D39E6AEE-2B36-41D6-A704-2FCDAAA5A19B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		27,000

tc={F8D76465-0C38-411A-B9FD-360BCFD6C697}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		23,474		25,000		23,697		20,354		27,000		32,820		27,000		27,268		26,800

Gene: Gene:
paint 5th st restroom; poles for discovery trail entry $4,000;		22,403		17,506		22,500		13,000		5,017		14,333		23,500		14,000		25,000		16,191		22,341		25,000		27,985		25,000		37,312

		MISCELLANEOUS																										- 0		500		330		500		571		571		- 0		27		27		27		- 0		- 0		18,000		-		4,751		18,000		27,351		18,000		26,274

		EQUIPMENT		20,000

tc={E3D990B9-3458-4071-8D1C-A5005F1E9EDD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500						

tc={CB7244AE-8151-4C82-B1BE-88EEA607485E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		20,000

tc={BA11AEF7-9E0C-44FE-BDF1-B99A2AD7032A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500														

asmith: asmith:
picnic tables, cedar fencing, drinking fountain, benches 		

tc={B0346274-AE5A-4F75-9DF9-D982250E2D56}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Ginder pump Sid Snyder Restroom - $1950
Weed Eater - $400
Planter plumbing- $2000
Rebuild cedar fence 5th ST - $1500
Ball field turface - $3500
Wood Chips - $3000
Paint 5th ST Restroom - $1000
Total 13,350		20,000

tc={E7DC278A-F2E4-4FFE-B45F-338F46F9B044}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Track rider for Park - $9,300
Mow Trailer - $3,500						

tc={D39E6AEE-2B36-41D6-A704-2FCDAAA5A19B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		13,820

tc={F2216E08-DB6C-4E05-AE6A-AF15BD4CF290}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Backhoe - 5k						

tc={F8D76465-0C38-411A-B9FD-360BCFD6C697}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Field Mainentance
Wood Chips
Pickleball nets and paddles		5,000

tc={CDA13F87-3469-4228-898C-CA041AE376D3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Backhoe - 5k		871

tc={9354A10B-46A3-403A-A5A6-8F85D3440808}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Grinder pump - Sid Snyder Restroom
Weed eater
fencing
Backhoe - 5k
10k total		10,000

tc={8FDF49D9-377A-4AB5-BF88-777D128B75ED}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Grinder pump - Sid Snyder Restroom
Weed eater
fencing
Backhoe - 5k
10k total		5,200		5,200

asmith: asmith:
Pole Saw - $1200		5,206		5,696		4,000		- 0		4,000		6,386		4,000

Gene: Gene:
Power edger $700; 		2,680		2,680		3,500		3,000		- 0		- 0		3,200		3,000		3,500		2,588		25,211		2,000		5,241		2,000		1,240

		CULBERTSON PARK IMPROVEMENTS		3,000		3,000		3,000		- 0		3,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		- 0		6,000		1,296		7,100		107		7,000

Gene: Gene:
PUD connection for sprinklers at ballfield $4,000; ballfield materials $3,000;		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,813		1,813		1,136		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		- 0		3,700		-		3,700		-

		MISCELLANEOUS																						6,945		- 0		6,522		6,000		6,799		6,000		8,902		6,274		6,000		13,065		12,179		13,572		18,000		18,000		1,500		22,063		18,685				6,195

		TRAVEL		500		500		500		127		500		426		500		2,041		500		1,485		128		500		242		500		6		500		134		134		400		400		383		383				50				28		188				146				267

		LANDSCAPING		20,000		20,000		20,000		12,716		20,000		17,208		20,000		17,820		20,000		21,185		20,013		16,500		22,051		16,500		20,502		16,500		16,902		12,086		16,500		16,500		13,078		20,375		15,000		14,000		10,000		15,695		14,416		10,000		2,707		10,000		8,768

		RESTROOM FACILITIES		1,000		1,000		1,000		2,381		1,000		342		1,000		173		1,000		9,123		1,070		1,000		- 0		5,000		308		10,000						6,000

Gene: Gene:
Begin set aside for new restrooms on Bolstad Approach $1,000
		1,200		580		580		2,000		2,500		250		2,150		2,206		-		158		-		1,489

		TRAINING 		2,000		2,000		2,000		1,320		2,000		871		2,000		1,996		2,000														3,000				5,932		850		200		200		730		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		5,000		-		5,000		-

		TREE CONTROL		10,000

tc={8AF68ED8-5CFC-4305-9F4B-3FA8992906C9}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal																

asmith: asmith:
Pole Saw - $1200		13,000

tc={F5744904-C9EF-4344-82BB-BC4A16A18205}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal		10,000

tc={80ED6F91-13E9-47F0-9197-88485197C0EB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Spraying scotchbroom and tree removal		- 0

tc={A65A5525-6C06-4912-9AFD-75F46491EEAE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Parker		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 		9,852

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 																				

Gene: Gene:
paint 5th st restroom; poles for discovery trail entry $4,000;		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 																		

Gene: Gene:
Power edger $700; 		- 0		6,000

asmith: asmith:
Dune Management - New Parks, tree control 		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		2,000		- 0				2,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		- 0		4,000		- 0		- 0		5,000		740		5,000		4,312

		COULTER PARK		1,500		1,500		1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		1,500		313		1,500		1,537		613		4,000		444		4,000		576		4,000		119		89		4,000		4,000		3,187		3,638		4,500		3,000		6,500		5,785		7,931		15,000		653		22,000		29,264

		TOTAL PARKS		485,835		493,095		426,033		376,314		369,811		312,484		330,987		295,996		340,783		215,855		197,724		152,333		173,657		160,516		184,413		190,829		182,990		116,325		170,589		134,118		93,899		139,726		158,569		152,305		157,050		163,248		199,355		182,375		233,526		252,468		268,844





		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		1,393,551		1,273,569		1,249,144		1,071,728		1,140,718		1,039,214		1,104,747		1,022,072		1,053,217		934,962		772,343		ERROR:#REF!		1,208,551		ERROR:#REF!		761,778		ERROR:#REF!		743,880		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		526,032		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		705,803		724,790		767,905		813,665		853,080		1,092,006



		LOAN TO STREETS																																																								-		-		-

		LOAN TO 105 CAPITAL IMPROV.																																																								-		-		-

		AGENCY DISBURSEMENTS (ILWACO)

DavidG: DavidG:
Ilwaco Building permits
																																

Gene: Gene:
PUD connection for sprinklers at ballfield $4,000; ballfield materials $3,000;		7,500		12,000		7,500		10,955		7,500		19,428		7,500		5,571		7,500		15,563		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,000		- 0		6,500		6,017		1,968		6,475		10,071		91		10,071		- 0		6,901		7,500		9,669		4,923		7,500		4,698		7,500		4,154

		TOTAL NON-EXPENDITURES		7,500		12,000		7,500		10,955		7,500		19,428		7,500		5,571		7,500		15,563		-		6,000		-		6,000		-		6,500		6,017		1,968		6,475		10,071		91		10,071		-		6,901		7,500		9,669		4,923		7,500		4,698		7,500		4,154



		TRANSFERS

		TRANSFER TO LAW ENFORCEMENT		795,000

tc={3126887F-05BC-4A2B-AAE7-76D00626C743}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		775,000

tc={876262A2-DE65-457E-BBA9-F3658761C918}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={571C2F2A-36F4-446D-88C7-70D08DE883DF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={EB079E02-C2B8-4D92-B823-3E9E34F3DDB3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		755,000

tc={CE6056A6-5116-4403-82BF-9456B55FA772}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		750,000

tc={DDE2C0A0-DC9D-4B55-ADFD-6B7BA1DD1664}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		710,000

tc={906D2659-9453-40E1-AB42-9BDCCDA4540C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		750,000		735,000		732,000		718,000		718,000		730,000		700,000		706,000		700,000		741,465		440,000		660,000		667,000		389,083		667,000		667,000		615,000		645,000		671,250		589,167		710,000		670,890		670,840		627,250

		TRANSFER TO 004 																																								- 0		55,583

		TRANSFER TO CURRENT EX. SINKING		100,000		100,000		100,000		300,000		100,000		100,000		50,000		200,000		20,000		20,000

		BINGO BUILDING BOND

David Glasson: David Glasson:
through 2021
																																						

Gene: Gene:
Begin set aside for new restrooms on Bolstad Approach $1,000
		

tc={EB079E02-C2B8-4D92-B823-3E9E34F3DDB3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		

tc={CE6056A6-5116-4403-82BF-9456B55FA772}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Add another officer		

tc={DDE2C0A0-DC9D-4B55-ADFD-6B7BA1DD1664}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		

tc={906D2659-9453-40E1-AB42-9BDCCDA4540C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Josh is leaving end of April we aren't replacing him due to budget constraints.		9,709		9,409		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		4,855		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709		9,709				9,709

		LOAN TO STORM WATER																																								70,000

		TRANSFER TO CE. SINKING																																																		- 0				- 0

		TRANSFER TO FIRE SINKING FUND 		15,000

tc={7A27E26C-465F-44F4-8F98-0FB76C95D68B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={20283FDE-A1A6-40E4-AAEB-E3590BED0E1B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={265CC0AF-4E43-4314-9498-86D112BECAA4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={CAEAB9C1-C055-4674-AB11-718FA3E585F4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		15,000

tc={8BE267D5-60E3-47AB-BE6F-BD327D17B939}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request										

asmith: asmith:
Plus marijuana tax
		

tc={317465A3-2149-4596-996A-5A8709DF9F05}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    A lot of small revs added		

tc={2987D732-88D6-42E7-95EB-0F40EFF46572}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={B7E654C2-CE0C-4833-AAB3-846BEB3F0C62}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    1315 Wash S		

tc={58CDFE90-2156-43F1-94CA-85676257EAE6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={04C49AEA-54CE-434A-B72E-08DA2147D4C3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={03586CAD-D9EF-48B2-9C08-FD3295E81E18}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={A0A8188A-0414-4822-B4C0-560B3239F79A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={C33E9493-F642-41B4-8D69-F5AD8E18C2A6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax												

tc={C5069210-2B11-4BD6-A067-19025908F8E8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Sagmiller		

tc={F6375E07-3008-4848-8EA7-03DC5A614C02}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={E87F5F45-2EA7-461E-8F6C-5E9C96A8693F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={4D4EB522-4C15-442D-92EC-0751B0876FC3}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={642C9308-82AA-43B6-9823-BF397BCC2B20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={B4290A4B-7413-46D1-8BE5-062DBDD716CE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

tc={659313E3-7B2C-4616-97C8-FE559AF4D59C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Decrease in Rev by 20% - Sales Tax		

Gene: Gene:
paid 2012, repay CE $50,256 a year, 1% interest to pay off in 5 years, no pay in 2013.		

Gene: Gene:
repay current expense fund for lilft station loan.Done in 2020																		

asmith: asmith:
Includes new computer for Council Chambers 		

tc={D40A45D4-0EBB-4691-8DC3-33821D2EBC29}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    public defender conflict												

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk										

Gene: Gene:
One fourth of cost of new copier at $10K
		

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk				

DavidG: DavidG:
12000 Judge, 600 / mo clerk		

tc={3E3F1AD4-C824-4AB0-ACE4-F873DD1A3B27}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={665B0C13-5F90-45BB-8D19-1159750775C8}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={A8FF7B72-4BEF-4943-98F4-872E9B1178B4}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit				

tc={94ACB4DE-E66E-4ECA-A25C-DD252CFC03FB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={E94F1C6F-9882-4562-95E4-66FF0D487DA5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		

tc={D11B5CCA-2B5A-44B4-BF45-ED70F3AAE603}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={832C601E-3469-41DE-9579-658869464AB6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={878C660A-0A49-48A1-9B2A-310E892D898D}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2 year audit		

tc={E37A3440-1C87-4D1B-8340-AE23AA84B28A}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={7A4E61FC-D089-4FD6-92CE-94FAA21C83BA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={4FC3CFBF-D5FA-4662-B2F6-2D17BA098D70}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS																																								

Gene: Gene:
judge $1000 a month		

tc={F74C15BC-D75C-402E-855B-C168CCD38C40}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={269D58A5-818B-44BC-8FB5-3D3041DA120B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS						

tc={F1F7D5AA-6FFA-44A7-ABD8-5E0D15249518}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes AED - $1700 and $5200 of laserfishe		

tc={724551C8-DE03-4F29-9BE8-5BA1750ACDF5}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		

tc={044E9680-6EEB-4069-A78D-3514347B2D84}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS		

tc={1864F8DA-22DA-4B04-A400-B06EF77597E2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes SDS																																

Gene: Gene:
Defense att $13,200
Pros $12000		

David Glasson: David Glasson:
L & I 16k		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum																														

DavidG: DavidG:
paid early on 2015 PCOG = $1500		

asmith: asmith:
Joel		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Paint City Hall																										

Gene: Gene:
one fourth of cost of new copier $10K		

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

tc={F2A145D9-3507-498F-972C-50D7196DF9F1}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Piers						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 						

asmith: asmith:
Old Kite Museum		

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 				

asmith: asmith:
Peirs and Painting 								

asmith: asmith:
City Hall parking lot
		

tc={C83E5CD8-6FEA-44F1-AE0C-14C1BDE8C61F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Clerk / paving / Drainage		

tc={60D7EB5B-735C-43A3-8D0B-BF6218242165}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={C6E094B8-1BCB-46D5-AD5B-9767AF8A1B2B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $7500				

tc={1B78A2FF-33F0-4BD7-AFA5-938E21A3278F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={8D053119-A5FD-4354-A45B-E91EF26B69D2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64														

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		

tc={EB7E9645-CA2E-4B1E-B30E-39D01DFC52F0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={2AEF763F-5F64-426D-A3C8-36983EFF5C20}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64														

asmith: asmith:
Not linked to spreadsheet?		

tc={0528852F-1BB1-479D-ADAD-6547B2300468}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={BE75E251-BE6D-46C4-A37A-7339CBBFD6DD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.										

tc={B736CF69-FBD1-44FE-95FC-2B570ED8D794}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={16A2189C-1AF5-4D72-945A-0BE755E5A774}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.										

tc={CB934693-8C11-40CD-B44D-0863AFB7B9CD}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lexipol, air quality testing, etc		

tc={7D002F1B-4EDA-4406-B5D2-5593D386D975}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.								

tc={490948C1-27A7-4B0E-9CFD-015A4C669CD0}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    PACCOM $744.64		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

tc={39A758D5-28D6-4EBA-846F-2BBA06759D08}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={F51AB3B5-13B7-4CDC-A9EB-43A522EECFDF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request														

asmith: asmith:
re-payment to Firemans Assoc.		

tc={26C1F331-4161-47A6-A277-F1EC4CF9085F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={2930C92C-2652-485B-95C0-98424E80FF90}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

tc={A7FFB488-3DF1-4B41-8DA9-7E12E16D2FAA}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Per Chief's request		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 				

asmith: asmith:
Code Enforcement legal and for structure removal 		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt				

asmith: asmith:
Car for Matt		

tc={E7009D64-C8ED-42F5-8576-B76BD2635E3E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    SMP Update 5k				15,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,000		6,000				6,000												5,000										- 0				- 0		5,000				5,000

		CONTINGENT EXPENDITURES																																																				73

		TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS		910,000		890,000		879,709		1,079,409		879,709		874,709		774,709		949,709		769,709		766,709		733,709		733,709		739,709		715,709		715,709		709,709		751,174		444,855		669,709		751,709		454,376		676,709		676,709		624,709		654,709		681,032		598,876		724,709		680,599		675,840		636,959





		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		2,311,051		2,175,569		2,136,353		2,162,092		2,027,927		1,933,351		1,886,957		1,977,352		1,830,426		1,717,234		1,506,053		ERROR:#REF!		1,948,261		ERROR:#REF!		1,477,487		ERROR:#REF!		1,501,071		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		1,212,812		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		1,396,503		1,328,589		1,613,714		1,519,723		1,795,776		1,733,119





		Carry Over to next year		485,103		879,261		312,720		901,739		293,722		721,442		90,734		486,532		279,837		415,646		247,116		ERROR:#REF!		179,590		ERROR:#REF!		229,856		ERROR:#REF!		182,746		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		173,427		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		71,761		77,168		-		52,967		-		244,747



																																																																																2022 Budget 		2021 Estimated		2020 Actual		2019 Actual 		2018 Actual 		2017 Actual 		2016 Actual 		2015 Actual		2014 Actual		2013 Actual		2012 Actual		2011 Actual		2010 Actual

																																																																														Expenditures		213,635		216,209		193,335		197,735		171,723		150,605		194,826		147,748.70		150,107.08		121,281.23		139,650.33		132,858.88		151,972.29

																																																																														Ending Fund		312,720		901,739		721,442		486,532		415,646		247,116		179,590		229,856		182,746		173,427		71,761		77,168		52,967





































Expenditures Vs. Ending Fund



Expenditures	2022 Budget 	2021 Estimated	2020 Actual	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual 	213635.32553609606	216209.15	193335.13799999998	197735.18799999999	171723.446	Ending Fund	2022 Budget 	2021 Estimated	2020 Actual	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual 	312719.74463903951	901739.49000000022	721442	486531.83100000024	415645.81988999993	
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City of Long Beach
CURRENT EXPENSE SINKING FUND - 002

2023 2022 2022 2021
DESCRIPTION Budget Estimate Budget Actual 

Revenues

BEGINNING FUND BALANCE 720,000                 620,000              620,000              320,000               
TOTAL BEGINNING FUND BALANCE 720,000             620,000           620,000           320,000            

TOTAL REVENUES

TRANSFER FROM 001 - C.E. 100,000                 100,000              100,000              300,000               

TOTAL CURENT EXPENSE SINKING 820,000             720,000           720,000           620,000            

Expenditures

CURRENT EXPENSE SINKING FUND
TRANSFER TO 001 - C.E.
TRANSFER TO 101 - STREETS
TOTAL NON EXPENDITURES
FIRE TRUCK PURCHASE 
PUBLIC WORKS REMODEL 
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
CITY HALL REMODEL 
TOTAL CURRENT EXPENSE SINKING EXPENDITURES 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Carry Over to next year 820,000                 720,000              720,000              620,000               


2022 Budget

		City of Long Beach

		CURRENT EXPENSE SINKING FUND - 002



				2023		2022		2022		2021		2021		2020		2019		2013		2013		2013		2012		2012		2011		2011		2010		2010		2009		2018

		DESCRIPTION		Budget		Estimate 		Budget 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Actual 		Estimated		YTD Aug		Budget		Estimated		Budget		Acutual		Budget		Projected		Acutual		Actual		Actual



		Revenues



		BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		720,000		620,000		620,000		320,000		320,000		220,000		20,000		820		820		820		83,967		83,967		83,967		273,513		398,513		398,513		394,121

		TOTAL BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		720,000		620,000		620,000		320,000		320,000		220,000		20,000		820		820		820		83,967		83,967		83,967		273,513		398,513		398,513		394,121



		LOAN REPAYMENT - STREETS

		INVESTMENT INTEREST														0		0		0		0		0		1,000		-		1,000		1,000		1,000		4,392

		TOTAL REVENUES														-		-		-		-		-		-		-		1,000		1,000		1,000		4,392



		TRANSFER FROM 001 - C.E.		100,000		100,000		100,000		300,000		100,000		100,000		200,000										- 0		- 0		-				-				20,000



		TOTAL CURENT EXPENSE SINKING		820,000		720,000		720,000		620,000		420,000		320,000		220,000		820		820		820		83,967		83,967		83,967		274,513		399,513		399,513		398,513		20,000



		Expenditures



		CURRENT EXPENSE SINKING FUND

		TRANSFER TO 001 - C.E.														- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		83,147		274,513		72,000		-		-

		TRANSFER TO 101 - STREETS																				- 0		- 0						-		-		-		-

		TRANSFER TO ARTERIAL STREETS																				- 0										-

		LOAN TO WATER CONSTRUCTION																														245,000

		TOTAL NON EXPENDITURES														-		-		-		-		-		-		83,147		274,513		317,000		-		-

		FIRE TRUCK PURCHASE 

		PUBLIC WORKS REMODEL 

		CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS

		CITY HALL REMODEL 																				0								-		-		-		-

		TOTAL CURRENT EXPENSE SINKING EXPENDITURES 		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00







		Carry Over to next year		820,000		720,000		720,000		620,000		420,000		320,000		220,000		820		820		820		83,967		83,967		83,967		274,513		399,513		399,513		398,513		20,000
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231,105 
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312,720 

901,739 
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2023 BUDGET

2022 ESTIMATED 

2022 BUDGET 

2021 ACTUAL 

Expenditures Vs. Ending Fund

Ending Fund Expenditures



2023 Budget
Fire Equipment Fund

10/27/2022 18

City of Long Beach
Revenues

2023 2022 2022 2021
DESCRIPTION Budget Estimated Budget Actual 

FIRE SINKING FUND - 005

BEGINNING FUND BALANCE 130,023           127,898           69,630            691,591         
TOTAL BEGINNING FUND BALANCE 130,023           127,898           69,630            691,591         

PROPERTY TAXES - 2020 BOND 87,408 87,408 87,408 88,123
CONTRIBUTIONS 1125 1791
TOTAL REVENUES 87,408             88,533            87,408            89,914           

TRANSFERRED FROM  001 15,000             15,000            15,000            15,000           
TOTAL OTHER FINANCING SOURCES 15,000             15,000            15,000            15,000           

TOTAL FIRE SINKING FUND 232,431           231,431           172,038           796,505         

Expenditures

FIRE SINKING FUND - 005
FIRE TRUCK PURCHASE 581,211
EQUIPMENT -                     14,000            -                     -                       
TRUCK LOAN PAYMENT 87,408 87,408 87,408 87,396
TOTAL NON-EXPENDITURES 87,408             101,408           87,408            668,607         

TOTAL FIRE SINKING 87,408             101,408           87,408            668,607         

Carry Over to next year 145,023           130,023           84,630            127,898         


2023 Budget

				City of Long Beach														2022 Budget

				Revenues



						2023		2022		2022		2021		2021		2020		2020		2019		2019		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015		2015		2014		2014		2013		2013		2013		2013		2012		2012		2012		2011		2011		2010		2010		2009		2009		2008		2008		2007				2006				2005				2004				2003				2002				2001

		ACCOUNT NUMBER		DESCRIPTION		Budget		Estimated 		Budget 		Actual 		Budget 		Actual 		Budget 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Estimated 		Actual 		Actual 		Budget		Estimated		Actual		Actual		Budget		Estimated		YTD Aug		Actual		Budget		Actual		Estimated		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual		2007 Budget		Actual		2006 Budget		Actual		2005 Budget		Actual		2004 Budget		Actual		2003 Budget		Actual		2002 BUDGET		Actual

				FIRE SINKING FUND - 005

		005 000 000 308 00 00 00		BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		130,023		127,898		69,630		691,591		91,592		39,629		39,629		35,057		ERROR:#REF!		29,957		ERROR:#REF!		30,237		21,828		25,237		20,237		14,049		39,049		ERROR:#REF!		28,655		28,655		28,655		ERROR:#REF!		48,184		48,144		48,184		47,263		41,466		49,389		40,681		39,681		45,724		ERROR:#REF!		42,724		49,846		53,176		39,732		35,478		ERROR:#REF!		44,871		42,657		37,296		ERROR:#REF!		37,216		263,577		60,125		47,006

				TOTAL BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		130,023		127,898		69,630		691,591		91,592		39,629		39,629		35,057		ERROR:#REF!		29,957		ERROR:#REF!		30,237		21,828		25,237		20,237		14,049		39,049		ERROR:#REF!		28,655		28,655		28,655		ERROR:#REF!		48,184		48,144		48,184		47,263		41,466		49,389		40,681		39,681		45,724		ERROR:#REF!		42,724		49,846		53,176		39,732		35,478		ERROR:#REF!		44,871		42,657		37,296		ERROR:#REF!		37,216		263,577		60,125		47,006



		005 000 000 311 10 00 00		PROPERTY TAXES - 2020 BOND		87,408		87,408		87,408		88,123		88,123		84,032		87,408								165.08												3				2		3		6		- 0		19,073		56		1,000		706		1,000		1,555		1,000		3,477		6,543		41,530		41,880		36,907		45,000		38,430		41,238		42,998		41,238		38,215		40,000		40,911		32,000		35,466		-		-

		005 000 000 367 00 00 00		CONTRIBUTIONS				1125				1791		1791		1260								100		1,500		1,435		523				- 0				4,190		200		27,573		27,573		27,573		- 0		423		423		-		175		-		13		-		5,745		-		1,318		-				-		30,823		-		75		-		18,940		-		1,750		-		2,153		-		45

				TOTAL REVENUES		87,408		88,533		87,408		89,914		89,914		85,292		87,408		-		-		100		1,665		1,435		523		-		-		-		4,193		200		27,575		27,576		27,579		-		19,496		480		1,000		881		1,000		1,568		1,000		9,222		6,543		42,848		41,880		36,907		45,000		69,252		41,238		43,073		41,238		57,155		40,000		42,661		32,000		37,619		-		45



		005 000 000 387 00 00 00		2002 G.O. BOND ISSUE																																												-				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		235,200

				TOTAL NON-REVENUES																																				-		-		-				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		235,200



		005 000 000 397 00 00 00		CONTRIBUTION FROM C.E.																																												- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-				-				-		5,000		-		14,750

		005 000 000 397 00 01 00		TRANSFERRED FROM  001		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,000		6,000				6,000		5,000						- 0		5,000						- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		5,000		5,000		5,000		-		5,000		16,000		5,000		7,500		5,000		5,000		5,000		17,000		5,000		11,000		5,000		-

				TOTAL OTHER FINANCING SOURCES		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		5,000		6,000		6,000		-		6,000		5,000		-		-		-		5,000				-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		5,000		5,000		5,000		-		5,000		16,000		5,000		7,500		5,000		5,000		5,000		17,000		5,000		16,000		5,000		14,750





				TOTAL FIRE SINKING FUND		232,431		231,431		172,038		796,505		196,506		139,921		132,038		40,057		ERROR:#REF!		35,057		ERROR:#REF!		37,672		22,351		31,237		25,237		14,049		43,242		ERROR:#REF!		61,230		56,231		56,233		ERROR:#REF!		67,680		48,624		49,184		48,144		42,466		50,957		41,681		48,903		57,267		ERROR:#REF!		89,604		86,753		103,176		124,984		81,716		ERROR:#REF!		91,109		104,812		82,296		ERROR:#REF!		74,216		317,196		65,125		297,001





		005 000 001 384 00 00 00		Expenditures



				FIRE SINKING FUND - 005



				FIRE TRUCK PURCHASE								581,211		581,211		4,632

				EQUIPMENT		-		14,000		-		-		-				10,000

tc={8DF3009D-E946-4F80-A68D-C741A566ACF9}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    for replacement of 6x6 or for memorial monmument		428								- 0				- 0				- 0						20,000		12,931		17,184				2,869		1,669		15,000		10,000		10,000		3,964		15,000				15,000				5,000		16,698				35,248						10,000		32,701				12,300		20,000		246,491		15,000		34,457

				FACILITIES																																		23,005		25,000		- 0																																11,000

				2002 PIERCE BOND PAYMENT																																						- 0																										41,880		41,880		38,438		45,000		39,890		45,000		41,238		41,238		42,463		40,000		38,696		30,000		30,000

				TRUCK LOAN PAYMENT 		87,408		87,408		87,408		87,396		87,396		43,697		87,408																								- 0												-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		5,000		8,779		-		-

				TOTAL NON-EXPENDITURES		87,408		101,408		87,408		668,607		668,607		48,329		97,408		428		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		23,005		25,000		20,000		12,931		17,184		-		2,869		1,669		15,000		10,000		10,000		3,964		15,000		-		15,000		41,880		46,880		55,135		56,000		75,138		45,000		41,238		51,238		75,164		40,000		50,996		55,000		285,271		15,000		34,457





				TOTAL FIRE SINKING		87,408		101,408		87,408		668,607		668,607		48,329		97,408		428		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!



				Carry Over to next year		145,023		130,023		84,630		127,898		(472,101)		91,592		34,630		39,629		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		21,828		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!



		ACCOUNT NUMBER







2023 Budget
Law Enforcement Fund

10/27/2022
19

City of Long Beach

LAW ENFORCEMENT - 004
2023 2022 2022 2021

DESCRIPTION Budget Estimate Budget Actual 

Revenues

BEGINNING FUND BALANCE 60,531                    68,687                    95,229                    91,416                 
TOTAL BEGINNING FUND BALANCE 60,531               68,687               95,229                91,416             

WEAPONS PERMITS 350                          244                          350                          160                       
WASPC GRANT
DRUG TASK FORCE 63,336                    115,000                 115,000                  9,485                   
LAW ENFORCEMENT SERVICES 308,810                 294,105                 294,105                  282,360               
DOC POLICE STATION -                          -                          -                           205,866               
GRANT 105,000                 -                          -                           40,000                 
OTHER RECEIPTS 2,500                      2,500                      2,500                      19,019                   

TOTAL NON REVENUES 479,996              411,849              411,955              556,890            
TRANSFER FROM DTF SINKING 30,000                    
TRANSFER FROM CURRENT EXPENSE 795,000                 775,000                 755,000                  755,000                  
TOTAL OTHER FINANCING SOURCES 825,000              775,000              755,000              755,000            

TOTAL LAW ENFORCEMENT REVENUE 1,365,527           1,255,536           1,262,184           1,403,306         


2023 Budget

		City of Long Beach



		LAW ENFORCEMENT - 004

				2023		2022		2022		2021		2021		2020		2019		2019		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015		2015		2014		2014		2013		2013		2013		2013		2012		2012		2012		2011		2011		2010		2010		2009

		DESCRIPTION		Budget		Estimate		Budget 		Actual 		Budget 		Actual 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Estimate 		Actual 		Actual 		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual		Budget		Estimated		YTD AUG		Actual		Budget		Estimated		Actual		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual

		Revenues

		BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		60,531		68,687		95,229		91,416		24,516		11,190		26,216		598		7,075		ERROR:#REF!		24,279		2,962		14,450		16,349		2,832		32,971		63,942		1,517		12,102		1,517		278,007		12,102		12,102		95,765		115,416		115,416		29,830		27,832		24,441

		TOTAL BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		60,531		68,687		95,229		91,416		24,516		11,190		26,216		598		7,075		ERROR:#REF!		24,279		2,962		14,450		16,349		2,832		32,971		63,942		1,517		12,102		1,517		278,007		12,102		12,102		95,765		115,416		115,416		29,830		27,832		24,441



		WEAPONS PERMITS		350		244		350		160		350		266		96		350		96		250		170		84		350		32		350		64		350		32		32		32		500		350				1,000		221		1,000		96		1,000		763

		WASPC GRANT										2,900				- 0		2,900		- 0				- 0		- 0		2,900		- 0		2,900		2,900				- 0										889						-		10,955		-		1,493

		DRUG TASK FORCE 		63,336		115,000		115,000		9,485		30,000

		TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT																																																				-				-

		LAW ENFORCEMENT SERVICES		308,810		294,105		294,105		282,360		282,793		271,916		260,489		261,458		261,402		241,733		231,733		226,515		222,820		214,250		214,250		183,140		206,010

Gene: Gene:
This is a 4% increase over the previous year.		198,087		122,094		184,418		198,087

Gene: Gene:
This figure represents a 4% increase over 2012.
		190,466		183,140		190,466		183,140		190,466		183,140		183,140		176,096						183,140

		STOP GRANT																																																				-				-		634

		INVESTMENT INTEREST																								- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0						800		- 0				500		0		500		375		500		718

		DOC POLICE STATION		- 0		- 0		- 0		205,866		205,866		485,029

		GRANT		105,000		- 0		- 0		40,000		40,000

		OTHER RECEIPTS		2,500		2,500		2,500		19,019		2,500		19,565		1,765		2,500		4,241		500		431		2,536		10,000		20,052		12,000		16,919		10,000		9,500		6,933		7,708		8,396		4,000		16,198		1,200		11,962		1,000		11,187		1,000		1,067

		KITE FESTIVAL BOOTH																																																				-		-		-		-



		TOTAL NON REVENUES		479,996		411,849		411,955		556,890		564,409		776,776		262,350		267,208		265,739		242,483		232,334		229,135		236,070		234,334		229,500		203,023		216,360		207,619		129,059		192,159		207,783		194,816		200,228		193,166		195,324		192,966		205,753		185,640		180,771

		TRANSFER FROM DTF SINKING		30,000

		TRANSFER FROM CURRENT EXPENSE		795,000		775,000		755,000		755,000		755,000		750,000		750,000		735,000		732,000		718,000		ERROR:#REF!		730,000		ERROR:#REF!		706,000		700,000		741,465		660,000		667,000		389,083		667,000		667,000		625,000		671,250		645,000		589,167		719,000		670,890		670,890		627,250

		TRANSFER FROM LODGING TAX

		TOTAL OTHER FINANCING SOURCES		825,000		775,000		755,000		755,000		755,000		750,000		750,000		735,000		732,000		718,000		ERROR:#REF!		730,000		ERROR:#REF!		706,000		700,000		741,465		660,000		667,000		389,083		667,000		667,000		625,000		671,250		645,000		589,167		719,000		670,890		670,890		627,250



																																																																828,075

		TOTAL LAW ENFORCEMENT REVENUE		1,365,527		1,255,536		1,262,184		1,403,306		1,343,925		1,537,966		1,038,566		1,002,806		1,004,814		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		962,098		ERROR:#REF!		956,684		932,332		977,459		940,303		876,136		530,244		860,676		1,152,790		831,918		883,579		933,931		899,906		1,027,382		906,473		884,362		832,461



		Expenditures		1,304,996		1,186,849		1,166,955		1,311,890		1,319,409		1,526,776		1,012,350		1,002,208

		ENDING FUND BALANCE																																																See Bottom Line				8,426		115,416		27,168		29,830

		EXPENDITURES



		SALARIES		735,847		692,027		692,027		595,248		587,206		570,401

tc={53B9C63F-F7FB-4F90-B0B9-0C0BF659A0A6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lower due to Josh leaving - both salaries and benefits, not replacing 8th officer.		560,430		551,021		540,564		506,267		515,907		488,457		475,662		479,023		485,130		498,556		478,047		459,420		296,860		448,056		418,351		402,094		464,415		402,094		464,056		478,912		416,127		447,444		409,863								496894

		BENEFITS		321,435		309,178		309,178		256,478		278,432		257,674		273,677		257,550		268,347		253,802		272,358		249,919		245,000		243,233		210,137		242,320		206,379		207,249		155,639		224,965		207,250				247,422		 		236,093		218,500		215,438		193,000		196,793								74000		0.15

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		45,000

tc={6EC077DA-E554-429A-A536-1234AC61692E}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    2020-Half of this budget went to gas and the other half is operational supplies		50,000

tc={F4642070-C134-4882-A404-A6D9490326AE}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    2020-Half of this budget went to gas and the other half is operational supplies		45,000

tc={18BB78B5-FD84-4000-9499-DABD2632B94C}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    2020-Half of this budget went to gas and the other half is operational supplies		52,942

tc={EADACDE6-6066-42F1-BB3F-579BC4094B6F}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    2020-Half of this budget went to gas and the other half is operational supplies		45,000

tc={A409AAAC-D4CD-46F1-8413-4438AA5740FF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2020-Half of this budget went to gas and the other half is operational supplies		40,368

tc={1D97B2AE-597B-45DC-B14E-4326B2625701}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes $5,200 for laserfishe		44,158		41,000		42,248		27000		30,374		28,680		27,000		28,578		25,000		38,149		25,000		28,000		22,547		34,115		22,950		22,000		24,548		23,000		27,138		27,000		23,642		27,000		21,542

		OFFICE SUPPLIES																		2,961		4500		1,997		2,547		6,000		4,279		3,000		2,222		5,000		3,000		849		2,902		5,000		2,800		1,746		4,800		2,537		4,000		3,442		4,000		5,782

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		10,000		10,000		10,000		14,000		10,000		8,342		9,143		10,000		8,098		15000		10,913		23,776		18,000		10,782		18,000		15,742		18,000		10,000		5,957		11,763		10,000		5,150		4,991		10,000		5,419		10,000		4,940		10,000		7,141

		COMMUNICATIONS		50,000

tc={DE684902-39BF-4CF4-B0B8-B7DC019700A7}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Actual amount for PACCOM $32,892.33		50,000

tc={FFFE9FAC-F40B-4FF6-95E6-C638EFA04EFB}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Actual amount for PACCOM $32,892.33		50,000

tc={72FE590E-36DB-472F-9B2E-ED6653701BD2}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Actual amount for PACCOM $32,892.33		61,607

tc={A73C10E6-72FC-4253-8B41-3B2D78F1F8BE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Actual amount for PACCOM $32,892.33		50,000

tc={7495D166-472B-4F68-B1E8-CEE8078A8E5B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Actual amount for PACCOM $32,892.33		55,209

tc={AC12C207-799F-49A5-914D-865AFB1C489D}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Actual amount for PACCOM $32,892.33		49,704		46,640		46,127		65000		63,099		66,853		66,000		85,824		62,449		44,449

DavidG: DavidG:
11,740.25 transfer from ce - posted to pcema accidntally
		60,000		59,875		41,592		56,681		60,000		54,500		53,379		54,500		52,488		52,000		43,733		52,000		34,254

		TRAVEL		8,000		5,000		5,000		5,024		5,000		1,650		4,972		5,000		4,475		250		77		799		5,000		418		5,000		3,895		5,000		1,500		1,345		1,455		5,000		4,050		3,612		5,000		4,032		7,000		6,269		6,000		6,377

		INSURANCE		9,749		7,800		7,800		7,090		6,047		6,228		6,001		6,000		5,267		3966.12		3,966		3,556		3,456		21,146		24,000		22,001		28,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		25,500		23,899		46,268		23,250		22,446		25,000		23,020		23,000		22,000								Vision 2015				2015		2014

		UTILITIES		8,000		6,000		6,000		5,802		6,000		5,554		1,878		3,000		2,048		2500		2,224		1,927		3,500		2,000		3,000		2,646		4,000		2,950		1,832		2,628		4,000		3,000		2,841		3,000		2,972		3,000		2,750		3,000		2,035								Regular Hours				13287.5		13282

		FACILITIES																																15,739

Gene: Gene: Insurance to pay, where did money go?
										- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		-				-										Accrual Hours				2161.5		2066

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		18,000		18,000		18,000		11,588		18,000		14,699		13,204		18,000		7,851		12000		8,850		3,605		18,000		18,912		10,000		8,265		12,000		11,250		9,001		12,416		10,000		7,800		6,616		10,000		11,489		12,000		9,818		12,000		9,490								OT Hours				846.5		841

		MISCELLANEOUS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		250		192		454		1,000		489		1,000		834		1,000		1,200		862		990		1,000		700		1,688		1,000		785		1,000		1,833		1,000		4,176

		EQUIPMENT		120,000		15,000

tc={6659E76A-87C7-4273-A8C7-E957DC7E1492}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Speed Sign?		15,000

tc={52B2AC09-FB48-4653-B646-358E548680A2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Speed Sign?		14,667		10,000		2,221		5,033		5,000		8,274		46000				47,864		15,000		45,267		12,000		20,944		18,000		5,600		3,169		9,009		8,000		4,450		2,936		12,000		10,656		16,000		13,473		16,000		21,170								Total Available				15449		15348

		UNIFORMS		10,000		10,000		10,000		9,766		10,000		5,898		9,321		7,000		4,795		7000		6,611		5,447		6,000		4,172		6,000		6,359		6,000		5,000		3,679		5,267		6,000		5,250		3,509		7,500		4,632		8,000		4,919		8,000		7,212								% Overtime				0.0547931905		0.0547954131

		PRINTING		1,000		1,000		1,000				1,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		500		250		115		115		500		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		1,000		227		1,000		236

		TRAINING		8,000		8,000		8,000		10,177		8,000		9,601		7,367		8,000		6,641		14000		14,019		11,215		7,000		8,047		6,000		5,999		6,000		6,100		6,093		6,642		6,000		5,052		5,052		5,500		4,048		7,000		6,680		6,000		4,058

		COMPUTER		8,000		2,000		8,000		230		8,000		2,566		297		3,500		2,258		500		- 0		9,094		2,000				1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,500		- 0		- 0		1,700		- 0		3,000		3,105		3,000		-								738,376

		ACCESS ANNUAL COSTS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		500		356		356		6,000		3,015		2,136		6,000		3,048		6,000		1,980		6,000		11,986

		POLICE VEHICLE						20,000				5,000		2,150		45,315		46,900		42,994		0		51,977				40,000				40,000		39,543		36,000						- 0		36,000		- 0				27,000		25,425		27,000		-		27,000		28,100

		POLICE STATION CONSTRUCTION 								260,000		255,408		484,403		6,102

		RESERVES		1,000		1,000		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		460		1,000		- 0		0		235		1,107		1,000		243		500		- 0		500		- 0						500		- 0				- 0		432		1,000		-		1,000		-						weeks		52

		DRUG TASK FORCE				10,000		10,000		30,000		10,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		10,000		10,000		10,000		- 0

Gene: Gene:
Flint doesn't want to pay at this time.  We may need to discuss with him.		

tc={53B9C63F-F7FB-4F90-B0B9-0C0BF659A0A6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lower due to Josh leaving - both salaries and benefits, not replacing 8th officer.		

tc={EADACDE6-6066-42F1-BB3F-579BC4094B6F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2020-Half of this budget went to gas and the other half is operational supplies		

tc={DE684902-39BF-4CF4-B0B8-B7DC019700A7}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Actual amount for PACCOM $32,892.33								

tc={A409AAAC-D4CD-46F1-8413-4438AA5740FF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2020-Half of this budget went to gas and the other half is operational supplies		

tc={FFFE9FAC-F40B-4FF6-95E6-C638EFA04EFB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Actual amount for PACCOM $32,892.33								

tc={1D97B2AE-597B-45DC-B14E-4326B2625701}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes $5,200 for laserfishe		

tc={72FE590E-36DB-472F-9B2E-ED6653701BD2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Actual amount for PACCOM $32,892.33		

tc={A73C10E6-72FC-4253-8B41-3B2D78F1F8BE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Actual amount for PACCOM $32,892.33		

tc={7495D166-472B-4F68-B1E8-CEE8078A8E5B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Actual amount for PACCOM $32,892.33		

tc={AC12C207-799F-49A5-914D-865AFB1C489D}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Actual amount for PACCOM $32,892.33		

tc={6659E76A-87C7-4273-A8C7-E957DC7E1492}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Speed Sign?		

tc={52B2AC09-FB48-4653-B646-358E548680A2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Speed Sign?																										

DavidG: DavidG:
11,740.25 transfer from ce - posted to pcema accidntally
		

Gene: Gene: Insurance to pay, where did money go?
		10,000		10,000		10,000		10,000		10,000		10,000		10,000		10,000		10,000		10,000		10,000		10,000		10,000						paid holidays		2.1



		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		1,354,031		1,195,005		1,216,005		1,334,619		1,314,092		1,466,964		1,037,062		1,010,611		992,948		958,035		982,798		945,299		950,618		962,413		922,715		967,664		922,926		811,894		559,895		827,361		843,551		553,760		881,161		606,844		887,696		917,412		791,397		856,444		802,216								4%



		TRANSFER LAW ENFORCEMENT SINKING

		AGENCY DISBURSEMENTS		200		200		200		200		200		200		27		200		200		0		200		- 0		200		300		200		165		200		300		198		345		150		150		231		400		108		750		54		750		416



		TOTAL LAW ENFORCEMENT EXPENDITURES 		1,354,031		1,195,005		1,216,005		1,334,619		1,314,292		1,467,164		1,037,089		1,010,811		993,148		958,035		982,998		945,299		950,818		962,713		922,915		967,829		923,126		812,194		560,093		827,706		843,701		553,910		881,392		607,244		887,804		926,588		791,451		884,362		802,632

				1354230.88617862		1195204.526925		1216204.526925		1334819



		Carry Over		11,497		60,531		46,179		68,687		29,632		91,052		1,477		(8,005)		11,666		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		16,798		ERROR:#REF!		(6,029)		9,417		9,631		17,177		63,942		(29,849)		32,971		309,089		278,007		2,187		326,687		12,102				115,022				29,830



																												2019



		Year 						2023		2022 Budget 		2021 Estimate		2020 Actual 		2019 Actual 		2018 Actual		2017 Actual 				2016 Actual 		2015 Actual 

		Long Beach Contribution						795,000		755,000		755,000		750,000		732,000		732,000		718,000				730,000		706,000

		Ilwaco Contribution 						308,810		294,105		282,793		271,916		261,458		251,402		231,733				226,515		214,250

								1,103,810

								0.2797675144



Long Beach Contribution	

2022 Budget 	2021 Estimate	2020 Actual 	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual	2017 Actual 	755000	755000	750000	732000	732000	718000	Ilwaco Contribution 	

2022 Budget 	2021 Estimate	2020 Actual 	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual	2017 Actual 	294104.72000000003	282792.64	271916.32	261458	251402	231733	









Sheet3

		City of Long Beach

		LAW ENFORCEMENT - 004

				2018		2017		2016		2015		2014

		DESCRIPTION		Budget 		Estimate 		Actual 		Actual		Actual

		Revenues

		BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		$   17,562		$   2,441		$   2,962		$   16,349		$   32,971

		TOTAL BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		$   17,562		$   2,441		$   2,962		$   16,349		$   32,971



		WEAPONS PERMITS		$   350		$   250		$   84		$   32		$   64

		WASPC GRANT		$   2,900				$   - 0		$   - 0		$   2,900

		Wellspring Grant		$   10,000		$   12,673		$   7,481		$   8,692		$   12,036

		TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT

		LAW ENFORCEMENT SERVICES		$   251,402		$   241,733		$   226,515		$   214,250		$   183,140

		STOP GRANT

		INVESTMENT INTEREST						$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		OTHER RECEIPTS		$   2,500		$   500		$   2,536		$   20,052		$   16,919

		KITE FESTIVAL BOOTH



		TOTAL NON REVENUES		$   267,152		$   255,156		$   236,616		$   243,026		$   215,059



		TRANSFER FROM CURRENT EXPENSE		$   732,000		$   718,000		$   730,000		$   706,000		$   741,465

		TRANSFER FROM LODGING TAX

		TOTAL OTHER FINANCING SOURCES		$   732,000		$   718,000		$   730,000		$   706,000		$   741,465



																				Year		2018		2017		2016		2015		2014

		TOTAL LAW ENFORCEMENT		$   1,016,714		$   975,597		$   969,578		$   965,375		$   989,495								EXPENDITURES		$   1,008,728		$   958,035		$   945,299		$   962,413		$   967,664



		Expenditures

		ENDING FUND BALANCE



		SALARIES		$   514,632		$   506,267		$   488,457		$   479,023		$   498,556

		BENEFITS		$   282,455		$   253,802		$   249,919		$   243,233		$   242,320

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		$   27,000		$   27,000		$   28,680		$   28,578		$   38,149

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		$   6,000		$   4,500		$   2,547		$   4,279		$   2,222

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		$   18,000		$   15,000		$   23,776		$   10,782		$   15,742

		COMMUNICATIONS		$   46,640		$   65,000		$   66,853		$   85,824		$   44,449

		TRAVEL		$   7,000		$   250		$   799		$   418		$   3,895

		INSURANCE		$   6,000		$   3,966		$   3,556		$   21,146		$   22,001

		UTILITIES		$   3,000		$   2,500		$   1,927		$   2,000		$   2,646

		FACILITIES										$   15,739

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		$   18,000		$   12,000		$   3,605		$   18,912		$   8,265

		MISCELLANEOUS		$   - 0		$   250		$   454		$   489		$   834

		EQUIPMENT		$   16,000		$   46,000		$   47,864		$   45,267		$   20,944

		UNIFORMS		$   7,000		$   7,000		$   5,447		$   4,172		$   6,359

		PRINTING		$   1,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		TRAINING		$   8,000		$   14,000		$   11,215		$   8,047		$   5,999

		COMPUTER		$   2,000		$   500		$   9,094				$   - 0

		ACCESS ANNUAL COSTS		$   - 0				$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		POLICE VEHICLE		$   45,000		$   - 0						$   39,543

		RESERVES		$   1,000		$   - 0		$   1,107		$   243		$   - 0

		DRUG TASK FORCE		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   10,000		$   - 0



		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		$   1,008,728		$   958,035		$   945,299		$   962,413		$   967,664



		AGENCY DISBURSEMENTS		$   200		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   300		$   165



		TOTAL LAW ENFORCEMENT		$   1,008,928		$   958,035		$   945,299		$   962,713		$   967,829

		Carry Over		7786.6928885374		17562.0924681978		24278.9099999999		2662.16		21666.5000000001



Law Enforcement Expenditures



EXPENDITURES	2018	2017	2016	2015	2014	1008727.7195796605	958034.91376590112	945299.10000000009	962412.86	967663.82999999984	













2023 Budget
Law Enforcement Fund

10/27/2022 20

2023 2022 2022 2021
DESCRIPTION Budget Estimate Budget Actual 

EXPENDITURES

SALARIES 735,847                 692,027                 692,027                  595,248               
BENEFITS 321,435                 309,178                 309,178                  256,478               
OPERATING SUPPLIES 45,000                    50,000                    45,000                    52,942                 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 10,000                    10,000                    10,000                    14,000                 
COMMUNICATIONS 50,000                    50,000                    50,000                    61,607                 
TRAVEL 8,000                      5,000                      5,000                      5,024                   
INSURANCE 9,749                      7,800                      7,800                      7,090                   
UTILITIES 8,000                      6,000                      6,000                      5,802                   
REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE 18,000                    18,000                    18,000                    11,588                 
EQUIPMENT 120,000                 15,000                    15,000                    14,667                 
UNIFORMS 10,000                    10,000                    10,000                    9,766                   
PRINTING 1,000                      1,000                      1,000                      
TRAINING 8,000                      8,000                      8,000                      10,177                 
COMPUTER 8,000                      2,000                      8,000                      230                       
POLICE VEHICLE 20,000                    
POLICE STATION CONSTRUCTION 260,000               
RESERVES 1,000                      1,000                      1,000                      -                        
DRUG TASK FORCE 10,000                    10,000                    30,000                 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 1,354,031           1,195,005           1,216,005           1,334,619         

TRANSFER LAW ENFORCEMENT SINKING
AGENCY DISBURSEMENTS 200                          200                          200                          200                       
TOTAL LAW ENFORCEMENT EXPENDITURES 1,354,031           1,195,005           1,216,005           1,334,619         

Carry Over 11,497                    60,531                    46,179                    68,687                 


2023 Budget

		City of Long Beach



		LAW ENFORCEMENT - 004

				2023		2022		2022		2021		2021		2020		2019		2019		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015		2015		2014		2014		2013		2013		2013		2013		2012		2012		2012		2011		2011		2010		2010		2009

		DESCRIPTION		Budget		Estimate		Budget 		Actual 		Budget 		Actual 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Estimate 		Actual 		Actual 		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual		Budget		Estimated		YTD AUG		Actual		Budget		Estimated		Actual		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual

		Revenues

		BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		60,531		68,687		66,296		91,416		24,516		11,190		26,216		598		7,075		ERROR:#REF!		24,279		2,962		14,450		16,349		2,832		32,971		63,942		1,517		12,102		1,517		278,007		12,102		12,102		95,765		115,416		115,416		29,830		27,832		24,441

		TOTAL BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		60,531		68,687		66,296		91,416		24,516		11,190		26,216		598		7,075		ERROR:#REF!		24,279		2,962		14,450		16,349		2,832		32,971		63,942		1,517		12,102		1,517		278,007		12,102		12,102		95,765		115,416		115,416		29,830		27,832		24,441



		WEAPONS PERMITS		350		244		350		160		350		266		96		350		96		250		170		84		350		32		350		64		350		32		32		32		500		350				1,000		221		1,000		96		1,000		763

		WASPC GRANT										2,900				- 0		2,900		- 0				- 0		- 0		2,900		- 0		2,900		2,900				- 0										889						-		10,955		-		1,493

		DRUG TASK FORCE 		63,336		115,000		115,000		9,485		30,000

		OBSD												20,056

		WELLSPRING														10,083

asmith: asmith:
Will we get this in 2019?		10,000

asmith: asmith:
Will we get this in 2019?		14,357		12,673		15,224		7,481		10,000		8,692		5,500		12,036

		TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT																																																				-				-

		LAW ENFORCEMENT SERVICES		308,810		294,105		294,105		282,360		282,793		271,916		260,489		261,458		261,402		241,733		231,733		226,515		222,820		214,250		214,250		183,140		206,010

Gene: Gene:
This is a 4% increase over the previous year.		198,087		122,094		184,418		198,087

Gene: Gene:
This figure represents a 4% increase over 2012.
		190,466		183,140		190,466		183,140		190,466		183,140		183,140		176,096						183,140

		STOP GRANT																																																				-				-		634

		INVESTMENT INTEREST																								- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0						800		- 0				500		0		500		375		500		718

		DOC POLICE STATION		- 0		- 0		- 0		205,866		205,866		485,029

		GRANT		105,000		- 0		- 0		40,000		40,000

		OTHER RECEIPTS		2,500		2,500		2,500		19,019		2,500		19,565		1,765		2,500		4,241		500		431		2,536		10,000		20,052		12,000		16,919		10,000		9,500		6,933		7,708		8,396		4,000		16,198		1,200		11,962		1,000		11,187		1,000		1,067

		KITE FESTIVAL BOOTH																																																				-		-		-		-



		TOTAL NON REVENUES		479,996		411,849		411,955		556,890		564,409		796,832		272,433		277,208		280,095		255,156		247,558		236,616		246,070		243,026		235,000		215,059		216,360		207,619		129,059		192,159		207,783		194,816		200,228		193,166		195,324		192,966		205,753		185,640		180,771

		TRANSFER FROM DTF SINKING		30,000

		TRANSFER FROM CURRENT EXPENSE		795,000		775,000		755,000		755,000		755,000		750,000		750,000		735,000		732,000		718,000		ERROR:#REF!		730,000		ERROR:#REF!		706,000		700,000		741,465		660,000		667,000		389,083		667,000		667,000		625,000		671,250		645,000		589,167		719,000		670,890		670,890		627,250

		TRANSFER FROM LODGING TAX

		TOTAL OTHER FINANCING SOURCES		825,000		775,000		755,000		755,000		755,000		750,000		750,000		735,000		732,000		718,000		ERROR:#REF!		730,000		ERROR:#REF!		706,000		700,000		741,465		660,000		667,000		389,083		667,000		667,000		625,000		671,250		645,000		589,167		719,000		670,890		670,890		627,250



																																																																828,075

		TOTAL LAW ENFORCEMENT REVENUE		1,365,527		1,255,536		1,233,251		1,403,306		1,343,925		1,558,022		1,048,649		1,012,806		1,019,170		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		969,578		ERROR:#REF!		965,375		937,832		989,495		940,303		876,136		530,244		860,676		1,152,790		831,918		883,579		933,931		899,906		1,027,382		906,473		884,362		832,461



		Expenditures		1,304,996		1,186,849		1,166,955		1,311,890		1,319,409		1,546,832		1,022,433		1,012,208

		ENDING FUND BALANCE																																																See Bottom Line				8,426		115,416		27,168		29,830

		EXPENDITURES



		SALARIES		735,847		692,027		692,027		595,248		587,206		570,401

tc={53B9C63F-F7FB-4F90-B0B9-0C0BF659A0A6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lower due to Josh leaving - both salaries and benefits, not replacing 8th officer.		560,430		551,021		540,564		506,267		515,907		488,457		475,662		479,023		485,130		498,556		478,047		459,420		296,860		448,056		418,351		402,094		464,415		402,094		464,056		478,912		416,127		447,444		409,863								496894

		BENEFITS		321,435		309,178		309,178		256,478		278,432		257,674		273,677		257,550		268,347		253,802		272,358		249,919		245,000		243,233		210,137		242,320		206,379		207,249		155,639		224,965		207,250				247,422		 		236,093		218,500		215,438		193,000		196,793								74000		0.15

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		45,000

tc={6EC077DA-E554-429A-A536-1234AC61692E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2020-Half of this budget went to gas and the other half is operational supplies		50,000

tc={F4642070-C134-4882-A404-A6D9490326AE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2020-Half of this budget went to gas and the other half is operational supplies		45,000

tc={18BB78B5-FD84-4000-9499-DABD2632B94C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2020-Half of this budget went to gas and the other half is operational supplies		52,942

tc={EADACDE6-6066-42F1-BB3F-579BC4094B6F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2020-Half of this budget went to gas and the other half is operational supplies		45,000

tc={A409AAAC-D4CD-46F1-8413-4438AA5740FF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2020-Half of this budget went to gas and the other half is operational supplies		40,368

tc={1D97B2AE-597B-45DC-B14E-4326B2625701}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes $5,200 for laserfishe		44,158		41,000		42,248		27000		30,374		28,680		27,000		28,578		25,000		38,149		25,000		28,000		22,547		34,115		22,950		22,000		24,548		23,000		27,138		27,000		23,642		27,000		21,542

		OFFICE SUPPLIES																		2,961		4500		1,997		2,547		6,000		4,279		3,000		2,222		5,000		3,000		849		2,902		5,000		2,800		1,746		4,800		2,537		4,000		3,442		4,000		5,782

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		10,000		10,000		10,000		14,000		10,000		8,342		9,143		10,000		8,098		15000		10,913		23,776		18,000		10,782		18,000		15,742		18,000		10,000		5,957		11,763		10,000		5,150		4,991		10,000		5,419		10,000		4,940		10,000		7,141

		COMMUNICATIONS		50,000

tc={DE684902-39BF-4CF4-B0B8-B7DC019700A7}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Actual amount for PACCOM $32,892.33		50,000

tc={FFFE9FAC-F40B-4FF6-95E6-C638EFA04EFB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Actual amount for PACCOM $32,892.33		50,000

tc={72FE590E-36DB-472F-9B2E-ED6653701BD2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Actual amount for PACCOM $32,892.33		61,607

tc={A73C10E6-72FC-4253-8B41-3B2D78F1F8BE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Actual amount for PACCOM $32,892.33		50,000

tc={7495D166-472B-4F68-B1E8-CEE8078A8E5B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Actual amount for PACCOM $32,892.33		55,209

tc={AC12C207-799F-49A5-914D-865AFB1C489D}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Actual amount for PACCOM $32,892.33		49,704		46,640		46,127		65000		63,099		66,853		66,000		85,824		62,449		44,449

DavidG: DavidG:
11,740.25 transfer from ce - posted to pcema accidntally
		60,000		59,875		41,592		56,681		60,000		54,500		53,379		54,500		52,488		52,000		43,733		52,000		34,254

		TRAVEL		8,000		5,000		5,000		5,024		5,000		1,650		4,972		5,000		4,475		250		77		799		5,000		418		5,000		3,895		5,000		1,500		1,345		1,455		5,000		4,050		3,612		5,000		4,032		7,000		6,269		6,000		6,377

		INSURANCE		9,749		7,800		7,800		7,090		6,047		6,228		6,001		6,000		5,267		3966.12		3,966		3,556		3,456		21,146		24,000		22,001		28,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		25,500		23,899		46,268		23,250		22,446		25,000		23,020		23,000		22,000								Vision 2015				2015		2014

		UTILITIES		8,000		6,000		6,000		5,802		6,000		5,554		1,878		3,000		2,048		2500		2,224		1,927		3,500		2,000		3,000		2,646		4,000		2,950		1,832		2,628		4,000		3,000		2,841		3,000		2,972		3,000		2,750		3,000		2,035								Regular Hours				13287.5		13282

		FACILITIES																																15,739

Gene: Gene: Insurance to pay, where did money go?
										- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		-				-										Accrual Hours				2161.5		2066

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		18,000		18,000		18,000		11,588		18,000		14,699		13,204		18,000		7,851		12000		8,850		3,605		18,000		18,912		10,000		8,265		12,000		11,250		9,001		12,416		10,000		7,800		6,616		10,000		11,489		12,000		9,818		12,000		9,490								OT Hours				846.5		841

		MISCELLANEOUS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		250		192		454		1,000		489		1,000		834		1,000		1,200		862		990		1,000		700		1,688		1,000		785		1,000		1,833		1,000		4,176

		EQUIPMENT		120,000		15,000

tc={6659E76A-87C7-4273-A8C7-E957DC7E1492}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Speed Sign?		15,000

tc={52B2AC09-FB48-4653-B646-358E548680A2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Speed Sign?		14,667		10,000		2,221		5,033		5,000		8,274		46000				47,864		15,000		45,267		12,000		20,944		18,000		5,600		3,169		9,009		8,000		4,450		2,936		12,000		10,656		16,000		13,473		16,000		21,170								Total Available				15449		15348

		UNIFORMS		10,000		10,000		10,000		9,766		10,000		5,898		9,321		7,000		4,795		7000		6,611		5,447		6,000		4,172		6,000		6,359		6,000		5,000		3,679		5,267		6,000		5,250		3,509		7,500		4,632		8,000		4,919		8,000		7,212								% Overtime				0.0547931905		0.0547954131

		PRINTING		1,000		1,000		1,000				1,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		500		250		115		115		500		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		1,000		227		1,000		236

		TRAINING		8,000		8,000		8,000		10,177		8,000		9,601		7,367		8,000		6,641		14000		14,019		11,215		7,000		8,047		6,000		5,999		6,000		6,100		6,093		6,642		6,000		5,052		5,052		5,500		4,048		7,000		6,680		6,000		4,058

		COMPUTER		8,000		2,000		8,000		230		8,000		2,566		297		3,500		2,258		500		- 0		9,094		2,000				1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,500		- 0		- 0		1,700		- 0		3,000		3,105		3,000		-								738,376

		ACCESS ANNUAL COSTS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		500		356		356		6,000		3,015		2,136		6,000		3,048		6,000		1,980		6,000		11,986

		POLICE VEHICLE						20,000				5,000		2,150		45,315		46,900		42,994		0		51,977				40,000				40,000		39,543		36,000						- 0		36,000		- 0				27,000		25,425		27,000		-		27,000		28,100

		POLICE STATION CONSTRUCTION 								260,000		255,408		484,403		6,102

		RESERVES		1,000		1,000		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		460		1,000		- 0		0		235		1,107		1,000		243		500		- 0		500		- 0						500		- 0				- 0		432		1,000		-		1,000		-						weeks		52

		DRUG TASK FORCE				10,000		10,000		30,000		10,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		10,000		10,000		10,000		- 0

Gene: Gene:
Flint doesn't want to pay at this time.  We may need to discuss with him.		

tc={53B9C63F-F7FB-4F90-B0B9-0C0BF659A0A6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lower due to Josh leaving - both salaries and benefits, not replacing 8th officer.		

tc={EADACDE6-6066-42F1-BB3F-579BC4094B6F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2020-Half of this budget went to gas and the other half is operational supplies		

tc={DE684902-39BF-4CF4-B0B8-B7DC019700A7}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Actual amount for PACCOM $32,892.33								

tc={A409AAAC-D4CD-46F1-8413-4438AA5740FF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2020-Half of this budget went to gas and the other half is operational supplies		

tc={FFFE9FAC-F40B-4FF6-95E6-C638EFA04EFB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Actual amount for PACCOM $32,892.33								

tc={1D97B2AE-597B-45DC-B14E-4326B2625701}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Includes $5,200 for laserfishe		

tc={72FE590E-36DB-472F-9B2E-ED6653701BD2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Actual amount for PACCOM $32,892.33		

tc={A73C10E6-72FC-4253-8B41-3B2D78F1F8BE}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Actual amount for PACCOM $32,892.33		

tc={7495D166-472B-4F68-B1E8-CEE8078A8E5B}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Actual amount for PACCOM $32,892.33		

tc={AC12C207-799F-49A5-914D-865AFB1C489D}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Actual amount for PACCOM $32,892.33		

tc={6659E76A-87C7-4273-A8C7-E957DC7E1492}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Speed Sign?		

tc={52B2AC09-FB48-4653-B646-358E548680A2}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Speed Sign?								

asmith: asmith:
Will we get this in 2019?		

asmith: asmith:
Will we get this in 2019?																

DavidG: DavidG:
11,740.25 transfer from ce - posted to pcema accidntally
		

Gene: Gene: Insurance to pay, where did money go?
		10,000		10,000		10,000		10,000		10,000		10,000		10,000		10,000		10,000		10,000		10,000		10,000		10,000						paid holidays		2.1



		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		1,354,031		1,195,005		1,216,005		1,334,619		1,314,092		1,466,964		1,037,062		1,010,611		992,948		958,035		982,798		945,299		950,618		962,413		922,715		967,664		922,926		811,894		559,895		827,361		843,551		553,760		881,161		606,844		887,696		917,412		791,397		856,444		802,216								4%



		TRANSFER LAW ENFORCEMENT SINKING

		AGENCY DISBURSEMENTS		200		200		200		200		200		200		27		200		200		0		200		- 0		200		300		200		165		200		300		198		345		150		150		231		400		108		750		54		750		416



		TOTAL LAW ENFORCEMENT EXPENDITURES 		1,354,030.89		1,195,004.53		1,216,004.53		1,334,619.00		1,314,292		1,467,164		1,037,089		1,010,811		993,148		958,035		982,998		945,299		950,818		962,713		922,915		967,829		923,126		812,194		560,093		827,706		843,701		553,910		881,392		607,244		887,804		926,588		791,451		884,362		802,632

				1354230.88617862		1195204.526925		1216204.526925		1334819



		Carry Over		11,497		60,531		17,246		68,687		29,632		91,052		11,560		1,995		26,023		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		24,279		ERROR:#REF!		2,662		14,917		21,667		17,177		63,942		(29,849)		32,971		309,089		278,007		2,187		326,687		12,102				115,022				29,830



																												2019



		Year 						2023		2022 Budget 		2021 Estimate		2020 Actual 		2019 Actual 		2018 Actual		2017 Actual 				2016 Actual 		2015 Actual 

		Long Beach Contribution						795,000		755,000		755,000		750,000		732,000		732,000		718,000				730,000		706,000

		Ilwaco Contribution 						308,810		294,105		282,793		271,916		261,458		251,402		231,733				226,515		214,250

								1,103,810

								0.2797675144



Long Beach Contribution	

2022 Budget 	2021 Estimate	2020 Actual 	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual	2017 Actual 	755000	755000	750000	732000	732000	718000	Ilwaco Contribution 	

2022 Budget 	2021 Estimate	2020 Actual 	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual	2017 Actual 	294104.72000000003	282792.64	271916.32	261458	251402	231733	









Sheet3

		City of Long Beach

		LAW ENFORCEMENT - 004

				2018		2017		2016		2015		2014

		DESCRIPTION		Budget 		Estimate 		Actual 		Actual		Actual

		Revenues

		BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		$   17,562		$   2,441		$   2,962		$   16,349		$   32,971

		TOTAL BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		$   17,562		$   2,441		$   2,962		$   16,349		$   32,971



		WEAPONS PERMITS		$   350		$   250		$   84		$   32		$   64

		WASPC GRANT		$   2,900				$   - 0		$   - 0		$   2,900

		Wellspring Grant		$   10,000		$   12,673		$   7,481		$   8,692		$   12,036

		TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT

		LAW ENFORCEMENT SERVICES		$   251,402		$   241,733		$   226,515		$   214,250		$   183,140

		STOP GRANT

		INVESTMENT INTEREST						$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		OTHER RECEIPTS		$   2,500		$   500		$   2,536		$   20,052		$   16,919

		KITE FESTIVAL BOOTH



		TOTAL NON REVENUES		$   267,152		$   255,156		$   236,616		$   243,026		$   215,059



		TRANSFER FROM CURRENT EXPENSE		$   732,000		$   718,000		$   730,000		$   706,000		$   741,465

		TRANSFER FROM LODGING TAX

		TOTAL OTHER FINANCING SOURCES		$   732,000		$   718,000		$   730,000		$   706,000		$   741,465



																				Year		2018		2017		2016		2015		2014

		TOTAL LAW ENFORCEMENT		$   1,016,714		$   975,597		$   969,578		$   965,375		$   989,495								EXPENDITURES		$   1,008,728		$   958,035		$   945,299		$   962,413		$   967,664



		Expenditures

		ENDING FUND BALANCE



		SALARIES		$   514,632		$   506,267		$   488,457		$   479,023		$   498,556

		BENEFITS		$   282,455		$   253,802		$   249,919		$   243,233		$   242,320

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		$   27,000		$   27,000		$   28,680		$   28,578		$   38,149

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		$   6,000		$   4,500		$   2,547		$   4,279		$   2,222

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		$   18,000		$   15,000		$   23,776		$   10,782		$   15,742

		COMMUNICATIONS		$   46,640		$   65,000		$   66,853		$   85,824		$   44,449

		TRAVEL		$   7,000		$   250		$   799		$   418		$   3,895

		INSURANCE		$   6,000		$   3,966		$   3,556		$   21,146		$   22,001

		UTILITIES		$   3,000		$   2,500		$   1,927		$   2,000		$   2,646

		FACILITIES										$   15,739

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		$   18,000		$   12,000		$   3,605		$   18,912		$   8,265

		MISCELLANEOUS		$   - 0		$   250		$   454		$   489		$   834

		EQUIPMENT		$   16,000		$   46,000		$   47,864		$   45,267		$   20,944

		UNIFORMS		$   7,000		$   7,000		$   5,447		$   4,172		$   6,359

		PRINTING		$   1,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		TRAINING		$   8,000		$   14,000		$   11,215		$   8,047		$   5,999

		COMPUTER		$   2,000		$   500		$   9,094				$   - 0

		ACCESS ANNUAL COSTS		$   - 0				$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		POLICE VEHICLE		$   45,000		$   - 0						$   39,543

		RESERVES		$   1,000		$   - 0		$   1,107		$   243		$   - 0

		DRUG TASK FORCE		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   10,000		$   - 0



		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		$   1,008,728		$   958,035		$   945,299		$   962,413		$   967,664



		AGENCY DISBURSEMENTS		$   200		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   300		$   165



		TOTAL LAW ENFORCEMENT		$   1,008,928		$   958,035		$   945,299		$   962,713		$   967,829

		Carry Over		7786.6928885374		17562.0924681978		24278.9099999999		2662.16		21666.5000000001



Law Enforcement Expenditures



EXPENDITURES	2018	2017	2016	2015	2014	1008727.7195796605	958034.91376590112	945299.10000000009	962412.86	967663.82999999984	












2023 Budget

		City of Long Beach



		LAW ENFORCEMENT - 004

				2023		2022		2022		2021		2021		2020		2019		2019		2018		2017		2017		2016		2016		2015		2015		2014		2014		2013		2013		2013		2013		2012		2012		2012		2011		2011		2010		2010		2009

		DESCRIPTION		Budget		Estimate		Budget 		Actual 		Budget 		Actual 		Actual 		Budget		Actual 		Estimate 		Actual 		Actual 		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual		Budget		Estimated		YTD AUG		Actual		Budget		Estimated		Actual		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual		Budget		Actual

		Revenues

		BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		60,531		68,687		95,229		91,416		24,516		11,190		26,216		598		7,075		ERROR:#REF!		24,279		2,962		14,450		16,349		2,832		32,971		63,942		1,517		12,102		1,517		278,007		12,102		12,102		95,765		115,416		115,416		29,830		27,832		24,441

		TOTAL BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		60,531		68,687		95,229		91,416		24,516		11,190		26,216		598		7,075		ERROR:#REF!		24,279		2,962		14,450		16,349		2,832		32,971		63,942		1,517		12,102		1,517		278,007		12,102		12,102		95,765		115,416		115,416		29,830		27,832		24,441



		WEAPONS PERMITS		350		244		350		160		350		266		96		350		96		250		170		84		350		32		350		64		350		32		32		32		500		350				1,000		221		1,000		96		1,000		763

		WASPC GRANT										2,900				- 0		2,900		- 0				- 0		- 0		2,900		- 0		2,900		2,900				- 0										889						-		10,955		-		1,493

		DRUG TASK FORCE 		63,336		115,000		115,000		9,485		30,000

		TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT																																																				-				-

		LAW ENFORCEMENT SERVICES		308,810		294,105		294,105		282,360		282,793		271,916		260,489		261,458		261,402		241,733		231,733		226,515		222,820		214,250		214,250		183,140		206,010

Gene: Gene:
This is a 4% increase over the previous year.		198,087		122,094		184,418		198,087

Gene: Gene:
This figure represents a 4% increase over 2012.
		190,466		183,140		190,466		183,140		190,466		183,140		183,140		176,096						183,140

		STOP GRANT																																																				-				-		634

		INVESTMENT INTEREST																								- 0				- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0						800		- 0				500		0		500		375		500		718

		DOC POLICE STATION		- 0		- 0		- 0		205,866		205,866		485,029

		GRANT		105,000		- 0		- 0		40,000		40,000

		OTHER RECEIPTS		2,500		2,500		2,500		19,019		2,500		19,565		1,765		2,500		4,241		500		431		2,536		10,000		20,052		12,000		16,919		10,000		9,500		6,933		7,708		8,396		4,000		16,198		1,200		11,962		1,000		11,187		1,000		1,067

		KITE FESTIVAL BOOTH																																																				-		-		-		-



		TOTAL NON REVENUES		479,996		411,849		411,955		556,890		564,409		776,776		262,350		267,208		265,739		242,483		232,334		229,135		236,070		234,334		229,500		203,023		216,360		207,619		129,059		192,159		207,783		194,816		200,228		193,166		195,324		192,966		205,753		185,640		180,771

		TRANSFER FROM DTF SINKING		30,000

		TRANSFER FROM CURRENT EXPENSE		795,000		775,000		755,000		755,000		755,000		750,000		750,000		735,000		732,000		718,000		ERROR:#REF!		730,000		ERROR:#REF!		706,000		700,000		741,465		660,000		667,000		389,083		667,000		667,000		625,000		671,250		645,000		589,167		719,000		670,890		670,890		627,250

		TRANSFER FROM LODGING TAX

		TOTAL OTHER FINANCING SOURCES		825,000		775,000		755,000		755,000		755,000		750,000		750,000		735,000		732,000		718,000		ERROR:#REF!		730,000		ERROR:#REF!		706,000		700,000		741,465		660,000		667,000		389,083		667,000		667,000		625,000		671,250		645,000		589,167		719,000		670,890		670,890		627,250



																																																																828,075

		TOTAL LAW ENFORCEMENT REVENUE		1,365,527		1,255,536		1,262,184		1,403,306		1,343,925		1,537,966		1,038,566		1,002,806		1,004,814		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		962,098		ERROR:#REF!		956,684		932,332		977,459		940,303		876,136		530,244		860,676		1,152,790		831,918		883,579		933,931		899,906		1,027,382		906,473		884,362		832,461



		Expenditures		1,304,996		1,186,849		1,166,955		1,311,890		1,319,409		1,526,776		1,012,350		1,002,208

		ENDING FUND BALANCE																																																See Bottom Line				8,426		115,416		27,168		29,830

		EXPENDITURES



		SALARIES		735,847		692,027		692,027		595,248		587,206		570,401

tc={53B9C63F-F7FB-4F90-B0B9-0C0BF659A0A6}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Lower due to Josh leaving - both salaries and benefits, not replacing 8th officer.		560,430		551,021		540,564		506,267		515,907		488,457		475,662		479,023		485,130		498,556		478,047		459,420		296,860		448,056		418,351		402,094		464,415		402,094		464,056		478,912		416,127		447,444		409,863								496894

		BENEFITS		321,435		309,178		309,178		256,478		278,432		257,674		273,677		257,550		268,347		253,802		272,358		249,919		245,000		243,233		210,137		242,320		206,379		207,249		155,639		224,965		207,250				247,422		 		236,093		218,500		215,438		193,000		196,793								74000		0.15

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		45,000

tc={6EC077DA-E554-429A-A536-1234AC61692E}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2020-Half of this budget went to gas and the other half is operational supplies		50,000

tc={F4642070-C134-4882-A404-A6D9490326AE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2020-Half of this budget went to gas and the other half is operational supplies		45,000

tc={18BB78B5-FD84-4000-9499-DABD2632B94C}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2020-Half of this budget went to gas and the other half is operational supplies		52,942

tc={EADACDE6-6066-42F1-BB3F-579BC4094B6F}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2020-Half of this budget went to gas and the other half is operational supplies		45,000

tc={A409AAAC-D4CD-46F1-8413-4438AA5740FF}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    2020-Half of this budget went to gas and the other half is operational supplies		40,368

tc={1D97B2AE-597B-45DC-B14E-4326B2625701}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Includes $5,200 for laserfishe		44,158		41,000		42,248		27000		30,374		28,680		27,000		28,578		25,000		38,149		25,000		28,000		22,547		34,115		22,950		22,000		24,548		23,000		27,138		27,000		23,642		27,000		21,542

		OFFICE SUPPLIES																		2,961		4500		1,997		2,547		6,000		4,279		3,000		2,222		5,000		3,000		849		2,902		5,000		2,800		1,746		4,800		2,537		4,000		3,442		4,000		5,782

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		10,000		10,000		10,000		14,000		10,000		8,342		9,143		10,000		8,098		15000		10,913		23,776		18,000		10,782		18,000		15,742		18,000		10,000		5,957		11,763		10,000		5,150		4,991		10,000		5,419		10,000		4,940		10,000		7,141

		COMMUNICATIONS		50,000

tc={DE684902-39BF-4CF4-B0B8-B7DC019700A7}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Actual amount for PACCOM $32,892.33		50,000

tc={FFFE9FAC-F40B-4FF6-95E6-C638EFA04EFB}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Actual amount for PACCOM $32,892.33		50,000

tc={72FE590E-36DB-472F-9B2E-ED6653701BD2}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Actual amount for PACCOM $32,892.33		61,607

tc={A73C10E6-72FC-4253-8B41-3B2D78F1F8BE}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Actual amount for PACCOM $32,892.33		50,000

tc={7495D166-472B-4F68-B1E8-CEE8078A8E5B}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Actual amount for PACCOM $32,892.33		55,209

tc={AC12C207-799F-49A5-914D-865AFB1C489D}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Actual amount for PACCOM $32,892.33		49,704		46,640		46,127		65000		63,099		66,853		66,000		85,824		62,449		44,449

DavidG: DavidG:
11,740.25 transfer from ce - posted to pcema accidntally
		60,000		59,875		41,592		56,681		60,000		54,500		53,379		54,500		52,488		52,000		43,733		52,000		34,254

		TRAVEL		8,000		5,000		5,000		5,024		5,000		1,650		4,972		5,000		4,475		250		77		799		5,000		418		5,000		3,895		5,000		1,500		1,345		1,455		5,000		4,050		3,612		5,000		4,032		7,000		6,269		6,000		6,377

		INSURANCE		9,749		7,800		7,800		7,090		6,047		6,228		6,001		6,000		5,267		3966.12		3,966		3,556		3,456		21,146		24,000		22,001		28,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		25,500		23,899		46,268		23,250		22,446		25,000		23,020		23,000		22,000								Vision 2015				2015		2014

		UTILITIES		8,000		6,000		6,000		5,802		6,000		5,554		1,878		3,000		2,048		2500		2,224		1,927		3,500		2,000		3,000		2,646		4,000		2,950		1,832		2,628		4,000		3,000		2,841		3,000		2,972		3,000		2,750		3,000		2,035								Regular Hours				13287.5		13282

		FACILITIES																																15,739

Gene: Gene: Insurance to pay, where did money go?
										- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		-				-										Accrual Hours				2161.5		2066

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		18,000		18,000		18,000		11,588		18,000		14,699		13,204		18,000		7,851		12000		8,850		3,605		18,000		18,912		10,000		8,265		12,000		11,250		9,001		12,416		10,000		7,800		6,616		10,000		11,489		12,000		9,818		12,000		9,490								OT Hours				846.5		841

		MISCELLANEOUS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		250		192		454		1,000		489		1,000		834		1,000		1,200		862		990		1,000		700		1,688		1,000		785		1,000		1,833		1,000		4,176

		EQUIPMENT		120,000		15,000

tc={6659E76A-87C7-4273-A8C7-E957DC7E1492}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    Speed Sign?		15,000
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Comment:
    Speed Sign?		14,667		10,000		2,221		5,033		5,000		8,274		46000				47,864		15,000		45,267		12,000		20,944		18,000		5,600		3,169		9,009		8,000		4,450		2,936		12,000		10,656		16,000		13,473		16,000		21,170								Total Available				15449		15348

		UNIFORMS		10,000		10,000		10,000		9,766		10,000		5,898		9,321		7,000		4,795		7000		6,611		5,447		6,000		4,172		6,000		6,359		6,000		5,000		3,679		5,267		6,000		5,250		3,509		7,500		4,632		8,000		4,919		8,000		7,212								% Overtime				0.0547931905		0.0547954131

		PRINTING		1,000		1,000		1,000				1,000		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		1,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		500		250		115		115		500		- 0		- 0		500		- 0		1,000		227		1,000		236

		TRAINING		8,000		8,000		8,000		10,177		8,000		9,601		7,367		8,000		6,641		14000		14,019		11,215		7,000		8,047		6,000		5,999		6,000		6,100		6,093		6,642		6,000		5,052		5,052		5,500		4,048		7,000		6,680		6,000		4,058

		COMPUTER		8,000		2,000		8,000		230		8,000		2,566		297		3,500		2,258		500		- 0		9,094		2,000				1,500		- 0		1,500		- 0		- 0		- 0		1,500		- 0		- 0		1,700		- 0		3,000		3,105		3,000		-								738,376

		ACCESS ANNUAL COSTS		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2,000		500		356		356		6,000		3,015		2,136		6,000		3,048		6,000		1,980		6,000		11,986

		POLICE VEHICLE						20,000				5,000		2,150		45,315		46,900		42,994		0		51,977				40,000				40,000		39,543		36,000						- 0		36,000		- 0				27,000		25,425		27,000		-		27,000		28,100

		POLICE STATION CONSTRUCTION 								260,000		255,408		484,403		6,102

		RESERVES		1,000		1,000		1,000		- 0		1,000		- 0		460		1,000		- 0		0		235		1,107		1,000		243		500		- 0		500		- 0						500		- 0				- 0		432		1,000		-		1,000		-						weeks		52

		DRUG TASK FORCE				10,000		10,000		30,000		10,000		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		10,000		10,000		10,000		- 0

Gene: Gene:
Flint doesn't want to pay at this time.  We may need to discuss with him.		

tc={53B9C63F-F7FB-4F90-B0B9-0C0BF659A0A6}: [Threaded comment]
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Comment:
    Lower due to Josh leaving - both salaries and benefits, not replacing 8th officer.		
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    2020-Half of this budget went to gas and the other half is operational supplies		
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    Actual amount for PACCOM $32,892.33								
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    2020-Half of this budget went to gas and the other half is operational supplies		
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    Actual amount for PACCOM $32,892.33								
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    Includes $5,200 for laserfishe		
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    Actual amount for PACCOM $32,892.33		
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    Actual amount for PACCOM $32,892.33		
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    Actual amount for PACCOM $32,892.33		
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DavidG: DavidG:
11,740.25 transfer from ce - posted to pcema accidntally
		

Gene: Gene: Insurance to pay, where did money go?
		10,000		10,000		10,000		10,000		10,000		10,000		10,000		10,000		10,000		10,000		10,000		10,000		10,000						paid holidays		2.1



		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		1,354,031		1,195,005		1,216,005		1,334,619		1,314,092		1,466,964		1,037,062		1,010,611		992,948		958,035		982,798		945,299		950,618		962,413		922,715		967,664		922,926		811,894		559,895		827,361		843,551		553,760		881,161		606,844		887,696		917,412		791,397		856,444		802,216								4%



		TRANSFER LAW ENFORCEMENT SINKING

		AGENCY DISBURSEMENTS		200		200		200		200		200		200		27		200		200		0		200		- 0		200		300		200		165		200		300		198		345		150		150		231		400		108		750		54		750		416



		TOTAL LAW ENFORCEMENT EXPENDITURES 		1,354,031		1,195,005		1,216,005		1,334,619		1,314,292		1,467,164		1,037,089		1,010,811		993,148		958,035		982,998		945,299		950,818		962,713		922,915		967,829		923,126		812,194		560,093		827,706		843,701		553,910		881,392		607,244		887,804		926,588		791,451		884,362		802,632

				1354230.88617862		1195204.526925		1216204.526925		1334819



		Carry Over		11,497		60,531		46,179		68,687		29,632		91,052		1,477		(8,005)		11,666		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		16,798		ERROR:#REF!		(6,029)		9,417		9,631		17,177		63,942		(29,849)		32,971		309,089		278,007		2,187		326,687		12,102				115,022				29,830



																												2019



		Year 						2023		2022 Budget 		2021 Estimate		2020 Actual 		2019 Actual 		2018 Actual		2017 Actual 				2016 Actual 		2015 Actual 

		Long Beach Contribution						795,000		755,000		755,000		750,000		732,000		732,000		718,000				730,000		706,000

		Ilwaco Contribution 						308,810		294,105		282,793		271,916		261,458		251,402		231,733				226,515		214,250

								1,103,810

								0.2797675144



Long Beach Contribution	

2022 Budget 	2021 Estimate	2020 Actual 	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual	2017 Actual 	755000	755000	750000	732000	732000	718000	Ilwaco Contribution 	

2022 Budget 	2021 Estimate	2020 Actual 	2019 Actual 	2018 Actual	2017 Actual 	294104.72000000003	282792.64	271916.32	261458	251402	231733	









Sheet3

		City of Long Beach

		LAW ENFORCEMENT - 004

				2018		2017		2016		2015		2014

		DESCRIPTION		Budget 		Estimate 		Actual 		Actual		Actual

		Revenues

		BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		$   17,562		$   2,441		$   2,962		$   16,349		$   32,971

		TOTAL BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		$   17,562		$   2,441		$   2,962		$   16,349		$   32,971



		WEAPONS PERMITS		$   350		$   250		$   84		$   32		$   64

		WASPC GRANT		$   2,900				$   - 0		$   - 0		$   2,900

		Wellspring Grant		$   10,000		$   12,673		$   7,481		$   8,692		$   12,036

		TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT

		LAW ENFORCEMENT SERVICES		$   251,402		$   241,733		$   226,515		$   214,250		$   183,140

		STOP GRANT

		INVESTMENT INTEREST						$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		OTHER RECEIPTS		$   2,500		$   500		$   2,536		$   20,052		$   16,919

		KITE FESTIVAL BOOTH



		TOTAL NON REVENUES		$   267,152		$   255,156		$   236,616		$   243,026		$   215,059



		TRANSFER FROM CURRENT EXPENSE		$   732,000		$   718,000		$   730,000		$   706,000		$   741,465

		TRANSFER FROM LODGING TAX

		TOTAL OTHER FINANCING SOURCES		$   732,000		$   718,000		$   730,000		$   706,000		$   741,465



																				Year		2018		2017		2016		2015		2014

		TOTAL LAW ENFORCEMENT		$   1,016,714		$   975,597		$   969,578		$   965,375		$   989,495								EXPENDITURES		$   1,008,728		$   958,035		$   945,299		$   962,413		$   967,664



		Expenditures

		ENDING FUND BALANCE



		SALARIES		$   514,632		$   506,267		$   488,457		$   479,023		$   498,556

		BENEFITS		$   282,455		$   253,802		$   249,919		$   243,233		$   242,320

		OPERATING SUPPLIES		$   27,000		$   27,000		$   28,680		$   28,578		$   38,149

		OFFICE SUPPLIES		$   6,000		$   4,500		$   2,547		$   4,279		$   2,222

		PROFESSIONAL SERVICES		$   18,000		$   15,000		$   23,776		$   10,782		$   15,742

		COMMUNICATIONS		$   46,640		$   65,000		$   66,853		$   85,824		$   44,449

		TRAVEL		$   7,000		$   250		$   799		$   418		$   3,895

		INSURANCE		$   6,000		$   3,966		$   3,556		$   21,146		$   22,001

		UTILITIES		$   3,000		$   2,500		$   1,927		$   2,000		$   2,646

		FACILITIES										$   15,739

		REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE		$   18,000		$   12,000		$   3,605		$   18,912		$   8,265

		MISCELLANEOUS		$   - 0		$   250		$   454		$   489		$   834

		EQUIPMENT		$   16,000		$   46,000		$   47,864		$   45,267		$   20,944

		UNIFORMS		$   7,000		$   7,000		$   5,447		$   4,172		$   6,359

		PRINTING		$   1,000		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		TRAINING		$   8,000		$   14,000		$   11,215		$   8,047		$   5,999

		COMPUTER		$   2,000		$   500		$   9,094				$   - 0

		ACCESS ANNUAL COSTS		$   - 0				$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0

		POLICE VEHICLE		$   45,000		$   - 0						$   39,543

		RESERVES		$   1,000		$   - 0		$   1,107		$   243		$   - 0

		DRUG TASK FORCE		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   10,000		$   - 0



		TOTAL EXPENDITURES		$   1,008,728		$   958,035		$   945,299		$   962,413		$   967,664



		AGENCY DISBURSEMENTS		$   200		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   300		$   165



		TOTAL LAW ENFORCEMENT		$   1,008,928		$   958,035		$   945,299		$   962,713		$   967,829

		Carry Over		7786.6928885374		17562.0924681978		24278.9099999999		2662.16		21666.5000000001



Law Enforcement Expenditures



EXPENDITURES	2018	2017	2016	2015	2014	1008727.7195796605	958034.91376590112	945299.10000000009	962412.86	967663.82999999984	













2023 Budget
Law Enforcement Fund
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City of Long Beach
LAW ENFORCEMENT SINKING FUND -107

2023 2022 2022 2021
DESCRIPTION Budget  Estimate Budget Actual 

Revenues

BEGINNING FUND BALANCE 40,000       30,000       30,000      -                 
TOTAL BEGINNING FUND BALANCE 40,000      30,000      30,000     -              

TOTAL REVENUES

TRANSFER FROM 004- LAW ENFORCEMENT 10,000       10,000      30,000      

TOTAL LAW ENFORCEMENT SINKING 40,000      40,000      40,000     30,000     

Expenditures

LAW ENFORCEMENT SINKING FUND

TRANSFER TO 004 - LAW ENFORCEMENT 30,000       
TOTAL NON EXPENDITURES 30,000      

DRUG TASK FORCE 
TOTAL LE SINKING EXPENDITURES 30,000      0.00 0.00 0.00

Carry Over to next year 10,000       40,000       40,000      30,000      


2022 proposed

		City of Long Beach

		LAW ENFORCEMENT SINKING FUND -107



				2023		2022		2022		2021		2021

		DESCRIPTION		Budget  		Estimate		Budget		Actual 		Budget



		Revenues



		BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		40,000		30,000		30,000		-		-

		TOTAL BEGINNING FUND BALANCE		40,000		30,000		30,000		-		-



		LOAN REPAYMENT - STREETS

		INVESTMENT INTEREST

		TOTAL REVENUES



		TRANSFER FROM 004- LAW ENFORCEMENT 				10,000		10,000		30,000		-



		TOTAL LAW ENFORCEMENT SINKING		40,000		40,000		40,000		30,000		-



		Expenditures



		LAW ENFORCEMENT SINKING FUND





		TRANSFER TO 004 - LAW ENFORCEMENT		30,000

		TRANSFER TO ARTERIAL STREETS

		LOAN TO WATER CONSTRUCTION

		TOTAL NON EXPENDITURES		30,000



		DRUG TASK FORCE 

		TOTAL LE SINKING EXPENDITURES		30,000		0.00		0.00		0.00		0.00







		Carry Over to next year		10,000		40,000		40,000		30,000		-
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